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Abstract 

This dissertation examines the relationship between the French Communist Party (PCF) 

and French cinema betweeen 1944 and 1999. The approach adopted is an historical and 

political one, exploring the context behind the changing relations between the Party and the 

film industry. Both institutions have played a crucial part in the weaving of the political and 

cultural fabric of the country throughout the period. For both the PCF and French cinema, 

the Liberation marked a new beginning and a new relationship with the French state. Looking 

closely at the French Communist outlets over four key periods - the Liberation and the Cold 

War, the New Republic, May '68, and the 1990s -, the evolution of the positions of the 

PCF regarding both film as an industry and film as an art-form is examined with particular 

emphasis on the links and the differences between the film policy advocated by the PCF and 

its critical discourse on French cinema. Since 1944 the PCF has kept a close watch on 

France's film industry, participating, from the Blum-Byrne agreements to the demonstrations 

against the MAI, in every battle for its defence. The unique blend of State involvement in film 

matters and professional resilience in the face of foreign competition which defines French 

cinema today owes much to this Communist involvement. Yet in spite of this continuous 

support the PCF has not left a strong mark on French cinema either in aesthetic or ideological 

terms, and the silver screen has hardly ever broadcast the PCF viewpoint. The reluctance 

shown by some in the Party to acknowledge the concept of auteur as well as the Party's own 

history serve to explain this absence. Until the 1980s, the PCF's discourse was dominated 

by the defence of France's national culture, although some Communist critics and auteurs 

disputed this vision tainted with economism. It was only in the 1990s that the PCF's position 

on French cinema really changed. Independent auteurs are now fully supported by the Party 

and are viewed as guarantors of the welfare of the film industry as a whole. This re- 

alignement can be explained by the fact that both the PCF and the independent film sector 

now find themselves involved in a shared struggle against economic globalisation and 

American cultural, economic and political hegemony. 
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Conventions 

In order to avoid repetitions, both Party with upper case P and the acronym PCF will 

be used be denote the French Communist Party. Similarly, the Fidiration A Spectacle 

CGT will simply be referred to as F9deration A Spectacle. When referring to matters 

relating to the film industry and the film trade, the adjective 'corporatist' will sometimes 

be used, bearing in mind that it must be understood as referring to the film trade 

workforce. 

Given the large number of quotations and references taken from the Communist press, 

it has not been possible to identify every corresponding page number. For the earlier 

periods examined, damaged or imperfect microfilms are often the cause of this absence. 

For the Nineties, data originating from the Internet was also collected without any visible 

reference to the original newspaper9s page number. Should readers want to find the 

original text, it should prove relatively easy to find any given page by simply using the 

date of publication. 

All quotations from French texts have been translated. Titles of articles have 

nevertheless been left in the source language so as to facilitate readers who wish to 

research the original material. In view of the fact that not all French films have translated 

English titles and in order to keep a certain homogeneity, these have also been left in 

French. 

List of Abbreviations 

ACE: Alliance Cinernatographique Europeenne 
ACID: Agence du Cinema Independant pour sa Diffusion 
AFCAE: Agence Franqaise des Cinemas d'Art et Essai 
AMI: Accord Multilateral sur l'Investissement = MAI: Multilateral Agreement on 
Investments 
ARP: Association des Realisateurs-Producteurs 
ASSEDIC: Association pour I'Emploi dans l'Industrie et le Commerce 
AT`TAC: Action pour une Taxe sur les Transactions Financieres pour I'Aide aux Citoyens 
BLIC: Bureau de Liaison des Industries du Cinema 
BLOC: Bureau de Liaison des Organisations du Cinema 
BSAC: British Screen Advisory Council 
CCAS: Caisse Centrale des Activites Sociales 
CDCF: Comite de Defense du Cinema Franqais 
CES: Confederation Europeenne des Syndicats = ETCU: European Trade Union 
Confederation 
CFDT: Centrale Conf6derale des Travailleurs 
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CFTC: Conf6deration Franqaise des Travailleurs Chretiens 
CGCF: Cooperative Generale du Cinema Franqais 
CGT: Conf6deration Generale du Travail = CGT(K): CGT (Kominform) 
CGT-FO: Conf6deration Generale du Travail-Force Ouvriere 
CLCF: Cornit6 de Liberation du Cinema Franqais 
CNC: Centre National de laýCinematographie 
CNE: Comite National des Ecrivains 
CNIPM Chasse Peche Nature et Tradition 
CNR: Conseil National de la Resistance 
CNRS: Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique 
COIC: Comite d'Organisation de I'Industrie Cinernatographique 
COMAC: Commission d'Action Militaire du Conseil National de la Resistance 
CPL: Comite de Liberation Parisien 
CSA: Conseil Superieur de I'Audiovisuel 
CUAA: Committee of Un-American Activities 
DL: Democratie Lib6rale 
EDC: Europýan Defence Community 
EDF-qDF: Electricite de, France-Gaz de France 
EGC: Etats Generaux du Cinema Franqais (EGC) 
EGCu: F,, tats Generaux de la Culture 
ENPC: Ecole Nationale de Photographie et de Cinernatographie 
FEM1S: Fondation Europeenne des Metiers de l'Image et du Son 
FFI-PF: Forces Franqaises de I'Interieur-Partisans de France 
FGDS: Fed6ration de la Gauche Democratique et Socialiste 
FN: Front National 
FO: Force Ouvriere 
GATT: General Agreements on Trade and Tarriff 
IDHEC: Institut des Hautes Etudes Cinernatographiques 
LCR: Ligue Communiste Revolutionnaire 
LO: Lutte Ouvriere 
MDC: Mouvement des Citoyens 
MEDEF: Mouvement des Entrepreneurs et Dirigeants d'Entreprise Franqais 
MEP: Member of the European Parliament 
MN: Mouvement National 
MPPDA: Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America 
MRG: Mouvement des Radicaux de Gauche 
MRP: Mouvement du Rassemblement Populaire 
NAFTA: North American Fares and Trade Agreement 
OECD: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
ORTF Office de la Radio-Television franqaise 
PAF: Paysage Audiovisuel Franqais 
PCF: Parti Comnjuniste Franqais 
PET: Partenariat Economique Transatlantique = NTM: New Transatlantic Market 
PROCIREP: Societe des Producteurs de Cinema et de Television 
PS: Parti Socialiste 
RPR: Rassemblement pour la Republique 
SACD: Societe des Auteurs-Compositeurs Dramatiques 
SFAI: Syndicat Franqais des Artistes-Interpr6tes 
SFIO: Section Franqaise de I'Internationale Ouvriere 
SOGEC: Societe de Gestion et d'Exploitation de Cinema 
SRF: Societe des Realisateurs de Films 
TPS: Television par Satellite 
UDF: Union de la Democratie Franqaise 
UGC: Union Generale Cinernatographique 
UNEDIC: Union Nationale p9ur I'Emploi dans I'Industrie et le Commerce 
UNEF: Union Nationale des Etudiants de France 
UPF: Union des Producteurs Franqais 
WFTU: World Federation of Trade Union 
WTO: World Trade Organisation 
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In October 1999, the Franco-German TV channel Arte broadcast a series of four 

programmes entitled The Faith of the Century, which recounted the history of 

Communism in the modem world. The entirety of the archive material used in the series 

was made up of film, mostly documentaries but including some footage from fiction films 

as well. This choice of selecting only filmic testimonies illustrated the parallel between the 

development of the Communist ideology and system and the development of the filmic 

medium in the last hundred years: if Communism was the faith of the twentieth century, 

cinema was the century's art-form. 

This dissertation examines the relationship between the French Communist Party 

(PCF) and French cinema between 1944 and 1999. The approach adopted is an historical 

and political one, exploring the context behind the changing relations between the Party 

and the film industry. In the wake of the Russian revolution, Communism was regarded 

as the only response to Capitalism and Imperialism not only in Europe but also in 

America, Africa or Asia. In the aftermath of the First World War, Communism was seen 

as a liberating force for the oppressed and the masses who had been the war's first 

casualties. At the same time, it became apparent that cinema, as an entertainment medium, 

had the potential of attracting the greatest numbers. This characteristic was recognised 

both by film industrialists in Hollywood and the Bolshevik leaders: the former saw the 

cinema's capacity to draw huge commercial profit from the film market (already illustrated 

in France before the First World War by thriving film companies Pathe and Gaumont); 

the latter, notably Lenin, understood the ideological power of the medium and developed 

its propagandistic dimension. 1 Early in the century, film became an instrument thanks to 

which the two antagonistic systems could further their interests. Hollywood studios 

advertised the American way of life around the world, a role which was recognised by the 

Washington administration; the Bolsheviks first used films to promote their revolution 

within the confines of the territories of the Russian empire and later used films as a means 

to project an idyllic representation of Communism, totally at odds with the reality of the 

situation. Within twenty-five years of its emergence as a mass entertainment and years 

before Andre Malraux's simple formulation - 'besides, cinema is also an industry' -, 

I See Laurent Creton, OnMza et marchý (Paris: Armand Colin, 1997). 
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cinema was clearly acknowledged as both a powerful marketable industry capable of 
drawing huge profits and an art-form capable of producing an equally powerful 

ideological effect on its spectators. 

As cinema, industrial Capitalism and Communism were developing at the turn of the 

last century, the modem concept of nation was also being defined around the same time. 

The connection between the crystallisation of modem states and the emergence of film has 

recently been analysed by French film historian and critic Jean-Michel Frodon in La 

Projection nationale. 2 According to Frodon cinema may be regarded as a means to 

anchor and project one's conception of the nation. Frodon defines the common features 

of both phenomena by emphasising how cinema and nation are both the outcome of 

imaginary representations as well as tangible established systems. According to him one 

can speak of cinema or nation when both have reached a lasting level of consistency: 

ideological and territorial consistency for the nation; aesthetic, economic and social 

consistency for film. As they needed to represent themselves to themselves as well as to 

the rest of the world, modem nations naturally turned to cinema and its power as a mass 

entertainment, their respective authorities acknowledging 'the strategic dimension of 

cinemal. 3 For instance, the fact that Hitler's Germany and Mussolini's Italy 

acknowledged the importance of film as vehicles for their nationalistic discourses may be 

regarded as confirmation of the phenomenon already seen in the American and Russian 

use of cinema. 

In France too the terms nation, Capitalism and Communism became intertwined very 

early on. Going back a quarter of a century before the creation of the French Communist 

Party in Tours in 1920, the link between cinema and the French workers' movement was 

illustrated in France as early as 1895. The coincidence between the birth of film as an 

entertainment industry, with customers paying for their seats to watch a film on a large 

screen, and the foundation of the main French trade union, the Confidiration Generale 

A Travail (CGT), is emblematic of the joint development of cinema and the workers' 

movement. Indeed the conflation between film as art-form and film as industry was 

contained in La Sortie des usines Lumiere, the very first film Louis and Auguste 

2 Jean-Michel Frodon, La Projection nationale (Paris: tditions Odile Jacob, 1998). 
3 Frodon, p. 28. 
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Lumiere shot outside their factory: more than for any other art-form, cinema raises the 

issue of the relationship between the end-product - i. e. the film - and the complex 

multi-layered process which made this film possible. When considering cinema, 

industrial, financial and commercial factors have to be taken into account along with 

aesthetic and thematic considerations. This is what Robert C. Allen and Douglas Gomery 

have underlined in identifying the different approaches according to which film history 

may be examined: aesthetic, technological, economic and social film histories. 4 

Context 

The object of this research is to look at the relationship between two French 

institutions - the French Communist Party and French cinema - from the end of the 

Second World War to the dawn of the new millennium. My decision to study this 

relationship during this period comes from the respective historical importance of both 

institutions following the Liberation of France from Nazi occupation. The French 

Communist Party (PCF) and French cinema have played a crucial part in the weaving of 

the political and cultural fabric of the country throughout the last fifty five years. 

From the Congress of the Section Franpise de l'Internationale Ouvriere at Tours 

in December 1920 which marked the foundation of the Communist Party when the 

majority of delegates decided to join the Third International, to the presence of 

Communist ministers in Jospin's left-wing government of the late 1990s, the PCF has 

marked the political life of France. As a party based on, and promoting, the principles of 

Marxist-Leninism, it could be seen as 'an outpost of a Communist world revolutionary 

movement'. 5 However, the PCF from the beginning came to play a major role in the 

national politics of France. Between the mid-thirties and the collapse of Communism in 

Eastern Europe (1989-91), the PCF balanced its allegiance to international Communism 

under the leadership of Moscow with its pursuit of its own national agenda, illustrated by 

the fact that it has occupied ministerial positions in French governments on three 

4 Robert C. Allen and Douglas Gornery, Film History, Theory and Practice (New York: Knopf, 1985). 
5 David Scott Bell and Byron Criddle, The French Communist Party in the Fifth Republic (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1994), p. I. 
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occasions since the end of the Second World War. The history of the PCIF may 

nevertheless be divided into two periods. The first stretches from its foundation to the 

Nazi-Soviet non-aggression pact in 1939, followed by the Party's dissolution in 1940. 

The second period, which may be considered as a 'second coming', started with the 

PCF's involvement in the Resistance movement and continues today. Moreover, it is the 

recognition of the PCF's vital role in the Resistance which led to its prominent position at 

the Liberation and endowed the Party with a true national dimension, highlighted by its 

first ever participation in a French government. Indeed the PCF's participation in the 

Resistance as well as in the governments of the Republic legitimised its status as a 

national political force and as a 'party of government', more than its support for the 

government of the Popular Front had done in 1936. 

For its part, from the first films of the Lumiere brothers, in economic and industrial 

terms French cinema held and continues to hold a privileged position which allows it to 

be the foremost European producer at the turn of a new millennium. This position is the 

result of a unique blend of state involvement in film matters and professional resilience in 

the face of foreign competition. 

While French cinema did not come to a standstill during the Occupation, the demise of 

the collaborationist Vichy regime and the Liberation of France led to a halt in film 

production and a reorganisation of the industry. It is only after the war that the French 

film community became truly organised at an institutional and national level, although a 

succession of initiatives had paved the way for this change in the previous twenty years, 

albeit rather unsuccessfully. 6 

Echoing the simultaneous development of Capitalism, Communism and film, the 

French Communist Party has certainly been, of all the French political parties, the most 

outspoken in matters relating to French cinema and the French film industry. Again the 

fact that this study begins at the Liberation does not mean that the relationship between the 

PCF and French cinema did not exist before World War 2. On the contrary, as the 

majority of historians' accounts of the interwar period show, the PCF was very much a 

6 See Pierre Billard, L'Äge classique du cinginafranVais (Paris: Flammarion, 1995), pp. 177-195. 
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presence in French cinema during its first twenty years of existence. 7 In the 1920s and 

early 1930s, numerous film practitioners were attracted to the Russian Revolution and its 

French representative, the PCF. While the artists' support originated from the avant- 

garde's sympathy for the PCF, the propagandistic use which the PCF made of cinema 

echoed earlier and contemporary Russian examples. While Jean Renoir's La Vie est a 

nous, the PCF's most famous propaganda film, comes from the interwar period, the PCF 

did not yet consider the film industry as a priority on its political agenda. Thus when 

Billard recounts the professional debates about the industry of the 1930s, he only 

mentions the positions of the film sections of Confidgration Generale A Travail 

(CGT), which in 1937 would be brought together in the Hdýration A spectacle CGT. 8 

The PCF became more directly involved in the affairs of French cinema during the 

clandestine years of Occupation and Resistance, when French film, like every aspect of 

French society, was questioned and debated with a view to France's eventual liberation. 

As a result, the PCF enjoyed a high degree of popularity in the film industry in the post- 

war period. This popularity coupled with the presence of renowned film personalities in 

the ranks of the PCF, such as world-famous film historian Georges Sadoul, meant that 

the Liberation was a sort of golden age for the PCF with regard to its relation to French 

cinema. For both the PCF and French cinema, the Liberation marked therefore a new 

beginning and a new relationship with the French nation which explains my decision to 

analyse the relationship between the PCF and French cinema from this period to the 

present. 

While the number of books devoted to French cinema bears testimony to both its 

importance and its influence within France and beyond, the significance of the PCF has 

also been acknowledged in an impressive number of publications dealing with the PCF's 

eventful history, ideas and people. The relationship between the PCF and intellectual 

movements in France, a country in which intellectuals have made a considerable 

contribution to society, has been an ongoing subject of attention. While Nfichael Kelly has 

7 In addition to Billard, see also Jean-Pierre Jeancolas, Quinze Ans d'ann&s trente (Paris: Stock, 1985); 
Ginette Vincendeau and Keith Reader, eds, La Vie est ci nous (London: British Film Institute, 1986); 
Colin Crisp, The Classic French Cinema 1930-1960 (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University 
Press, 1993); and Dudley Andrew, Mists of Regret, Culture and Sensibility in Classic French Film 
(Princeton, NT: Princeton University Press, 1995). 
8 Billard, pp. 188-190. 
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charted the evolution of Marxist thought in France from its beginning through most of the 

twentieth century, Keith Reader has examined the role and place of French Communists 

within France's intellectual sphere and intellectual production during and since the May 

'68 events. 9 These studies provide invaluable information on both Communist 

intellectuals' positions and other intellectual movements' views on the Party. It is not 

surprising that film does not figure prominently in these books as their remit is the 

domain of history of ideas and political philosophy. In contrast, the very small place 

allocated to film in the studies of the PCF's intellectuals and the PCF and French 

intellectuals by Jeanine Verdes-Leroux, David Caute and Sudhir Hazareesingh, which 

cover the period examined in this thesis, is more surprising. 10 The small number of 

references to film in these books would lead one to the conclusion that cinema was not a 

priority item on the PCF's agenda. This point of view is nevertheless contradicted by a 

number of film studies publications centering on distinctive periods or sectors of French 

cinema. Thus both Patricia Hubert-Lacombe's Le Cinema franqais et la Guerre froide 

1946-1956 and Sylvia Harvey's May '68 and Film Culture insist on the PCF's pivotal 

role in the specific historical moments they have examined. II Thematic approaches such 

as Jean Pivasset's Essai sur la signification politique A cinema and Sylvie 

Lindeperg's Les Ecrans de Vombre contain vital analyses of the French Communist 

stance on their respective subjects. 12 By focussing on a specific theme or a specific 

period, they are unable to take into account the evolution which the French Communist 

Party experienced over a period of fifty years. For instance the Communist positions on 

French cinema in and around May '68 can be better defined and understood by looking at 

9 See Michael Kelly, Modern French Marxism (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1982), Keith Reader, 
Intellectuals and the Left in France since 1968 (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1987) and The May 1968 
Events in France (New York, St Martin Press, 1993) and Tony Judt, Past Imperfect, French 
Intellectuals 1944-1956 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992). 
10 Jeanine Verd6s-Leroux, Au service du Parti Le PC, les intellectuels et la culture 1944-1956 (Paris: 
Fayard, 1983) and Le R&eil des somnambules Le PC, les intellectuels et la culture 1956-1985 (Paris: 
Fayard, 1987); David Caute, Communism and the French Intellectuals (London: Andr6 Deutsch, 1964) 

and The Fellow- Travellers 1917-1968, revised edition (London: Yale, 1988); Sudhir Hazareesingh, 
Intellectuals and the French Communist Party (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 199 1). 
II Patricia Hubert-Lacombe, Le Cinýmafranqais dans la Guerrefroide: 1946-1953 (Paris: L'Harmattan, 
1996); Sylvia Harvey, May '68 and Film Culture (London: BF1 Publishing, 1980). See also Jean-Pierre 
Bertin-Maghit, Le Cin6nafranqais sous Voccupation (Paris: Olivier Orban, 1989). 
12 Jean Pivasset's Essai sur la signification politique du cinýma; 1'exemplefranqais, de la libgration aux 
ývýneinents de Mai 1968 (Paris: Cujas, 1971); Sylvie Lindeperg, Les &rans de Vombre (Paris: tditions 

du CNRS, 1997). See also Paul L6glise, Histoire de la politique du cingma franqais, tome Il: Entre 
deux r9publiques, 1940-46 (Paris: Film6ditions/Pierre Lherminier, 1977). 
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what these were in the 1950s and early 1960s as well as how they subsequently changed 

in the 1990s. 

I should also mention here histories of French cinema, which all make reference to the 

PCF, albeit to various extents. Indeed, as far as French politics is concerned, the 

proportion of references to the PCF as opposed to references to other French political 

organisations is an unambiguous indication of the special relationship between the PCF 

and French cinema. 13 While these histories offer essential information on the PCF's 

views on French film, they tend at times to simplify the PCF's positions, and 

consequently to present a simplistic depiction of the Party's stance. Thus the PCFs film 

policy or critical approach are often described as if they were unproblernatic. This 

dissertation aims to portray the distinct relationship between the PCF and French cinema 

from an historical angle which takes into account not only the changes experienced by 

both the PCF and French cinema across the duration of the years spanning the end of the 

war and the late 1990s, but also the debates which took place within the PCF regarding 

French cinema as well as those within French cinema regarding the PCF. 

Structure of the thesis 

The PCF's film policy from the Liberation to the last decade of the twentieth century 

constitutes the first of the two strands of this dissertation. The organisation of the film 

industry advocated by the PCF will be analysed in relation to its overall policy. Film 

professionals' perception of the PCF's views on the film sector will also be investigated. 

Did the PCF denounce the capitalist character of the film trade and advocate new 

industrial and economic structures in accordance with its Marxist-Leninist principles, or 

did it make the best of the existing framework and concentrate on the defence of one of 

the national industries of France? Issues of national industrial organisation, international 

competition and European construction will be central to the discussion. 

13 In addition to Billard and Crisp see also Jean-Michel Frodon, L'Age moderne du cinýma franqais 
(Paris: Flammarion, 1995); Alan Williams, Republic of Images (Cambridge, Mass. and London: Harvard 
University Press, 1994 (1992)); Jill Forbes, French Cinema since the New Wave (London: 
BFI/Macmillan, 1992); Susan Hayward, French National Cinema (London: Routledge, 1993). 
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While such an analysis gives a clear indication of the PCF's policy on film as an 

industry, it is not sufficient to give us a full picture of the relationship between the two 

institutions. Film is also an art-form, endowed with cultural, aesthetic and ideological 

properties. In addition, the fact that the concept of auteurism was formulated with 

particular vigour in the early years of the period covered, which in terms of Communist 

aesthetics was dominated by Zhdanovist theories, raises the issue of the place and role 

which the PCF assigned to artists and intellectuals, and therefore of the PCF's key role in 

French film culture. This aspect will be dealt with by looking at the French Communist 

critical reception of French cinema. This examination constitutes the second, 

complementary dimension of this work. The PCF's expectations of cinema will be 

investigated, its critical, aesthetic and thematic preferences analysed. Further, the 

difficulties of reconciling the Party's position on the concept of auteur with its definition 

and defence of a national cinema will be a recurring point of focus in this section of the 

dissertation. The homogeneity or discrepancy between the Communist reception of 

French films and the PCF's own film policy, as well as between film critics and film 

professionals, will be underscored. 

Combining these two aspects - film as an industry, i. e. the PCF's film policy and 

film as an art-form, i. e. the PCF's critical reception of film - this thesis aims to examine 

whether the PCF defined, advocated and set out to establish an alternative Marxist- 

Leninist cinema in France, thus giving priority to its place within the international 

Communist movement. Alternatively, did the Party use cinema as a means to anchor itself 

in the social, political, economic and cultural fabric of the country, thus favouring its 

specific national dimension and heritage, and ultimately emphasising its independence 

from the international Communist movement? It is only by answering these questions that 

an overall understanding of the relationship between the PCF and French cinema can be 

reached. As the focus of this dissertation is on French Communist film policy and 

criticism, I have not included a study of the representation of the PCF and of French 

Communists in French cinema. My principal concern is to document Communist attitudes 

to cinema; while I shall touch on the representation of the Party and its members, 

thorough discussion of this issue would require an extended study of its own. 
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Both the extent of the period under scrutiny and the dual approach of the study called 

for a chronological approach. The international Communist movement and the political 

landscape of France have undergone many changes since the Liberation. Similarly, 

French cinema has evolved through different stages in industrial as well as aesthetic 

terms. While shifts and changes within particular institutions cannot be classified as easily 

as specific historical events, it is possible nevertheless to divide the fifty-five years 

covered by this study into four different periods or eras: the short-lived Liberation era 

followed by the Cold War and its effects on France's Fourth Republic; the creation of the 

Fifth Republic; the May '68 events; and finally, Franqois Mitterrand's era and its 

aftermath in the wider context of globalisation. 

The Liberation period and the first stage of the Cold War - for many historians the 

Cold War ended with the fall of the Berlin Wall on 10 November 1989 - may be studied 

together since, as far as the PCF is concerned, the two periods are very much connected. 

For most of the late 1940s and 1950s the PCF was the first or second political party in 

France in electoral terms. Yet its position within French politics changed dramatically 

from the second half of 1947. After initially playing what it considered its rightful 

important role in the affairs of France, the PCF became isolated in the context of the 

entrenched divisions caused by the Cold War, when it fully adhered to Moscow's views. 

The PCF nevertheless played its part in the reorganisation of the film industry. In the first 

chapter I shall look at French Communist involvement in the reorganisation of the film 

trade, then study the developments of the PCF's film policy before and after the start of 

the Cold War, which coincided with the first initiatives towards a united Europe. The 

effect of the Party's popularity among the industry's professionals which resulted from 

the campaigns for the defence of French cinema spearheaded by the PCF, as well as the 

political use the Party may have derived from such a good reputation will also be 

examined. 

In French film history, the late 1940s and the 1950s comprise the period when the 

terms tradition de qualite and politique des auteurs were coined and the two leading 

French film journals Cahiers du cinema and Positif were founded. Although critical and 

theoretical writings had already featured prominently before the Second World War, the 
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post-war period was marked by an extraordinary resurgence of critical interest in film. 14 

The second chapter of this thesis examines the film aesthetics which the PCF promoted 

before and within the context of reigning Zhdanovism. The PCF's attitude towards 

French cinema will be discussed in the context of the anti-Americanism triggered by the 

Cold War. This cannot be done without discussing New Realism, the PCF's own version 

of Socialist Realism which the Party tried to promote. The Party's insistence on film- 

content and its rejection of formalism opposed, for most of the years 1946-1956, the 

Communist critics, led by the then influential film historian Georges Sadoul, to the 

promoters of auteur theory, led by Andre Bazin, but not forming an homogeneous group. 

In the late 1950s the Fourth Republic gave way to the Fifth and a new constitution. 

General de Gaulle returned to power in a country which was at war with Algeria, one of 

the remaining colonies of the expiring French colonial empire. The PCF was the main 

opponent to both De Gaulle and the new constitution. It was also very critical of the 

Treaty of Rome which established the Common Market. Regarding French cinema, the 

setting up of the 'Avances sur recettes' system, a financial aid to film directors, was one 

of Andre Malraux's first measures after the film sector became part of the portfolio of the 

Minister for Cultural Affairs. Due to maverick production choices, the eruption of the 

New Wave, which was to have a lasting effect on French cinema as well as a 

considerable influence outside France, led to tensions within the film trade while the film 

sector as a whole began to feel the consequences of a rapidly emerging consumer society. 

The third chapter will analyse how the PCF reacted to these new developments within the 

French film industry, and the fourth examine the reasons for, and the reactions to, 

Communist critics' positive reception of the New Wave. This reception marked a clear 

departure from their previous critical stance as well as leading to the first signs of a 

division between Communist critics and Communist film professionals. In spite of the 

PCF's less dogmatic approach, the Party's critics were attacked from other left-wing 

quarters. The substance of these disputes is also investigated in chapter four. 

The fifth and sixth chapters centre on the May '68 events which saw the foundations 

of the Fifth Republic shaken as never before nor since. Although French cinema resisted 

14 See Richard Abel, ed., French Film Theory and Cr"t"c"sm: A HistorylAnthology 1907-1939,2 vols, 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1988). 
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rather well compared to other European industries, it was once more declared in crisis. 

This crisis, which originated in a steep decline in viewing figures, also coincided with a 

wider dissatisfaction among film professionals. Inept governmental decisions on 

censorship and film institutions such as the Cinematheque franqaise, coupled with high 

unemployment and fear of the effects of European integration, led to a worsening 

situation which culminated in May '68. Amidst the near-revolutionary situation of the 

country, the film trade considered its future and the reorganisation of its institutions. The 

utopian atmosphere of May '68 dominated the discussions, though little was achieved in 

terms of concrete transformation. The fifth chapter will examine the PCF's involvement 

in, and positions on, the different episodes leading to the uprising in French cinema 

which coincided with the wider political upheavals in May '68. The film policy supported 

by the Party during the forums organised by film professionals will be considered in the 

context of the emergence of more radical left-wing views on the industry. This highlights 

the difficulties experienced by some film professionals in reconciling their radical political 

philosophy and the reality of an industrial art-form deeply rooted in a capitalist market 

economy. 

While the events of May '68 led to a diversification of the film industry, with different 

sectors protecting their interests, their effects on film criticism and film theory proved 

even more far-reaching. Notwithstanding earlier Marxist approaches regarding 'the 

seventh art', Marxism burst into the realm of film criticism and film theory in the 1960s 

with a vengeance. The position of the PCF will be examined, bearing in mind that, two 

years before May '68, it formally confirmed the more open stance towards intellectuals 

and artists it had in fact already begun to show with the New Wave. The Party's 

theoretical positions will be explored in the light of both the development of diverse fon-ns 

of political cinema in France and other theories also inspired by Marxist principles. 

The last two chapters deal with the 1990s. France, like every other country in the 

world, is faced with the issue of globalisation and its economic, social, political and 

ideological consequences. Following the demise of Communism, the world seems to be 

obeying one single rule, that of global market economy. In what appears at first sight an 

almost anachronistic position, the PCF has sat since June 1997 in the government of 
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France, both a member-state and a keen supporter of the European Union. In order for 

this to have become possible, the French Communist Party has had to enter a period of 

self-questioning and considerable change, in particular in the aftermath of the bitter 

experience of the 1980s which saw a seemingly unstoppable decline of the PCF in every 

aspect, electorally and culturally, locally and nationally. The French film sector is also 

considering its future in the context of the new international order. The seventh chapter 

analyses the way the French film trade has reacted to the new situation, and investigate 

how and why the PCF has redoubled its efforts in its campaign for the defence of French 

cinema in the context of international commercial negotiations such as GATT or MAI. 

Shaking off old corporatist habits, the PCF is now wholeheartedly supporting the 

independent sector; this support is echoed by the stance of Communist critics in the 

second half of the 1990s, the subject of the eighth and final chapter of this dissertation. 

My examination of the relationship between the PCF and French cinema between 1944 

and 1999 will show how important the Party has been for French cinema and how 

questionable the benefits of this involvement have been for the Party. This study shows 

that it would be misleading to judge the Communist position on French film solely by the 

Stalinist yardstick as is often the case. Although the Stalinist years have permanently 

affected the PCF as well as one's perception of the PCF, the Party's discourse on film 

has changed dramatically since the 1950s, albeit at different moments according to one's 

viewpoint - critical or industrial. Moreover an analysis of Communist views on French 

film shows that these have not always been unanimous. There have been significant 

differences of opinion on French cinema within the Party. While critics were anxious to 

shake off the Zhdanovist discourse, their positions from the late 1950s on were often 

ahead of the stance taken by the Communists within the industry. It has taken over forty 

years to see French Communists talking in one voice on film matters. During the PCF's 

heyday, the Party's policy regarding film or other art-forms centred on the idea of 

national culture. Economic considerations often played their part in the PCF's reception 

of films, although as early as the New Wave, some critics - first and foremost Sadoul 

himself - began to reconsider their positions and found themselves at odds with their 

comrades employed in the film trade. In the 1990s, the emphasis on the national values of 
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French cinema has been replaced by a full endorsement of independent films and auteurs. 

The new place of the PCF on the national political and economic scene following the 

collapse of Eastern European Communism has played its part in this evolution. Indeed the 

complex relationship between the PCF and the French nation has proved a crucial factor 

in the way French Communists dealt with French cinema. Yet at the end of the twentieth 

century it seems impossible to say that the PCF has drawn any lasting political benefit 

from its unstinting involvement in French cinema. 

Methodology and Sources 

Before looking at the sources an important point needs to be made about the specificity 

of this research. As Communist historian Roger Martelli underlines, few studies dealing 

in one way or another with the PCF are free from the consequences of their authors' 

specific emotional and passionate involvement with the subject. 15 Thus many histories of 

the PCF or personal accounts of involvement with the Party at one point or another have 

been written by people who at the time of writing were or had been members of the PCF. 

The writer's standpoint may then range from being sympathetic, apologetic or supportive 

of the Party to being mildly to highly critical of it, or even unequivocally anti-PCF. On 

the whole, ex-Party members tend to be critical of the organisation which they left 

willingly or unwillingly but always as a result of their disagreement with the PCF's 

positions at a given time. The difficulty in distancing oneself from a Party which exerts 

such an influence on both one's way of life and one's way of looking at the world has 

been testified to by those who belong(ed) to the PCF. 16 Coming from a French 

Communist background myself without having experienced any personal trauma after 

leaving the Party at a rather young age, I have managed hopefully to retain an objective 

perspective on my subject-matter. But the emotional dimension of this particular field of 

15 Roger Martelli, Communismefranqais : Histoire sincýre du PCF (Paris: Messidortditions sociales, 
1984), back cover. 
16 On the Communist way of life, see G6rard Vincent, "Communism as a way of life", in A History of 
Private Life, vol. 5, 'Riddles of Identity in Modern Times', ed. by Antoine Prost and G6rard Vincent, 
trans. by Arthur Goldhammer, (Cambridge, Mass.; London: The Belknap Press of Harvard University 
Press, 1991), pp. 315-45; Roger Martelli, 'Peut-on parler d'une culture communiste? ', SociWfranqaise, 
47 (July-August-September 1993), 40-46; Marc Lazar, 'L'invention et la d6sagrdgation de la culture 
communiste', Vingtieme Si&le, 44 (December 1994), 9-18. 
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research is also manifest in historians' accounts even when they are less intimately 

involved with their object of investigation. Thus in the preface to their analysis of the 

PCF in the Fifth Republic, Bell and Criddle emphasise their personal attitude to the object 

of their study: 'The PCF has been in essence a totalitarian party dedicated to the success 

of Soviet-type systems. It is therefore difficult to avoid being judgmental and we have not 

hidden our distaste for the form of politics practised by the PCF. In spite of this, they 

claim that their conclusions are based on objective facts: 'Whilst our interpretation of the 

Party's behaviour is often at odds with the Party's view of itself, it is consistent with the 

historical reality. '17 In the realm of French film, similar impassioned attitudes seem to 

prevail when the PCF enters the picture. The very different response I received from three 

French film personalities - film directors Jean Dreville and Jean Delannoy and actor- 

director Michel Piccoli - not only confirmed the emotional impact of the PCF on film 

professionals, thanks to its passionate - and controversial - character, but also 

confirmed the validity of the present study. 18 

My approach is on the whole empirical. I have sought to document the important links 

between French cinema and the PCF at both institutional and critical levels. As the object 

of this research is to examine the PCF's stance on French film over the second half of the 

twentieth century, the main source of information on the PCF's positions has proved to 

be the Communist press. Thanks to the clear links between the PCF and its press, the 

Party's publications have offered a clear indication of the Party's official position(s) on 

any given subject over the years. Whether a Communist journalist later disavows what 

he/she has written in a previous period is irrelevant in the context of this research. As 

Emile Breton pointed out following Samuel Fuller's death, it is easy and uninteresting to 

mock one's colleagues' earlier papers instead of acknowledging one's own erring 

judgement. 19 Indeed few Communist critics would subscribe today to what their 

predecessors wrote forty-five years ago. More interesting is trying to find out why they 

wrote it then and why they would not do so now. As shall be seen in the core of this 

dissertation, to rely mostly on the Communist press does not necessarily imply a 

17 D. S. Bell and Byron Criddle, The French Communist Party in the Fifth Republic (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1994), preface. 
18 See appendices 1,2 & 3, pp. 343-48. 
19 tmile Breton, 'Samuel Fuller, quarante ans apr6s', L'HunzanW, 24 December 1997, p. 20. 
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monolithic Communist response to French film. While personal testimonies on every 

aspect of this research would have been difficult to obtain given the extent of the period 

covered, archival material has proved extremely useful in defining and refining a view of 

Communist positions at specific moments, for instance during the New Wave era. Thus 

Communist film historian Georges Sadoul's and Communist director Jean-Paul Le 

Chanois's personal archives, which deserve further exploration, contain original 

manuscripts of articles which show noteworthy discrepancies between the first drafts and 

the versions published in the Communist press, as well as rare Communist internal 

memoranda which allow for a clearer overall view of the Communist stance on film. 

As the representation of the PCF or of Party members in French cinema does not fall 

within the remit of this thesis, the use of films has been limited to a number of examples 

whose reception characterises the PCF's critical approach at a given time. Thus the 

reception of Jean Gremillon's L'Amour d'une femme was symptomatic of the 

Communist standpoint during the Cold War. Similarly, Claude Berri's Genninal marked 

a turning point in the Communist critical discourse of the 1990s. 
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Part I 
The Liberation and the Cold War 
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Chapter 1: Film Policy: The Liberation and the Cold War 

1.1. The Liberation: The Battle for the Control of the French Film Industry 

On 26 August 1944, around 4 p. m., General de Gaulle's procession drove from the Arc 

de Triomphe to Notre-Dame for 'the coronation day ', marking the liberation of Paris. 1 As 

soon as the General stepped into the Cathedral, gunshots resounded from all directions 

somewhat disturbing the solemnity of the occasion. Was there a threat from German snipers 

or Vichy desperadoes or was this the new edition of 'murder in the cathedral"2 namely a sign 

of the conflicts which ran through the French Resistance? The analysis de Gaulle gave of 

these events in his War Memoirs ten years later after they took place points to the divisions 

of the French Resistance. The general blames those 'who wanted to justify the maintenance 

of revolutionary power and the deployment of physical force', he goes on to explain that 'an 

attempt had been made to create the impression that threats still lurked in the shadows, and 

the resistance organisations must remain armed and vigilant, that COMAC'3 the Parisian 

Liberation Committee (CPL) and the neighbourhood committees were still to take the 

responsibility for police action, justice and the purging of collaborators in order to protect the 

people against dangerous conspiracies. 14 Jean Lacouture rightly draws attention to the fact 

that 'Communist tactics could hardly be described more clearly. 15 

From the end of WW2 to the resignation of the General on 26 November 1969, the 

political relationship between the French Communist Party and de Gaulle and the Gaullist 

movement went from bad to worse. Still, in explicitly laying the blame on the Communist 

wing of the Resistance for the disturbances of 26 August 1944, de Gaulle gave a clear 

I Jean Lacouture, De Gaulle - The Ruler, 1945-1970 (London: Harvill, 1991), p. 3. 
2 Ibid., p. 4. 
3 Commission of Military Action of the National Council of the Resistance. 
4 Lacouture, p. 4. 
5 Ibid. 
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indication of the difficulties he already had to face at the end of Summer 1944, although he 

does so more acrimoniously than he would probably have in the aftermath of the day itself. 6 

The liberation of Paris metonymically illustrated the dual nature of the Liberation forces 

operating in - and out of - the country at large. Paris, once described as the largest maquis 

in France, was liberated between 18 and 26 August 1944, thanks to a popular insurrection 

which prepared the grounds for the safe entrance of General Leclerc's Second D. B. 

(Armoured Division) followed by the return of the 'Leader of the Free France'. Broadly 

speaking two camps played a role in the liberation: the PCF and its sympathisers which had 

prepared the insurrection, and the Gaullists behind Leclerc and his troops; two opposing 

poles sharing the same goal of ridding France of Nazi Germany and the Vichy traitors but 

with different philosophical and political views on the future of the liberated homeland. As 

soon as the Resistance started to organise, it did so broadly along two independent lines. 

Firstly, de Gaulle's appel du 18juin 1941 gave the signal for the reconquest from abroad 

(London and Algiers) but, more significantly, legitimised the General's image as leader of the 

'Free France' very early in the conflict. Secondly, after the vacillations which followed the 

Russo-German pact, the French Communist Party became the most active political 

organisation in the struggle against the occupying forces within the borders of the country, 

although it must be added that a number of Resistance groups operating inside France were 

stem Socialist and Gaullist followers. The terrible ordeals the PCF's members and fellow- 

travellers went through during the clandestine struggle and the heavy toll they paid in terms 

of human losses - Le parti des 75 000jusilles - as well as the remarkable efficiency of 

its actions, brought the PCF a new legitimacy. In 1944, the Communists and de Gaulle's 

partisans could either fight against each other in search of gaining overall power, thus taking 

the risk of prolonging the conflict, or else join forces to bring the war to an end and prepare 

the political and institutional future of the nation. The latter was the chosen option offering 

6 De Gaulle plays the events down in a letter to Henri Queuille dated 27 August 1944: 'The shoot out at 
Notre-Dame was, I think, a mere farce. Many people (FFI and others) were carrying arms. Stirred up by the 
street fights of the previous days, they were ready to start shooting at the roofs. The first shot unleashed a 
frantic gunfight. But we'll fix that later', Charles de Gaulle, Lettres, notes et carnets, juin 1943-mal 1945 
(Paris: Plon, 1983), p. 298. 
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France, albeit for only a few years, a semblance of political stability in spite of insurmontable 

divisions and widely divergent aims. 

The relationship between the two legitimised powers emerging from the Resistance years, 
the Gaullists and the PCF, proved strained and tempestuous. On 28 October 1944, for 

instance, De Gaulle, the head of a provisional government of twenty-one Ministers of which 

two were Communists, ordered the disbanding of the milices and gardes patriotiques. To 

no avail. Both the PCF and the CNR (Conseil National de la Resistance), which controlled 

those Resistance-born armed groups, ignored the order. To use Philippe Robrieux's words, 

the country was, between August and November 1944, in a situation of 'double pouvoir'. 7 

On II November 1944, the Party organised a massive demonstration in Paris to demonstrate 

its strength. In the aftermath of the liberation, the PCF enjoyed unprecedented popularity for 

two main reasons. Its heroic participation in the struggle against Nazi Germany and the heavy 

price the USSR had to pay during the war led many to join the ranks of the Party. 8 The trial 

of strength with the Gaullists was eventually brought to an end in January 1945, when 

Maurice Thorez gave in by publicly calling for 'one State, one army, one police'. 9 This 

signalled not only the demise of the milices patriotiques but also of the Comites de 

liberation which heretofore had competed with the authority of the State, in particular in 

provinces such as Limousin or the Toulouse area, which were administered by Communist- 

led maquis, by-passing the prefects. 10 Historians argue that Stalin did not look favourably on 

the prospect of France becoming a socialist country since it would have gone against the 

balance of power devised at the Yalta meeting. There is no real evidence either to suggest that 

the PCF was ever actually in a position to demand power and hold on to it. The issue of the 

balance of power between Gaullists and Communists in the country as a whole would strike 

anyone by its similarity with the situation within the French film industry in the aftermath of 

the Liberation of France. 

7 Philippe Robrieux, Histoire intýrieure A Parti communiste, 
pp. 76-77. 
8 Ibid., pp. 43-44. 
9 Ibid., pp. 83-85. 
10 Ibid., pp. 35-42. 

vol. 2 (1945-72) (Paris: Fayard, 1981), pp. 
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One of the key factors behind the efficiency displayed by the Communist resistants and the 

clandestine PCF as a whole was their ability to create a network of organisations operating 

under their control. Setting up pockets of resistance in every section of French society, the 

PCF managed to gain recognition for its participation in the struggle for freedom in all 

quarters of France. As I shall now examine, the French film trade was one of the terrains 

where the struggle for power took place between Communists and Gaullists as well as an 

area where the Communist stronghold ensured the Party's lasting influence on the film 

industry. 

1.1.1. The Comite de Liberation du Cinema FranCais (CLCF) 

The last gunshots of the Paris insurrection could still be heard when the city's inhabitants 

were already flocking to the cinema to watch, indeed to relive, the events which took place 

between 18 and 26 August 1944.11 From the first street fights of the insurrection to the 

arrival of the Leclerc division the thirty-seven minutes long first issue of France-Libre- 

Actualites offered Parisians a comprehensive and often moving account of the Liberation 

they had so long desired. 12 The film La Liberation de Paris may be considered as the first 

post-war French film, in so far as it was, for a few weeks, the only new French film being 

shown in Paris after the insurrection. 13 That cinemas were granted enough electricity to 

project it while public transport was still waiting to operate again is clear evidence of the 

importance given to this documentary. 14 More significantly, La Liberation de Paris was the 

II 'Un film sur l'insurrection', L'Humanitg, n' 9,24 August 1944. 
12 'Le film sur l'insurrection montrera au monde comment Paris s'est battu', L'HumanW, 24 August 1944. 
For a fuller account of the film, see Claire Vervin, 'La cam6ra sous les balles, comment fut tourn6 Paris se 
libere', in Les Lettres Franqaises, n' 20,9 September 1944, p. 6. 
13 The film is known under different titles: La Libýration de Paris, Paris se libýre, Le Film de la Libgration 
de Paris, France-Actualitgs-Libre, n' 1. 'The film of the Paris insurrection is now being shown in four 

cinemas in Paris, everyday from 6 pm to 9 pm: Gaumont-Palace, Normandie, Cin6ma des Batignolles, 59, 
Rue la Condamine et Savoie, 179, Boulevard Voltaire. Comrades, go and relive this adventure, splendidly 
conveyed by the France Libre film. The latest allied film news is being shown at the same screening', 'Le 
film de l'insurrection', L'Humaniti, n' 26,15 septembre 1944. 
14 See Jean-Pierre Bertin-Maghit, Le Cinýma franqais sous Voccupation (Paris: Olivier Orban, 1989), p. 
189. 
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first concrete achievement of the Comite de Liberation Cinema franqais (CLCF) since it 

came to existence. 15 

The Comite de Liberation A Cinema franqais was set up at the beginning of 1944, 

when different Resistance groups, foreseeing a victorious outcome to the war, decided to join 

forces in order to prepare the insurrection of the cinema trade. The coming together, under 

the aegis of the Conseil National de la Resistance (CNR), of the Front National, l'Union 

des syndicats, les Milices patriotiques, Les Comites populaires d'entreprises, les 

Employeurs patriotiques, le Mouvement des prisonniers et deportes and Les 

Communistes A Cinema allowed the industry to organise itself with four goals in mind; two 

short-term ones, namely the occupation and requisition of the premises of the different state 

film bodies or unions as well as film companies headquarters, plus the making of a film 

relating the liberation of the French capital; and two medium to long-term ones: the purging 

of the trade of collaborators and the reorganisation of the infrastructure of the French film 

industry as a whole. The PCF, either through its members or its sympathisers, was behind 

many an organisation which were part of the CLCF. Indeed, the PCF was as active within 

the cinema trade as in any other sector where the Resistance had to be organised. 

As early as September 194 1, Jean-Paul Le Chanois, a film director who had joined the 

PCF in 1933, founded a Comite de Salut Public A Cinema Franpis, organising the 

distribution of propaganda leaflets or sending photos of occupied Paris to London. 16 

Communist involvement with this group became manifest in the first months of 1943, when 

Le Chanois was given the task of reactivating the cinema branch of the Confideration 

Generale A Travail (CGT). Most of his clandestine activities had to do with rebuilding a 

strong film trade union that would be well prepared and sufficiently powerful to face the 

challenges a liberated industry would inevitably encounter. 

Alongside Le Chanois's own clandestine network, the cinema section of the PCF-born 

Front National, a Resistance movement which appealed mainly to French intellectuals, 

15 On the CLCF, see Sylvie Lindeperg, Les Lýcrans de Vombre (Paris: tditions du CNRS, 1997), pp. 23-60. 
16 Jean-Paul Le Chanois's real name was Jean-Paul Dreyfus. 'Le Chanois is his mother's name. Originally 
from Ireland, the family, whose name was Okanorus, fled the Protestant persecutions and landed in France in 
1752. The name is gallicised during the R6volution', Bertin-Maghit, p. 214. 
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began operating in 1941 and established contacts, albeit distant and unfriendly, with Le 

Chanois's group. Headed by Rene Blech, a Communist writer, the Front National Cinema 

section attracted directors (Louis Daquin, Jacques Becker, Claude Autant-Lara, Jean 

Gremillon, Andre Zwoboda, Jean Delannoy) - actors (Pierre Blanchar, Andre Luguet, Jean 

Mercanton) - writers (Armand Salacrou, Bernard Zimmer) and technicians coming from 

every avenue of the anti-Vichy political spectrum, from Communism to right-wing 

anarchism. The PCF was nevertheless spearheading the organisation, giving its different 

initiatives an ideological slant. 

In December 1943, the stencilled six-page first issue of LEcranfranqais was published 

by the cinema section of the Front National. The editorial board, directed by Rene Blech, 

was composed of the directors and actors as well as film writers. 17 Its first editorial 

encapsulated the ideological position of the CLCF and offered a brief insight into the policies 

it would advocate at the time of the Liberation. 18 To begin with, the article established the 

good credentials of French cinema during the German occupation: 'those of us who deserve 

to be called directors never indulged in anti-France propaganda'. Yet some within the trade 

had fallen low and collaborated with the enemy, be it Vichy or Nazi Germany, so French 

cinema 'must rid itself of its parasites and its traitors' to allow French cinema to recover its 

unimpaired national identity and allow it to develop within a clearly identified French 

framework. In two pages were enunciated both the concept of purges and the idea of a 

French cinema that would be a vehicle for national pride, culture and prestige. Whereas the 

purge was by essence to be limited in time, cinema as part of the national cultural heritage 

was to remain, from then on, a leitmotiv in the everlasting debate on French cinema, readily 

recognised by the PCF as one of its own. 

On 19 August 1944 the CLCF launched the insurrection of the cinema sector. The 

Direction generale du cinema, the COIC, IDBEC as well as the headquarters of France- 

Actualites were the first targets and their offices swiftly occupied. The Resistance fighters of 

17 Pierre Blanchar, Andr6 Luguet, Jean Mercanton, Louis Daquin, Jacques Becker, Andr6 Zwoboda, Armand 
Salacrou, Marc-Gilbert Sauvageon and Bernard Zimmer among others. 
18 L'tcran franýais, n' 1, December 1943, pp. 1-2. 
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the CLCF, Jean-Pierre Bertin-Maghit explains, were not alone in aiming for the COIC. 

Members of the Gaullist resistance group 'Opera 1, civil servants, many of whom were 

employed by the very same public boards they were now raiding, had also planned to occupy 

the premises, in which they were already based. Another example of the dichotomous nature 

of French resistance, the CLCF and the 'Opera' group had never met until 19 August 1944, 

the Communist-led Committee having always looked at its Gaullist counterpart with great 

suspicion. 19 

By 20 August 1944,8 p. m., a number of offices had fallen into the Resistance's hands. 

And so had, in addition to those quoted earlier, Unions organisations, Germ an-c ontrol led 

firms such as the production company, Continental, the distribution company, Tobis, and the 

SOGEC exhibition network as well as the Buttes-Chaumont studios and laboratories. The 

CLCF lost three men in the battle, one of whom was the actor Aimos, shot on 25 August 

1944 in Batignolles, while fifteen of its men sustained injuries. 20 

The power struggle between Communists and Gaullists was matched by a power struggle 

within the CLCF. Dissensions between the Union resistance network led by Le Chanois and 

the Front National led by Rene Blech were apparent from the early days of the organisation. 

It reached crisis point in the immediate aftermath of the insurrection when Jean-Paul Le 

Chanois did not attend the meeting for the selection of the CLCF's executive committee and 

board. For the PCF, Le Chanois's involvement with Continental barred him from the 

direction of the Committee. Backed by Aragon, Louis Daquin was then elected general 

secretary. The Party had put in place a man who had been and still was closer to the 

leadership of the Party than Le Chanois. 21 

Once the CLCF was in place, and its executive boards appointed, the short-term goals had 

been successfully completed, the Committee was now able to tackle the issues of purging and 

reorganising the industry and thus assume power in the French film industry. 22 Or was it ? 

19 Bertin-Maghit, pp. 178-179. 
20 Paul Uglise, Histoire de la politique du cingma franqais, II: Le CWma entre deux Rgpubliques [1940- 
19461 (Paris: Film6ditions/Pierre Lherminier, 1977), pp. 112-113. 
21 Bertin-Maghit, p. 189-190. 
22 'The Comitg de direction is composed of its chairman, Pierre Blanchar (actor and director), Becker, Daquin 
(film directors); Maurette, Wre (assistant directors); Pierre Bost (writer); Lemare (cameraman); Laroche 
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1.1.2. The CLCF and the Purges 

Speaking at a public meeting at the Mutualite on 2 September 1944, Jacques Duclos, the 

PCF's acting general secretary in the absence of Maurice Thorez, who did not return from 

Moscow until 27 November 1944, called for severe purges: 'Workers are not unjustified in 

their refusal to work with bosses, managers or executives who, during the Kraut occupation 

behaved as the enemy's agents. All those who either dealt with the enemy or were involved 

in policies practiced by collaborating governments must be ousted from both the public and 

private sectors. Any delay in the punishment of the traitors and the purging of both the 

State and the private sector will lead to disorder and to a weakening of the nation. 123 What 

those strong words implied is simple enough to guess: only those who were uncompromised 

with the enemy, in other words those active in the Resistance could legitimately take over the 

positions of control and power which purges would inevitably leave vacant. Hence the 

necessary presence of the Communists in this process which was 'a fight against economic 

sabotage, at the head of which the Party must be present as it has been in the fight for 

national liberation'. 24 

The call for purges had long been a priority for the Communist Resistance. In a January 

1944 clandestine issue of Femmesfranýaises, published by France dAbord, 25 chaperoned 

therefore by the PCF, an article demands tough action against French women who betray 

both their sex and their country, singling out the actress Arletty: 26 

(assistant-cameraman); Mercanton (chief-editor); Houdet, Protat (electricians); Pignault (effects man); 
Germaine Berger, Couty (film workers); Daguest (laboratory employee); Knabel (projectionnist); O'Connel, 
Senamaud, Jay, Segard, Desfontaines (producers); Daniaux (laboratory executive); Dervoux, Schoubrenner 
(distributors); Aubin, Philippot (cinema owners); Bardonnet (film societies). The executive board is composed 
of Pierre Blanchar, chairman; Ren6 Houdet, Marcel Segard, deputy chairmen; Louis Daquin, general secretary; 
Marc Maurette, deputy secretary-general; Raymond Bardonnet, treasurer; Jacques Lemare, deputy treasurer', 
Bertin-Maghit, p. 315. 
23 Jacques Duclos, La Lutte des communistes pour gagner la guerre et reconstruire la France, pp. 16-17, in 
Robrieux, vol. 2, p. 70. 
24 Ibid. 
25 France d'Abord was the journal of the Resistance organisation, Forces Franqaises de l'Int6rieur-Partisans 
de France (FFI -PF), which was close to the PCF. 
26 Arletty had also been accused and ridiculed in the first issue of L'tcran franqais - 'At the time the 
armistice was signed with Italy, there was a rumour in Nice that the Americans were landing in Genoa. At the 
Victorine film studios, Miss Arletty, pallid and lyrical with fear, declared to those who were obviously 
delighted by the news: "If you are naive enough to think that the Americans are going to give you Packards 
and dollars, you'd better think twice. Personally, I am more realistic... " The same day, the Lady fled to Paris 
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Having underlined the importance of the role played by French women in the Resistance, it is nonetheless necessary, in spite of our sadness and our disgust, to 
point out those of our countrywomen who have submitted to the enemy and are engaged in helping him carry out his infamous activities. 

This will be a regular feature of our publication. We believe it is our role to 
publicly stigmatize those few women who have made themselves forever 
unworthy to be called French and deserve the same punishment meted out to 
traitors. 

For their benefit, let us mention the all too famous Arletty, who is now the 
mistress of a German colonel, and who declares with unforgivable impudence: 'I 
am crazy about this man. If Germany loses the war, I'll follow him to the end of the earth'. This might be the best way for Nfiss Arletty to escape our anger. 127 (My 
emphasis) 

Arletty would eventually appear in front of a purging committee on 6 November 1944. 

Fortunately for French cinema, she was spared the kind of punishment Femmesfranqaises 

advocated earlier in the year. 28 

The first editorial of L'Ecran franqais, which advocated the purging of the film trade, 

anticipated both Jacques Duclos's speech and Arletty's fate. As Bertin-Maghit explains in 

great detail in his thorough analysis of the Epuration, 'In September 1944 the CLCF was 

busy establishing committees ready to operate according to rules set up in clandestinity. 129 

These spontaneous jurisdictions claimed their integrity, as guarantors of republican justice. 30 

Backed up by the provisional Under-Secretary for Information, the card-carrying Jean 

Guignebert, the CLCF was able to draw up a list of suspended directors as early as 4 

September 1944, among whom were Henri-Georges Clouzot and Marcel Came. Two 

articles, one published by Les Lettresfranqaises, a Communist-influenced cultural weekly, 

the other in L'Humanite, conveyed the spirit that presided over the purges. The first one 

to her German colonel's bed and her stolen cars', 'Si vous n'aimez pas qa', L', ýcran franqais, December 
1943, p. 2. 
27 'Celles qui trahissent', Femmes Franqaises, published by France d'Abord, January 1944. 
28 'Summoned to a revolutionary style room in the Rue de Valois, I felt like Charlotte Corday, judged not by 
my peers, but by second-rate underlings in rolled-up sleeves. The meeting was chaired by Lurville of the 
Union des artistes. My lawyer, Maitre Jacques Moutet, represented me. Marie, my personal maid, was 
summoned as a witness. Her behaviour and evidence were irreproachable. I got away with an "official 
warning" and signed with Vondas', Arletty, La Dýfense (Paris: La Table Ronde, 1971), p. 176. True to 
character, Arletty had the audacity - and the curiosity - to be present at the National Assembly for the 
return of Maurice Thorez: 'I attended Maurice Thorez's return to the National Assembly. There was not a 
single seat free', ibid., p. 176. 
29 Bertin-Maghit, pp. 191-239. 
30 Ibid., p. 191. 
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mocked the artists who 'behaved somewhat foolishly during the last four years' predicting 
their drift into oblivion, even though their films might retain some measure of fame. 31 The 

second article related the students' demand to oust the director of the well-known Ecole de 

Photo et de Cinema in the rue de Vaugirard: 'Will the decision ever be taken by the powers 

that be to "purge" Mr Montel T32 

The CLCF was zealously engaged in the purging of the trade. Yet the way purges were or 

should be handled was also a source of division among the Resistance. Bertin-Maghit 

stresses that: 

From August 1944 onwards, the film industry was charactensed by two 
ideologies. On the one hand de Gaulle wished that the admittedly necessary 
purges take place on a small scale. France should not show the Americans the 
spectacle of a country at war with itself, but on the contrary of a country dressing 
its wounds with dignity and embarking on a programme of economic 
reconstruction in peace and harmony. On the other hand, the CLCF and the 
unions affiliated to the CGT's FMýration du Spectacle, composed mainly of 
zealous card-carriers, demanded large-scale purges. For them, it was the sine qua 
non condition for the establishment of the revolutionary process which would 
soon replace capitalism with a regime based on social justice and which would 
oust those who favoured the supremacy of the powerful economic trusts. 33 

Thus on 23 September 1944 Louis Daquin published a long plea for the continuation of the 

purging process in Les Lettres franqaises, where he wonders whether 'there was not even 

some deft manoeuvering at work to discredit the very principle of the purges itself'. 34 For 

Daquin, if French cinema wanted to gain its rightful status in the world, 'it needed a veritable 

film industry policy -a policy which would be beyond personal interests and which would 

be free from those who until now have used cinema as mere financial speculation'. 35 The 

purging process was marred by numerous excesses and inconsistencies. Whereas about five 

thousand files were examined by the purging committees, members of the CLCF, all ex- 

resistants, were spared appearing in front of their fellow-workers turned judges. 36 This 

31 C. 'Du studio A 1'6cran', Les Lettres franýaises, n' 24,7 October 1944, p. 7. 
32 L'HumanW, n' 113,24-25 December 1944. 
33 Bertin-Maghit, p. 240. 
34 Louis Daquin, 'L'tcran franqais', Les Lettres franVaises, n' 22,23 September 1944, p. 7. 
35 fbid. 
36 Pierre Billard, L'Age classique A cinMiafranqais (Paris: Flammarion, 1995), p. 433. 
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inevitably caused some concem if not mistrust: were the people staffing the CLCF purge 

committees all so perfect? For instance, Roger Richebe, who, as ex-dilegue general du 

COIC, had been a 'victim' of the purge commission established by the CLCF, 37 mentioned 
having had professionnal dealings with Louis Daquin, the CLCF's secretary general, who 
had to admit having had contacts with Alfred Greven with a view to producing a newsreel 

magazine in occupied France. 38 

All in all, the purges did not go half as far as the early stem commitments of the CLCF 

would have led one to believe. 39 The CLCF purge commissions would be replaced by 

official ones, set up in October 1944 but operational in Winter 1945, with the CLCF loosing 

its suspensive powers. 40 The marginalisation of the CLCF was partly the result of Henri 

Ullmann's research to show that the leading Communist figures of the CLCF (Pierre 

Blanchar, Jean-Paul Le Chanois, Louis Daquin), were not beyond reproach. 41 As a Gaullist, 

Ullmann's intelligence work bears testimony to the fact that the Gaullists and Communists' 

trial of strength was felt everywhere. In the case of the purges, the Communists had to admit 

defeat. A year after the liberation, Guy Leclerc, a film critic with the Communist daily 

L'Humanit', while reviewing Christian -Jaque's Boule de SUif 42 e clearly echoed the 

CLCFs disappointment and discouragement at the limited scale of the purges: 'As it is, the 

37 Roger Richeb6 blamed the Communists for this: he accused particular members of the Committee. They 
included Louis Daquin 'who attacked me publicly', Henri Jeanson and Christi an-Jaque. He accused the 
Communist Party as a whole, which 'obtained a sanction against me which will be cancelled by the Council 
of State', in Roger Richeb6, Au dehi de 1Wran, 70 ans de la vie d'un cinMste (Monte-Carlo: Pastorelly, 
1977), pp. 167,170,171-172,174. 
38 Having been sent to France under the auspices of Goering, Alfred Greven was extremely powerful. He 
presided over an umbrella society incorporating Continental, the ACE (Alliance cin6matographique 
europ6enne) and the SOGEC, Billard, p. 363; ibid., p. 434. This is how Daquin relates the period forty-five 
years later: 'The COIC was controlled by Vichy. The producer Raoul Ploquin was appointed head of the COIC 
together with Guy de Carmoy, who represented the government and who would be deported eigtheen months 
later. De Carmoy called me and told me that it was essential to get Film News out of the Germans' hands. 
This was literally impossible. However I agreed to see to it. Three months later at the end of 1941, the 
protocol on Film News was signed and I realised that the choice was either to become a collaborationist or to 
be sent to jail', Frantz G6vaudan, 'Quarante ans de cin6ma franqais, 6vocation 1: Louis Daquin', Cingma 79, 

n' 241, January 1979, pp. 27-40. 
39 'Out of 60 000 people, about 1000 were charged by the committee, which discharged half of them and 
simply gave an official warning to the other half. A little over 250 people were given more serious sanctions, 
which for most of them consisted of a temporary professional ban. Thus Clouzot was banned for life until his 
ban was reduced to two years', Billard, pp. 432-433. For a full account of the purges and a complete list of the 
sanctions, see Bertin-Maghit, pp. 191-239 and 393-436. 
40 Lindeperg, p. 54. 
41 Ibid. 
42 Incidentally Boule de Suif features on the front page of the n' 1 of L'EcranfranVais, 4 July 1945. 
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film is both a small revenge and a consolation - very small indeed - for the failure of the 

purges. 143 

We have seen that Louis Daquin, as general secretary of the CLCF was very active in the 

purging process. He was also the strongest advocate of a reorganisation of the French film 

industry after the war. Let us now see whether he and the Communists met with more 

success there than they had had with the purges. 

1.1.3. The CLCF and the Future of French Film 

A film director who had joined the PCF in 1941, Louis Daquin was in fact the most 

ideologically driven card-carrying member of the CLCF. He presented the CLCF's vision for 

the future of the film industry in a series of articles bearing the explicit title 'Cinema with a 

clear conscience' published in L'Ecranfranýais, which from March 1944, was incorporated 

in Les Lettres franqaises: 

The glorious task of rebuilding and reorganising their profession will be 
entrusted to those members of the Resistance who participated in the struggle 
selflessly and with no thought for their own safety, whose total dedication and 
moral conviction, without which no noble and lasting undertaking could be 
envisaged, never faltered. The task will be entrusted to those who at the same 
time defended their professional interests and spiritual heritage, all the while 
devoting themselves and their art to the liberation of France, their France and not 
the France of Petain, Laval, Henriot, Deat or Doriot. 44 

As Sylvie Lindeperg underlines: 'beyond this catalogue of wishful thinking, the important 

thing here was therefore to set the tone for the post-war period'. 45 Moreover, what stands 

out most from this quotation is the proclamation of the sole legitimacy of those who had 

actively participated in the Resistance to claim the right to reorganise the industry when the 

war was over. Like the issue of the purges, that of the Resistance fighters as rightful 

43 L'HumanW, n' 378,26 October 1945. On the issue of the film industry purges, see also Lindeperg, pp. 
50-58. 
44 Les Lettres francaises, n' 17, June 1944, p. 3, and n' 18, July 1944, p. 3. 
45 Sylvie Lindeperg, Images de la seconde guerre mondiale dans le cinýmafranqais, 1944-1966, doctoral 

thesis (Institut d'ttudes Politiques de Paris, 1993), p. 47. 
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contenders for the top jobs was taken up again by Jacques Duclos a few weeks later in that 

same public meeting at the Mutualite: 'Today it is the Resistance which represents the nation 

-a clandestine Resistance which through its struggle has laid the foundations for a new 

legitimacy as opposed to the false legitimacy of Vichy. [ ... I Today the Resistance constitutes 

the legitimate basis of the provisional government of the Republic. 146 

The CLCF was indeed in a position of power by the end of August 1944. It was 

influential enough to have one of its members nominated as new Directeur general de la 

cinematographie to replace Louis-Emile Galey. 47 The son of an ex-President du consed 

and an innovative science film-maker, Jean Painleve had been a strong antifascist militant, 

close to the Surrealist circles. He had also been in touch with Le Chanois when the resistance 

was beginning to take shape. 48 The CLCF's plan for the future of the film industry was 

tinged with idealism or even naivety as Louis Daquin himself admited in an interview to Film 

Dope in 1976: '... after the Liberation we wanted to create a nationalised sector of the 

industry, using ex-enemy property, the Billancourt studios. But we could not do it; in fact we 

were a bit naYve. 149 In October he gave a full account of the activities and projects of the 

committee to a very supportive L'Humanite: 'In my opinion - which naturally echoes that 

of the committee, it is an absolute necessity to snatch the film industry from the jaws of the 

trusts. It is essential for cinema to cease being the target of financial speculation if its 

intellectual and artistic standards are to be raised. ' Daquin stated his complete agreement with 

Jean Painleve, adding that the 'Comite de Liberation would leave no stone unturned to 

complete successfully the reforms Painleve has outlined'. 50 Two striking points come out of 

the interview. The first is the control exercised by the PCF, i. e. PCF = Daquin = CLCF = the 

profession as a whole. The second is that the revolutionary, anti-capitalist idealism which 

distinguished that period pervaded most of the interview. Bertin-Maghit describes the 

46 Duclos, p. 27, in Robrieux, p. 74. 
47 Towards the end of the occupation, Louistinile Galey was head of both the COIC and the Direction 

#n9rale de la cinýmatographie. 
48 Bertin-Maghit, p. 174. 
49 Jean-Pierre Berthorn6, 'Interview with Louis Daquin', Film Dope, n' 9, April 1976, p. 6. 

50 'Pour la renaissance du cin6ma franqais, Louis Daquin propose', L'Humanitg, n' 62,27 October 1944. 
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programme of the CLCF in rather broad terms. Speaking for the industry as a whole, the 

CLCF expressed a wish for the State to show more concern for the cinema and called for a 

comprehensive economic and financial policy which would make the necessary technical 

means available to the cinema so that it could become one of the country's leading industries. 

The committee's members are 'ready to place the future of French cinema in the hands of the 

government and the professionals'. 51 In other words, the CLCF 'wanted to see that the 

principles agreed during the clandestine Resistance were fully enforced' and remained in 

place so that the spirit which characterised the Liberation may prevail. 52 In October 1944, it 

drew up a list of detailed measures. 53 Almost a year later, it advocated only broad reforms. 54 

Few of the CLCF's demands eventually materialised, for the simple reason that it never 

had a free hand. The future of the industry was decided elsewhere. If L'Humanite was 

prompt in expressing the Party's satisfaction after the nomination of Painleve, the newspaper 

was as eager to voice its concern following the nomination of Pierre Riedinger as Painleve's 

deputy. 55 From the beginning Jean Painleve's appointment had serious political implications. 

Paul Leglise reminds us that 'as early as late August, the committee puts forward the name of 

51 Bulletin officiel du CLCF, n' 1,23 October 1944, p. 2, in Bertin-Maghit, p. 243. 
52 Uglise, p. 124. 
53 A list of these measures was published in the first issue of the Bulletin officel du CLCF: 
'- The creation of an interprofessional Film Board 

- The institution of a mandatory professional card, to be delivered by the different trade unions commissions 
according to the qualifications and the integrity of the applicants. Non-political offences, bankruptcies and 
offences against France will be taken into account. 
- The abolition of authors', technicians' and artists' exclusive rights in order to protect French cinema from 
the dominance of the trusts. 
- An immediate reform of the status of intellectual ownership (director's proprietorial rights) and the revision 
of the droit d'auteur rates (royalties rates). 
- The creation of an R' and D' film laboratory, a public office for film patents, and a veritable film school. 

- The founding of a national cin6math6que. 
- The setting up of cartoon and comedy film office. 

- The broadcasting of film in rural areas in 16 mm format, the study and the shooting of film aimed at a 

rapprochement between urban and rural populations. 
- The redistribution of investment profits into film production, cinemas, tax relief for cinemas showing State 

of the Art films, and profit-sharing schemes for the technicians and the artists. 

- The creation of a propaganda office for French cinema. 

- The appointment of film professionals to the censorship board. 

- The creation of a production cooperative', 
Bulletin officiel du CLCF, n' 1,23 October 1944, in Bertin-Maghit, pp. 244 and 330. 
54 T r% i?, 1 Pf-e- nkn Te cin6ma aux ttats G6n6raux de la Renaissance franqaise', La 

CWmatographie franqaise, 28 August 1945, p. 2. 
55 L'HumanW, n' 56,20 October 1944. 
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Painleve for the post of Director of the Film Board in replacement of Galey. The appointment 

raised the issue of the balance of power between Christi an-Democ rats and Communists. De 
Gaulle's reluctant approval cost the Communist Jean Guignebert his job as Minister of 
Information. 156 Riedinger was appointed as Painleve's deputy on 14 October 1944. Four 

days later Philippe Acoulon became the new head of the COIC. Both nominations were 

approved and signed by the Minister of Information, Pierre-Henri Teitgen, who had himself 

replaced Jean Guignebert in the conditions described above. Besides their common 
involvement in the Resistance group 'Opera', both appointees had formerly worked as civil 

servants for the Vichy regime and were therefore likely to be called to appear in front of a 

purges commission. There can be little doubt that their appointment to posts of responsibility 

was received as a provocation by the CLCF. First and foremost, it wanted to do away with 

the COIC, yet by January 1945, it became obvious that the latter would not be abolished in 

the near future, prompting this comment from the CLCF: 'We are doing our utmost to start 

the industry up again and the government does nothing but get in the way. The film industry 

does not seem to be very high up on the government's agenda. ' Painleve, who was replaced 

by MRP-member Michel Fourre-Cormeray as early as 16 May 1945, felt disenchanted when 

reflecting on the limits of his powers. Justifying the fears expressed by L'Humanite, he 

explicitly accused Reidinger, and, by extension, the government: 

I was totally ineffective. Everything was done to leave me totally powerless. They 
blocked me by firstly accepting the decree I would put forward then Riedinger would 
arrange for it not to be implemented. He did everything to encourage the cinema- 
owners I) s revolt. He never passed either the complaints or the sanctions which we'd 
decided on. In fact, the government wanted the situation to worsen so that they could 
get rid of me. 57 

Less than a year after the Paris insurrection, Painleve actually refused any official position 

offered to him following his replacement. 

As far as film is concerned, the general perception seems to have been that the PCF was 

targeting the film industry. For Richebe, 'the Communist Party wanted total control over the 

56 Uglise, p. 245. 
57 Dixit Jean Painlev6, in Bertin-Maghlt, p. 252. 
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film industry. After all it had a right to such control. It even went so far as to prove this by 

arranging for Jean Painleve to be appointed director-general of the Film Board. 158 This 

opinion was scarcely surprising for someone who had collaborated with the Vichy regime. 
His opinion was nevertheless shared by others who were not so compromised with the 

previous regime. The revolutionary, anti-capitalist mood of the era did not appeal to all within 

the film trade. As soon as October 1944, producers dissented from the CLCF, deserting the 

purges commissions. For them too the Communist inclination of Painleve and the CLCF was 

a pill too hard to swallow. It comes as no surprise that the film employers did not relish the 

prospect of a nationalised industry or of a Communist-ruled film trade and 'desired, contrary 

to the CLCF, to separate the State from the film organisations as much as possible'. 59 

Both the CLCF and Jean Painleve were ostracised because of their links with the PCF. 

The CLCF and the milices patriotiques could be said to have been regarded by the Gaullists 

in the same way: both had been useful when necessary but now that there were legally- 

formed bodies in place, there was no reason for their continuation. In the second issue of Le 

Film franqais, Jean-Bemard-Derosnes, questioning the role of the CLCF, used a revealing 

metaphor: 'Jean Painleve, the candidate of the CLCF, an honest man of integrity has been 

entrusted with the management of the Film Board. The Committee must lay down its arms' 

(my emphasis). 60 This was followed by an open letter to Louis Daquin who himself replied 

in the following issue and justified the continuation of the CLCF. 61 For him the committee 

remained in place in order to back up and expand the film unions' demands. 62 Through the 

CLCF the French Communist Party was deeply engaged in the reorganisation of the film 

industry in France. Since its views naturally coincided with those of the CLCF, as the 

numerous mentions of the Committee's activities and plans published in L'Humanite attest, 

58 Richeb6, p. 174. 
59 Bertin-Maghit, p. 242. 
60 Jean-Bernard Derosnes, 'Parlons du CLC', Le Filmfranqais, n' 2,15 December 1944, p. 3. 
61 Derosnes, Tettre ouverte A Louis Daquin', Le Filnifranqais, n' 4,29 December 1944, p. 3. 

62 Louis Daquin, 'Reparlons du CLC', Le Filinfranqais, n' 5,5 January 1945 , p. 3. 
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it did not need to produce its own propositions as such or intervene in the debate as a political 
party expressing its own ideas. 63 

The CLCF and, consequently the PCF did not manage to get control of the film industry. 
The purges were relatively unsuccessful, they lost the monopoly on film news reels, and if 
the State took over as tutor of the industry, it was a state in which the PCF had very linuited 

power. 64 Whereas in 1944, the PCF had serious hopes of controlling the film industry, by 
1946 these had vanished, and from then on to the present day the PCF's views on film 

would be expressed from an oppositional perspective. The Blum-Byrnes agreements would 
soon present the PCF with the opportunity for taking on its role as the champion of the 
French film industry. 

63 'The special delegation of Joinville-Le-Pont met with representatives from the CLCF, led by M. Louis 
Daquin. The delegation promised them to do whatever it could to overcome any difficulties preventing a rapid 
recovery of French film production', L'HumanW, n' 68,3 November 1944; 'As a number of foreign officials 
invited to the fortnight of French cinema, organised of the CLCF, the Cin6math6que, and the IDHEC under 
the patronage of the Minister for Information and the Directeur gýngral de la cingmatographie, are unable to 
be in Paris on the date planned, the fortnight is being postponed to a later date', ibid., n' 77,14 November 
1944; 'On its agenda of 24 November 1944, the CLCF called for the early creation of an interprofessional 
film board to replace the COIC, set up by Vichy, which it regards as detrimental to the interests of French 
cinema', ibid., n' 104,15 December 1944; 'Meeting of the CLCF at the Mutualit6. The CLCF calls for the 
dissolution of the COIC, the foundation of a professional board, composed of representatives of the different 
sectors of the industry, the foundation of a ministerial purge committee and the foundation of a film 
commission', ibid., n' 116,29 December 1944. 
64 Lindeperg, p. 60. 
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1.1.4. The PCF and the Blum-Bymes Agreements: In Government 

The Blum-Byrnes agreements signed in Spring 1946 constitute a landmark in the history 

of French cinema. The film historians Susan Hayward, Rene Predal and Pierre Billard have 

all devoted several pages to the Franco-American trade agreements and the film clause that 

was attached to it. 65 Yet, after fifty years there is still no consensus as to the consequences of 

these agreements on the French film industry. Before examining the current views on the role 

of the Blum-Byrnes agreements, also known as the Washington agreements, on the post-war 

French film industry it is necessary to look at the events themselves and more thoroughly at 

the role played by the PCF in the campaign against the agreements. This cannot be done 

without first describing the situation of the Party and the positions it defended at the time. 

After the capitulation of Germany on 8 May 1945 and in the aftermath of the 10th 

Congress of the PCF, which took place in Paris between 16 June and 1 July 1945, Maurice 

Thorez committed the PCF to the Tataille de la Production'. In a famous speech delivered 

on 22 July 1945 in Waziers in front of Nord and Pas-de-Calais mine workers Thorez 

appealed for their understanding and their participation in the campaign, calling the workers 

to produce more, to make sacrifices in order to better the country's economy: 

Today the production of coal is the most elevated duty of your class... you are 
producing to preserve and to reinforce the union between the working class, middle 
class workers, and the agricultural labouring classes, to insure the swift recovery of the 
country and to allow the moral and cultural renaissance of France. 66 

This policy seems to have met with the approval of French people if one is to judge by the 

Party's successive electoral successes. On 21 October 1945, the Communists were not 

followed by the electorate when the latter put a limit on the power of the new consultative 

Assembly in the referendum on the new Assembly. They nevertheless emerged from the 

general elections as the main political force with 151 deputies and over 5 000 000 votes, 

65 Susan Hayward. French National Cinema (London: Routledge, 1993), pp. 26-28; Ren6 Pr6dal. Le 

Cinýmafranqais depuis 1945 (Paris: Nathan, 1991), pp. 34-36; Billard, pp. 512-519. 
66 Maurice Thorez, 'Produire, faire du charbon' (discours de Waziers, 21 July 1945), (Euvres choisies, vol. 2, 

1938-1950 (Paris: tditions Sociales, 1966), pp. 371-411. 
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having also fared quite well in the local elections a month earlier. With the 133 socialist 
deputies, a Socialist-Communist coalition could claim an overall majority and aim at putting 
into practice the programme of the CNR. 67 This solution was turned down by the Socialists. 

On 21 November 1945 the PCF, the SFIO and the MRP formed a government under de 

Gaulle's leadership. Five ministers out of twenty belonged to the PCF. 68 This arrangement 
did not agree with General de Gaulle, who resigned from office on 20 January 1946, 

opening the way for the 'tripartisme', the three-party coalition (MRP, SFIO, PCF). On 5 

May 1946, the French electorate rejected once again a proposed constitution that would have 

given enormous power to the National Assembly. The following month, in the next general 

election, the PCF was briefly outstaged as France's main political force by the MRP - 146 

deputies vs 160,25.7% vs 28.1 % of valid votes. 69 The next general election (the third in just 

over a year! ) saw the return of the PCF as the biggest French political party with just under 5 

500 000 votes (28.6%) and 183 deputies. Yet, due to the collapse of the SFIO - 90 deputies 

- Socialists and Communists were a minority. 70 

With popular backing and Ministers sitting in successive governments, the PCF was able 

to influence the decision-making process. Still today, Party members look back on those 

years with some pride. The nationalisation of the mining sector, the bank sector, the gas and 

electricity companies and the insurance sector all took place between December 1944 and 

April 1946 as the result of Communist insistence in the face of de Gaulle's reluctance to 

follow the path of nationalization. Ambroise Croizat set up the social security system, and 

Maurice Thorez prepared a new status for the betterment of public service and the 

improvement of civil servants' conditions. 71 

In the speech he delivered after his nomination as head of government on 15 February 

1946, Felix Gouin pointed out the catastrophic situation of the French economy. Among the 

67 PCF, Histoire du Parti communistefranqais [manuell (Paris: tditions Sociales, 1964), p. 474. 
68 'Thorez as senior minister in charge of the Civil Service, Charles Tillon as Minister for Armaments, 
Franqois Billoux as Minister for the National Economy, Marcel Paul as Minister for Industrial Production, 
Ambroise Croizat as Labour Minister. ', Robrieux, vol 4, p. 703. 
69 Ibid., p. 703. 
70 Ibid., p. 704. 
71 Histoire du Parti communistefranqais, pp. 479-484. 
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possible solutions, that of American aid was approved. On 15 March 1946 a delegation led 

by the Socialist Leon Blum started negotiating with an American delegation headed by 

Secretary of State James Byrnes. France was hoping for a loan of several billion dollars but 

would actually only be granted about 650 million. Alongside this discussion, James Byrnes 

and Leon Blum signed an agreement - an 'arrangement' in the French copy, an 

( understanding' in the American copy - on commercial film exchange between the two 

countries. 72 This would replace the existing quota system with a screen quota system. 73 

According to the new system, from 1 July 1946 there would no longer be any restriction for 

the importation of American films in France. The other important provision was that for four 

weeks in each quarter (16 weeks per year), French exhibitors could only show French films. 

For the other 36 weeks they could show any films they wished, American or otherwise. 74 

With the battle for production launched, a comfortable degree of electoral support, and 

Ministers proving their sense of responsibilities and their statemanship, the Blum-Bymes 

agreements signed in Washington on 28 May 1946 were quietly announced in the 29 May 

1946 issue of L'Humanite in a rather impressive self-congratulatory tone: 

The Franco-American financial agreement was signed yesterday. It follows up on the 
'Monnet plan' for the rebuilding of our economy, a plan which was drawn up in 
agreement with the CGT. It was signed on 28 May 1946 at 8.23 p. m. by Mr Byrnes 
and Leon Blum. 

In the discussion with the United States, France's desire to ensure its economic 
recovery, the effort made by our miners, our workers and our technicians, encouraged 
by Maurice Thorez's appeals, have undoubtedly been determining factors in the 
successful outcome of this agreement. 75 

After presenting Felix Gouin's satisfaction at the conclusion of the negotiations: 'The 

conclusion of this Franco-American financial agreement, which will be of certain benefit to 

the economic recovery of our country - at least in the short term, is a cause for celebration 

for all French people. ' L'Humanite complained that the agreements did not go far enough 

72 Billard, p. 513. 
73 Hayward, p. 26. 
74 For the complete text, see Uarrangement entre le Gouvernement provisoire de la R6publique Franqaise et 
le Gouvernement des ttats-Unis au sujet de la projection des films am6ricains en France', Le Film franVals, 
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and underlined once more 'the role played by the miners, the metal workers and the 

Communist Party and his general secretary, Maurice Thorez... in the recovery of our 

economy'. 76 Then the Communist daily stressed the role of Auguste Lecceur, one of the 

Communist Ministers, in the successful outcome of the negotiations: 'During his trip to 

Washington, as Minister for Coal and qualified representative of the heroic and courageous 

French working class, [Auguste Lecceur] brought precious help to the Blum-Monnet mission 

and basing himself on fact was able to provide irrefutable arguments to our American 

friends. ' (SiC)77 

The next day, the newspaper published a more thorough review of the Washington 

agreements ending by a short reference to the clause on film: 'finally, a separate agreement 

cancelled some of the restrictions imposed on the disribution of American films on the French 

market'. 78 It is only in the issue of 31 May 1946 that the mention of possible negative 

repercussions of the agreements on French cinema appeared: 'Undoubtedly, the agreement 

will have serious repercussions on our artistic production. 179 The Communist daily 

underlined the fact that the agreements fell short of the profession's claim of a quota of seven 

weeks out of thirteen and, quoting Le Monde, alerted its readers to the consequences on 

French film production. 

Ten days later, the PCF launched the campaign against the Blum-Byrnes agreements. First 

it allowed those within the film trade who showed deep concern at those agreements to use 

the columns of L'Humanite as a tribune. First of a long series prophesying doom - one of 

the headlines of the paper read: 'the Franco-American agreements deal a death blow to French 

cinema' -, followed by an extensive report on Jean-Paul Frogerais's press conference 

where the latter exposed the risks incurred by French cinema in view of the new agreements. 

According to the president of the producers' union, French cinema will suffer economically 

- unemployment in the trade is bound to go up thanks to a deficit in terms of film 

production -, and culturally - quality will go down because of the poor quality of many an 

76 Ibid. 
77 Ibid. 
78 L'HumanW, n' 560,30 May 1946. 
79 L'HumanW, n' 561,31 May 1946. 
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American film about to be shown in France. Worth noticing as well is Mr Frogerals's 

mention of possible compensations for French cinema which could take the form of State 

subsidies and removal of tax. 80 The following week L'Humanite extensively covered the 

meeting of 14 June 1946. The different branches of the film industry had decided to meet and 

voice their concern, if not anger, at the Washington agreements. Fernand Grenier intervened 

in the debate in the name of the PCF assuring the professionals of the Party's support in their 

call for a review of the agreements. 81 For the next fifteen years, Fernand Grenier would be 

the PCF's spokesman on film matters. First elected as deputy for Saint-Denis in 1937, he 

would be re-elected regularly until 1968. He had been a member of de Gaulle's cabinet in 

Algiers with responsibility for the Air Force. 82 At the time of the Blum-Bymes agreements, 

Fernand Grenier was in charge of a working party in the media commission (Presse-Radio- 

Cinema) of the National Assembly. 83 The Party had therefore chosen an experienced 

member to handle the tricky issue of French cinema. 

The way the PCF swiftly expressed its solidarity with the film trade comes as no surprise, 

given the bond between the two that was established in the Resistance and after the war. Yet 

a few questions arise. The PCF, which was part of the government could not have ignored 

the signs of concern and the industry's warnings that had started to appear in the trade press 

as early as October 1945. 

As for the relationship between American and French cinema, after the war there was a 

period of naYve optimism which can be explained by the mood of the period and five years of 

frustration. This optimism can be found in the reports of Pierre Blanchar's visit to the United 

80 L'Humanitg, n' 568,8 June 1946. 
81 Te cin6ma franqais ne veut pas mourir. R6vision des accords Blum-Byrnes', L'HumanW, n' 576,16-17 
June 1946. 
82 In a letter dated 9 September 1944, Charles de Gaulle thanked Fernand Grenier for his services, in Charles 
de Gaulle. Lettres, notes et carnets, juin 1943-mai 1945 (Paris: Plon, 1983), p. 310. 
83 'Les communistes dans les diffiýrentes commissions de l'Assembl& l4e commission de la Presse, de la 
Radio et du Cingma : Fernand Grenier, Seine; Rený Thuillier, Aisne; Madeleine Braun, Seine; Hubert 
Ruffe, Lot et Garonne; Auguste Tourtaud, Creuse; Henri Vedrines, Allier; Marie-Claude Vaillant- 
Couturier, Seine; Lucien Dutard, Dordogne; Delval, M. U. R.; Charles Lahousse, Gironde; G9n9ral Tubert, 
M. U. R.; Alphonse Bouloux, Vienne', France Nouvelle, n' 7,8 January 1946, p. 2. Tresse -Radio- Cin 9ma, 
Responsable du groupe de travail: Fernand Grenier; Adjoint: Rený Thuillier. Membres: Madeleine Braun, 
Robert Chambeiron, Gilbert de Chambrun, Gabriel Citine, Lucien Dutard, Pierre Fayet, Auguste 
Tourtaud, Henri Vedrines, d'Astier de la Vigerie', ibid., n' 33,6 July 1946. 
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Sates in the winter of 1944-45, either while he was still abroad: 'News from Pierre Blanchar 

on his third month in the States. The president of the CLCF initiated negotiations in America 

aimed at organising the distribution of the film of the liberation of Paris in all the major 

cinemas across America. 184 During his stay in America Pierre Blanchar opened the channels 

of communication between American and French producers thus laying the foundations of a 

permanent relationship between the two countries, or on his return: 'Reception on 23 March 

1945 to celebrate Pierre Blanchar's return from the United States. ' He talked about his trip 

and about America's friendship for France. He presented the Film de la liberation de Paris, 

Pontcarral, Goupi Mains-Rouges. Listening to him, one had the impression that one could 

both hear and see the great nations of the English-speaking world celebrating and admiiring 

examples of French cinema at its best', or in Jean-Pierre Aumont's comment on the 

likelihood of a market for French films in the United States: 'Believe me, the light conditions 

already exist in the United States to foster the advancement and appreciation of our culture 

and our way of thinking after the war. 185 It should also be added that in addition to reports 

on Franco-American negotiations, a number of articles on the situation of the British film 

industry were published between 1945 and 1946. Parallels were drawn between the two 

countries in the way they dealt with the American issue. 86 

Soon there were more sombre echoes of the difficulties the two countries were facing in 

terms of the importation of American films in post-war Europe. The 27 October 1945 issue 

of La Cinematographie franqaise shows that the French proposal was that 55% of the 

screens would be reserved for French films and 45% for foreign films. This scheme was 

refused by the Americans. The magazine remarks that following the stalling of the 

84 'Des nouvelles de Pierre Blanchar', La Cinýmatographiefranqaise, 6 February 1945, p. 3. 
85 'Pierre Blanchar, retour d'Hollywood', La Cinýmatographiefranqaise, 28 March 1945, p. 4; Jean-Pierre 
Aumont, 'Le film franqais en Am6rique', Le Film franqais, n' 9,2 February 1945, p. 27. 
86 Ralph Bond. 'Quel est I'avenir du cin6ma britannique', ibid., n' 9,2 February 1945, p. 5; 'D6bat sur le 
cin6ma A la Chambre des Communes', ibid., n' 18,6 April 1945, p. 10; 'The House of Commons has 
approved a measure increasing the number of films distributed in Britain. The number of mandatory films will 
increase from 20 oper cent to 22 per cent in 1946 and from 22 % to 25 per cent in 1947. The proportion of 
British films screened will go from 15 per cent to 17.5 per cent in 1946 and to 20 per cent in 1947. These 
debates revealed the considerable increase in the importation of American film to Britain: 29 million dollars in 
1937,87 million dollars in 1943', 'Le film britannique se d6fend', La Cingmatographie franVaise, 19 April 
1945, p. 2; 'En Angleterre, important d6bat sur le cin6ma a la Chambre des Communes. Le gouvernement 
pr8t A aider les producteurs de films britanniques', ibid., n' 1132,24 November 1945, pp. 3-4. 
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negotiations between M. Fourre-Cormeray, the Directeur general de la cinematographie, 

and Harold Smith, special delegate of the MPPDA. (Motion Picture Producers and 

Distributors of America) discussions would now take place at governmental level. 87 

Gaston Deferre, the Minister for Information in charge of the file, Billard explains, was 

not surprised that his interlocutors should bring the question of American films into the 

discussion between Blum and Byrnes. 88 Once again naivety seems to have prevailed, since 

he thought that the Americans would accept a screen quota of 8 French films and 5 foreign 

films every 13 weeks as was advocated by the French film trade. 89 Wasn't he aware that the 

successor to Williams Hayes as chairman of the NWPDA, Eric Johnston, had already shown 

his colours as early as October 1945, when he declared that he did not expect any commercial 

barriers to be raised against American films as the USA had never raised barriers against 

foreign films themselves. 90 

There had been plenty of evidence around to suggest that the USA would stick to their 

guns in terms of film quotas in France. Why then the belated Communist reaction to the film 

clause of the Blum-Bymes agreements? This question may be answered in two ways. The 

PCF was neither involved in nor kept informed of this part of the Washington discussions. 

This explanation seems plausible when one considers firstly that neither L'Ecran franqais 

nor Les Lettresfranqaises devoted much space to the agreements before they were actually 

signed, although the links between the PCF and film unions or ex-members of the defunct 

CLCF would lead one to imagine that someone knew about their likely outcome. 91 The 

relationship between the three government parties was not such that they would readily 

87 'Les tractation franco-am6ricianes au point mort d6clare New York', La Cingmatographie franqaise, n' 
1128,27 October 1945, p. 3. See 'Les producteurs et les distributeurs s'inqui6tent de la situation actuelle du 
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confide in one another. The second answer would imply that for the PCF too, the film 

industry took second place behind the French economy as a whole. In the French film world, 

the following statement by Leon Blum is often quoted as one of the most infamous ever 
issued from a French government: 

I must admit that, if in the higher interests of France, I had had to sacrifice the film 
industry, I would have done so without a qualm, even if at a later stage legitimate 
compensation had been found. [ ... ] We should not forget that France is to a certain 
extent indebted to the USA. [ ... ] The recent agreements are proof of their friendly 
disposition towards us given that they agreed that 30% of our national exploitation be 
reserved to our own films, whereas Italy only obtained 17% and Great-Britain 22%. 192 

The PCF itself would often refer to it as an exemple of French government's readiness to let 

the film trade down. Although the film clause was not subject to ratification by the 

Parliament, its discussion at the Assemblee nationale represented nevertheless the most 

important debate to date dedicated to cinema and allowed Fernand Grenier to portray the 

difficult situation of French cinema. Drawing attention to the first effects of the agreement on 

film exploitation and their likely further consequences, and reminding the Assembly of his 

former intervention, he called on the government and the Minister of Information to show 

more concern for the future of French cinema. Claiming that there were already too many 

young people in France who knew more about Gary Cooper than about Guynemer, he 

appealed for the rescue of French cinema, before finishing his speech by reminding his 

audience that the Communist parliamentary group were one hundred per cent behind the 

claims of the film trade and would not spare any effort to see them satisfied. 'It is a matter of 

life and death concerning an art-form bom in France and which we want to save. 193 Jacques 

Duclos, who had himself also raised the question of the film clause at the commission, had 

this to say before the vote: 'We want the country to recover as quickly as possible. We rely 

on the Washington agreements and on our allies to help us obtain the largest share of Gen-nan 

coal. Given the reality of the situation, the Communist parliamentary group will vote in 

92 Te quota. M. Uon Blum explique les accords franco-am6ricains', La Cingmatographie franqaise, n' 
1163,29 June 1946, pp. 5-6. 
93 L'HumaizW, n' 617,2 August 1946; Te cin6ma franqais devant I'Assembl6e constituante', Le Filin 
franqais, n' 89,23 August 1946, pp. 14-15. 
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favour of the ratification of the agreements, albeit unenthusiastic ally. 94 On 8 August 1946, 

the Blum-Bymes agreements were unanimously ratified by the 550 deputies, including the 

Communists. For the PCF too, the overall economic recovery took precedence over the 

welfare of the French film industry, 'Bataille de la production oblige'. 

Femand Grenier, Jacques Duclos, Auguste Tourtaud, had each expressed the PCF's 

concern about the future of cinema in France. 95 Yet, by the end of August 1946, the question 

had almost completely vanished from the columns of the Communist press. This 

disappearance was not final, and the PCF would denounce the notorious film clause again, 

but this time the political context would be entirely different with the campaign taking quite a 

new turn, as will be presently discussed. 

94 L'HumanW, no 611,26 July 1946; ibid., no 617,2 August 1946. 
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1.2. The Cold War 

The tripartisme between the PCF, the SFIO and the MRP was never a cosy arrangement. 
Both internationally and nationally the tension among the three parties steadily increased 

almost as soon as the coalition was set up. According to the PCF, 'at every level, divisions 

are deepening. The tactics of the bourgeoisie are to bring the PCF either to the point of 
breaking-up with the other parties or to accept a policy which would run contrary to the 

interests of the working class, democracy and peace'. 96 The PCF was finding it increasingly 

difficult to accept the criticisms of the USSR's foreign policy in Europe by the Americans. 

Indeed, between 10 March and 25 April 1947 in Moscow, during an international conference 

on Germany which brought together the four Ministers of Foreign Affairs (USA, USSR, 

United Kingdom, France) the French voted against the Soviet proposals while at the same 

time signing a separate agreement with the USA and Great Britain on the shipping of German 

coal to France. 97 As for home affairs, the situation was equally strained. The Vietnam 

conflict and the Madagascar insurrection proved hard pills to swallow and made the position 

of the Communist Ministers in government untenable. Although the Party's deputies 

abstained, the five Communist Ministers voted for war funds for Indochina. To make things 

worse, the extreme-left nationalist uprising in Madagascar was violently suppressed. Yet it is 

on social matters that the crisis point was reached. On 4 May 1947, following huge May 1st 

demonstrations in Paris and all over France, the PCF broke solidarity and voted against the 

government in a vote of confidence on economic policies such as the issue of wage increase 

and price CUtS. 98 To Thorez's astonishment, Paul Ramadier, the President du Conseil, 

sacked the Communist Ministers on the spot. This marked the first phase of the break 

between the parties. For the PCF's leadership this was only a momentary hitch. In the days 

following the sacking both Jacques Duclos and Maurice Thorez declared that they were 

willing to assist the government and that they would be back in office. During the 1 Ith 

96 Histoire A Parti communistefranqais, p. 499. 
97 Ibid. 
98 Robrieux, vol. 2, p. 194. 
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Congress of the French Communist Party, which took place in Strasbourg from 25 to 29 

June 1947, the criticism would become more severe and would adopt a strong anti-American 

stance. The USA were accused of expansionism and imperialism. According to the Party's 

general secretary the Marshall plan constituted the means through which American trusts 

would have full licence to invade Europe and the rest of the world. Yet, in his address to the 

delegates, Thorez still called for unity with the Socialists in spite of their numerous errors of 
judgement. 99 By the beginning of the Summer 1947, Philippe Robrieux explains, the French 

card-carriers were 'still profoundly convinced of their party's strength and power', and 

remained optimistic as to its coming back to power. 100 This was not to be for the next 34 

years. 

What was at stake originated outside the borders of France and left little room for 

manoýuvres for the PCF and its leadership. Answering a summons sent by the Soviet 

Communist Party, the European fellow parties attended a conference in Slarska-Poreba in 

Poland (22-27 September), during which the parties' policy for many years to come would 

be decided. On the first day, Zhdanov drew up the programme: after WWII, faced with the 

increasing authority of the USSR on the international scene, the USA had embarked on a 

policy of expansionism and imperialism with the aim of installing pro-American governments 

in satellite countries and then handing them over to the American trusts-101 These 

governments were manned by fascists (Spain), Christi an-Democrats (Italy), Labour (Great 

Britain) or Socialists (France), all sharing, Zhadnov underlined, the same contempt for 

socialism, democracy and peace. The struggle for socialism therefore could only take place at 

an international level; national considerations must come second. Global resistance to the 

USA under the leadership of Stalin and the USSR became the raison d'etre of any 

Communist party. The Western European parties in particular were given the task of resisting 

the enemy where it was most dangerous, in other words, on its own ground. For the PCF 

99 In his speech, Maurice Thorez pointed in particular to Uon Blum: 'his attempt to idealise the expansionist 
policy of American trusts can only weaken the French working class and the French people as a whole, both 
ideologically and politically', L'Humanitg, n' 870,26 June 1947. 
100 Robrieux, vol. 2, pp. 219-220. 
101 The text of Zhdanov's report was reproduced in full in France Nouvelle, n' 97,25 October 1947, pp 9- 

11. 
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this meant a change of policy. No more lukewarm support of the Marshall plan, no more 

assisting the government, but a blanket condemnation of the policies advocated by Socialists 

such as Leon Blum and Guy Mollet. The PCF had to criticise itself and acknowledge in front 

of the delegates that the policy it had followed after the war had not only failed but had 

moreover been a serious political misjudgement. The Polish conference resulted in the 

creation of the Cominform, a committee which would co-ordinate and control the activities of 

several European Communist parties. Indeed the Cominform constituted the Communist 

headquarters of the Cold War. 

The PCF was prompt in adopting the new line: the second phase of the rupture was 

beginning with lasting consequences, namely the isolation of the PCF on the French political 

scene. As soon as the conference was over, L'Humanite announced that from now on its 

role was 'to defend the national honour, the independence and the sovereignty of their 

country against the imperialist plans of expansionism and agression. This is the essential duty 

of all Communist parties' and pointed a finger at the enemy: 'It is the Socialist party and Leon 

Blum himself who have headed the campaign to give France over to American 

imperialists. '102 Such strong headlines translated the Party's new attitude towards the 

Socialists and would soon become everyday routine, so much so that it would be extremely 

tiring to list them all. 103 Sometimes the Socialists were singled out as seen above; sometimes 

they would be incorporated in the so-called 'American party': 'France's political and 

economic independence is under threat. The "American party", from Blum to de Gaulle, is 

facilitating the USA's expansionist campaign'. The PCF also personalised its attacks against 

the 'American party' and when this happened, the Socialists leaders were invariably the main 

targets with above all Leon Blum playing the part of the principal scapegoat: 'Leon Blum is 

the key figure of the "American party"'. He does his best to undermine any notion of national 

102 L'Humanitg, n' 956,5-6 October 1947. 
103 Here are a few examples: 'The aim of Blum's, Ramadier's, Reynaud's, Teitgen's and de Gaulle's 
American party is to crush the working class, destroy democracy and force the people to be under the yoke of 
the Mighty Dollar', France Nouvelle, n' 101,22 November 1947, p. 1; 'The "troisiýme force" of Blum, 

Mollet, Pivert and Moch is nothing other than the servant of fascist reaction. It is an instrument of American 
imperialism and the principal enemy of democracy, independence and peace', France Nouvelle, n' 105,20 

December 1947, p. 1; 'The government of the American party', ibid., n' 106,27 December 1947, p. 1. 



sovereignty, the main obstacle to imperialism. He wants to use the UN as a weapon in the 
hands of the mighty Dollar. '104 For the PCF, Leon Blum was not only guilty of his political 
behaviour at the time: in a manner typical of Stalinist methods where history may be re- 
written to suit one's needs, 105 he had to be shown as someone who had never been a reliable 
ally and whose political route had always been less than honest and trustworthy: 

1. The deep-seated causes of Leon Blum's betrayal. 
1. Leon Blum and the workers' movement. 
2. Leon Blum's capitulations before the war 
3. Leon Blum and the Occupation. 
4. Leon Blum's two objectives since the Liberation. 

A. Dividing the working class. 
B. Delivering France into the hands of American imperialism. 

2. The Blum-Byrnes agreements. 
In March 1946, he went to Washington for the signing of the first Franco- 

American agreements. This was the first evidence Frances's subservience to the 
American dollar and brought about the demise the French film industry. The 
American magazine Life saluted him as the champion of French reintegration 
within the Western world. 106 

It was not the first time the Blum-Bymes agreements played a role in the vilification of Leon 

Blum's character. Indeed, as I shall now demonstrate, the Washington agreements ranked 

very high on the list of Blum's misdeeds that was drawn up and constantly updated by the 

PCF. 

1.2.1. The PCF and the Blum-Byrnes Agreements: Out of Government. 

In 1947, the controversy about the agreements or, more specifically, around the film 

clause that was added to them re-emerged with a vengeance in the Communist press. It 

would do so in two stages, first in the aftermath of the Party's Congress in Strasbourg, 

secondly from October 1947 onwards (in the aftermath of the Slarska-Poreba conference). 

104 Robert Bouvier, T6on Blum, protagoniste du parti am6ricain', France Nouvelle, n' 100,15 November 

1947, p. 3. 
in 105 Andi-6 Bazin gives a perfect depiction of this feature, typical of Stalimist methods, in his article on Stal 

and Russian cinema, Te cin6ma sovi6tique et le mythe de Staline', Esprit, August 1950, pp. 210-235. 

106 Robert Bouvier, 'Les racines proforides de la trahison de Uon Blum', France Nouvelle, n' 110,24 

January 1948, pp. 4-5. 
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In May 1947, Georges Sadoul put in place the tindersticks of the stake on which the 

Blum-Bymes agreements would later be set ablaze. He portrayed Eric Johnson, 'the Czar of 
American cinema' as 'an envoy of the Rockefeller and Morgan groups who had come to 
Europe to tear down the Iron Curtain set up by Russian leaders and French opponents - 
principally the PCF - to the Blum-Bymes agreements. 107 A week later, while singing the 

praise of American cinema - 'we like and admire American cinema, which fathered 

together, with French and Russian cinema, film as an art-form' - and of several American 

directors - expressing admiration for the films of John Ford, Orson Welles, Frank Capra, 

William Wyler, Milestone, Charlie Chaplin 'whose works bear witness to their attachment to 
freedom and democracy in the sense Lincoln and Roosevelt gave to those words' - Sadoul 

accused Johnson, whom he compared to Goebbels, of representing the worst side of 
American cinema: 'Mr Johnson embodies only one side of Hollywood, the baser aspect of 
business and politics. 1 108 

In a series of articles published in L'Humanite in July 1947 under the title 'Cinenla 

franVais S. O. SY Guy Leclerc denounced the Washington agreement and called for its 

revision. In the first of his papers he attacked Eric Johnston, 'the great dictator of American 

cinema', then criticised Gaston Deferre who had declared a year before that 'the agreements 

would enable France to rebuild its film industry' and evoked the imbalance between 

American and French films. In the second one, he stressed the unfairness of the transatlantic 

competition, underlining the fact that French films have little access to the American market, 

and called for the revision of the agreement. 109 In the third, he recommended the measures 

advocated by the unions, such as production and exportation subsidies or the modemisation 

of the film theatres. Finally, in the last one he proposed the nationalisation of several studios. 

More significantly he called for a 'real film policy'. 'What is at stake is our prestige, our 

culture and our national independence, on which depends our capacity to both produce films 

107 L'Humanitg, no 829,9 May 1947. 
108 L'HuinanW, no 835,16 May 1947. 
109 See for instance, 'Dirig6 par les trusts Rockfeller et Morgan, appuy6 par le Vatican, soutenu par la 

r6action, le cin6ma am6ricain 61imine le cin6ma franqais', France Nouvelle, no 102,29 November 1947, pp. 
6-7 & 10. 
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and express ourselves', reminding his readers that there was a Ministry for Cinema in the 

USSR. The argument of national independence in face of economic and cultural American 

imperialism was already put forward in a tone which foreshadowed the vehemence of the 

years to come: 'and dozens of Rita Hayworths have covered Europe with their pervasive 

perfumes... and no less pervasive propaganda. '110 

Both Sadoul's harsh criticism of American export policy and Leclerc's call for an 

independent national cinema overtly contained a denunciation of the Blum-Byrnes film 

clause. The campaign to review the latter would reach new heights the following autumn and 

winter. 

The second stage of the crusade against the Blum-Byrnes agreement started soon after the 

creation of the Cominform. In the 24 October 1947 issue of L'Humanite a full page is 

devoted to portraying the evil effects the USA had on France. Written in the extremely 

vehement and often contemptuous tone which would characterise the PCF's prose for most 

of the following decade, this article exemplified the Party's new attitude after the Slarska- 

Poreba conference: America was the mother of all evils and the danger went beyond France's 

borders. The danger was global. According to the Communist daily, beyond American 

economic aid lurked a vast enterprise of propaganda: 'Truman's America installs at the very 

heart of our country its centres of propaganda, invades our publishing houses and our 

bookshops, makes our screens its own. 'I II Obviously film was one of the vectors of 

American propaganda. Backing its argument with Eric Johnston's own statement: 

You must understand that American film is not only the best contact with, but also the 
best representative of America. Whereas British commerce is heralded by the flag. I 
believe American commerce is heralded by the film. If Clark Gable takes his shirt off, 
young men around the world will do the same; if Leonora Travers puts on a sweater, 
young girls around the world will too. 112 

110 Guy Leclerc, 'Cin6ma franqais S. O. S. !' in L'Humanitg, n' 891,20-21 July 1947; ibid., n' 893,23 July 
1947; ibid., n' 895,26 July 1947; ibid., n' 901,1 August 1947. 
111 'L'Am6rique d6grade 1'esprit', L'Humanitg, n' 972,24 October 1947. 
112 Ibid. 
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Guy Leclerc went on to blame Leon Blum for the signing of the Washington agreements for 

which the Socialist politician would, from now on, bear sole responsibility. 113 

A week later, in an article published in France Nouvelle under the title 'the consequences 

of the Blum-Byrnes agreements', the attacks became more precise. Comparisons between the 

number of American films and the number of French films screened over the last months 

were made, showing for instance the imbalance between the number of certificates given to 

American and French films to the advantage of the former. 114 Very telling also was the way 

economic consequences were linked to social and moral ones. The drastic effects of the 

agreements were, in addition to bringing unemployment and poverty to the film trade, the 

'disintegration of the French nation and were an attempt to corrupt and demoralise our young 

people with films of brain-numbing stupidity, where eroticism vies for first place with holly- 

joeism, and where the gangster is king. The aim of those films is not to prepare our youth to 

fulfil their duty towards France, towards the Republic but to turn them into an army of slaves 

crushed under the iron heel of America. 'I 15 Such a vilification of America could not have 

taken place before the Polish meeting. The Stalinist dialectics of good and evil, right and 

wrong was now employed to its full capacity. 

The offensive against the agreements having been rekindled at a political level, the 

campaign needed a fresh start within the film industry. On 26 October 1947 a general 

assembly of the film workers trade union chaired by the general secretary of the FMýration 

du Spectacle, Jacques Marion, declared that the USA used cinema as a scout for further 

overall seizure of France's - and the rest of the world's - industries and economies and 

called for a boycott of American filmS. 116 Charles Chezeau, general secretary of the film 

branch of the FMiration A Spectacle voiced his concern in L'Humanite on 5 November 

113 Ibid. 
114 Thorez, 'Les cons6quences des accords Blum-Byrnes', in 'Pour la d6fense de la R6publique et de 
l'ind6pendance nationale', France Nouvelle, no 98,1 November 1947, pp. 6-11 (9). The article quotes Marcel 
Pagnol, who declared: 'French cinema is in dire straits, it could soon be dead'. Marcel Pagnol's quote had 
already appeared in L'Humanitg, no 823,28 August 1947, and in his address to the Central Committee of 29 
October 1947, Maurice Thorez also mentioned Marcel Pagnol's statement while denouncing the 'sad 
consequences of the Blum-Byrnes agreements', ibid., no 977,30 October 1947. 
115 Thorez, 'Les cons6quences des accords Blum-Byrnes', p. 9. 
116 L'Huinanitg, no 977,30 October 1947. 
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1947, as did Louis Daquin on 9 November. 117 On 15 November 1947, L'Humanite opened 

its columns to the Film Technicians Union, affiliated to the CGT. The union demanded, in 

addition to existing claims, new regulations for co-productions and film dubbing, called for a 

review of the Blum-Byrnes agreements and, above all, advocated the creation of a Comite de 

Dgfense. 118 This became a reality on 19 December 1947. The Comite de Dgfense A 

Cinema Franqais (CDCF) was set up during a meeting at the IDBEC premises. The 

members of the new CDCF came from almost every department of the film trade - directors 

(Marcel Came, Jacques Becker, Jean Delannoy, Claude Autant-Lara, Marcel L'Herbier, Jean 

Gremillon), actors (No6l-No6l, Andre Luguet), technicians (Charles Chezeau), composers 

(Jean Wiener), writers (Pierre Laroche), film critics (Rene Farre), film societies (Georges 

Sadoul) and even a producer, albeit in a private capacity, (M. Kamenka). Also conspicuous 

were PCF's members and sympathizers -a town councillor (Voguet), the secretary of the 

Union nationale des intellectuels, of Communist obedience (Nicolas), Joinville's mayor 

(Robert Leloche) and of course Fernand Grenier - who brought the Party's support to the 

newly-created committee. 119 The CDCF did not lose time in organising meetings in order to 

mobilise both the public and the profession. 120 

The climax of the campaign against the agreements took place in January 1948. The 

CDCF organised a massive demonstration in Paris on 5 January 1948. Tens of thousands of 

people marched through Paris protesting against the American invasion of French screens 

and calling for a review of the existing arrangement. Among the crowd, composed mainly of 

professionals and spectators stood out numerous stars such as Jean Marais and famous 

directors such as Jacques Becker. 121 The protest had been duly advertised in L'HumanW on 

the eve of the demonstration - 'United, we'll save French cinema' declared the actress 

117 'Le cingma franqais ne veut pas mourir', L'HumanW, n' 982,5 November 1947. 'Le cingma franqais 

ne veut pas mourir', L'Humanitg, n' 986,9 November 1947. 
118 L'Humanitg, n' 991,15 November 1947. 
119 'Le Comitg de d9fense du cingmafranqais se constitue', L'Humanitg, n' 1021,20 December 1947. 
120 On 23 December 1947, for instance, Georges Sadoul gave a lecture on the 'agony of French cinema' in a 
public hall in the 3rd district of Paris, L'Humanitg, n' 1023,22 December 1947. 
121 Jean Marais's presence in the demonstration gave rise to a brief argument with the actor Claude Dauphin, 
who had accused him of spoiling the Franco-American friendship in L'Intransigeant, 'a Gaullist yankee 
leaflet', L'HumanW, n' 1036,7 January 1948. 
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Madeleine Sologne on the front page - and was of course extensively reported the following 

Monday - 'Keep French cinema alive proclaimed in their tens of thousands, stars, 

technicians and spectators demonstrating in the boulevards. '122 Jules Moch sent in the riot 

police to defend the Blurn-Byrnes agreements. '123 - with a photo of Jean Marais, Roger 

Pigault, Jacques Becker, Madeleine Sologne and Claude Maffei on the front page. 

The demonstration may have been the highlight of the CDCF's campaign, but it was not 

the end of it. The campaign went on for a number of months still claiming the backing of the 

PCF. In fact, the Party started very early to claim its role as the one and only true champion 

of French cinema, comforted in this belief by statement such as Madeleine Sologne's: 'It 

must be said that the PCF was the only party to fight for the defence of our film industry. '124 

This and the overall Party's involvement in the offensive launched by the CDCF did not fall 

to stimulate debate at a professional as well as a political level. 

France-Film Information, a monthly magazine 'at the service of French cinema' adopted 

a different approach. In its December 1947 issue, Charles Ford, its editor in chief, denied the 

PCF the honour of being the first political party to alert the government to the difficulties 

French cinema was confronting: 'Following the example of Roger Duchet, an MRP 

Councellor of the Republic whose intervention attracted considerable attention a few months 

ago, Fernand Grenier, the Communist deputy who chairs the media commission has 

questioned the government on the current status of French cinema. '125 There is a certain 

ingenuity and irony manifest in Charles Ford's opinion as is confirmed by the very first line 

of his editorial: 'French cinema does not want to die'. Such headlines, it has been shown 

above, had been commonplace in the Communist press going back nearly as far as the day of 

the signing of the Blurn-Byrnes agreements. 

122 L'HumanW, n' 1034,4-5 January 1948. 
123 L'HumanW, n' 1035,6 January 1948. 
124 L'HumaniM, n' 1034,4-5 January 1948. 
125 The text of the resolution of the Council Of the Republic (Conseil de la R6publique) as delivered by 
Roger Duchet in the Senate reads as follows: 'The Council of the Republic informs the government that the 
French film industry is facing serious difficulties in spite of a number of measures taken to remedy same. It 

calls for a rapid revision of the Blum-Byrnes agreements, on tax relief, cash advances for film production and 
the creation of grants for film production and exports', France-Film -Info rmati on, December 1947, pp. I&4. 
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Not surprisingly, the politics of confrontation the PCF was following both at a national 

level in its battle against the 'American party' and at a film level given the virulous - not to 

say vicious - campaign against the role played by Leon Blum in the Washington 

agreements, aroused controversy. In its coverage of the 5 January 1948 demonstration, the 

professional magazine Le Filmfranqais stressed the political character of the rally. While 

recognising the existence of the crisis, its leader writer hinted at some hidden political agenda 

without identifying its origins. 126 Although it specified that the information might not be 

fully reliable, the magazine suggested later that the CDCF was linked to the Cominform. 127 

Over the weeks and months that followed its creation, the CDCF denied on several occasions 

that it was under the control of any political party. 128 

Undisturbed, the PCF continued its crusade, sure of being in the right. L'Humanite 

regularly reported the activities and actions of the CDCF while at the same time calling for 

more spectators5 committees of defence. 129 These committees received a remarkable 

response both from the public and the trade's workforce. A meeting organised on 30 May 

1948 claimed the support of 300 000 Parisian spectators; actors as popular as Tino Rossi or 

Bourvil wired their support. 130 In addition, the Party dealt with the issue at a parliamentary 

level. In February 1948, on Fernand Grenier's initiative, the media commission of the 

National Assembly called for a revision of the Blum-Bymes agreements-131 In May, while 

criticising the governmental proposal to raise the price of cinema seats, the Communist 

126 'Solutions ý la crise? ', Le Film franýais, n' 161,9 January 1948, p. 5. 
12'1 'Le Comit6 de D6fense du Cin6ma Franqais a expos6 son point de vue aux parlementaires', Le Film 

franqais, n' 169,5 March 1948, p. 7. 
128 L'HumanW, n' 1045,17 January 1948; 'Le Comit6 de DUense du Cin6ma Franqais souligne son 
caractere apolitique', Le Film franqais, n' 170,12 March 1948, p. 5; 'The ComW de d9fense du cinýma... 
denies following a particular ideological line or being affiliated to a political party', L'Humanitg, n' 1099,19 
March 1948. 
129 'Multipliez les comWs de spectateurs contre Vinvasion des navets amýricains et les accords Blum- 
Byrnes. Comitg de Dýfense du Cinýma Franqais, 92, Champs-Elysges, Paris', L'HumanW, n' 1058,31 
January 1948; 'Constitution d'un ComW Universitaire de Dgfense du Cingma Franqais, jeudi dernier au 
Cluny-Palace par 600 9tudiants', ibid., n' 1061,4 February 1948; "Les Comit9s de Dgfense du Cingma 

poussent comme des champignons', ibid., n' 1117,9 April 1948. 
130 Obviously there was no resentment between Tino Rossi and the CLCF, although the singer had been 
heard by the purge commission at the Liberation, "Ilfaut crger un psychose d'amour du Cinýma Franqais' 
L'Humanitg, n' 1161,1 June 1948. 
131 L'HumanW, n' 1063,6 February 1948. 
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deputy proposed a subsidy of 1 billion francs to allow for the production of one hundred 
films per year; through a 25 per cent taxing of the receipts on foreign films, he explained, the 
State would recover the billion francs allocated to French productions. He also called for a 
screen quota of seven weeks out of thirteen, and a reciprocity in terms of importation. 132 

Towards the end of May France Nouvelle published two articles entitled 'How to save 
French Cinema' which summed up the PCF's position. The first of the two articles 

stigmatised the 'false protectors of French cinema', namely the Socialists, for laying the 
blame on French distributors and cinema owners instead of rejecting the agreements 

themselves. The second summed up the Party's proposals to cure French cinema: a screen 

quota of seven weeks out of thirteen for French films, taxation of dubbed foreign films, state 

subventions to stimulate film production (1 billion francs), prevention of seats price increase 

and, as could be expected, abolishing the Blum-Byrnes agreements. 133 In August 1948, the 

Communist weekly reproduced Fernand Grenier's intervention at the National Assembly 

under the explicit headline: 'The Communist Party is the only one to defend French cinema 

against the American party'. In his address the deputy criticised the Parliament's rejection of 

the proposals of the CDCF (as outlined above) and reasserted the PCF's commitment to 

defending French cinema. 134 The Partys active participation both within the Committees of 

defence and within parliament came to the fore during the debates which took place in June 

1948 when professionals - Pierre Prevert, Jacques Becker, Jean Delannoy - were among 

the audience listening carefully to the different proposals put forward-135 

While asserting the dominating role of the PCF, the France Nouvelle's articles pointed to 

the overall consensus which by Spring 1948 underlined the need for a review of the 

agreements, which led to the Paris agreements, signed in September 1948. The most striking 

measure was the increase of the screen quota from four to five weeks out of every thirteen. 

132 Fernand Grenier, 'Le milliard A cinýmafranVais', L'HumanW, n' 1150,19 May 1948. 
133 'Comment sauver le cin6ma franqais, 1. Les astuces des faux d6fenseurs', France Nouvelle, n' 127,22 
May 1948, p. 10; 'Comment sauver le cin6ma franqais, 11.11 nous faut des films franqais', France Nouvelle, 
n' 128,29 May 1948, p. 10. 
134 'A I'Assembl6e nationale, seuls, contre le parti am6ricain, les Communistes d6fendent le cin6ma 
franqais', France Nouvelle, n' 138,7 August 1948, p. 11. 
135 L'HumanW, n' 1186,30 June 1948. 
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Whereas for historians, such as Jean Pivasset, this change illustrated the complete success of 
the protest against the Blum agreements, for the PCF this measure constituted a facade 

behind which the USA would consolidate their implantation in France. 136 The main clause of 

the new agreements was, according to the French Communists, the possibility for American 

producers to reinvest in France the profits which were blocked there since July 1947: 'Thus 

what would seem to be given with one hand would be taken back with the other. '137 

The review of the Blum-Byrnes agreements did not make L'Humanite's front page. In 

1948, the Cold War was only starting, and the anti-American campaign would remain 

relentless. Indeed the ideological facet of the PCF's involvement was so important that it 

hardly mentions the setting up of the loi d'aide on September 1948, as a victory, although it 

is now seen by most as one of the greatest long-lasting achievement of the industry's 

mobilisation against the Washington Agreements. 138 Likewise the creation of the Centre 

National de la Cinematographie (CNC) on 25 October 1946 had been passed over in 

silence. Following the failure of the CLCF to retain control of the reorganisation of the 

industry, the worsening relationship between the PCF and the government, and the breaking 

out of the Cold War, little good could come from the government's quarter. The PCF was so 

stuck in its oppositional attitude that it could not even see when its policy and campaigning 

reaped some benefits. 

The importance of the battle against the Washington agreements can be best appreciated by 

the place it has since taken in French Communist history. The Blum-Bymes agreements will 

be mentioned repeatedly in the course of this study-139 Moreover, the controversy among 

historians as to their real influence on the French film industry bears testimony to their 

136 'The success of this massive wave of protest against the Blum-Byrnes agreements is complete', Jean 
Pivasset, Essai sur la signification politique du cingma; Vexemplefranqais, de la libýration aux &ýnements 
de Mai 1968 (Paris: Cujas, 1971), p. 91. 
137 Armand Monjo, 'Le gouvernement Blum-Reynaud-Marie installera-t-il sur le sol franqais les trusts 
am6ricains du cin6ma - Rumeur de r6vision des accords Blum-Byrnes', L'HutnanW, n' 1231,21 August 
1948. 
138 See Billard, p. 505. For a neptive view of the consequences of the battle against the Blum-Byrnes 
agreements, see Marc Fumaroli, L'Etat culturel (Paris: tditions de Fallois, 1991), pp 180-181. 
139 See chapters 3, p. 126; 79 pp. 272 & 275. 
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political dimension. It is worth spending a moment looking at what an historian has called the 

'legend of the Blum-Byrnes agreements'. 140 

1.2.2. The Blum-Byrnes Agreements: a Hypnotised Film Industry? 

I have outlined the fact that the Communist campaign against the Blum-Byrnes agreements 

took place in two different stages: the first in the wake of the signing of the agreements, the 

second one a year later. At first sight, the rekindling of the protest appears to have been 

politically motivated whereas the first wave of protest seems more spontaneous. Yet in both 

instances, the French film industry was very much involved in the campaign. This raises two 

different questions. The first has to do with the influence of the PCF in the film trade. The 

second one arises from the on-going debate about the actual repercussions of the agreements 

on the French film industry at the time. The answers to these questions are not unrelated. 

For most commentators 28 May 1946 is the black Tuesday of post-war French cinema. 

Yet in recent years, dissenting voices have been heard in the overall consensus which has 

characterised the general opinion on the Blum-Bymes agreements. In 1986, Jacques Portes 

wrote that the agreements, at the time of their signing and in spite of the heavy climate which 

presided over the negociations, 'appear to have been a success for France'. 141 For Portes the 

Blum-Byrnes agreements actually saved the French film industry. If this were the case, it 

was a battle without losers since the front page of the American newspaper The Film Daily 

dated 28 May 1946 bears the headline 'FRENCH PACT IS U. S. INDUSTRY VICTORY'. 142 For 

the Americans to obtain a screen quota of four weeks out of thirteen was undoubtedly a 

victory; moreover, according to the agreements, the quota would be eliminated over a set 

period. It is difficult to see how this could be seen as a success for France unless one 

140 Jacques Portes, 'Les origines de la 16gende noire des accords Blum-Byrnes', Revue d'histoire moderne et 

contemporaine, num6ro sp6cial 'Cin6ma et soci&C, ed. by Jean A. Gili, April-June 1986, pp. 314-329. 
141 Ibid. 
142 The article goes on: 'Representing an "overwhelming victory" for the American industry, the picture trade 

agreement is expected to be announced by the State Department today... Although the new agreement is 

essentially a "protection" for French interests, it represents a victory for the United States industry... ', The 

Film Dail 
, v, 28 May 1946, in 'Le pacte franqais est une victoire pour Pindustrie am6ricaine', Les Lettres 

FranVaises, n' 118,26 July 1946, pp. I&8. 
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expected complete capitulation. In 1992, the French film historian Jean-Pierre Jeancolas 

published an article in which he expressed an opinion similar to Portes's. Jeancolas firmly 

believes that during the three determining quarters of the period concerned, namely the last 

quarter of 1946 and the first two quarters of 1947 - the agreements acted as 'an umbrella 

which protected and probably saved the French film industry from the on-coming Hollywood 

downpour'. 143 He adds that the agreements were all the more efficient since the French 

production was 'for 90% qualitatively disqualified' and the French public was very eager to 

see American films. Yet he acknowledges that he cannot base his view on facts since the 

conduct of millions of spectators nearly fifty years ago, he adds, would be too difficult to 

assess. This is precisely what Patricia Hubert-Lacombe did when she reassessed the cliche of 

a French public starving for Hollywood products. She shows that after a short-lived craze for 

American films after the Liberation, as early as 1948 there was a disaffection with American 

films. In addition, she reminds her readers that 61% of the French people answering a 1947 

poll on film preferences preferred French films against 8% favouring American filMS. 144 

Jeancolas spends the rest of his article explaining how the PCF used the Blum-Bymes 

agreements as a means to attack the Socialists during the venimous political campaigns which 

marked the Cold War era. This, as outlined above, cannot be denied. If it is true that in 1946 

'the Blum-Byrnes agreements were not yet a Party political hobby-horse', Jean-Pierre 

Jeancolas is not accurate when he writes that 'there was no mention of the film clause in any 

French daily'. He fails to mention that the film arrangement was outlined in the Communist 

daily on 30 May 1946 and that as early as 31 May 1946, L'Humanite underlined the 

possible negative consequences of the agreements on the French film industry. 145 True, at 

the time, the PCF's hobby-horse was the 'battle for production' and the Franco-American 

agreements constituted an element of the plan to reconstruct the country's economy. The 

143 Jean-Pierre Jeancolas, 'L'arrangement des accords Blum-Byrnes a 1'6preuve des faits. Les relations 
(cin6matographiques) franco-am6ricaines de 1944 A 1948', 1895, n' 13, December 1992, pp. 1-49. See also 
Jeancolas, 'From the Blum-Byrnes Agreement to the GATT affair', in Hollywood and Europe, Economics, 
Culture, National Identity 1945-1995, ed. by Geoffrey Nowell-Smith and Steven Ricci, eds, (London: BFI, 

1998), pp. 44-62. 
144 Patricia Hubert-Lacombe, 'L'accueil des films americains pendant la guerre froide (1946-1953)', Rei, ue 
d'histoire moderne et contemporaine, vol. 33, April-June 1986, p. 310. 
145 See above, notes 75-80. 
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ratification of the agreements by the Communist deputies was as political a move as, a year 

later, their using them against what they called 'the American party'. 

As Jeancolas himself admits, he cannot base his firm belief that the French film industry 

would have collapsed if it were not for the Blum-Bymes agreement on facts. So much has 

been said and written now that it is difficult to close the debate for good with a definitive 

answer. French cinema did not die in 1946 or 1947. Nevertheless the massive reaction of the 

profession both in phase one and in phase two cannot simply be explained by the PCF's 

capacity to mobilise opinion. Many among the protestors were not affiliated to the Party and 

would not have accepted being led by it blindly, Marcel L'Herbier is a case in point. The fact 

is that by May 1948 professionals as far from the PCF as could be imagined - Charles 

Ford, Maurice Bessy and others - also called for a revision of the agreements. Their 

analyses of the shortcomings of the Blum-Byrnes agreements differed from that of the PCF, 

but they all agreed that the situation of the French film industry was worse than two years 

before. The PCF may have been playing on the French film trade's fears to an extent, but it 

was not in a position to hypnotise the entire industry to adopt its politics. I tend therefore to 

agree with Genevieve Sellier's point of view. For Sellier, the campaign for a rehabilitation of 

the Blum-Bymes agreements was inspired by external political motives, i. e. to restore the 

Socialists' post-war image. 146 There are many aspects of the PCFs politics which deserve 

criticism, but the stance over the defence of the French film industry, even given its political 

sub-text, is not one of them. The main achievement of the campaign against the Blum-Byrnes 

agreements was its ability to rally the great majority of the industry's workforce, 

independently of their status within the film trade. 147 It is an ability it has retained to the 

present day. 

146 Genevieve Sellier, 'L'apr6s-guerre: contradictions d'un auteur', La Pens&, n' 300, Winter 1993-1994, p. 
45. 
147 Sellier, Te pr6c6dent des accords Blum-Byrnes', Le Monde diplomatique, n' 476, November 1993, p. 
15. 
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1.2.3. The Fight for the Defence of French Cinema Goes On 

Within the film industry the debate around the defence of French cinema turned political to 

the extreme. The Communists kept on campaigning against Hollywood and calling on the 

French government to grant more subsidies to French productions. In each of his 

declarations and parliamentary interventions, Fernand Grenier called for a two billion francs 

aid to the film industry instead of the one billion francs he used to advocate granting the 

industry. By looking at L'Ecran franqais and the Communist periodicals of the period, it 

appears that those who had participated in the campaigns against the Washington agreements 

remained mobilised after the 1948 Paris agreements. True, the revision of the Blum-Bymes 

agreements did not mean that the commercial relationship between the two countries had been 

settled for good. On the contrary, since the 1948 agreements had only a four year life span, 

the two countries soon re-embarked on new discussions. Whatever these were, they nurtured 

fresh rumours about Hollywood's new demands, which in turn never failed to rekindle the 

activist ardour of both the Comites de Difense du Cinema Franqais and the Fidiration A 

spectacle. In both structures, the French Communist Party had the upper hand. While the 

PCF had been openly instrumental in the setting up of the Comites de Dgfense, it also held 

prime position within the Fediration A spectacle since this union was affiliated to the 

CGT. Born out of the years of Occupation and Resistance - but with roots which go further 

back in the 1930s, the FMiration A Spectacle established itself at the end of the war as the 

only legitimate representative organisation of the French film workforce. Given the mood 

which prevailed at the time, its credentials made it a very powerful organisation within the 

film industry. 148 In fact the FMgration du Spectacle came to enjoy the kind of privileged 

status only the dockers and the print workforce (ouvriers du livre) could boast of. In both 

these unions, a closed shop system operated. It was virtually impossible to work as a docker 

or a printer if one was not affiliated to the corresponding CGT branch. This comfortable 

status explains why its grassroots membership was made of film technicians from quarters 

148 On the power of the CGT in the film industry, see Colin Crisp, The Classic French Cinema, 1930-1960 
(Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1993), pp. 198-202. 
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that reached beyond the Communist sphere. It may also explain why the campaigns of the 

early 1950s still claimed the support of an impressive part of the film industry workforce. 
When one looks at the names of the participants in the different campaigns of the period, one 
finds many a Communist activist or fellow-traveller of course, but also many who were not, 

never had been and never would be, Party members. This has often raised the question of the 

sincerity of some of the non-Communist sympathisers within the union who nevertheless 
joined in every action it would engage in. 149 This is an issue which cannot be answered with 

any degree of certainty. I have not encountered any film professional's report admitting that 

any degree of participation in the militant activities of the FMgration A Spectacle was a 

result of coercion. 

Standing out from the never-ceasing rumbling of disagreement and complaint, two 

campaigns for the defence of French cinema took place in the early 1950s, one in 1950 and 

the other in 1952. In 1950 the main lines of yet another manifesto defending French 

production was published and made public in L'Humanite Dimanche. 150 Calls for a stricter 

control of imported films, a larger share of French films in the screen quota system, along 

with an increase of governmental funding and a democratisation of censorship were approved 

and signed by a list of well-known names within the industry. A public meeting duly 

followed the publication of the Manifesto. 151 In July 1952, as the 1948 Paris agreements 

were coming to an end, the film industry mobilised once again. Another campaign to prevent 

the death of French cinema was launched and received considerable support from the 

149 See for instance Jean Delannoy's letter, appendice 2, p. 346. 
150 'Un manifeste du cin6ma franqais - Contre le "retour" aux accords Blum-Byrnes', L'HumanW 
Dinianche, n' 101,3 September 1950. Signatories included Alexandre Arnoux, film writer; Claude Autant- 
Lara, director; Raymond Bussieres, actor; Marcel Carrid, director; Louis Daquin, director; Roger D6sormi6res, 
composer; Jean Dr6ville, director; Jean Gehret, director; Fernand Gravey, actor; Jean Gr6millon, director; 
Pierre Laroche, film writer; Pierre L6vy, producer; Marcel L'Herbier, director; J. -P. Le Chanois, director; 
Andr6 Luguet, actor; Uon Moussinac, film critic; No6l-No6l, actor; Louis Page, photographer; Andr6 Paulv6, 
producer ; G6rard Philipe, actor; Annette Poivre, actress; Vladimir Pozner, film writer; Pierre Pr6vert, director; 
Emile Reinert, director; Pierre Renoir, actor; Franqoise Rosay, actress; Georges Sadoul, film critic; Armand 
Salacrou, film writer; Charles Spaak, film writer; Alexandre Trauner, set designer. 
151 Tranqoise Rosay, Bernard Blier, Annette Poivre et Raymond Bussi6res explain why they will be at 
Pleyel on the 26th of October with artists, film professionals and spectators to express their willingness to 
defend French cinema, which is under death threat', L'Humanitg Dimanche, n' 108,22 October 1950. 
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trade. 152 The PCF's and the Federation A Spectacle's intensive corporatist campaigns 

won them considerable support among the film workforce. 153 Confirmation of that can be 

found in the film trade's support of the Peace movement. With on the one hand, the USA, 

safely protected by the Atlantic Ocean and busy repressing, thanks to Senator McCarthy, its 

most radical elements, and on the other hand, Eastern Europe under Soviet rule, Western 

Europe was soon transformed into the ideological battleground of the Cold War. By the end 

of 1947, the Western European governments had become the objective allies of Washington, 

while Western Communist parties, mostly in Italy and France, acted as relays of the USSR, a 

position made all the more effective by the place they occupied in their respective national 

political landscapes and the considerable electoral support they enjoyed at the time. 

For both Moscow and Washington, Western Europe represented the ideal location to wage 

their war. They did so overtly through political parties, but also secretly, thanks to many 

organisations, movements and foundations, the ideological slant of which was not always 

easily decipherable, at least as far as the 'American side' was concerned. 154 MOSCOW- 

inspired propaganda was more readily recognisable : any action, petition or demonstration 

organised by Western Communist parties could indeed be suspected to be either inspired, 

dictated and partly funded by the USSR. 

The most well-known of these was the Peace Movement that was launched in the late 

1940s and lasted well into the mid-1950s. The 'Stockholm appeal', a worldwide campaign 

orchestrated by Moscow against the use of the atomic bomb, gathered signatures from almost 

every quarter of the population all over the world. In France, the Peace Movement was high 

on the PCF's and its satellite organisations' agenda, and between 1949 and 1952 the PCF's 

press published endless calls supporting the Peace movement, daily reporting on the activities 

152 'S. O. S. du cin6ma franqais', L'tcran franqais, n' 421,4- 10 July 1952, pp. I& 10; ibid., n' 422,11-18 
July 1952, p. 10. The signatories were Danielle Delorme, Jean Delannoy, Frangois Chalais, George Lacombe, 
Ren6 Clair, Charles Spaak, No6l-No6l, Berthomieu, Gaby Morlay, Louis Daquin, G6rard Philipe, Fernand 
Gravey, Jean Painlev6, Jean Dr6ville, Claude Autant-Lara, Franqoise Rosay, Yves Ciampi, Yves Montand et 
Simone Signoret, Jacques Daroy, J. Bertheau, Carlo Rim. 
153 See appendice 4, p. 349. 
154 On this topic, see CIA and the Arts, a programme broadcast by Channel 4 on how the CIA secretly 
sponsored leftist contemporary visual artists as both a window of the freedom enjoyed by artists in the USA. 

and a response to Zdhanovist art, Channel 4, October- November 1995; see also Hidden Hands (London: 
Channel 4 Television, 1995), pp. 24-31. 
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of its Committees as well as listing the names of any new famous national or international 

signatory. L'Ecran franqais, a film weekly which by 1949 was part of the French 

Communist-controlled press, echoed the campaign and devoted numerous articles to the 

endorsement of the 'Appel de Stockholm' by French Film directors, actors or technicians. 155 

The signatories of this extra-cinematographic action originated mainly from the leftist flanks 

of the profession - every single member of the powerful Communist-controlled 

Wdgration du Spectacle' must have signed a Peace petition - but reached out also to a 

wider audience. 156 The Peace movement was worth mentioning in so far as it shows the 

lasting influence of Communist politics within the film industry. It was also easy for 

Communist activists to link the fight for Peace with the defense of French cinema since in 

both cases the aggressor was the United States. Campaigning for one often went along 

campaigning for the other. 

1.2.4. The Cold War within the Film Industry 

With the advent of the Cold War, the political divisions within the film industry came to 

the fore. Whatever unity had been displayed between employers and employees soon 

vanished into the bitter cold atmosphere of the times. The employer sector - producers, 

distributors and cinema owners - never failed to point out the ideological dimension of the 

actions instigated by the unions or supported by the PCF and made known their position in 

the corporate press they controlled. In France -Film -Export, Charles Ford feared that the 

1950 L'Humanite Manifesto might jeopardise the film negotiations between France and the 

USA. While he accused the PCF for having been the initiator of such an 'untimely' agitation, 

he also castigated the non-Communist signatories for having lent their names to it. Three 

years later, even before the figures for the French film production for the year 1952-1953 

became public, the trade Journal Le Film franýais sarcastically took the Comites de Dýfense 

and the Fýdgration du Spectacle to task: 'Although it might be too early to look back on the 

155 'L'Lýcran franqais dans la lutte pour la paix', L'Lýcran franqais, n' 245,13 March 1950, p. 12. 
156 Jacques Chirac, the current French President, was among its signatories. 
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figures of 1953, a clear picture of the production of the last eleven months already emerges. 

It is a scathing refutation of defeat-mongers and professional brooders who, last year, wrote 

the death certificate of our cinema. A funny corpse indeed, who had not breathed its last and 

yet was buried under ink and words, hastily peppered with grimacing funeral orations. '157 

When Charles Ford denounced the political motivations behind the PCF's involvement in 

the film industry, he did so in veiled terms, never confronting the Communists head-on. 158 

Direct and violent attacks against the Party came from other quarters, namely from within the 

union movement. The radicalisation of the PCF's politics in 1947 had led to a similar 

response of the CGT. On 19 December 1947 this provoked the departure from the 

Communist-led union of those opposing the new hard pro-Soviet line, who, under the 

leadership of Leon Jouhaux, went on to form, thanks to the support - both financial and 

ideological - of American unions, the Confideration Generale du Travail - Force 

Ouvriere (CGT-FO) the founding Congress of which took place on 12 April 1948. The close 

relationship between the CGT and the PCF was well known. Indeed, the union was rightly 

described as the Party's transmission belt in the French industrial sector. For such a split to 

occur in the year it did comes as no surprise. It was a direct consequence of the era's 

ideological struggle. 

Needless to say, the PCF and the CGT were quick to denounce the secessionist CGT-FO 

as a US-controlled anti-Communist organisation. While this does not take into account the 

pre-WWII long-standing divisions of the French workers' movement, the prevailing mood of 

the Cold War led to tough ideological battles. If one judges the anti-Communist stance of the 

CGT-FO by looking at its activity in the film sector, one gets a precise and definite answer: 

yes, the CGT-FO was indeed a vociferously anti-Communist union. 

157 'French cinema is not dead - 1953, a good year for our production', Le Film franqais, n' 489,20 

November 1953, pp. 5-6. 
158 All this smacks of the interests of a small political group which tries to monopollse the defence of 

French cinema but merely ends up spreading confusion and provocation. And it is most unfortunate to see 

women and men of considerable merit lending their authority to such admittedly spectacular demonstrations 

that have nevertheless no connection with the true defence of our national production', Charles Ford, 

'Beaucoup de bruit pour rien', France-Film-Export, November 1950, p. 3. See also Ford, 'Les dangers d'un 

manifeste', France-Film-Export, August- September 1950, pp. 3-4. 
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A branch of the CGT-FO was set up in the film industry. Its main task was to blame the 

PCF for all the difficulties the film industry was facing. In 1950, the 'Federatioli 

syndicaliste des spectacles Force Ouvriere' issued what can undoubtedly be called an anti- 
Communist pamphlet entitled Les Naufrageurs A cinema franqais. 159 This sixteen-page 

brochure was almost entirely devoted to the vilification of Communist involvement in the film 

industry. It denounced the absolute control of the Communists over the corporation through 

what FO saw as on the one hand, the omnipotence of the Fidgration du Spectacle and on 

the other hand, the unbounded servility of the French government towards the PCF. The 

exaggeration of the tone as well as the nastiness of the attacks managed to outdo the Stalinist 

rhetoric in both hatred and bad faith. While the Fedýration A Spectacle's undoubtedly 

enjoyed a particularly privileged status within French film industry, it is harder to figure out 

how, in 1950, French Communists could have masterminded or even influenced the 

government's film policy. For instance, Jean Gremillon's Le Printemps de la liberte was 

given as a typical example of Communist favouritism whereas the film, a state-sponsored 

project to celebrate the 1848 Revolution, was in fact censored and could not be completed. 160 

While Les Naufrageurs A cinema franqais targeted the PCF, a year later, in another 

publication entitled La Crise du cinema franqais, ses causes, ses remedes, the CGT-FO 

attacked the positions of the Fidiration A Spectacle. Systematically saying the opposite of 

what the Communist-led union said, it dismisses all the main arguments put forward by the 

CGT. It refutes the idea that foreign competition, fall in consumers' purchasing power, lack 

of commitment shown by the authorities, and heavy tax burden on film are the main causes 

of the crisis, instead blaming the abuses within a trade that is controlled by the Fýderation 

du Spectacle while calling for an overall reorganisation of the industry. 161 In his October 

1952 report to the Media Commission of the National Assembly M. Lanet echoed some of 

the arguments put forward by the Fidiration Syndicaliste du Spectacle, stressing that the 

159 Hd6ration Syndicaliste des Spectacles (Force Ouvriere), Les Naufrageurs A cingma franqais (Paris: 
Force ouvriere, 1951), Paris, Biblioth6que de I'Arsenal, 4 W. 4446. 
160 See Pierre Kast's introduction to the film's script, in Jean Gr6millon, Le Printemps de la libeng (Paris: 
La Bibliotheque Franqaise, 1948). 
161 Hd6ration Syndicaliste des Spectacles (Force Ouvri6re), La Crise A cingma franqais, ses causes, ses 
remMes (Paris: Force ouvri6re, 1952), Paris, Biblioth6que de I'Arsenal, 4 W. 4446. 
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causes of the crisis as exposed by the CGT could not explain everything, but that the crisis 

'was above all a structural one, the conjectural and present aspects of which only constituted 

the external part. '162 Voices opposing the views of the FMgration du Spectacle could 

therefore be heard within the national institutions. In 1953, Force Ouvriere, in association 

with a number of other non-CGT unions - CFIFC, Autonomes -, began to publish its own 

periodical, L'Echo du Spectacle, 'organe du cartel syndicaliste libre du spectacle'. 

Echoing the forementioned brochure, 99 % of the articles of this corporate magazine were 

denunciations of, and attacks on, the PCF and the F9deration du Spectacle. The climax of 

this ideological battle came when one of its leaders, Andre Le Bourre, was dismissed from 

the CNC by Mr. Fourre-Cormeray. According to the 'Union Cartel', this was the result of 

Communist manceuvring in order to take total control over the whole film industry. A 

detailed, albeit biased, account of what happened can be found and, interestingly, read either 

in French, English or Italian in Air-Terre-Mer, a magazine which has little to do with cinema 

and much with Cold War propaganda. 163 Apart from articles published in two anti- 

Communist periodicals - Carrefour in February 1952,164 and La Republique Libre in 

April of the same year165 - the 'Le Bourre affair' does not seem to have caused much stir 

either within or without the corporation. As was symptomatic of the Cold War era, there was 

little room for a rt-ýiddle-of-the road position. Yet one needed to be a heartfelt anti-Communist 

to join the Cartel syndicaliste. The PCF's involvement as well as the commanding presence 

of the CGT within the film corporation ensured that the two organisations retained their 

influence in the industry, even though one did not necessarily subscribe to the Stalin-inspired 

policies of the Party. 

162 Le Film Franýais, n' 427,17 October 1952, p. 3. 
163 'Raymond Le Bourre Reveals Communist Influence in the French Film Industry', Air-Terre-Mer, n' 10, 

March 1952 (2). For the article in full, see appendice n' 5, p. 350. 
164 Te cindma franqais livr6 aux communistes', Carrefour, n' 386,6 February 1952. 
165 La Wpublique Libre, n' 163,18 April 1952. 
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1.2.5. Europe in the Line of Fire 

Around 1952-1953 the Communist-led campaigns took on an anti-European slant, while 

retaining their anti-US component. This should come as no surprise to anyone. With on the 

one hand Western Europe clearly on the American side, and on the other hand the PCF 

sticking to its own nationalistic views, the idea of Europe as the miraculous solution to the 

difficulties of French cinema was bound to be refuted by the PCF with the utmost vigour. 

Moreover, as I would like to show now, the first proponents of a 'European cinema' were 

clearly on the anti-Communist side. Since most Western European Sates were clearly on the 

U. S. side, any idea of cooperation between Western European States were dismissed by the 

PCF as American manceuvring and White-House-inspired policy. From the creation of the 

European Coal and Steel Community in 1951 to the Treaty of Rome in 1957 which laid the 

foundations of the Common Market, French Communists relentlessly denounced the 

successive European agreements, claiming that they served American interests and went 

contrary to the national interest. While towards the end of the 1950s, the anti-American 

dimension of the anti-Common Market campaigning was somewhat subdued, in the late 

1940s and early 1950s it took precedence over any other argument. If a move towards 

European unity in terms of Defence, Economy and Politics was deemed dangerous, the same 

move in terms of the film industry was greeted in the same way. 

It is once again Louis Daquin who first outlined the Communist position at great length in 

the columns of L'Humanite. In an article called 'The plot against our national spirit and 

culture. 'European Cinema - 'blue pool' - threatens French film production' the film 

director explains how the Communists view the idea of a European cinema as part of an 

overall plan aimed at reinforcing the Western camp: 

All those who, over the last six years, have been fighting for the defence of a French- 
born art and industry, are today fully aware of the political dimension of their struggle. 
It is therefore belatedly and coyly that the European conceptions in terms of film were 
launched. These were destined to serve and propagate the European Idea, the 
ideological framework of the Schuman plan. 

The first strategic offensive was the setting up of the European Centre of 
Entertainment, under the aegis of Robert Schuman, Andre Marie, and Charles Brune, 
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who never brought their support to the Comite de Dýfense A Cinema Franqais. And 
who are the initiators of this Centre ? First of all, Le Bourre, a member of both Force 
Ouvriere and the Socialist party. With him one finds a Robert Becq and a Letue, who 
were deprived of their Union tights at the Liberation, only one director, that same 
Joannon who was head of the Famille professionnelle du Spectacle during the 
Occupation; six actors, three of which were banned at the Liberation and finally, Mr 
Trichet, the president of the Fediration des exploitants de salles de cinema, who 
since 1947 opposed every action and measure taken for saving the French film 
industry. 

The 'CES' is fiercely hostile to the subordination of the industry to an ideology or a 
political party... The artist who creates must be able to exert his art without having to 
yield to a discipline other than that imposed by the aesthetics he has chosen for 
himself... without having to endure insidious pressures which lead him to follow 
directly or indirectly a political party line. 

It is Le Bourre who says that one needs to "defend the true mission of Cinema by 
taking politics out of the industry and opening up beyond national borders", and 
Trichet, MacCarthy's French help who, accusing the Communists, says that "our 
screens need to be purged and our film makers allowed to express themselves as free 
artists. " The notion of fatherland will give way to the notion of humanity and 
international art will destroy retrograde jingoism. 166 

In the January 1955 issue of La Cinematographiefranqaise, P. -A. Harle's editorial entitled 

'Cinema of Europe' constituted both another call for a European cinema, and a vibrant appeal 

to the unification of Europe. One which could only send a shiver down any Communist 

spine. In his article, Mr Harle lists as evidence of progress towards European unity Jean 

Lecanuet's 'European Film Community' in May 1953, Mr Renato Gualino's 'Production 

European Pool' in September 1953, as well as Mr Eric Johnston's 'Global Cinema' in 

January 1954. For him, 'seen from the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, the European peninsula 

seems hardly larger than the Balkans for a Mediterranean observer and its division into small 

States no less illogical. European populations have nevertheless a rather similar way of life. 

In fact, notwithstanding their languages, the only way they could be said to be foreign to 

each other is through their specific disposition or by subtle regionalisms and custorns. ' 

'Film', he adds, 'allows for this cross-fertilisation of cultures and creates both an atmosphere 

of coexistence and a common way of looking at the world. The increase of commercial 

demands, the improvement of techniques, the general trend and people in the film business 

all call for European unity, and first of all, Western European unity. '167 

166 Louis Daquin, 'The plot against our national spirit and culture - European cinema threatens French film 

production', L'HumanW, n' 2694,5 May 1953. 
167 P. -A. Harle, 'Cin6ma d'Europe', La Cinýmatographiefranqaise, n' 1600/n' Sp6cial, January 1955, p. 7. 
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In 1954, the PCF published yet another anti-American pamphlet dealing with film matters, 

Menaces sur le cinema (Threats hanging over cinema) the cover of which, tellingly, 

displayed a still from Jean Delannoy's Destinees showing Michelle Morgan as Joan of Arc. 

In this 61-page publication, the Communist writer(s) reassessed American film expansionism 

in France since the end of the war. The idea of a European cinema is pinpointed as yet 

another weapon used by the Americans to extend their hold over world cinema: 'By every 

possible means, Hollywood has tried to monopolise world film production for its own 

benefit and to become the film centre of the Western world. In order to achieve this aim, it 

needs a 'European' subsidiary. And so, in conjunction with the projects of a Defence 

European Community, aimed at helping the rearmament of the Reichswehr, there appears the 

project of a European Film Community, a European Film pool., 168 The manifesto then lists 

the different disadvantages a move towards a European Film Community would bring to the 

French film industry. First of all, it underlines the social consequences of such a move: 'As 

is the case with the Communaute du Charbon et de lAcier, a European Film Community 

would imperil the social advantages enjoyed by French film workers since the European 

countries where these social advantages are not so advanced would be used as default. In 

other words, this would result in French technicians giving up the social victories their 

struggle have brought to them. '169 The harmful political dimension of European cinema from 

a French Communist viewpoint is also stressed. There was indeed no hidden agenda among 

the proponents of European cinema. They set out their ideological intentions very clearly in 

an open letter to Mr Louvel in December 1952 which the Communist manifesto quotes at 

great length. In this letter, they explain that 'film ought to take part in the necessary political 

construction of Europe. The choice of subject-matter co-produced by the free European 

countries should be instrumental in achieving moral unity through the use of great moral and 

human themes. ' This according to the Communist writers meant that the subject-matter of the 

film was to become 'cosmopolitan and to have as little to do as possible with national 

168 PCF, Menaces sur le cinýma (Paris: La Nouvelle Critique, 1954), p. 47. 
169 Ibid., pp. 51-52. 
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reality'. 170 The damaging consequences of a European Film Community in terms of 

censorship are also underlined. 171 Not surprisingly, the Communist manifesto could only 

conclude by asking the following question: 'Is the national dimension of film bound to 

become a thing from the past ?1 172 

Since the advocates of European film integration positioned themselves as defenders of 

Western moral values against Eastern Europe, the Communist rejection of a European Film 

Community should not come as a surprise. It went against everything the PCF stood for in 

the ideology-dominated early 1950s. Yet, when one puts the Communist position in 

perspective, a different picture emerges, one which is not so cut-and-dried. Looking closely 

at the Communist press of the period, one wonders why, in view of the Communist 

condemnation of European cinema, there was hardly any mention or criticism made of 

coproductions. In December 1950, Les Lettres franqaises wrote that 'these combinations 

[i. e. coproductions] could, in the short term, be beneficial to the films on the foreign market' 

while it nevertheless stressed that 'the cosmopolitanism of the distribution and financial 

combinations always tended to adulterate the quality of the production. '173 In 1953, 

L'Humanite said 'No to coproductions', but at issue were Franco-Spanish coproductions, 

which for obvious political reasons the PCF could not condone. 174 The PCF was well aware 

that coproductions, of which Franco-Italian productions constituted the great majority, 

represented a possible answer to the economic domination of American cinema. 175 Many a 

director who supported the Party's different initiatives for the defence of French cinema 

worked on coproductions: Christian-Jaque, Rene Clement, Jean Delannoy, Rene Clair, Yves 

Allegret among others. A certain bad faith actually governed the PCF's attitude towards 

170 In Stalinist terminology cosmopolitanism was defined as 'a reactionary bourgeois ideology, advocating 
indifference to national interests and traditions and relinquishing national sovereignty', in Petit Dictionnaire 

philosophique, ed. by M. Rosenthal and P. Ioudine (Moscou: tditions en langues 6trang6res, 1955), p. 101. 
171 Menaces sur le cinýma, p. 53. 
172 Ibid., p. 54. 
173 Sadoul, 'Un feuilleton calligraphi6, Le Chdteau de verre de Ren6 Cl6ment', Les Lettres franqaises, n' 
342,21 December 1950, p. 7. 
174 L'Humanitg, no 2650,13 March 1950. 
175 On the topic of coproduction as a European answer to Hollywood, see Billard, pp. 520-524, and Crisp, 

pp. 79-86. 
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coproductions. When the PCF approved of a film, it always failed to mention that it had been 

coproduced. For instance the Franco-Italian Christian-Jaque film Fanfan la Tulipe was 

praised to the skies by Janine Bouissounouse as a 'typically French filM1.176 In the early 
1950s, the PCF's approach to Europe in terms of film was dual. While rejecting it on 
ideological grounds, it also acknowledged, in effect rather than in words, its potential as a 

possible means of resisting American film economic supremacy. 

In the period which encompasses the Liberation of France and the first phase of the Cold 

War, the PCF established itself as a keen defender of the French film industry. Its Resistance 

activities made it a serious contender for the task of reorganising the industry but political 

struggle with the Gaullists caused the PCF-led film organisations to relinquish their position. 

As a result, the French State and the film industry embarked on a long and uneasy 

relationship. In this context, the PCF became the leading French political force to 

systematically defend the film industry. The difficult economic relation with the American 

film trade proved ideal for the PCF to anchor its image of champion of the film industry, the 

Cold War only adding new impetus to the Party's demands. Many of the discussions which 

took place during the late 1940s and 1950s would reemerge at later periods, in particular 

those relating to the relation with Hollywood or the survival of a national cinema. These shall 

be discussed in subsequent parts. First, I would like to look at the period currently under 

scrutiny in terms of critical reception. Was the influence of the PCF in the social and 

economic aspects of the film industry echoed in any way in terms of film aesthetics and style? 

176 Ce Soir, 26 February 1952. 
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Chapter 2: The Liberation and the Cold War: 
Critical Reception 

The aftermath of World War I was characterised by an explosion of artistic movements 

reacting to the atrocities of the war and the despair that ensued. Dadaism and Surrealism are 

well-known examples of vanguard art at its most potent. Following the Russian revolution, 

which represented hope, and the creation of the French Communist Party in 1920, the links 

between French Communism and artistic circles grew stronger. A number of artists and 

intellectuals saw the Communist Party as their natural ally in the promotion of an art which 

would be revolutionary. The converging repercussions of World War I and Lenin's takeover 

of Russia seem thus to have contributed to triggering the cultural effervescence of the 1920s 

and early 1930s. Although World War 11 upstaged the previous global conflict in horrors and 

atrocity, neither the Holocaust nor the Hiroshima and Nagasaki nuclear bombs gave birth to 

artistic and aesthetics upheavals that could compare with those of twenty-five years before. 

As I would like to show now, the new political circumstances, in particular, the place of the 

USSR in the world and, in France, that of the PCF were such that they led to a totally 

different response to the trauma of World War II in the film world and the arts as a whole. 

Communist involvement in the film industry at the end of the war has been extensively 

documented in the first part of this study. What I would like to consider now is how this 

privileged position among film makers and film workers affected film critics and film writers. 

What kind of discourse did Communist film critics hold and how did this discourse relate to 

French film production at the time? More precisely, one may wonder whether the PCF 

became the advocate of a film aesthetics which would be clearly positioned on the Left and in 

keeping with a Marxist or Communist ideology. 
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2.1. Which Cinema for a Liberated France? 

One answer to these questions was proffered very early on. In an article published in Les 

Lettres franqaises in 1944, Louis Daquin stated that issues of aesthetics were not, and 

should not be, the main preoccupation of film-makers: 'We must not run astray into 

speculations about film aesthetics but instead concentrate all our efforts in order to allow, 

thanks to our cinema, French spirit and culture to quickly exert their influence not only over 

France but over the world. 'I Daquin's assertion, with the emphasis on national culture, was 

significant for two reasons. Firstly, because, as one of the key-players in the reorganisation 

of the film industry, he was setting the agenda for the first post-war French film-directors. 

Secondly, because, as a Communist, Daquin's emphasis on the dominance of French culture 

was also the expression of the cultural policy the PCF had been advocating since before the 

war. As will be studied now, the critical discourse Communist film critics employed at the 

end of the war owed much to the recommendations the poet Louis Aragon had made in 1937. 

After breaking away from the Surrealist movement, Aragon pursued a path which made him 

the leading Communist figure in matters relating to art and culture. In 1934, a member of the 

French delegation to the First All Union Congress of Soviet Writers, he listened to Andrei 

Zhdanov as the latter announced the doctrine of Socialist Realism, by which writers were to 

become 'engineers of human SOUIS1.2 Aragon made this new creed his and the PCF's own 

but set about gallicising it. In 1937, speaking at a conference, the poet expounded the 

outlines of the aesthetics he thought the PCF should espouse and promote. Based on the 

doctrine of socialist realism, the Communist writer appealed for an 'art which would be 

Socialist in content, but national in form'. 3 For Aragon, the only way of reaching Socialism 

in art was by emphasising the national character of one's artistic production: 'French realism 

1 Louis Daquin, 'L'Ecran franVais', Les Lettres franqaises, n' 22,23 September 1944, p. 7. 
2 David Eliott, 'Moscow, introduction', in Art and Power - Europe under the Dictators 1930-45, ed. by 

Dawn Ades, Tim Benton, David Elliott and lain Boyd Whyte (London: Hayward Gallery, 1995), p. 187. 
3 Dominique Berthet, Le PCF, la culture et Vart (Paris: La Table Ronde, 1990), p. 123. 
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represents the achievement for which, through the centuries, our writers have given the best 

of themselves, it is the culmination of France's progressive thought. 14 

The defence of French national culture was therefore one of the PCF's priorities in terms 

of cultural policy. Given the influence the PCF enjoyed among film professionals and 

intellectual circles, it does not come as a huge surprise to find this call for a national aesthetics 

being taken up by a number of film writers at the end of the war. After all, such a position 

could be expected from artists who had been unable to practise their art freely during four 

years of foreign occupation. For instance, in addition to Louis Daquin's 1944 article seen 

above, a short piece from Jean-Paul Sartre, published in Les Lettres franýaises also 

borrowed Aragon's views. In it Sartre called for 'great subject-matters that would be 

popular', adding that 'only the French will be able to bear testimony of their suffering. It will 

be French cinema's task and duty to portray this in a powerful social fresco. 15 This echoed 

Daquin's own desire for films which would 'both depict the masses in action and appeal to 

them, films which would be within the reach of the greatest number of people'. 6 Before 

examining how Sartre's and Daquin's converging calls were received, it is first necessary to 

present the outlets which were available to Communist film writers, for, as will be seen, the 

reception varied according to the source of publication. 

2.1.1. The Communist Press 

In August 1944, after years of being banned the French Communist press could be printed 

legally again. Although post-war paper shortages at first limited the range of magazines, 

L'Humanite and Les Lettres franýaises moved smoothly from clandestine circulation to 

newsagents' stalls. Not surprisingly for a four-page newspaper, the space devoted to cinema 

4 Louis Aragon, Walisme socialiste et r6alisme franqais', Europe, XLVI, 15 March 1938. Republished in 

La Nouvelle Critique, no 6, May 1949, pp. 27-39. 
5 Ironically, Sartre also asked for films where 'any conflict between individuals, such as love stories, should 
be inserted within its social context, ' regretting the fact that characters are too often depicted as 'rootless 
figures, isolated within an abstract world, who love desire and hate each other as if they were the survivors of 
a huge cataclysm', 'Un film pour Papr6s-guerre', Les Lettres franVaises, no 15, April 1944. This was the 
kind of criticism the PCF would direct at him two years later. 
6 Daquin, L'HutnanW, no 62,27 October 1944. 
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in L'Humanite was limited. Les Lettres franqaises was originally the journal of the Comite 

National des Ecrivains (CNE), which brought together intellectuals who had been actively 

engaged in the Resistance. While the Communist presence made itself felt in the CNE, the 

committee was by no means the sole property of the PCF. It included writers of different 

ideological inclination such as Jean-Paul Sartre, Jean Paulhan, Raymond Queneau, and 

Gabriel Marcel. 7 Whereas L'Humanite was the official mouthpiece of the PCF, the CNE's 

Les Lettres franqaises was more ecumenical, open to a wide range of views reproducing 

both the wide ideological span of the Resistance movements and the mood of national unity 

which presided over the first months of the Liberation. Nonetheless the PCF's financial and 

critical input into Les Lettres franýaises guaranteed the Party a major influence on the 

magazine. The pages devoted to film in Les Lettres franqaises were in the care of the 

would-be film director Roger Leenhardt and the leading figure of post-war Communist film 

criticism, Georges Sadoul. Sadoul, who, in the late 1920s, was close to the Surrealists, 

followed Aragon when the latter broke from Breton's movement and started enunciating the 

concept of French realism, in the wake of Zhdanov's Socialist RealiSM. 8 Sadoul may 

therefore be seen as the heir and successor of the leading extreme-left film critic of the 

interwar period, Leon Moussinac. Between 10 March 1944 and 4 July 1945 Les Lettres 

franýaises hosted L'Ecran franqais, a small clandestine outlet of the Front National's film 

committee, first published in December 1943. Its first issue appeared on 4 July 1945. Co- 

financed by the PCF and two Resistance movements, 'Liberation' and 'Franc-Tireur', both 

of which later published their own daily, LEcran franqais was to top all other French film 

periodicals in terms of quality, style and openness for the following three years. 9 Less 

moralistic in their discourse, the cultural magazines displayed, in the first years that followed 

the liberation, a more tolerant and open-minded range of opinion. For a couple of years, 

7 French Cultural Studies, ed. by Jill Forbes and Michael Kelly (Oxford: OUP, 1995), p. 102. 
8 This move will be criticised later by far-Left opponents of the PCF, see chapter 4, p. 157. 
9 For a comprehensive study of L'kcran franqais, see Olivier Barrot, L'tcran franqais, 1943-1953 (Paris: 
tditeurs Francais R6unis, 1979), and Jacques Chevalier, 'Le cin6ma et la presse (IX) - L', ýcran franqaIs', 

La Revue du cin6na, n' 352, July-August 1980, pp. 75-85. 
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these magazines were not actually part of the Party press insofar as their content and editorial 

line were not controlled and censored by the Party. 

Thus Communist film critics could avail of different types of platforms: the official, 

mainstream press with dailies such as L'Humanite and Ce Soir ;a cultural press, with a 

cinema section, targeting a more specialised readership: Les Lettres franqaises and Action ; 

and a specialised magazine L'Ecran franqais. It seems useful to examine now whether the 

specificity of the different outlets opened to them influenced their writings in any way. Did 

the card-carrier or fellow -traveller critics speak with one voice or did their judgements and 

analyses differ according to their 'surroundings'? As we shall see now, Communist criticism 

in the aftermath of the war was articulated along three main lines: the call for a highly 

moralistic and patriotic French cinema (desfilms sains), the systematic defence of Russian 

films and the vilification of American cinema. 

2.1.2. We Want 'Healthy' Films 

Until the fresh start of French post-war production could be reviewed, the Communist 

daily was happy to recommend pre-war films, including those of the Communist favountes 

such as Jean Renoir's La Marseillaise and Les Bas-fonds, Jean Gremillon's Le Ciel est a 

vous and Jacques Becker's Goupi-mains-rouges. 10 Needless to say, the film of the 

liberation of Paris, Paris se libere, also belonged to this list. French films were now 

reviewed in the light of the defeat of Germany and Vichy. Jean Delannoy's Pontcarral 

Colonel d'Empire, which had been shot and screened during the Occupation, starring Pierre 

Blanchar, was now shown without cuts and turned into a symbol of Resistance. 11 Two days 

later, while rejecting the pre-war's criticism of La Marseillaise as a Communist propaganda 

film, an anonymous journalist consecrated it as one of the great masterpieces of French 

cinema and a great French cultural achievement, emphasising the patriotic angle of the film's 

10 L'Humanitg, n' 53,17 October 1944. 
11 L'Humanitg, n' 52,15-16 October 1944. 
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subject-matter over its revolutionary angle. 12 On the other hand, Renoir's La Grande 

Illusion which had been well received by the French Left in 1937, was subjected to a 

revisionist examination by Georges Altman, for whom the film's depiction of Franco- 

German fraternity had now taken an entirely different meaning. 13 Films were also reviewed 

in the light of their directors' or writers' war activities. Thus Andre Cayatte's Le Dernier 

Sou, written by Louis Chavance got a very bad review. 14 Cayatte had worked for 

Continental and Chavance had written Henri-Georges Clouzot's Le Corbeau, which was for 

the Resistance the worst example of France's defeatism and the anti-patriotic film of Vichy 

France. 15 

Sadoul's closeness to Aragon's defence of French national art was apparent in his film 

criticism. Thus, when Sadoul regreted that Rene Clair's I Married a Witch 'could have been 

made by anyone', what he was doing was lamenting the fact that Clair had lost his 

Frenchness. 16 Sadoul did not like Claude Autant-Lara's Sylvie et le fantOme which he 

considered too frivolous and shallow. 17 Yves Allegret's Les Demons de Vaube was 

described as conforming to American taste. 18 The future of French cinema was the first of 

Sadoul's preoccupations, and in particular the question of the accurate representation of 

French society. 19 

Communist critics were anxious to see French cinema re-establish itself as a cinema of 

quality and thought that French cinema should show a more frequent interest in the ordinary 

people of France but should also glorify the country's national heroes. 20 During the period 

12 L'Humanitg, n' 54,18 October 1944. 
13 Georges Altman, T'eau de rose, la tisane et l'opium d'un film comme La Grande Illusion', L', ýcran 

franqais, n' 62,4 September 1946, p. 5. 
14 'Le Dernier sou', Les Lettres franqaises, n' 94,8 February 1946, p. 7. Cayatte's next film, Roger la 
Honte was also berated by Sadoul, Te mort saisit le vif', Les Lettresfranqaises, n' 101,29 March 1946, p. 
7. 
15 See L'Ecran franqais, n' 1, d6cembre 1943 and Georges Adam and Pierre Blanchar, 'Le Corbeau est 
d6plum6% Les Lettres franqaises, n' 14, March 1944. 
16 Sadoul, 'Un film de Ren6 Clair qui pourrait 8tre sign6 par un autre', Les Lettres franVaises, n' 31,25 

November 1944, p. 7. 
17 Sadoul, 'languissantes sorcelleries', Les Lettresfranqaises, n' 94,8 February 1946, p. 7. 
18 Sadoul, 'Dans le go(it am6ricain', Les Lettresfranqaises, n' 105,26 April 1946, p. 7. 
19 Sadoul, 'La quinzaine du cin6ma et l'avenir du film franqais', Les Lettresfranqaises, n' 33,9 December 

1944, p. 7. 
20 Robert Durtal, L'Hutnanitg, n' 119,2 January 1945. 
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under examination, the country's national heroes could only be the Resisters. For instance, 

Sadoul wondered whether French cinema would be able to tackle the topic of Resistance in 

any truthful way. 21 The answer he expected came with La Bataille du rail. 22 

Rene Clement's La Bataille A rail became the flagship of French cinema. 23 Produced by 

the CGCF, glorifying the Resistance, stylistically innovative while socially grounded, La 

Bataille A rail possessed all the required qualities to make it the filmic representation of 

what the PCF hoped for French cinema. 24 Indeed, the film industry's political division was 

evidenced by the absence of both de Gaulle and Malraux at the film's premiere. 25 In 

L'Humanite, it was the first post-war film to receive ecstatic reviews: La Bataille A rail, 

was 'a healthy, lively, popular film and, at the same time, an authentic work of art'. 26 

Sadoul hailed it as a 'film of our time, at last'. 27 LEcran franqais, naturally sympathetic 

towards the CGCF closely monitored the making of the film and Jean-Pierre Barrot gave it a 

good review while pointing to the film's naive ManicheiSM. 28 Minor as it is, this slight 

criticism was a mark of the openness and diversity of viewpoints which characterised 

L'Ecranfranqais. Between 1945 and 1948, views and opinions appeared in this film journal 

which could not have been found in L'Humanite or Les Lettres franýaises. Writers who 

21 Sadoul, 'Dans la tradition franqaise', Les Lettresfranqaises, n' 89, January 1946, p. 7. 
22 On La Bataille du rail, see Jean-Pierre Bertin-Baghit, 'La Bataille du rail, de Pauthenticit6 ii la Chanson 
de geste', Revue d'histoire moderne et contemporaine, vol. 33, April-June 1986, pp. 280-300, and Sylvie 
Lindeperg, Les tcrans de Vombre (Paris: tditions du CNRS, 1997), pp. 71-86. 
23 Jean-Charles Tachella, 'La Bataille du rail restituera A la R6sistance son v6ritable visage', L'tcran 
franqais, n' 24,12 December 1945, pp. 8-9 & 15; Jean-Pierre Barrot, 'Une ceuvre authentique poignante 
comme la vie! ', ibid, n' 35,27 February 1946, p. 7; Jean Queval, 'Entretien avec Ren6 Cl6ment', ibid., n' 
68,16 October 1946, pp. I&7; Jean Rougeul, 'Le laborieux d6raillement de La Bataille du rail', Les 
Lettres francaises, n' 93,1 February 1946, p. 8; Sadoul, 'Crise des programmes', ibid., n' 96,22 February 
1946, p. 7; Sadoul, 'Le grand prix du cin6ma franqais', ibid., n' 130,18 October 1946, p. 8; Sadoul, 
Uallusion est-elle 16gitime', ibid., n' 133,8 November 1946, p. 8. 
24 The CGCF, Coop&ative G6njrale du Cinýma Franqais, was the production branch of the CLCF. 
25 'La Bataille A rail aW gagn6e', L 'Eýcran franqais, n' 30,23 January 1946, p. 3. 
26 L'HumanW, n' 674,8 October 1946. 
27 Sadoul, 'Enfin un film de notre temps', Les Lettres franVaises, n' 96,22 February 1946, p. 7. Later on, 
Sadoul would compare Cl6ment's film with neorealist productions such as Rossellini's Rome Open City and 
Paisa, Sadoul, 'Cin6ma italien', Les Lettres franqaises, n' 134,15 November 1946, p. 8. If, for Sadoul, La 

Bataille A rail was the portrait of active Resistance, Henri Calef's Jericho was portraying those 'who had 

been waiting in hope as they would have done of a miracle', Sadoul, Wricho', Les Lettresfranqaises, n' 99, 

15 March 1946, p. 7. 
28 Barrot, pp. 109-111, and Jean-Pierre Barrot, 'Une ceuvre authentique, poignante comme la vie', L'Ecran 

franois, n' 35,27 February 1946, p. 7. 
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would later become extremely critical of the PCF and of the latter's positions on film matters, 

such as Roger Leenhardt, Alexandre Astruc or Andre Bazin were regular contributorS. 29 

Nevertheless, while independent voices had a say in L'Ecran franqais, the magazine 
defended for the most part the cinema the CLCF, the CGCF or the PCF advocated as well. 

2.1.3. For Foreign Films, Look Eastward 

Until French film production was operational, there had been an influx of foreign films, 

mostly American. So much so that on 20 October 1944, film-goers of the French provinces 

were said to be demanding French films instead of mediocre American films with which 

'they were fed up,. 30 Yet some of these also received the approval of L'Humanite: Mr 

Deeds Goes To Town, Bluebeard's Eighth Wife, Stagecoach as well as English 

productions, Pygmalion, Desert Victory, Farewell to France. 31 In September 1944, Les 

Lettresfranqaises presented an idyllic view of the relationship between French and America 

cultures. In what seems to have been a fictional interview, two people, a French woman and 

an American man, are chatting away about each other's country's film and literature. The 

American would like to get hold of Eluard's new poems and the French woman says she is 

anxious to see new American films of which she has heard such good things. 32 This cultural 

love affair would be short-lived, although here as well, L'Ecran frangais showed its 

eclecticism with some writers praising Hollywood productions and others pointing to their 

shortcomings. 33 For instance the gap between the reality of American society and its 

representation in Hollywood was studied at length by Georges Magnane. 34 

29 See for instance Alexandre Astruc, Trisonniers du pass6', L'Ecran franVais, n' 6,8 August 1945, pp. 6- 
7; Andi-6 Bazin, 'Vie et mort de la surimpression, 1. A propos de Ses trois amoureux', ibid., n' 8,22 August 
1945, pp. 12-13 & '11. Les fant6mes de Our Town', n' 9,29 August 1945, pp. 12-13; 'Entomologie de la 

pin-up', ibid., n' 77,17 December 1946, pp. 15-17. See present chapter, pp. I 10- 117. 
30 L'Humaniti, n' 56,20 October 1944. 
31 L'HunzanW, n' 67,2 November 1944. 
32 Claire Vervin, 'Ce que nous promet le cin6ma am6ricain', Les Lettres franqaises, n' 21,16 September 
1944, p. 7. See also 'Vedettes franqaises et am6ricaines A Hollywood', ibid., 23 September 1944, p. 2. 
33 Olivier Barrot stresses that the journal was never very keen on American cinema anyway, p. 57. 
34 Georges Magnane, Tu mensonge d'Hollywood au vrai visage de I'Am6rique, I. D'un certain romantisme 
social', Ukcran franqais, n' 18,31 October 1945, pp. 3-4; Tu mensonge d'Hollywood au vrai visage de 
I'Am6rique, 11. La com6die des beaux sentiments, ibid., n' 19,7 November 1945, pp. 8-9 and 14; Tu 
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The most obvious Communist bias was unsurprisingly towards Soviet cinema. Writing in 

L'Humanite, Robert Durtal's review of Boris Ivanov and Aleksandr Stolper's Waitfor Me 

was prototypical of Cold War, pro-Russian, criticism: 'Watching this wonderful film, one is 

reminded of Jean Richard-Bloch's words when he declared that Soviet men and women no 

longer experience that psychological anguish which still weighs so heavily on our minds. ' 

What the critic found so appealing in the film was that it conveyed 'a feeling of healthy joy, 

of friendship' and vindicated 'marital fidelity and the defence of one's country. 135 In other 

words: patriotism and high moral standards were a film's mandatory qualities. 

If Soviet directors could not go wrong, American directors soon turned into the 

Communist critics' favourite target. Hollywood films began to be viewed and written about 

in a way which had little to do with film criticism as such but everything to do with moral 

edification and an exercise lambasting America. L'Humanite's coverage of the 1946 Cannes 

film festival in October sounded like a trailer for French Communist criticism during the Cold 

War era. Pol Gaillard wrote of the 'overwhelming superiority' of French and Russian films 

over American ones, which were 'demeaning and morbid'. In addition to America, 

Scandinavian films were also castigated as they 'only depicted a society given to rape, drugs, 

alcohol and prostitution'. To top it all, although he was French, Cocteau only offered a 

spectacle of 'empty aesthetics and homosexuality'. Fortunately 'the healthy productions of 

France and the USSR presented the spectators with a more decent choice. 136 The hard 

feelings which resulted from the Blum-Byrnes agreements may have played a role in this 

anti-Ammican escalation. 

In qualitative terms, the demonisation of Hollywood occurred on moral grounds. 

Communist criticism was first and foremost concerned with content, leaving little room for 

any discussion of form and style. Or when it did, it was to criticise its 'intellectualism'. The 

critical reception of Citizen Kane offers a good example of this: L'Humani . te s reviewer 

mensonge d'Hollywood au vrai visage de I'Am6rique, III. Fernmes amoureuses', ibid., n' 20,14 November 
1945, pp. 3-4. 
35 Durtal, L'HutnanW, n' 237,17 March 1945. 
36 Pol Gaillard, Ta grande leqon de Cannes', L'HumanW, n' 682,16 October 1946. 
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declared that Orson Welles's first film 'will only appeal to technicians and snobs'. 37 Georges 

Sadoul, in the Lettresfranqaises pursued in the same vein: entitling his article 'hypertrophy 

of the brain', he considered that the film was 'an encyclopaedia of outmoded techniques, 

directed by an artless, impetuous and clumsy beginner' and saw no future for it: 'An avant- 

garde film often ages very quickly and Citizen Kane, which was made five years ago, is 

already beginning to date. 138 It is worth noting that few French critics viewed the film as a 

masterpiece. While Le Figaro's critic Jean-Jacques Gautier thought it was a real discovery: 

'it is not a film but the film, 39 many other critics were more cautious in their opinions. For 

instance, Andre Magnan in Le Monde: 'In fact, I would like you [his readers] not to like the 

film but I still would like you to find it interesting' or Denis Marion in Combat: 'The future 

will tell whether or not the film is a masterpiece'. 40 On the Left, many critics echoed 

L'Humanite's criticism of the film's so-called intellectualism. Liberation's Jeander wrote 

that he would be rather surprised 'if the film-buffs of the Champs-Elysees did not rush to see 

the film in spite of the holidays and hail it as a masterplece. 141 For Pierre Lagarde who 

criticised in Resistance the predominant role of the technique in the film: 'Technique should 

not be a means of expressing oneself. When one uses technique as an end, whatever 

intellectual gratification one derives from it, one is altering the rules and ruining the essence 

of the game. 142 Louis Duchesne in Front National was the most explicit when he wrote that 

6 everything in the film bore the hallmarks of intellectualism', for him 'The speculations of 

professional psychologists leave everyone else totally cold'. As can be seen, as far as 

American films were concerned, if Communist criticism undeniably proved the most 

unrelenting, it was in 1946 by no means entirely at odds with the rest of the critics. 

Communist criticism in the first two years after the Liberation of Paris was articulated 

around three main ideas: unconditional defence of Soviet cinema, increasing anti- 

37 L'HumanW, n' 609,24 July 1946. 
38 Sadoul, 'Hypertrophie du cerveau', Les Lettres franVaises, n' 115,5 July 1946, p, 7. 
39 Le Figaro, 10 July 1946. 
40 Le Monde, 9 July 1946; Combat, 3 July 1946. 
41 Libýration, 2 July 1946. 
42 Pierre Lagarde, Ta technique et 1'6motion, Rýsistance, 14-15 July 1946. 
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Americanism, and defence of a moralistic and patriotic brand of French cinema. Whereas this 

line was very clear and repeatedly adhered to in the periodicals exclusively controlled by the 

Party, it was also present in the specialised press, albeit in a more subdued form, rendered 

less conspicuous because juxtaposed with other opinions to which the Party press was not 

open. 

The quality of a film depended almost entirely on the choice and the treatment of its 

subject-matter. In the first years following the Liberation, the PCF presented itself as both 

definer and a guardian of post-war moral values: the PCF was the party of honesty and 

national pride. Moreover, those highly moralistic values were the only true national values; 

any depravity and lack of morality could only be either of foreign origins or the work of 

traitors. As much as anything else, Vichy's France had failed on moral grounds. Petain's 

Etat franqais was a corrupt, unhealthy, depraved organism living out of treachery and 

dishonesty. Thus the reference to the 'value' of marital fidelity represents a response to the 

France de la collaboration which 'slept with the enemy'. The values of comradeship, 

healthy behaviour, and patriotism are depicted as the values of the Resistance. Just as the 

purges were supposed to clean up the film industry, film directors and writers had to go 

through the same process to deserve the Communist seal of approval. As for the attacks on 

American cinema, they seem to have taken a sharper turn in the aftermath of the Blum-Byrnes 

agreements. 

As I have shown, the seeds of the type of discourse the PCF would hold for the following 

eight to ten years had been sown before the war and were already budding at the end of the 

war. Their full blossoming took place during the Cold War era, to which I would now like to 

turn my attention. 
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2.2. Bye Bye Pluralism, Hello Dogmatism 

A number of film historians put the PCFS 'conservative' attitude in terms of film criticism 

and aesthetics down to the Cold War. In fact, between mid-1947 and 1956, what was said 

and written within the Party press simply intensified and hardened what had been said and 

written before. Pro-Sovietism and anti-Americanism became extreme to a degree. According 

to Communist critics, Soviet cinema could not be equalled and was firmly installed at the 

zenith of world cinema, and French films generally lacked both the high moral standards they 

ought to promote and the truly national aesthetics all great French works of art had so 

successfully achieved, according to the Party. Before looking at these criticisms more 

closely, it is necessary to mention the changes that occurred within the Party-controlled 

periodicals during the period under examination. 

While the official Party press - L'Humanite, L'Humanite Dimanche (launched on 3 

October 1948), France Nouvelle - readily spread the new party line that emerged following 

the setting up of the Cominform in Poland, a change of tone could be felt in the magazines 

the Party partly controlled. The editorial line of the two periodicals which had been the 

symbols of the unified, albeit fragile, front presented by the Resistance in the first three post- 

war years started adopting the Party's increasingly narrow positlons. In June 1948, LEcran 

franpis had to come closer to Les Lettres franpises due to financial difficulties. This 

move was followed by the departure of two of the original editors, Jean Vidal and Jean- 

Pierre Barrot, leaving Rene Blech as sole managing-editor of the magazine. In falling into the 

Party's fold, the differences between LEcran franýais's criticism and that of Les Lettres 

franqaises disappeared. Georges Sadoul, in spite of his great renown as film historian, 

followed the Party's line as he had followed Aragon when the latter broke from the 

Surrealists. As the Cold War grew steadily more acrimonious, Communist criticism followed 

suit. When Roger Boussinot took over LEcran franqais on 6 March 1950, he had an 

implicit mandate to turn it into a propaganda tool. This led to a fall in the periodical's 
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readership. 43 It should be said firstly that what had been the film magazine at the Liberation 

had begun to face prestigious competition from publications such as Jean George Auriol's La 

Revue du cinema, followed in April 1951 by Andre Bazin, Lo Duca and Jacques Doniol- 

Valcroze's Cahiers du cinema. Some of LEcran franqais's best names had already begun 

sending their best papers to other outlets, which led to a drop in the magazine's editorial 

quality. In March 1952, LEcran franqais was absorbed into Les Lettres franqaises in the 

form of a few centre pages and eventually disappeared altogether after 12 February 1953 

issue of the Communist cultural weekly. Consequently, by the end of 1948, every single 

Party outlet was engaged in the dialectics of the Cold War. Day after day, the large scale 

castigation of the United States made front page and centre-spread headlines. 

2.2.1. America as the Mother of All Evils 

Only days after the PCF's delegates who attended the formation of the Cominform in 

Poland in September 1947 had returned to France, the anti-American campaign was 

launched. As well as the rekindling of the campaign for the defence of French cinema (i. e. 

the campaign against the Blum-Bymes agreement), the PCF embarked on a long and 

devastating campaign against American films, the bitterness and viciousness of which would 

never be equalled. From 1947 until well into the mid 1950s, ninety-nine percent of 

Hollywood films were deemed poisonous, obscene, stupid, prudish and demeaning. It was 

as if the critics who published in the Communist press vied with each other in finding the 

most abusive terms for Hollywood productions. A month after the formation of the 

Cominform, the turn taken by the PCF appeared in all its blatant sectarianism in a mix of 

economy, ideology and morals: 

America debases the spirit 
Gangsters and pin-up girls... neurotics and puritans, 

this is the cinema of the trusts... 44 

43 A similar phenomenon happened to Cahiers du cinýma in the early 1970s when they went down the 
Maoist dogmatic road, see chapter 6, p. 261. 
44 Guy Leclerc, L'Humanitg, n' 972,24 October 1947, p. 8. 
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Such headlines were repeated ad nauseam over the next few years. It would be tiresome to 

list them all, although some of them were quite amusing such as, for instance, when Georges 

Sadoul reviewed Walt Disney's Alice in Wonderland: 'When the film ends, one should look 

around the cinema. Parents yawn, and the children look dazed as if in the aftermath of a huge 

catastrophe. The film seems to have lasted six hours instead of one. [ ... ] From time to time, 

someone sniggers amidst dead silence, then ashamed to be the only one, falls suddenly 

quiet. 145 

On a more serious note, this excerpt was the beginning of a long article entitled 

'Hollywood's decadence'. Every single aspect of Hollywood films is denigrated: Mickey 

Mouse is 'an ugly, hairy rat', Walt Disney's creatures are 'wiggling about to a swing-like 

rhythm', Georges Sadoul utterly rejects John Huston's The Asphalt Jungle, Elia Kazan's 

Panic in the Streets, Jules Dassin's Night and the City and Billy Wilder's Sunset 

Boulevard, lumping together 'westerns, musicals, gangsters, cow-boys, pin-ups, silly 

musicals, Technicolor films, "detective films" (film noir), spy films, psychoanalytical films, 

and Biblical mascarades'. Only Mankiewicz's A Letter to Three Wives and All about Eve, 

which he finds more lucid, Fred Zinnemann's The Men and Clarence Brown's Intruder in 

the Dust, 'the best American film of 1951', escape Sadoul's hatchet. The Communist critic 

reproaches Hollywood for its 'constant apology of murder' and its 'systematic culture of 

despair' and, in the wake of the American intervention in Korea, its 'apologia for war'. 

Psychoanalysis was seen as one of Hollywood's most dangerous weapons. It was at the 

time considered a 'reactionary ideology'. According to the PCF, the United States developed 

psychoanalysis as a means of social control and oppression. This charge was especially 

levelled against Hollywood which chose psychoanalysis as one of its main sources of 

inspiration. The PCF's condemnation of the talking cure became official in June 1949, 

through an article signed by eight Communist psychiatrists who published a self-criticism in 

La Nouvelle Critique. 46 This important article, which was to define the Party's attitude 

45 Sadoul, 'D6cadence d'Hollywood', Les Lettresfranqaises, n' 395,3 January 1952, p. 6. 
46 See Dr Lucien Bonnaf6, M6decin des H6pitaux psychiatriques de la Seine; Dr Sven Follin, N16decin des 
H6pitaux psychiatriques de la Seine; Dr Jean Kestemberg, Dr tvelyne Kestemberg, Psychoth6rapeute C 
I'H6pital Henri Roussel, Dr Serge Lebovici, M6decin Assistant des H6pitaux de Paris; Dr Louis Le Guillant, 
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towards psychoanalysis for the next twenty-five years contained a detailed indictment of 

psychoanalysis. In the introductory paragraphs, American films are clearly attacked: 'There is 

a particular press, a particular kind of film which cultivates the snob value of 

psychoanalysis. ' Defined as a 'mystifying doctrine', the birth of psychoanalysis 'is 

specifically linked to the needs of a social class', i. e. the bourgeoisie and the 'area where its 

influence is most felt has been confined to the Western English-speaking world' but 'if it is 

becoming more and more popular and widespread, it is as a symptom of a crisis which is 

growing in direct proportion to the decline of the regime under which it was bom. ' The 

terrible reviews which greeted American films - such as most of Ifitchcock's work of the 

1950s' - in the Communist-led press would often be based on an attack on their 

psychoanalytic al content. In January 1950, LEcranfranqais published an article signed by 

Dr Sven Follin, one of the eight psychiatrists, entitled 'American cinema uses psychiatry as a 

means of propaganda'. For Sven Follin, 'with films imported from the USA or inspired by 

them, the falsification consists in stating that one's moral, social or material difficulties boil 

down to psychological or even psycho-pathological troubles. Moreover they tend to put 

forward psychoanalysis as the universal answer. ' In contrast to American films, the 

psychiatrist sets both Soviet cinema and Louis Daquin's Le Point dujour as good examples 

for 'while they do not avoid psychological considerations, they put them within the overall 

context of social struggle. 147 

Psychoanalysis, war-mongering, pornography made up a rather indigestible cocktail of 

evils propagated by American cinema, according to Communist critics. Behind the 

superficiality and sectarianism of the Communist treatment of Hollywood cinema, lie real 

motives which have little to do with aesthetics and everything to do with politics. For 

instance, the Communist critics' attitude towards American directors, actors and actresses 

depended for a large part on the latters' attitude before the House Committee of Un-Amencan 

M6decin des H6pitaux psychiatriques de la Seine; Dr Monnerot, Interne des H6pitaux psychiatriques de la 
Seine; S. Shentoub, Attach6 de Recherches au CNRS, 'Autocritique: La psychanalyse, Wologie 
r6actionnaire', La Nouvelle Critique, n' 7, June 1949, pp. 57-72. 
47 Riou Rouvet, Te cin6ma est-il coupable d'exercice ill6gal de la m6decine mentale? (7) Dr Sven Follin. "Le 
cin6ma am6ricain se sert de la psychiatrie comme instrument de propagande", L'tcran franqais, n' 236,9 
January 1950, p. 6. 
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Activities (CUAA). Those who named became the plague of American cinema, those ývho 

resisted or were persecuted became heroes of the people and usually their films were better 

received. Katharine Hepburn who protested against McCarthy's ultra-conservative campaign 

managed to make L'Humanite's front-page. 48 Yet, the Party's real champion was Charlie 

Chaplin who reached near cult status. In 1952, a visit by Charlie Chaplin to France received 

widespread coverage in the Communist press which saluted 'Charlie Chaplin's artist soul and 

heart full of goodness'. 49 That the PCF found in Charlie Chaplin a 'good' American should 

not come as a surprise. The director's difficulties with the CUAA was in itself enough to gain 

him sympathy from the French Communists. Indeed it was more Chaplin's criticism of the 

United States than his own films that made him so popular with the Party. His post-war films 

were not praised without misgivings: Guy Leclerc considered that Mr Verdoux's individual 

revolt was too pessimistic and defeatiSt. 50 Discussing City Lights, Sadoul wrote that in his 

film Chaplin 'was akin to some German intellectuals when f1itler was coming to power. FEs 

great bitterness must be understood even if we do not approve of it'. 51 It must also be said 

that Sadoul as a film historian was a great admirer of Charlie Chaplin's early and pre-war 

production. 52 Nevertheless the close relationship between Chaplin and France and its film 

industry did seal the love affair between the PCF and Chaplin. In April 1952, he sent an open 

letter to Les Lettres franýaises: 

Greetings to France, 
Civilised people of every nation have a debt towards France, for her spirit of 
liberty, her intelligence, her art. 

Since France is acknowledged to be a second motherland, we must all the more so 
pay homage to French cinematic art and its creators. My affection towards France is 
particularly strong because I have French blood in my veins. I learned a great deal from 
the masters of film comedy such as Max Linder, France's pioneer of comic cinema. 

For this reason the long and lasting crisis of the French film industry affects me and 
causes me deep sadness and sorrow. French cinematic art must keep its integrity and 

48 L'HumanW, n' 1203,20 July 1948. 
49 Sadoul, 'Welcome Charlie Chaplin', L'Humanitg Dimanche, n' 207,26 October 1952; 'Charlot arrives at 
Orly tomorrow at 4 p. m. ', L'HuinanW, n' 2534,28 October 1952; ibid., n' 2537,31 October 1952. 
50 L'HuinanW, n' 1046,18-19 June 1950. 
51 Sadoul, 'Reconnaissance A Charlot', Les Lettresfranqaises, n' 336,9 November 1950, p. 6. 
52 Sadoul published a biography of Charlie Chaplin in 1952: Vie de Charlot (Paris: tditeurs Franqais 
Rdunis, 1952); 2nd edition, 1957; latest edition, Vie de Charlot (Paris: Pierre Lherminier 
tditeur/Film6ditions, 1978). 
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vitality. French people must save it. It is their duty towards themselves, their artists and 
their workers. 

It is also their duty towards the entire world. I am convinced that they shall fulfil it. 
Their courageous intelligence has helped them to resolve crises before where justice 
and liberty were at stake. 

I would not know myself what specific measures are required to alleviate the 
difficulties which are forcing the French film industry to lin-tit its production. Yet, I am 
convinced that such measures need to be put in place with the help of the French 
people. I would like to see an immediate reduction in the number of bad foreign films 
ruthlessly competing in the market. 

Here, in Hollywood, difficulties are beginning to be felt among the film companies 
which produce bad films like a machine produces sausages. Over the past five years, 
the cost of film production has tripled. On top of this, one must add the increasing 
competition of television. Very soon, millions of Americans will stop spending their 
money on all these mediocre and repetitive films. I think there will be fewer and fewer 
of these films. 

May French film makers, with the help of the French people, remain faithful to the 
principles of artistic courage and integrity which have earned them the prestigious 
position which they occupy in the world. I salute the renaissance of French cinema. 
Charlie Chaplin, Hollywood, 21 March 1952.53 

While Hollywood was portrayed as a fiendish place, Soviet productions were the creme 

de la creme. Indeed the productions of the post-war USSR were deemed to be equal and 

often superior in quality to those of the 1920s; thus Georges Sadoul wrote that between 1946 

and 195 1, USSR produced 'more masterpieces than at the time of The Mother or Battleship 

Potemkin. The flowering of its cinema surpassed anything done before'. 54 The Cavalier of 

the Golden Star was deemed 'the most beautiful film shown in Paris'. 55 Pudovkin's 

Admiral Nakhimov was 'a great epic fresco which was a credit to world cinema'. 56 The 

Battle o Stalingrad and The Stone Flower received rave reviews and Jean-Pierre Chabrol 

rejoiced in 'the never-ending elevation of Soviet cinema - from Battleship Potemkin to 

The Young Guard'. 57 

There are few examples of pro-Sovietism in the French fiction films of the period. One of 

the miners in Daquin's Le Point dujour wants to go back to his native Poland where 'life is 

53 'Un article exclusif de Charlie Chaplin', Les Lettresfranqaises, n' 408,3-10 April 1952, pp. I& 12. 
54 Sadoul, Terniers regards sur le cin6ma mondial de 1950-1951', Les Lettres franqaises, n' 396,10 

January 1952, p. 6. 
55 L'Humanitg, n' 2633,21 February 1953. 
56 Monjo, L'HunzanW, n' 1075,20 February 1948. 
57 Jean-Pierre Chabrol, L'Humanitg, n' 1361,20 January 1949. 
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better now'. More explicit, was the documentary Horizons made for the CGT Congress in 

1952. Here is an example of the dialogue: 

- Look at how they eat in the factory. 
- What factory ? 
[An issue of La Vie Ouvriere is open, the title reads: 'A visit of the CGT 

delegation to the USSR] 
-A factory in Stalingrad. Over there, workers don't live on thin air. They live like 

men, you see. The people who work live in real houses, not in barracks, take my word 
for it. You wouldn't believe how much the kids over there are happy. If only you could 
see them in the gardens, the schools, the creches, a life like this for our kids. Everyone 
studies, reads. Over there those who do everything have everything, here those who do 
everything have nothing. Sure, that what it's like over there of course, but here too it's 
possible, like in 1936.58 

Such an overtly pro-Soviet stance was limited to propaganda films. As has been seen in the 

previous chapter, Communist propaganda films were shown through an independent 

network controlled by the Party and its satellite organisations. As Patricia Hubert-Lacombe 

points out, in spite of the numerous anti-American campaigns in the film industry and the 

PCF's influence in the film trade, there are hardly any occurrences of anti -Ameri cani sm or 

pro-Americanism in the French fiction films produced during the Cold War era: 'The 

representation of each enemy is not black and white. It would indeed be tempting to look for 

- and, for that matter, find -a certain number of films taking a pro-American stance and a 

similar number of films conveying anti-American feeling. This would be the result of a black 

and white viewpoint. If you were to follow such an approach the result would be 

disappointing anyway: there is nothing there. 159 

In literature and the plastic arts, on the contrary, there were many more instances of such 

anti-'Yankee' positions. The Party's activities in the sphere of literature were well organised 

- let us not forget that Aragon was not only the Party's main cultural activist but also one of 

its most influential members. It owned its own publishing houses and organised a network of 

Communist book fairs throughout the country. Thus 'Party- sponsored publications were 

assured of a captive audience, distribution and sales. The Party promoted Its authors and 

58 Horizons, a film produced by the CGT in 1952. 
59 Patricia Hubert-Lacombe, 'Ni coca-cola, ni vodka', Focales, Presses UnIversitaires de Nancy, 1993, pp. 
45-51. 
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called upon the esprit de parti in an effort to sell their works. 160 Such an author was Andre 

Stil, editor in chief of the Party's daily L'Humanite, who in 1952, was awarded the Stalin 

prize for his novel Le Premier Choc. Anti -Americ ani sm is one of the key topics of the novel 

as the following excerpt makes clear: 'So, it doesn't bother you, Dupuy, what the Americans 

are doing over there: to the women, children, the old people, with their napalm bombs. And 

what about the comrades they are shooting? They are worse than the Krauts. 161 Communist 

novelists could wallow in their anti-American feelings and reached a readership already 

dedicated to the cause. Communist film auteurs and directors did not have the same 

opportunity. Fiction films were expensive to produce and the commercial distribution 

networks were not made available to them. Their anti -Americ ani sm and pro-Russian feelings 

were limited therefore to other channels of communication. 

The anti-American criticisms were left to the critics. Hollywood cinema was condemned 

for its baseness. However excessive this may appear today, there was a certain logic in this. 

As Stil wrote, Americans 'were worse than the Krauts', they had replaced the Germans as 

the enemy. Germany had turned France into a morally unhealthy country, now it was the 

USA which was trying to do the same. The argument actually smacks of the discourse in use 

during the pre-Resistance/Russo-German pact period when the PCF denounced the war as a 

capitalist one. After WW2 the USA had simply replaced Nazi Germany as the main capitalist 

evil, and the arguments used against Germany were recycled against America. The 

campaigns against Hollywood. which the Party orchestrated to a certain degree, were 

manned by a great proportion of the film industry's workforce. This support was limited to 

economic, industrial and social considerations and the trade's anti -Americ ani sm never 

affected the films themselves. Let us now examine whether or not the PCF's advised 

aesthetics for French cinema found a more favourable response among the country's 

directors. 

60 Irwin M. Wall. French Communism in the Era of Stalin (Westport: Connecticut, 1983), p. 129. 
61 Andr6 Stil, Le Premier Choc (Paris: tditeurs Franqais R6unis, 1952), p. 97. 
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2.2.2. French Cinema and 'le Nouveau Realisme' 

Communist film criticism of French cinema during the Cold War period followed the same 

black and white approach it adopted towards American and Soviet cinemas. In theory, in 

order to deserve the Communist seal of approval a film had to conform to the two pillars of 
Cold War French Communist aesthetics: New Realism and national aesthetics. 

The Nouveau Realisme can be best defined as the French brand of Zhdanovism, i. e. as 

French Socialist Realism. Among a number of addresses made by the Party leaders to its 

intellectuals, Laurent Casanova's Responsabilite de Vintellectuel Communiste was 

certainly the most clearly spelt-out set of rules for New Realism. 

The responsibilities of a Communist intellectual 
Recommendations of the Comite Central: 
- To take up all the ideological and political positions of the working class. 
- To defend with the strongest resolution all the Party's positions, whatever 
the circumstances. 
- To protect ourselves from complacency. 
- To cultivate in ourselves the love of the Party, in its most conscious fon-n: 
Vesprit de parti. 
- To give the working class new reasons and new justifications by creating 
more convincing works. 62 

) esprit e parti, an expression borrowed from Stalin's USSR, meant that the validity of the 

Party's positions could not be questioned. In other words, to cultivate Vesprit de parti 

amounted to forsaking one's freedom of judgement in view of the fact that the Party was 

always right. Hence Casanova's complaint that 'there is always something quite ridiculous in 

the way some comrades enjoin the Party to explain itself. 163 For the artists, Vesprit de parti 

resulted in the full endorsement of the rules of Zhdanov's Socialist Realism. Communist 

artists were asked rather insistently to apply these guidelines. In what appears today almost 

like a Freudian slip but was actually a very deliberate statement, Casanova complains that 

62 Laurent Casanova, ResponsabilW de Vintellectuel communiste (Paris: La Nouvelle Critique, 1949), pp. 
30-31. 
63 Ibid., p. 30. 
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'there are still some Communists who are incredibly wooden when they come to deal with 

this living, breathing entity that is the struggling working class'. 64 

As Irwin M. Wall underlines, 'It is difficult today to understand the frenzy with which the 

PCF's intellectuals embraced the phenomenon of Zhdanovism from 1947 to 1954.165 

Socialist Realism came to encompass almost every art form. Communist literature, as in the 

case of Andre Stil' s Le Premier Choc complied with the rules of socialist realism. In 

painting, Andre Fougeron eclipsed Picasso or Leger as the Party's favoured painter. As far 

as cinema is concerned, Louis Daquin was one of the few Communist directors to have 

received public praise from the PCF leadership for his film Le Point A jour, which I shall 

discuss later. 66 

But what did New Realism mean in terms of film art? Irwin M. Wall writes that in 

socialist realism 'plots must be objectively set in an historical context and demonstrate 

plausible characters acting in authentic situations', and that 'Socialist Realism promised to 

bring together elite and popular culture, simplify high culture to render it comprehensible to 

the masses'. 67 In real terms this meant, on the one hand, a condemnation of formalism, 

implying the predominance of the subject-matter over style; and, on the other hand, a total 

rejection of intellectualism. To this the PCF added its own cultural nationalism. 

In the PCF's Cold War discourse on cultural policy, New Realism was closely associated 

with a nationalist perspective. Not only was it perfectly integrated in the French cultural and 

aesthetic tradition, but New Realism was presented as the only truly national aesthetics. 

When Aragon resuscitated his 1937 speech in the May 1949 issue of La Nouvelle Critique, 

he underlined in the introduction the similarities between his pre-war and contemporary 

positions. 68 These similarities, he writes, stress 'the continuity of the PCF's national policy. ' 

For the Communist writer, 'the theoretical solutions the questions of culture have received in 

the USSR are such that they include both Soviet and French realities, while allowing for their 

64 'Il ya encore trop de Communistes dont les mains restent de bois lorsqu'ils les appliquent a cette 

nzatiere vivante et chaude qu'est le prol9tariat en lutte', ibid., p. 30. 
65 Wall, p. 128. 
66 Casanova, pp. 23-24. 
67 Ibid., pp. 128-129. 
68 Aragon, 'Realisme socialiste et r6alisme franqais', La Nouvelle Critique, n' 6, May 1949, pp. 27-39. 
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differences. ' He then embarks on a long analysis of the historical development of French 

culture. His positions are extremely nationalistic, often bordering on cultural xenophobia. 

'The Italian Renaissance', he writes, 'interrupted the natural series of French creations of a 

Realist, truly French art (La Renaissance italienne vient interrompre la suite naturelle 

des dkouvertes franqaises d'un art realiste et proprement franýais). A few pages later, 

he addresses the issue of French painting in the aftermath of the French Revolution: 'the 

Republican executioner's drum had not resounded yet, but in French painting national pride 

came to the fore and was a call to artns againstforeign taste, taking on a strength which 

went back to the Middle Ages' and Chateaubriand's art is described as 'emigre art' (my 

emphasis). 69 He even denies the Frenchness of Picasso: 'the future will remember that 

Picasso was a great Spanish painter, whether he likes it or not. ' Aragon drives the point 

home when he declares 'Every time you turn away from reality, you turn away from France. ' 

The Stalinist logic of such views appear clearly now. If one's artistic expression did not 

follow the precepts of New Realism, then one's art was anti-national, i. e. in the pay of the 

enemy, the Americans. Throughout the Cold War era, the PCF's appropriation of France's 

cultural heritage came into view when the ravages of American cultural colonialism were 

exposed: 

The coalition of the contemptible. 
The great and virile French people today defend their independence: they will 

succeed! 
The country of Rabelais, of Moliere is condemned to the shoddiness of American 

civilisation. 
In our cinema, American films, or rather the refuse from American cinema, are 

shown: gangsters, dollars, kisses. Detective novels are piling up in our libraries. The 
country of Rabelais, Moliere, Balzac, Flaubert and Zola is condemned to the ersatz 
civilisation which is mass-produced in America. 70 

When Maurice Thorez attacked American culture, he did so by opposing it not only to New 

Realism but to France's cultural tradition: 

American films, which invade our screens thanks to Leon Blum, not only take the 
bread from our artists, musicians, workers and technicians in our studios. They 
literally poison the minds of our children, of our young men and young women, whom 

69 'Le tambour de Santerre n'a pas encore battu Antoine Joseph Santerre led Louis XVI to the 

guillotine. 
70 Ilya Erhenbourg, Ta Coalition des m6prisables', France Nouvelle, 3 January 1948, pp. 6-7. 
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they are trying to turn into docile slaves of American millionaires instead of French 
people attached to the moral and cultural values which have made up the grandeur and 
glory of our country. 71 

As to the reception of French film, the entire critical discourse was based on anti- 

intellectualism, anti-formalism and nationalism. This applies to almost every film reviewed 

during those years. An investigation of a few symptomatic examples will provide a 

sufficiently clear idea of the functioning and reasoning of the PCF's critics. By looking 

closely at both the Communist and the other critics' reviews which greeted two French films, 

Antoine et Antoinette in 1947 and Le Point du jour in 1949, the excesses, limitations and 

contradictions of many a Communist position will be made apparent. In particular, it will be 

seen that, contrary to what could have been expected, given the polansation of France's 

politics at the time, Communist criticism was not in itself totally at odds with the rest of the 

critical spectrum. Indeed, I shall show that, in the midst of the Cold War, a surprising 

community of mind existed between a PCF which, according to Laurent Casanova, 'lived in 

an hostile, ferociously hostile, world' and 'was immersed in the struggle, under pressure 

from all quarters' and its political opponents. 72 

2.2.3. Antoine et Antoinette and Le Point du jour 

Jacques Becker's Antoine and Antoinette, which was presented at the second Festival de 

Cannes in 1947, offers a perfect insight into the way Communist film criticism operated. 

L'Humanite's reviewer managed to both show his admiration of the film and launch a bitter 

attack on Sartre and the existentialists, who, for some years, were the Party's favourite target 

along with psychoanalysts: 

A masterpiece: the daily life of a young Parisian couple, he is a young printer, she 
works as a shop-assistant in a chain store. There are no abstractions, no pseudo- 
philosophical Sartrean concepts, still less an angst-ridden interrogation of life, none of 
that! Simply Life itself, faithfully portrayed with its painful moments, its 

71 L'HumanW, 19 April 1948. 
72 Casanova, p. 4. 
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disappointments but also with its joys and its hopes. The best of cinema: truth, 
movement, feelings, optimism. Away with angst addicts, long live life! 73 

The film's positive and tender look at a working-class couple was bound to appeal to 

Communist critics. The film encapsulated the essence of New Realism: the life of ordinary 

members of the working class depicted simply, with feeling and optimism. In 1949, Louis 

Daquin would refer to Antoine et Antoinette as one of the precursors of New Realism and 

the inspiration for Le Point A jour. Guy Leclerc's review was also prototypical of the 

Party's anti-intellectualism for years to come, as well as of the PCFs complete dismissal of 

existentialism. The ferocity, of Communist attacks, bordering on hysteria, never seems so 

sharp as when addressed at those who have been close to it, as Sartre had been at the end of 

the war - and would be again a few years later. At the time, in France, Sartre was the 

villain: 'When Sartre succeeds Mussolini' read L'Ecranfranqais's front page. 74 The review 

of Jean Delannoy's Les Jeux sont faits, also selected at the 1947 Cannes Film Festival, 

eloquently displayed the reviewer's thoughtful analysis of the film: 

The philosopher of nothingness. [ ... ] Besides, his theories of pessimistic individualism 
and defeat seem rather out of place in the Palais du Festival which symbolises the 
collective enthusiasm of our workers as well as their happiness at their achievement 
r ... ]. He has tried to make his daily nausea contagious and to spread the sickening 
miasma which springs from his mind. 75 

During the Congress of Intellectuals for Peace which took place in Wroclaw in August 1948, 

the Soviet writer Fadeiev declared: 'If jackals knew how to type and hyenas how to use a 

pen, they would write like Henry Miller, Eliot, Malraux and Sartre"76 echoing in the 

73 Guy Leclerc, 'Triomphe franqais ý Cannes avec le dernier film de Jacques Becker, Antoine et Antoinette', 
L'HumanW, 21-22 September 1947. 
74 Utcran franVais, n' 309,6-12 June 195 1, p. I& Le Minotaure, 'Comme on se retrouve! M. Fernand 
Rivers, Jean-Paul Sartre, Benito Mussolini... et Les Mains sales', ibid., p. 3. 
75 Guy Leclerc, 'Les Jeux sontfaits et M. Sartre a perdu', L'HumanW, 19 September 1947. There had been 
difficulties in organising the second Cannes Film Festival but, thanks to the Communist town councillors, 
the Festival eventually took place, but without governmental subsidies. See L'HurnanW, n' 933,9 
September 1947. 
76 A. Fadeiev, Uignorantisme, le culte de la bestialit6 contre la culture et la libertd humaines servent les 
buts expansionnistes des imp6rialistes am6ricains', France Nouvelle, n' 143,11 September 1948, p. 10. 
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violence of the attack Carl Radek's definition of James Joyce's work as a 'dunghill crawling 
with vermin filmed through a microscope' in Moscow in 1934.77 It was essential for 
Communists to conflate French and American writers, in order to justify discarding them as 
writers unfit to deserve national recognition. 78 

The PCF's critics might have been the only ones to drag Sartre's name and Delannoy's 
film in the mud but they were not the only ones to praise Antoine et Antoinette to the skies. 
Anti-intellectualism transgressed political divisions. The reviews of the two main Right-wing 

dailies strikingly echoed that of L'Humanite. In LAurore, the critic praised 'the truthfulness 

of the film', adding that the film 'was about the fundamentally simple life of the Parisian 

people, despite the complexity of their everyday worries. ' 'The accuracy of the portrait', he 

wrote, 'the restraint, the kind of charming reserve as well as the real gaiety and kindly 

humour of the dialogues could not be commended enough. 179 Jean-Jacques Gautier for Le 

Figaro took a similar view: 'At last a good, an excellent, a remarkable film. At last real 

cinema and cinema at its best. ' Moreover, following Guy Leclerc's example, albeit less 

virulently, he attacked intellectualism: 'Despite all that could be said about the populism and 

naturalism of Antoine et Antoinette and the visible distaste of Mr Becker's colleagues and 

of the young 'abstractionists' (les abstracteurs de quintessence), the film remains a very 

good one. 180 Franqoise Giroud, one of Antoine et Antoinette's writers, declared two 

weeks later in an interview with Paul Carriere that 'it didn't convince anybody to be original 

at any cost or to invent the most extravagant situations', adding that this 'only appealed to 

snobs'. She went on to state that she thought personally that film-makers were now 'too 

cerebral, as if they tried to lose their humanity. As if they had forgotten that the metro 

77 Les H6tes de Staline, broadcast on the Franco-German cultural TV channel Arte on 11 April 1996. 
78 As a point of illustration and comparison, this is how En attendant Godot was reviewed in L'HuinanW in 
1953: ... Don't wait for Godot". Characters who vaguely remind one of mad and amnesiac tramps who, for two 
hours, converse in a somewhat incoherent and often obscene way. This is the degrading image of humanity 
that Samuel Beckett wants to subject us to in En attendant Godot. It is as boring as it is disgusting and is a 
good reminder of the moral and intellectual level of the French bourgeoisie today. This is the bourgeoisie 
which praises the play to the skies in its press and on its airwaves', L'HumanW, n' 2598,12 January 1953. 
79 'After the triumph of Les Maudits and the great success of Les Jeux sontfaits, a third French film has just 
achieved the most unanimous and deserved success', L'Aurore, n' 937,21-22 September 1947. 
80 Le Figaro, n' 940,21-22 September 1947. 
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existed., 81 Even the strongly anti-Communist weekly, Carrefour joined in the concert of 

congratulations. Franqois Chalais saw Antoine et Antoinette as a 'masterpiece of 

equilibrium', and when he added that 'this was very much part of the French classical 

tradition, where, as we had known for some time already, Mr Jacques Becker was very 

much at home', he echoed the Communist endorsement of Jacques Becker as a film director 

with a truly French style. 82 

Whereas in 1947, the Cold War was still at its preliminary stage, by 1949 the polarisation 

of the world's and France's politics was complete. Louis Daquin's membership of the Party 

was very much in the public eye and he was himself a keen party activist. The Party critics 

presented his new film, Le Point dujour, as the perfect filmic example of New RealiSM. 83 

For Georges Sadoul, Le Point dujour demonstrated that 'when you make a real change in 

the social background, the subject-matter also changes, as do the way the actors act, the 

style, the dramatic conception, the editing and the photography. In this way, the experience 

of making the film is akin to Italian productions and places it in the avant-garde of 

contemporary cinema. 184 Yet, the same critical consensus which had so positively greeted 

Antoine et Antoinette, was repeated vis-a-vis Louis Daquin's Le Point du jour. The 

overall unanimity of French critics raises a few questions. Particularly interesting and 

revealing was the way the PCF responded to such an extraordinary unity of mind given the 

political circumstances. 

Obviously the director's political inclinations were pin-pointed - and criticised - by 

several journalists, but they all agreed that the film was a faithful, accurate and often moving 

and lyrical depiction of the hardships of the miners. Le Monde's Andre Magnan, after 

voicing his fears that the director's well-publicised political views might have affected the 

film, concluded that 'if some social arguments come to the surface, it is unavoidable, there 

81 Le Figaro, n' 952,5-6 October 1947. 
82 Carrefour, n' 164,5 November 1947. In the same issue, the front page read 'In France, in Italy, in the 
Balkans, the Cominform is busy setting up its war operation. ' 
83 Hubert-Lacombe describes the film as 'the only example of Stalinist fiction film in France', 'Ni coca-cola, 
ni vodka', pp. 45-51. 
84 Les Lettres franqaises, 19 May 1949. 
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can be no other way' and considered Le Point A jour to be 'a good filMl. 85 Liberation 

praised the realism of the film and the everyday reality of its storyline: 'no firedamp 

explosion, no fire, no flooding. An unbiased film which makes no concessions5.86 Andre 

Bazin, in Le Parisien Libere, considered that 'never before had cinema understood the mine 

and miners so well. 187 Jean Mervil for La Croix acknowledged the film's truthfulness, 

maintained that 'the Communist ideology which presided over the making of the film had 

considerably altered its objectivity', but nevertheless concluded somewhat paradoxically that 

'Mr Daquin had been accurate in what was felt, seen and played., 88 While Jean Morienval 

for L'Aube described the film as 'remarkable in spite of its political slant and as Daquin's 

best work so far', Rene Lehman for France-Hebdo did not detect 'any political preaching in 

an absolute success'. 89 LAurore, through the voice of Claude Lazurick, acknowledged that 

'when Daquin deals with the miners' world, he does so with love, with passion. Northern 

France is his territory, and he does not want it to be a foreign country for us', concluding that 

'although Le Point du jour is not an enthralling film, we have to applaud such a well made 

piece of work. 90 Louis Chauvet for Le Figaro also praised Daquin's 'well done job'. 91 

Jeander for Liberation poked fun at some of his colleagues who, he wrote, 'thought that 

some of the characters were 'tendentious', or might even be Communists. ' Jeander signalled 

that 'if Daquin had chosen to show only Force Ouvriere's or CFTC's miners, he would have 

wondered whether he was not being taken for a complete imbecile. 192 

As can be seen, the reviews went from lukewarm to ecstatic acclaim for Le Point du jour. 

For the PCF critics, this was a real godsend and they made the most of it. All they needed to 

claim victory was Claude Mauriac's review of Daquin's film in Le Figaro litteraire. 

85 Le Monde, 26 May 1949. 
86 Libgration, 8 April 1949. 
87 Le Parisien Lib&g, 29 May 1949. 
88 La Croix, 2 June 1949. 
89 L'Aube, 23 May 1949; France-Hebdo, 31 May 1949. 
90 L'Aurore, 20 May 1949. 
91 Le Figaro, 23 May 1949. 
92 Lib&ation, 23 May 1949. 
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Mauriac was particularly positive about the film only weeks after having taken Sadoul and 

Daquin to task for the positions they had adopted in a debate in La Nouvelle Critique. 

The latter was another presentation of New Realism with particular emphasis on the 

predominant role of the subject-matter. According to Louis Daquin, 'the French school of 

cinema, consciously or unconsciously, took the line of being avant-garde in its choice of 

subject, with a depth which had nothing to do with the depth of the lens, and in the 

elaboration of a style characterised by youthfulness, sensitivity, humanity and a concern for 

truth, rather than systematically looking for the way film-sets were built Up'. 93 Sadoul takes 

up Daquin's point, and underlines the fact that the emphasis on the subject-matter has always 

been a French trait: 'This was the French school which around 1935, gave back to French 

cinema the supremacy it had lost. It did so through the works of Renoir, Feyder, Came, 

Gremillon, who built on their own previous successes as well as on the works of Rene' Clair 

and Jean Vigo. And it was by virtue of the subject-matter that these directors created a new 

style. Those who saved French cinema, Clair and Feyder, turned to our cultural heritage, 

from Labiche to Zola, and also to the appeal of the working-class Parisian faubourgs. ' Then 

Daquin moves swiftly on to attack Orson Welles's popularity among film critics: 'And yet, 

among many of our critics someone like Orson Welles is more important than Came, Clair, 

Gremillon or even Renoir. ' Sadoul ends by welcoming Renoir into the Communist film 

aesthetics fold: 'For Renoir, the importance of the subject-matter goes beyond the form and 

determines l't. 194 Claude Mauriac responded to this discussion in Le Figaro litteraire by 

denouncing what he called the 'anti -cinematic' consequences of Daquin and Sadoul's 

position. 95 Yet here is what he wrote about Daquin's Le Point du jour: Referring to 

previous films dealing with mining, including that of Pabst, Comradeship (Kameradshaft), 

and comparing them to Le Point A jour, he argued that: 

93 'le plafonnage des d&ors', a direct attack on Orson Welles' use of specially-designed 'expressionist' 

ceilings in Citizen Kane. 
94 'Entretien Sadoul-Daquin sur Le Point du jour', La Nouvelle Critique, n' 3, February 1949, pp. 78-84. 

95 Le Figaro Littgraire, 29 March 1949. 
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Their spectacular cruelty pales when compared to the gentle Romanticism and 
undistorted veracity of Daquin's sober images. There is no tragedy here, unless it is the 
tragedy of the everyday which does not need any drama to ignite. [ ... ] We are told, and it is true, that the public only goes to the cinema to escape and not 
to watch the story of their daily troubles. This would suggest, the argument goes, that a film like Le Point du jour would not be successful with the public. This is not a foregone conclusion. Because commercial failure in itself would not prove me wrong, it would only prove that Daquin is still for the time being in the avant-garde. [ ... ] We are entering into a new era, in terms of cinematic art, that is. Not so long ago, 
the only way film-makers could move us was through more or less heroic adventures 
and love stories. While they have not given up doing this, and Louis Daquin even less 
than the rest, they do it in a different way. 

The glory and misery of the mine, that what this film is about. In Louis Daquin's 
work heroism, which is traditional in the cinema, appears in a new form to meet the 
demands of our time. [ ... I Although we are eager to see a more virile kind of cinema, we still like gentle 
emotion. Coal-blackened faces and starry eyes: today that is what we need in order to 
be entertained without a guilty conscience. 96 

La Nouvelle Critique did not miss the opportunity and published a sarcastic and triumphant 

editorial: 'Claude Mauriac, were you forced to take drugs or subjected to unbearable physical 

and moral pressures, or beaten and tortured in order to make you find Daquin's film 

remarkable? Of course not'. According to the Communist monthly, the overall consensus that 

welcomed Le Point A jour vindicated Socialist Realism and proved the legitimacy of 

Laurent Casanova's recommendations to the intellectuals: 'In fact, Laurent Casanova was 

right in the report which so amused Claude Maunac, to indicate that the intellectuals and the 

artists who were able to adopt the ideological and political positions of the working class 

could see an 'immense field of free initiative and free creation'. Relishing the general positive 

reaction to Le Point du jour, the Communist monthly turned even more abusive towards 

those of the critics who did not totally embrace Daquin's film. Combat's reviewer, Guy 

Marester, is a case in point. While he regretted 'the deliberate propaganda [which] makes the 

film heavy and sometimes makes the dialogues scarcely believable', he nevertheless praised 

the film for both containing 'the most beautiful images in the cinema today' and presenting 

the viewer 'with a truly realistic vision of the miners' condition'. In spite of all this, he was 

called a 'pathetic individual' (un pauvre type). 

96 Le Figaro Littýraire, 28 May 1949. 
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The reason for the acrimonious treatment of Guy Marester was probably his having 

pointed out that 'beyond their preaching, the authors have not been able to make the camera 
lie to us. It shows a labour which will never be matched no matter what wages are given to 

the miner. The camera proves the Union delegate to be wrong: being a mýiner is not a job. 

[ ... ] When the dialogue stops and lets us hear the noises of the workplace, the film attains a 

true grandeur, which is very moving in a direct and meaningful way. 197 A similar kind of 

reservation emerged at the end of Jean Nery's review of the film for Franc-Tireur: 'What is 

the cause of this slight feeling of regret we feel coming out of the cinema ? Is it from the lack 

of a real conclusion ? Is it from the slightly overstated orthodoxy of some of its positions ? 

Or is it simply from the fact that for two hours we have witnessed the hapless fate of workers 

who are unable to escape from the mine and whom nobody really wants to see escaping ? 198 

To question the humanity and nobility of the mine's world was unacceptable for the PCF 

only two years after the launch of 'the battle for production' in which the miners played a 

huge part at the Party's bequest. In this light, the convergence of opinion between Mauriac 

the Gaullist and Sadoul the Communist may be seen as revealing their common sanctification 

of the working class and its hardships, as the inhuman work of the miners is glorified in Le 

Point A Jour. 99 Indeed, what was at stake here was the working-class vote, which for many 

years the Gaullist movement and the PCF came to share. 

These last comments call into question the extent of the revolutionary value of New 

Realism. At no point did the Communist critics seem to have stopped and reflected on the 

reasons behind the consensus around Daquin's film. They simply hurried to claim victory, to 

hammer out that they were right and everybody else wrong and to erect New Realism as the 

truly French contemporary aesthetics. It does not seem to have occurred to them that such a 

unanimity might mean something altogether different. If the Right-wing press, in spite of 

what amounted to minor political quibbles, endorsed Daquin's film - and before that 

Jacques Becker's Antoine et Antoinette - was it not merely because it did not see in such 

97 Combat, 23 May 1949. 
98 Franc-Tireur, 21-22 May 1949. 
99 See Daquin entry in Roger Boussinot, Encyclop9die du cinýma (Paris: Bordas, 1995 (1967)), pp. 561- 
562, see also LAvant-ScMe - Cinýtna, n' 205,1 April 1978, p. 54. 
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films the slightest seed of subversion of bourgeois society? The community of mind around 

Le Point A jour proved that the conservative section of French society did not feel 

threatened in the least by any revolutionary undercurrent which might have been present in 

socialist realism. Therefore, during a period of hysterical ideological divisions, the type of 

aesthetics put forward by the PCF was perfectly acceptable to its political opponents. In other 

words, the revolutionary value of New Realism was non-existent. 100 

Ironically some of the positions adopted in the 1950s were denounced twenty years later 

as reactionary by the new generation of Communist critics. In the very first pages of Cinema, 

Culture et Profit, a small volume edited by a group of Communist film directors in 1975, 

the lack of a real policy for the defence of a more culturally aware form of cinema is 

exemplified in a footnote quoting Jean-Charles Edeline. The French producer wishes for 

'films which would not fall into a kind of intellectual and backward-looking esotericism 

which is ostensibly avant-garde but which is in fact cut off from a popular art and which has 

no regard whatsoever for the public. '101 This, the writers comment, is typical of reactionary 

ideology. Yet Edeline's comment is conspicuously similar to Sadoul's review of Citizen 

Kane in 1946. What is striking today is how narrow-minded, conservative and nationalistic, 

in other words, reactionary, Communist film criticism seems to have been during the Cold 

War period. Zhdanovism, even 'in French colours' was a dogmatic, reactionary kind of 

aesthetics. Fiction which did not conform to the dogma of New Realism was discarded as 

useless and dangerous American and/or bourgeois propagandistic rubbish. Andre Stil 

expressed it in a nutshell in Le Premier Choc. One of his female characters is portrayed as 

idle and lacking in political awareness: 'She would kill time dressing up, reading fashion 

magazines, love stories, film magazines full of pictures, fiction (des histoires inventees), 

novels, listening to the radio, watching all the films that were on, indiscriminately'. 102 In 

many respects the moral and cultural values promoted by the New Realism - sanctification 

100 The revolutionaty value of a film's subject-matter would become a point of discussion twenty years later, 

see chapter 6. 
101 Collectif de cin6astes communistes, Cingma : Culture ou Profit (Paris: La Nouvelle Critique, 1976), note 

7, p. 11. 
102 Stil, Le Preniier Choc, p. 97. 
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of labour, family and nation - not only followed Stalin's dogma, it also echoed some of the 

conservative Vichyiste doctrines or, ironically, some of the positions defended by American 

conservatives. 103 After all, while homosexuals in Hollywood were accused of collusion with 

the 'commies' by Senator McCarthy, Jean Cocteau's homosexuality was among the 

misgivings Communist critics expressed towards his films, and for L'Humanite in February 

1953 homosexuality and prostitution were two facets of American capitalism. 104 Irwin M. 

Wall concludes his book on the PCF during the Cold War by stating that 'The PCF is a 

Stalinist party, not a Leninist one. It is a mass organisation, multifaceted bureaucracy, tribune 

of the oppressed, and intermediary between the working class and the political system. It is 

not a revolutionary force. '105 A study of Communist film criticism during the same period 

amply confirms his views. 

2.2.4. Georges Sadoul and Andre Bazin: the Form and Content Debate 

The rejection of formalism, along with the belief in the supremacy of the subject-matter, 

became the leitmotiv of Communist criticism for most of the 1950s. Its essence is summed 

up in the following answer of Sadoul to Pierre Kast: 

If artists were to consider once and for all, that within this capitalist 'framework', the 
sub ect matter and the way it is treated are of secondary importance, if they were to 
descend to cosmopolitan subjects without any social dimension, if they were to content 
themselves with purely formal experiment, if they were to lapse into formalism, for that 
is what we are talking about here, then the fight to defend the cinema would lose sight 
of its cultural objectives and the present crisis would not be overcome. I am therefore 
convinced, my dear Kast, that today the emphasis must be on the problem of the 
subject-matter. The solution to this problem must be found for the sake of French 

cinematic art and the future of our film industry. 106 

103 The PCF also took over the Vichyiste icon that was Joan of Arc, see for instance 'Pour l'ind6pendance 

nationale', Heures Claires, no 10,4 May 1957, p. 5. 
104 McCarthyism was publicly disapproved in the United-States long before New Realism ever was by the 
PCF in France. '2 aspects du capitalisme: I'homosexualit6, la prostitution', L'Humanitý, no 2623,10 

February 1952, p. 8. 
105 Wall, p. 24 1. 
106 Sadoul, 'Mettre I'accent sur le sujet', La Nouvelle Critique, no 5, April 1949, pp. 92-100. 
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When one examines the films the PCF defended, one cannot help but notice the discrepancy 

between what the Communist critics advocated in theory and their actual choice of favourite 

films. Looking at the list of the 1951 French films worthy of Communist praise - Christian- 

Jaque's Fanfan la Tulipe, Jacques Becker's Casque d'or, Jean-Paul Le Chanois's Agence 

matrimoniale, Yves Allegret's Nez de cuir, Rene Clement's Jeux interdits, Andre 

Cayatte's Nous sommes tous des assassins, Rene Menegoz's La Commune - one is 

struck by the heterogeneity of the selection. 107 With the exception of Robert Menegoz, 

whose collage film on the Paris Commune was obviously different and of a more political 

nature, all the others are made by well-known popular 1950s French directors. 108 Most of 
them were either Party members (Christi an-Jaque, Robert Menegoz, Jean-Paul Le Chanois) 

or close to the Party's policy in terms of their support for the 'Defence of French Cinema' 

campaigns organised by the PCF (Rene Clement, Jacques Becker, Yves Allegret). The 

leading actors were also either fellow-travellers (Gerard Philipe) or again associated with the 

above-mentioned campaigns (Bernard Blier, Mouloudji). 109 Yet when Sadoul called for the 

emphasis to be put on the subject-matter, did he have in mind the escapist swashbuckling 
Franco-Italian coproduction which Fanfan la Tulipe was? The film can hardly be seen as 

representative of New Realism. Well received in the French press as a whole, it was praised 

by Communist critics for being typically French, and as a statement against war. I 10 Fanfan 

la Tulipe aside, the other films depicted the lives of ordinary people (Casque d'or, Agence 

matrimoniale, Nez de cuir) or tended to raise moral issues such as the death penalty (Nous 

107 'Sept films de 1951 prouvent que le cin6ma francais dolt vivre', L'Humanitg Dimanche, n' 181,19 
March 1952. 
108 The dearth of French films dealing with such an extraordinary historical event as La Commune is hard to 
explain and would be worth investigating. Robert M6n6goz is not mentionned in Billard, nor in Jean-Loup 
Passek, Dictionnaire du cinýma (Paris: Larousse, 1995). 
109 Contrary to what is commonly thought, G6rard Philipe and his wife, Anne, never were party-members. 
Needless to say though, the PCF was more than pleased to see that an actor of such phenomenal popularity 
espoused many of its positions, in particular in relation to the Peace movement and the film unions. See 
Georges Sadoul, Ggrard Philipe, Cin6ma d'aujourd'hui [5 1] (Paris: Seghers, 1967), p. 168. 
110 Even Andr6 Bazin defended it in Le Parisien Libgrg: '[The authors] have portrayed their hero against an 
historical background which is both realistic and conventional and which allows them to draw a witty and 
moral satire. Fanfan's virtues stand against the silliness, the oafishness, the injustice and the cruelty of the 
world', 26 March 1952. Janine Bouissounouse in Ce Soir, 26 March 1952. 'Fanfan la Tulipe is a jolly fellow 
who prefers love to war' in L'HunianW Dimanche, 6 April 1952. In 1955, the film was shown in Russia 
under the title Fanfian Toulpan. Le Monde reported that the Russian spectators were 'delighted with this 
lively and humorous film, having particularly enjoyed its anti-war message', 25 January 1955. 
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sommes tous des assassins) or children's attitude when confronted to war (Jeux interdits). 

While Casque d'Or was a period piece praised for its typically French style, although, 

according to Sadoul, Becker should tackle more contemporary issues, the other films were 

set in the present. IIII would make my own Pierre Billard's opinion about Le Chanois's 

films: 'they deliver a social criticism marked by its good nature and its empathy towards the 

neediest but they do it in the most conventional of film styles. 'I 12 Even Andre Cayatte was 

now able to find a place in the Communist pantheon. His propensity to tackle real and 

controversial contemporary issues was bound to appeal to Sadoul and his Party's colleagues. 

Andre Cayatte became one of the great exponents of thefilm aý these, a genre which the PCF 

has consistently favoured. 113 Albert Cohen managed nevertheless to criticise Nous sommes 

tous des assassins for portraying a murderer who learned his 'trade' with the Resistance. 114 

This mixed bag of films tends to privilege content over form. None of them can be said to 

be aesthetic milestones of the 1950s. Indeed, except for a few maverick directors, French 

cinema in the 1950s has not been remembered for its stylistic audacity. Several of the above 

directors were to become the butt of the future New Wave directors' harsh criticism. They 

entered into the scope of what Truffaut called the tradition de qualite. Interestingly, Andre 

Bazin himself in an article entitled 'Andre Cayatte's cybernetics' took up the defence of the 

director. 115 But whereas the Communist critics praised Cayatte for his choice of subject- 

matters, Bazin praised the effectiveness of Cayatte's film style. While he reproaches the 

French director for creating a world which is much too rational and logical and leaves no 

room for 'mystery and ambiguity', he nevertheless finds Cayatte's mise-en-scene 

6 exceptionally efficient' and his films 'useful [ ... ] thanks less to their purely intellectual 

solidity than to the efficiency of their form. ' Sadoul defended Cayatte Is films for their 

subject-matter, Bazin for their form. What we have here is the great critical debate of the late 

1940s and early 1950s to which I would now like to turn my attention. 

III Sadoul, 'Puissance de la sobri6t6, Casque d'or', Les Lettres franqaises, April 1952, p. II- 
112 Billard, p. 492. 
113 See chapters 6 and 8. 
114 L'HumanW, n' 2516,8 October 1952. 
115 Bazin, Ta cybern6tique d'Andr6 Cayatte', Cahiers du cWma, n' 36, June 1954, pp. 22-27. 
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The discussion between Georges Sadoul and Louis Daquin which was discussed earlier in 

relation to Le Point dujour may be seen as the starting point of a lively and heated debate on 

the issue of form and content among French film critics. 116 The following month, Louis 

Daquin drove the point home in a paper entitled 'some uncalled-for remarks' published in 

L'Ecran franqais. 117 The discreet accusations present in the article on Le Point A jour had 

turned into precise and violent accusations against a certain tendency of French criticism, 

namely the young critics and the animators of the avant-garde film society, Objectif 49. After 

exposing his incomprehension of, and indifference to, their 'phi losophico-aesthetico- 

technical jargon', Daquin questions the positions of these critics, blaming in particular 

Alexandre Astruc: 'What have they discovered? Or rather what do they think they have 

discovered. What are they calling for? A formal revolution, the possibility of questioning 

every aesthetic issue and launching new formulas such as "film, an abstract art" dixit Astruc 

who, after making himself known by despising Chaplin, now says: "to abstract is to 

humanise"'. Then, after denouncing once again the young critics' interest in lenses and film 

sets, Louis Daquin gives his own definition of a film critic's duty and explains that the young 

critics are making a mistake when they 'start reacting against the public, because of their 

contempt at such a popular art. ' As the article continues, the Communist director's charges 

become more acrimonious. After calling them snobs he accuses the young critics of ignoring 

the true situation of most French directors and of not supporting them, this is why 'today, let 

me tell you that you are not worthy of this right and this independence that our elders have 

had so much trouble acquiring. You are not worthy of this right and this independence 

because you misuse them. ' Daquin concludes by linking the young critics' positions with 

bourgeois and capitalist politics since the 'fictional and dubious values' they defend result 

from 'an aesthetics and a formalism destined to mask the sterile vacuum of the only works 

still tolerated by a bourgeoisie which tries in vain to prevent its degeneration and a capitalist 

society intent on destroying every move towards the advent of a free and blissful humanity. ' 

It is essential to remember that while Daquin and Sadoul shared the same views, it is Daquin 

116 See above, p. 106. 
117 Daquin, 'Quelques remarques d6plac6es', Lkcranfranýais, n' 193,8 March 1949, pp. 3& 10. 
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who took up the offensive. Daquin was a director, not a film critic. It is as a director and as a 

Communist that Daquin accused some critics of not supporting French directors enough, of 

having no sense of civic responsibility - just as in the 1990s it is Claude Berri, a director, 

who complains that French critics do nothing to help French cinema when they criticise his 

films. Indeed by criticising the young critics, Daquin anticipated his own position against the 

young directors of the New Wave by ten years. It was in LEcran franqais that Alexandre 

Astruc exposed his concept of the 'camera-stylo' in 'Naissance d'une nouvelle avant-garde', 

one of the programmatic texts of the New Wave. 118 

While Alexandre Astruc was the only name mentioned in Louis Daquin's controversial 

point of view, his attacks were aimed at many others, among whom, Maurice Scherer - also 

known as Eric Rohmer - Roger Leenhardt and last but not least Andre Bazin. Following 

Daquin's article, the question of form and content dominated the debates organised by 

L'Ecran franqais which brought together leading film critics and historians. Two such 

debates took place respectively in March and April 1949.119 Two leading participants stood 

out: Georges Sadoul, the Communist film critic and renowned film historian and Andre 

118 Astruc, 'Naissance d'une nouvelle avant-garde, la cam6ra stylo', L'Ecran franqais, no 144,30 March 

1948, p. 5. 
119 'At the Maison de la Pensge franqaise, under the aegis of L'Lýcran franqais, the 'Sadoul+Baz, n+the 

public' debate on avant-garde and film became the "battle of form and content"', L'tcranfranqais, no 194,15 

March 1949, pp. 2& 13; Michel Favier-Ledoux, 'Y a-t-il une crise du stijet dans le cin6ma franqals? ', ibid., no 
198,12 April 1949, p. 7. The list of participants included directors: Alexandre Astruc, Ren6 Cl6ment, Louis 

Daquin, Jean Gr6millon, Roger Leenhardt, Carlo Rim, Pierre V6ry, and film critics: L'tcran franqais's 

Raymond Barkan; Le Parisien Libýrý's; Action's Roger Boussinot, Les Nouvelles Littgraires's Georges 

Charensol, Simone Dubreuilh from La Radiodiffusion Franqaise, Libgration's Jeander, Ren6 Jeanne, 

Pr6sident de I'Association Franqaise de la Critique de Cin6ma; Combat's Denis Marion, Franc-Tireur's Jean 

N6ry, L'Epoque's Roger R6gent, Les Lettres Franqaises's Georges Sadoul, Jean Th6venot from La 

Radiodiffusion FranVaise. Whereas Sadoul and Bazin profoundly respected each other, there was no love lost 

between Daquin and Astruc. This is how Astruc relates the period in his autobiography: 'As I said, they were 

a few of us quietly minding our own business, that is to say defending American cinema, refusing the 
dictatorship of Film unions, shrugging our shoulders at the self-righteous souls who were screaming blue 

murder at the Blum-Byrnes agreements which were going to reduce our film workers to misery. But it was 
Comrade Louis Daquin that we held up to public opprobrium. Louis Daquin, the eye of Moscow... who was 
destined to direct film as much as I was to unblock sinks. [ ... 

] Daquin had in fact joined the PCF in order to 

be forgiven for asking to be in charge of the German- controlled French film news during the Occupation. He 

would come right under our nose and reproach us vehemently for our formal digressions, for admiring 
Hitchcock's and Welles' tracking and crane shots instead of looking into the misery of the poor and in 

particular the unions. "Daquin, you are a pain in the neck", I answered him sharply once. "We don't give a 
damn about your unions. Filming pride, that's what I am interested in" (I had just seen The Magnificent 

Ainbersons, naturally)', Alexandre Astruc, Le Montreur d'ombres (Paris: Bartillat, 1996), p. 66. The quarrel 

between Daquin and Astruc goes back to the early days of L'tcran francais, see 'Une nouvelle querelle des 

anciens et des modernes? ', no 6, August 1945, pp. 6-7. 
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Bazin, leading spokesman of the young critics and future co-founder of the Cahiers A 

cinema. These two film critics, who held each other in high esteem, embodied in 1949 the 

two sides of the debate. For Sadoul, the question of form was no longer relevant, what 

represented the avant-garde now was the choice of subject-matter, what the director chooses 

to talk about, not how to talk about it. With regard to the debate around form and content, 

Sadoul voiced his views without resorting to the highly polemical mode of his fellow party- 

member. According to Bazin, who with Kast replied to Daquin in LEcran franqais, the 

aesthetic issues which the young critics raised should not be seen as conflicting with the 

defence of French cinema but on the contrary as complementary to the struggle of the film 

trade. 120 Bazin, who reminds Daquin of his own involvement in the Comite de Dgfense du 

Cinema Franqais, wonders whether there was 'an inferiority complex on the film 

professionals' part towards the critics'. Both Kast and Bazin acknowledge the difficulties 

with which the industry is confronted and express their solidarity with French directors and 

technicians. Antoine de Baecque points out the three directions of French film criticism at the 

end of the 1940s: 'the "progressive" critique around Georges Sadoul with an emphasis on 

national genres (Soviet and French), a criticism centred on aesthetic and formal issues as 

represented by Jean-Georges Auriol's La Revue du Cinema, which tackled neo-realist films 

and American directors such as Welles, Huston, Sturges, Wyler and the "Neo- 

Hollywoodiens" who concerned themselves with mise-en-scene in commercial American 

directors such as Hitchcock and Hawks. '121 The debates around the issue of form and 

content echoed these different trends. Content was the leitmotiv of the progressive school of 

criticism as represented by Sadoul whereas form was the main interest of the two others. De 

Baecque reminds us that Bazin 'tried to act as the link between these different tendencies'. In 

1953, it was Bazin who opposed his own 'young Turks' in Cahiers du Cinema by 

stressing, against Scherer and Hitchcock, the importance of the subject-matter in John 

120 This right to reply given to the two critics shows that there still existed then an atmosphere of tolerance 
within the film magazine. Such an open debate would be out of question a year later, 'Andi-6 Bazin et Pierre 
Kast r6pondent A Louis Daquin', L'Ecran franqais, 29 March 1949, n' 196, pp. 3& 10. 
121 Antoine de Baecque, Cahiers du cingina, histoire d'une revue - 1. A Vassaut du cingma (Paris: tditions 

Cahiers du cin6ma, 1991), p. 48. 
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Huston's Red Badge of Courage or even African Queen, and in 1954 it was again Andre 

Bazin who defended Claude Autant-Lara's Le Ble en herbe. 122 This places Andre Bazin at 

the centre, of French criticism as the one who tried if not to reconcile - that would have been 

impossible - at least to keep the dialogue among the different critical trends open. More 

importantly, by refusing to condemn outright the films of the tradition de qualite Bazin 

showed both his resistance to the critical discourse of the 'young Turks' - Astruc, Truffaut, 

Scherer/Rohmer, among others - and his belonging to the 'family' of French cinema. 123 

Bazin's positions might have had their role in putting an end to the quarrel between himself 

and Sadoul over Soviet cinema under Stalin. 

The big rift between Bazin and Sadoul, albeit not an irremediable one, came in August 

1950 after the former published 'The Myth of Stalin in the Soviet Cinema' in Esprit. 124 

Dudley Andrew offers a comprehensive account of the quarrel in his book on the co-founder 

of Cahiers du cinema. Bazin's criticism of Socialist Realism in particular in the films 

glorifying Stalin prompted an angry response from French Communist quarters. In his article 

Bazin criticises Stalin's use of film to 'turn himself into a myth to make timeless his historic 

position as dictator' by setting the Soviet leader's use of film against previous periods of 

Soviet cinema. Dudley Andrew describes both Bazin's views and Sadoul's reply: 

In all the films made about Stalin during and just after World War H the situation 
portrayed was historic, indeed taken from the very immediate past; but Stalin as hero 
was made a transcendent being above history and above the concrete situations within 
which he was shown to act. Subordinate characters were treated in relation to Stalin, 
not to history. The problem was further exacerbated by the odd but crucial fact that 
Stalin necessarily became both a film star and a political dictator. [ ... ] In an article 
entitled 'Esprit and its myths' [Sadoul] accused Bazin of trying to censor the only 
viable altemative to bourgeois Hollywood pap. The weakness of the body of his 
argument confirms our current conception of the mindless dogmatism in the party 
during that era. He claimed that Bazin and Esprit were afraid of Stalin, of his power 
and vitality as well as of his transcendence. He further claimed that recent histories had 

122 Cahiers du cinýma, n' 27, October 1953 in Baecque, p. 48; Cahiers du cinýma, n' 32, February 1954 in 
Baecque, p. 305. 
123 In the aftermath of the Liberation Bazin used to contribute, along with Communists, to the activities of 
Travail et Culture, a leftist cultural organization destined to make culture available to the people at large 

until the divisive Cold War politics drove him out. See Dudley Andrew, Andrý Bazin (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1978), pp. 85-94 and 137-139. 
124 Bazin, 'Le mythe de Staline dans le cin6ma sovi6tique', Esprit, August 1950, pp. 210-235. 
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shown that Stalin did indeed save Stalingrad single-handedly and thereby save the 
West. 125 

Interestingly, Jacques Doniol-Valcroze, another co-founder of the Cahiers A cinema, went 

to the Soviet Union in October 1952 - with, among others, Georges Sadoul - and came 

back defending the Stalinist hagiography of Chiaureli's The Fall of Berlin. 126 Dudley 

Andrew underlines that 'historically, of course, Bazin has been justified. Post-war Soviet 

cinema has largely been forgotten, even in Russia'. He could have added that the refutation 

of Sadoul's main arguments came from his own camp. In his secret report to the Twentieth 

Congress of the Soviet Union Communist Party, Khrushchev himself ridiculed the films 

Sadoul defended so ardently: 

In the same vein, let us take, for instance, our historical and military films and some 
literary creations; they make us feel sick. Their true objective is the propagation of the 
theme of praising Stalin as a military genius. Let us recall the film, The Fall of Berlin. 
Here only Stalin Acts; he issues orders in the hall in which there are many empty chairs 
and only one man approached him and reports something to him - that is 
Piskrebyshev, his loyal shield-bearer. (Laughter in the hall. ) 

And where is the military command? Where is the Political Bureau? Where is the 
Government? What are they doing and with what are they engaged? There is nothing 
about them in the film, Stalin acts for everybody; he does not reckon with anyone; he 
asks no one for Advice. Everything is shown to the nation in this false light. Why? In 
order to surround Stalin with glory, contrary to the facts and contrary to historical 
truth. (my emphasis. ) 

The question arises: and where are the military, on whose shoulders rested the 
burden of the war? They are not in the film; with Stalin in, no room was left for 
them. 127 

2.2.5. An Admission of Failure 

The quarrel which opposed Sadoul and Bazin exemplified the dogmatism of the 

Communist critics. Politics played an overwhelming part in the definition of Communist film 

aesthetics and in the critics' stance during the Cold War era. It led critics to overlook films 

which should have deserved better support. Jean Gremillon's LAmour d'unefemme (1953- 

125 Andrew, pp. 138-144. 
126 Baecque, pp. 167-168. 
127 Nikita S. Khrushchev, The Secret Speech (Nottingham: Spokesman Books, 1976), p. 56. 
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4) is a case in point. 128 Jean Gremillon was a long-standing fellow-traveller. He participated 

in the Liberation of French cinema and as president of the Technicians union took part in the 

purge committees. 129 Later on he lent his voice to the Communist/'Mouvement de la Paix' 

propaganda film directed by Henri Aisner, Le Choix le plus simple. 130 In 1954, Gremillon 

released what would tum out to be his last feature film, L'Amour d'une femme. The film 

stars Micheline Presle who plays Marie Prieur, a young doctor who chooses to stay on the 

isle of Ouessant instead of giving up her job to marry an Italian engineer (Massimo Girotti) 

with whom she had fallen in love. The film proved a commercial failure. Suffering from an 

extremely poor distribution, it was screened in the Studio de FEtoile for only four weeks and 

disappeared altogether from Parisian screens after only ten weeks. The critical reception 

given to Gremillon's film was symptomatic of the period, with the diverging trends of 

French criticism coming to the fore. Globally speaking the film was rather positively 

reviewed by the Left, and criticised by the Right. Among its defenders, Merama's Andre 

Bazin, Combat's Rodolphe-Maurice Arlaud, La Croix's Jean Rochereau all mentioned the 

difficulties experienced by Grernillon over the years, which led to a frustrating production on 

the director's part, with the latter critic mentioning the possibility of a near political 

censorship. Sadoul and Monjo, who also regretted that the director was not able to make 

more films, were obviously more straigthforward in their political interpretation. While 

Sadoul blamed Leon Blum for Gremillon's forced silence, Monjo, who compared the film 

with recent Soviet productions, explained that the hostility towards LAmour d'une femme 

was due to the French regime's opposition to women's emancipation and happiness, which 

proved once more 'the superiority of the Soviet system over the French one'. As far as the 

film is concerned, few reviewers were ecstatic about the film. If Gremillon's sensitive 

simplicity is commended by many, the 'weaknesses' of the scenario are often mentioned. 

Both Bazin and Sadoul insisted on, and praised the social, everyday character of the story. 

128 On the critical reception of the film, see Laurent Marie, Ta r6ception critique de LAmour d'unefemme', 
1895, hors-s6rie Jean Gr6millon, October 1997, pp. 83-99. For a complete version of this article and the I Ist 
of references, see appendice 6, pp. 351-366. 
129 Letter dated signed by Jean Gr6millon, Paris, Biblioth6que de I'Arsenal, Fonds Jean Gr6millon. 
130 See Le Choix le plus simple, Biblioth&que Nationale de France, site Franqois Mitterrand, cote IKM. 
003513.3. 
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On the negative side, Franqois Truffaut disliked the film's 'easy gloom and pessimism, 

characteristic of the production of the time' and its 'pre-war' style. As he considered that the 

film was not in any way inferior to Gremillon's best films, it is obvious that, for Truffaut, 

Gremillon was among the directors he attacked and that LAmour d'une femme belonged to 

the tradition de qualite the 'young Turk' was denouncing at the time. The most virulent 

reviews came from the Right-wing press (Louis Chauvet, Jean Dutourd, Franqois Vinneuil, 

G. Martain), although some managed to praise the director's lyricism and poetry in his 

depiction of the Breton land and seascapes. Most reproaches are addressed to the film's 

scenario. Thus the film critic of the recent modernist weekly L'Express considered that the 

film was made up of a collection of cliches, in particular in its depiction of women's issues. 

So the left-wing critics praised the social dimension of the film (Doniol-Valcroze, Dubreuilh, 

Sadoul, Bazin), while others refused to acknowlege this aspect and concentrated their 

criticism on the formal characteristic of the film (Truffaut, L'Express). 

L'Express's rejection of the contemporaneity of the film's subject-matter was surprising 

since few film dealt with the issue of a woman's freedom to choose her own destiny. 

Looking at women's magazines, one would think that on the contrary Gremillon was ahead 

of his time. Neither Elle nor Marie-France defend Marie Prieur's preference of her job to 

her lover. For their part Femmes d'aujourd'hui and Le Nouveau Fimina do not even 

mention the film. 

In view of both Gremillon's political inclination and L'Amour d'une femme's subject- 

matter, the Communist reception of the film should have been much more enthusiastic and 

supportive than it actually was. The Communist women's press, represented by Heures 

Claires, Femmesfranýaises and Filles de France, granted the film a positive reception but 

without any passion. In terms of women's issues, the main campaign of the time was for 

6 pain-free childbirth' with titles such as 'Women are the real life-givers'. Marie Prieur's 

decision to stick to her job rather than breed children for her Italian lover, as he asks her to, 

may have been too daring. Yet Daquin's Le Point du jour contains a similar scene in which 

Marie tells her would-be husband that she will not get married to get stuck at home, to which 
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he replies 'and what if we have kids'. After some reluctance, Georges accepts Marie's 

viewpoint and, in keeping with Socialist Realism, is even proud of her decision to go to 

work. L'Amour d'une femme emphasised the work ethic over sentimentalism, yet this was 

not enough for the Communist critics. The film centres on the conflict between two 
individuals, neither of them working class. Moreover, the truly feminist dimension of the 
film would not have been picked up by the PCF. In the 1950s, Gisele Moreau explains that, 

although the Party considered that women were as exploited as their male counterparts and 

were full-blown citizens in their own rights, it did not admit feminism as an autonomous 

women's struggle. 131 Thus a report on a one-day meeting on the Party's activity with regard 

to women shows the writers' satisfaction that 'women had not come to complain about their 

male comrades who do not understand them and that they did not raise the issues they wanted 

to discuss from a feminist point of view as had previously been the case, but as Communists 

whose task is to preserve peace in order for their small ones to have a better future'. As the 

film's closure rested on the decision of one woman and was not in any way demonstrative 

- 'The film does not teach anything, does not plead for anything', Gremillon said - the 

PCF could not turn it into an ideological weapon. 

During a meeting of the PCF's Central Committee in May 1955, Jeannette Vermeersch, 

Maurice Thorez's wife and a leader of the Party in her own right, criticised the Communists' 

lack of support for Gremillon's film. While she called the Communists to use film as a 

propaganda tool, she was not thinking of socialist realist films. Vermeersch, and Thorez in 

the background, simply asked for 'heart-warming' films (des films quifassent chaud au 

camr) which would speak to them a little'. 132 This is an amazing admission of the failure of 

131 Gis6le Moreau, Libres et ýgales (Paris : Messidor-tditions sociales, 1982), pp. 21-22. 
132 'Can cinema be put to better use? I think so. We have the equipment, we have the films [Maurice Thorez 
in the background: "good film"] We even have a few French films. In fact one must regret by the by that 
French film-makers, while claiming to defend French cinema, are in fact producing servile copies of American 
detective films. And particularly because they have made some excellent fims, which could be used... For 
example, Un Amour de femme (sic), Maurice mentioned it to me recently, in which there is a love story 
between a man and a woman, where a woman struggles to continue with her job, a terrific job, she is a 
doctor, she takes care of sailors at sea, etc, what I mean is that it is a very human positive film, made by a 
Communist [Thorez: which the bourgoense destroyed, which even our own comrades didn't support, if only 
they had shown the film at women's meeting ... ] We have quite a few film like that which we could use to 
bring people together, to show them a good film, a heart-warming film, which at the same time speaks to 
them a little. We don't use the film medium enough', Intervention of Jeannette Vermeersch to the 12 May 
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Socialist Realism both as an aesthetics and a revolutionary tool, as well as evidence of the 

self-imposed isolation the PCF. Communist critics failed to make an impact on the critical 

stage. It is Bazin one remembers as the most influential French film critic of the period, not 
Sadoul. The influence of the PCF's critics among their own flock might even be called into 

question when one thinks of the outstanding popular success of Duvivier's Le Petit Monde 

de Don Camillo in 1952, at a time when the PCF was extremely active. 133 Although the film 

was paradoxically described as an anti-Communist film depicting sympathetic Communists, 

millions of French people saw it and its sequel, Le Retour de Don Camillo, and it is difficult 

to imagine that there was not a single Communist or sympathiser among them. 134 

In spite of the Party's influence within the film industry, the PCFs own brand of 

aesthetics, New Realism, never really caught the imagination of French film directors. Given 

the conservatism of the Party's cultural policy, exemplified by the form and content debate, 

there is little surprise in finding the Communist critics spending most of the decade defending 

the films of the tradition de qualite. In doing so Communist critics backed the bulk of 

1950s French production, which might be one of the reasons why, in spite of its defence of 

an aesthetics which was so blatantly a denial of the freedom of the artist, of thought, of 

expression, the PCF managed not to lose all its credibility in the film world. Yet both their 

Stalinist stance and their support for the tradition de qualite alienated Communist critics 

from many of the young critics who were to become the future New Wave directors. The 

second chapter of part 11 of this study will examine whether this had any bearings on the 

1955 in Aubervilliers, sound recording, Bobigny: Archives d6partementales de la Seine-Saint-Denis, Parti 
Communiste Franqais, 
133 The film was released the week after the PCF had staged the demonstrations against General Ridgway 
(nicknamed 'Ridgway the Plague' or 'General Microbe' following his participation in the Korean War), which 
led to Stil and Duclos's arrests. See L'Humanitý, n' 2403,27 May 1952; n' 2404,28 May 1952; n' 2405,29 
May 1952; n' 2406,30 May 1952; n' 2407,31 May 1952; n' 2408,2 June 1952; n' 2410,4 June 1952 and 
Philippe Robrieux, Histoire intýrieure du Parti communiste, vol. 2 (1945-72) (Paris: Fayard, 1981), pp. 
300-308. 
134 Francis Cohen, L'Humanitg, n' 2412,6 June 1952; Georges Sadoul, 'La Ch6vre et le chou, Le Petit 
monde de Don Camillo, Les Lettres franqaises IL'kcran franqais, n' 418,13-20 June 1952, p. 9; for a 
reaction to Sadoul's negative review, see Jean Th6venot, 'A propos du "Petit Monde de Don Camillo"', Les 
Lettres franqaises, n' 420,27 June-4 July 1952, p. 9. Th6venot regrets Sadoul's purely ideological reading 
of the film, and asks that the film is seen as jolly good entertainment. Fifteen years later, the debate around 
the question of ideology and entertainment would reappear with the success of G6rard Oury's La Grande 
Vadrouille, see chapter 6, pp. 226-32. 
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Communist reception of the New Wave. 

During the Liberation and the Cold War periods, the PCF was able to assert its authority on 

the film industry's workforce, thanks mostly to its backing of the industry's demands and its 

continuous campaigning for the defence of French cinema. Politics played as much a part in 

this when the PCF was part of France's government as when it was in a position of extreme 

political opposition and isolation during the Cold War. Having been denied control of the 

industry, the PCF became twice as active in the defence of the industry which it now deemed 

weakened due to American competition. The future of the country's 'second industry' as it 

was called in the aftermath of the war became central when in the context of the Western- 

Easter conflict, the PCF became, in its own words, the sole protector of the nation's 

interests. One of the lasting consequences of this policy was to have established within the 

film trade a lasting disposition for protesting and rallying in the face of danger. While the 

benefits of this tradition can still be felt today, there is little left of the PCF's critical discourse 

during the same period. Indeed it is the discrepancy between the influence of the PCF and the 

FMiration du Spectacle in the trade and its inability to leave its mark on the films produced 

at the time. On the contrary, the excessive dogmatism of the PCF's Stalinist critical discourse 

would affect the way Communist critics would be perceived for many years, even though, as 

will be examined in the future chapters, this discourse would be limited to the period. 

Aesthetically and in critical terms the failure of the PCF is blatant. This is not true only of 

film: there is not any book on French Socialist Realist painters and, to my knowledge, Andre 

Stil's Le Premier Choc has yet to be put on the French baccalaureat's curriculum. The 

Communist critics defended the Tradition de qualite cinema for the wrong reasons. 135 They 

castigated the young critics for the wrong reasons as well. Fortunately for this researcher, 

they became aware of this relatively early. 

135 For a defence of the Tradition de qualW, see Nodl Burch and Genevi6ve Sellier, La Dr6le de guerre des 

sexes A cinýma franqais (Paris: Nathan, 1997). 
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Part 11 
The New Republic 
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Chapter 3: The New Republic: Film Policy 

3.1. The Birth of the Fifth Republic 

Although Stalin died in April 1953, his disappearance did not put an end to the Cold War. 

Signs of detente did not materialise for another few years. By 1957, if the international 

situation might not have been as tense as it was five years before, the West versus East 

conflict remained nevertheless a reality. Throughout the period the French Communist Party 

proved a fervent ally of the Soviet bloc. Significantly it endorsed the Russian military 

intervention against the Hungarian insurrection in November 1956 while it showed some 

difficulty, not to say reluctance, in accepting, and making public in its own press, 

Khrushchev's denunciation of Stalin's crimes during the 20th Congress of the Communist 

Party of the USSR. 1 Both events took place after the January 1956 French general elections 

which gave a majority to the Left, with the Communists taking 25.8% of the votes and 146 

seats and the Socialists and Radicals taking 28 % and 170 seats. The PCF took this 

opportunity to try and come out of the isolation in which it had been confined since 1948 and 

hoped for a type of agreement similar to that of the Popular Front. Guy Mollet turned down 

the Communist offer and formed a government with the Socialists and the Radicals. In May 

1957, the Right and the PCF brought down Mollet's government. Less than three years later 

the Communists would be left with only 10 deputies in the first assembly of the Fifth 

Republic. Between 1956 and 1962 France went through its most eventful period since World 

War 11 and the Liberation years. The fall of the Fourth Republic followed by the return to 

power of General de Gaulle, both as the result of the Algerian War (les evenements 

d'Algerie as they were commonly described at the time) kept the country's politicians busy 

and its population worried. Both the radical constitutional changes brought about by the new 

republic, and the means to put an end to the Algerian War became the main concern. While 

the PCF clearly opposed de Gaulle's new constitution by portraying it as a kind of coup 

1 This is now acknowledged by the PCF, see 'PCF: un tragique soutien a PURSS', L'HumanW, 28 October 
1996. 
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d'etat endangering democracy, it also experienced some difficulty in terms of its attitude 

towards the Algerian people's struggle for independence. This ambivalence was illustrated by 

the Party's early calls for 'Peace in Algeria', eventually replaced by overt slogans supporting 

the 'Independence of the Algerian people'. 2 The ambiguity of some of the PCFs positions 

tried the patience of some of its activists and fellow-travellers. The PCF's pro-Soviet 

orthodoxy in particular led to many departures from the Party and may explain its decrease in 

influence within the film industry, a sector particularly sensitive to issues of freedom of 

speech and censorship. 3 In the previous chapter, I have shown how the international political 

situation bore on the corporate issues of the French film industry insofar as French cinema 

had to be protected from predatory foreign film industries. In the present one, a similar type 

of phenomenon will be examined. In other words the changes which occurred from the year 

1956 onwards both externally and internally affected in their own way the film industry. First 

I will address the PCF's reactions to the setting up of the Common Market within the 

industry and secondly I will examine the Communist response to the reforms that followed 

Malraux's nomination as minister of state for Cultural affairs in 1959. 

3.2. The Dangers of the Common Market: Europe as Predator 

France's rejection of the EDC (European Defence Committee) in August 1954 only 

postponed the coming together of Western European countries. 4 Three years later, on 27 

March 1957, the Treaties of Rome were signed by six countries: Belgium, France, Holland, 

Italy, Luxembourg and Germany. One treaty marked the official birth of the European 

2A film on the 16th Congress of the PCF in Saint-Denis produced by the PCF in 1961 illustrates this 
uneasiness. On the one hand, Roland Leroy reads a message from the Algerian Communist Party which ends 
on 'Long live the independence and peace of Algeria', on the other hand, reading his closure speech, a 
diminished Maurice Thorez does not utter the word independence and speaks only of peace based on free self- 
determination, Images du 16e congrýs du Parti communiste franqais: St Denis 1961, Parti communiste 
franqais (prod. ), Paris: Biblioth6que Nationale de France Franqois Mitterrand, Cote: IKM. 003511.3. 
3 Among the departees were Roger Vailland, Claude Roy, Claude Morgan and Jacques-Francis Rolland. 
4 The question of the rearmament of Germany, which brought together Communists and Gaullists against the 
EDC, was dealt with in 1955, with Germany joining NATO and starting to rearm. See Maurice Aghulon, 
The French Republic, 1879-1992, trans. Antonia Nevill (Oxford UK & Cambridge USA: Blackwell, 1993), 

pp. 352-366 and Robert Gildea, France after 1945 (Oxford: OUP, 1997), p. 15. 
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Economic Community (EEC), also known as the Common Market. The other one referred to 

Euratom, which established an atomic community, 'both to develop new forms of energy and 

to control the nuclear projects of the Federal Republic'. 5 The PCF maintained the same anti- 

European positions it held during the intensive campaigns against the EDC and voted against 

the ratification of the Treaties, but to no avail since the National Assembly ratified them by 

342 votes to 239 in July 1957. 

Whereas for the Communists the threat posed by the EDC was mainly a military one, 

since it was considered an aggressive step towards war, the setting up of the EEC was 

criticised mostly on economic grounds. 6 Euratom was portrayed as a military menace in 

disguise but 'the Common Market has been put in place in order to satisfy the natural 

interests of a capitalist economy in need of the concentration of both capital and large industry 

in the form of international cartels... 17 What was at stake then was France's economic 

independence. As could be expected, this was echoed in the Communist reactions to the EEC 

in relation to the film industry. The question arises therefore whether the PCF was able to 

mobilise and attract as many supporters within the industry as it had done against the Blum- 

Byrnes agreements in the early 1950s. If the Common Market was as dangerous to the 

national film trade as, I will now examine, the Communists claimed, one would expect a 

strong response from the industry in which the FMýration A Spectacle remained a very 

influential union. 

In June 1957 in the aftermath of the signature of the Treaties of Rome but before 

ratification through parliament, several articles were published in the Communist press or in 

publications linked to the PCF. They all emphatically denounced the impact of the Common 

Market on French cinema. 

The first issue of Mise au point, the joumal of the Cercle Charles-Chezeau, exposed all 

the Communists' arguments against the Common Market. This short-lived magazine - there 

seems to have been only one issue - was the outlet for the Communists working in the 

5 Gildea, p. 16. 
6 For a detailed presentation of the French Communist positions on the EDC and the EEC, see Rubens Pinto 
Lyra, Le Parti conununistefranýais et Vint9gration europ9enne (Nancy: Umvers't6 de Nancy 11,1974). 
7 L'HuntanW, 6 July 1957. 
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French film industry. 8 Charles Chezeau, himself a Communist, had been very active during 

the campaigns for the defence of French cinema which followed the Blum-Byrnes 

agreements, and had held several top positions in the Fedýration A Spectacle, including 

that of secretary general, before his death in 1957.9 In six articles, the tone and content of 

which are unmistakably those of the PCF, the different appallingly negative consequences of 

the Common Market in relation to the film industry are evoked. The first one deals with the 

'European' spirit (Lesprit << europeen >>) and sums up the French Communist anti-European 

credo: i. e. that the EEC, like the ECD before it, is an economic, political and military (thanks 

to the setting-up of Euratom) alliance directed against the Eastern popular democracies and 

the USSR: 'the Europe of the Six does not mean a better peace but on the contrary an 

aggravation of international tension'. Consequently, 'European' films would have to 

propagate the spirit of an Atlanticist 'free Europe' against its socialist counterpart. The second 

article, entitled 'A free hand to American films', explains how the new European regulations 

could only result in a larger market share for Hollywood. Since the six countries' commercial 

policies were to be standardised, the Franco-American agreements limiting the entry of 

American films to 120 per year would become obsolete. Both Germany and Italy imported 

over 200 of such films per year. The averaging of these figures would lead to an increase of 

about 60 to 80 films per year according to Mise au Point. A third article mentions the 

disastrous social impact the Common Market would have on studios and film laboratories. 

Given both the economic superiority of Germany and the technical backwardness (sic) of 

French film equipment, there is no doubt that producers would prefer to use the best 

available. The contradictions of part of the Communist allegations become apparent when the 

writer, who regrets that 'American capital would benefit Germany by setting up new studios 

and laboratories surpassing [the French ones], in efficiency and quality, which then make 

8 See appendice 7, pp. 367-68. 
9 In his professional biography, Louis Daquin evokes the campaigns for the defence of French cinema: 
'Among all those who took part in the struggle - they were many and illustrious participants - I'll 
mention only three, who are no longer with us: Jean Gr6millon, who then was president of the Syndicat des 
Techniciens, G6rard Philipe and a studio paint worker, who became a union activist and then secretary general 
of the FM&ation du Spectacle, Charles Ch6zeau', Louis Daquin, Le Cinýma, notre m9tier (Paris: tditions 

d'aujourd'hul, 1978 [1960]), p. 71. 
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unemployment in the latter inevitable', seems to imply that American investments would be 

beneficial to the French industry too. The fourth article deals with the Loi dAide: 'The treaty 

means the end of '1'Aide au cinema'. The taxes are incompatible with article 92 of the EEC 

treaty since funds given by member States to help particular sectors might go against free 

competition. What is at stake is the very existence of the Loi dAide. This law had been first 

voted in 1948 and renewed in 1953 when it took the name of Fonds de diveloppement de 

Vindustrie cinematographique (development fund). By now, both the PCF and the 

Fideration du Spectacle referred to the Loi dAide as a symbol of the victory obtained by 

the industry as a result of the public and professional campaigns which followed the Blum- 

Byrnes agreements. For the Communists it was a concrete illustration of their efficiency and 

influence. These laws aimed at supporting the film industry proved beneficial to French 

producers since, as Susan Hayward makes clear, they guaranteed them the additional receipts 

needed to start financing new films. 10 This may explain the overall consensus as to their 

validity and importance. Any hint that the very existence of the Loi dAide might be called 

into question was seen as a move against French cinema against which the PCF was prompt 

to react. The journalist explains that Henri Frenay, who was regarded by the PCF as the main 

propagandist of the Common Market within the French film industry, implicitly confirms the 

negative impact European standardisation might have on national productions and he quotes 

Frenay: 'In order for French production to keep receiving subsidies from the special fund, it 

is essential that Germany adopts for its own production a legislation similar to those in place 

in Italy and France'. The last two shorter articles evoke the possibility of a 'super- 

European' censorship for the first one and the 'big lie' of the '160 million big spectatorship' 

for the second. II 

The points made against the Common Market in the first issue of Mise au point were 

taken up in a series of articles published in the Communist press from June 1957 onwards. 

10 See Susan Hayward, National French Cinema (London: Routledge, 1993), pp. 45-48. 
11 'Censure europeenne' mentions that Robert Bresson Un condamng ti mort s'est 9chapp9 was censored by 
the 'very European' Belgian Minister for Justice. Te bluff des 160 millions d'habitants' reminds one that 
French films can already enter freely the Belgian and Italian markets or even the German one in spite of a 
quota system, Mise au point, n' 1, June 1957. 
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While the bulletin A cercle Charles-Chezeau was addressed to a readership in tune with 

film matters, the Communist press at large, directed as it was to a wider audience, tackled the 

same issues in an even more political perspective. Once again, the PCF builds its argument 

around the question of national independence and national pride. Thus an article in France 

Nouvelle claimed the prevalence of French cinema: 'It is undeniable that French cinema, 

infinitely superior as it is to the production of the other countries which are part of the 

"European Community", would have a great deal to lose if its production was to become 

linked to the decisions of the Common Market, in which Germany would have the leading 

part. '12 The same point was made by Marie Perrot four months later in the same Communist 

weekly. Quoting extensively from Yves Ciampi's argument, the president of the Film 

Technicians Union (Syndicat des Techniciens du Film), in the trade journal Le Technicien 

A film, a periodical linked to the FjdJration A Spectacle, she expresses the same fear that 

'French cinema, depersonalised, denationalised, deprived of its original qualities, plunged 

into European mediocrity, determined by Adenauer's and the Pope's censors to the exclusive 

goal of their propaganda of hatred and war, would no longer be able to resist American films 

set to invading our screens and those of "little Europe"'. 13 Cold War rhetoric was obviously 

still in use in 1957. Germany, the Vatican, and the United States were once more portrayed 

as predators, now advancing in the guise of the Common Market. 14 The social, industrial 

and aesthetic characteristics of French cinema had to be protected at all cost. As they had 

12 Claude Reval, 'Champ libre aux films am6ricains', France Nouvelle, n' 600,13-19 June 1957, p. 18. 
13 'The Common Market would kill the independence and the feedom of expression of our national cinema 
because a European production would not allow a true French expression to French films. It would take the 
Frenchness out of French film, so to speak. ' Yves Ciampi cited by Marie Perrot, 'Un cri d'alarme, France 
Nouvelle, n' 620,17-23 October 1957, p. 18. If one needed an extra reason to look at the Technicien du film 
as a means to find a viewpoint akin to the Communists', one only needs to look at the September 58 issue. 
The journal calls more or less openly for a No vote in the referendum on the new constitution. Its manager 
and editor-in-chief Henriette Dujarric explains how under the new rules, the president of the Republic would be 
entitled to take the decision to do away the Loi d'Aide simply by ordinance without consulting parliament. 
'Each member of the film corporation has a free vote on September 28th', she adds, 'to decide whether yes or 
no they should let French cinema stuck in a ditch' (dans 1'orniýre oý il s'enlise. ). 'One has a free vote', she 
adds, 'but think about it', Henriette Dujarric, 'Oui ou non faut-il laisser notre cin6ma s'enliser ? ', Le 
Technicien A film, n' 42, September 1958, p. 1. 
14 Earlier in the year, Fernand Grenier published a long inquiry denouncing the propagandistic use of films by 
the Catholic Church, France Nouvelle, 'I. L'tglise et le cin6ma', n' 580,24-30 January 1957, p. 7; 11. 
L'tglise et le cin6ma: Son action en France', ibid., n' 581,31 January-6 February 1957, pp. 6-7 'Ltgtise et 
le cin6ma HL Que pensent et que font les communistes', ibid., n' 582,7-13 February 1957, p. 21; UEglise 
et le cin6ma IV: Que pensent et que font les communistes', ibid., n' 583,14-20 February 1957. 
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done since the Liberation, the Communists were still defending the film industry along these 

parameters which for them defined the national specificity of French cinema. It would take 

nearly forty years to see a different Communist discourse on Europe along with a more 

balanced and subtle attitude towards European cinema. 15 In the meantime, judging by their 

headlines it seems that the Communist journalists' campaign pointing to the dangers of the 

Common Market rose to a crescendo. Starting with Jacques Reval's 'A Free hand to 

American films' and Marie Perrot's 'An S. O. S', a week later France Nouvelle spoke of 

'Death Threats over French Cinema,. 16 This dramatic escalation tends to show a certain 

willingness on the Communists' part to launch into a campaign similar in tone if not exactly 

in content to that which took place ten years before. In addition, some of the participants in 

the previous battles for the defence of French cinema got involved in the anti-EEC campaign. 

For instance, Claude Autant-Lara signed a long paper in Le Technicien du film, where he 

underlined the pitfalls of the Common Market to the film trade. Stressing once again the 

benefits of the Loi dAide, the French director drew a parallel between present concerns and 

those which surrounded the earlier Washington agreements: 'We must salvage the Loi 

d'Aide or we shall face the same situation as in the years 1947-48'. 17 Was the PCF and the 

Rdýration du Spectacle alone in this battle? Or had it lost all credibility within the industry? 

In order to answer these questions, it is necessary to go back to Marie Perrot's article. Her 

extensive use of Yves Ciampi's strong reservations and profound worries regarding the 

impact of the Common Market was not in itself a surprise given the fraternal links between 

the PCF and the Fideration A Spectacle. Less obvious were her quotes from an article 

signed by Rene Thevenet and published in France-Film-International on 5 September 1958 

and from an article that appeared in France -Film -In te rnationa 1 in May 1958.18 These 

journals represented the point of view of the film industry's employers rather than that of the 

employees. In both instances, the dangers of industrial concentration and loss of 

15 See chapter 7, pp. 269-271 & 298-299. 
16 'Menaces de mort sur le cin6ma franqais', France Nouvelle, n' 621,24-31 October 1957, p. 22. 
17 Claude Autant-Lara, 'Sur I'autel du march6 commun', Le Technicien du spectacle, n' 36, February 1958, 

pp. 1-3. This article was published in Les Lettresfranqaises, n' 707,30 January-5 February 1958, pp. 1-7. 
18 Ren6 Th6venet, 'Refuser d'entrer dans le March6 Commun', France-Film-International, n' 9,10 May 

1958. 
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independence are stressed as a possible outcome of the European film market. In this regard 
Rene Thevenet's anti-EEC pamphlet, 'Common Market versus French Cinema', published in 

June 1958, stands out as it shows first that the Communists and CGT unionists did not stand 

alone in their rejection of the Common Market and secondly that somehow it also makes clear 

that they had lost some of their capacity for mobilising the industry workforce. 19 

Rene Thevenet had been a regular contributor to L'Ecran franpis, before becoming a 

well-known independent producer and a recognised expert in film matters. 20 It is in his latter 

capacity that he outlined his opposition to the Common Market. At the beginning of his paper 

Thevenet makes the point that after the EEC came into force on I January 1958, there were 

belated and concerned reactions from every sector of the economy. It was only in the film 

industry, the producer adds, that no 'official' voice was heard against 'a treaty which would 

lead our industry to the slaughterhouse' and 'opposed efficiently its application'. By 'official 

voices', Thevenet means voices from the employers. He concludes his 12-page anti-EEC 

diatribe hoping for a large movement within the French film industry to resist with the utmost 

determination its integration into the European Community. 'French cinema - everyday is a 

confirmation of this - does not need the Common Market in order to conquer Europe, nor 

does it need Little Europe to conquer the world. And if French cinema likes freely consented, 

amiable, fruitful and loyal alliances, it has no wish to be duped (il ne d9sire nullement etre 

cocu)'. I have chosen these two excerpts because of their strong words, reminiscent in tone 

to contemporary Communist figures of speech. Indeed at first sight little opposes Thevenet's 

arguments and those of the Communists. Thevenet himself agrees that within the film 

industry, the Fgdgration du Spectacle and the Communists were the only ones who raised 

the issue of the Common Market. But while doing so, he points to the political dimension of 

their opposition as an explanation for their lack of scope and impact: 'There is the rather 

violent reaction of the Fgdgration du Spectacle, but since it is affiliated to the CGT(K), its 

19 Th6venet, 'March6 Commun contre Cin6ma franqais', supplement to France -Film -In te rnational, n' 11,5 
June 1958. 
20 Olivier Barrot, L'kcran franqais]943-1953 (Paris: Les tditeurs franqais r6unis, 1979), p. 240. Barrot tells 
the story that while he was putting together a table of contents of the articles published in L'tcran franqais 
between July 1945 and July 1949, Ren6 Th6venet was reprimanded for listing the countries in alphabetical 
order, thus leaving the USSR last on the list, p. 286. 
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response is quite suspect and in fact does a disservice to the camp of the EEC opponents, 

although many of the union members are acting in good faith, starting with the president of 

the Technicians' union Yves Ciampi'. In addition Thevenet sketches the political background 

of the advocates of the Common Market in Film. He makes clear that the proponents of the 

Common Market represent a current of opinion 'which, in a professional debate, should 

disqualify them as much as it should the Fedýration A Spectacle', albeit for opposite 

reasons. Naming the three European musketeers, as Charles Ford nicknamed them, he 

underlines the 'Atlanticist' inclinations of Claude Degand, Leon Mathot and, with more 

emphasis, Henri Frenay, who, as president of the Federalists' European Union (Union 

Europeenne des Federalistes), was a strong advocate of an Atlanticist Europe. Henri 

Frenay was then the PCF's bete noire, having replaced, as it were, Leon Blum in the role of 

the traitor of French cinema. To complete the picture, it is not surprising to see Raymond Le 

Bourre of Force Ouvriere taking side in favour of the EEC: 'The Common Market is now a 

reality. Instead of resisting it on political grounds, the French film industry should begin to 

form alliances with it and make the Most Of it. 121 

The point made by Rene Thevenet signifies the changes which took place in the space of 

ten years. At the beginning of the decade, although the Cold War was raging, the PCF had 

the power to mobilise the film industry. In spite of the political motivations, namely the anti- 

American campaign, behind the Communist-led campaigns, the industry's workforce went 

along, protested and battled for the defence of French cinema. Ten years on, it seems that 

there was little active reaction within the industry although, as Thevenet's pamphlet shows, 

film professionals were less than happy about the Common Market. The PCF may not have 

been the only voice against the EEC, it was nevertheless its most prominent opponent. But it 

proved unable to launch and lead a truly significant campaign against the European union. 

Notwithstanding the fact that the Common Market was accepted almost as afait accompli, 

and that the Algerian war was becoming the near unique French preoccupation, it is difficult 

not to read the poor response the PCF received within the film trade as a sign of its loss of 

21 Raymond Le Bourre, Ta crise du cin6ma franqais', L'Lýcho du spectacle, n' 45 1, December 1958. 
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influence, although it could also be read as a sign of the industry's apathy. The fighting spirit 

which had marked the early 1950s seems to have vanished and the PCF failed to attract the 

film industry's support in its denunciation of the Common Market. The campaign against the 

impact of the Common Market on French cinema featured repeatedly in the Communist press 

in the years 1958 and 1959. Nevertheless the campaign took a different turn after I June 

1958. 

3.3. The PCF and Andre Malraux's Film Policy: De Gaulle as Dictator 

The return to power of Charles de Gaulle did not put an end to the PCF's opposition to 

the Common Market. On the contrary, it could be said that the Communist camp found new 

impetus for its anti-EEC campaign in the new constitution as well as in France's new leader, 

both of which the PCF vigorously and nearly single-handedly fought againSt. 22 According to 

French Communists, de Gaulle, whose new constitution gave more power to the executive 

and less to the legislative, had effectively instated personal power, as the result of an 

illegitimate coup which was endangering democracy. The choice was not 'De Gaulle or the 

Communists'. The choice was between 'personal power and a democratic regime [ ... ] To 

give in to the general's scheme does not mean avoiding civil war, it means, in the short term, 

accepting the establishment of a regime of personal dictatorship and, in the long term, 

encouraging the rise of fascism'. 23 On 17 July 1958, the National Conference of the Party 

described Gaullism as follows: 'A social and political phenomenon, Gaullism cannot be 

separated from the forces from which it sprang. Behind de Gaulle, there are social and 

political reactionary bodies, the trusts and Capitalists, colonialists and war-mongers [ ... ] the 

22 The PCF was the main opponent to the return to power of General de Gaulle. The Socialist 
i 
party was 

divided and called for a yes vote in the September constitutional referendum. Among the Socialists who 
opposed the new constitution, Franqois Mitterrand was a prominent figure. A short documentary film Vive la 
Rýpublique shows shots of the massive demonstration organised by the PCF on 28 May 1958. Seen with the 
Communist leaders are Daladier, Pierre Mend6s-France and other Republican figures, Author unknown, Vive 
la Wpublique, 1958, BNF, cote: lKM 003495.3. 
23 PCF, Histoire du Parti coinntunistefranqais [manuel] (Paris: tditions sociales, 1964), p. 658. 
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Gaullist regime is the voice of the trUStSI. 24 Both arguments, de Gaulle as dictator and de 

Gaulle as the spokesperson of Capital, became a French Communist leitmotiv in the 

aftermath of the general's return to power. Such arguments could be found in any discussion 

on any topic, including matters related to the film sector. 

In the Communist discourse, Charles de Gaulle, Andre Malraux and Antoine Pinay 

replaced Leon Blum as the gravediggers of French cinema. Just as the Socialist leader had 

purposely sacrificed the film industry to American interests, the new rulers were set to do 

likewise. How was de Gaulle's administration going to achieve the sell-out of the national 

film industry? It was still a matter of the Common Market. In spite of de Gaulle's reservation 

about European integration, the new regime did not challenge the Treaties of Rome. De 

Gaulle's depiction as the representative of large trusts and multinationals allowed the 

Communists to portray both the new government and the Common Market as working 

together against the interests of the French film industry. Marie Perrot had already underlined 

the risk of seeing small-scale producers who 'made French films famous abroad' suffering 

from the implementation of the EEC directives. The issue of low budget films versus 

superproductions in relation to the specificity of French cinema in an international context is 

one which is very much a 1990s issue in terms of the PCF's film poliCy. 25 Susan Hayward 

recently raised the question, somehow proving Marie Perrot right: 

It is ironic that the first to benefit from EEC legislation are the multinationals and 
not the national industries proper, who are stuck within the structures of their 
respective countries. But apart from the depletion of resources away from 'truly' 
French products, there are other more cultural consequences, which also touch 
upon this concept of a truly national cinema. The free-market policy advocated by 
the EEC is quite capable of causing the disappearance of smaller independent 
production companies, enabling the stronger, major French and American 
companies to take over. Such a cartel could eliminate the artisanal cinema so 
identified as a specificity of French national cinema. 26 

24 Ibid., p. 657. The film on the 1961 Congress of the PCF already mentioned shows an extract from the 
opening speech made by Waldeck Rochet - who would replace Maurice Thorez in 1964 - where he declares 
that 'the Gaullist regime is the acute expression of the power of the trusts' and that the Party's main objective 
is to 'reinstate and renovate democracy'. 
25 See chapter 7, pp. 287-293. 
26 Hayward, p. 28. 
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In the same vein, Jacques Revaud, who wondered why the tandem Pinay-Malraux did not 

consult with film's industry employers, explained that the film industry is of secondary 

concern to both ministers: 'French film companies are not important enough to arouse the 

government's interest'. Why is this so? Because it is well known that 'the current presidential 

regime serves the interest of high industry and high finance and the companies which make 

up the French film industry are rather small or medium size or are secondary branches in 

major trusts. ' Consequently, 'The film industry's bosses' opinions account for very little in 

the broad employers' picture. 127 Therefore the independence and commercial viability of 

many national companies would be jeopardised with the government's approval. 

As a means of protecting itself, the film industry depended on the Loi dAide, against 

which, as I have shown, the EEC posed a real threat according to not only the Communists 

but many in the film industry. Therefore as soon as the first rumours that Malraux and Pinay 

intended to do away with the development fund became known, there was concern from all 

quarters of the industry and outcry from the Communist camp. What had been exposed as a 

forthcoming peril a year before was now becoming real. The exception came once more from 

Force Ouvriere. In L'Echo A spectacle, Raymond Le Bourre explains that the Loi dAide 

had become 'a drug with which the French production injects itself to produce films without 

according any attention to the qualitative and quantitative needs of the country'. For the Force 

Ouvriere leader, 'If the "so-called National" FMeration A Spectacle was so intent on 

retaining it, it was out of political motives and in order to retain the privileges enjoyed by its 

members, which are so costly and detrimental to the industry as a whole. 128 On the whole, 

the film industry closed ranks and expressed its concern to the ministers in question. The film 

employers were quite concerned especially since they had not been consulted by those whose 

charge was to come up with the reform. Ironically, the PCF and the Federation du 

Spectacle ended up defending the industry's employers as much as its employees. For 

instance the Fideration du Spectacle supported the manifesto issued by the Federation 

27 Jacques Revaud, 'Premi6res mesures gouvernementales: Pour mettre le cin6ma franqais aux ordres', France 
Nouvelle, n' 712,18 June 1959, p. 30. 
28 Raymond Le Bourre, Ta crise du cin6ma franqais', L'Lýcho du spectacle, n' 45,1 December 1958. 
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Nationale des Cinemas Franqais (cinema owners and managers union). M. Trichet, its 

president, was also unhappy with the governmental project because of the suppression of the 

Loi d'Aide. 29 

Needless to say, laments were louder in Communist circles. The Communists within the 

industry published a paper entitled Cine-Liberte - 'written, edited and financed by the 

Communistes du cinema'-, which took its name after the 1936 Alliance du Cinema 

Inde'pendant's journal and seems to have replaced Mise au point. 30 The paper exposes in 

great detail the Communist arguments against the demise of the Loi dAide and the Party's 

misgivings about Malraux's policy. The above-mentioned calls for retaining the Loi d'Aide 

have already been exaryfined and they are reiterated in the Communist journal. In April 1959, 

Cine-Liberte's headline read, 'Contre le cinema fial'. 31 For a number of months, the 

industry knew that the Loi d'Aide was living its last days but did not know by what the 

Gaullist government would replace it. In the early months of 1959, although the reform was 

prepared in a less than open way -a number of film professionals complained about this 

secretive way to go about it -, the broad lines of the new system became known. As Cine- 

Liberte put it, 'M. Malraux favours the suppression of the automatism of the development 

fund and its replacement by a subsidy along qualitative criterion which would be granted to 

some "films of quality". 132 The fear then was that since the grant would no longer be 

automatic, some degree of selection would become necessary, the main questions being: on 

the one hand who will decide whether the films under scrutiny are of sufficient quality to 

deserve the subsidy, and on the other, when would this decision be made, before or after the 

film's completion? 

When the decree was published in the Joumal officiel on 18 June 1959 two days after its 

adoption and reproduced in different trade journals, the fears of the PCF analysts were 

29 A. Trichet, 'Manifeste de la F6d6ration Nationale des Cin6mas Franqais', Le Technicien du film, n' 5 1, 
June 1959, p. 15. 
30 The first issue of Cing-Libertý was published on 20 May 1936. Its editorial committee was composed of 
Henri Jeanson, Uon Moussinac and Jean Renoir. See appendice 8, pp. 369-70. 
31 'FMV is translated by the Collins-Robert dictionary as 'loyal' or 'trusty', which does not fully convey the 
underlying sense of a master-servant relationship. 
32 Cing-Libertý, n' 3, April 1959. 
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confirmed. The 6 August 1953 Loi dAide was abolished and was due to expire on 31 

December 1959, to be replaced by a Loi de Soutien whose main novelty was the Avances 

sur recettes. Article 7 states that 'avances sur recettes' may be granted by the Minister in 

charge of French cinema. These 'advances' are generally granted after the film has been 

made, according to the film's subject-matter, its characteristics and qualities and the 

conditions of production, by a commission composed of members chosen for their financial, 

technical and artistic competence. 33 This disposition of the new decree was greeted 

differently by the film profession. Some of its elements were already part of accepted 

practice. The 'prime a la qualite' had been established in the 1950s and was supported by 

film professionals who thought the idea of rewarding quality rather appealing. Le 

Technicien du film proves useful to see how the part of the profession which is closest to 

the Fgdgration A Spectacle reacted to the new dispositions. In March 1960, Guy Comte 

analysed some aspects of the Loi de Soutien. While he is pleased that the notion of quality is 

made more precise and encouraged, he is sorry to see the 'dynamic dimension of the 

development fund replaced by the static notion of "soutien"', blaming this on 'the sacrifices 

imposed by the implementation of the Common market'. 34 Whereas Guy Comte does not 

mention the possibility of the government having a say in the content of films, Henriette 

Dujarric warns her readers of such an eventuality: 'The auteur seems to be endowed with an 

authority which had been lost long ago. But those who won't understand that this satisfaction 

is only given to them in order to control better their ideas and the characteristics of their films 

ought to think again. 135 Her position is closer to the Communist one as she writes of 'lefait 

du prince', echoing an earlier issue Cine-Liberte whose headline was 'L'aide devient 'Ve 

fait A prince"'. 36 

The Communist press was indeed more negative in its analysis of the new law. The new 

system was deemed undemocratic and open to all kind of political manipulations. Jacques 

33 'D6cret relatif au soutien financier de I'Etat ý l'Industrie Cin6matographique', Le Fllmfranqais, n' 787,19 
June 1959, p. 4. 
34 Guy Comte, 'Aspects de la loi de soutien', Le Technicien dufilm, n' 59, March 1960, pp. 6-7. 
35 Henriette Dujarric, 'Une redoutable incertitude', Le Technicien du film, n' 52, July-August 1959, p. 1. 
36 Cing-bbeW, n' 2, March 1959 
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Revaud spoke of the substitution of a governmental selection for the automatic return of the 

Loi dAide. In spite of the Fonds de soutien 9s shortcomings - it benefited good as well as 

mediocre films - at least it was democratic, benefiting all in the industry. The new decree 

itself stipulated that it was a progressive return to a situation of economic liberalism, aiming 

at substituting a more supple (nuance) support to the absolute automatism of the 1953 law. 37 

The journalist criticises the reform for the reason that the power to allocate grants and credits 

would rest solely with the government, i. e. 'Malraux with his "ministry of Propaganda"' and 

Antoine Pinay, the finance minister, who then would be able to control and influence the 

content of the filMS. 38 In the text which accompanied the new decree, two sentences in 

particular made the Communists react. One reads: 'To make sure, by financial means, that the 

genius of France shines through its films'. The other: '-productions, whose financial, 

technical, and artistic will have been deemed worthy of support by the Minister following 

recommendation by a competent commission. 139 For the PCF, statements such as those 

smacked of authoritarianism and confirmed the likelihood of further governmental 

censorship. In the Party's view the new system was symptomatic of the new Gaullist 

administration which the Party ceaselessly described as bordering on dictatorship. The 

reform Malraux and Pinay put in place symbolised a policy based on censorship and 'lefait 

du Prince'. 

Just as the campaign against the Common Market did not develop into something more 

intensive and effective, the protest about the replacement of the Loi dAide by the Loi de 

Soutien did not have any practical conclusions. Surely some of the participants were 

reminded of their earlier engagement. Both Rene Clair and Claude Autant-Lara intervened 

publicly. 40 Many film personalities attended union meetings. A press conference held in 

37 'Rapport sur le d6cret relatif au soutien financier de I'Etat ii l'Industrie Cin6matographique', Le Film 
franqais, n' 787,19 June 1959, p. 3. 
38 Revaud, 'Par le d6tour de voies financi6res', France Nouvelle, n' 715,9 July 1959, p. 28. 
39 'Veiller par le d&our des voies financiýres a ce que le gMie de la France se retrouve dans les visages 
que lui donnent ces films', 'Rapport sur le d6cret relatif au soutien financier de I'Etat A l'industrie 

cindmatographique', Le Film Franqais, n' 787,19 June 1959, p. 3. 
40 During a speech delivered on 18 December 1958 to the Information and the Industry and Commerce 
ministers Ren6 Clair pleaded for the Loi d'Aide and asked whether French cinema could stay alive, 'Un 

cin6ma vivant est un cin6ma libre', Le Technicien du film, n' 46, January 1959, p. 4. 'The truth is that 
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January 1959 gathered 1500 technicians, actors and film workers. Claude Autant-Lara, 

Claude Bernard, Rene Clair, Gerard Philipe, Raymond Bernard, Leonide Moguy, Yves 

Ciampi, Denys de la Patelliere voiced their concern to Andre Malraux and complained that the 
fate of French cinema was decided behind close doors. 41 

Remarkably this list of names does not include anyone related to the New Wave. The two 

years which followed both the attachment of the Centre National du Cinema to the ministry 

of Cultural Affairs (3 February 1959) and the creation of the Loi de Soutien were not 

marked by any particular conflict or campaign in the film industry. Judging by the 

Technicien A film, concern about the health of the French film industry remained a 

permanent feature. 42 What seems to have taken more and more importance is the criticism of 

the New Wave directors by the 'elders'. A number of editorials and articles denounced the 

methods and the amateurism of the young generation. While Henriette Dujarric's initial 

comments were courteous, the tone became more and more aggressive. 43 Many in the 

industry felt threatened by the arrival of young directors who did not play by the rules. What 

was at stake then were those very rules the film unions had established throughout the 1950s, 

mostly under the aegis of the Fjdýration A Spectacle and the Communists within the film 

trade. By 1962, Renaud de Jouvenel wrote of 'the agony of French cinema', blaming the 

Common Market, the change of the laws regulating and the poor quality of French cinema. 44 

The Communists considered the Common Market and de Gaulle's return to power as 

prejudicial to the well-being of the film industry. The campaign against the EEC reproduced 

the by now familiar nationalistic line of argument. French production was by far the best in 

Europe and consequently could only lose out within a supranational structure. Moreover, as 

French cinema has been condemned to death by the non-renewal of the Loi dAide', Claude Autant-Lara, 'Cet 
infirme qu'est le cin6ma franqais ne peut pas, ne doit pas disparaitre', ibid., n' 47, February 1959, pp. 1-4. 
41 Le Technicien du film, n' 47, February 1959, pp. 1-4. 
42 F6d6ration Nationale du Spectacle, Ta v6ritable situation du cin6ma franqais sur le plan de la production', 
Le Technicien du film, n' 85, July-August 1962, pp. 1-3. 
43 Henriette Dujarric, 'Appel aux jeunes', Le Technicien du film, n' 44, November 1958, p. 1; 'Les jeunes 
r6alisateurs', ibid., n' 50, May 1959, p. 1; Henriette Dujarric, Max Douy and Jacques Lemare, Ta lutte contre 
Parnateurisme est ouverte', ibid., n' 54, October 1959, pp. 8-9; Jean Dr6ville, 'Salades de saison', ibid., n' 
61, May 1960, pp. 4-6; Renaud de Jouvenel, 'Les moutons de Panurge', ibid., n' 64, September 1960, pp. 4- 
5; De Jouvenel, T'ambition de cr6er', ibid., n' 78, December 1961, p 1. 
44 De Jouvenel, Uagonie du cin6ma franqais', Le Technicien du film, n' 79, January 1962, pp. 2-3. 
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the EEC had received the approval of the White House, it meant that American production 

was bound to benefit from the implementation of the new European regulations. Following 

de Gaulle's return to power, the multinationals and the trusts were ruling the country's 

economy and could not find a better framework than the Common Market. Fighting de 

Gaulle's economic policy which, so the Communists said, favoured the trusts, the PCF 

became the champion of the industry's employers, i. e. private companies, as well as the 

champion of the industry's employees. This was a long call from the policies it favoured 

twelve years before when it advocated nationalising the industry. In addition, by replacing 

the hard-won loi d'aide and development fund by the new avances sur recettes the new 

regime proved its authoritarian character since it meant selecting projects before they were 

filmed. Both the denunciation of the effects of the Common market and the suppression of 

the Loi dAide triggered a wave of concern and protest in the French film industry which 

was relayed by the PCF and the Federation du Spectacle but which did not reach the 

intensity of the campaign against the Blum-Byrnes agreements. 

For reasons both external to the film industry - namely the Algerian War - and internal 

- the arrival of the New Wave - the Communist press devoted less coverage to film 

matters, although Fernand Grenier's interventions in the National Assembly still feared the 

death of the film industry. One reason for this might be the way the New Wave provoked an 

unexpected split between the Communists who were working in the film industry and the 

Communist critics. This point is taken further in the next chapter which deals with the 

reception of the New Wave among Communist critics. 
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Chapter 4: The New Republic: Critical Reception 

The 1959 Cannes Film Festival is customarily regarded as a landmark not only in French 

cinema but also in world cinema as it marked the public birth of the New Wave. This fourth 

chapter will look at the way Communist critics welcomed the stream of new and mostly 

young film directors who took centre stage between 1958 and 1962, the four years which 

commonly define the period of the New Wave. How did Sadoul and his colleagues react to 

this new blood revitalising French cinema? In order to answer this question, one needs to 

look at the following points. Firstly, for critics who, for most of the decade, stuck to their 

credo of 'content over style', the stylistic novelty that informed the most characteristic of the 

new films must have come as a shock. Did the card-carrying critics show the same contempt 

for form that they had displayed heretofore? Secondly, and related to the first point, in 

technical terms, it is well known that a number of New Wave directors broke away from the 

established rules that governed film-making in France. Given that these rules had been 

designed, and were still enforced, by the Federation A Spectacle CGT, what was the 

Communist response to the young directors' emancipatory move? Last but not least, the lack 

of political awareness shown by the New Wave has often been noted. Was this point taken 

up by Communist film critics, of whom one would expect a natural alertness regarding such 

matters? Finally the subsequent reactions provoked by the Communist reception of the New 

Wave will be examined as they illustrate a debate which went beyond the realm of the reel. 

These are the questions I will now address. 
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I. A New Critical Discourse 

The Communist critical discourse examined in the previous chapter - New Realism, 

priority of content over style - remained valid for most of the 1950s. Yet towards the end of 

the decade, film reviews in the Communist press reveal a change of attitude. Gradual as it 

may seem, this change was nevertheless the expression of a reappraisal of the position they 

had adopted over the previous ten years. As we shall see, Georges Sadoul, who was 55 in 

1959, along with a handful of new names in Communist film criticism - Michel Capdenac 

(30), Samuel Lachize (34), Albert Cervoni (31), and Marcel Martin (33) - began to 

relinquish some of the most dogmatic principles in operation during the Cold War. 

In two articles written in the early months of 1958, Sadoul voiced his concern at the 

decline in the quality of French film production: 'Notwithstanding Rene Clair's Porte des 

Lilas, French directors - whether excellent, good, or simply worthy - have shown in their 

latest production a decline in their content as well as in their form', he wrote, singling out 

Cayatte's (Ed pour wil and Clouzot's Les Espions. What characterised the previous film 

season and was lacking in the current one, according to Sadoul, was 'a certain audacity in the 

depiction of contemporary social issues'. He nevertheless praised the way in which two films 

tackled the colonial question, Marcel Camus's Mort enfraude and Claude Bemard-Aubert's 

Patrouille de choc which were 'courageous and justifiable denunciations of the war that had 

been waged for ten years in Vietnam'. 1 He found three first films to be especially promising: 

Norbert Carbonnaux's Courte tete ('a renewal of French comedy'), Roger Vadim's Et Dieu 

cre'a la femme ('a young director with a strong personality') and Louis Malle's Ascenseur 

pour 1'echafaud, which augured well for 1958. Many films were eagerly anticipated: Jacques 

Tati's Mon Oncle, Jean-Paul Le Chanois's Les Miserables and Alexandre Astruc's Une 

Vie. After mentioning the 'exceptional vitality of the French documentary school' and that 

6 young talented directors in their twenties were busy shooting their first films', Sadoul 

concluded on a hopeful note: 'We should therefore hope that the current weakness of French 

1 Georges Sadoul, 'Depuis octobre, le cin6ma franqais connalt une crise', February 1958, Paris, Biblioth6que 
du Film et de Mmage, Fonds Sadoul, GS-A 138. 
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cinema will be short-lived and that our production will soon prove that it has lost nothing of 

its strength and courage. 12 

At the end of 1958 Sadoul was satisfied that the new generation was bringing about an 
improvement in French cinema: 'As far as film art is concerned, the last semester of 1958 has 

been beneficial to French cinema. 13 Sadoul singles out three major works: Marcel Came's 

Les Tricheurs, Alexandre Astruc's Une Vie and Louis Malle's Les Amants. 4 It IS 

symptomatic that his selection encompassed the old as well as the new generation: for 

Sadoul, the new generation was and would be part of a national heritage. It was not a 

spontaneous and rootless formation. Communist critics of art, literature, and film always 

tend to anchor novelty within tradition. It is part and parcel of the Marxist view of History as 

on-going progressive process. Their attitude towards the New Wave proved no different. 

Sadoul's reception of Les Amants exemplifies both the continuity - in terms of setting new 

art within the national heritage - and the change of tone of Communist criticism: 

Some have spoken of eroticism or even pornography with regard to certain 
scenes of Les Amants, which are no more obscene or naughty than Rodin's Kiss 
or Tintoretto's Mars and Venus. French artists, whether it be in literature, in 
painting or in sculpture have been dealing with physical love for a very long time. 
In other countries with other customs, the film might cause a scandal. Whatever 
one's opinion about the film, it does bear the hallmarks of its director's strong 
personality: Louis Malle is now among the best French film-makers. 5 

What happened to the prudery displayed during the Cold War era, where the brief shot of a 

Hollywood breast was enough to prove the decadence of the American regime? Not only was 

frank portrayal of physical love now acceptable, it was, and had always been, a French 

2 Sadoul, 'Le cin6ma franqais a-t-il perdu courage T, BEFI, F. Sadoul, GS-A 137. 
3 Sadoul, 'Sur le plan de Fart, le dernier semestre 1958 a 6t6 b6n6fique pour le cin6ma franqais', Paris, 
December 1958, BIFI, F. Sadoul, GS-A 147. 
4 It should be said that Les Tricheurs depicts the idle lives of wealthy youth in 1958 France. The film's 

subject-matter was therefore contemporary and bore similarities with the subject-matter of several films made 
by the new generation. 
5 Sadoul, 'Sur le plan de Fart... ' While Sadoul was now more tolerant, it is worth noting that Force 
Ouvri6re's Raymond le Bourre strongly objected to Les Amants, En Cas de malheur and Les Tricheurs which 
he found 'all the more pernicious as they are destined for a popular and familial public' and 'very damaging to 

our youth and France's prestige abroad', Raymond le Bourre, Carrefour, 18 January 1959, in Jean Pivasset, 

Essai sur la signification politique du cHiMia ; 1'exemple franýais, de la libýration aux &Metnents de Mai 

1968 (Paris: Cujas, 1971), p. 210. 
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speciality, and French artists had never had any qualms about portraying physical love. For 

Sadoul, only foreigners might feel disturbed by what is essentially a French way of relating 

to the world. Though the reaction to Les Amants might seem to provide a trivial illustration 

of the change that was taking place within Communist criticism, it is nevertheless a revealing 

example. In the same review of the 1958 season, Sadoul also reacted positively to Chris 

Marker's Lettre de Siberie. This was another instance of the deStalinisation of French 

Communist critical discourse. Despite its parodic overtones, in which Soviet and American 

propaganda are ridiculed, Marker's short was defended by Sadoul: 'Whether this Letter 

from Siberia and its funny frame of mind appeals to you or not, Chris Marker's sincere 

honesty and original talent cannot be denied'. Self-irony has never been the PCFs forte and 

humour was conspiciously absent from Communist writings in the 1950s (when it was 

funny, it was not meant to be). Sadoul's endorsement of Marker's serious mischievousness 

was a welcome addition to Communist criticism. By the end of 1958, Sadoul was looking 

forward to the new generation of film-makers who 'are making their mark through 

courageous and powerful filMS1.6 

The 1959 Cannes Film Festival was to show that, following Sadoul, Communist critics 

were approaching film criticism in a more open-minded way than they ever had before. The 

two most talked about films of the festival were Franqois Truffaut's Les Quatre Cents Coups 

and Alain Resnais's Hiroshima mon amour. Both films were well received in the 

Communist press, with a marked preference for the latter. Truffaut's first film was 'sincere 

and made with conviction', but Georges Sadoul in Les Lettresfranqaises, Samuel Lachize 

in L'Humanite and Albert Cervoni, another young Communist critic from Marseilles, whose 

arrival in the PCF's weekly France Nouvelle coincided with the birth of the New Wave, all 

commented that the film was not denouncing French society. 7 In other words, in spite of 

Truffaut's hommage to Jean Vigo, Les Quatre Cents Coups did not have the political and 

social dimension that Vigo's films had. Notwithstanding these insufficiencies, which ten 

6 Sadoul, 'Sur le plan de I'art, le dernier sernestre 1958 aW b6n6fique pour le cin6ma franqais'. 
7 The film was also criticised for its attack on 'V&ole lai'que', (the state primary school system). Samuel 

Lachize went as far as suggesting that it was the reason why the Catholic Film Office gave Les Quatre Cents 

Coups its prize, 'Le temps cruel de I'adolescence', L'HumanW, 5 June 1959. 
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years before would have earned it and its director public Communist scom, the film was 

nevertheless praised for 'its sense of the real, its immediate authenticity, its truth, as well as 

for its youth'. Albert Cervoni makes this very clear from the outset: 'If one has to make a 

choice, there is no hesitation. Between Duvivier and Chabrol, between Jeanson and Truffaut, 

one chooses Chabrol and Truffaut. ' Indicative of the changes in Communist criticism, he 

even claims that Truffaut did not go far enough in what Bazin considered a quintessential film 

quality, ambiguity: 'When I spoke of ambiguity, I did not mean it as a reproach, far from it. I 

meant it as a celebration of the main merit of a film which does not resort to the dishonest 

clear-cut structure of a spectacular demonstration. 18 While Truffaut is no Vigo - which, for 

Cervoni, is a pity - he is no Cayatte either, which is commendable. 

As could be expected, Resnais's first long feature film brought about a livelier debate. 

While the atmosphere and the tone had changed, there still existed severe taboos, and not 

only in Communist circles. 9 The obvious reservations many critics had regarding Hiroshima 

mon amour, centred on the Nevers episode, where at the liberation of the town, the mob 

shaves the young woman's head as punishment for having fallen in love with a German 

soldier. This and the parallel Resnais and Duras draw between the young girl's personal 

tragedy and that of Hiroshima was difficult for many Communist critics to swallow. For 

them, the slightest tarnishing of the Resistance was regarded as an act of treason. 

L'Humanite published contradictory reviews, a rare occurrence. Samuel Lachize, a young 

critic with the Communist daily, praised the film to the skies: 'it is a film against war and a 

film for love', while Armand Monjo, an old hand who had embraced the Cold War rhetoric, 

rejected the film: 'Of course, there is nothing scandalous in showing a French woman in love 

with a German or a Japanese man. But to set Nevers's tragedy within the scoria of the 

Liberation (shaven women), is a scandal that can only appeal to yesterday's collaborationists 

and admirers of Petain; and it is a low trick unworthy of the powerful human cry with which 

8AIbert Cervoni, 'Les 400 coups... Une v6rit6 qui n'est pas sans limite', France Noui, elle, n' 716,16 July 
1959, pp. 28-29. 
9 La Croix, the Catholic daily, approved the decision of the Centrale catholique du cin6ma (Catholic Film 

Office) to classify Hiroshima inon ainour, 4B - not recommended. La Croix, 24 June 1959. 
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the film begins. '10 Sadoul's own opinion falls between the views of the two critics. He too 

has reservations about the validity of the Nevers episode but they are not strong enough to 

deny Resnais's talent: 'This film is spellbinding. The mise en scene of Hiroshima mon 

amour is a marvel. Alain Resnais is a great director, one of the best directors of our time. 

Hiroshima has given me no end of enjoyment. But the more I remember this unforgettable 

film, the more uneasy I feel about Marguerite Duras's scenario. 'l I There are two ways to 

look at Sadoul's point of view. Marguerite Duras, who had been a member of the PCF, left 

soon after the Liberation mainly because of the Stalinist line the Party was adopting. The 

difficulty with which Party members relate to ex-Communists is well-known. The process is 

a highly emotional and affective one in which the defector is treated with contempt and utter 

disgust; it went on until the very end of the 20th century. In the case under scrutiny, Duras 

might have been experiencing some of that phenomenon. Another way to look at it would be 

to see how Sadoul, for once, seems to dissociate form and content. While he disagrees 

strongly with part of the story, he nevertheless places Resnais in the pantheon of great 

French directors. This is quite a departure from what was common practice only three years 

before. 12 Albert Cervoni, is also a fervent admirer of Alain Resnais. 'Resnais', he writes, 'is 

the only one among the young authors who looks at the world with a sharp critical eye, who 

is not at peace with himself, who never forgets his own responsibility and ours. This is why 

he is the only one of the young authors of whom one can say he is a genius, as Truffaut said 

himself. [Resnais] is the only one who uses cinema not as a merely clever illustration of an 

event but as a truly new form of thought. '13 Cervoni rejected both Monjo's objection to the 

Nevers episode, explaining how this was in fact a blatant condemnation of the hypocrisy of 

10 Te film le plus discut6 de I'ann6e divise aussi nos critiques', L'Humanitg, 13 June 1959. It should be 
noted that Claude Mauriac was also disturbed by the juxtaposition of the two tragedies when he first reviewed 
the film, Le Figaro litt&aire [date to be checked]. After having second thoughts he fully supported Resnais's 
picture, 'Un film A revoir: Hiroshima mon amour ou la dialectique de I'amour et l'oubli', Le Figaro littgraire, 
20 June 1959. 
11 Sadoul, Uunivers et la ros6e', Les Lettres franqaises, 18 June 1959, p. 6. 
12 See, for instance how Sadoul savaged Max Ophuls' Lola Montes in 1956. 'Nous faisons pleine lumi6re au 
cin6ma. Pour ou contre Lola Montýs% Taut-il admirer Caroline ch6rie', Les Lettres franqaises, n' 603,19- 
25 January 1956, pp I&6. In the same issue, Jacques Doniol-Valcroze defended the film, 'Vendre I'homme 
devant I'homme', pp I&6. 
13 Cervom, 'Les Quatre Cents Coups... Une v6rit6 qui West pas sans limite', pp. 28-29 
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the bourgeoisie, and Sadoul's criticism of Marguerite Duras's scenario. For Cervoni, the 

harmony between Duras's text and Resnais's cinematography is complete, the film is a total 

unity. To separate Duras and Resnais, as Sadoul did, goes against the film itself where 

words, shots and montage are intricately and intimately connected. 14 With Cervoni wishing 

that Truffaut had gone further in terms of ambiguity in Les Quatre Cents Coups and Sadoul 

praising Resnais Is mise en scene, the Communist critics adopted a critical discourse which 

brought them closer to Andre Bazin's than they had ever been. Further evidence of this is 

found in two critical pieces by both Albert Cervoni and Georges Sadoul. 

An emblematic example of the evolution of Communist discourse on the form/content 

debate, Albert Cervoni's reappraisal of Orson Welles's output and place in the world film 

culture was published six months after the 1959 Cannes Film Festival. 15 According to 

Cervoni, Orson Welles, 'Broadway's Hugo' as he calls him when referring to his theatre 

debut, brings to American culture, with which he is very much in tune, an 'extra-American 

dimension' as can be witnessed in the director's 'refinement and openness to social issues'. 

Citizen Kane will remain as 'a monument of the Seventh Art', The Magnificent Ambersons 

reached a 'Balzacian density', and Touch of Evil was a 'moralist's film', exposing the dark 

reality of America to which Welles opposed his 'passionate liberalism, albeit with a shade of 

idealism'. Cervoni also applauded the American film-maker's contribution in terms of mise- 

en-scene, pointing to his use of depth of field, his sense of framing, lighting and his 

expressionism. 16 It is as if Cervon, had just dliscovered BazIn's writings on Orson Welles 

and found some value in them. 

As was shown in the previous chapter, Georges Sadoul had been at his most vociferous 

during the Cold War period. He seemed now more open and much less dogmatic. Where 

film history and politics were at stake, Sadoul proved more confrontational than in the debate 

around film aesthetics. This might be indicative of Sadoul's own difficulty with issues of 

14 Cervoni, 'Les points sur les 'T' de Hiroshima mon amour', France Nouvelle, n' 714,2 July 1959, pp. 
28-29. See also, 'Avis divergents de nos lecteurs sur Hiroshima mon amour', ibid., n' 715.9 July 1959, p. 
29. 
15 Cervoni, 'Citizen Welles', France Nouvelle, n' 735,26 November 1959, p. 24-25. 
16 A far cry from Daquin's disparaging remarks ten years before, see chapter 2, p. 106. 
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film theory as well as his recognition that some of the positions he defended might not have 

been totally adequate. Georges Sadoul might have been aware that the views of Bazin and his 

followers on film aesthetics had some merits. Yet for a loyal party-member immersed in Cold 

War rhetoric, the time was not one for consensus but for strife. During the Cold War, the 

different intellectual trends which had made up the fragile concord of the post-war period 

came apart. Personalists, to whom Bazin was very close through his contributions to Esprit, 

and Existentialists were becoming the enemies of the Communists and came to be the butt of 

the latter's aggression. Such a situation dragged on for a few years after Stalin's death in 

1953. Andre Bazin died in November 1958. The same month, Sadoul wrote ecstatic lines 

about Bazin's latest opus, the first of the four volumes of his collected essays entitled What 

is cinema? In this unpublished text, he declares his admiration for Bazin while at the same 

time engaging in a kind of self-criticism. According to Sadoul, Bazin's approach to film 

criticism was generous, open to contradiction, inspiring: 

There is nothing more alive than these pages. They always give their reader food for 
thought. [ ... ] One is dead, really dead, when one's voice cannot find an echo or when 
one7s voice is transformed into empty and meaningless incantations or is frozen into 
sterile and fossilised, not to say distorting and absurd, formulas. [ ... ] Bazin's mind 
refused patterns that were as heavy and ponderous as an oak stake. His nomadic 
reflections were rather like reeds. Whoever engaged in a discussion with Bazin could 
see him bow under tempestuous arguments. Bazin stood his ground firmly, bowed yet 
never broke. [ ... ]A series of principles may be drawn from Bazin's just vehemence 
and any film critic and any film historian would be well inspired to take them up, 
inspired as they are by life itself and not by fossilised dogmatic considerations. 17 

Did Sadoul realise that he had been adopting such 'patterns that were as heavy and ponderous 

as an oak stake'? 18 When he called 'imbeciles' those who were unable to appreciate Bazin's 

prose, whom did he have in mind, the team of Positif or also people closer to his own 

circle? There is little doubt from the above passage that Sadoul was acknowledging Bazin's 

17 
... L'esprit de Bazin refusait les scUmas pesants et massifs comme des pieux de cUne. Elles 9taient 

plutbt roseaux ses pensýes mouvantes..., Georges Sadoul, 'Andr6 Bazin', November 1958, BIFI, Fonds 

Sadoul, GS-A 143. 
18 In Andr6 Tdchin6's Les Roseaux sauvages (1995) set during the Algerian War, the Communist school 

teacher is associated with the Oak of La Fontaine's fable, Le CUne et le roseau. Dogmatic in her positions, 

she breaks down. Her daughter, who belongs to the Communist Youth, is more open-minded and flirts with 

the 'enemy'; she belongs to the reeds. 
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superiority as a film theorist, while at the same time reflecting on his own mistakes. In other 

words, the Communist film historian was admitting that he and his colleagues had gone 

astray, betraying the ethics of film criticism. A different, shorter version of this text, which 

does not contain the references to the oak and the reed was published two months later. 19 

Written in 1958, Sadoul's text shows that he was anxious to leave behind him the Cold War 

rhetoric which he had obviously become weary of. It seems that the New Wave gave Sadoul 

the opportunity to revamp his critical discourse. 

A readjustment of the Communist discourse on form was therefore apparent in the critics' 

reviews. Did it affect their strong views on the preeminence of social content over form. It is 

well established today that in their immense majority the New Wave directors did not go out 

of their way to tackle social and political issues. There was little trace of any serious political 

commitment in their films, let alone left-wing activism. The apolitical tendencies of the 

Cahiers A Cinema group are well docurnented. 20 For instance, throughout the 1950s 

Franqois Truffaut made a point of not getting involved in any of the left-wing battles that 

were taking place at the time. 21 In France to be apolitical amounts more or less to placing 

oneself at the right of the political spectrum. Given the bitterness and strong words which 

coloured many a controversy between the Communists and the non-Communists, since at 

least Autumn 1947, one expected that the new directors' lack of political commitment would 

be noticed by the Party's critics who then would express some clear disappointment. 

Yet the overall apolitical nature of the New Wave production doesn't seem to have proved 

an obstacle to the PCF's critics' praises. Here and there they question the social dimension of 

the new films. Sadoul reviewing Louis Malle's Les Amants agrees that 'social critique is not 

the main objective of this great poem'. 22 Samuel Lachize, who finds A Bout de souffle 

attractive, regrets that its subject matter leaves him more or less indifferent although the film's 

direction is full of qualities' and Michel Capdenac wishes that 'the young directors' flair be 

19 Sadoul, Tivres de cin6ma', Les Lettresfranqaises, nO 757, January 1959, p. 7. 
20 Antoine de Baecque, Cahiers du cingma, histoire d'une revue - vol. I. A 10assaut du cinýma (Paris: 
Cahiers du cin6ma, 1995), pp. 169-179. 
21 Ibid., pp. 169-172. 
22 Sadoul, 'Enfin un film d'amour', Les Lettresfranqaises, 13 November 1958, p. 6. 
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applied to nobler causes'. 23 Sadoul does his best to play down their non-involvement: 'One 

should not limit the [young directors'] contribution simply to their search for new film art- 
forms. Their 'aestheticism' or 'formalism' is less significant than one might have thought. 

Social concern is not absent from their films, far from it. 124 Sadoul must have felt that he 

was somehow stretching the truth, otherwise why would he conclude by asking whether the 

work of these film-makers would remain socially conscious in the future. Whatever his own 

contradictions, the answer to his question is well-known: the young generation had not made 

social issues central to their work until the mid-1960s. Yet, generally speaking, Communist 

critics are careful not to push their questioning to its logical conclusion and, other than a few 

individual hostile reactions, gave their approval to the new films despite their thin political 

consistency. 25 The emotional troubles and adventures of the privileged youth portrayed by 

many New Wave films did not unleash any class opposition. The militant demands of the 

New Realism with its pro-working-class discourse seemed consigned to oblivion. 

This more positive attitude towards form was accompanied by the almost total 

abandonment of the New Realist discourse. The revelations of the 20th Congress of the 

Communist Party of the Soviet Union played more than a minor role in this doctrinal 

revision. On the one hand, they prompted an abandonment of the principles which had 

governed Communist practices until then, including Zhdanov's Socialist Realism. On the 

other, they provoked in many French intellectuals and artists a sense of disaffection and 

betrayal, which led many to leave or move away from the Party. A different attitude towards 

cultural matters, recognising the artist's free will, was necessary in order to stop this cultural 

haemorrhage. The correction of the Communist discourse, however, was only partial insofar 

as it was only the more Stalinist or Zhdanovist aspects of the doctrine which were forsaken 

during the early years of the Fifth Republic. One facet of New Realism was retained, a facet 

more readily compatible with the New Wave which I will presently examine. 

23 Lachize, L'HunianW, 19 September 1960. 
24 Sadoul, 'Nouveaux r6alisateurs et nouveaux films', June 1959, BIFI, F. Sadoul, GS-A 149. 
25 Such as Michel Capdenac's rejection of Les Bonnes Femmes: 'Non, Monsieur Chabrol! ', Les Lettres 
franCaises, 28 April 1960, pp. I&7. But the film was defended by Liliane Lurqat seven months later in 
L'HutnanW. 'Du cin6ma, 6cole de psychologie et des Bonnesfenimes', 2 November 1960. 
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4.2. New Wave Yes, but a French New Wave 

Sadoul's objections to Resnais's and Truffaut's first films were minor and must not hide 

the warm reception the Communist press gave to the array of young directors whose 

productions were pouring onto French screens. Louis Malle's Ascenseur pour Vechafaud 

and Les Amants as well as Claude Chabrol's Le Beau Serge and Les Cousins had earlier 

received commendation. In fact, the whole of the new directors' film output seems to have 

been embraced by the Communist critics. 'The sudden eruption of new talents is a major 

event for French cinema', Sadoul writes in the aftermath of the 1959 Cannes Festival. He 

was pleased that the worrying artistic stagnation which characterised the 1947-56 years has 

now been overcome. 'New blood irrigates French film, transforming and renewing it despite 

undeniable economic difficulties. In fact, the most striking thing remains the differences of 

tone and temperament among these directors. They seem very remote from each other - the 

burning sharpness of Resnais, Chabrol's penetrating good-humour, Truffaut's harsh 

generosity, the confused polemics of Bernard-Aubert, the vibrant colourfulness of Camus, 

Baratier's refined lyricism, Franju's tender cruelties, the inspired oddities of Chris Marker, 

the passionate humanism of Rouch, the keen vision of Louis Malle, the individual humour of 

Varda, or Alexandre Astruc's delicately poised uncertainties. All the same, these film-makers 

seem to have in common a lyricism which is an essential feature of romanticism. '26 

For the reader aware of Communist rhetoric and ways of thinking, the last word of this 

quote, 'romanticism', which should be read 'French romanticism', indicates the permanence 

of the French Communist nationalistic viewpoint on artistic matters. Indeed if Socialist 

Realism became an unwelcome doctrine, the PCF's critical discourse nevertheless retained 

one of its most distinctive and long-standing characteristics: nationalism. What is at stake 

26 Georges Sadoul, 'Notes on a new generation', Sight and Sound, vol. 28, n' 3/4, Summer/Autumn 1959, 

pp. II 1- 117 and 'Nouveaux r6alisateurs et nouveaux films', coincidence or unconscious echo, de Baecque's 
description of New Wave actors and actresses seems directly inspired by Sadoul: 'Belmondo's blas6 

romanticism, Brialy's twirling brilliance, Blain's persistant physical presence, Bardot's pouting lips, 1-6aud's 

anxious youthfulness, Moreau's sovereign freedom, Anna Karina's nervy boredom, Alexandra Stewart's 

sophisticated charm, and the ephemeral and dazzling appearances of Juliette Mayniel, Corinne Marchand or 
Clothilde Joano', Antoine de Baecque, La Nouvelle Vague (Paris: Flammarion, 1998), p. 112. 
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here is the inscription of the New Wave in the national tradition. Whatever the novelty 
brought about by the New Wave, it will come as no surprise to find Communist critics busy 

situating this watershed in world cinema within a French creative lineage. No sooner had the 

new directors taken their first steps than Sadoul coined a few labels for them: "'The New 

School of Paris", "Generation 1960", "Neo-romanticism"'. These were carefully chosen as 

they echo earlier French artistic movements in literature, painting, and film. This allowed 

Sadoul to anchor the new film-makers in the national lineage of French cultural production. It 

was important for Sadoul that the New Wave should not be regarded as anomalous. In April 

1959 in Les Lettres franqaises, Sadoul defends his definitions but accepts that some may 

not be altogether appropriate. 27 In view of the fact that many of the newcomers - Kast, 

Kyrou, Astruc, Malle, Bernard-Aubert - refused to be drawn into a group or a movement, 

Sadoul agrees to drop the term 'Generation 1960', but argues that they misunderstood him 

when he proposed the label 'The New School of Paris. ' He did not mean it as a sect or a 

doctrine. 'It referred', he writes, 'to the definition given by Littre: "a group of famous 

painters who worked in the taste of this country" (le goU^t de ce pays) and most of whom 

were French. ' This definition suited Roger Vadim and Georges Franju. As to his defining the 

newcomers as neo-romantics, Sadoul argues that realism and romanticism have never been 

incompatible, contrary to what Alexandre Astruc subsequently argued. 28 Quoting Aragon in 

1935: 'Socialist Realism or Revolutionary romanticism, two names for the same thing and 

this is where the Zola of Germinal and the Hugo of Les Chatiments come together. 129 

Sadoul compares the new generation of film-makers to the literary group of the 1830s, 

reminding his readers that many of them were under thirty (Gautier, Musset, Hugo) and that 

the others reached fame in the same years (Balzac, Lamartine, Stendhal). What links the 

cinema of the New Wave with the poetry of the 1830s is 'a certain kind of lust for life, a 

27 Sadoul, 'Naissance d'un n6o-romantisme', Les Lettres franýaises, 9-15 April 1959, p. 11. In Esprit, 
Sadoul once again goes down the path of French history in order to find the sources of the new French 
cinema, refering to Moli6re, Jacques Callot, Le Tintoret, Le Nain, Le Cavalier Bernin and Georges de La 
Tour, 'Quelques sources du nouveau cin6ma franqais', n' 6,1 June 1960, pp. 968-978. 
28 'Sadoul speaks of romanticism. How wrong he is! Cinema is and can only be realist', Alexandre Astruc, 
Les Lettres franqaises, 9 April 1959, p. I I. 
29 Ibid. 
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liking for scandal, a certain wryness and a certain dandyism'. 30 This is an amazing change 
from the early 1950s where such terms would inevitably have been used to vilify anti- 

national cinema. What was once considered bourgeois libertinage had become part and parcel 

of what was best in French culture. In March 1960, the national angle the PCF gives to its 

position on artistic matters was even more apparent: 'Yet the New Wave's portraying of 
France, its inhabitants and its trends is no further from our best national traditions 

(Rousseau, Diderot, Voltaire, Stendhal or Balzac) than Zola's and Maupassant's novels 

were. 131 No wonder that Sadoul's review of Jean-Luc Godard's first long feature film bore 

the title: 'A bout de souffle : Quai des bru^mes 1960'. 32 A quarter of a century earlier a 

younger Sadoul had branded poetic realism as 'the French school of realism'. Fifteen years 

later it was New Realism which was portrayed as the only true heir of French culture during 

the Cold War era. Now it was the New Wave. 

As I have shown, the Communist critical discourse on the New Wave was characterised 

by a recognition of the merits of style, an almost total abandonment of the New Realist 

doctrine and the continuance of a nationalistic viewpoint on culture. The overall extremely 

positive reception the Party's critics gave to the New Wave did not go without provoking a 

fair amount of hostile reaction both within the PCF itself and within French film criticism at 

large, the extent of which varied depending on whether the protest against this Communist 

response came from within or without. Yet, as I will now argue, while the consequences for 

film criticism would be felt most strongly once the New Wave had lost its shine, the causes 

and effects of the attacks against the Communist critics' positions during the four years of the 

New Wave bore the signs of previous and contemporary political battles and went beyond the 

scope of French cinema to reach the heart of French Left politics. Let us first look at the rift, 

albeit modest and discreet, within the Party's own ranks. 

30 'It remains to be seen if for some 'cheats' an E-Type Jaguar is not equivalent to the chestnut stallions 
Balzac's 'lions' dreamed of. ' 
31 Georges Sadoul. Te cin6ma franqais au d6but de 1960', Paris, March 1960, BIFI, Fonds Sadoul. GS-A 
159. 
32 Sadoul, Lettres franqaises, 31 March-6 April 1960, p. 7. 
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4.3. New Films, New Ways of Making Films 

Apparent in the stylistic novelty of many a New Wave film, the freedom with which some 

of their directors tackled issues of production was bound to send waves across the well- 

established routine of France's film-making practice. The way they refused to conform to the 

governing set of rules - put in place and enforced since the Liberation through the relentless 

activism of the film unions - triggered a hostile response from the film unions which in 

1960 were still extremely powerful. 33 Any move outside the system was therefore seen as 

going against the interests of French film workers as a whole. Needless to say, the young 

directors were viewed with distrust by their older peers. Among the new directors, those 

who as critics had been the most critical of 1950s French cinema, namely the Cahiers du 

cinema editorial team (Truffaut, Chabrol, Rohmer, Rivette, Godard, etc. ), became the target 

of the older generation. 

When Le Beau Serge came out in February 1959, Sadoul and Lachize were careful not to 

condone Chabrol's independence of mind while showing their appreciation of his free spirit. 

Lachize underlines Chabrol's 'courage' but explains that Chabrol's first long feature film 

'was by no means to be set up as an example of the kind of film which could be made outside 

established CUStOMS,. 34 For Sadoul the film could be produced because 'film authorities and 

film unions turned a blind eye so as to allow it to be made outside legitimate and 

indispensable but onerous professional norms'. Yet he also supports the young directors, 

who 'prefer the rags of independence to the gilded livery of superproductions'. 35 The feeling 

of sympathy which filters through Sadoul's and Lachize's mild rebukes is more significant 

than it might appear. It marked a split between the Communist critics on the one hand and 

Communist film-makers and technicians on the other. Louis Daquin and Jean-Paul Le 

Chanois exhibited a much less tolerant attitude towards their younger peers' methods of 

production. Both directors who held high responsibilities in the FMeration A Spectacle, 

33 See Pivasset, pp. 58-59. 
34 Lachize, 'Une r6ussite (oý personne n'a trl*ch6)', L'HuinanW, 14 February 1959. 
35 Sadoul, 'Un jeune auteur complet', Les Lettres franVaises, 19-25 February 1959, p. 6. 
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condemned the way young directors approached film-making: 'Some take advantage of the 

situation to jump the queue and stir up trouble in order for their film to come out quicker. 

Other than a few interesting artistic temperaments, watch out for the smart cookies whose 

individualism has led to the forsaking of union gains which could prove harmful to the 

whole, as well as to an insane selfishness and to an apres moi le Muge drift'. 36 Let us 

compare how Sadoul and Daquin evoked Chabrol's famous inheritance. First Sadoul: 

Chabrol and Truffaut, both still in their twenties, began their careers as members 
of the rather exclusive group of young critics centred on Cahiers du Cinema. 
There they defended the 'films d'auteurs' almost as a sacred principle. And both 
have now been able to make their first films with their own money - rather like 
those novelists and poets who publish their own work at their own expense when 
they can't persuade editors to accept it. This has been the case with one or two 
others. Louis Malle among them. But it shouldn't be deduced from this that the 
birth of a new film school in France has been made possible only through the 
generosity of rich relations, allowing young men to make pictures with an 
independence whose basic condition is the personal possession of folly or fifty 
million francs. 

It was an inheritance, however, that enabled Claude Chabrol to risk all he had 
in the production of Le Beau Serge, made with a cast of unknowns. The film was 
successful enough to be sold to a number of foreign distributors, and also to 
obtain an 'aide a la qualite' from the Centre du Cinema. This gave Chabrol the 
necessary capital to begin work almost at once on his second production, Les 
Cousins; and the result was that this very young director saw his first two films 

running almost simultaneously in cinemas on the Champs Elysees. 37 

Then this note which comes from the Communist directors' cell and was probably written by 

Louis Daquin: 

Does it mean that all the young directors can at last express themselves? 
Unfortunately it does not. 

It simply means that all the young people who have been waiting for an opportunity 
for years and who worry themselves to death because nothing comes up have been 

pipped at the post by some real youngsters who did find the password. 
And this password, it must be said, is one's family's or one's wife's money. To 

which one might add money given by friends of the shooting team, who, thanks to 
their love of the trade, their friendship or their kindness agree to work for nothing or 
close to nothing. 

We have seen it all before. Daddy sets up a business, or buys an interest in another 
one in order to find a place for his son. 

36 Undated, Paris, BIFI, Fonds Jean-Paul Le Chanois, 163 - B. 35. 
37 Sadoul, 'Notes on a new generation', pp. 111- 117 
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We have seen it all before. In a period of crisis, it is easy to accept work for less 

than the current rate. 38 

Whereas Sadoul stresses Chabrol's risk taking, while acknowledging the chance factor that 

helped him start his film-making career, the Communist directors' cell in which Daquin and 

Le Chanois were the leading voices, contemptuously portrays the young directors as spoiled 

rich kids, while conceding that their fortune was better spent making films than living it up. 

Another note from the directors' cell warns against the illusory belief in so-called marginal 

productions: 'While we must not look at them in a scornful or hostile way, we need to 

demystify them. We must denounce the illusion that they represent new methods of film- 

making but show them for what they are: rich kids' or smart producers' StUff. 139 

While Daquin and others criticised some of the young directors, they did so out of their 

entrenched corporatism without drifting away from the PCF's doxa. In other words, this 

remained a dispute among the Party's film specialists. The rift between the two groups of 

leftist critics was far more serious. Its origins and outcome went far beyond the boundaries 

of film criticism. 

4.4. Positif versus the PCF 

In January 1963, at a time when the New Wave was facing public and critical 

disaffection, Georges Sadoul was one of the few critics who remained supportive of the 

young generation. He seemed even to endorse fully their production methods: 'those who 

blame the New Wave for losing twenty to thirty million francs forget to mention the hundreds 

of millions wasted in "commercial" productions (which are not commercial or successful at 

all)'. 40 Moreover, in the same article Georges Sadoul showed both his heartfelt attachment 

and profound loyalty to the New Wave. He praised Agnes Varda's Cleo de 5a7 to the skies 

Ca heart-rending picture'), Vivre sa vie is 'the best Godard film' and Jules et Jim illustrates 

'the evolution and confirmation of Truffaut's talent'. It is precisely Georges Sadoul's deep 

38 Jean-Paul Le Chanois, BEFI, F. Jean-Paul Le Chanois, 163 - B. 35. 
39 Undated, ibid. 
40 Sadoul, 'Euthanasie du cin6ma franqais', Les Lettresfranqaises, 17 January 1963, pp. I&7. 
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commitment to the New Wave which would bring to a climax a long-lasting controversy in 

French left-wing criticism, the tone of which would be reminiscent of the heyday of the Cold 

War. 

The June 1962 issue of Positif epitomised the divisions of French Marxist film criticism. 

While on the surface it vehemently denounced the Communist reception of the New Wave, 

the very ferocity of the criticism betrayed a much wider ideological split among French 

Marxists, the root of which went back to the late 1940s and whose actual dimensions go 

beyond French cinema. In what constitutes an absolute character assassination, Raymond 

Borde very harshly criticises not only Georges Sadoul's critical discourse but also the critic's 

personal trajectory. Borde's denunciation bears citing at some length: 

[Sadoul] has sold out left-wing criticism. He has distorted the values to which we 
rightly adhere. He has been at the centre of an ideological confusion which is 
intolerable. Moreover his analyses have been so outrageous that they have left a mark 
on French cinema. [ ... ] For two years, Sadoul clung to old values like a drowning person clings to an old 
wooden board. Then he pounced on the New Wave like a dog on a bone. Such an 
unexpected and intolerable attitude may be explained by the following points: 
- The New Wave was a French phenomenon and Sadoul remained brainwashed by 
the Party's drivel on a national art rooted in the land. In the theory debacle of the years 
1958-1960, he saved a strip of fabric, the tricolour, and he was less qualified than ever 
to judge French cinema with a cool head. 

The New Wave was a conformist and fundamentally right-wing phenomenon. So 
what! [In Sadoul's view] It was a thousand times preferable to left-wing films which 
might have put the finger on the Party's unwillingness to change. The New Wave had 
the advantage of being at the antipodes of the internal conflicts of French Marxism. 
This is where the old tactics of Thorez's faction come to the fore: forming alliances 
with the Right. 
- Being cinema-spectacle, the New Wave brought a diversion to political remorse, 
and, in a way, an alibi. 
- It came at the tight moment to trigger or to reflect a psychological 'modification' of 
Georges Sadoul himself. 

And this is where one comes to the secret modifications of a pseudo-Communist. 
By glorifying the New Wave as 'a School of Paris', 'a Neo-Romanticism', 'a 
Generation 1960', Sadoul was surrendering. It is as if he was ashamed of the red flag 

and was coming back to the bosom of the bourgeoisie he repudiated in 1926. On the 
threshold of old age, he asked for forgiveness. Since the letter to the Major of Saint- 
Cyr, we are entitled to think that he was harbouring a guilt complex. Left to his own 
devices because of the failure of dogmatism, he reverts once again to the morality of the 

man in the street. He falls into line. He aligns himself with the bourgeois critics of 
Rivarol, Cinema 63, Cahiers du Cinema and L'Express. 

Such is the man of whom I think, with neither pleasure nor hatred, that he no longer 
has his place among leftist critics. He has already done enough damage. 41 

41 While Borde considers Sadoul to have been harmful in terms of French film criticism, he also refers to the 

aura of respect Sadoul enjoys abroad. As the most translated French critic, Sadoul is blamed for giving a false 
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There are two aspects worth noting in this devastating piece on Georges Sadoul: the 

denunciation of Georges Sadoul as member of the PCF and of Georges Sadoul as an admirer 

of the New Wave. Let us examine both aspects in turn. 

It is not unusual for critics to be cruel towards one another, especially in France, and 

those of Positif were especially renowned for their bad manners. 42 Nevertheless the 

violence of their attacks on Sadoul and his Party colleagues seems to exceed the limits of the 

genre. Beyond the disagreement which inflamed and divided the Marxist critics within and 

without the PCF, one could perceive the everlasting scars caused by the Cold War, the 

revelations of the 20th Congress, the Soviet intervention in Hungary as well as the new 

wounds provoked within French Marxism by the Algerian War. The 1956 watershed of the 

20th Congress of the Communist Party of the USSR consolidated a dissidence within French 

Communism which started very early in the first years that followed the end of the war. The 

alignment of the Party with strict Stalinist dogmas had driven many out. The Khrushchev 

report which proved the anti-Stalinists right together with the arrival of Russian troops in 

Budapest, approved by the PCF, continued to exacerbate the division among the diverse 

branches of French MarxiSM. 43 What Borde expresses in terms of cinema, the Marxist 

opponents of the French Communists do in terms of the overall Party discourse. Raymond 

Borde's grievances against the PCF's critics were directed at the Party's lack of a truly 

Marxist discourse. In Cinema 59, Raymond Borde defends the existence of non-Stalinist 

Marxist criticism. 44 According to him, 'the notion of Marxist criticism has been too narrow 

until now since it only takes into account Les Lettres franqaises and L'Humanite which 

simplify every issue according to the current dogma'. Defining the credo to which a number 

of critics adhered - Positif s editorial team, a number of critics from Cinema 58, Les 

image of the New Wave, i. e. for making his foreign readers think that it was a cinema of the left. Here is how 
Borde describes their reactions when told otherwise: 'They look at you with an expression of disbelief and say: 
"But Sadoul is a Communist, isn't he? "' - The title of an article published in a Mexican newspaper illustrates 
that, in many foreign countries - especially Eastern Europe and in the Third World, Sadoul's words are 
gospel: 'Interview with Georges Sadoul, the Pope of film criticism' ('Entrevista con Georges Sadoul, el 
Papa de la Critica Cinematographica') in Novedades, Mexico, 22 June 1962, BIFI, F. Sadoul, GS-E 26. 
42 See La Critique de cinýma en France, ed. by Michel Vincent and Jacques Zimmer (Paris: Ramsay, 1997), 

pp-86 & 96. 
43 See for instance L'HumanW, 24 November 1956. 
44 Raymond Borde, 'Critique et marxisme vivant', Cingma 59, n' 33, February 1959, pp. 104-106. 
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Lettres Nouvelles's Ado Kyrou and Roger Tailleur, La Nef s Edgar Morin, La Write's 

Marcel Oms and Borde himself in Les Temps Modemes - Raymond Borde writes: 'We are 

of the Left. The concept was still rather vague a few months ago. Today it has got a precise 

meaning. We abhor man's exploitation of man, colonialism, ideological enslavement, and the 

so-called "sacred" values'. He then makes clear that they are atheists, inspired by the 

traditions of anarchism and Surrealism and that they consider film criticism to be first and 

foremost concerned with film content. But, denouncing Socialist Realism and 'the Stalinists' 

dogmatic caricature of sociology', they reserve the right to use psychoanalytical concepts in 

their criticism. In the famous anti-New Wave pamphlet entitled Nouvelle Vague, Borde 

makes it very clear that it is 'as a spectator and as a Communist' that he disagrees with 

France Nouvelle's review of Le Beau Serge. 45 It is also as a Marxist that he asks the 

following questions: 

Why is there not a young Communist cinema ? Franju and Bernard-Aubert belong to 
the Left. They make leftist films. But they are maverick directors: they work without 
any political or financial backing because they courageously remain faithful to their 
ideas. Their films are gifts presented to a passive Left. Lenin said once: 'of all the arts, 
I think cinema is the most important for Russia'. For the last fifteen years, we have 
been engulfed in colonial wars. Did the Communist Party make any films about them? 
It did not. An extreme-right-wing coup has rocked the Republic. Has the Communist 
Party contacted anyone to have a news montage made about it? Has it shown any 
interest in the 16 mm films shot in Algeria? It has not. It was too busy praising Le 
Beau Serge. The PCF has defended French cinema simply because it was French, 
without looking at its ideological dimension. It has sacrificed the essential, that is to say 
the reality of a leftist cinema, in order to proclaim the prosperity of our national 
cinema. 46 

There are two main reasons for Borde's aggressiveness. On the one hand having been a 

member of the PCF in the post-war years'47 he belongs, along with Edgar Morin, to the cast 

of ex-members of the PCF who either resigned or were expelled from the Party's ranks. 48 

45 Raymond Borde, Freddy Buache and Jean Curtelin, Nouvelle vague (Lyon: Serduc, 1962), p. 7. 
46 Ibid. p. 26. 
47 Raymond Borde even wrote his Law PhD on Stalin's economic thought, as Claude Beylie explains in La 
Critique de cingma en France, p. 292. 
48 The case of Marguerite Duras has already been mentioned. This is how Georges Sadoul reviews Jean 
Rouch and Edgar Morin's Chronique d'un gtý: 'However questionable one might find one of its co-authors 
[Edgar Morin], Chronique d'un 9t9 remains a major film, which is bound to make its mark in film history as 
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On the other hand, and more significantly, France being in the throes of the Algerian war, the 

non-Communist Marxists did not accept the PCF's stance on this particular issue. 

4.5. The Algerian War and Communist Film Criticism 

One tends to forget that the New Wave took place at a time when France was at war. Over 

2 500 000 young French men were called up to the colonial war which raged in Algeria, but 

also in Metropolitan France, between I November 1962 and 18 March 1962. The French 

Left was involved in a number of ways denouncing the conflict and calling for the end of the 

war. In her comprehensive study on the French Communist Party and the Algerian War, 

Daniele Joly gives a thorough analysis of the Party's positions as well as the position of the 

dissidents within the Party. 49 These dissident voices within the Party had the same 

misgivings about the PCF's Algerian policy as did many outside the Party. This policy 

consisted in the vote granting full powers to Guy Mollet in 1956, the Party's belated and 

lukewarm support to the deserters as well as its unwillingness to call for the independence of 

the Algerian people, for a long while preferring instead the slogan of 'Peace in Algeria'. Such 

were the main bones of contention between the PCF and the non-Communist Left. It is 

important to recognise how the overall debate on Algeria pervaded all elements of French 

society. The well-known French tradition of intellectuals' involvement in politics in periods 

of crisis was once again respected. Several left-wing groups were formed either to help 

defend deserters or inquire about the missing (Comite Maurice Audin)50 and several, like the 

Reseau Jeanson,, 51 became fully involved with the struggle of the Algerian National 

it is the beginning of something new, something important', Sadoul, 'Les chevaux de Muybridge', Les 
Lettresjranýaises, 26 October-I November 1961, p. 4. 
49 Daniele Joly, The French Communist Party and the Algerian War (London: Macmillan, 1991), pp. 130- 
144. 
50 Maurice Audin was an Algerian Communist scientist arrested in 1957 by French parachutist officers and 
never seen again. Officially the 25-year-old Algerian was the victim of a shooting accident. A committee 
accusing the French officers of having torured Maurice Audin to death was established in France under the 
aegis of Chatenet, Dean of the Paris Faculty of law, Pierre Vidal-Naquet, Jacques Panijel, Michel Crouzet and 
Luc Montagnier. 
51 Francis Jeanson, a leading member of the Temps modernes team, was one of many who engaged in 
serious political activism. Using methods reminiscent of the wartime R6sistance movement, he animated a 
network of volunteer workers to give support to the Algerian Front de Libýration National, French Cultural 
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Liberation Front (FLN). The Appel des 121, a petition in support of the 'droit a 
Vinsoumission' (the right to soldiers to absent themselves without leave rather than serve in 

the Algerian war) launched by Dionys Mascolo, Marguerite Duras and Maurice Blanchot, 

was the most publicised of these different initiatives. 52 While not a single Party member's 

name appears among the signatories, a number of film critics - Robert Benayoun, Raymond 

Borde and Louis Seguin, all of whom were affiliated with Positif - signed the subversive 

call and were joined initially by only two film directors, Alain Resnais and Claude Sautet 

(Truffaut was to sign later), as well as the actress Simone Signoret. 53 The French 

Communist Party did not ask its members to sign it although it expressed its support for 

those who did and were facing prosecution. 54 As Daniele Joly points out 'the PCF's stance 

over Algeria confirmed the Jacobin tendency of the Party for which nationalism was the 

oldest and strongest tradition of the French Left'. The different citations from Borde show 

that it was precisely the nationalistic facet of the Communist critics' reviews that he and 

Positif s other signatures objected to most vehemently. Yet the last straw for the Positif 

team was the Communists' positive reception of the New Wave as a whole, including the 

directors from the Cahiers du Cinema group. This Algerian dimension of the debate puts us 

in a better position to apprehend the second aspect of the controversy. 

As far as the critical reception of the New Wave is concerned what Raymond Borde and 

Robert Benayoun hold against Sadoul and his Party colleagues is very specific: they cannot 

accept that Sadoul praised Marker and Chabrol, Resnais and Truffaut, Malle and Godard, 

Studies, ed. by Jill Forbes and Michael Kelly (Oxford: OUP, 1995), p. 133. The PCF disapproved Jeanson's 
activities, see 'Le Proc6s Jeanson', France Nouvelle, 21 September 1960, p. 2. For a more thorough 
analysis see Herv6 Hamon and Patrick Rothman, Les Porteurs de valises: la rgsistancefranqaise ii la guerre 
d'Alg9rie (Paris: Albin Michel, 1979). 
52 Ibid. 
53 Franqois Truffaut signed l'Appel des 121 on 13 September 1960. For the authors of Truffaut's biography, 
this marked 'the offical and spectacular transition of Truffaut from the Right to the Left' which earned him the 
first marks of the esteem of Benayoun, Seguin and Borde. From the Cahiers group only Doniol-Valcroze and 
Kast joined Truffaut in the signing. Yesterday's enemies acknowledged Truffaut's panache. Antoine de Baecque 
and Serge Toubiana, Franýois Truffaut (Paris: Gallimard, 1996), pp. 242-245. On Truffaut's signing of the 
Appel des 121, see also his letter to Helen Scott dated 26 September 1960, in Franqois Truffaut, 
Correspondances (Paris: Hatier, 1988), p. 173. 
54 Sadoul, 'A witch hunt would be fatal for French cinema', 'Une chasse aux "signataires" serait mortelle 
pour le cin6ma franqais', Les Lettresfranqalses, 6-12 October 1960, pp. I&7; Ralite compares the Gaullist 
repression to a French MacCarthyism, in de Baecque, p. 124; 'Contre la r6pression', France Nouvelle, 
Wednesday 2 November 1960, p. 2. 
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since they consider that a clear line separates the Cahiers group from the others. The line of 

demarcation between these different directors was drawn along political lines. In the article 

already mentioned where Borde defines the brand of Marxist criticism he and others adhere 

to, he also judges that the Cahiers du Cinema are 'profoundly conservative' and can be 

linked to 'a spiritualist brand of criticism with which it shares, implicitly or explicitly, a 

hostility towards social films'. This was written in 1959 ; four years later Truffaut, Chabrol, 

Godard, Rohmer, and Doniol-Valcroze had produced a number of films, none of which 

received whole-hearted support in Positif, while many met with devastating reviews. In 

1962 Positif put forth its conclusions loud and clear: the New Wave as a whole had 

produced a right-wing bourgeois cinema leaving few directors worthy of the journal's 

backing (Resnais, Marker, Varda, Bonnardot, Franju, Gatti). 55 Alongside the public 

execution of Sadoul, Positif published a long study of Andre Bazin's heritage by Gerard 

Gozlan. As could be expected, the portrait is far from flattering. 56 Accused of bourgeois 

idealism of the most insipid kind and of conservatism, Bazin is designated the forefather of 

Sadoul: 'Bazin was one of those who unite what should be kept apart. And his heir today is 

Georges Sadoul. Instead of looking for contradictions, of setting up oppositions, Sadoul 

contributes to the levelling of everything'. 57 In short, for Positif, 'left-wing criticism, 

Communist included, has become - through its decomposition, its degradation, its lack of 

culture and rigour - humanist, liberal, moralising and, above everything else, its critics have 

become scroungers since they are reduced to asking bourgeois films to provide less 

individualistic solutions and happier perspectives'. There is little doubt that the Algerian war 

also played a part in the fierce enterprise of demolition orchestrated by Positif. Antoine de 

Baecque points to the fact that the Algerian war was mentioned only once in the Cahiers du 

Cinema, when Chabrol and Bitsch were mobilised, and stresses that the decolonisation or 

politics at large were neither tackled nor discussed in the Cahiers du Cinema in the 1950s. 

None of the journal's regular writers before 1961 signed any of the numerous petitions 

55 Robert Benayoun, Te roi est nu', Positif, n' 46, June 1962, pp. 1-14. 
56 G6rard Gozlan, 'Les d6lices de I'arnbiguft6 (6loge d'Andr6 Bazin)', Positif, n' 46, June 1962, pp. 39-69. 
57 Gozlan, 'tloge d'Andr6 Bazin (suite et fin)', Positif, n' 47, July 1962, pp. 16-61. 
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dealing with a number of issues such as the Budapest uprising, the status of Algeria or the 

conscripts' rights to insubordination. On the other hand Positif s editorial team were always 

more in touch with contemporary politics and more than once attacked the other camp for 

their lack of a political consciousness. The controversy among the French Marxist Left 

reached its peak in 1962 and thus may be regarded as the natural outcome of a long-lasting 

political battle rather than simply a sign of things to come as Jacques Zimmer claims. 58 

Jacques Zimmer has a point though insofar as the conspicuous absence of the Algerian 

conflict from French screens between 1958 and 1962 raised the question of the possibility of 

a political cinema in France. 59 In a violently anti-Communist article, Marcel Oms regrets that 

the Left and in particular the PCF failed in its duty and expresses his hopes that a 

margin al/mi litant cinema will take up the case of French radical cinema. 60 This article is 

emblematic of the excessive and often unfair attitude of the Positif team. While tracing back 

the errors and betrayals of the French Communists since the Liberation, Oms lists a number 

of films deserving of praise: La Bataille A rail, Au cwur de Vorage, Le Point A jour, 

Vivent les dockers. While the first one, directed by Rene Clement had the full backing of the 

PCF, the remaining three were shot by Communist directors, respectively Le Chanois, 

Daquin, Menegoz. He blames the PCF for the fact that not a single commercial film hinted at 

the miners' strike, failing to acknowledge the 1948 Communi st- sponsored documentary film 

shot by Daquin with a young assistant named Rene Vautier, La Grande Greve des mineurs. 

He makes fun of Christi an-Jaque's Si tous les gars A monde which the Communist critics 

defended but fails to mention Daquin's struggle with censorship over Bel Ami. 

As for the Algerian War, again the PCF is accused of not having fulfilled its role. It is true 

that the PCF as a party did not get involved in the production of films against the war and in 

support of the struggle of the Algerian people. The ambiguity of the Communist position on 

Algerian independence has already been pointed out and it explains the Party's reluctance to 

58 See La Critique de cingma en France, pp. 89-105. 
59 In 1990, tmile Breton disputed the view of a French cinema unaware of, or indifferent to, the Algerian 
War, 'Quand les plantes exotiques parlaient', Les Lettres franVaises, n' hors-s6rie Sp6cial Alg6rie, April 
1992, pp. 21-22. 
60 Marcel Oms, Te grand mensonge', Positif, n' 47, July 1962, pp. 5-11. 
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lend its support to marginal productions over which it could not have full control. Yet it was 

a French Communist, Rene Vautier, who directed a number of these films - Algerie en 

flammes, DjezaYrouna, Tai huit ans - albeit without the backing of his party. 61 Rene 

Vautier, who has never left the PCF, recalls his interview with Leon Feix, the member of the 

Central Committee in charge of the Algerian question, before going to North Africa. 

Although he shows that Feix tried to talk him out of the idea, he underlines Feix's word of 

encouragement when faced with Vautier's obstination. 'As far as I am concerned', Vautier 

concludes, 'censorship did not come from French Communist quarters, let's make that 

clear! ' Rene Vautier, who disagreed with Communist critics in terms of their approval of the 

New Wave, stresses that many Communists participated in the shooting of his films and that 

some were distributed through the Party network. 62 Rene Vautier's membership in the PCF 

is not mentioned in Raymond Borde's paper, Te cinema marginal et la Guerre d'Algerie', 

where the critic writes that 'the PCF did not prepare, back or distribute anything'. 63 But the 

director underlines this membership in a subsequent interview with Marc Kravetz to whom 

he explains that being a French Communist did not guarantee his security in Algeria. 64 Given 

its political stance there is no doubt that the PCF did not want to be seen openly sponsoring 

pro-FLN films. Rene Vautier points out that the Communist critics and the Communist press 

ignored his films. Who did not for that matter? Jean-Louis Bory raised this question and 

pleaded guilty in 1973 for not having made them known, accusing the left-wing press of 

having failed in its mission. 65 This is another point where Positif seems to go a bit far. 

Censorship over the Algerian question was absolute. None of the directors of the New Wave 

were able to make a film dealing with the war. The Cahiers's directors did not. Those 

61 Ren6 Vautier, Camera citoyenne (Paris: tditions Apog6e, 1998), pp. 151-66. 
62 Vautier, letter to the author dated 13 November 1996. 
63 According to Borde three films upheld the honour of French cinema: Philippe Durand's S. P. 89-098, Guy 
Chalon's 58-2-B and Tai huit ans, Te cin6ma marginal et la Guerre d'Alg6rie', Positif, n' 46, June 1962, p. 
15-17. 
64 Marc Kravetz, 'Entretien avec Ren6 Vautier', Positif, n' 50-51-52, March 1963, pp. 43-50. 
65 Jean-Louis Bory, Questions au cinema (Paris: Stock, 1973), p. 163. 
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coming from the short film school did not either. 66 Significantly, in September 1960, 

Michelle Manceaux put the following question to ten directors: 'If censorship did not exist, 

what film would you like to make on the Algerian war? 167 Most of them declared that they 

would like to make such a film and gave the outline of a possible story, 68 but Rene Clair 

answered that he much prefered to direct comedies rather than tragedies while Franqois 

Truffaut explained 'that he would be unable to make a film in the heat of the moment since it 

would necessarily imply pleading someone's cause and that he does not know how to do'. 69 

The great majority of French directors, including even the most committed, gave in and 

complied with France's censorship during the Algerian War. 70 Rene Vautier ironically 

underlines that Alain Resnais himself dropped his project for a film on Algeria and went to 

shoot statues in Germany. 71 This cannot simply be attributed to the sole responsibility of the 

Communist Party as many in Positif would like their readers to believe. 

Jean-Luc Godard's Le Petit Soldat was the only film dealing with the Algerian War shot 

during the conflict, albeit in Switzerland. The ambiguous nature of its subject-matter -a 
French deserter joins an anti-terrorist group and is tortured by FLN agents - was greeted 

with anger and contempt by the Positif team. The fact that the film was banned by the 

French government did not appease the critics. In fact what enraged them even more was that 

the film was defended by the Communists in the name of the freedom of speech. 72 Godard 

seems to have attracted the most savage attacks in Positif. In the journal's dictionary Borde 

66 Alain Resnais, Chris Marker, Georges Franju, Agn6s Varda, Henri Fabiani, Nicole Wdr6s, Yannick 
Bellon, Jean Aurel, Robert Menegoz, Pierre Kast, Paul Paviot, among others. 
67 Michelle Manceaux, 'Les r6alisateurs franqais et la Guerre d'Alg6rie', L'Express, 29 September 1960. 
68 Jacques Doniol-Valcroze, Roger Vadim, Claude Chabrol, Henri-Georges Clouzot, Philippe de Broca, Pierre 
Kast, Jean Val6re, Alain Resnais. 
69 Truffaut gave a different kind of answer in a interview to the Communist Youth journal, Clartý. There he 
explains that in the case of Maurice Audin for instance, what would interest him is not the young Algerian 
but the French officers' professional as well as personal motives, what went through their minds, what led 
them to such extremities. 'It would therefore be necessary to examine - I'll make you jump - the drame de 
conscience of General Massu who authorised and covered up torture in Algeria', Clang, n' 42, March 1962, 
cited in Baecque and Toubiana, p. 118. 
70 On the extent and methods of censorship see Pivasset, pp. 125-266 and French Cultural Studies, pp. 132- 
133. 
71 Vautier, Caingra citoyenne, p. 27. 
72 'Le Petit soldat interdit', Les Lettres franqaises, 15-21 September 1960, p. 1; Sadoul, 'Le Petit Soldat et 
la censure', ibid., 29 September 1960, p. 7; Sadoul, 'L'important est de se poser des questions', ibid., 3-9 
November 1960, p. 7. 
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defines him as 'unrepentantly wasting film and uttering the most idiotic statements' resulting 
in his being 'the most painful regression of French cinema towards intellectual illiteracy and 

plastic pretence'. 73 During the summer of 1960, after the release of A bout de souffle, 
Sadoul wrote of Godard: 'It is not because a young director manifests some bitterness in his 

first picture that he will necessarily become a "fascist". This bitterness may on the contrary be 

the first sign of a critical consciousness that will eventually bring him towards a real 

optimism. Let's take him in his dialectical progress where a negation of bourgeois optimism 

might in some cases lead to a true optimism, which is not metaphysical, but revolutionary. 174 

Knowing Godard's future career as we do now, it is interesting to see who between Sadoul 

and Borde had the most insight. 

Positif s attitude to Jean-Luc Godard epitornised the dogmatism of its editorial stance and 

principles. 75 A journalist with the Gazette de Lausanne, Alain Tanner sums this up very 

well when, while defining the Cahiers du Cinema somewhere at the right end of the 

spectrum, he defines Positif as a small post-Surrealist clique whose discourse might 

occasionally be more appealing, yet is childishly dogmatic. 76 There was something 

disturbingly dictatorial in the way Positif approached its critique either echoing the prose of 

1950s Stalinism or foreshadowing that of the 1960s Cultural Revolution. 

4.6. Revisionism Revised 

To use a notorious French Communist expression, the Communist assessment of the 

New Wave was 'on the whole positive' (globalement positive). A number of new critics 

came to the fore under the patronage of Sadoul who set the tone of this positive response. 

Interestingly given that all of them were lumped together by Borde, there was nevertheless 

73 'Dictionnaire partiel et partial d'un nouveau cin6ma franqais', Positif, n' 46, June 1962, pp. 19-38. 
74 Georges Sadoul, 'Le cin6ma et I'homme de 1960', Les Lettres jranýaises, 18 August 1960, p. 6. 
75 See Michel Mardore's account of Positif s editorial meeting in La Critique de cinýma en France, p. 95. 
76 Alain Tanner, 'Apr6s A bout de souffle, une nouvelle vague pour le meilleur et pour le pire', Gazette de 
Lausanne, 28 June 1960. Henri Agel also regrets the 'spiritual infantilism' with which Positif and in 
particular Bernard Chard6re discussed Luis Bufluel's EL, Positif, n' 11, S eptember- Oc tober- November 1954, 

pp. 45-56, in La Critique de cinMia en France, p. 85. 
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one dissenting voice, that of Leon Moussinac, who disagreed with the majority. 77 Moussinac 

castigated the New Wave for showing an evident liking for perversion of which he found 

traces not only in films but also in some forms of advertising and a number of literary works 

published over the last ten years. 78 Moussinac was no longer a leading figure of French 

Communist criticism. Yet his remark, which echoed earlier discourse, emphasises the extent 

of the change among his Party's peers. More open, less dogmatic, Communist critics seem to 

have been able to appreciate films in a more personal manner without inevitably resorting to 

ready-made patterns. They did however reflect the Party's policy on the Algerian war by not 

calling for French cinema to raise the Algerian question in its filMS. 79 Following the often 

ludicrous excesses of the period 1947-1957, this was a welcome departure from the tiresome 

langue de bois to which readers had become accustomed. Yet one wonders whether the baby 

was not thrown out with the bathwater. The films of the New Wave were not socially 

conscious ; they did not depict the everyday life of the majority of the French people. This 

was commented upon in numerous articles, in particular Philippe Esnault's in Les Lettres 

franqaises and the previously cited paper by Alain Tanner. According to the future Swiss 

director: 'One is unable to find in today's films any sense of a social consciousness, of the 

simple acknowledgement of the possibility of living together. [ ... ] There is not a single valid 

criticism of a society with which, as the films make quite clear, most of the time the director 

finds himself in total disagreement. The individualism merely results in a formidable 

egocentrism'. 80 Philippe Esnault, whose long study is very critical of most of the new 

directors although in terms less excessive than those of Positif, underlines in the same way 

the discrepancy between the privileged lives portrayed in many New Wave films and that of 

the great majority of French youth: 'rural youth, working-class youth, students who work to 

77 '[Sadoul] has had his disciples : Armand Monjo in the past, Samuel Lachize, Marcel Martin, Michel 
Capdenac now, and, it would seem, Albert Cervoni', Borde, 'L'Hypoth6que Sadoul', pp. 70-77. 
78 Uon Moussinac, 'Une Nouvelle Vague T, original manuscript, Paris, Biblioth6que de I'Arsenal, Fonds 
Uon Moussinac, 114 (13) 4340. 
79 Georges Sadoul's review of Octobre ii Paris, a film about the massacre of Algerian civilians by the French 

police in Paris in October 1961, appeared in Les Lettres franqaises: 'Un film maudit', 13-19 September 
1962, p. 6. Six months after the end of the war. Indeed Positif s article about militant cinema and the 
Algerian war was published after the Accords d'tvian signed on 18 March 1962. 
80 Alain Tanner, 'Apr6s A bout de souffle, une nouvelle vague pour le meilleur et pour le pire', Gazette de 

Lausanne, 28 June 1960. 
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study seem not to exist'. Advocating a younger, freer and more political cinema, Esnault calls 

for 'the renaissance of a national cinema which had been second to none and could be so 

again'. 81 Georges Sadoul and his followers demonstrated unusual leniency towards many of 

the New Wave directors. This was picked up very early in Communist circles. On the agenda 

of the directors' cell meeting of 3 February 1959, the third item reads: 'need for a Marxist 

analysis of the situation of cinema in France, as well as of the means we as Communists 

must put forward to fight against the confusion which holds sway in the film industry... and 

also in our ranks'. 82 

The Cahiers A Cinema special issue on Cannes for the film festival's 50th anniversary in 

1997 bears signs of Sadoul's support of the New Wave. Sadoul's article for Les Lettres 

franqaises where he explains why he and Louis Marcorelles decided to organise the 

Semaine de la critique has been chosen to represent the 1963 Cannes Film Festival. 83 In the 

introduction, he is described as a man of integrity, a generous and respected critic. Published 

around the same time, La Critique de cinema en France contains numerous sarcastic 

remarks about Sadoul's work. 84 Responsible for the Sadoul entry, Jacques Zimmer finds his 

work as a critic more debatable than his work as an historian. This shows that the divisions 

caused by the New Wave have not totally disappeared. In any case, the discussion within the 

Party as to the validity of the critics' views on the new generation demonstrates that the 

Communist reception to the New Wave was much more problematic than Jean-Michel 

Frodon's one-sided portrayal of it in LAge modeme du cinema franqais. His argument 

may be summed up as follows: the Communist critics' position was predictably negative, or 

when it was not, their praise was short-lived. 85 Frodon does not differentiate between 

81 Philippe Esnault, 'Une Industrie qui pourrait &re un art - 1. De la n6cessit6 d'une rel6ve', Les Lettres 
francaises, n' 816,17-23 March 1960, pp. I&7; '11. La Mar6e montante', ibid., n' 817,24-30 March 
1960, p. 10; '111. Au-delA de la pu6rilit6 et de la d6sinvolture', ibid., n' 818,31 March-6 April 1960, p. 6; 
'IV. Le Barrage', ibid., n' 820,14-20 April 1960, p. 6. 
82 BIFI, F. Le Chanois, 163 - B. 35. 
83 While still a student in the late 1940s and early 1950s, Louis Marcorelles used to write to Georges Sadoul 

to express his surprise, disappointment and disagreement at some of Sadoul's positions on Russian and 
American films. Their working together in 1963 is another indication of both Sadoul's evolution and others' 
changing perception of the Communist critic. See letters dated 8 October 1948,27 January 1950,23 February 
1950,20 May 1950, BIFI, F. Sadoul, GS-C 206. 
84 La Critique de cinýnia en France, pp. 84,99 & 384-385. 
85 Jean-Michel Frodon. L'Age inoderne du cinimafranqais (Paris: Flammarion, 1995), pp. 41-42. 
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Communist critics and the film trade Communists' response to the New Wave. This is an 

example of the worrying tendency among French film critics and historians to take for 

granted and to offer a simplistic view of the Communist positions. In fact, the very questions 

the Communist critical reception of the New Wave gave rise to were to shape French 

Communist criticism for many years to come and in particular the way it positioned itself in 

1968, as we shall see in chapter six. 

In its generally agreed sense, the New Wave refers to a handful of directors and their 

production between 1958 and 1962. It is remembered mostly for its novelty in tenns of film 

aesthetics, its use of new material and its production methods. What is missing from most 

accounts is the controversy which surrounded its appearance. Far from being welcomed 

unanimously by the film industry as prodigal sons, the New Wave directors' methods and 

aesthetics raised many questions both within the film industry and among film critics. The 

New Wave disturbed the cosy arrangement French cinema enjoyed throughout the 1950s. 

While Franqois Truffaut might have criticised the tradition de qualite in aesthetic terms, the 

debate which surrounded the arrival of the younger generation shows that the New Wave 

also shook the film trade in terms of its economic and industrial organisation. In this regard 

the attitude of Communist film professionals and critics may be regarded as emblematic of the 

era. As far as the French Communists are concerned, the New Wave troubled the pre- 

existing community of mind between film practitioners and film analysts. In fact both the 

industrial and the artistic dimension of the changes brought about by the New Wave exposed 

the ambiguity of the Communists' film discourse regarding the means of production, the 

style and content issue and more generally the notion of a Marxist critique of cinema as a 

whole. Questions were raised, lessons had to be drawn. In the next part I will examine how 

the PCF responded to the challenge posed by the New Wave. 
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Chapter 5: Film Policy: May '68 

In 1964, during the 17th Congress of the French Communist Party, Waldeck Rochet 

replaced Maurice Thorez as Secretary General. As Stephane Courtois and Marc Lazar explain 

in their Histoire du Parti Communiste Franqais, the change in leadership brought about a 

new political perspective while at the same time it ensured its continuity. Among the main 

transformations were the acknowledgement of the reality of the Common Market and the 

emphasis on achieving socialism through peaceful means. In terms of economics, the PCF 

conceptualised the notion of State monopoly capitalism, i. e. the notion that a capitalistic 

State, like France under the Gaullist government, worked hand in hand with the large 

financial and industrial monopolies. The PCF also called for a new alliance of the forces of 

the Left: 'It is now time for the regrouping of all democratic forces around a common 

programme. ' This new policy was followed by concrete measures such as, in the 1965 

presidential elections, the PCF's support for the candidature of Franqois Mitterrand. In the 

1967 general elections, the PCF obtained 22.5% of the votes (3.3% more than in 1962) and 

73 seats. On February 1968, the PCF and the Federation de la Gauche Democratique et 

Socialiste (FGDS) issued a common declaration underlining the rapprochement between the 

two parties. At the outset of May 1968, the PCF was the most powerful component of the 

French Left. Its attitude during the events - its contempt for the far left, matched by the 

latter's vehement denunciation of the PCF's stance, and its hesitancy in joining in the 

revolutionary spirit of the time, which led it to choose the constitutional path of the general 

elections - ended with a devastating electoral defeat in June 1968. Yet in the following year, 

after the No victory in the referendum, which provoked de Gaulle's departure, the PCF's 

candidate, Jacques Duclos, obtained over 22% of the votes. In other words, the PCF 

managed to retain its place as the main party of the French Left. May '68 had nevertheless 

given rise to a strong far left movement which was to mark French political life for a number 

of years after the events. A constant of the French far left's numerous and divided 

movements was their attacks on the PCF's policy which was seen as a refon-nist betrayal of 
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the French working class. In most 'gauchiste' publications of these years, PCF was often 

written P << c >> F, making the point that for the far left, the Party had lost its Communist 

credentials. Of course a great number of the gauchiste leaders and militants had been 

members of the PCF who had either left the Party or been expelled from its ranks. During the 

1960s, while changes were taking place within the Party, normalisation was also on the 

agenda. On the one hand, there were the 'Italians', named after the Italian Communist Party's 

tendency to distance itself from the USSR, who were accused of right-wing opportunism. 

On the other hand, there was the Trotskyist wing, headed by Alain Krivine who contested the 

support given to the 'bourgeois candidate' Mitterrand, which was accused of left-wing 

opportunism, as were also the Maoists. All these groups would play a major role in the May 

'68 events, not least in terms of their strong criticism of the PCF. As far as the cultural policy 

is concerned, the key date before May '68 was the 1966 Central Committee of Argenteuil, 

whose resolution recognised the freedom of the artist and the intellectual to choose whatever 

form of expression they felt appropriate. 

5.1. The French Film Industry in the 1960s and the PCF's Response 

By 1965, the French film industry was once again in a situation of crisis. While the 1960s 

were not a period of intense industrial action, there was nevertheless a feeling of anxiety 

within the film trade. There are a number of reasons which may explain the depression that 

beset the industry. Although film production figures remained more or less stable throughout 

the 1960s, the proportion of coproductions increased quite dramatically, and consequently 

the number of French films produced entirely with French money went down even more 

dramatically. 1 The drop was impressive compared to other European film industries, with 

Italy and the UK retaining a high production figure, although all countries experienced a drop 

1 Italy remained the main partner. There were 51 coproductions in 1958 and twice as many in 1965 with 108 

coproductions (the highest number ever). There were 99 100%-French films in 1950,75 in 1958,45 in 1964, 

and only 34 in 1965. See film production figures in Encyclopedia of European Cinenza, ed. by Ginette 

Vincendeau (London: Cassell, 1995), p. 465. 
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from 1964 to 1965.2 But it was the decline in audience figures which proved the most 

worrying of all. Since 1957, which marked the all-time French film audience peak with 
411.7 million spectators, the figures for film audiences had steadily declined. 3 This loss in 

spectatorship had been somehow hidden by the coverage of the New Wave phenomenon, but 

by the end of 1963, the scale of the problem became apparent to everyone. In seven years, 

audience figures had fallen by over thirty percent. Although this seems a very high figure, the 

decrease was still significantly less than the German or the English one with Italy faring only 

slightly better than France. 4 Like other Western European countries, France was beginning to 

enjoy the benefits of affluent society. In terms of film audience, 'the thirty glorious years ? 

(les trente glorieuses), benefited cinema until 1957, but with the new Republic came new 

options. 5 The steep increase in the number of cars and television sets meant that cinema- 

going was now facing competition as the most popular leisure actiVity. 6 From 1963 

onwards, the alarming headline which had been such a regular feature in the 1950s 

reappeared with a vengeance: 'The crisis of French cinema'. 7 Even the Cahiers du cinema 

devoted their front page to the problems faced by the French film industry. 8 The decline in 

film attendance continued throughout the 1960s and unemployment was high in a trade which 

still feared the impact the European Community might have on their work. Governmental 

involvement in censorship issues as well as in film bodies such as the Cinernatheque did not 

help to establish a climate of trust between the film industry and the Gaullist regime as it 

2 In 1965, Italy produced 94 films and participated in 109 coproductions (135+155 the year before), UK 
produced 97 in 1965 (126 in 1964), ibid. 
3 1959: 353.7 million of spectators; 1960: 354.7; 1961: 328.4,1962: 311.7; 1963: 292.1; 1964: 275.8; 
1965: 257.2; 1966: 234.7; 1967: 211.4; 1968: 203.2; 1969: 182.1; 1970: 184.4; 1971: 177; 1972: 184.4, 
ibid., pp. 466-467. 
4 France: 411.7 in 1957,257.2 in 1965; Italy: 758.4 in 1957,663.1 in 1965; Germany: 801 in 1957,294 in 
1965; UK: 915.2 in 1957,326.6 in 1965, ibid., p. 466. 
5 Although thirty years is an exaggeration, les trente glorieuses refer to the period of sustained economic 
growth from the early 1950s to the 1973 oil crisis. See French Cultural Studies, ed. by Jill Forbes and 
Michael Kelly (Oxford: OUP, 1995), pp. 140-152. See also Kristin Ross, Fast Cars, Clean Bodies, 
Decolonization and the Reordering of French Culture (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1995). 
6 While in 1947, there were only 3000 TV sets, by 1960 there were almost 2 million sets and around nine 
million in 1967, in French Cuttural Studies, p. 146. As to the new civilisation of the car, see Ross, pp. 15- 
70. 
7 Michel Etcheverry, 'La crise du cin6ma', La Nouvelle Critique, n' 144,1963, p. 65; G6rard Belloin, 'La 

crise du cin6ma franqais', La Nouvelle Critique, n' 165,1965, pp. 133-134; 'La crise du cin6ma franqais', Le 
Monde, 28 March 1965; 'La crise du cin6ma franqais', Le Figaro, 20 November 1965. 
8 'Situation du cin6ma franqais', Cahiers du cinýina, n' 161-162, January 1965. 
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alienated not only the film industry employees but the film-makers as well. By 1968, the 

whole of the film industry, be it mainstream or marginal, had many reasons to protest against 

the regime. May '68 represented the perfect forum for this protest. How did the French 

Communists react to these different issues? Did the stance they adopted affect in any way 

their position in May '68? The present chapter will look at the French Communist views on 

these issues. What policy did they advocate to improve the state of the film industry? Was the 

PCF's position on film matters any different from the one it adopted for other industrial 

sectors? How did the Communists within the film trade react to the Spring events? In order to 

understand what happened in May '68, it is first necessary to look at some of the issues 

which, little by little, brought the French film world into the vast movement of May '68.1 

will look first at the Communist position on the new 'crisis of French cinema', then look at 

the issue of censorship and, closer to May '68, at its attitude towards the Cinematheque 

affair. Only then will it be possible to fully appreciate the PCF's stance on the May events in 

relation to the film industry. 

5.1.1. The Fallout of the New Wave 

Although the New Wave has made a tremendous impact on world cinema and remains a 

key period in French film history, it should not be forgotten that its success at the time was 

limited and rather short-lived. While some films proved a commercial success, it is also true 

that many a New Wave film failed either to make a mark at the box office or simply to get a 

general release. 9 Producers started to lose money following the films' failure. By 1963, the 

New Wave had lost most of its shine and a period of retrogression followed for many of its 

directors. 10 The difficulties experienced by the French film industry in the mid-1960s 

amplified this phenomenon and widened the gap between many auteurs of the young 

9 Les Quatre Cents Coups, 450 000 spectators; Les Cousins, 416 000; A bout de souffle, 380 000, but the 
following films were commercial failures: Kast's La Morte Saison des amours, Rohmer's Le Signe A lion, 

Astruc's La Proie pour Vombre, Godard's Les Carabiniers, in Ren6 Pr6dal, 50 ans de cinema franqais 

[1945-1995] (Paris: Nathan, 1996), pp. 257-258. 
10 Just two examples among well established and acclaimed New Wave directors. Chabrol went commercial 
(Dr Khan series) and Rohmer was unable to make another feature film until 1967. 
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generation and the rest of the film trade employees, from film directors to workers. Within 

the film trade, the Communists' standpoint was that of a defence of the industry, backing the 

Fgdgration du Spectacle's film policy and supporting its demands. 

As I have shown in the previous chapter, the New Wave's new methods of film 

production were not entirely welcomed by the film trade. Indeed when the young directors 

started to experience economic difficulties after two or three years of relative success, 

criticism of the new generation began to be heard more openly. In the film industry, 

'amateurism' became the big insult. The young auteurs' lack of experience was seen as the 

main culprit, which explained both the alleged poor quality of French cinema as well as the 

high unemployment level in the industry. Trade journals in particular came down heavily on 

many of these new names, blaming them for their methods, which they said, endangered the 

entitlements won by the film employees since the Liberation. II The break between some 

Communist critics and most Communist film technicians which took place during the New 

Wave continued to manifest itself once the crisis began to be felt more heavily. Whereas most 

declarations emanating from members of sympathisers of the Federation A Spectacle 

blamed in one way or another the New Wave, Georges Sadoul continued to lend its support 

to the new generation. Contrary to Daquin, Le Chanois or Bluwal, Sadoul refutes the idea 

that the New Wave is responsible for the present crisis: 

The situation of the French film industry is far from satisfactory, as everyone knows. 
Let's forget the hackneyed idea that the New Wave is responsible for such a state of 
affairs. Both Brigitte Bardot and Godard were part of it and are now in Le M9pris. 
The New Wave directors have been criticised for not following the orthodox formula, 

yet Le Mjpris attracted more spectators than La Bonne Soupe, La Vie conjugale I et 
II, La Ronde, Chair de poule, L'Affie des Ferchaux, Constance aux enfers, 
Cherchez Vidole or other resolutely commercial films. 12 

II See for instance, the series of three articles entitled 'La crise de qualltC, De Jouvenel, 'I. Bilan d'une 

saison', Le Technicien A film, n' 99,15 November- 15 December 1963, pp. 6-7 &31; Jean Serres, '11. 
Proces du h6ros de film', ibid., n' 100,15 December 1963-15 January 1964, pp. 2-3; Serres, '111. R6alit6s de 
la censure', ibid., n' 10 1,15 January- 15 February 1964, pp. 4-5. 
12 La Bonne Soupe was directed by Ren6 Thomas in 1963, La Vie conjugale I et H by Andr6 Cayatte In 1963, 
La Ronde by Roger Vadim in 1964, Chair de poule by Julien Duvivier in 1963, L'Afný des Ferchaux by 
Jean-Pierre Melville in 1962, Constance aux enfers by Franqois Villiers in 1963, Cherchezz l'idole by 
Michel Boisrond in 1963. Georges Sadoul is nevertheless careful to include Daquin's economic and social 
explanations for the public's disaffection towards cinema in his article, without reminding his readers that 
Daquin or the Communist film cell did lay some of the blame for this worrying trend on the New Wave. 'Le 

cin6ma franqais est-il un luxe T, Les Lettresfranqaises. n' 1062,7-13 January 1965, pp. I& 10. 
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Sadoul also disagreed with his fellow Party-members when they blamed low-budget film for 

the current difficulties. Henri-Georges Clouzot once declared that low budgets killed French 

cinema. One of the implicit criticisms of the New Wave type of production is indeed their low 

budget. In corporatist terms, low budgets mean fewer people employed on a film shoot or 

shorter shooting time. Here as well, Sadoul thought otherwise. In an article, provocatively 

entitled 'Are big-budget films killing French cinemaT, the Communist historian rejects this 

idea and lists a number of expensive films which failed miserably at the box office. For 

Sadoul, low-budget production is the only way to oppose industrial concentration in the film 

trade. And the constitution of monopolies would mean the end of a free cinema. Sadoul 

concludes that the future of cinema relies more on low-budget (cheaper) films than on 

expensive ones. 'Technique is far from deciding on everything but it will be able tomorrow 

to give the directors the means to start their films without spending too much, without being 

hindered by a fossilised production and the monopolies. '13 As the last part of this study, 

which deals with the state of the industry in the 1990s, will show, Sadoul's conclusion 

constituted a particularly acute premonition of what the situation would be thirty years later. 

Meanwhile, the difference of opinion between some of the Communist critics and the 

Communist film personnel will be echoed and paralleled in terms of film reception before and 

after May '68. 

5.1.2. The European Threat 

Alongside the indictment of the New Wave, the European Community continued to be 

seen as a potential threat to the French film industry and the welfare of its workforce. In Le 

Technicien du spectacle, Pierre Chesnais expressed his concern at the consequences of the 

Common Market on national film industries. First he warns against the dangers of the 

concentration of the market in the hands of only large companies: 'besides, experience has 

told us that when a zone of free exchange is set up, it is always to the benefit of the strongest 

13 Georges Sadoul, 'Les films A gros budgets tuent-Ils le cin6ma T, Les Lettres franqaises, n' 1065,28 
January-3 February 1965, p. 8. 
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industries and the most powerful conglomerates. '14 His second worry concerns the risk run 

by 'international' films of lacking character and eventually being totally uninteresting: 'If 

Europe starts producing only big, "cosmopolitan monsters", the quality of which might not 

be up to scratch, people will turn away from film. Thus it should be set as a principle, valid 

in every country, that the well-being of the [European] film industry is intimately linked with 

the safeguard of the national character of each production. '15 The free circulation of film 

technicians within the EEC was particularly feared and the reintroduction of the professional 

card was seen as a defence against this menace. For the F9deration du spectacle as well as 

for the Communist within the trade, the professional card constituted 'the only guarantee of 

preserving high quality standards as well as the level of employment when the regulations 

concerning free movement of the film employees would be effective,. 16 What seems to have 

been new though is the recognition that France would not be the only European country to 

suffer from the Common Market. Italian or German film industries as well would be victims 

of the new regulations. Meetings between representatives of different national film unions of 

the EC took place in December 1967 and March 1969. The December 1967 assembly, where 

Italy, England and France were represented, emphasised the fact that entertainment activities 

had to comply with the principles of international cultural cooperation put in place during the 

fourteenth session of the UNESCO on 4 November 1966. The first article recognises that: 

1) All cultures have a dignity and a value which ought to be respected and preserved. 
2) All peoples have the right and the duty to develop their cultures. 
3) In view of their rich diversity and of their respective influence they have on each 
other, all cultures are part of the common heritage of human kind. 

In view of the fact that the Treaty of Rome did not make any reference to culture, the 

participating organisations called first for the preservation and reinforcement of national aid in 

each country, and secondly for the preservation and promotion of conditions which would 

14 Pierre Chesnais, 'R61e et influence des cultures nationales exprimees par le spectacle', Le Technicien A 
film, n' 101,15 January-15 february 1964, pp. 2-3. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Dujarric, 'Vers le r6tablissement de la carte professionnelle, Le Technicien A spectacle, n' 106,15 June- 
15 July 1964, p. 2. 
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ensure that each production would be the expression of its own national culture. The March 

1969 assembly expressed the regret that too much emphasis had been put on financing and 

distribution, to the detriment of the cultural dimension of film. The organisations of the three 

countries insisted that the national character of a film was essential for its acceptance by the 

public: 'hybrid productions are not favoured by spectators'. They also warned against the 

increasing dependence of European production and distribution on American capital. They 

demanded that the system of coproduction not be used so as to aggravate the unemployment 

and working conditions of film employees, and that the clause on the free circulation of 

personnel not be applied to the film industry. 17 

Some of the fears expressed by the film trade unions seem to have been founded if one 

takes notice of some of the declarations made by European officials in relation to the 

European film industries. An important conference took place in Brussels only a few days 

before the 'events' erupted in Paris. 18 The viability, the development and the future of a 

European film industry were discussed, revealing conflicting views on the consequences of 

greater European integration between the national film industries. Most participants favoured 

greater integration but their argument were mainly based on economic motives, insisting on 

the importance of making European film industries profitable. 

The question is not, as has too often been said, to harmonise governmental aid to make 
it compatible with the treaty. Just as in the case of the agricultural policy, Community 
aid can only be justified if it does not subsidise activities which are permanently non- 
profitable. Structural remedies must be found to get rid of this structural and 
economical weakness. There is no reason whatsoever why a market as wide as the 
American one and as developed intellectually cannot put in place a profitable film 
industry. 19 

For Claude Degand, a senior civil servant in charge of cinema in Brussels, the fact that film is 

an art-form is too often the wrong excuse put forward to avoid an objective analysis of the 

situation. On the contrary, he says, it is because of the artistic facet of film that rational 

17 Wsolution des syndicats de techniciens anglais-italien-franqais A Londres les 24 et 25 mars dernier', Le 
Technicen du film, n' 159,15 April- 15 May 1969, pp. 2-3. 
18 Symposium on European Cinema, held in Brussels on 24-25-26 April 1968, Bulletin d'information du 
CNC, n' II 1- 112, June-August 1968, pp. 134-54. 
19 Raymond Rifflet, [Chef de cabinet de M. Jean Rey, President of the European Commission] 'Cinema and 
the general orientation of the European Community film Policy', ibid, pp. 137-40. 
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economic and industrial management should be emphasised. America's efficiency and power 

do not rest on money but on its aptitude for creation and innovation and enlightened decision- 

making, with money spinning off as a result of this. 20 Ironically, it was an American 

specialist who highlighted the risk of American hegemony over the European film market. 

Thomas H. Guback's long account of the various ways Hollywood and the United States set 

foot in different European countries and thus established a position of power and control over 

the respective national film industries over the previous twenty years stressed such a danger, 

and called for the public sector to intervene. 

It seems to me that if European production and distribution should remain in European 
hands, the public sector must become responsible for it, in place of the private sector 
which, for whatever reason, has not been able to do so. I don't know whether a degree 
of autonomy will necessarily allow for better films in terms of artistic merit, nor for that 
matter whether internalisation and American penetration in the European market mean 
better movies. But I think that autonomy has potentially the means to increase the 
chances for safeguarding diversity and a difference of viewpoints. Since a film as a 
means of communication is an art which allows human reproduction of nature, it is 
imperative that various and conflicting perspectives be given the opportunity to exist 
and develop. 21 

Gubback's statement did not diminish M. Paolo Bafile's admiration for the American film 

industry. This Italian film executive naively believed that Europe should take heed of the 

American example as it did not constitute a danger but should be copied by the European film 

industry. 22 

20 Claude Degand, 'Bilan et Perspectives', ibid., pp. 142-144. 
21 His analysis continues in a way which anticipates the discussion on GATT and MAI twenty five years 
later (see chapter 7): 'The move towards oligopolistic and monopolistic concentration in the American 
industry happens at the time of American expansionism. Although this may be a sign of efficiency at an 
economic level, it should be avoided at a cultural level. It would be a pity if there were only one printer in the 
world. It would be a great pity if one could only refer oneself to the literature and the papers of another 
country. The same applies to cinema and we shall have evidence of that before long. Time goes fast, but 
fortunately I believe it is not too late. Action must be taken, programmes must be adopted, an agreement can 
be reached. The Common market is the most appropriate framework for such action. ' Thomas H. Gubback, 
'Les investissements am6ricains dans Findustrie cin6matographique europ6enne', Bulletin d'information du 
CNC, n' II 1- 112, June-August 1968, pp. 144-150. See also Thomas H. Guback, 'Quelques r6flexions sur les 
industries cin6matographiques europ6ennes', Cinýma 71, n' 155, April 1971, pp. 80-87, and his book, The 
Intemational Film Industry (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1969). 
22 'Cinema and the general orientation of the European Community film Policy', Bulletin d'information du 
CNC, n' II 1- 112, June-August 1968, pp. 152-153. 
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Three years later, the Italian Minister for Tourism and Entertainment, Matteo Matteotti, 

issued a statement which called for a project that would 'make easier and simpler the 

recognition of the European nationality of a film while retaining the specificity of their 

national character as the expression of a particular culture and a particular tradition'. 23 As it 

stands this statement should have reassured anyone that specific national cultures were not at 

risk. But Matteoti went on and put into words the worst possible scenario for the Fidiration 

du Spectacle or the Communists: 'It is only when a single legislation and a single 

administrative practice have been reached, with time, that it will be possible to attenuate the 

differences due to the different cultural reaction of each nation. 124 The dreaded and resisted 

spectre of a unified and uniform Europe raised its ugly head. The belittling of national 

identities into mere 'reactions' or 'reflexes' could only fuel the instinctive anti-European 

feelings of many film employees in France as well as, undoubtedly, elsewhere in the EEC. 

Altough there was the acknowledgment that other European film industries were also facing a 

troubling time, the FMýration A spectacle and the PCF remained France-centered in their 

analysis and distrust of Europe, believing that the French film industry ought to fight its 

battle on its own. As I shall examine in the final part of this study, the discourse on Europe 

and film would change, although many of the fears expressed in the 1960s and 1970s 

continue to be felt nowadays. 

23 This statement is very close to paragraph 1, article 128 of the Maastricht Treaty: 'The Community shall 
contribute to the flowering of the cultures of the Member States, while respecting their national and reglonal 
diversity and at the same time bringing the common cultural heritage to the fore. ' See appendice 15, p. 392. 
24 Declaration of the Italian Minister for Tourism and Entertainment, Matteo Matteotti, on European cinema, 
in Unicingma, August 1971, reproduced in the Bulletin d'information du CNC, n' 131-132, October- 

December 1971, p. 183. 
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5.1.3. A Divided French Film Industry? Yes 

In view of the rise of unemployment in the film trade, measures protecting the industry 

workforce were put forward with the approval of the FMJration A Spectacle, the defence 

of the professional card and the requirement of a minimum crew being the most welcome. 

The January 1965 issue of the Cahiers du cinema, entirely devoted to the crisis of French 

cinema, contains the answers to a questionnaire sent to over forty directors. The conflicting 

positions of the two camps - tradition versus innovation - show how the New Wave had 

changed the face of the French film trade. The recent regulations establishing the minimum 

crew and increasing the range of categories of film personnel to require the professional card 

are particularly contentious. 25 Significantly, the majority of the directors who favour the 

newly established dispositions belong to the older generation, while most of the younger 

directors oppose the new regulation, although some find some value to the recent system. 

Among the directors who support the new decrees are Jacques Baratler, for whom a 

'professional control is necessary to avoid abuses', Jacques Tati, Christian-Jaque who is 

6entirely in favour of the card and against underpaid amateurism', Edmond T. Greville, 

Georges Lautner, both for the same reason as the previous director. As a trade union man, 

Henri Colpi declares that he follows his union when it recommends a minimum crew 

6 providing of course it does so without ostracism and excessive corporatist rationale' for 'the 

flag of freedom is often too quickly brandished: film is an art, indeed, but it is also a 

commerce and an industry'. Pierre Prevert thinks that it is a 'small union victory'. Alain 

Resnais, who started his career in the late 1940s but was nevertheless associated with the 

younger generation, also supports the professional card because 'it may prove very useful 

25 'The CNC has just brought out a new 'D&ision Rýglementaire' (n' 5 1,10 July 1964) to replace, from I 
January 1965, the former D&ision Rgglementaire of 20 February 1952 [ ... ] We have already explained how 
film technicians could benefit from the regulation of a domain, which, however complex, needs a codification 
to enhance its value, while protecting film technicians', in 'R6organisation de la profession: les cartes 
professionnelles', Le Technicien du film, n' 108,15 September-15 October 1964, pp. 2-4. Cahiers A 

Cinýma, n' 161-162, January 1965, -pp. 14-60 & 67. There were ten categories entitled to the professional 
card after decision n' 27, in 1952, and 17 after decision n' 51 in 1964, in Janine Ranou, 'Un syst6me de 

r6glementation professionnelle en crise: la carte d'identit6 professionnelle de la cin6matographie', Formation 

Emploi, n' 39, July/September, 1992, pp. 19-34. 
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when the transformations brought about by the Common Market come into effect'. Robert 
Bresson's opinion was also quite balanced: 'The two equally important questions of 
unemployment and development of the film trade go hand in hand, but should be solved 
separately. Otherwise, measures taken to combat unemployment might hinder the 
development of the film production, which in turn might lead to more unemployment. ' As 

could be expected, the two Communist directors, Daquin and Le Chanois, also endorse the 

new regulations. According to the latter, 'in the recent past there have been too many 

amateurs working for low wages', who were often too eager to 'justify their ignorance of the 

trade by contempt and the so-called uselessness of knowledge. Their mistakes may have been 

detrimental to French cinema'. In addition two TV directors, also Party members, approved 

the new decrees, Stellio Lorenzi did so 'resolutely', while Marcel Bluwal launched the most 
bitter attack against the New Wave I have come upon from the technicians' side. Here is the 

core of Bluwal's answer to the Cahiers's questionnaire: 

In films, since 1958, there has been a renaissance of sensibility through aestheticism. 
Meanwhile, there has been a dýmission de la pensee. Truffaut, Godard have killed 
French cinema, because, at the end of the day, the New Wave is nothing, it means 
nothing. It is a refusal to show the issues, it is a Cartier-Bressonism (the beautiful 
shown without any judgement on the event depicted), the New Wave is le cinema de 
papa only prettier; it is a cinema of sensation not thought. [ ... ] The Cahiers share 
responsibility in all this, in the refusal of the subject, the emphasis on mise en scene. 
[ ... ] The only cinema left is a petit-bourgeois cinema for petit-bourgeois, a cinema for 
those who read L'Express, a cinema for intellectual snobs. 26 

On the contrary, the voices which oppose the new decrees come overwhelmingly from the 

ranks of the new generation: Jacques Demy, Michel Deville, Jean-Luc Godard, Jacques 

Doniol-Valcroze, Marcel Hanoun, Pierre Kast, Claude Lelouch, Jean-Pierre Melville, Nico 

Papatakis, Marc Allegret, Philippe Arthuys, Jose Benazeraf. They find the minimum crew 

requirement unhelpful or absurd - for the director of A bout de souffle, 'a cabinet-maker 

does not need the same number of workers to make a chair as to build a house'. Chabrol 

considers that these decrees 'are part of the silly dictatorial character of the Fifth Republic's 

Gaullist regime', whereas for Doniol-Valcroze, 'it is going backwards, to the time of the 

26 Cahiers A cingma, no 161-162, January 1965, p. 22. 
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worst mistakes. The trade must be opened up, not closed in. Corporatist protectionism is the 

worst interpretation of trade unionism'. These declarations exemplify the conflict between 

tradition and innovation which arose during and after the New Wave and show that this was 

an ongoing conflict. Although they were undoubtedly motivated by rising unemployment 

among the employees of the film industry, it is difficult not to see the new measures as some 

kind of answer of the traditionalists in the industry to the maverick independent attitude of the 

new directors. 

In all this, the PCF's film policy aligned itself with that of the Fidiration A Spectacle. 

The Communist film employees systematically backed the claims of the CGT film union. 

Indeed the film policy advocated by the PCF was strongly influenced by the corporatist 

vision of the union. Throughout the 1960s the French Communist Party maintained an active 

presence in the film industry. The Fediration A spectacle, closely associated with the 

PCF, remained extremely powerful and, thanks to the development of the French television 

network, also enjoyed widespread membership in this booming audiovisual sector. Both the 

film cell and the Buttes-Chaumont cell (the Buttes-Chaumont TV Studios were the main ones 

at the time) were very active and mostly composed of film technicians. 27 In the booklet on 

the future of French cinema, Ou va le cinema franqais?, which the PCF published in 1964, 

the Party's recommendations for the improvement and the development of French cinema are 

presented. This document, marked by a corporatist point of view, does not differ from the 

type of statements the PCF made in the 1950s: its main argument remains focussed on the 

defence of a truly national cinema. First and foremost, the PCF calls for a reduction in the 

level of taxation imposed on films. The consequences of the Treaty of Rome should be 

limited in order to protect the indispensable national character of cinema. The loi d'aide 

should be improved so as to 'substitute to purely economic criteria of attribution, a policy of 

encouragement towards films whose quality, construction and style are really national'. In 

terms of production, the financing of films should be controlled by a specialised financial 

body, managed by the industry itself under State control. This body would insure the artistic 

27 One should not forget that for the Fgdgration A spectacle, the term technician covers most trades of the 
film industry, from the film worker to the director. 
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independence of the producers and prevent uncertain financial schemes. Existing studios 

should be protected and new ones built by the State and considered as national property. 

Instead of becoming an economic means of production, shooting on location would then 

correspond to an artistic project. Censorship should be abolished. Film schools should be 

democratised thanks to grants and evening classes and employment should be protected to 

stop technicians and film workers turning to other industrial sectors. The public should be 

educated and film societies sponsored by the State. The Cinematheque should become a truly 

national film conservatory and extend its activities outside Paris to the provinces. In order for 

these proposals to become reality, a change of political regime was called for since at the time 

of writing, the regime was controlled by monopolistic capitalist interests. The brochure ends 

on this note: 'A national art, a popular art, French cinema must not die. To give it the means 

to tackle a number of contemporary issues with originality and audacity would ensure its 

audience and its future. 128 A number of these demands represent the views of the 

Fideration du Spectacle as much as they did those of the PCF. In fact given the influence 

of the FMýration du Spectacle, there is no doubt that the documents issued by the Party or 

its film cell were determined to a large extent by the film union's position. Here one might 

say that, for once, it is as if it was the Party which acted as the 'transmission belt' of the 

CGT, and not the contrary. 

The question of tax exemption constituted one such issue, but the mobilisation of the trade 

workforce around censorship and the Cinematheque would prove even more powerful. 

Although the tax on film productions in France was less than those imposed in other 

European countries, to have cinema exempted from the tax became an insistent claim of the 

industry as a means of counteracting the worsening situation of French cinema. 29 This claim 

did not originate solely from the film employees' side. It was a measure supported by 

everyone in the film trade. On 30 March 1965, a day of industrial action took place 

28 Parti Communiste Franqais, Oý va le cinýma franVais ? Ce que propose le Parti Communiste FranVais 

(Paris: PCF, 13 June 1965). 
29 In absolute value terms, France: 19.5%, Italy: 50.9, Germany: 6, Belgium: 4.6, Netherlands: 3.3; as 

percentage of gross receipts, France: 12.3%, Italy: 20.9, Germany: 3.6, Belgium: 19.5, Netherlands: 16, in 

Claude Degand and Jean-Claude Batz, Situation de la cinýmatographie europ9enne, &udes, notes et 
documents (Institut de Sociologie de l'Universit6 libre de Bruxelles, 1968), p. A-43. 
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throughout France, with the support of all sectors of the industry: directors, actors, 

technicians, distributors, cinema owners and managers as well as producers. 30 Andre 

Malraux, the Minister for Culture, promised to answer the film trade's demand for tax 

exemption, but on 12 November 1965, a ministerial council refused to do so, and the calls 

for tax exemption remained high on the film unions' and the PCFs agenda. Even at the 

European level, this issue was raised. During the conference on Europe and film mentioned 

above, M. Eitel Monaco, speaking in the name of the 'industry', in other words, as 

representative of the European Film Industry Committee, considered that the main issue was 

taxation: 'only when tax exemption has taken place will it be possible to envisage the 

reduction of financial aid., 31 In its very ecumenism, the protest for tax exemption highlights 

an important aspect of the PCF's film policy prior to May '68. The Communists within the 

industry were consciously allying with the film employers in order to defend a particular 

industrial sector of the French economy: Not a very Marxist attitude indeed: where were the 

class struggle or the dictatorship of the proletariat? In the aften-nath of May '68, this attitude 

would be addressed and criticised. 

30 'Free cinema for all tomorrow for the national day for the defence of French cinema - against excessive 
taxation', L'HumanW, 29 March 1965; 'Seriously III, French cinema begins today its fight for tax 

exemption - free screenings in 5000 theatres' - Fernand Grenier, deputy of the Seine, calls for a reduction 
of the rate of taxation from 12.04% to 2% - Samuel Lachize also considers that, after the reduction of 
taxation, an aid should be given to productions which are truly national in style and origin, L'Humanitg, 30 

March 1965; The front page of L'HumanW of 31 March 1965 shows a picture taken outside the Napoleon 

film theatre after a press conference with Roland Lesaffre, Ren6 Clair, Michel Auclair, Franqoise Dorl6ac, 
Franqois P6rier, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Corinne Marchand, Bernard Lajarrigue, 'Operation Free Cinema Against 
Taxation: 100 million francs that Giscard won't get'. See also 'La crise du cin6ma franqais', Le Monde, 28 

March 1965. 
31 The European Film Industry Committee regroups various associations dealing with production, 
distribution and technical industries from France, Italy, Germany, Belgium, Netherlands and Luxemburg. 

Bulletin d'information du CNC, n' 111- 112, June-August 1968, p. 151 
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5.1.4. 
... And No: Censorship and the Cinernatheque: Two Precursors of the May 

Events 

In spite of its division, the French film world was still able to show an astonishing ability 

to rally and protest as one voice when the issue in question was deemed serious enough. The 

film trade found two good reasons to rally and organise a protest, the extent of which had not 

been witnessed since the demonstration against the Blum-Byrnes agreements. The Gaullist 

regime handed them to the French film world on a plate. 

I. Censorship: The Religieuse Affair 

Among the measures advocated by the PCF, the suppression of censorship is 

systematically mentioned. By censorship, the PCF means economic censorship but also its 

more obvious definition: political and moral. For the Party, the Gaullist regime was an 

authoritarian government. It is interesting to compare the Communist reactions to two 

episodes - the Religieuse affair and the Langlois affair -, which for many commentators, 

announced the events which took place in May 1968.32 

In both cases, the Gaullist government took measures that showed, on the one hand, its 

rather intolerant attitude in terms of censorship and, on the other hand, its rather abrupt, not 

to say, dictatorial, way of governing. Obviously, one would expect that these two related 

characteristics led to a vigorous campaign of denunciation from French Communist quarters. 

As we shall see now they did so, but the scope and the intensity of these campaigns were 

somehow different, thus revealing the contradictions and limits of the PCF's standpoint 

when the Party did not find itself at the vanguard of a conflict against the government or 

when its own positions did not meet with the success expected. 

32 Both Jeancolas and Frodon associate the two affairs and hint at their pre-68 characteristics. Jean-Pierre 
Jeancolas, Le Cingma des Franqais: La Ve R9publique 1958-1978 (Paris: Stock Cin6ma, 1979), pp. 35-38, 

and Jean-Michel Frodon, L'Age modeme du cingina franýais (Paris: Flarnmarion, 1995), pp. 149-15 1. 
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On 31 March 1966, Jacques Rivette was confronted with the banning of his film 

adaptation of Jacques Diderot's La Religieuse, with Anna Karina in the title role, although 
the production of the play, which also starred Anna Karina, had been performed in 1962 

without any public unrest. 33 A succession of articles published in L'Humanite, France 

Nouvelle and Les Lettres franqaises indicates that French Communists followed the 

incident very closely and saw it as a means to attack both Malraux's cultural policy and de 

Gaulle's authoritarian style of government. 34 In Les Lettres franqaises, Georges Sadoul 

was brought back thirty-five years, to the time when LAge d'or was banned by the prefect 

of police Chiappe. In both cases, as Sadoul duly underlines, it is a Parisian representative of 

the far right who was among the first to protest against the film, along with Catholic groups: 

M. Provost de Launay in Bufluel's case and, in Rivette's, M. Frederic -Dupont, who asked 

that action should be taken against a film which 'damages the honour of French female 

religious orders'. 35 Yvon Bourges's replacement of M. Alain Peyrefitte as Minister of 

Information did not put an end to the affair. Although the censorship commission voted twice 

to authorise the film, only asking for 18 certificate - the second time by 12 votes for, 8 

against and 2 abstentions -, the minister nevertheless decided to ban Rivette's latest film 

'because of some of its situations and the way some characters behave, the film is likely to 

cause some distress for a large part of the population, especially given the particular scope 

and audience of a commercially distributed film. These considerations also apply abroad, in 

33 For a detailed account of the Religieuse affair, see Jean Pivasset, Essai sur la signification politique du 

cinýma (Paris: Cujas, 1969), pp. 213-229; see also Jean-Luc Douin, Dictionnaire de la censure (Paris: 
Presses Universitaires de France, 1998), pp. 370-372. 
34 See L'HumanW, 3 December 1965; Sadoul, 'Veut-on traiter La Religieuse comme jadis L'dge d'orT' 

, 
Les Lettres franqaises, 9-15 December 1965, p. 22; H616ne Cingris, 'Jacques Rivette et La Religieuse A La 
Chartreuse', ibid., 23-29 December 1965, p. 20; L'HumanW, 30 March 1966, ibid., 31 March 1966; ibid., 2 
April 1966; ibid., 4 April 1966; ibid., 5 April 1966; ibid., 6 April 1966; Cervoni, T'affaire de La 
Religieuse', France Nouvelle, n' 1068,6 April 1966, p. 23; Roland Desn6, 'Pourquoi Diderot g8ne-t-il 
encoreT, ibid., pp. 23-25; Pierre Daix, 'Lib6rons La Religieuse', Les Lettres franqaises, 7-13 April 1966, 

pp. I& 19; Patrick Bureau, 'Entretien avec Jacques Rivette: Faut-il brfiler Diderot', ibid., p. 19; L'Humanitý, 
7 April 1966; 'La Religieuse A I'Assembl6e nationale', Les Lettres franqaises, 21-27 April 1966, pp. I& 
14; Sadoul, Ta Culture et le revolver', ibid, p. 13; L'HumanW, 25 April 1966; ibid., 6 May 1966; ibid., 7 
May 1966; Sadoul, 'Cannes 66: tr6s brillant d6but', Les Lettres franqaises, 12-18 May 1966, pp. 18-22; 
L'HumanW, 21 December 1966; ibid., 26 July 1967, Sadoul, 'La Religieuse enfin d6livr6e', Les Lettres 
franqaises, 2-8 August 1967, p. 18. 
35 Georges Sadoul, 'Veut-on traiter La Religieuse comme jadis L'Age d'or T, Les Lettres franVaises, 9-15 
December 1965, p. 22. 
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particular in some countries where this production might endanger the reputation and the 

authority of communities which, in many cases, work for a cause which plays a considerable 

part in the humanitarian and cultural renown of France., 36 

Andre Wurmser makes the Communists' position very clear: 'On the one hand, there is 

freedom of expression, i. e. tolerance, truth, open debate, on the other hand, censorship, 

arbitrariness, fanaticism and General de Gaulle. 37 For the editorialist of L'Humanite, the 

Religieuse affair is a political operation masterminded by the most retrograde and anti- 

Communist among right-wing Catholics with a friendly ear within the government. Several 

Communist personalities were among the signatories of the symbolically named '1789 

Manifesto' set up in the wake of the ban by the film's producer, Georges de Beauregard. 38 

Meanwhile, the Film Technicians' union, affiliated to the Fidiration A Spectacle, decided 

to form a 'Committee of Permanent Vigilance against Censorship'. 39 During a session at the 

National Assembly, the minister answered two oral questions addressed to him by two 

deputies from the Left: the Communist deputy M. Fernand Dupuy and the Socialist Georges 

Germain. M. Yvon Bourges's answer is quite polemical, reminding the assembly that thirty- 

two films were banned when the Communists were in office and that the Socialists hold the 

record of complete bans with fifty-five films refused a certificate in three years. While he 

recognises the sincerity of the film, the quality of its performances, he nevertheless launches 

into a vibrant eulogy of the French nuns' communities. What comes out at the end of his 

speech, is that the ban rests solely on the so-called distress that French nuns (les bonnes 

swurs) might experience as a result of the film. The minister's explanations fall a bit short, 

especially in view of the obvious contradiction of authorising the film to go to Cannes. The 

Communist deputy s reaction is very strong. For him the decision is more than a mere 

blunder, it is a deliberate political gesture, which illustrates the relationship between the 

36 L'HuinanW, 2 April 1966. 
37 Andi-6 Wurmser, Ta Religieuse et le g6n6ral', L'Humanitg, 8 April 1966. 
38 L'HunzanW, 2 April 1966. Among the signatories: Pierre Daix, Fernand Grenier, Samuel Lachize (who 
seems to have forgotten that, seven years earlier, he criticised Les Quatre Cents Coups for making fun of 
Public school -teachers), Fernand Dupuy, Roland Desn6, Robert Ballanger, leader of the Communist 
parliamentary group and member of the PCF's Central Committee, L'HumanW, 6 April 1966. 
39 L'HunzanW, 4 April 1966 
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Church and the State, and the increasing influence of the former over the latter. 'Your 

decision, he concludes, puts at risk the freedom of artistic creation, the idea of culture itself 

and, more profoundly, democracy itself. 140 

As mentioned in L'Humanite, the decision taken by Yvon Bourges met with disbelief 

from every quarter of the political spectrum, bar the far right: only Carrefour, 'ex-OAS 

supporter', and the 'fascist' Minute approved the minister's ban. 41 The obvious absurdity of 

having banned the film and, at the same time, of allowing it to represent France in the 

Festival de Cannes of 1966, was picked up by the press. L'Humanite stresses that, while 

Rivette is part of the national selection, Resnais, who is not foreign to censorship, was not 

granted the same honour. His latest film, La Guerre estfinie was deemed too controversial 

for the Spanish authorities. Lachize could not miss pointing to the sad irony of seeing the 

government, which included Malraux, the director of the anti-Franco L'Espoir, as a minister, 

choosing not to upset the Franco regime. Freedom of expression was once more sacrificed in 

the name of realpolitik. In the case of La Religieuse, the PCF was perfectly at ease in 

criticising the government's accession to the demands of the Catholic lobby, scoring political 

points in the meanwhile. 

5.1.4.2. The Cinematheque Problem and the Langlois Issue 

On 9 February 1968, the board of directors of the Paris CinematWque decided to dismiss 

Henri Langlois and replace him with Pierre Moinot as president and Pierre Barbin as 

administrative director. 42 Henri Langlois, whose status in the film world was exceptionally 

high, had been one of the co-founders of this institution and had been its director since the 

Liberation. 43 The French film world was quick to respond to Langlois's removal, and a 

massive protest movement began. Not since the Blum-Byrnes agreements had Paris seen so 

40 Le Monde, 2 May 1966. 
41 L'Huinanitg, 13 April 1966. L'HumanW of 7 April 1966 published Ren6 CapItant's reaction in the 
Gaullist weekly Notre R9publique, where he criticised the 'fault' of the government in its decision. 
42 Le Figaro, 10 February 1968. 
43 For a detailed historique of the Cin6matheque, see Cahiers de la Cingmathýque, n' 22,1976-1977. 
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many film personalities taking to the streets. This was promptly relayed world-wide and an 

amazing number of famous film directors around the globe joined and advocated the boycott 

of their films at the Cinematheque. 

In a matter of hours, spearheading the protest, the newspaper Combat, and its film 

correspondent, Henri Chapier, launched an aggressive attack against Andre Malraux, and the 

government's decision : 'In the face of this measure (which has provoked consternation and 

dismay) having rekindled an appetite for conflagrations and barricades, the columns of this 

paper will be open to all filmmakers, writers, actors and collectors who are stunned and 

distressed by the removal of Langlois. 144 

On Monday 13 February, L'Humanite evokes the affair and the 'intense emotion' of the 

film world. Its account is quite balanced, giving some space to a presentation of the 

government's decision and its conclusion is certainly not as full-blooded as Chapier's: 

There is no denying that Henri Langlois was not only the creator but also the passionate 
animator of a cinematheque which the government has often ignored. Henri 
Langlois's sudden replacement has provoked a wave of protest and a feeling of anxiety 
among his friends and all those who know what the Cinematheque owes to him. This 
surprising decision is much in keeping with this regime's style ... 

45 

The next day, the Communist daily covered the case in detail, mentioning the wave of 

solidarity which has arisen from almost every quarter of the film trade. Its own analysis 

mentions the career of Langlois, and speaks of the 'legitimate emotion' of the film world. Yet 

its own terms are still much less angry than Chapier's, who turned the Cinematheque affair 

into a personal crusade. Having said that, it is quite significant that the communique of the 

Fidiration Nationale A Spectacle, which appeared as an headline, is much more strongly- 

worded than L'Humanite's own comment: 

The dismissal of Henri Langlois has provoked in the film world as a whole an intense 
indignation. This measure, besides the fact that it takes the form of a sanction against 
someone who is responsible for the first cinematheque in the world, confirms the 

44 Henri Chapier, 'Scandale A la Cin6math6que - The revolting dismissal of Henri Langlols', Combat, 10 
February 1968, in Glenn Myrent and Georges P. Langlois, Henri Langlois, trans. by Lisa Nesselson (New 
York: Twayne Publishers, 1995), pp. 239-240. 
45 L'Humanitg, 12 February 1968. 
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willingness of the current regime to take effective control, in the cultural domain as in 
others, of all activities likely to serve its own interest. 

The FMeration Nationale A Spectacle is keen to denounce this operation as part 
of Malthusian policy which runs contrary to the interests of culture as a whole and film 
culture in particular. 46 

L'Humanite refers to the public demonstrations that took place, showing a photo of Claude 

Chabrol, Louis Marcorelles, Christiane Rochefort, Jacques Doniol-Valcroze, Jean-Luc 

Godard. 47 It gives the first lists of the signatories and announces that 'as they met on II 

February for the annual handing over of the new membership cards for the Film's Paris cell, 

110 Communists adopted a motion by which they unanimously protest against the arbitrary 

decision to relegate Henri Langlois to the role of artistic advisor of the Cinematheque'. 

In the first issue of L'Humanite Dimanche which followed the beginning of the Langlois 

affair, Franqois Maurin's text is much sharper than the first reactions published in 

L'Humanite. Above all his article is emblematic of the somehow confused and contradictory 

Communist position throughout the affair. First it reproduces the FMiration Nationale A 

Spectacle's communique, thus letting once again the Communist point of view follow that of 

the main film union'S. 48 The Communist critic remarks that 'the scale of the protest is clear 

evidence of Langlols's justified prestige', yet he admits that 'the management of the 

institution might have suffered some insufficiencies'. Maurin also mentions the national 

dimension of the case: 'France's own prestige is also at stake', an argument in keeping with 

the Communist position on national culture. It is his opening and closing remarks which 

encapsulate what is at the core of the Langlois case. On the one hand Maurin starts by stating 

that Tanglois's dismissal represents a patent violation of the legitimate rights of a creator 

over his work'; and on the other hand, he concludes that the poverty of the institution 

because of a lack of public funding, does not match with the care which should be provided 

46 L'HumanW, 13 February 1968. 
47 Jean-Paul Belmondo, Jeanne Moreau, Catherine Deneuve, Jean-Louis Bory, Jean-Claude Brialy , Dani6le 
Delorme, Samy Frey, Delphine Seyrig, Alain Delon, Christiane Rochefort, Michel Capdenac, Michel 
Cournot, Samuel Lachize, Henry Chapier, Jean-Louis Comolli, Robert Benayoun, Anne Philipe, Jean-Pierre 
L6aud, Micheline Presle, Michel Simon, etc., L'HumanW, 13 February 1968. 
48 Franqois Maurin, 'Que signifie la "mise au pas... de la Cin6math6que franqaise? '. L'HumanW Dimanche, 

n' 155,18 February 1968. 
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to a genuine public service of national interest. 149 In the same paper Maunn defends the 

rights of Langlois as a private citizen who is responsible for his creation and refers to the 

Cinernatheque as a national public service. 

Raymond Borde - one of the few voices who did not join the campaign and the director 

of the Toulouse Cinernatheque - blamed Herai Langlois for not managing the Cinematheque 

properly and, more seriously, for having 'irremediably damaged France's and the world's 

film patrimony' by not protecting the films carefully enough. Borde therefore wonders why 

there was such a campaign in favour of such a man. 'The Left came to defend the right of an 

individual over a patrimony which belongs to the nation. It exalted the collector against 

society and the private appropriation of cultural goods against their nationalisation. Never has 

the Left been in such opposition to its ideological past. For tactics' sake, it sacrifices its 

morality, but it is in the name of morality that it condemns those who favour public 

intervention. 150 In his reappraisal of the Langlois affair, Raymond Borde received the 

support of several journalists and historians. While Gaston Haustrate and Claude Beylie are 

in full agreement with hiM, 51 Jacques Derneure, in Positif, disagrees with Borde as to the 

political significance of the affair. 52 For Derneure, Andre Malraux was not in 1968, 'the tired 

boxer', Borde described him to be, but a right-wing minister working under a right-wing 

president. It is worth noticing that the trade journal Le Technicien du film, whose views 

were often close to the FMiration A Spectacle, took a different perspective on the matter. 

In an article entitled 11 faut se depecher d'en rire avant que d'en pleurer', it portrays 

Langlois - 'our national collector' - in a rather ironic and negative way. 53 Besides, it 

recalls that, in 1956, Langlois had been offended by the call of Leopold Schlossberg - 'one 

49 Ibid. 
50 Raymond Borde, Les Cinýmatheques (Paris: tditions L'Age d'Homme, 1983), pp. 215-219. See also his 

own complete presentation of the Langlois affair in Cahiers de la CinýmatWque, n' 22,1976-1977, pp. 23- 
37 & 53. 
51 Gaston Haustrate, 'Se libdrer du complexe Langlois', Cinýma 77, n' 221, May 1977, pp. 6-7; Claude 
Beylie, 'Quand meurent les l6gendes',, ýcran 77, n' 57, April 1977, p. 2. 
52 Jacques Derneure, 'Cin6matheque franqaise: rompre le silence', Positif, n' 194, June 1977, pp. 55-56 and 
n' 195-196, July 1977, p. 100. 
53 Henriette Dujarric, 'Il faut se d6p&cher d'en fire avant que d'en pleurer', Le Technicien dufflitz, n' 147,15 
March-5 April 1968, pp. 4-5. 
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of the pillars of the Technicians' union' - 'to build a cinemathe'que'. Already in 1963, 

Henriette Dujarric hinted at managerial mishaps in the CinematWque. 54 

There was undoubtedly a contradiction in the Communist position on the Cinematheque 

affair. As I have shown in a previous chapter, the struggle between the rights of the creator 

over his work and the defence of the interests of the trade as a whole had been at the core of 

the Cornmunist/Fgdýration Nationale du Spectacle's film policy since the New Wave, with 

the interests of the trade's wage earners firmly established as a priority. In the case of the 

Langlois affair, the PCF and the Hdýration Nationale du Spectacle took a back seat. As 

Jean-Luc Godard declared during the press conference at the Studio Action on 17 February: 

'There is no point in brandishing the Communist scarecrow, the Communists have nothing to 

do with what is happening. 155 Consequently, when Langlois was reinstated on 21 April, 

with the State withdrawing its subsidies to the Cinematheque, the PCF could only express its 

regrets that such a national cultural treasure would no longer receive public financial support. 

This was hardly a triumph for a party which favoured nationalisations and greater state 

involvement in the film industry. Although there were few reservations expressed by the 

Communist press at the time the affair erupted, later comments, linking what happened in the 

case of Henri Langlois to the May events, suggest that the Communists realised that they 

were out of touch with their own beliefs, as they wondered a few months down the road, 

whether it was really a victory to see the State washing its hands of the whole business and 

cutting its links with the Cinematheque. 56 Borde definitely has a point in relation to the 

nationalisation of the Cinematheque, and to its status of public service. This should have 

been at the core of the Communist position. In this affair, it is as if the Communists preferred 

not to show a different viewpoint and joined the crowd, since it gave them a way to attack the 

cultural policy of the Gaullist govemment. 

54 'While on 5 June M. Andr6 Malraux, Culture minister of State, inaugurated the second theatre of the 
Cin6matheque franqaise... we learned from reliable sources that the management of the Cin6math&que franqaise 

was under criticism. Many in the film trade openly evoke the disorderly situation of this institution, yet no 
serious protestation had been registered until now', Henriette Dujarric, 'Scandale A la Cin6math6que', Le 
Technicien du film, n' 95,15 June- 15 July 1963, p. 15. 
55 Cahiers du cinýma, n' 200-201, April 1968, p. 40. 
56 Albert Cervoni, 'Un mois qui 6branla le cin6ma', France Nouvelle, n' 1179,12 June 1968, pp. 20-21. 
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One of the consequences of the massive support enjoyed by Langlois during these several 

weeks was that it brought together directors and technicians from different ideological, 

professional, generational and aesthetical backgrounds. When had Daquin and Le Chanois 

last been seen together with Godard and Rivette? It was Le Chanois who put forward the idea 

of a defence committee for the Cinernatheque. Undoubtedly, the Langlois affair had united 

the French film world against the country's political regime. It would be all the easier for it to 

come together and join in the massive protest which would sweep the country a month later. 
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5.2. May '6 8 

Although it is not within the scope of this work to study the May '68 events in depth, it 

seems nevertheless necessary to recapitulate briefly their key moments and recall the PCF's 

attitude. A student protest started on 22 March 1968 in the University of Nanterre. Several 

weeks later, a protest movement began La Sorbonne. Police were deployed on 3 May. This 

led to student demonstrations being promptly and brutally repressed by the use of force. 

After the night of the barricades (10 May), a massive demonstration was organised on 13 

May, to which the Left and the trade unions (CGT and CFDT) lent their support. As the trade 

unions joined in the movement, the opposition to the Gaullist regime spread over the entire 

country. Numerous strikes began and by 24 May it is estimated that close to ten million 

French people had stopped work with the country becoming paralysed by a general strike. 

The student protest had triggered the most important political unrest which France had known 

since the Popular Front. On 24 May negotiations began between the unions and the 

government and on 27 May, an agreement was reached with substantial gains to the workers. 

De Gaulle announced the dissolution of the National Assembly on 30 May and that elections 

would take place at the end of June. These elections saw the French Right winning by a 

landslide. 

The French Communist Party was at first very reluctant, not to say hostile, to the student 

movement, of which the Communist students did not approve. As early as the 'Movement of 

March 22' the Communists expressed the same kind of mistrust of and contempt towards the 

revolutionary organisations, be they Maoist or Trotskyist or otherwise, which they would 

display five weeks later. 57 Here is what a Communist student declared to L'Humanite 

Dimanche about the agitation in Nanterre: 

57 'The "Movement of 22 March" typifies many of the concerns of the student movement: opposition to the 

war in Vietnam; dissatisfaction with the bureaucratic and authoritarian structures of university; a critique of 
the alienated and isolated character of student life; a suspicion of all organisation, all hierarchy, and of the 
traditional Left (in particular the PCF); and an at once powerful and confused equation of social and of sexual 
repression', Sylvia Harvey, May '68 and Film Culture (London: BFI, 1980), pp. 3-4. 
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The anarchists, the big mouth revolutionaries of all tendencies, make a lot of noise and 
declare that they are not interested in social demands. I am interested in them, and I 
know many who are too. 

That the UNEF (Union Nationale des Etudiants de France) has not been able to take 
care of these demands by failing to organise the movement in collaboration with other 
democratic organisations goes some way to explain what's happening in Nanterre. 

But it is precisely the anarchist and gauchiste groups which have disarmed the 
UNEF, which now would like to lead astray the student movement by other means. 
It is clear that the students and the democratic forces won't let them accomplish a task 
which the government is too happy to benefit from in order to impose its measures 
and exert its authoritarian control over the students. 58 

It is quite remarkable that in a simple interview with a Communist student a month before 

May, one can find encapsulated the two main lines of the Communist discourse in relation to 

the May' 68 events. Firstly, the mistrust towards the 'gauchistes' is blatant: they must be 

checked lest they corrupt the students. Moreover, actions led by the 'gauchistes' make them 

objective allies of the Right. 59 Secondly, the interview makes clear the emphasis on students' 

demands over idealist revolutionary prospects. The same attitude would prevail over the 

weeks to come, hence the PCFs claim that the satisfaction of workers' demands, thanks to 

the Grenelle agreements, constituted a victory. At stake here is the key question of May '68: 

Was May '68 a revolutionary moment in French history, which the Left should seize, or was 

it not? For the PCF, the answer is that it was not. Following the Grenelle agreements and in 

view of the prospect of a General Election, the PCF chose the 'parliamentary road' against 

6 gauchiste' adventurism, while the CGT enjoined the workers to go back to work: 'Wherever 

the essential claims have been satisfied it is in the workers' interest to pronounce themselves 

overwhelmingly in favour of a return to work. 160 The 'sensible' attitude of both the CGT and 

the PCF and their repeated rejection of far left groups were to leave their mark on the 

relationship between the French extreme left and the Communist Party for many years to 

58 'Je suis 6tudiant a Nanterre, un entretien de Pierre Level avec Charles Silvestre', L'Humanitý Dimanche, 

n' 162,7 April 1968. 
59 'The Communists have always maintained - and up to now this has been true - that revolutionary 
movements claiming to be to the left of the PCF helped to divide the working class and always wound up 
6 objectively' to the right of the Party. To discuss this view today is, I think, to state the problem wrongly. 
We have to ask ourselves, not whether we are to the right or to the left of the PCF, but whether we are truly 
on the Left', Jean-Paul Sartre, Situations VIII (Paris: Gallimard, 1972), p. 185, in Keith Reader, The May 
1968 Ei, ents in France (New York: St Martin's Press, 1993), p. 64. 
60 Declaration of the Federal Committee of the CGT on 5 June, in Harvey, p. 10. For a more thorough 
depiction of the May events, see Reader, pp. 1- 19, and Harvey, pp. 3-14. 
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come. As will be shown in the last part of this work, a rapprochement has occurred in the 

recent past after a long and bitter period of non-communication. 

May '68 affected the French film world as it did all other sectors of French society. 

Industrial dispute hit the film industry. The IDBEC and the Rue de Vaugirard film schools 

went on strike and students occupied both schools (15 May). Famously, the Parisian 

upsurge's shock wave could be felt as far away as Cannes, where a number of directors 

refused to show their films and the Film Festival had to be closed down (18 May). 61 On 19 

May an AGM of the film technicians' union voted for indefinite strike, followed by the 

ORTF's directors' and technicians's decision to do likewise. 

5.2.1. The Estates General of French Cinema (Etats Generaux du Cinema Franqais, 

EGQ 

Firmly establishing its revolutionary credo by borrowing its name from the Estates 

General which met in Versailles in May 1789 and led to the French Revolution, the Estates 

General of French Cinema constituted nevertheless the central piece in the overall context of 

May '68.62 Sylvia Harvey has described very precisely how they came about: 

A couple of days after the great united student-worker demonstration of May 13 a 
special Cinema Commission was set up among the Action Committees at the Sorbonne, 
and a number of films screenings were organised in secondary schools within and 
outside Paris, in various university buildings and in a number of factories. [ ... ] On 
Friday 17 the CGT Union of Film Production Technicians called together a number of 
technicians, directors, and members of the French actors' union as well as students 
from the two main film and photography schools: the Institut des Hautes Etudes 
Cinematographiques (L'IDBEC) and the Ecole Nationale de Photographie et de 
Cinematographie (ENPC). Out of this meeting and a subsequent meeting between 
members of the film technicians' union and the editors of the Cahiers du cinema came 
the suggestion for a new institution to be called the Estates General of French Cinema. 

An action committee and the film technicians' union itself issued invitations to all 
those active in or interested in French film culture to attend the first meeting of the EGC 
that evening (17 May), at the ENPC building in the rue de Vaugirard, which had been 
occupied by the film and photography students for a couple of days. More than a 
thousand people met for the inaugural session. In the weeks that followed the EGC 

61 See Frodon, pp. 230-232. 
62 'It was this Third Estate of the States General which in 1789 both expressed and organised the massive 
transformation of class realtions within French society, replacing the old order by the new, the clergy and 
nobility by the commons, but a commons firmly led and directed by the bourgeoisie', Harvey, p. 17. 
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continued to meet in the premises of the occupied school and then moved out to the 
Cultural Centre at Suresnes on the outskirts of Paris where three General Assemblies 
were held on May 26 and 28 and on June 5.63 

The EGC was an open forum of discussion on all aspects of the French film industry. The 

debates centred on the need for an overall reorganisation of the film industry and the ways 

this could be achieved. Towards the end of May, several proposals were submitted to the 

EGC's general assembly. As happened elsewhere, the revolution versus reformism issue 

pervaded the EGC's discussions. Harvey rightly underlines that 'like the Committee for the 

Defence of the Cinernatheque the EGC was a broad front organisation, encompassing a fairly 

wide variety of political positions'. 64 Consequently, this should be borne in mind when 

considering the different proposals for a reorganisation of the French film trade. 

Among all the proposals, the majority of votes went for three plans, numbers 13,16, and 

19. Proposal 16 declared its intention to make 'a radical break' with the existing system, and 

spoke of the need to bring about 'the destruction of the old structures' of the French cinema, 

It proposed the setting up of a public sector which would be in competition with the private 

sector of the industry, the abolition of all censorship bodies, the establishment of a central 

office which would organise the direct collection of all box office monies and their 

subsequent redistribution, and the abolition of the existing division between cinema and 

television industries. 65 Proposal 13 was put together by officers and members of the CGT 

Film Technicians' Union and was proposed by Pierre Lhomme. 'It was approved by the 

majority of the members of the union. This project, like proposal 16, emphasised the need to 

set up a public sector for film production, distribution and exhibition under the principles of 

workers' control. In addition it underlined the particular importance of education in film for 

both producers and spectators. 166 Project 19 was close to projects 16 and 13 but insisted on 

'the need to find new projection sites, so that films could be projected in factories, and firms, 

63 Ibid., p. 17. 
64 Ibid., p. 21. 
65 Project 16 was the plan adopted by a group of directors consisting of Ren6 Allio, Jean-Louis Comolll, 
Paula Delsol, R. Dembo, Jacques Doniol-Valcroze, Jean-Paul Le Chanois, Louis Malle, Jean-Pierre Mocky, 
Jean-Daniel Pollet, Alain Resnais, Jacques Rivette, Jacques Wagner, in Harvey, pp. 21-22. 
66 Ibid., p. 23. 
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schools and universities, youth clubs and cultural centres, ships, trains, aeroplanes and other 

means of transport, and mobile projection units created in suburban and country areas. 167 

Project 4, drawn by Thierry Derocles, Nfichel Demoule, Claude Chabrol and Marin Karmitz, 

went much further. Considered as the most revolutionary of the plans put to the vote, it called 

for a free cinema entirely financed by a national fee which would make each citizen a financial 

contributor to the film industry and each spectator a producer. 68 

On 5 June, a synthesis project drawing from plans 13,16, and 19 was put together as a 

6minimal programme around which the EGC might unite', but the most radical of the 

participants rejected it, and as Sylvia Harvey explains, the EGC could only pass 'a rather 

brief and general final motion which, while making quite explicit the political nature of the 

EGC's opposition to the existing system, failed to produce a programme of concrete 

proposals to be agreed and acted upon by all., 69 

The Communist position on the proposals put forward to the EGC conformed to its 

general attitude elsewhere. Although there were few echoes in the Communist press of the 

debates as they were taking place, the subsequent debriefing of what happened in Suresnes 

conveyed the Party's rejection of adventurism and its support for a step-by-step approach to 

change. 70 Both Cervoni in France Nouvelle and Maurin in L'Humanite Dimanche related 

and analysed the results of the EGC in similar terms. In a long survey of what happened 

during the Estates General of French Cinema, Maurin explains the Communist point of view. 

It will come as no surprise that his main criticism is aimed at the lack of pragmatism and the 

adventurism, which, he says, spoilt what should have been a step forward In the 

development of the French film industry. Echoing in every way the Party's overall attitude to 

the May events, Maurin opposes the concrete gains obtained by the film employees as a result 

of their industrial action to the more abstract debates of the EGC. Nevertheless he considers 

that the overall result of the discussions is positive since 'for the first time an open and united 

67 Ibid., p. 25. 
68 Ibid., p. 26. 
69 Ibid., p. 27. 
70 This is in essence, what the CGT union delegate and the Communist activist tell the angry and frustrated 
worker in La Reprise du travail aux usines Wonder as shown in Reprise. Dir. Herv6 Le Roux, Les Films 
d'Ici, 1997. 
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forum of discussion has tackled important issues which may lead to possible successes if 

immediate action is taken'. 71 A week later, the tone was much more critical, and the blame 

was laid at the gauchiste and romantic revolutionaries who prevented the EGC from acting 

effectively and realistically. In fact, Maurin, who subtitled this part of his article 'Disability 

from birth', made clear that the Communists never wholeheartedly believed in the success of 

the EGC because of its gauchiste origins. The May events allowed the journalist to revise the 

Communist position on the Langlois affair. Maurin acknowledges the feeling of frustration 

common to many French film directors, especially after the disappointment at Malraux's lack 

of achievement and his censorship policy. He then revisits the Langlois affair. Understanding 

the anger felt by many in the face of the authoritarianism displayed by the Gaullist regime, 

Maurin hints at the excessive personalisation of the campaign which put Langlois back at the 

head of the Cinematheque: the affair 'brought to light the first symptoms of a subjectivism of 

which we have just witnessed the result. Thus with a few months' hindsight, the Committee 

of Defence of the Cinernatheque appears to have been the first catalyst of many energies 

engaged in the EGC. 172 

71 'While the strike continues in film studios to obtain the respect of union rights - the control of film 
crews, the reduction of working time without wage loss - work resumed Wednesday morning in the 
laboratories after gaining substantial improvements. Among which, wage increases from 9.48 to 12.2% for 
the less privileged categories, salaries paid on a monthly basis for film employees who have over eight years' 
service, recognition of union rights, payment of the strike days to the ratio of 50%, and several other gains. 
Meanwhile theatre and film people are holding their Estates General, as are the artists. They discuss the best 
ways and the best forms to make their work accessible to the widest audience. It is there that ideas seem the 
most confused insofar as the questions raised by the structural reorganisation necessary to reach the goal, lead 
quite naturally to take into consideration economics, political and social matters relative to the current 
situation as it is but which many do not seem to want to take into account. None of the proposals included in 
the final document can be applied in the near future. There are mostly ideal structures which may only become 
reality under a regime of advanced democracy, since they imply a nationalisation of production, distribution 
and exploitation as well as a powerful S tate- controlled sector. Yet, the overall result is positive', Franqois 
Maurin, 'Quand le spectacle se penche sur son futur', L'Humanitg Dimanche, n' 171,9 June 1968. 
72 'Born on May 15, out of a "film commission" set up by four young film technicians in La Sorbonne and a 
first assembly of the students in the Vaugirard film school, from their first days, the Estates General have 
been subjected to the same influences which have corrupted the legitimacy of the students' claims and led to 
adventurism. Utopianism, the fanciful character of most of the decisions taken during the first days of endless 
discussions saturated with revolutionary jargon, were the ingredients ensuring future failure, such as the 
abolition of the CNC on 21 May, taking great pride in refusing to consider any proposal of immediate reform, 
which could be applicable even within the framework of the existing system. The Cannes Film Festival was 
interrupted on the pretext that it was a petit bourgeois festival and everyone worked flat out on a restructuring 
plan for the whole of the French film trade, which was unworkable unless a regime of advanced democracy, 
freed from the monopolies' stronghold was enforced. The Estates General of the Cinema have undoubtedly 
been victim of their own impatience. This impatience could be evidenced by the decisions taken and the 
anarchic character of the prevailing methods employed, be they that of "direct democracy" or "permanent 
protest", and which led to nothing. It is not enough to announce that cinema is free or that the best films can 
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Maurin contrasts 'what is possible today' with 'what is possible tomorrow': the film trade 

unions' proposals might not be 'revolutionary', they have the advantage to be realistic and 

they can be applied in the short term. 73 That the Communists regret that the synthesis project 

was not adopted does not come as a surprise. Harvey rightly points out that it was 

characterised 'by both the search for new practices, and adherence to older formulael. 74 

Promoting a dual system by which a public film sector could cohabit with a private sector, 

'the system was still motivated by the need to produce profit on capital invested. In terms of 

the relationship between film production and the state, the proposals assumed no 

revolutionary transformation of that state. '75 The reformist character of the synthesis project 

was on a par with the PCF's stance in May '68, which did not consider that the situation 

could lead to a revolutionary transformation of the country but opted for a gradual move 

towards advanced democracy through legal and parliamentary means and called for a 

Communist vote in the next general elections. 76 This 'sensible', Republican attitude triggered 

bitter criticism on the part of the extreme left, which saw the PCF's stance as a betrayal of the 

revolutionary spirit of the May events. Maurin's analysis of the failure of the EGC was 

mostly political, contrasting the dangerous utopian slant of the far left with the down-to-earth 

be projected free to make them accessible to the larger public. In the actual state of things and given the 
absence of a true framework providing cultural stimulation for the masses, the risk is to confirm the same 
choices and to maintain quality or experimental films in their ghetto. Likewise it is not sufficient to declare 
the abolition of the CNC to suppress its role, as it is still in existence', Maurin, 'Les ttats g6n6raux du 
cin6ma franqais, Putopie et le r6el', L'Humanitý Dimanche, n' 172,16 June 1968. 
73 'A platform considered by the majority of the profession as an ideal springboard for the development of 
their work had been reached, but that suddenly everything collapsed and the discussion went on all day and all 
night, contesting paragraph after paragraph. The Estates General were then forced to acknowledge their failure. 
In the following days, after so many efforts and hopeful moments, discouragement set in. A feeling of 
uselessness, hopelessness and disappointment fell on a less and less assiduous assembly, as work resumed in 
the laboratories and film crews started shooting film again. Amid the confusion, only the film unions had 
taken the trouble of putting together a set of precise demands. Admittedly these were not intended to 
revolutionise everything, but the concrete character of the benefits obtained allowed us at least to leave with 
the feeling that we had not wasted our time. The reproach which could be made at the Estates General is not 
that they dreamt of a cinema freed from the constraints of capitalism but, on the contrary, that they did not 
allow for a period of transition, for the reason that it smacked of "reformism" and, by not doing so, failed to 
work constructively', ibid. 
74 Harvey, p. 25. 
75 Ibid. 
76 'We made the mistake of letting ourselves be imprisoned by words, in spite of the fact that, today no more 
than yesterday, the choice is not between reformism and revolution, but between oppression and democracy. It 
is only within a true democracy, seen as a progressive process, that cinema will be able to find, step by step, 
all the freedom and possibilities of creation it needs, in institutional as well as economic terms, in order to 
become, in effect, one of the essential elements of culture, as film should be. We still have a chance to show 
that we can be efficient. Film workers, like all the other manual and intellectual workers will have this 
opportunity on June 23', Maurin, ibid. 
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pragmatism of the Party. While he also condemns adventurism and the romantic 

revolutionaries' utopian perspective, Cervoni offers an analysis of what took place at 
Suresnes, which takes into account the specific context of the film industry. Cervoni also 

acknowledges the importance of what happened to the industry: 'something big happened 

and its effects have reached every sector of the film trade', and like Maurin, regrets that the 

synthesis project did not meet the EGC's approval. 77 Yet Cervoni brings into the discussion 

the everlasting problem of the contradictory interests of the different categories of film 

personnel. For the Communist critic, one of the most utopian aspects of the EGC was the 

belief that these conflicting views could be abolished or hidden under the magic carpet of 
May '68: 'In a situation of scarce resources, with intense competition forjobs, and financing 

available for relatively few projects, the differences of interest between producers and 

directors, directors and technicians, and technicians and students, or (even more intensely) 

between technicians and amateurs, were bound, sooner or later, to break apart the precarious 

unity of the organisation. 178 Cervoni's examination of the Estates General of Cinema shows 

that May '68 did not put an end to the divisions within the profession. The dichotomy 

between the technical categories of personnel and the auteurs, between the film workforce 

and the directors or those more closely involved with the creative side of the film trade 

persisted. Indeed the conflict exacerbated once May '68 fireworks went silent. 

77 'To take the Estates General of French Cinema as an example, it is fundamental and essential that, even if 
the Estates did not reach their full conclusion, the two projects which were backed by the greater number of 
participants were two serious and thoroughly accomplished texts, in spite of the confused, disorderly and 
quaint character of the procedure. A synthesis between the union-inspired proposal submitted by Pierre 
Lhomme and the proposal submitted by Louis Malle was attempted. There were indeed many points on which 
the two projects were at one in terms of the seriousness of both the analyses and the proposals', Cervoni, 'Un 
mois qui 6branla le cin6ma', France Nouvelle, n' 1179,12 June 1968, pp. 20-21. Cervoni also looks back at 
the Langlois affair: 'Whatever Henri Langlois's merits, the fact that he was reinstated as director of the 
Cin6math6que, the financial responsibility for which no longer rests with the Gaullist State (unsurprisingly), 
cannot possibly be called a victory. ' 
78 'But one cannot conceal one's sentimentalism or demagogy if one ignores, deliberately or not, the 
divisions of the different groups which were there. Producers, directors-producers, wage-earning directors, 
technicians, film workers, might have some common interests (especially in an industry in crisis like the film 
industry), they also have their differences of interests, which more often than not are contradictory [ ... ] In the 
absence of a revolutionary transformation of French society, it is difficult to see how this extraordinarily 
diverse collection of directors and producers, technicians and students, could have developed a working unity 
over a long period of time. In other words, without a revolution in society it is difficult to see how the EGC 
could have expected a working future for itself, given that the differences of interests between the members of 
the organisation could only be exacerbated within a capitalist mode of production', ibid., p. 2 1. 
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5.2.2. Auteur Cinema Versus Mainstream Cinema 

The utopian unity of the French cinema family was short-lived. It did not take long before 

the acknowledgement of failure of the Estates General led to a return to earlier entrenched 

positions. The FMýration A Spectacle reverted to its corporatist attitude while the film 

directors created with the Societe des Realisateurs Franqais (SRF), a body devoted to the 

defence of their own particular interests. In other words, the gap between mainstream cinema 

and auteur cinema became apparent once again. 

During a press conference at the 1969 Cannes Film Festival, the Fjdýration Nationale 

-I- . A Spectacle drew attention to the problems faced by the film employees, in particular the 

high level of unemployment due to a fall in the number of film produced and the films' 

budget rates. The film union's demand rang amazingly familiar: a call for State intervention, 

tax exemption, higher subsidies, the end of censorship and the reorganisation of the CNC. 79 

It is as if May '68 and the Estates General of French Cinema had never happened. In fact, the 

situation actually deteriorated. Instead of more State intervention in the industry, the film 

union as well as the Societe des Realisateurs de Films witnessed the privatisation of the 

public company, the Union Generale Cinematographique (UGC) although they had asked 

that it remained in the public sector as a vehicle for the distribution of quality French films 

with a cultural value. 80 

This was one rare occurrence when the Fidiration A Spectacle and the independent 

Societe des Realisateurs de films (SRF) shared a common point of view. The SRF, which 

is very much alive today, is an association which was founded on 14 June 1968, regrouping 

directors and director-producers, whose aim was to defend artistic, moral, professional and 

economic freedom of creation and participate in the development of a new structure for 

French cinema. Its founding members were Jean-Daniel Pollet, Claude Lelouch, Pierre Kast, 

79 'Cannes 69, une rencontre professionnelle unique au monde', Le Technicien A film, n' 161,15 June- 15 
July 1969, pp. 2-4. 
80 Henriette Duj arric, '11 faut conserver FUGC secteur dttat', Le Technicien A film, n' 175,15 October- 15 
November 1970, p. 3 and Dujarric, T'affaire UGC', Le Technicien A film, n' 176,15 November- 15 
December 1970, p. 3. 
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Jacques Rozier, Rene Allio, Philippe de Broca, Robert Bresson, Serge Roulet, Jacques 

Doniol-Valcroze, Michel Cournot, Jacques Rivette, Jacques Poitrenaud, Jacques Deray, 

Louis Malle, Jean-Gabriel Albicocco, Robert Enrico, Luc Moullet, Delsol Paula, Alex Joffe, 

Marcel Came, Claude Berri, Jean Becker, Jacqueline Audry, Edouard Molinaro, Francois 

Rigaud, Jean-Louis Comolli, Charles Bitsch, Jean-Paul Rappeneau. 81 As this list of names 

testify, the SRF attracted mostly auteurs while its setting up may be considered as one of the 

few concrete outcomes of the Estates General of French Cinema. The gap between the film 

industry employees and the auteurs, which came to light after the New Wave widened again 

after the short-lived May '68 community of spirit. In an interview with the Technicien A 

film in 1970, Henri Back, a well-known film trade-unionist, criticised the government for 

'having never followed a coherent film policy to develop the national cinema', and Malraux 

for 'only helping auteur cinema to the detriment of entertainment cinema which is favoured 

by the public at large. ' For Back, 'It would seem natural for mainstream films to receive the 

same encouragement as the auteur films', and 'the legal dispositions which protect the French 

film industry should be respected. For instance, films shot on location as well as abroad 

should not be entitled to the same advantages'. When asked about the demands put forward 

by the SRF, Henri Back repeats the same argument: 'One cannot endorse the demands of the 

SRF. They are targeting the development of an auteur cinema to the detriment of 

entertainment cinema, whereas both expressions should complement one another in the 

interest of cinema as a whole. Among other things, the SRF implicitly condemns the use of 

film studios since most young directors know nothing of the technique of studio work. 

Besides, given the actual economic situation, the methods of remuneration they advocate 

often go against the quality of the films they are making, while not bothering about the 

working regulations. Their demands would be better understood if they were targeting the 

government to obtain the means to make their films in proper conditions for their crew. 182 

There was not much difference between these declarations and those made five years before, 

81 Soci6t6 des R6alisateurs de Films, La Rýgle dujeu, Paris: Albatros, 1978, p. 1. 
82 'Henri Back r6pond A nos questions', Le Technicien du film, n' 170,15 April- 15 May 1970, p. 5. A 

union man since 1936, Secretary general of the Film Workers' Union in 1947, Henry Back was an important 
figure of the Fýdgration du Spectacle. 
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when the New Wave was accused of jeopardising the future of French cinema. 83 There did 

not seem to be any understanding or common ground to be found between the auteurs and 

the Fjdýration A Spectacle. Bertrand Tavernier offered a very concrete illustration of this 

antagonism. In an interview with Rouge on Les Enjants gates which he directed and 

produced, Tavernier declared: 'I co-produced the film. To deal with the financial aspect 

oneself is not a solution I would recommend. But, when one can do it, it allows one to play 

around the margins of freedom of the system, to balance what we want to say and the cost of 

the film. Many directors have become their own producers, Allio, Feret, Bernard Paul. It is a 

source of difficulty with the CGT Film Technicians Union. I was expelled from the Union 

board because of that. Since I was a producer, I was a boss, full stop. But I did not 

understand the difference between a director who is not a producer, but who receives a 

percentage on the benefits (as it was my case when I made Le Juge et Vassassin), when I sat 

at the Union board) and the very same director who turned producer? It is actually a point of 

contention between the Film directors' cell and the direction of the Film Technician Union, 

which is also Communist. This question should be the object of a serious debate. 184 

Mainstream cinema versus 'art' cinema remained a divisive issue within the film trade. It 

would also prove a source of tension within the Communist section of the film trade. 

5.2.3. Is There an Auteur in the PCF? 

The existence of different points of view on the question of auteur cinema in the Party 

would become more obvious after May '68. As far as the industry is concerned, the core of 

the Communist position on film policy not only remain unchanged, it actually became more 

4 proletarian'. An internal and undated text published by the film cell entitled The 

Communists and the Difficulties of French Cinema exposed positions which once again 

stuck closely to the Federation du Spectacle's. Although the title of the document refers to 

'the Communists', there are many more references in the text to 'the trade union'. It is clear 

83 See present chapter, pp. 175-177. 
84 Rouge, 7 September 1977. 
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that for its writer(s), the words 'trade union' and 'Party' are absolutely interchangeable. This 

document can safely be dated as post May '68 as its introduction mentions the unpopularity 

of the PCF in the aftermath of the events. 85 There are several revisions of the Communist 

policy in the text. First the document acknowledges that mistakes had been made in the past. 

The Communists had vacillated between two positions. Sometimes it had advocated an 

'unholy alliance with the employers' to the detriment of the film employees, sometimes it had 

taken the opposite view: "We don't care about the employers' problems, they can pay", as if 

the film sector could be assimilated to any other industrial sectors. ' What the Communists 

had to do now and once and for all was to look at the problems facing the film industry 

strictly 'with the point of view of the salaried employee in mind'. The whole document then 

revolves around the following question: 'How on the one hand can we assure audio-visual 

technicians that the terms of the national collective labour agreement will be respected? On the 

other hand how can we assure them that they will be able to keep fighting for the constant 

improvement of their working conditionsT The proposals contained in the document refer to 

the unification of the audiovisual sector, the defence and regulation of the professional card, 

in spite of the objections raised during the May events, the regulation of the conditions of 

access to the different professional categories of the film industry, and the harmonisation of 

salaries to all audiovisual sectors, i. e. film and television. 86 The corporatist rationale behind 

these proposals is obvious. In fact, what seems to be the core of the matter is the protection 

of the film workforce in view of the multiplication of marginal films, as well as auteur films, 

in the aftermath of May '68 and the setting up of the SRF. The position to adopt in relation to 

auteur, marginal or independent cinema remained a key question for the Communists 

working in the film industry. 

The 93-page long document contains a long section on the question of marginal cinema. 

A sub-chapter, entitled 'Marginal films and "cultural" films', acknowledges that these 

85 'The May events reminded us that the Communists were rarely chosen on account of their good looks and 
that friendship, personal esteem and sympathy did not mean much when they had to be pushed to the side 
because of their membership to the PCF, when the Party's policy was badly understood', in Les 
Coinmunistes et les proWmes du cinýmafranqais, Paris, BIFI, Fonds Jean-Paul Le Chanois, Box 35/165. 
86 Ibid., pp. 38-40. 
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categories correspond to an 'objective evolution of the film trade', since they now 'Occupy a 

noticeable part in film production'. While the writer(s) wonder(s) about the attitude 

Communists should adopt regarding marginal films, they regard these as 'harmful because 

they are "abnormal" in terms of their conditions of existence, the way they are made, and the 

confusion they introduce into the production system. Yet they are also basically positive in 

terms of their qualities as "independent", "free", "cultural" filMS1.87 The ideal solution, 

according to the document would be for this sector to disappear altogether and for the films to 

be made under the normal conditions of production so as to be integrated into the system, 

which proves impossible since 'it is because the system is what it is, that these films are 

made under different conditions. ' This strong corporatist viewpoint was not shared by all in 

the PCF. 

There were Party members within the film trade who were deeply unhappy with this kind 

of discourse. In a conversation with Pascal Aubier, Bernard Eisenschitz explains that 'the 

people with whom they got on well when discussing cinema (Barbet, Cottrell, Nestor, 

Eustache) pretended to be, or were, right-wing whereas those they met in the Communist 

film cell may habe been left-wing but were also extremely reactionary in trade terms'. 'It is 

incredible to see how much they bore us a grudge, this was where one felt the class struggle 

was taking place', Pascal Aubier adds. 'One had to work according to the norms, especially 

the trade union norms. ' Eisenschitz thought that 'the Communist film cell was some kind of 

Communist rear-guard, but realised that they were emblematic of the trade as whole. 

Eisenschitz and Aubier mention nevertheless that some of these traditionalists were able to 

change, such as Louis Daquin. 88 Communist critics and journalists also came on the 

auteurs'side while underscoring that the roots of the problem lay in the economic 

organisation of the industry which frustrates aspiring filmmakers. Thus, in La Nouvelle 

Critique, Jean-Andre Fieschi and Bernard Stora extended Cervoni's point about diverging 

interests of the EGC: 'Not everyone was speaking of the same thing, followed the same 

87 Ibid., pp. 31-32 
88 Pascal Aubier, Les Wmoires de Gascogne (Paris: Sybarite/Yellow Now, 1996), pp. 38-41. Louis 

Daquin would eventually become co-president of the SRF in 1978. 
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goals, or the same interests. 189 According to the Communist writers, 'the whole of the film 

industry's workforce was not present at the Estates General', but the assembly was 

essentially 'composed of directors or technicians closely associated with film-making or 

people directly interested by the creative facet of the trade'. In other words, their interests 

were probably contradicting those of other categories within the trade. This is what Fieschi 

and Stora stated in an unusually clear fashion in a French Communist context: 'In a way, it 

would be better to state frankly that cinema as an art-form appears to be in contradiction with 

cinema as a trade. ' Although this seems like stating the obvious, such a statement calls into 

question the anti-auteurist views expressed by the Federation A Spectacle or the 

Communist film cell. Fieschi and Stora try to look objectively at the consequences of the 

dichotomy of art versus trade: 

It would appear that the situation is inextricable. On the one hand, the directors (and in 
some respect, the public) consider that their projects cannot be completed because of 
the excessive demands of the wage-workers (size of film crew, wages, working 
conditions). On the other hand, the workers tend to look at any venture which does not 
conform to the traditional canons with great suspicion. Consequently, since it is the 
auteur films or the 'difficult' films which most frequently do not observe the rules, they 
tend to reject this category of film. 
It is impossible to solve this dilemma, but maybe it would be worth reminding: 
- the 'artists', that film making remain a source of private profit and that the film 
workers are entitled to protect their salaries and their working conditions like any other 
workers. 
- the film wage workers, that the problems of film cannot be confined solely to the 
interest of the professionals. 
It is more complex to look at these problems with this contradiction in mind. The 
Estates General did not mark a renewed meeting of minds of film directors and film 
wage workers within their trade union. On the contrary, they were an attempt by these 
directors to bring the traditional film-makers to partake in the problems they face as 
directors, asking the traditional film-makers to join them in demands likely to develop 
the possibilities of creation, even if this served their material interests. 
Yet, there are more and more people who want to make films, and the government's 
cultural policy leaves them little hope. This is why there is a risk of seeing a 
multiplication of these attempts which won't resolve anything in depth and may even be 
prejudicial to the film technicians' and film workers' interests. These attempts would 
become more dangerous if technicians and workers ignored the directors' legitimate 
aspirations and did not aim their reproaches at their real enemies: the Gaullist regime 
and its cultural policy as well as capitalism and its commodity-culture. 

89 Jean-Andr6 Fieschi & Bernard Stora, Teux faces sur 6cran large', La Nouvelle Critique, n' 21, February 
1969, pp. 47-53. 
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This last point illustrates the Nouvelle Critique's different perspective on the issue. Moving 

away from the strictly corporatist standpoint taken by many inside the film union or the 

Party, Fieschi and Stora recognise the difficulties encountered by aspiring or established film 

auteurs. Thus, they define the EGC as 6a movement of directors frustrated by the present 

system', the outcome of which resulted in 'two diametrically opposed positions'. On the one 
hand, the SRF represents 6a certain way to find a place in the system', on the other hand the 

development of a parallel cinema illustrated the will to find 'a way to negate the system'. 

After presenting parallel or marginal cinemas, the co-authors conclude that these new 

directions constituted 'now an important sector of French film-making'. 90 The following 

month, the same writers, joined by Jean-Patrick Lebel, continue their survey of parallel and 

marginal cinemas. They first describe the risk incurred by political parallel cinema of not 

finding its public, mostly because of the 'Romantic gauchiste liking for clandestine 

activities', which often results in the films being shown only to a public of initiates, and 

therefore missing their propagandistic raison d'etre. Then they portray the obstacle race the 

young auteur must run in order to his or her film, blaming the producers for forcing the 

director to manage with minimal budgets so as to limit their eventual loss. 91 The writers do 

not blame the directors but the system itself which allows for such 'auteur racketeering' and 

caution once more the film employees 'not to be mistaken as to who their real enemies are by 

accusing the auteurs of "ruining" the trade and taking part in whatever schemes possible in 

order to make their films'. For Fieschi, Lebel and Stora, while 'marginal films cannot escape 

from the contradictions' they have underlined, 'it is inconceivable that a quality marginal film 

should be barred from wider distribution. ' They ask the film trade unions and the whole of 

90 Fieschi & Stora, 'Deux faces sur 6cran large', pp. 47-53. 
91 'The "courageous" producer, the "small independent producer" chooses a usually young director and gives 
him a small amount of money to make a reputedly "difficult" film, of problematic profitability. He tells him 
or her of the risks he takes by producing the film, patiently making himself up as a patron of the arts and 
making the young director understand that he/she will have to be reasonable and docile. Then, he stays in the 
background. It is the director who then contacts the technicians (generally friends), rallies them to his subject 
and explains to them the difficulties he is faced with, asking for their understanding. The crew is then hired at 
low wages. These are often insufficient, the work schedule is not respected, extra hours are not paid for, the 
collective labour agreement is often stretched. The film is launched at a small cost, and the producer hardly 
ever loses out', Jean-Andr6 Fieschi, Jean-Patrick Lebel and Bernard Stora, Vin6ma parall6le', La Nouvelle 
Critique, n' 22, March 1969, pp. 68-70. 
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the film wage earners to look frankly at the serious problem which confronts both auteur 

films and parallel films. Their conclusion is indeed a strong defence of these categories of 

films: 'Parallel cinema does not resolve anything. Yet if it succeeds in ridding itself of its 

fantasies, in avoiding certain traps, certain pretensions, it might help to make clear that film 

has not yet reached its full potential, that it has existed, and still exists, according to 

Hollywood conceptions and that the death of cinema might be announced before it ever really 

came into existence. 192 

Thus, the importance of auteur cinema was not only recognised in critical terms but was 

also validated as a sector of the French film industry. Consequently, the positions of the 

F9deration A spectacle and those of the PCF no longer fully concurred. The range of 

views in the Party corresponded to the division within the industry as a whole, between the 

creative side of cinema and the 'executing' side, the film workforce. This was a difficult 

dichotomy to sustain for the Party of the working class, which saw a change of society as the 

only remedy. In 1972, The Programme commun de gouvernement Ooint programme for 

government) was signed by the leaders of the three political organisations of the French Left, 

Franqois Mitterrand for the Socialist Party, Robert Fabre for the Radicaux de Gauche (centre- 

left), and Georges Marchais - who had succeeded Waldeck Rochet when he was forced to 

retire for health reasons - for the PCF. 93 The cultural policy which this programme 

contains, largely inspired by the PCF's own programme, was supposed to solve the 

problems of French cinema by adopting the principle that culture was neither a commodity 

nor a luxury. 94 In the aftermath of Mitterrand's electoral defeat and Valery Giscard 

d'Estaing's victory in May 1974, a collective of Communist directors and technicians - 

Charles Bitsch, Noýl Burch, Jacques Comets, Guy Lecouvette, Daniel Wurhmann, Bernard 

92 Ibid. 
93 Georges Marchais had been S ecretary- General unofficially since June 1969 when Waldeck Rochet fell 11, 

and officially since February 1970 when he became Deputy Secretary- General. He was elected Secretary- 
General in December 1972, in Philippe Robrieux, Histoire intMeure A Parti communiste, 4 vols (Paris: 
Fayard, 1980-984), 4, pp. 806,810 and 823. 
94 Parti Socialiste and Parti Communiste Franqais, Ta vie culturelle', Programme Commun de 

Gouvernement (Paris: tditions Sociales, 19721, pp. 92-94; Parti Communiste Franqais, Uessor culturel', 
Programme pour un gouvernement dýmocratique d'union populaire (Paris: tditions Sociales, 197 1), pp. 95- 

102. 
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Stora, Jean-Patrick Lebel - issued Cinema: culture ou profit, which emphasised the need 

for a radical change. The greater part of this 102-page booklet painstakingly describes what is 

wrong with French film in liberal Giscardian society. It is only in the last 17 pages that the 

writers spell out their proposals. The implementation of the Programme commun alone 

would bring new life to the French film trade, both in creative and industrial terms. It 

advocates a interventionist public policy of financial aid for film production with a view to 

facilitating a diversity of styles and genres, the limitation of the ownership of conglomerates, 

the end of censorship, and measures concerning film heritage and film education. 95 Needless 

to say these positions were rejected, like the Common Programme had been, by the far left as 

evidence of the PCF's reformiSM. 96 In the ideal society the Communist directors envisage, 

all cinema, be it entertainment cinema or avant-garde cinema, would be cultural and all films 

would answer their audience's cultural demands. 97 The Communist film policy following 

May '68 was a dual one. On the one hand it fully acknowledged the existence of different 

film-making practices, on the other it quite naturally kept a close eye on the film workforce's 

welfare. Its positions had become more refined than they had been in the past when the 

defence of national culture was almost the only motto. The belief that a 'Socialism in French 

colours' (un socialisme aux couleurs de la France) could become reality and that French 

cinema could be rid of its economic enslavement was ultimately belied. A generation later, the 

French film industry would still resound with cries for its survival and be even more divided 

than before. But this time, the PCF would speak in one voice (literally), resolutely choosing 

its camp. 

95 Collectif de cin6astes communistes, Cinýma: culture ou profit (Paris: tditions de La Nouvelle Critique), 
1975, pp. 86-96. 
96 'Cin6ma, culture ou profitT, Cin&hique, n' 23/24,2nd semester 1977, pp. 87-90. 
97 Cinýma: culture ou profit, p. 99. 
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Chapter 6: Critical Reception: May '68 

As I have shown in the previous chapter, the double nature of cinema, being both an 

industry and an art-form, largely informed the debate within the PCF as to what film policy 

the Party should adopt before, during and after the events of May '68. The discussions 

which took place between film professionals, auteurs, artists and technicians as to the 

respective places of auteur/in dependent cinema and mainstream cinema in terms of the 

industrial facet of the industry/art dichotomy necessarily had an impact on the positions 

adopted by the Communist critics. Obviously the emergence of a French political cinema will 

be central to the present chapter. In view of the political debate around '68 which took the 

French Marxist Left by storm, with the PCF in the eye of the cyclone, the French Communist 

critical positioning will be studied at length. But such an analysis needs first to examine the 

questions which were raised by the overall welcoming of the New Wave in the years that 

followed not only its coming into existence, but more pointedly its demise. 

6.1. From the New Wave to May '68 

It did not take long before the overall support the Communist critics gave to the New 

Wave came under the very same critics' scrutiny. For a few years, numerous articles bore 

signs of both the revaluation of the New Wave's directors' attitude as well as a reflection on 

what Communist criticism should be. 1 In other words, the manner the Communist critics 

embraced the new generation triggered a debate which had not really taken place before. 

1 See Cervoni, Te cin6ma pour quoi faire', France Nouvelle, n' 1062,23 February 1966, p. 20-21. 
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6.1.1. The Self-Questioning of the Communist Critical Reception of the New Wave 

While the PCF's critics greeted the New Wave mostly in subjective terms, they also 

rejected the dogmatism which prevailed in their writings over most of the previous decade. 

Yet there seems to have been, during all these years, little theoretical discussion on the notion 

of Marxist criticism and on the position of the French Communists in this perspective. This 

debate started in the 1960s soon after the New Wave lost some of its shine. 

Cervoni launched the discussion on the role of the critic, and thus replaced Sadoul as the 

central figure of French Communist criticism. For his part Sadoul continued his personal 

journey through French and world cinema. With Louis Marcorelles and Gene Moskowitz, 

under the aegis of the Association franýaise de la critique de cinema, he put in place the 

Semaine de la Critique at the Cannes Film Festival in 1962, keeping the open mind he had 

shown towards the New Wave. 2 Sadoul seems to have taken a back seat in the internal 

debate instigated by his younger disciple. This might be explained by the illness from which 

the film historian suffered and which led to his untimely death in October 1967.3 

In 1964, Albert Cervoni issued a long analysis on the role of the critic which contains the 

main questions the Communist critics were faced with. This fascinating document was 

unpublished and therefore is worth reproducing at length. It contains most of the issues 

which will be raised in the present chapter. 

It is quite obvious that criticism ought to be objective, to refuse all a priori. It is no 
less obvious that being objective does not mean in any way being passively neutral, 
quite the opposite. In that sense, one may even say that Communist criticism is and will 
be the only one capable to be objective through and through. It is the only criticism 
which can appreciate a film as much in terms of its general orientation, its intentions as 
in terms of every aspect of its execution and therefore of its definitive content. 

In this respect, I believe it is no longer necessary to insist on the absolute obligation 
of not dissociating the study of the significance of a film and the study of its 

2 See Antoine de Baecque, Cahiers du cinýma. Histoire d'une revue, II. Cingma: tours et d9tours (Paris: 
tditions de 1'6toile, 1991), p. 161. 
3 The Communist press, and in particular Les Lettres franqaises, published many articles and personal 
testimonies on Georges Sadoul's death. Among them are the personal messages coming from New Wave 
directors - Agn6s Varda; 'Now my two 'film uncles' are dead (Andr6 Bazin and Georges Sadoul)', Les 
Lettres franqaises, n' 1204,18-26 October 1967, p. 15; Louis Malle: 'I remember that Sadoul 
wholeheartedly chose to like us and to make others like us, chose to understand us and to help others 
understand us', L'Humanitý, 18 October 1967. 
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organisation. According to Gramsci, form and content are merely successive stages in 
the making up of a work of art, and for Eisenstein, form is the way by which content 
operates. 

From this perspective, to neglect examining and criticising a film in terms of aesthetics by merely looking at its content simply would be an aberration. It would 
mean going back to the kind of criticism Plekhanov's narrow-minded sociologism used to inspire, to that dogmatism which transformed politics into a sort of science of sciences, a Procustean bed for every dimension of criticism, whatever they are. We should be wary of misusing vocabulary. It is inappropriate to consider the 
notion of subject-matter equivalent to that of content. This leads to making no distinction between intentions and result. In my view, the subject-matter is only the first step of a project whose content will be finalised only through its realisation and final making processes. 

In other words, the dichotomy between form and content is bound to give way to 
some serious ideological confusion, in the way it would be quite wrong to think that a 
philosophy could be endowed with an authentically materialist content without an 
authentically dialectical form to match. 

This leads us to some complementary remarks. First, the aesthetic study of our 
critics ought to go beyond impressionist considerations on the presence or the lack of 
pleasure in the way a film is made. In other words, it must go beyond a simply formalist appreciation of the work. Then, this direction of work must guide the way we 
select our articles. Films which do not engage in political subjects have a political dimension nevertheless. [ ... ] All things being equal, the relative and contradictory phenomenon which was given 
the name of New Wave posed to Communist critics problems as thorny as those the 
policy of left-wing union did to the grassroots of our party, if one believes that to be in favour of left-wing union does not imply in any way giving up one's critical 
viewpoints. 

To deny, to reject the contribution of the New Wave would have meant cutting 
ourselves off from a true movement which was aiming at breaking away from the 
fossilised academicism of the Fourth Republic. It would have meant also allowing the 
rise of a dangerous right-wing opposition, a sort of critical Poujadism asking for the 
status quo. On the other hand to welcome the New Wave, without a critical distance, in 
a fundamentally unchanged socio-political context, meant taking the risk of falling into 
a kind of leftist Poujadism, opposing 'young' cinema to 'old' cinema on a basis which 
had more to do with fashion than objective analysis, a hasty rallying to some kind of 
Defferism, so to speak. 4 

In these conditions, it might be interesting for us to look at the reasons why the New 
Wave has been so incoherent, short-lived and so soon brought down by a system of 
production which it intended to adapt to rather than do away with, Using as close a 
political language as possible to make myself clear, I think that it would be worth 
exploring how reformist the New Wave was in its approach to film making, with the 
advances this meant compared to a simply conservative and reactionary practice but 
also with the shortcomings and the dangers contained in any false solution, or at best, 
in any partial solution. 

Advocating low budgets, the New Wave permitted the shooting of more personal, 
more individualistic films, at least in the beginning, but ipso facto prevented more 
important projects from coming to light, consequently narrowing the range of French 
film production. Practically, it sanctioned the social recruitment of the film professions 
in an often liberal upper middle class. By the same token, quite logically, it restricted 
the themes of French cinema to private issues such as might be experienced by young 
bourgeois, who happen sometimes to be sensitive and intelligent but who have no real 

4 Gaston Defferre was a member of SFIO and d9putg-maire for Marseilles. He was the advocate of a wide 
political alliance with the Centre. 
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contact with the extent and the number of the economic, political, cultural and moral 
problems encountered by the majority of the French population in their social life. 

Hence, the criticism that French cinema is only concerned with subjects and 
situations irrelevant to a French audience at large. This is echoed in a survey carried out 
by the CGT. in work councils, brought to our attention by Comrade Krasucki. While it 
would have been a mistake to turn a blind eye on the relative improvement brought 
about by the New Wave, we didn't need to give in - as we all did to some extent - to 
the temptation of unity at all costs, which in turn lead to excessive herd instinct. 

Yet in terms of general recruitment within the industry, average subject-matters used 
as criteria for film scenarios, various official and unofficial censorship, we cannot but 
notice the most extreme social inequality, the under-representation of the salaried 
workers in their daily life with their real social and private problems, in French films. 

This brings me to my second point. It would be both inept and preposterous to 
reproach a Alain Resnais or a Louis Malle with not tackling the condition of the 
proletariat, knowing their individual background and the infrastructures of production. 
As a point of illustration, it would be absurd and unfair to blame Malle for his depicting 
bourgeois characters in their sentimental or professional life instead of urban working- 
classes and small peasantry. Les Amants and Le Feu Follet benefited from first hand 
experience. I am afraid that, had Malle decided to portray miners and metal-workers, 
we would have been in for some nasty surprises. 

For us popular culture must not be identified with cheap literature, with a diminished 
popular culture in comparison to a higher quality culture destined for a so-called elite. 
The real distribution difficulties should not authorise any concession in this respect. We 
should also, and as much as possible underline what is positive, what allows a 
progression of mind: the universalism of Hiroshima mon amour or the criticism of 
daily bourgeois life present in Muriel but also make clear that these films are relatively 
remote from the daily life of the majority of the French population. We should also 
underline in Alphaville an interesting and angst-ridden interrogation of the electronic 
and atomic age in the bourgeois world but we should also warn our readers against the 
film's confusionist danger of seeing everything through the eyes of the reporter of 
Figaro-Pravda and in a world where Communism and Capitalism would not seem to 
differ. Let the predominantly anti-Communist, rambling gauchiste cretins call Godard a 
fascist. Having said that, while we should note Godard's real talent, the quality of 
many of his concrete observations, we should also point to the limitations due to his 
confusionist and insufficient political culture. 

To resume this long analysis, it seems to me that a coherent attitude on the 
Communist critics' part may allow us both to recover the loss of credibility which 
resulted from former schematic and dogmatic ways of proceeding, and to promote the 
Party's interest as well as the interests of a truly popular culture. Both of which are 
intimately connected. we are all, I believe, convinced of this and, as Communists, we 
are convinced that film criticism, well understood, is a means to continue politics 
through other means. 5 

Cervoni's programmatic text is symptomatic of the situation of Communist criticism in the 

mid-1960s for a number of reasons. First, by reappraising the relationship between form and 

content, by refusing to dissociate the two, it seems to put the last nail in the coffin of the 

dogmatic kind of criticism which prevailed in the 1950s and which is described as 'narrow- 

minded' and 'ideologically confused'. Zdhanovist criticism is a thing of the past. All the 

5 Letter dated June 1965, addressed to Georges Sadoul by Gaston Plissonier, a member of the Party's political 
bureau, which contains Cervoni's document, Paris, BIFI, Sadoul Archives, GS-D 10. 
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same, Cervoni stresses that it should not be replaced by a merely 'impressionistic critique), 

which, he writes, characterised the reception of the New Wave. Cervoni's revaluation of the 

New Wave and its Communist reception echoes the strong anti-New Wave reaction from 

Communist film professionals, as seen in the previous chapter. It could be said therefore that 

part of his argument seems to take into account the criticism which came from the 

professional quarters of the film industry. Yet Cervoni's presentation cannot conceal the 

obvious difficulties of reconciling the two sides of cinema: film as popular culture, and film 

as a more demanding art-form. As I shall examine, Cervoni himself was at the core of a 

controversy within the Party about the merits or the shortcomings of some extremely popular 

films. While he criticises the New Wave as a whole for depicting situations which are too 

remote from the life of most of the working population, he acknowledges the right of the 

artist to do so, the right of the film directors to choose and shoot whatever they want. 

According to Cervoni, their work may be criticised on ideological grounds, but their talent or 

individual expression should also be recognised and praised when they deserve these praises: 

Godard is a good director and should be defended even though Communists may not 

necessarily agree with him. In fact, Cervoni's text bears the seeds of the somewhat 

ambiguous position some film critics will find themselves in in the years to come, in 

particular around and after May '68. On the one hand, the recognition of the artist's freedom 

of expression prefigures the Central Committee of Argenteuil in March 1966, which will lay 

down the basis of a new French Communist policy towards intellectuals and artists. On the 

other, the insistence on the formal aspect of cinema, i. e. on the filmic text itself, may be read 

as an early sign of what will happen later when the Communist monthly La Nouvelle 

Critique and the Tel Quel group will momentarily come together. This chapter will look at 

the period between the Central Committee of Argenteuil in 1966 and the aftermath of the 

collapse of the rather short-lived community of mind which existed between Tel Quel, 

Cahiers du cinema and La Nouvelle Critique which occurred early in the 1970s. Obviously 

May '68 constitutes the mid-point of this five year period, as well as the central focus of this 

chapter. The emergence of a political cinema in France and the way the PCF reacted to the 
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diverse forms this new trend took will be examined without losing sight that these films 

remained a minority group within the realm of French cinema. In a period when Marxist 

theory came to the fore with a vengeance, how did French Communist critics respond to this 

new configuration? Was their response uniform or were there trends and diverging currents 

within the ranks of Communist critics? 

6.1.2. The Central Committee of Argenteuil, March 1966 

Marked throughout the 1950s by a strongly ideological standpoint, the French Communist 

attitude towards intellectuals and artists needed to be brought up to date. Many events had 

taken place since Laurent Casanova's address to the Party's intellectuals. 6 Yet there had been 

no formal recognition of the PCF's new stance on cultural matters since, although in effect, 

the views and opinions expressed by Communist intellectuals for a number of years had 

shown their rejection of the dogmatic line which had prevailed until then. 7 Although in 1964 

the 17th Congress of the PCF started looking back more critically at the Party's past relation 

to the arts, albeit not without some resistance, it is not until 1966 that a Central Committee of 

the Party met specifically to discuss the Party's cultural philosophy. 8 This meeting, which 

took place on II to 13 March 1966, marked the real turning point in the PCF's conception of 

cultural matters. Argenteuil was the outcome of a correcting process - it marked the official 

recognition of past errors on the part of the PCF's direction -, as well as the confirmation of 

a new strategy of alliance with other left-wing parties and organisations. The Central 

Committee was designed to put an end to the dogmatism of the Zhdanovist 1950s which led 

6 See chapter 2, pp. 98-99. 
7 As shown in chapter 4. 
8 'What the Party's action can be blamed for during this period is not having sufficently analysed the existing 
cultural movements and the dialectics which could or ought to have animated them. Zhdanov's definition has 
been detrimental to us. The idea that there are mechanical links between art and politics, that art has directly 
political effects is a false idea. This cannot be stressed enough. But Socialist Realism has led some positive 
results. More and more artists find their inspiration in an analysis of history', Jean-Pierre Jouffroy, Num6ro 
sp6cial XVIIe Congr6s du PCF, Cahiers du Communisme, n' 6-7, June-July 1964, pp. 150-161. Although 
Jouffroy admits that a sufficient analysis of the existing cultural movements was lacking and that the party's 
perspective was excessively dogmatic and not dialectical enough, he nevertheless reaffirms the interest of 
Socialist Realism. He even goes as far as claiming that, in terms of ideas, the successes of Socialist Realism 
can be witnessed all around them. In a rethorical somersault, the Parisian delegate manages both to blame 
Zdhanov's argument for having caused great damage to the Party and hail its successes. 
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to an isolation of the PCF from many intellectuals and artists. Now that the Party's policy 

called for a union of the French Left, this was a necessary move. As Roger Geerlandt puts it, 

'Argenteuil was not a theoretical discussion but essentially a political discussion. The political 

preoccupations - first of all the necessity of an alliance between the working-class and the 

intellectuals - have been decisive in the outcome of the Central Committee. '9 Given the 

importance in France of the 'intellectuels engages', it was essential that the intellectuals 

would not be left out of the new Party's policy for a united Left. This required a certain 

degree of self-criticism as well as a clear statement acknowledging the intellectuals' and the 

artists' fundamental freedom and autonomy. This was in essence what Waldeck Rochet 

declared to Radio-Luxembourg, making clear the political dimension of Argenteuil: 

We are trying to bring out the ways and means of a further development of Marxist 
theory in the view of the important changes of our time. Our theory is not a collection 
of fixed dogmas but a theory which is enriched by the development of the struggle of 
the working class as well as the developments of science and technique. This 
endeavour aims at making the Party as a whole, and in particular intellectuals within 
the Party, better armed for fulfilling their increasing responsibilities. It also aims at 
conducting a dialogue with Socialists, Christians and everyone for whom the future 
of this country is an issue, with an esprit de principe which does not exclude an 
openness to ideas. Thus the workings of the Central Committee, dealing with social, 
political or ideological issues were dominated by the constant view of achieving the 
union of the working class and the democrats. 10 

Andre Stil, who, as director of L'Humanite in the 1950s and recipient of the 1952 Stalin 

prize, knew a thing or two about dogmatism and party-line, explains that this new standpoint 

does not mean the abandonment of the PCF's previous positions, in other words, it does not 

imply that the PCF had been wrong until then-11 What the Argenteuil resolution did 

acknowledge is that the PCF had not been receptive enough to what had happened around it, 

and it underlined the need to understand and accept the Party's necessary evolution. This 

should not be considered as 'opportunism' while adherence to former beliefs were not 

9 Roger Geerlandt, Garaudy et Althusser (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1978), p. 131. 
10 Waldeck Rochet, 'Declaration to Radio-Luxembourg', 13 March 1966, in Cahiers du Communisme, n' 5- 
6, P. 58. 
11 Andr6 Stil was awarded the Stalin literary prize in 1952 for Le Premier Choc. 
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necessarily 'dogmatic'. 12 For Stil, 'a wide understanding of everything which is happening, 

or experimented in terms of artistic production does not constitute necessarily a mark of 

opportunism nor is the backing of political I y-based artistic production necessarily a sign of 

dogmatism. It is only when these two aspects are accepted that the Party's policy will achieve 

a real degree of openness. '13 The final resolution of the Central Committee states that, in the 

scientific domain, the PCF 'will not impose a ready-made truth nor interfere in the existing 

debates among specialists', and that in the artistic domain, the Party 'appreciates and 

supports the diverse contributions of the artists to the progress of human kind while 

acknowledging their imagination, taste and originality'. 14 As Michael Kelly puts it, 'the 

policy of non-interference in science, philosophy and culture did not exclude political 

intervention on political issues, but it formalised the substantial autonomy which intellectuals 

enjoyed in pursuing their specialist interests. '15 

Despite this rather broad and consensual outcome, the debates which took place in 

Argenteuil were also marked by the discussions which opposed the Party's two leading 

philosophers, Roger Garaudy and Louis Althusser. 16 Kelly stresses the political antagonism 

which separated the two thinkers: 'In basing so much of his analysis on Mao Tse-tung 

Althusser nailed a Left flag to the mast, whereas Garaudy was busily destalinising and at the 

same time moving rapidly to the Right. In terms of the international Communist movement, 

Garaudy sympathised with the Italians, Althusser with the Chinese. In terms of pragmatic 

politics, Garaudy's programme led to a policy of broad alliance, almost at any price, to the 

point of opportunism; Althusser's led to a policy of uncompromising independent action, 

almost at all costs, to the point of sectarianism. '17 

12 Andr6 Stil, 'Le Parti et la cr6ation litt6raire et artistique', D6bats sur les Probl6mes Id6ologiques et 
Culturels - Comit6 Central du Parti Communiste Franqais, Argenteuil, 11,12,13 Mars 1966, in Cahiers 
du Communisme, n' 5-6, pp. 53-68. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Parti Communiste Franqais, Un Sacrg bout de chemin, Suppl6ment Cahiers du Communisme, n' 11, 
November 1970, p. 98. 
15 Michael Kelly, French Marxism Today (Oxford: Blackwell, 1982), p. 178. 
16 The confrontation had started a few months earlier in a previous meeting at Choisy-le-Roy during the 
'Journ6es d'6tude des philosophes communistes', ibid., p. 142. 
17 'Within the French Communist Party, Althusser has represented an aggressive and polarising tendency 
which sharply counterposes itself to that represented successively by Lefebvre and Garaudy. On a 
philosophical level he proposes a rigorous and sharply defined theoretical view against their woolly catch-all 
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The various aspects of the Argenteuil debates would have a lasting effect on the PCF's 

position towards intellectuals and artists. It affected particularly the Communist press where 

the journalists and columnists could enjoy a new degree of freedom, although this was not 

obvious in all the Party's journals. In terms of film criticism and theory, the Argenteuil 

meeting would have a double significance for the Communist critics. On the one hand, and in 

the shorter term, it opened a larger debate about the role of the critics; on the other hand, and 

in the longer term, the Garaudy/Althusser clash would be central to the post-May '68 debate 

among Marxist film specialists, and Althusser would become a central figure in the realm of 

film theory in France. I shall address the short term effects first and then move to the post 

May '68 period. 

6.1.3. The Questioning of the Film Critic's Role 

Following Argenteuil, the role of the film critic had to be re-evaluated since the artists and 

consequently the film directors or auteurs could no longer be judged merely on ideological 

grounds. The previous chapter has shown how such a non-ideological criticism had in fact 

started with the New Wave. Cervoni's 1964 analysis confirmed this and raised both the issue 

of the artist's autonomy and that of a truly Communist critical approach, which had not taken 

place during the New Wave. In the months which followed Argenteuil, the film critics' role 

and place were discussed in the Party's press. Notwithstanding the vehemence with which 

some critics vilified their peers, the discussion on the merits or disadvantages of individual 

over collective criticism for instance did not reach any conclusion. Film critics reproached the 

New Wave for not having been more political in its approach and blamed themselves for not 

having underlined this point sufficiently. In a series of articles, the first of which appeared in 

the first issue of the revamped Party's cultural monthly La Nouvelle Critique, Cervoni 

ecumenism. His is a professional, almost technical approach, impatient with imprecision and thoroughly 
convinced of its own rectitude. Theirs is a broad, humanistic approach, geared to exploring convergences with 
other thought systems and open to the assimilation of whatever insights they offer. ' For Michael Kelly the 
differences went beyond a mere question of generation, 'it was also a difference of social base: both appealed to ZD 

intellectuals, understood in a broad sense, but while Garaudy addressed writers, artists, teachers, and the liberal 
professions, Althusser addressed social scientists, students and the new white-collar occupations which the 
scientific and technological revolution were rapidly generating', Kelly, pp. 140-141. 
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questions the role of film critics, calling for a 'collective' kind of film criticism, different 

from the type of film criticism practised by Le Nouvel Observateur's Michel Cournot, 

whom Cervoni describes as the last of the impressionistic critics. 18 It is as if, following 

Argenteuil, the recently accepted autonomy of the artist had to be counter-balanced by a more 

rigorous critique. Two months later, two Marxist critics, Jean-Marc Aucuy and Gerard 

Gozlan, whose presence in the pages of La Nouvelle Critique is significant in view of some 

of his earlier positions in Positif, also discuss the place of the critics. 19 Aucuy's point of 

view is interesting. He used to work for La Nouvelle Critique in the early 1960s and also 

wrote in the film journal, Miroir du cinema. 20 The Marxist film journal, Miroir du cinema, 

seems to have gathered critics close to the PCF, but who disagreed with Sadoul's kind of 

critical ecumeniSM. 21 For instance they rejected Godard in terms which could have been 

found in the columns of Positif, but they did not lash out at the Communist critics who were 

sympathetic to the New Wave directors as Positif did. 22 In April 1967, Godard is still a 

point of contention: Aucuy warns of the danger of having 'Red Guards reigning over French 

film criticism', alluding to the fact that Godard was suddenly more popular among film critics 

as a result of the rallying call of 'a great voice', namely Aragon. Gozlan advocates the idea of 

a collective critique as 'the rational use of the competence and knowledge of each 

individual'. 23 La Nouvelle Critique published Cournot's answer to Cervoni's article. For 

Cournot, 'fulsome praise has become the number one criteria of film criticism: everything is 

praised, L'Humanite praises even La Grande Vadrouille, noxious scouts' films like Les 

Aventuriers or simply really bad films. ' He singles out Cervoni as the only one left with 

some rigour but regrets that 'he does not watch films very well and does not know how to 

18 Albert Cervoni, 'Les cr6ateurs, le public et Cournot', La Nouvelle Critique, n'181 bis, January 1967/n'l 
February 1967, pp. 58-59. 
19 See chapter 4, pp. 162-63. 
20 Miroir du cingma, n' 1, March 1962. The editorial committee was composed of Jean-Louis Pays, Francis 
Gendron, Jean Dedieu and Pierre David. 
21 For instance when Thorez died Miroir du cinema published an article entitled 'Maurice Thorez est mort, 
les cr6ateurs sont en deuil', n' 10- 11,4th quarter 1964, p. 4 1. 
22 See 'Godard ne passera pas', Miroir du cingma, n' 12-13,4th quarter 1965. 
23 Cervoni, Jean-Marc Aucuy & G6rard Gozlan, 'D6bat sur la critique', La Nouvelle Critique, n' 3, April 
1967, pp. 46-47. 
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write'. 24 While he attacks Moussinac and Bazin, Cournot considers that Lachize in 

L'Humanite or Marcel Martin in Les Lettres franqaises enjoy an extremely comfortable 

situation. 25 Cervoni is prompt to reply, defending Bazin and Sadoul. The first for having 

denounced, before the Communists, the excessive cult of personality in The fall of Berlin; 

Sadoul for being able to admit having been wrong about, and changing his mind about, John 

Huston. 26 Daquin joins in this rather sterile debate with the groundbreaking statement that a 

film first provokes an emotional shock and that it is only after this shock has been 

experienced that a collective critical reflection can take place. This discussion, which went on 

for a couple of months, did not lead to any significant change in the writings of the 

Communist critics. At the time such a debate was taking place, the issue of political cinema 

was not fully on the map and the discussions which took place before the watershed of May 

'68 somehow rang hollow because it was not accompanied by any sound theoretical work: 

the debate on the critics' impressionism was itself impressionistic. Yet it also underlined a 

certain uneasiness, a recognition that, somehow, they were not fulfilling their role as 

Communist critics. The issue had been raised, but it was not until after May '68 that a truly 

political cinema became an important constituent of French cinema. The term 'political 

cinema' refers to different film types: it designates far left collective productions, epitomised 

by Godard's Dziga Vertov period, as well as mainstream cinema with a political subject- 

matter, such as Costa-Gavras' Z. Therefore it is only in the aftermath of May '68 that this 

uneasiness would be transformed into something more productive, i. e. that a truly Marxist 

reflection on film, film criticism and film theory would take place, not least in the Communist 

press. But before turning our attention to this debate as well as to the political cinema which 

emerged after the May events, it is necessary to look at what continued to attract the great 

majority of the French audience - mainstream cinema - and the way it was received at the 

time by the Communist critics. 

24 Jean-Louis Pays, 'Interview with Michel Cournot: Michel Cournot nous d6clare', La Nouvelle Critique, 
n' 4, May 1967, pp. 40-42. 
25 'petent de confort', an expression difficult to translate. 
26 Cervom, 'En d6fense de la foriction critique', La Nouvelle Critique, n' 5, June 1967, pp. 52-53. See also 
the internal Communist director leaflet, Le Clap, appendice 9, pp. 371-73. 
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6.1.4. Box office hits in and around May '68 

Even though political films in the broadest sense of the word appeared after May '68, this 

should not hide the fact that the great majority of the public continued to prefer comedies and 

big blockbusters, be they French or American. The high-brow theoretical debate which was 

taking place, and was keeping the Marxist film specialists busy, had little influence on the 

vast majority of French film-goers. The heavy-going discussions which agitated the French 

Marxist film circles and the type of film-making they advocated could not be further from the 

films which attracted the French public. Indeed it would be wrong to overemphasise the 

effect of the theoretical effervescence following May '68 on actual film-making and film- 

going habits. Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, although audiences declined, the comedy 

genre remained particularly successful in France. During this period, comedians like Louis de 

Furies, Bourvil and Les Charlots appeared regularly at the top of popularity charts. These 

comedies were classically made, with straightforward plots. For many, they were a good 

example of the French film industry's savoir-faire. Moreover their immense popular success 

seemed to demonstrate that the French were able to equal and better the allegedly 

unsurpassable Hollywood appeal. In a way, these comedies vindicated the view of the film 

professionals that French people did not go to the cinema to see petit-bourgeois intellectuals' 

etats d'ame or narcissistic low-budget stories but would rather enjoy a good family comedy 

with comedians they adore. The anti-intellectual dimension of this argument is obvious and 

the Communist reception of these films is interesting to study since the PCF claims to be the 

voice of the French working-class. Once more the difficulties faced by a party which defined 

itself both as a mass party and the spokesperson of the revolutionary avant-garde of the 

working class became all too apparent. The Communist reception of the highly successful 

French comedies of the 1960s and 1970s is marked by a certain uneasiness. 27 While some 

27 Here is the box-office for the period 1964-1969: La Grande Vadrouille, G6rard Oury, 17 226 000; Once 
Upon aTime in the West, Sergio Leone, 1969,14 788 000; The Jungle Book, Wolfgang Reitherman, 1969: 
12 507 000; Le Corniaud, G6rard Oury, 1965,11 724 000; Doctor Jivago, David Lean, 1966,9 801 000; 
Les Grandes Vacances, Jean Girault, 1967,6 947 000; Le Gendarme se marie, Jean Girault, 1968,6 786 
000, in Yves Allion, Te feuilleton du cin6ma, (1)', La Revue A cin6ma, May 1991, pp. 68-69. 
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critics seem to have endorsed these productions wholeheartedly, others were reluctant to 

condone films which they did not consider great additions to French film art. Throughout the 

1960s, Jean Girault's Gendarme series, which started off in 1964 with Le Gendarme de 

Saint Tropez, consistently attracted a large audience, thanks first and foremost to its star, 

Louis de Funes. Set for the most part in the fashionable star-studded Riviera sea resort, Saint 

Tropez, the series gently and humorously ridicules the police force in typical Gallic fashion. 

In a country led by a general, the antics of de Furies and his subordinates who conveyed 

silliness and stupidity with uncanny naturalness, proved highly popular. In Les Lettres 

franqaises, Pascal Brienne welcomed Le Gendarme a Saint Tropez: 'There is not much in 

it, but only a kill-joy would hold it against the film, Jean Girault's potboiler film is pretty 

well made. 128 Edmond Gilles in L'Humanite finds Le Gendarme a New York, the next 

film in the series, 'hilarious', while he deplores that the film is 'still far from the really 

French style of comedy everyone wishes for', a style which he actually fails to define. 29 

Interestingly, Louis Chauvet's review of the film for Le Figaro contains also a hint of 

nationalism, as well as a dig at auteur cinema : 'Those who cry today that audiences are 

vanishing praised to the sky films which did not deserve half this praise. They triggered this 

rush towards traditional entertainers. Without being nationalistic, frankly, aren't de Furies's 

funny faces worth any of Jerry Lewis'S? 130 The next one, Le Gendanne se marie, which 

had the best French box office in 1968 (an exorcism of the CRS? ), was also rather well 

received by L'Humanite's critic. Lachize has not yet grown tired of the Gendarmes series. 

In his review, he praises 'the craftmanship of a director who does not betray his public', 

while acknowledging both that Girault is unable to achieve the standard of Hollywood 

comedies and that de Funes's audiences know what to expect. 31 For his part, Franqois 

Maurin in L'Humanite Dimanche, raises the issue of films which, since they attract a 

massive amount of spectators, are detrimental to most of the remaining productions. This is 

28 Pascal Brienne, Tandore chez les y&yC, Les Lettresfranqaises, 17 September 1964, p. 9. 
29 L'Humanitg, 24 November 1965. 
30 Le Figaro, 3 November 1965. 
31 Samuel Lachize, 'Les p6p6res tranquilles', L'HumanW, 16 November 1968. 
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why he prefers to write about Philippe Fourastie's La Bande a Bonnot, an auteur film, 

rather than Le Gendarme se marie, a 'finite product based on de Furies's standardised 

n-fimics, which, for him, deserves minimal critical intereSt. 32 Maurin's point is interesting as 

it reflects a pro-auteur attitude which would gain momentum and is very much at the core of 

today's French Communist film criticism, as shall be seen in chapter 8. Even Lachize 

eventually lost patience with the Gendarmes. He finds Le Gendarme en balade, released in 

1970, extremely heavy and an illustration of the way French cinema works: 'It is not I who is 

contemptuous of the audience, not the clown, not even Jean Girault. What is despicable is the 

way the system works. French films are poor because they are relaxing, quasi soporific. 

Rare are the producers who show real courage and dignity. 133 In the 1970s, Les Charlots, an 

ex-pop music group turned film actors, became France's most popular comedians while their 

films were among the biggest grossers. 34 L'Humanite-Dimanche does not find them 

particularly refined but thinks that they deliver the laughs, and Tristan Renaud, in Les 

Lettres franqaises finds Les Charlots efficiently funny, but, alluding to the filmic career of 

the Beatles, thinks that 'Les Charlots need to find their own Lester in order for them to make 

a lasting mark on French comedy-135 This type of criticism does not seem to have been 

affected by any real Marxist considerations. A certain weariness on the critics' part appears to 

creep in after May '68 but nowhere are these films described as bourgeois propaganda or 

ideologically flawed. The theoretical debate which was taking place elsewhere in the 

Communist press did not reach the Party's general press or else reached it in a very subdued 

form. The following example may explain why. 

The reception of Gerard Oury's La Grande Vadrouille offers a good illustration of the 

three main difficulties Communist critics had to face in the 1960s: the difficulty to relate to 

their readers, the difficulty to relate to their editors and the difficulty to be true to themselves. 

32 L'HumanW-Dimanche, 16 November 1968. 
33 'Oublier Saint-Tropez', L'HumanW-Dimanche, n' 296,8 November 1970. 
34 For the period 1970-74, The Aristocats, Wofgang Reitherman, 1971; Emmanuelle, Just Jaeckin, 1974; 
Les Bidasses enfolie, Claude Zidi, 1971. Yves Allion, 'Le feuilleton du cin6ma, (II)', La Revue A cin6ma, 
n' 472, June 1991, pp. 65-70. 
35 L'Humanitg Dimanche, 5 January 1972; Les Lettres franqaises, 29 December 1971-4 January 1972, p. 
11. 
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Gerard Oury's 1965 comedy Le Corniaud, starring Louis de Furies and Bourvil, was 

warmly praised by Lachize in L'Humanite. For Lachize, Le Corniaud was 'a pleasing 

attempt to give to French cinema what it lacked most: a true sense of humour, devoid of any 

vulgarity and easy tricks'. This 'masterly first opus' shows that 'a considerable amount of 

work was put into it, [ ... I It is not a pretentious film, it only aims at entertaining people, and 

it does so with elegance and tenderness, so perfectly that one comes out of it feeling very 

happy. 136 Lachize unreservedly welcomes Oury's film but is careful to point out that he is 

talking exclusively about mainstream cinema. A note mentions that 'people like Jacques Tati, 

Pierre Etaix and a few others are obvious exceptions' in the French comedy genre but do not 

belong to mainstream cinema. Commercial and industrial considerations therefore are not 

absent from Lachize's review. Eighteen months later the reception of Oury's La Grande 

Vadrouille, a Resistance comedy starring De Funes and Bourvil, will not only underline a 

split among Communist critics but also the difficulties experienced by some of them in 

asserting their independence of mind in relation to the overall cultural policy of their Party. 

In L'Humanite, Lachize is enthusiastic about the film: 'La Grande Vadrouille is a great 

French comedy, the best in this difficult genre', and 'it would be silly to snub it'. Adopting a 

language reminiscent of the 1950s type of Communist criticism, Lachize praises the two main 

characters who although they are 'not courageous nor daring, will become heroes because 

audacity and courage belong to those who love life, friendship, solidarity and peace'. 

Describing the film as 'warmly humanist', Lachize considers that 'American comedies, the 

best in the world, have found their rival'. 37 The reference to American cinema shows once 

more the corporatist angle of his review: French comedies must compete against Hollywood. 

Lachize's argument does not contain any reflection on the filmic characteristics of La Grande 

Vadrouille, nor does it analyse it in any political or ideological light. Similarly Les Lettres 

franqaises printed a good review to La Grande Vadrouille by Michel Capdenac who, after 

referring to the figures of Mack Sennett or Laurel and Hardy, considers that the film 

reconciles comique de situation with burlesque poetry. For both Capdenac and Lachize, La 

36 Lachize, Te vrai fire: Le Corniaud de G6rard Oury', L'HumanW, 27 March 1965. 
37 Lachize, 'Dr6lement trouss6', L'HuinanW, 10 December 1966. 
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Grande Vadrouille, in its own way, advocates a certain form of courage and friendship. 38 

Diametrically opposed to Lachize's and Capdenac's opinion, Cervoni's review in France 

Nouvelle, condemns the film through and through. 39 Cervoni does not beat about the bush, 

for him La Grande Vadrouille is 'a very bad film, a crime against intelligence. It is as stupid, 

as vulgar and as obscene as the most stupid bourgeois boulevard theatre [ ... ] The actors are 
bad, the direction is non-existent, lacking the Hollywood inspiration Oury so poorly tries to 

imitate [ ... ] Moreover it is a racist film. ' Cervoni is shocked by the way both the French and 

the Germans are depicted, and, like Claude Mauriac in the right-wing Figaro litteraire, 

regrets that 'the Nazi occupation and the Resistance are simply a pretext for clowning. The 

film is an insult to the public. A film like Oury's raises the question of the direction French 

productions are taking. 140 Cervoni refutes the idea that the future of French cinema rests on 

this type of films: 'The industrial future of French cinema cannot be satisfying if its cultural 

merits are not taken into account, even for escapist films. The success of such expensive 

films is not guaranteed, the public may well turn soon to mediocre television programmes. 

And it is the theatres showing such films which are closing down whereas the new theatres 

are those which show a different type of cinema, a cinema of higher quality. 141 Cervoni's 

reviews reveals a certain degree of tension among Communist critics. He seems to be getting 

impatient and dissatisfied with the critique practised in L'Humanite and L'Humanite 

Dimanche which is seemingly dictated by trade motives. How was his critique received by 

his readers who, after all, made up the audience of these big box-office hits? His harsh 

review of La Grande Vadrouille did not go unnoticed. Two weeks later, France Nouvelle 

published readers' letters which, all except one, disagree with Cervoni's position. Most of 

them find Cervoni's condemnation of the film excessive and shocking. Marcel P. ..., a 

38 Michel Capdenac, Ta source du comique', Les Lettresjranýaises, 15-21 December 1966, p. 33. 
39 Cervoni, 'Les anti-Corniaud, a very bad film: La Grande Vadrouille; two important films: Les 
Professionnels et Le Pýre NoYl a les yeux bleus', France Nouvelle, n' 1107,4 January 1967. On readers's 
response to the critics' review, see also Jeannine Verd6s-Leroux, Le R9veil des somnanbules - Le Parti 
communiste, les intellectuels et la culture [1956-1985] (Paris: Fayard/Minuit, 1987), pp. 317-318. 
40 Claude Mauriac, Le Figaro littgraire, 15 December 1966. 
41 Cervoni's argument might be a little bit ingenuous. Some of the commercial movie-theatres closed 
because they were extremely well located and therefore could sell at a very high price. See Alan Williams, 
Republic of Images (Cambridge, Mass. and London: Harvard University Press, 1994 (1992)). 
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railroad worker from Pantin, who speaks as a 'local militant', is surprised and astounded. He 

went to see La Grande Vadrouille with his family and had a jolly good time. He is also 

disturbed by the fact that France Nouvelle, L'Humanite (n' 6961) and La Vie ouvriere (n' 

1165) differ in their appreciation of the film. He calls for the critics to 'adopt the same 

criterion' before concluding with the following remark: 'If [Cervoni] does not want to have a 

good laugh now and then, he should at least try not to influence his comrades' feelings so 

forcefully. 142 M. R. P. from Pre-St-Gervais, cannot understand Cervoni's position since he 

and ten other comrades are happy 'to have spent two hours laughing at the cinema'. 

However, the following week, France Nouvelle published two letters in favour of Cervoni, 

one of them commenting on Cervoni's 'courage' for writing 'Les Anti- Comiaud'. 43 The 

editorial committee added its own comment at the end of the letter: 'We have had the 

opportunity in the past to tell Cervoni that some of his articles were written, in terms of form 

as well as content, more for a specialist or knowledgeable type of reader rather than for the 

majority of our readers. Therefore we agree with the remarks exposed in the letters we have 

published. For our part, we have made the remark that the subject of the article was perhaps 

inappropriate for the issue of the journal due to come out on the opening day of the PCF's 

18th Congress. Also the way the spectators were dealt with was wrong as they only go to see 

the film to have a good time, not to see a masterpiece. '44 

The following week, France Nouvelle issued another statement which says that there 

have been letters criticising the weekly's criticism of Cervoni. 45 This self criticism - 

correspondent tightly points that a critic does not have to promote a film if his knowledge and 

his experience tell him that it is a vulgar and demagogic production, even though the public 

seems to like it. ' - is symptomatic of the difficulties expefienced by some in adjusting to the 

post-Argenteuil era: 'Some of our correspondents express the fear that our remarks went 

contrary to the decisions taken at the Central Committee of Argenteuil and after the 18th 

42 'A propos du film La Grande Vadrouille', France Nouvelle, n' 1109,18 January 1967, p. 27. 
43 'A propos du film La Grande Vadrouille', France Nouvelle, n' I 110,25 January 1967, p. 27. 
44 See also Le Monde, 26 January 1967: 'When France Nouvelle criticises its critic'. 
45 'A propos de la rubrique c in6mato graph i que', France Nouvelle, n' II 11,1 February 1967, p. 27. 
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Congress. We want to reassure them immediately on this point'. The readers' reaction to the 

bad reviews of La Grande Vadrouille was not an exceptional one. Regularly L'Humanite 

and L'Humanite Dimanche published readers' letters where they expressed their 

dissatisfaction at the way some of the journal's critics seem to forget the audience. At the 

beginning of May '68, a reader sent a letter to L'Humanite Dimanche, in which she regrets 

that the review of Franqois Truffaut's La Mariee etait en noir by L'Humanite Dimanche's 

film critic proved that his judgement may err at times. She adds that for her, 'French people 
do not recognise themselves in French films', citing Godard as a prime example, because she 
does not understand everything in Weekend, which she finds too formalist, too much art for 

art's sake, although she admits that Godard concerns himself with French society. 46 Again 

one might wonder here who decides on which letter is published and which is not. As far as 

the editors of the different Communist publications are concerned, the readers' letters may 

have been used as a warning for theirjournalists not to go too far. 

It is worth comparing Cervoni's difficulties at establishing his own space in France 

Nouvelle with the independence of mind Sadoul continued to enjoy in Les Lettres 

franýaises. While Cervoni was read the riot act for his 'maverick' putting down of Oury's 

comedy in France Nouvelle, the same month Sadoul praised very highly Luc Moullet's 

Brigitte et Brigitte in Les Lettres franqaises. 47 Moullet was a regular contributor to 

Cahiers du cinema who always made clear his views on the film industry. In this low 

budget film, one of the characters, who wants to make films, has no intention of going to a 

film school, criticises the use of professional cards and professional actors, as well as gently 

poking fun at Sadoul himself. It is quite apparent from both Cervoni's rejection of a highly 

successful mainstream French film and Sadoul's praise of a typically marginal film-maker 

that the two critics are adopting a different viewpoint from Communist personnel working in 

the film industry or from other film critics for whom this aspect of the film trade matters. 

When Oury's big-budget production Le Cerveau was released in March 1969, Lachize's 

review overtly took into account the industrial aspect of the film: 'French cinema needs films 

46 'La Mari& &ait en noir mdrite-t-elle des fleurs? ', L'Humanitg Dimanche, n' 166,5 May 1968. 
47 Georges Sadoul, 'Comme Pas de pique', Les Lettresfranqaises, n' 1161,15 December 1966. 
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like Le Cerveau: firstly because it is a good film which successfully aims at entertaining its 

audiences without vulgarity and cheap tricks, the second reason has to do with the present 

conditions of production. The appalling level of unemployment in the film trade calls for far- 

reaching measures for improving these conditions. The film trade cannot be satisfied with 

improvised craftmanship even if this craftmanship is closer to art than to heavy industrial 

machinery. 148 Seven years after the New Wave's loss of appeal, the same argumentation 

continues to be used by some critics; Sadoul, Cervoni, Capdenac or Lachize, although all 

working in Communist outlets cannot hide their differences of opinion. 

Such divergence may be explained if one takes into account the different status of the 

various Communist publications in question and their various readerships. At the beginning 

of her study of the revamped Communist monthly La Nouvelle Critique, Frederique Matonti 

classifies the various journals which make up the Party's press. She distinguishes three 

categories: a first group aims at the core of the Communist electorate, the grassroots: 

L'Humanite, Les Cahiers du Communisme, France -Nouvelle; a second one aims at 

specific categories of readers: La Pensee (third level education), Europe (second level 

education), Les Lettres franýaises and La Nouvelle Critique (well-read readership) and a 

last one is concerned with publications related to satellite organisations: Heures Claires, 

Vaillant lejoumal de Pif, Clarte... 149 In the case studied above, it is interesting to note that 

Les Lettresfranqaises, edited by Aragon, does not appear obliged to stick so closely to the 

Party's political line. As a cultural weekly, Les Lettres franqaises targeted an intellectual 

middle-class readership and therefore may be seen as being more open to new ideas or 

currents. France Nouvelle is more directly the Party's political outlet - it was after all the 

Central Committee's periodical - and as such, probably kept a shorter leash on its 

collaborators. 

The debate around La Grande Vadrouille thus underlined a split between Communist 

critics. There were those who stuck to the defence of a national cinema and for whom box- 

48 L'Humanitg, 8 March 1969. 
49 Fr6d6rique Matonti, La double illusion: La Nouvelle Critique: une revue du pCF (1967-1980). These de 
doctorat en science politique (Universit6 de Paris-I-Panth6on Sorbonne-tcole doctorale de science politique 
de la Sorbonne, 1996), p. 66. 
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office successes were clear signs of its ability to equal or even surpass Hollywood 

productions. The formal conservatism and debatable ideological content of these mainstream 

films seemed to matter little against their popular appeal and economic achievements. 

Moreover, as the reviews of successful comedies have shown, there was also a deliberate - 

and political - will - or need - to stay in touch with the larger part of the Party's 

grassroots. But there were also an increasing number of French Communist critics for whom 

the fact that a national production met with commercial success was not necessarily a 

guarantee of its merits, and whose interest in avant-garde or innovative film form was 

paramount. These critics were growing frustrated and were anxious to be able to fulfil their 

more demanding ambitions. The turning point of May '68 would give them the opportunity, 

in outlets which allowed them operate on two levels, en amont (editorial policy) as en aval 

(readership). 

6.2. May '68: the Opening Up 

In October 197 1, Cervoni, asking whether political cinema was becoming a reality, 

underlines that, on the one hand, there has been an increase in theoretical work dealing with 

the relation between politics, ideology, and film since 1968 and, on the other, that there has 

been an increase in the number of films which deal at one level or another with politics and/or 

political issues. 50 Cervoni classifies these films in two categories. The first one is the 

'information films', by which he means militant cinema as produced notably by film 

collectives such as Dynadia or Slon; the second one concerns narrative films. This latter 

group is itself divided in three sub-groups: the first one is made up of films which are 

described as 'spectacular', such as Z or L'Aveu, the second one concerns films which 

support a far left ideology, such as Karn-iitz's Camarades or Godard's Luttes en Italie and 

the last one includes films which are closer to the PCF's persuasion, such as Pascal Aubier's 

Valparaiso, Valparaiso. Cervoni's classification sums up what effectively took place in the 

50 Cervoni, Te cin6ma politique devient-il possible T, France Nouvelle, n'1350,28-4 October 1971, pp. 
27-28. 
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aftermath of May '68. The emergence of political cinema in France happened alongside a 

wider debate among Marxist film specialists as to the ideological dimension of film and the 

possibility of a truly Marxist cinema. As would invariably be the case after May '68, views 

and opinions were often expressed in relation to the PCF's own viewpoint. In her analysis 

entitled May 68 and Film Culture Sylvia Harvey rightly points to 'the extraordinary 

diversity of positions on the Left (from Stalinist to anarchist across to the middle ground of 

popular front socialism)' during and after the May events and underlines 'the central 

importance of the French Communist Party'. As she puts it, 'despite the bitter hostility 

expressed by some sections of the French Left towards the PCF, it remained a kind of 

touchstone in relation to which other analyses, other positions, were expressed and 

defined'. 51 

Between 1968 and over most of the following decade, the Communist press would offer a 

wider variety of views and perspectives than ever before. While L'Humanite, L'Humanite 

Dimanche, France Nouvelle and Les Lettres franqaises continued their policy of looking 

at all types of film, from mainstream to avant-garde, La Nouvelle Critique went much 

further in the direction of theory and textual analysis. This departure was the consequence of 

the wider debate among French Marxists characteristic of the post-May '68 period and which 

had taken off mainly thanks to the publication of Althusser's analyses. I will examine now 

how, of all Communist outlets, La Nouvelle Critique was the one most in touch with the 

theoretical dimension of the age. 

51 Sylvia Harvey, May '68 and Film Culture (London: BFI, 1980), p. 13. 
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6.2.1. The Particular Position of La Nouvelle Critique 

The following analysis owes much to the already mentioned research on La Nouvelle 

Critique by Frederique Matonti. Unlike other studies dealing with the issue of the 

relationship between intellectuals and the PCF, Frederique Matonti's thorough and 

enlightening examination of the revamped Nouvelle Critique, launched in April 1967, does 

not exlude cinema. Indeed the importance Matonti gives to film in her study bears testimony 

to the unique relationship, within the French Communist press, between film and La 

Nouvelle Critique. 52 

For a number of years, the film pages of the revamped PCF's monthly La Nouvelle 

Critique would show an interesting departure from what the Party press readers had grown 

accustomed to. As I have shown above, if French Communist criticism had done away with 

the ideologically simplistic positions of the 1950s and, since Argenteuil, had acknowledged 

the artist's personal independence, film critics were still looking for a more rigorous criterion 

which would limit the excesses of subjective impressionistic critique. La Nouvelle Critique 

would constitute precisely the forum where critics would be able follow their avant-garde 

inclinations within a theoretical framework. Before this could take place, La Nouvelle 

Critique had to find its own space. Matonti explains that it took a few months before the 

journal was able to find its niche within the scope of Communist journals and magazines. For 

many years Les Lettres franýaises had opened up their pages to non-Communists, in 

keeping with the spirit of Argenteuil. 53 In competition with Aragon's weekly, La Nouvelle 

Critique decided to go deliberately avant-garde and 'push further towards theory', which, in 

French Communist terms, spelt Althusser rather than Garaudy. 54 Les Lettres franpises 

were considered more inclined towards Garaudy's wide-reaching humanist Marxism. At a 

time when theory was coming to the fore, Althusser's scientific brand of Marxism was 

52 Matonti, pp. 349-392. 
53 'Closer to the literary or film avant-gardes and to the theoreticians of structuralism, Les Lettresfranqaises 
were ahead of La Nouvelle Critique in terms of opening up to outside non-Communist work', Matonti, p. 
70. 
54 Matonti, pp. 351-352. 
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attractive to La Nouvelle Critique and allowed it to find its own distinctive position. 

Althusser published there what he was unable to publish in La Pensee. So La Nouvelle 

Critique printed what was considered at the vanguard of research done on the Communist 

movement. 55 

This move towards the avant-garde was first illustrated by the rapprochement in 1967 

between Tel Quel and La Nouvelle Critique in terms of literary criticism, followed by the 

rapprochement with Cahiers A cinema, which would constitute what Matonti calls 'the 

second expenment with the avant-garde'. 56 The links between La Nouvelle Critique and Tel 

Quel were bome out of 'an appetite for theory after years of constraints and the desire to 

compete with the realisme sans rivages' of the Aragon-Garaudy-Les Lettres franqaises 

pole. 157 Yet, because Tel Quel derived much of its methodology from structuralism, the 

coming together of the two magazines, illustrated by the article 'Tel Quel nous repond' of 

1967, constituted a real transgression, all the more so since many in La Nouvelle Critique 

used methods of analysis and references which were familiar to the readers of Tel Quel. 58 

The fact that Tel Quel was seen to back the PCF in May '68 may explain why La Nouvelle 

Critique was allowed such leeway. 59 In May '68 Tel Quel rejected gauchiste 

6spontaneism'. 60 In his history of Tel Quel, Patrick Ffrench explains that 'the ideology of 

imagination and spontaneity is criticised as a voluntarist idealism or rousseauisme which 

masks the true role of the Party, the Leninist dictum of the necessity of the Party and Marxist 

science, and the Althusserian postulate of the autonomy of theory and its guiding role., 61 Tel 

Quel's prominent and influential position in the late 1960s also appealed to Cahiers A 

cinema. 

55 Ibid., p. 68. 
56 Ibid., p. 68. 
57 Ibid., p. 332. 
58 'Tel Quel nous r6pond', La Nouvelle Critique, n' 8-9 , November-December 1967, pp. 50-54. 
59 'Two hundred and sixty intellectuals: "We will vote for the candidates of the PCF", among the signatories 
are Julia Kristeva, Marcelin Pleynet and Philippe Sollers, in L'Humanitg, 13 June 1968. 
60 See Philippe Sollers, 'Contestation ou r6volution', La Nouvelle Critique, n' 15, June 1968, p. 20. See 
also Claude Preust, 'Les bases de Fid6ologie gauchiste', ibid., pp. 9-13. 
61 Patrick Ffrench, The Time of Theory (London: Clarendon Press, 1995), p. 116. 
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6.2.2. The Rapprochement between La Nouvelle Critique and Cahiers A cinema 

Initially changes were slow and a certain amount of resistance was experienced. The first 

months of the new formula of La Nouvelle Critique's critical position were marked by the 

traditional emphasis on content and simply an aspiration to go beyond what Matonti calls the 

'film-reflection/film-mirror'. 62 Yet this was enough to trigger a reaction from the PCF's 

traditional quarters. Thus Daquin accused La Nouvelle Critique of narcissism, and its 

writers of 'taking their daily LSD tablets' instead of concentrating on the 'sociological 

signification' of filMS. 63 An article comparing Resnais and Godard or a paper on film and 

politics devoted to Godard's La Chinoise and Bernardo Bertolucci's La Chine est proche, 

never materialised. 64 Nevertheless the irresistible aspiration to a new approach came out of 

the critics' weariness with traditional Communist criticism. This is how Emile Breton 

explains the critical positioning of La Nouvelle Critique: 'What you found in L'Humanite 

was a type of humanist criticism, a criticism based on good impulses. [ ... ] We wanted to go 

beyond the Party's old cliche on form and content so that for us form became everything, 

became content. In L'Huma, a film was good when it was good for the workers. Perhaps we 

pushed too far the other way. 165 Just as the alliance between La Nouvelle Critique and Tel 

Quel suited both parties, if only for a short while, the rapprochement between the Communist 

review and Cahiers A cinema came out of a mutual understanding that both journals would 

benefit from this collaboration. On the one hand the Communist review was looking 

outward, on the other, given the political zeitgeist, film journals were keen on furthering their 

political involvement or defining what they should stand for. This was already happening 

before May '68 when some film journals were moving towards structuralism and serniotics, 

which coincided with a move towards Marxist politiCS. 66 This trend could only gain 

62 Matonti, p. 377. 
63 La Nouvelle Critique, n' 5, June 1967, p. 67, in Matonti., p. 353. Matonti mentions that Daquin was 
given the nickname 'the man we love the most' by the younger members of the film cell and La Nouvelle 
Critique, an allusion to the 1950 film made by a group of Communist film directors and technicians which 
celebrated Stalin's glory. 
64 Matonti, pp. 356-371. 
65 Matonti, p. 367. 
66 Matonti, pp. 349-350. 
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momentum after the events. Only in the aftermath of May '68 did La Nouvelle Critique put 

forward a true theoretical discourse about cinema. The new critical position adopted by La 

Nouvelle Critique was in sharp contrast with the type of criticism practised in other 

Communist outlets. Looking at films in a new light, which emphasised the filmic text, in 

keeping with Tel Quel's own text-based approach, the journal differed from traditional 

Communist reviews and their emphasis on content over form. This could only happen with 

the arrival of new blood, in particular the arrival of ex-Cahiers writers who 'will put the 

Communist magazine on a new track'. 67 Two men played a central role in this evolution: 

Jean-Patrick Lebel and Jean-Andre Fieschi, joined by Bernard Eisenschitz after he was 

expelled from Cahiers. Lebel was a film director, Fieschi wrote in the Cahiers. Both joined 

the PCF in 1968, Lebel before May, Fieschi after. Lebel participated in Contre-champs with 

I Jean-Pierre Leonardini , Emile Breton, Albert Cervoni, Bernard Stora and Gerard Guegan. 

For Lebel, Contre-champs was a kind of 'leftist Cahiers A Cinema'. 68 Fieschi, unlike 

Cahiers, was impressed by Lebel's and Stora's attitude during the Estates General of French 

Cinema in May '68, and moved towards the PCF to which Lebel and Stora belonged. Fieschi 

left the Cahiers, because he disagreed with the position adopted by Jean-Louis Comolli and 

Jean Narboni, who, for him, practised the policy of tabula rasa ('they burnt films they had 

loved before, and forsaking the director's role, wanted to give the cameras to the workers'). 

In addition, the ex-Cahiers received the support of Breton who joined La Nouvelle Critique 

in May '71 and shared with them their refusal of 'content criticism'. 69 

For their own part, Cahiers du cinema showed a willingness to become more in touch 

with politics. Antoine de Baecque explains how in the aftermath of May '68, Cahiers' s 

writers were willing to become more fully politically involved. They had been disappointed 

by the utopian dimension of the Estates General of Cinema and the lack of real commitment 

of many of those who participated in the meetings and discussions. For Cahiers du cinema, 

only the PCF could offer experience and efficiency, both in the intellectual domain and in 

67 Matonti, p. 362. 
68 Ibid., p. 363. 
69 Matonti, p. 366. 
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active militancy. 70 Between Spring 1969, marked by Jacques Duclos's presidential campaign 

as the Communist candidate, and autumn 1970, there existed close links between Cahiers 

and La Nouvelle Critique. For a while, Cahiers A cinema were actually printed by the 

PPI, a printing company which belonged to the PCF. 71 

In February 1969, two articles signed by Fieschi, Stora and Joseph Venturini put an end 

to the critical uncertainties of the previous years. Venturini proposed to exlude the hors-texte 

to discuss only the filmic text. Matonti presents as new the fact that La Nouvelle Critique 

defended some film-makers independently of the latter's personal ideological affinities: 'In 

parallel with La Nouvelle Critique, the collaborators who came from Cahiers remained 

faithful to their choice and thus broke away from the old critical convention based on the 

directors' ideological and political positions. Eisenschitz praised Robert Kramer who could 

be considered a 'gauchiste', Samuel Fuller, a 'fascist', Jerry Lewis or Bemardo Bertolucci, 

two Cahiers favourites. 72 As I have shown in chapter 4, this had happened before in the 

history of the PCF's film criticism. Without going back to Sadoul's unwavering support of 

Robert Bresson throughout the 1950s when Zhdanovism was rampant, the reception of the 

New Wave or Sadoul's appreciation of Moullet's Brigitte et Brigitte had already shown 

openness on the part of Communist critics. It seems that at times Frederique Matonti 

overemphasises the novelty and boldness of La Nouvelle Critique's viewpoint. Yet she is 

absolutely right when she states that the originality of La Nouvelle Critique within the 

French Communist press rests on its theoretical rigour. For instance she points out that 

Fieschi defended Tati when Cervoni's review of Playtime described the director as 

reactionary. 73 Lachize liked the film too, but out of the three critics Fiesch, is the only one 

who bases his review on a textual approach to the film itself. 74 Emblematic of the avant- 

garde direction of La Nouvelle Critique, the journal's admiration of Jean-Marie Straub and 

70 Baecque, p. 238. 
71 Ibid., p. 239. 
72 Matonti, p. 369. Bernard Eisenschitz: Ice, n' 38, October 1970, pp. 96-97; Park Row, n' 44, May 71, pp. 
68-69; Ya ya mon g9n9ral, n' 40, January 71,72-73; Le Conformiste, n' 44, May 71, pp 68-69. 
73 Cervoni, Uair du temps', France Nouvelle, 27 December 1967, p. 14; Matonti, p. 369. 
74 Lachize, 'Monsieur Hulot, c'est notre Gulliver... ', L'Humanitg, 20 December 1967. 
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Daniele Huillet was evidenced by the number of pages devoted to their film Othon. 75 At the 

same time Cahiers rediscovered Soviet cinema through a series of articles by Eisenschitz on 

the Russian avant-garde of the 1920s. 76 Given the divisions of the Left and far left after the 

failure of May '68, with the ensuing ostracism which befell on the PCF, it comes as no 

surprise that the CahiersINouvelle Critique joint venture was criticised by film journals 

which were critical of the PCF. Positif, Jeune Cinema, Image et Son among others, 

wondered whether the 'once yellow Cahiers had not become red' and went even as far as 

accusing Cahiers's writers of cutting out of their papers any negative reference to the PCF. 77 

The contradictory analyses of Jean Renoir's La Vie est a nous constitute a telling illustration 

of the film journals' ideological conflict. In 1936, the PCF asked Renoir to direct a 

propaganda film entitled La Vie est a nous destined to be used as a propaganda tool during 

the electoral campaign for the 1936 general elections. For Positif, La Vie est a nous is a 

typically 'frontist' film in which Duclos's speech anticipates his own 1969 presidential 

campaign. The film exemplifies the absence of revolutionary spirit in the PCF as well as its 

bourgeois reformiSM. 78 On the contrary, for La Nouvelle Critique and Cahiers A cinema, 

the film is the object of a long collective debate presenting and defending Renoir's film as the 

epitome of the perfect propaganda film and should be used as an example of what could be 

achieved. 79 The search for political efficiency on Cahiers's part which de Baecque 

underlines was visible here. In front of these attacks, some readers wrote to Cahiers, asking 

them to clarify their position regarding the PCF's cultural policy, as did Dominique PaYni, 

then a member of the PCF, nowadays director of the French Cinematheque. The answer 

remained quite elusive and rather abstract: 'the points raised in this letter are important and 

call for an answer which would exceed the limit of this column The central question today for 

75 Aim6 Guedj, Jean-Andr6 Fieschi, Richard Demarcy, Jean Narboni and Maurice Goldring, 'D6bat sur 
Othon', La Nouvelle Critique, n' 43, April 1971, pp. 58-67; see Matonti, p. 370. 
76 The Cahiers du cinema published two special issues: one on 'Russie ann6es vingt', May-June 1970, the 
other on 'S. M. Eisenstein', January-February 1971. 
77 A point which is still discussed according to Baecque, p. 240. 
78 Goffredo Fofi, 'La Vie est ii nous', Positif, n' 113, February 1970, pp. 43-47. 
79 Cahiers du cinýma, n' 218, March 1970, pp. 44-5 1. La Vie est 'i nous made the cover of Cahiers du 

cingnia, n' 217, November 1969. 
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any theoretical avant-garde based on dialectical materialism is the articulation of its specific 

work; those who read us cannot not see that., 80 The lack of clarity in Cahiers's reply 

revealed their uneasiness when actually pushed to define how close they were to the PCF. A 

much clearer answer would soon be given. 

6.2.3. The Split of Autumn 1971 

The coming together of Tel Quel, La Nouvelle Critique and Cahiers A cinema was 

never and could never be a stable marriage. From the word go, there existed divergence and 

disagreement among them as to their political and ideological positions. Given the increasing 

influence of Maoism in France at the time, the likelihood of seeing the divergence of opinions 

widening was always high and soon became fact. Tel Quel, and Cahiers A cinema in their 

wake, were drawn towards Maoism. This attraction could only make the fragile entente 

between them and La Nouvelle Critique more precarious and the split proved unavoidable. 

The two non-Communist journals became more and more critical of the PCF and the latter 

could no longer tolerate their Chinese drift. Both Patrick Ffrench and Philippe Forest have 

analysed Tel Quel's Maoism, and de Baecque has described Cahiers 's far left period. 81 The 

split which concerns us here more specifically between La Nouvelle Critique and Cahiers 

happened at two levels: political and theoretical. On a political level, Cahiers du cinema 

made clear their disagreement with the PCF's political programme and, by doing so, joined 

other far left groups in their criticism of the so-called reformism and revisionism of the PCF. 

The political contention also informed the theoretical one, but there the conflict was more 

fruitful insofar as a debate took place between La Nouvelle Critique, Cahiers and 

Cinethique, a third Marxist film journal which claimed to follow the principles of dialectical 

materialism and which had close connections with Tel Quel. I shall be looking firstly at the 

consequences of political dissension between the various French branches of Marxism. Then 

I shall turn my attention to the theoretical debate which accompanied this political parting. 

80 Baecque, p. 240. 
81 See Forest, pp. 322-419; Ffrench, pp. 105-125; and Baecque, pp. 248-263. 
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From this it will be possible to look at the Communist stance on three past May '68 aspects 

of French cinema: the political thriller, militant cinema and, last but not least, the PCF's view 

on Jean-Luc Godard, the essential figure of the period (or of any contemporary period of 

French film for that matter). 

6.3. The P'C'F versus Ves Gauchistes': the Battle of the Inverted Commies 

In the aftermath of May '68 and for the next ten years or so, a considerable amount of 

writing was devoted to the ideological and political dimension of cinema. This took place 

within the wider framework of French Marxism, with the PCF as the butt of most criticism. 

Within two years the former partners of La Nouvelle Critique turned to Maoism and started 

concentrating their attacks almost exclusively on the PCF. From the end of 1971 onwards 

and for many subsequent years, whether in Cahiers or in Cinethique, there would not be a 

single issue without a denunciation of the PCF and its policy. How violent these attacks 

turned out to be is a subject of amazement today and bears testimony to the lasting 

consequences of May '68. It is actually difficult to see how Cahiers's and La Nouvelle 

Critique's collaborators were ever able to work together. In December 1971, Jean Narboni's 

article made clear that the links between La Nouvelle Critique and Cahiers du cinema had 

been irremediably severed. 82 Before he attacks the PCF's revisionism, Narboni justifies the 

rapprochement that had taken place. On the Cahiers's part, it was a reaction to the 

anticommunism which dominated film criticism, outside as well as, in the past, inside 

Cahiers themselves. The PCF seemed then after the collapse of the May '68 movement, the 

only political force which possessed a coherent strategy to oppose the bourgeoisie. 83 

Moreover, while the gauchiste movements were spontaneist, and therefore markedly anti- 

theory, La Nouvelle Critique's interest in avant-garde and theory appealed to Cahiers. 

Narboni also mentions that he was attracted by the interest shown by some Communist 

82 Baecque mentions a letter sent by Cahiers to in June 71, in which the film journal made clear their 
reservation about the PCF's cultural policy: Wponse A Politique-Hebdo', pp. 61-64; see also MatontI, pp. 
380-381. 
83 Jean Narboni, Tolitique et lutte id6ologique de classes, intervention F, Cahiers du clnýnia, n' 234-235, 

pp. December 1971-January-February 1972, pp. 5-14. 
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intellectuals for the avant-garde: 'An insufficient and erroneous analysis led us to believe that, 
in spite of a fundamental disagreement with the PCF's cultural policy (eclectic, liberal, right- 

wing) and our reservations - which never appeared in the journal - towards some of its 

political positions, some of the Party's progressive elements could become dominant through 
internal struggle. 184 But the PCF did not change in the direction Cahiers was hoping for. 

The rest of Narboni's article, was well as the second part, is a lengthy denunciation of the 
PCF's politics, including its revisionism, its economism and its abandonment of the 

principles of Marxism-Leninism. 85 Very soon, Cahiers would start branding the PCF with 
the shameful mark: when referring to the Party in the journal, the C for Communist would be 

adorned with inverted commas: P'C'F. 86 For a number of years, this was the mark of the far 

left's distrust of the PCF and a way to show the alleged Party's betrayal of its revolutionary 
Communist raison d'etre. Similarly, in the French Communist press, when reference was 

made to far left groups, the word gauchiste would almost always be used and most of the 

time, it would also be embellished with inverted commas: 'gauchistes'. 87 For instance, La 

Nouvelle Critique responded to an article published in Positif, which had a long history of 
being anti-PCF, where the form P'C'F was used, by pointing to 'the infantile anti- 

Communism of these 'gauchistes', be they naive or sincere, manipulated or manipulators 

who write P'C'F for PCF in a kind of religious exorcism thought to be enough to question 

the Communist identity of the Party'. 88 Breton also responded to Cahiers by stressing their 

anticommunism and their dogmatiSM. 89 More pointedly, Breton considered that Cahiers's 

argumentation was based on an erroneous, dogmatic, reading of Althusser's Ideological State 

84 Baecque, p. 244. 
85 Jean Narboni, Tolitique et lutte id6ologique de classes, intervention 2', Cahiers du cingma, n' 236-237, 
March-April 1972, pp. 82-85. 
86 'De quelques 6v6nements r6cents', Cahiers du cingma, n' 236-237, March-April 1972, pp. 90-92. 
87 For a Communist analysis of gauchisme, see Jacques Siquier, 'En marge d'une 6mission de t6l6vision sur 
le gauchisme', La Nouvelle Critique, n' 56, September 1972, pp. 85-86. 
88 'Une semaine positive', France Nouvelle, n' 1316,27 January 197 1, p. 27. See chapter 4, pp. 156-60. 
89 tmile Breton, Ta NC a vu', La Nouvelle Critique, n' 53, May 1972, pp. 91-92. It is worth pointing out C, 
that, in spite of the numerous anti-PCF attacks present in Cahiers, Breton recommends two articles, one on 
Bresson, one on Bazin, a fair-play gesture impossible in 'the other camp'. Cahiers's dogmatism adopted a 
Cultural Revolution style: Baecque recounts that Bernard Eisenschitz, the only member of the editorial 
committee who was also a member of the PCF was subjected to a 'political trial' by the rest of Cahiers's 
collaborators, Baecque, p. 25 1. 
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Apparatuses work hypothesis. This remark highlights an important aspect of the May '68 

period: political discord coincided with theoretical contention. 

6.3.1. Theory: the Marxist Debate 

Revolution and theory were very much at the heart of the debate which was taking place 

among the different film journals. The question was how to make a film which would be in 

agreement with the principles of dialectical materialism. What was a materialist film? Had 

films been made, or could films be made along these principles? Was it possible within the 

existing structures of production and distribution? Shouldn't dialectical materialism be 

implemented in society first? Harvey studies the theoretical and critical work which May '68 

triggered in the realm of French film in great detail but she only discusses the texts published 

by Cahiers du cinema and Cinethique, without once mentioning La Nouvelle Critique. Yet 

as shall be seen now the theoretical discussions on dialectical materialism and film as they 

appeared in the two aforementioned film journals were mostly responses to, and attacks on, 

Lebel's positions. Published first as a series of articles in La Nouvelle Critique and 

subsequently collected in his book Cinema et Id&logie, where he himself responded to and 

criticised Cahiers's and Cinethique's views. 90 In Cahiers, Narboni and Comolli wrote a 

series of articles in which they defined the magazine's theoretical positions. 91 In Cinethique, 

Gerard Leblanc and Jean-Paul Fargier were the prime exponents of the journal's views on the 

matter. 92 Harvey's overlooking of Lebel means that an important aspect of the debate has 

been left out of her discussion. If one compares the dates of publication of the different 

papers, one finds it difficult to say exactly if one journal was answering the other and, if it 

90 Jean-Patrick Lebel, Vin6ma et id6ologie: invention 'id6ologique' ou d6couverte scientifique', La Nouvelle 
Critique, n' 34, May 1970, pp. 66-73; 'Les formes cin6mato graph iq ues sont-elles id6ologiques en elles- 
m6mes? ', ibid., n' 35, June 1970, pp. 60-67; 'Sur Cinýma et Id9ologie, d6bat avec les lecteurs', ibid., n' 37, 
October 1970, pp. 58-64, Cinýma et id9ologie (Paris: tditions sociales, 1971). 
91 Jean-Louis Comolli, Te d6tour par le direct', Cahiers du Cingma, n' 209, February 1969, pp. 48-53 & n' 
211, April 1969, pp. 40-45; Jean-Louis Comolli and Jean Narboni, 'Cin6ma/id6ologie/critique', Cahiers du 
CWma, n' 216, October 1969, pp. 11-15, and 'Cin6ma/id6ologie/critique 2', ibid., n' 217, November 1969, 

pp. 7-13. 
92 G6rard Leblanc, 'Direction', Cin&hique, n' 5, S eptember- October 1969, pp. 1-8; Jean-Paul Fargier, 'La 

parenthese et le d6tour', CWthique, n' 5, S eptember- October 1969, pp. 15-21. 
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were the case, in what order. What is certain is that, on the one hand, Lebel's views were 

attacked, sometimes violently, by the two others journals, and, on the other, that Lebel's 

Cinema et idjologie was his response to these attacks. 

As the political split grew wider and wider, the theoretical writings bore signs of this by 

criticising more and more overtly the other's positions. 93 Nevertheless, the declaration read 

out by Cahiers' critics at the 6th Mostra Internazionale Cinema Libero, on 9 October 1971 in 

Porretta Terme, made public the division among the different French film journals, as it 

aggressively criticised Positif, Cinema 71 and La Nouvelle Critique. 94 As this analysis is 

concerned primarily with the PCF's position, let us look first at the position held by its 

opponents and next at how Lebel's responded to them. In spite of their almost continuous 

quarrelling, Cahiers A cinema and Cinethique shared the similar view that the 'filmic 

apparatus' was in itself quintessenti ally ideological. 95 For Cinethique, this reflection was 

triggered by Tel Quel's Marcelin Pleynet who explained that the camera was not neutral, but 

instead, as an invention of dominant ideology, diffused bourgeois ideology. 96 In addition to 

the ideological character of the film apparatus, Cinethique also denounced the 'impression of 

reality'. Both Leblanc and Fargier point the finger at the ideological essence and effect of this 

particular phenomenon. In 'Parenthesis or Indirect Route', Fargier draws on Althusser's 

definition of ideology - an ideology is a system (possessing its own logic and rigour) of 

representation (images, myths, ideas or concepts, as the case may be) existing and having a 

historical role within a given society - to define the cinema's particular ideological 

93 See Pascal Bonitzer, '176tichisme de la technique: la notion de plan', Cahiers A Cingma, no 233; 
November 197 1, pp. 4- 10; Jean-Pierre Oudart, 'Note pour une th6orie de la repr6sentation', ibid., no 229; May 
197 1, pp. 43-45; Jean Narboni, 'Sur quelques contresens', ibid., no 226-227, January-February 197 1, pp. 116- 
118. 
94 Pascal Bonitzer, Jean-Louis Comolli, Jean Narboni, Torretta Terme 2', Cahiers A cin6ma, no 233, 
November 1971, pp. 46-47. 
95 See Jean-Louis Comolli and Jean Narboni, 'Cin6ma/id6ologie/critique 2', Cahiers A cin6ma, no 217, 
November 1969, pp. 7-13; 'Du bon usage de la valeur d'6change', Cin6thique, no 6, January-February 1970, 
pp. 1- 12; Marcelin Pleynet, Te point aveugle', ibid., no 6, January-February 1970, pp. 13-20. For a thorough 
analysis of Cin6thique and Cahiers's divergences, see Harvey, pp. 27-43 and pp. 87-119. 
96 G6rard Leblanc, 'Interview with Marcellin Pleynet and Jean Thibaudeau: "Economique-id6ologique- 
formel"', Cin6thique, no 3,1969, pp. 7-14. 
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function. 97 For Fargier, this function is double. First, 'cinema REPRODUCES, it reflects 

existing ideologies. It is therefore used (consciously or unconsciously) as a vector in the 

process of circulating ideologies'. Secondly, cinema also 'PRODUCES its own ideology: 

THE IMPRESSION OF REALITY. There is nothing on the screen, only reflections and 

shadows, and yet the first idea that audience gets is that reality is there, as it really iS1.98 

Consequently, the impression of reality must be shattered in order to avoid spectators' 

mystification and in order to develop a truly Marxist cinema: 

A MATERIALIST film is one which does not give illusory reflections of reality. In fact 
it 'reflects' nothing. It starts from its own material nature (flat screen, natural 
ideological bias, audience) and that of the world and shows them both, all in one 
movement. This movement is a theoretical one. It provides scientific knowledge of the 
world and the cinema, and is the means whereby cinema fights its part of the battle 
against idealism. But in order to win it has to be dialectical as well, otherwise it is only 
a beautiful but useless piece of machinery, which carries on functioning in a void 
without ever being harnessed for the transformation of reality. A DIALECTICAL 
FILM is one made in the consciousness, which it is able to transmit to the audience, of 
the exact process whereby an item of knowledge or a depiction of reality is transformed 
by degrees into screen material to be then re-converted into knowledge and a view of 
reality in the audience's mind. 99 

From this, Cinethique adopted a very extreme position by which all types of films were 

rejected but the most extreme in experimental and avant-garde cinema, leaving Cinethique 

with few films to defend. 100 Comolli and Narboni in Cahiers du cinema also reacted 

positively to Pleynet's view and drew on Althusser's conceptions. 101 Cahiers's critics reject 

the idea of a neutral camera: 'Cinema is one of the languages through which the world 

communicates itself to itself. They constitute its ideology for they reproduce the world as it is 

97 Jean-Paul Fargier, Ta parenthese et le d6tour', Cingthique, n' 5, pp. 15-21, reproduced and translated by 
Susan Bennett as 'Parenthesis or indirect route', v 12 n' 2, Screen Reader 1, (London: The Society for 
Education in Film and Television, 1977), p. 28. 
98 Ibid. 
99 Fargier, 'La parenth6se et le d6tour', Cingthique, n' 5, pp. 15-21, reproduced and translated by Susan 
Bennett as 'Parenthesis or indirect route', v 12 n' 2, Screen Reader 1, p. 35. 
100 See Francesco Casetti, Les Thgories du cinýma depuis 1945 (Paris: Nathan, 1999), pp. 209-213. 
101 (As Althusser defines it, more precisely : 'Ideologies are perceived- accepted- suffered cultural objects, 
which work fundamentally on men by a process they do not understand. What men express in their ideologies 
is not their true relation to their conditions of existence, but how they react to their conditions of existence ; 
which presupposes a real relationship and an imaginary relationship. '), Comolli and Narboni, 
'Cindma/Id6ologle/Critique', Cahiers du cingma, October 1969, n' 216, pp. 11- 15, reproduced and translated 
by Susan Bennett as 'Cinema/ldeology/Criticism', Screen Reader 1, pp. 4-5. 
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experienced when filtered through the ideology., 102 Therefore, 'Once we realise that it is in 

the nature of the system to turn the cinema into an instrument of ideology, we can see that the 

film-maker's first task is to show up the cinema's so-called "depiction of reality". If he can 

do so there is a chance that we will be able to disrupt or possibly even sever the connection 

between the cinema and its ideological function. '103 The two critics draw up a classification 

of the different types in terms of their relationship to dominant ideology or their ability to 

counteract it. Harvey helpfully sums it up as follows: 

(a) films which are 'imbued through and through with the dominant ideology in pure 
and unadulterated form'; 
(b) films which 'attack their ideological assimilation on two fronts'; these both 'deal 
with a directly political subject', and are involved in the process of 'breaking down the 
traditional way of depicting reality'; 
(c) films in which the content 'is not explicitly political, but in some way becomes so 
through the criticism practised on it through its form'; certain experimental films are 
cited here which operate the principle of self-reflexivity, of reflecting back on, and 
making explicit, their own devices for producing meaning; 
(d) films which 'have an explicitly political content ... but which do not effectively 
criticise the ideological system in which they are embedded because they 
unquestioningly adopt its language and its imagery'; 
(e) films which seem at first to be caught within the dominant ideology, but which 
reveal on closer inspection that: An internal criticism is taking place which cracks the 
film apart at the seams. If one reads the film obliquely, looking for symptoms, if one 
looks beyond its apparent formal coherence, one can see that it is riddled with cracks: 
it is splitting under an internal tension which is simply not there in an ideologically 
innocuous film. The ideology thus becomes subordinate to the text. It no longer has 
an independent existence: it is presented by the film. This is the case in many 
Hollywood films, for example, which, while being completely integrated in the system 
and the ideology, end up by partially dismantling the system from within. It is this 
Cahiers category (e) which has subsequently provided the most food for thought for 
those critics who are primarily interested in the analysis of popular, mainstream, 
commercial cinema (Cahiers cite the films of Ford, Dreyer and Rossellini as examples 
of this category). 
(f) films which make use of cinema-verite techniques, and which are based on actual 
political events, but which, like category (d), 'do not challenge the cinema's traditional, 
ideologically-conditioned method of 'depiction"; 
(g) films which make use of cinema-verW techniques and which are based on actual 
political events, but which also operate critically at the level of their form, which call 
into question the conventions of documentary film. 104 

As Casetti rightly underlines, 'this classification avoided Cinethique's dry dichotomy' and 

saved films and authors which had been readily rejected by the latter more dogmatic 

102 Ibid., p. 5. 
103 Ibid. 
104 Harvey, pp. 35-36. 
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approach. 105 Both film journals are interested in the new sorts of critical relationship which 

can be established between spectator and spectacle. 106 Thus Leblanc explains that materialist 
films such as Jean-Daniel Pollet's Mediterranee and Marcel Hanoun's Octobre a Madrid, 

two of the few films which found favours with Cinethique, 'do not offer the audience any 

pseudo- sati sfacti on; instead they take the entirely new step of inviting them to stand on the 

same footing as the makers of the film and take a conscious part in the work that produced 

(and through them continues to produce) the images and sounds. In these films, images and 

sounds at last no longer deny the process by which they came to be imprinted on the film 

stock... This break is materialism. '107 Cinethique and Cahiers A cinema's theoretical 

positions were part and parcel of the wider debate among French Marxist organisations. The 

Porretta Terme declaration, in which Cahiers made official their moving away from the PCF 

in a very aggressive way, attacked 'the revisionist pseudo-theoretician Lebel, propelled onto 

the theoretical stage only to block the film journals where a real theoretical reflection takes 

place. '108 Lebel had indeed responded to their theoretical articles in his book, whose first 

chapter, entitled 'Cinema: "ideological" invention or scientific discovery? ', contains 

numerous quotations from Leblanc, Fargier and Comolli which Lebel painstakingly criticises 

and refutes. Lebel rejects the arguments put forward by Cahiers du cinema and Cinethique: 

'Whether we consider (like Cinethique) that the camera produces ideology or (like Cahiers) 

that it simply reflects a pre-existing ideology, the difference is minimal and in each case, it is 

a mechanistic conception of ideology which is put forward. '109 Moreover, while Lebel finds 

the denunciation of the ideological character of film to be justified, he refuses to see this as 'a 

natural defect' of cinema, since this view would lead necessarily to an essentialist conception 

of cinema. In other words, these film journals reached an idealistic position instead of a 

materialist one: 'Aiming at reaching an anti-Bazinian position they remain prisoners of the 

105 Casetti, p. 214. 
106 Harvey, p. 62. 
107 G6rard Leblanc, 'Direction', Cin&hique, n' 5, Sept-October 1969, pp. 1-7, in Screen Reader 1, p. 16. 
108 Pascal Bonitzer, Jean-Louis Comolli and Jean Narboni, Torretta Terme 2', Cahiers A cinýma, n' 233, 
November 1971, pp. 46-47. 
109 Lebel, Cinýma et idgologie, p. 21. 
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latter's idealistic mode of thought. '110 For Lebel, the film apparatus is not ideological in 

itself, it is not bom out of an ideology of representation but out of a scientific basis, it is a 

tool, and therefore neutral. III If cinema seems naturally to reflect the dominant ideology, it is 

because such a dominant ideology exists, and not because cinema is ideological by nature. 112 

Finally, Lebel does not consider that the type of films which Cinethique advocates 

(deconstructed films in which the process of film-making is foregrounded) escapes falling 

into the trap of fascination: 'to think that fascination can be done away with simply by a 

deconstructive form is a mistake. A spectator used to dominant ideology won't be able to see 

deconstruction as a meaningful process, but will simply become irritated and reject it, the 

others, those who can relate to it, will be fascinated by this deconstruction, and they can only 

be culturally-privileged spectators who won't fall ViCtiMS Of it., 113 Here, Lebel points to the 

elitist subtext of Cinethique's argument, which was also highlighted by Harvey. 114 The 

aesthetics of 'deconstruction' is in fact an aesthetics of 'destruction' since the pseudo- 

matetialist cinema it advocates is possible only by denying the cinema itself, Lebel concludes. 

While he denounces the 'normative aesthetics and essentialism' which result from 

Cinethique and Cahiers's dogmatic views on deconstruction, direct cinema, montage or 

mise en scene, Lebel nevertheless recognises that it is nevertheless true that meaning (or 

ideological effect) manifests itself through form or forms. 115 Indeed in his chapter of filmic 

language, Lebel draws extensively on Christian Metz's work, which finds favour with the 

Communist writer because Metz's approach is akin to a 'scientific' one. 116 In addition, Lebel 

defends the concept of the auteur, a bourgeois concept to be rejected at all cost according to 

110 Ibid., p. 2 1. 
111 Ibid., p. 26. 
112 Ibid., p. 27. 
113 Lebel, Cinýma et Wologie, p. 39. 
114 Discussing Cin&hique's dogma, she writes: '... there is a disturbingly moralistic tone to the piece - We 
denounce cinema as a luxury and consumer product or as a cultural gimmick for the enslavement of a public 
('Editorial-en-forme-de-manifeste', Cingthique, n' 1, January 1969, p. 3) - which seems to be, as it were, 
demanding temperance rather than asking why people get drunk. There is a tone of indignation at the moral 
impurity of the masses who succumb to, who allow themselves to be hoodwinked by, the grosser fantasies 

purveyed by the commercial cinema, Harvey, p. 37. 
115 Lebel, Cingma et idgologie, p. 59. 
116 Ibid., pp. 108-159. 
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his interlocutors. 117 The main reproach Lebel addresses to his interlocutors is the fact that 

they forget the concrete social basis of cinema, its social function. Their extreme point of 

view renders any efficient ideological action impossible. 118 Lebel's point is that one cannot 

speak of a 'materialist cinema' but instead of a 'materialist practice of cinema'. For him, a 

materialist practice of cinema is one which takes into account the concrete social basis of 

cinema. In terms of ideology, 'the ideological "aim" (visee Wologique) of a film depends 

on its concrete ideological impact on its audience and this impact itself depends on the 

ideological configuration of this public. The ideological impact of a film depends on the 

ideological conditioning of the public and the ideological and aesthetical gap between the film 

and the form which led to this conditioning. In other words, a revolutionary 'deconstructed 

film' will have little impact on a public accustomed to mainstream cinema. What a director 

needs to do is take into account the conditioning of his or her audience and find a way to play 

with, intervene and counteract this conditioning without alienating the audience (Vengrenage 

ideologique sur le public). 119 Indeed, a talented director will be able to 'dominate 

ideological conditioning and give birth to a film whose meaning and aesthetico-ideological 

impact will be, for the most part, if not fully, his. '120 This is in essence what Lebel 

advocates as a 'materialist practice of cinema'. As the above exposition demonstrates, Lebel's 

positions were miles apart from Cahiers's and Cinethique's. Undoubtedly, Lebel tries to 

offset the Maoist drift present in the two other magazines' understanding of materialist 

cinema. His defence of the validity of the concept of auteur can also be seen as response to 

the influence of structuralism on theory. 121 The main divergence, however, concerns the 

possibility to act on the existing system in order to convey a radical ideological message, a 

possibility which was entirely denied by Cinethique and by Cahiers as well, whose stance 

became more and more extreme as it moved further to the far left. 

117 See the rejection of the SRF as a bourgeois institution in Cin&hique, n' 13,2nd quarter 1972, p. 10. 
118 Lebel, Cingma et Wologie, p. 42. 
119 Ibid., p. 85. 
120 Ibid., p. 93. 
121 Matonti, p. 379. See also Kristin Ross's pages on structuralist Marxism or Althusserianism, in Fast 
Cars, Clean Bodies (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1995), pp. 163-165. 
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6.3.2. Mainstream Post-May '68 Political Film 

By believing that it is possible to infiltrate dominant cinema, Lebel defended the now well 

established genre of the mainstream left-wing fiction film, epitomised in France by Costa- 

Gavras's 4, but which was already a successful genre in Italy. 122 Yet this is also the weakest 

aspect of his demonstration. Lebel chooses Costa-Gavras's commercially successful Z as an 

example of an efficient attempt to counteract dominant ideology, as it was able to drive home 

a radical message to a wide audience. Lebel claims that there is no ideal political film: 'Costa- 

Gavras's Z was not be judged by the yardstick of Eisenstein's La Ligne generale or a 

militant film but in comparison with La Grande Vadrouille. There lay its specific 

difference. '123 Z had been successful within the limitations of its production and formal 

specificity. But what was acceptable for Z was not so for L'Aveu, Costa-Gavras's 

subsequent film written also with Jorge Semprun. Z denounced the colonels' coup in Greece, 

whereas LAveu highlighted the 1950s Stalinist purges in Czechoslovakia. Both films starred 

Yves Montand and may be classified as 'political thrillers', therefore sticking to the same 

mainstream aesthetical mode. 

In the case of Z, the methods were justified in so far as the film was manifestly going 
against dominant ideology. In spite of their inherent schematism, these methods 
brought to the film the punch which was necessary to overcome, in every spectator, 
the barrier of dominant ideology , by using the very methods the latter has often 
availed of. The 'political thriller' dimension of the film did not take away from the 
general ideological impact of the film, but, on the contrary, allowed it to play on its 
public's ideological configuration. While the aesthetic methods used were not the 
only ones which could be applied, at least, in terms of the 'ideological impact' the 
film had set itself to achieve (that is to reach the widest public possible) they did not 
play against what these methods were expected to do. Indeed they favoured active 
reflection insofar as they allowed certain questions, kept under wrap by the dominant 
ideology, to come to the spectator's consciousness. If, in Z, these means led to a 

122 The films of Costa-Gavras exemplified a model of political film-making which sought to bend 

mainstream Hollywood conventions to radical political ends. In doing so they attempted to sugar the pill of 
radical politics with the 'entertainment' provided by the conventions of the thriller. For supporters of the 
political thriller, their great strength was their ability both to reach and to maintain interest of an audience 
who would normally be turned off by politics, in John Hill, 'The Political Thriller Debate', in The Oxford 
Guide to Film Studies ed. by John Hill and Pamela Church Gibson (London: Oxford, 1998), p. 114; 
Encyclopedia of European Cinema, ed. by Ginette Vincendeau (London: Cassell/BFI, 1995), p. 95. 
123 Lebel, Cinýma et Wologie, p. 86. 
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certain awareness - instead of preventing it as it was hastily said in some leftist 
quarters - it was because the film as a whole challenged dominant ideology. 124 

But in the case of L'Aveu, Lebel considers that the 'subject of the film and the way it deals 

with the issues it raises, are closely akin to the thematic of the dominant ideology. The film is 

too close to the slippery road of dominant ideology not to risk being carried away by it. 

That's what happened. '125 For Lebel, the film is much too simple, too spectacular, too 

absurd, and plays too much on the audience's emotions that it prevents any active reflection 

from taking place. The film delivers ready-made ideological outlines which correspond to the 

dominant ideology s point of view. The contradiction and the limits of Lebel's argument 

become thus apparent: the very aesthetic means put to use in Z, and praised by Lebel, become 

the vehicles of dominant ideology in L'Aveu and are now vilified by the same writer. The 

line seems difficult to sustain. How can Lebel describe some aesthetic methods as designed 

specifically to suit the needs of the dominant ideology but at the same time of some benefit 

when the film's subject-matter challenges in any way the dominant ideology? This echoes the 

debate which took place twenty years before between Sadoul and Bazin on the question of 

form and content. 126 Lebel's position seems to endorse very strongly the notion that the 

subject-matter - and that the subject-matter alone - decides on the Marxist, revolutionary 

nature, of a film. Comolli also wrote about LAveu. For the Cahiers, Costa-Gavras's filmic 

lack of substance (inconsistance) determines its political message and makes it an instrument 

of dominant ideology. 127 Comolli and Lebel both reach the conclusion that L'Aveu is an 

anti-Communist film. Comolli is nevertheless more consistent in his criticism of the 'political 

thriller' as he points to the alleged inherent ideological flaw of its form. Lebel ends up 

criticising the formal aspect of the film not per se, but because of the film content. Indeed, his 

position confirmed the traditional attachment of the French Communist critics to the film a 

124 Ibid., pp. 181-182 
125 Ibid., pp. 182-185. See also Jeanine Verd6s-Leroux, Le Rgveil des somnambules: Le PC, les 

intellectuels et la culture 1956-1985 (Paris: Fayard, 1987), pp. pp. 337-340. 
126 See chapter 2, pp. 110- 117. 
127 Jean-Louis Comolli, Tilm/Politique (2) - L'Aveu: quinze propositions', Cahiers A cinýma, n' 224, 

October 1970, pp. 48-5 1. 
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these genre noticeable in the 1950s, and very much alive today. 128 While mainstream left- 

wing political films were approved by the majority of Communist critics, La Nouvelle 

Critique showed once again its difference. 129 In their article 'Cinema: Serie ZI-a 

transparent allusion to Costa-Gavras's film - Fieschi and Breton look at Jean-Pierre 

Mocky's L'Albatros, Yves Boisset's Le Saut de Vange and Philippe Labro' s Sans mobile 

apparent and conclude their analysis by denouncing the political thrillers as 'politically naive' 

and as 'the unconscious accomplices of the ideology they claim to explore. '130 This position 

invalidated Lebel's opinion on the possibility of infiltrating 'dominant ideology' and is yet 

another sign of La Nouvelle Critique's independence of mind. 131 

Obviously, given the argumentative climate of the time, Lebel's book prompted critical 

reactions from his targets' quarters. 132 In fact, Cahiers and Cinethique did not recognise 

any value in Lebel's argumentation. The signatories of Porretta Tenne declaration lambasted 

'the revisionist pseudo-theoretician Lebel, propelled onto the theory stage only to oppose the 

film journals where a real theoretical reflection takes place. '133 In Cahiers, Jean-Louis 

Comolli published a series of six articles, entitled 'Technique et Wologie: camera, 

perspective, profondeur de champ', in which he disputes the idea of neutrality in film 

128 See chapter 8, in particular the reviews of Bertrand Tavernier's 1999 (7a commence aujourd'hui, p. 326. 
129 Lachize in L'HumanW, 26 February 1969 and Capdenac in Les Lettres francaises, praised Z very 
highly, 5-11 March 1969, pp. 15-16. 
130 tmile Breton and Jean-Andr6 Fieschi, Vin6ma: s6rie Z', La Nouvelle Critique, n' 49, January 1972, pp. 
74-81. Their argumentation is very close to John Hill's: 'The tendency towards personalization which is 
encouraged by the conventions of narrative realism is reinforced by the specific properties of the crime thriller, 
especially when it is structured around the investigation of an individual detective and his quest to reveal, or 
make visible, the truth behind a crime and an enigma. Moreover as a number of critics have suggested, the 
detective story formula is also characteristically a conservative one. It depends upon the superior powers 
(either intellectual or physical) of an individual investigator (who is often a loner) and, in doing so, prefers the 
values of individualism to those of the community. Opponents of the political thriller have argued that, by 
virtue of a reliance upon individual characters and stars with whom we identify, and upon the tightly structured 
patterns of the narrative suspense which engage us emotionally rather than intellectually, the political thriller 
64 makes up or mind for us". It may challenge the prevailing ideologies of society, but it does so by employing 
the same emotional patters of involvement as films which offer the contrary view, and hence fails to 
encourage audiences to engage critically with political ideas', 'The Political Thriller Debate', The Oxford 
Guide to Film Studies, pp. 114-115. 
131 An independence of mind which had its limits. Fr6d6rique Matonti mentions that the journal was 
criticised by the Party's direction because it did not wholeheartledly back Beau Masque, a film based on 
Roger Vailland's novel and made by Bernard Paul who was close to the Party. Matonti, p. 380. 
132 See Casetti, pp. 217-220. 
133 Pascal Bonitzer, Jean-Louis Comolli, Jean Narboni, 'Porretta Terme 2', Cahiers du cinýma, n' 233, 
November 1971, pp. 46-47. 
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technique and explains that technique follows ideology and that ideology presides over 

technical (camera) or formal (depth of field) discoveries. 134 Lebel's positions were 

considered as expressing the PCF's. Thus, according to Christian Zimmer, Lebel's 

theoretical stance closely corresponded to the PCF's political agenda. Zimmer considers that 

'the result of Lebel's system, if not its goal, is to clear a number of capitalist institutions 

which may be of use in order to gain power through legal and peaceful means. The Party's 

attitude in the film domain reflects its overall attitude, while Lebel, in his book, tries hard to 

cleanse the film apparatus of the original ideological deficiency. It is then clear to see the 

purpose of this theory of political cinema. It fits into the idea of a revolution without 

violence, an access to power along a strictly legitimate path. As if bourgeois institutions were 

neutral (a point which is rightly contested by Alain Krivine). This refusal of violence finds its 

translation, with all its illusory glory, in the domain of film theory. '135 Zimmer contests the 

real efficiency of 'the trouble-free insertion of a political discourse in an official 

discourse,. 136 In other words, he does not believe that there could be any positive ideological 

benefit in using the tools of dominant ideology. 'The conception of culture implied in such 

theories conforms to the Party line as defined by Roland Leroy in La Culture au present. 

The forms of bourgeois culture are not criticised or questioned at all. There is only one 

culture, neutral, ideologically virginal, innocent. A culture which is a commodity which may 

be acquired, shared between exploiters and exploitees, oppressors and oppressees. Thus 

proletarian culture would be nothing other than bourgeois culture in the hands of the 

proletariat. '137 Zimmer gives a far left political reading of Lebel's Cinema et Idjologie. The 

extreme antagonism of the Communist and the far left positions informed all aspects of 

French cinema. As politics re-entered French cinema with a vengeance, militant cinema 

underwent quite a boom after May '68 and there as well, the PCF was a focus point. 

134 Jean-Louis Comolli, 'Technique et id6ologie: cam6ra, perspective, profondeur de champ', Cahiers du 
Cingma, no 229, May 1971, pp. 4-21; ibid., no 231, August-September 1971, pp. 42-49; ibid., no 233, 
November 1971, pp. 39-45; ibid., no 234-235, December 71 -January- February 1972, pp. 94-100; ibid., no 
241, September-October 1972, pp. 20-24. 
135 Christian Zimmer, Cingma et Politique (Paris: Seghers, 1974), p. 253. 
136 Ibid. 
137 Ibid., p. 255. 
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6.3.3. Militant Cinema 

As they were few fiction films which could be regarded as vehicles of gauchiste ideology 

and even fewer which corresponded closely to the PCFs discourse, militant cinema became 

a forum where each could express their respective views. It will come as no surprise that 

films such as Marin Karmitz's Camarades (1970) or Coup pour coup (1972) as well as Rene 

Gilson's On Warrete pas le printemps (1972) or Claude Faraldo's Bof, anatomie d'un 

livreur (1971), received little attention from Communist critics and were dismissed as 

gauchiste propaganda playing into the hands of the bourgeoisie. 138 It should also be said 

that the same films were also criticised by Cahiers and Cinethique for not disrupting the 

canons of dominant cinema's aestheticism enough. 139 On the contrary, 'Everyone will agree 

that May '68 marked the beginning of a decisive resurrection of French militant cinema', Guy 

Hennebelle writes ten years after May '68.140 He is undoubtedly right. With regard to the 

wave of political and militant films which began to emerge in the aftermath of the May 

events, the debate as to who was entitled to claim being the true and sole spokesperson of the 

struggling workers took on a new impetus. In the realm of militant cinema, the accusation 

that the PCF was not sufficiently involved was stronger than anywhere else. There was little 

room for finding a common ground. Each group was sure of holding the truth, of being right 

against everyone else. It suffices to look at Cinema militant, edited by Guy Hennebelle in 

1976, in order to see a comprehensive list of militant films made either by far left groups or 

other leftist groups including the PCF. Many of these films dealt with industrial disputes, 

strikes, small farmers' social unrest as well as feminist, green or antimilitarist issues. In 

many instances, the PCF would be an important target, if not the main one, of these 

138 For Coup pour coup, see Franqois Maurin, 'Cin6ma malhonn6te', L'HumanW, 4 March 1972; Albert 
Cervoni, Ta t6l6commande d'un nceud de cravate', France Nouvelle, n' 1369,8-14 February 1972; Michel 
Capdenac, Ta parole aux ouvri&res', Les Lettres franqaises, I March 1972, pp. 13-14. For Ren6 Gilson's 
On Warrete pas le printemps, see Albert Cervoni, 'Un n6o-boyscoutisme', L'HumanW, 29 March 1972. For 
Claude Faraldo's Bof, anatomie d'un livreur, see Franqois Maurin, 'D'un degr6 rarement atteint', ibid., 20 
March 197 1. 
139 Groupe Lou Sin d'intervention id6ologique, 'Coup pour coup: A la rernorque du r6visionnisme', Calziers 
du cinýma, n' 238-239, May-June 1972, pp. 16-25. 
140 Guy Hennebelle, 'En attendant les (sur) lendernai qui chantent', Impact, n' 8-9, May 1978, pp. 22-23. 
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documentary films. In Jean-Pierre Thom's Oser lutter oser vaincre, for instance, the PCF is 

repeatedly attacked for its alleged revisionism; Jean-Michel Humeau's Mikono in 1978 also 

contains an anti-PCF diatribe. While the gauchiste groups were very active and participated 

in numerous film collectives, the PCF also developed its own production company, Dynadia, 

which produced a number of films, among which La CGT en Mai 68 directed by Paul 

Seban. These films defended the PCF's positions and decisions and were an answer to the 

numerous far left short films which kept accusing both the union and the Party of betrayal. 

The divisions which existed among the different political organisations and the acrimonious 

discussions which took place between them lasted for most of the decade. In 1977, a 

symposium in Rennes brought together the leading exponents and practitioners of militant 

cinema. The fact that it took nine years for the different film collectives to gather around the 

same table is a clear sign of their division. The debates were still marked by the lack of trust 

and understanding between the PCF and the far left. Ten years after the events, the 

gauchistes still held the same position with regard to the PCF, although they conceded that 

their own views might have been leaning too heavily on the dogmatic side. 141 In 1978, 

Jacques Willemont, who was one of the co-film-makers of Wonder, Mai 68, brought out a 

special issue on the films of May '68. Willemont explains that he wanted to organise a film 

programme which would give an overall view of the wide range of discourses which were 

prominent in May '68. What he had in mind was that the confrontation of these different 

point of views would bring new light on this confusing and confused period. Yet, as he 

explains, he was unable to do so. It proved impossible to confront in the same programme 

the 'gauchiste' views and that of the CGT for instance: 'Although our journal does not share 

the P'C'F's political line, we nevertheless favour confronting ideas rather than watching the 

narcissistic monologue of Mai 68 par lui-meme. [ ... ] In a way, this issue of Impact is a 

response to all those who pretend to be the only keeper of the truth of May '68. May '68, 

141 Cinýtna et Politique, du cinýma d'auteur au cinýma d'intervention, Actes des Journ6es du cin6ma 
militant de la Maison de la Culture de Rennes, 1977-78-79 (Paris: tdition Papyrus, 1979), p. 47. 
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let's not forget, was larger, bigger, more varied, more imaginative, more generous, than each 

and everyone of us has ever said. ' 142 

Whether it was produced by the far left film collectives or the PCF's own production 

company, militant cinema remained marginal even at a time of such intense politicisation as 

the late 1960s and 1970s. As Daniel Serceau explains: 'If May '68 has introduced the 

political domain to French cinema, the Left and the extreme left have not yet given it the 

structures it needs to reach a mass audiencel. 143 Stressing that 'ten years of Gaullo- 

Giscardian power are not the only explanation for this', Serceau points to a number of 

factors. Many of these films would only be shown in art-house cinemas which thus became 

'forums of social and political agitation and protest. But the films shown in that framework 

had a very small public and often the takings would not cover their cost of exploitation. ' He 

also accuses 'the dogmatism of the revolutionary far left. ' A similar point is made by Guy 

Hennebelle who discusses the reasons why militant films were often so boring. He mentions 

six points: the low budgets, their dogmatism which meant that everything had to fit in a 

Procustean bed - 'For the last ten years, a number of films have aimed at changing society. 

They function more or less on the Leninist scheme of the big night (Le grand soir) which 

would be prepared by a revolutionary party which needed to be reinvented since the P'C'F 

was no longer assuming this role -, with a reliance on direct-cinema based on the simplistic 

ideology of "let's give the people the right to speak", a refusal of the notion of spectacle too 

hastily assimilated to dominant cinema, an erroneous conception of collective creation which 

led to the levelling down of individual inspiration, an insufficient reflection of aesthetic issues 

as well as an excessive influence of the deconstruction theories. '144 He ends on a bitter 

pessimistic note as he considers that militant cinema has failed neither in aesthetic nor in 

political terms, but in moral terms: 'We have been unable to institute among ourselves 

142 Mai 68 par lui-meme was a programme put together by the directing teams of the following films: Oser 
lutter, oser vaincre; Le Droit a la parole; Grands soirs, petits matins; Cheminots ti la Sorbonne; Sergent 
Mikono; Joli mois de mai; Sochaux, II juin 1968, in Jacques Willemont, Impact, n' 8 and 9, May 1978, p. 
3. 
143 Daniel Serceau, 'Les salles commerciales aussi', Impact, n' 8 and 9, May 1978, pp. 23-24. 
144 Guy Hennebelle, 'En attendant les (sur) lendemains qui chantent', Impact, n' 8 and 9, May 1978, pp. 22- 
23. 
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relationships that differ from the 'Struggle for life' model. Everyone knows what hides 

behind great revolutionary statements about the coming of a new society and a new man: that 

good old ambitiousness, traditional jealousy and never-ending rivalry. '145 There is one 

personality in French cinema which this part of the study has still not dealt with and that is 

Jean-Luc Godard. Yet Godard stood at the centre of all the major debates of the May' 68 

period: Maoism, militant cinema, auteur film, etc. The Communist reception of Godard since 

the New Wave confirms the analysis developed heretofore. 

6.3.4. The Communist Critics and Jean-Luc Godard: le Mepris or Tout Va Bien? 

Of all the film personalities who marked the May '68 period, Jean-Luc Godard stands out 

the most as he epitomised the radical shift which occurred at the time. From the respected 

idiosyncratic auteur he was in the 1960s, Godard developed in the direction of film activism 

and anti-auteur rebellion through his involvement in the film collective Dziga Vertov. Godard 

was the anti - Co sta-Gavras. 146 It was with disappointment that the Communist critics 

witnessed the evolution of the director of A bout de souffle. Lebel wondered whether 

Godard's move towards film practice outside the reigning system was really an ideological 

and aesthetic step forward: 'Godard may have become personally freer in his film-making but 

his films are now confidential. '147 What Lebel reproaches Godard with is his move towards 

a 'pseudo-materialism' in keeping with the theoretical drift of Cahiers and Cinethique 

theoretical wanderings. 148 This feeling of disappointment can be understood if one looks at 

Godard's pre-May '68 years. Godard had become the ideal auteur - independently-n-ýinded, 

yet more and more politically aware - in the post-Argenteuil era of the PCF. Cervoni's 1965 

145 Ibid. 
146 'Two directors seemed to crystallize the choices at hand: Godard demonstrated an insistence on the need for 
revolutionary messages (or content) to be accompanied by an appropriate revolutionary form (the other one is 
Costa-Gavras)', John Hill, 'The Political Thriller Debate', in The Oxford Guide to Film Studies, p. 114. 
147 Lebel, Cinýma et id&logie p. 87. None of the following Godard films were reviewed in L'HumanW: Le 
Gai Savoir, Cin&racts, Un Film comme les autres, One American Movie, One A. M., British Sounds, 
Pravda, Vent d'Est, Luttes en Italie, Jusqu'a la victoire, Vladimir et Rosa. Vladimir et Rosa was reviewed 
by Breton in La Nouvelle Critique, n' 45, June 1971, p. 93. 
148 Lebel, pp. 44-49. 
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text contained a defence of Godard as an auteur. 149 Most of Godard's post-New Wave films 

received positive reviews in the Communist press. Sadoul liked Les Carabiniers: 'A mere 

sketch hastily thrown on paper is sometimes more revealing of an artist and his feelings than 

a more elaborate painting'. 150 Nevertheless for Armand Monjo, 'it is simply a disappointing 

anarchist pochade, the satire of the beginning turns into a brilliant but vain game for society 

nihilists. '151 Sadoul likes Le M9pris but asks for a few weeks of reflection before coming to 

a definitive judgement as it is both an irritating and fascinating film. 152 Une Femme mariee 

is well and positively covered by the Communist papers, especially since it fell victim of the 

government's censorship. 153 While Lachize enjoyed Masculin-f9minin for its personal yet 

sympathetic portrait of young Communists, Sadoul agreed with Pierre Daix who found the 

film as beautiful as Diderot's Le Neveu de Rameau. 154 Sadoul compared the impact of 

Made in USA with Picasso's Guernica and the films Godard made in the 1960s with 

Renoir's in the 1930s as they 'make up a social picture of 5th Republic France'. 155 Week- 

end was praised by Lachize for its innovation: 'Whether or not one likes Godard's approach, 

it must be acknowledged that he keeps bringing something new to film art. he helps the 

spectator to become adult and his greatest merit is that he flatters no one. '156 It should come 

as no surprise that Les Lettresfranqaises were particularly sympathetic towards Godard as 

149 See present chapter, p. 216. 
150 Sadoul, 'Les Carabiniers: Un croquis m'en dit plus qu'un long rapport', Les Lettres franqaises, n' 98 1, 
6-11 June 1963, p. 8. 
151 Armand Monjo, L'Humanitý, 2 June 1963. Armand Monjo's conservatism is not a surprise, see chapter 
4, P. 145. 
152 Sadoul, 'Etrange mais vrai', Les Lettresfranqaises, n'1009,26 December 1963, p. 7; Michel Mardore, 
'Interview avec Jean-Luc Godard: Jean-Luc Godard a repeint dans Le M6pris le sourire des statues grecques', 
ibid., pp. I&7. 
153 Alain Vanier, 'Interview with Jean-Luc Godard: "Une vision fragment6e du monde"', Les Lettres 

frangaises, 17 September 1964, p. 1; Sadoul, 'Une femme mari6e', Les Lettres franqaises, 17 September 
1964; 'Jean-Luc Godard et la censure', ibid., 8 October 1964, p. 9; Cervoni, Udge de Nylon', France 
Nouvelle, n' 999,9-15 December 1964, pp. 22-23; Lachize, 'Choque-qui-peut', L'Humanit6,12 December 
1964; Godard, 'Dialogues d'Une Femme mari6e', Les Lettres franqaises, 10- 16 December 1964, pp. I& 12; 
Sadoul, Te doigt sur la plaie', ibid., p. 11. 
154 Lachize, 'Godard a 1'6tat pur', L'Humanit6,27 April 1966; Pierre Daix, 'Interview with Jean-Luc Godard: 
"Ce que j'ai a dire"', Les Lettres franqaises, 21-27 April 1966, pp. 1& 16; Sadoul, 'Godard ne passera pas', 
Les Lettres franqaises, 5 May 1966, p. 18. 
155 Daix, 'Ce que Godard nous jette A la figure', Les Lettres franqaises, 22-28 December, pp. 35-36; Sadoul, 
'Les Facettes d'un miroir brisC, ibid., n' 1163,29 December 1966, pp. 21 & 24. 
156 Lachize, Te rire grinqant de Jean-Luc Godard', L'Humanitý, 3 January 1968. See also Capdenac, 'Petit 
lexique pour Week-end', Les Lettres franqaises, 3 January 1968, p. 15. 
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their director, Aragon, was particularly fond of him. 157 But the ultimate accolade came with 

Pierrot le fou. In an ecstatic article following the release of the film, 'Qu'est-ce que I'art, 

Jean-Luc GodardT, Aragon raised Godard to the status of Delacroix and Rimbaud: 'I am 

very fond of language and this why I am very fond of Godard, who is all language. I think 

this film is beautifully sublime'. 158 References to Diderot, Delacroix, Rimbaud and Picasso, 

were signs of the persistence of the Communist discourse on national culture in the 1960s. It 

must not be forgotten that Aragon's fondness for Godard was not shared by all Communist 

critics. In the early 1960s, Miroir du cinema disliked Godard, 'merely preoccupied by his 

cult of personality' and complained of Aragon's 'master voice'. 159 Deux ou trois choses 

que je sais d'elle was equally well received by Sadoul, who, this time, compares Godard 

with Vertov; Lachize's review in L'Humanite is much more content-based as he concludes 

that, 'had Godard known Sarcelles when it had a Communist mayor, he would have made a 

different filMl. 160 

La Chinoise was a turning point. Daix gave a positive review of the film in Les Lettres 

franýaises, of which he was the editor in chief. What Daix appreciated in the film is the fact 

that young people talked about revolution, asked questions, good or bad. 161 This good 

review resulted in Daix's being summoned to appear before Roland Leroy who was in charge 

of the intellectuals in the Party and who thought it was a Maoist film. 162 But at the same time 

La Nouvelle Critique criticised Godard as a 'dangerous structuralist' and 'a gauchiste 

idol'. 163 Yet, this should not be read as an indication of dogmatism but as the consequence 

157 See Aragon, 'Les clefs', Les Lettresfranqaises, n' 1015,12 February 1964, p. 1& 8-9 and 'Collages 
dans le roman et dans le film', ibid., n' 1072,18-24 March 1965, pp. 1& 14. 
15 8 Aragon, 'Qu'est-ce que I'art, Jean-Luc Godard T, Les Lettres franqaises, n' 1096,9 September 1965, 
pp. I&8. 
159 See this chapter, p. 222 and Jean-Marc Aucuy's review of Le M9pris, Miroir du cingma, n' 8-9, p. 36. 
160 Jean-Luc Godard commente Deux ou trois choses que je sais d'elle', Les Lettres franqaises, 16 March 
1967, pp. 1& 20; Truffaut, 'Deux ou trois choses que je sais de lui', ibid., pp. 1& 21; Sadoul, 'Deux ou 
trois choses d'un grand ensemble', ibid., 23 March 1967, pp. 20 & 22; Lachize, 'Dommage qu'elle soit une 
prostitu6e', L'HumanW, 22 March 1967. 
161 Daix, 'A propos de La Chinoise', Les Lettresfranqaises, 6 September 1967, pp. 18-19. 
162 Matonti, pp. 381-382. See J. D., 'Deux ou trois choses qu'on saura de lui, de Godard', La Nouvelle 
Critique, n' 4, May 1967, p. 18. Funnily enough Michele Daria in L'Humanitg Nouvelle, a gauchiste 
paper, considered La Chinoise to be a reactionary film, quoted in Rivarol, 21 November 1967. 
163 Matonti, pp. 381-382. 
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of their willingness to distance themselves from Les Lettres franpises which, Matonti 

reminds us, 'were closer to the literary and film avant-gardes as well as the stucturalist 

movement, were ahead in terms of putting forward the PCF's new cultural policy, insofar as 

the journal was opened to views coming from outside the Communist sphere. '164 in fact, 

Lebel considers that Le Mepris, Pierrot le fou and La Chinoise were 'Godard peaks' 

insofar as they were the more accomplished and the more balanced results of his aesthetic 

research. 165 Godard's defection towards Maoism, so to speak, was therefore deeply felt by 

the Communist critics. When Tout va bien, the first large scale commercial release by 

Godard - and Jean-Pierre Gorin - since La Chinoise, the Communist press was very 

negative. 166 Undoubtedly the film is critical of the CGT and the PCF. 167 Once again, La 

Nouvelle Critique tried to go beyond a merely political reception of the film and devoted 

nine pages to an analysis of the film, five months after it came out. 168 Eisenschitz discusses 

the aesthetic qualities of the film, praising Godard for having avoided a naturalist approach. 

Eduardo de Gregorio looks at the film's montage and concludes that Godard's 1960s work 

was more interesting. Breton provides a Marxist reading of the film in which he sees 

Godard-Gorin's film as a mark of the failure of gauchiste ideology. Finally Michel Marie 

analyses how the film is the result of a variety of theoretical and practical experimentation, 

which cancels its so-called political message and explains the bourgeois press's disappointed 

reception. 169 

164 Matonti, p. 70. 
165 Lebel, p. 45. 
166 Franqois Maurin, L'Humanitg, 29 April 1972; Lachize, L'Humanitg Dimanche, 14 May 1972, 
Capdenac, Les Lettres franqaises, 10- 16 May 1972, pp. I& 14-15. On the reception of Tout va bien by the 
French press as a whole, see Pierre Baudry, 'La critique et Tout va bien', Cahiers du cingma, n' 240, July- 
August 1972, pp. 10-18. 
167 The brother of Yves Montand, the 'hero' of the film, was a CGT activist. See Matonti, pp. 381-382. 
168 Bernard Eisenschitz, 'Tout va bien: un film 'plein de talent"; Eduardo de Gregorio, 'Sur le dispositif du 
filin'; tmile Breton, 'Sur le programme politique', pp. 64-70; Michel Marie, 'Qu'est-ce qui ne va donc pas', 
pp. 71-72, La Nouvelle Critique, n' 56, September 1972, pp. 64-72. 
169 Incidentally, Marie remarks that the 'revisionists' of Tout va bien correspond to the traditional worker 
figure of French cinema, i. e. Jean Gabin in his Belle Equipe period, whereas the factory's rebels are more of 
the sympathetic moustache and beard-wearing youth type, p. 72. 
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The reception of Tout va bien exemplifies the May '68 period. With today's hindsight, it 

is difficult to comprehend fully La Nouvelle Critique's review of the film or Baudry's 

answer to the reactions it triggered in 1972. For Cahiers and Cinethique the period of 

Marxist fundamentalism was only beginning. In fact as both journals plunged further into the 

political debate, intensifying their anti-PCF campaigns throughout most of the 1970s, they 

seem to have forsaken cinema altogether, leaving less and less space to discuss film. 170 In 

the case of Cahiers not only did they lose sight of films, they also almost lost their entire 

readership. 171 As Jean-Pierre Jeancolas wittily describes, this intense Marxist theoretical 

debate seems to have left most of the public unable to relate to it and most of the films 

produced at the time with a tiny audience: 'The denser the debates the deeper they descended 

into the darkness of a theoretical ocean - or aquarium, if one wants to scale down the 

picture. The immersion varied with the degree of involvement of the different protagonists. 

The most involved were moving about with difficulty in waters so deep and dense that they 

would lose their ability to see the initial object of their investigation. Their tools of 

investigation borrowed from the elementary Marxist schemes of thought, from dead branches 

which claimed to actualise them (Mao Zedong's at the time of the Great Chinese Proletarian 

Cultural Revolution), or from finer and more alive branches coming out of the same trunk 

(Althusser's analyses), spiced up with pinches of Freudionism or Structuralism. These were 

applied indifferently to texts, paintings or films. It must be said that, for most of them, the 

artists who created those artefacts were themselves swimming in the same aquarium. '172 

170 In Cahiers see for instance, Tolitique et lutte id6ologique de classes, intervention F, Cahiers A 
cingma, n' 234-235, December 19 71 -January -February 1972, pp. 5-14; Groupe Lou Sin Tintervention 
id6ologique, 'Combattons le r6visionnisme dans la culture', ibid., n' 242-243, November-December 1972 and 
January 1973, pp. 24-69; 'Les luttes dans la conjoncture', ibid., n' 245-246, April-May-June 1973, pp. 7-14; 
ibid., n' 245-246, April-May-June 1973, pp. 31-42. In Cingthique see for instance, Tolitiques de la censure', 
Cingthique, n' 11,4th quarter 197 1, pp. 1-24; Tolitiques de la censure', ibid., n' 13,2nd semester 1972, pp. 
1-26; Tratiques artisitiques et luttes des classes', ibid., pp. 40-63; ibid., n' 9-10; 'Orientation - Perspectives', ibid., n' 17-18, Ist semester 1974, pp. 1-18; Ta situation actuelle et nos taches', ibid., n' 19- 
20,2nd semester 1975, pp. 1-15; Tondements pour un travail culturel Communiste', ibid., n' 23-24,2nd 
semester 1977, pp. 75-81; Te PCF et ses films: 1936-1945-1968', ibid., n' 27-28,1980, pp. 121-128. 
171 N' 228 of April 1971: 11561 issues sold, in February 1973,3403 with only 387 in Paris, 947 in the rest 
of France, and 1069 abroad, Baecque, pp. 225-226. 
172 Jean-Pierre Jeancolas, 'Requalifier le politique', Positif, n' 455, January 1999, pp. 46-48. 
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During this period, the French Communist critics did not plunge as deep as their far left 

colleagues. Yet as Les Lettresfranqaises and La Nouvelle Critique testify, a more rigorous 

critical stance finally developed in answer to Cervoni's early call. Yet the autonomy of these 

journals remained relative. The Party stopped the publication of Les Lettresfranqaises on 

10 October 1972, after a period of financial difficulties which indirectly resulted from the 

journal's stance over the soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia. 173 Breton has not forgotten that 

everything was fine providing that 'one did not strike near the knuckle', by which he means 

that if critics touched on political issues, they had to be particularly careful to avoid 

difficulties with the Party's direction. 174 Matonti tightly mentions a return to a more content- 

based criticism in La Nouvelle Critique as well as a new emphasis on French cinema from 

the year 1973 onwards. 175 Nevertheless, notwithstanding the conflict between Cahiers and 

the Communist monthly, 'the second rupture with the avant-garde', and given Cahiers's and 

Cinethique's abyssal dogmatism, La Nouvelle Critique continued to present a high 

theoretical profile over the years, discussing films which Cahiers or Cinethique did not 

consider worthy of comment. 176 

When Cinethique interviewed Paul Seban, the first question they asked him was: 'In 

your film La CGT en Mai 68, La Vache et le prisonnier (with Fernandel), is shown to the 

workers on strike. 177 This conjuncture throws remarkable light on the principle contradiction 

of the complex process of relations between cinema and politics. ' To which Seban replies: 'I 

kept this passage because it's part of the reality... 1178 The variety of positions, the 

contradictions and disagreements, among the Party's critics, bear testimony to their difficulty 

in reconciling the search for an intellectual avant-garde position with the desire and 

expectations of the majority of its members and sympathisers and with the defence of the film 

industry's working class and its category- specific interests. The diversity of Communist 

173 Les Lettres franýaises were banned in the USSR and the Eastern bloc countries in 1969, Robrieux, vol. 
4, pp. 808 and 820. 
174 Matonti, p. 384. 
175 Matonti, p. 374. 
176 See La Nouvelle Critique, 1972-1980. 
177 La Vache et le prisonnier was a very popular mainstream comedy directed in 1959 by Henri Verneull. 
178 Cingthique, no 5, Sept-Oct 1969, pp. 9-13, transl. by Harvey, p. 139. 
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outlets might have helped in satisfying each category and no category of films had been 

neglected by the Communist press. This is both a sign of the continued recognition of the 

importance of cinema and also an indication that the PCF's critics flirtations with the avant- 

garde were bound to be limited in their impact. Avant-garde and 'Parti de masse' are 

oxymoronic terms as are Les Charlots and Pasolini or Jean Eustache. Having said that, the 

fact that French Communist critics responded to the demands of the avant-garde and 

defended more experimental auteurs shows how much they had evolved from the Zhdanovist 

and the New Wave years. In 1975, the writers of Cinema, culture ou profit considered it a 

cultural and political duty for critics to back films which were not well distributed. 179 

Looking at the different Communist journals, it seems to me that they fulfilled this ambition 

without alienating their readership. 'One must want to reach out to the public', Bertrand 

Tavernier declared in La Nouvelle Critique in 1976.180 The advocates of the more extreme 

positions in political cinema failed to do so. Mainstream political films may have had some 

impact on their audience. If they did, it was not powerful enough to act on the political scene 

as France had to wait another twelve years to see a left-wing coalition gain power. It would 

take another generation before political and auteur cinema eventually came together again 

thanks to the films of the 'children of May '68'. Moreover this cinema met with a large 

audience, albeit an audience for whom Marxism and communism had lost most of their 

shine. The final chapter of this study will look at the place and positions of Communist critics 

in the late 1990s's conjuncture. 

179 Collectif de cin6astes communistes, Cingma, culture ou profit (Paris: tditions de la Nouvelle Critique, 
1975), pp. 27-29. 
180 Franqois Hincker, 'Bertrand Tavernier: 11 faut vouloir atteindre le public', La Nouvelle Critique, n' 95, 
May 1976, pp. 82-83. 
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Present Day 
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Chapter 7: Present Day: Film Policy 

7.1. The PCF from Fossilisation to Transformation 

Between the late 1970s and the early 1990s, the PCF underwent the traumatic experience 

of losing its status as main left-wing French political party and leading spokesperson of the 

working class while its electoral support fell by two-thirds. The break-up of the left-wing 

coalition in 1977 when the negotiations to update the Common Programme failed, resulted in 

the defeat of the Left in the 1978 legislative elections. More importantly, for the first time the 

Socialists fared better than the Communists with 24.9 percent of the votes against 21.4. Yet 

only three years later, the first left-wing president of the Fifth Republic was elected on 10 

May 1981 in the person of Franqois Mitterrand. With a majority of 51.7 per cent, the 

Socialist candidate beat right-wing Giscard d'Estaing thanks to the 'Republican discipline' by 

which left-wing parties called for a pro-Mitterrand vote on the second ballot. The general 

elections Mitterrand called in June in order to obtain a left-wing majority to implement his 

policy gave 16.1 per cent and 44 seats to the PCF, and 37 per cent and 283 seats to the PS. 

Although the 'pink landslide' meant that the PS enjoyed an absolute majority and could 

govern on its own, the PCF was offered 4 ministerial posts. In the 1981 Mauroy 

government, Charles Fiterman was in charge of Transport, Anicet Le Pors of the Civil 

Service, Marcel Rigout of Professional Education, and Jack Ralite of Health, while Socialist 

Jack Lang was given the Cultural Affairs portfolio. The post-election 'honeymoon period' 

was short-lived. Three years after Mitterrand's election, a decision to cut back on public 

expenditure (Ve toumant de la rigueur') coupled with a steady rise in unemployment figures 

led to the Communists' increasing uneasiness, which eventually caused them to leave office 

in 1984. The PCF entered another period of isolation during the first two cohabitations and 

the Socialist's five-year span in power following Mitterrand's re-election in 1988.1 Between 

I The term 'cohabitation' was first used when a Right-wing majority was voted in in 1986 under Mitterrand's 
presidency. For two years the French executive was shared by a Left-wing President and a Right-wing Prime 
Mini ster/Government/National Assembly. When such a case occurs, the president tends to take a back seat, as 
it were, while the Prime Minister's status is enhanced. The same circumstances resulted in the second 
cohabitation between 1993 and 1995. Since 1997 and to all accounts until 2002, France is experiencing its 
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1984 and 1995, the Communist Party evenly laid the blame for France's economic, social 

and cultural difficulties on both the Socialists and the right-wing parties in a way which 

reminded one of the 1950s period, when the PCF considered the Socialists and the 

Conservative parties as objective, pro-capitalist allies. In terms of popular support, this 

policy spelt disaster. The downward electoral spiral of French Communist votes has been 

well documented. 2 In 1986, the PCF's 9.6 per cent of the votes placed it behind Le Pen's far 

right National Front's 9.8 per cent. In 1988, Andre LaJoinie polled only 6.8 per cent, with 

the PCF faring slightly better in the subsequent legislative elections with 11.4 per cent, 

although the Party's number of seats was down to 27. In March 1993, the French Left 

suffered its worst electoral defeat since June 1968. The Socialists collapsed from 276 seats to 

67 and the Communists from 11 to 9 per cent and 24 seats. Two years later Jacques Chirac 

beat Lionel Jospin in the 1995 presidential elections. 

The reasons for the steep decline of the PCF rested mostly on its inability to change and 

its increasing fossilisation. Marchais remained the Party's Secretary-General for a quarter of 

a century and was replaced by Robert Hue in January 1994 during the PCF's 28th 

Congress. 3 The conservatism of the PCF became more apparent when the Party embarked on 

another period of normalisation following the split of the Union of the Left and the brief but 

unconvincing Eurocommunist phase. Externally, Marchais's notorious declaration in 1979 

that the 'balance-sheet of the Soviet Union was globally positive' was matched in turn by the 

support for Jaruzelski's coup in Poland in December 1981, the support of the invasion of 

Afghanistan by Soviet troops and the rather lukewarm support of Gorbatchev's reforms. 4 In 

third period of cohabitation, but this time with a Socialist Prime Minister, Lionel Jospin, and a Right-wing 
President, Jacques Chirac. 
2 See for instance Danielle Tartakowski, Une Histoire du PCF (Paris, PUF, 1982), pp. 103-112; Roger 
Martelli, Une Histoire sincere du PCF (Paris: Messidor, 1984); Martin Adereth, The French Communist 
Party: A Critical History (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1984); St6phane Courtois and Marc 
Lazar, Histoire du Parti Communiste Franqais (Paris: PUF, 1995), pp. 397-417; D. S. Bell and Byron 
Criddle, The French Communist Party in the Fifth Republic (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), pp. 99- 
123 and 217-229; Jean Ranger, Te D6clin du Parti Communiste Francais', Revue franqaise de science 
politique, n' 16, February 1986, pp. 46-63. 
3 Although it would be easy to evoke Russian examples, the political longevity of Georges Marchais cannot 
be put down solely to the Party's practice. French politicians tend to have a longer lifespan than their Western 
European colleagues. 
4 Tartakowski, p. 107; Robrieux, vol. IV, p. 861. 
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national terms, the worsening of the economic crisis affected a socially evolving French 

nation. This in turn provoked the PCF's loss of influence. In rapid decline, the French 

working class was no longer the close-knit society on which the French Communist 

movement had thrived. 5 The Party's working class core vote was rapidly eroding. 6 Social 

gloom spelt less solidarity, more 'every man for himself' reactions, and rampant racism. The 

PCF was now competing with the National Front for the protest votes. Internally the late 

1970s proved quite grisly with numerous forced departures and straightforward expulsions 

from the Party. 7 The 1980s were also a period of strife, with 'renovators' (renovateurs) and 

6 refounders' (refondateurs) and 'reconstructors' (reconstructeurs) trying, and more often 

than not failing, to have a say in the PCF's decision-making process. 

As Sudhir Hazareesingh analyses in great detail in Intellectuals and the French 

Communist Party, the PCFs internal feud affected mostly Party's intellectuals. 8 Outside the 

Party, French intellectuals' disaffection with the PCF was also due to the Party's stagnation 

but more importantly to its rekindled support for Eastern European regimes, at a time when 

Russian dissidents and the New Philosophers' denunciation of all types of totalitarianism 

made frequent headlines. 9 Hazareesingh rightly points that before the legislative elections of 

1978, the PCF was able to claim the support of many well-known public figures, including 

Gerard Depardieu, Stephane Audran, Claude Chabrol and Georges Delerue. In 1984, the 

petition calling for a Communist vote at the European elections was almost entirely deprived 

of the signatures of public personalities. 10 Coupled with the intellectuals' desapprobation of 

the PCF's attitude, the appeal of 'The Man with a Rose's drew away from the PCF many 

5 See Michel Verret, 'Classe ouvriere, mouvement ouvrier. Ou' va le mouvement ouvrier franqais T, 
Communisme, n' 28,1990, pp. 40-48. 
6 D. S. Bell and Byron Criddle, The French Communist Party in the Fifth Republic (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1994), pp. 2 10-11. 
7 On this particular aspect of the history of the PCF, see for instance Pierre Daix, Tai cru au matin (Paris: 
Laffont, 1976); Jean Rony, Trente ans de Parti. Un communiste s'interroge (Paris: Bourgois, 1978); Maurice 
Goldring, L'Accident : Un intellectuel communiste dans le d6bat A printemps 1978 (Paris: tditions 

Sociales, 1978); Henri Fiszbin, Les Bouches s'ouvrent : Une crise dans le PC (Paris: Grasset, 1980); Jean- 
Pierre Gaudard, Les Orphelins A PC (Paris: Belfond, 1986). 
8 Sudhir Hazareesingh, Intellectuals and the French Communist Party (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 199 1). 
9 See Keith A. Reader, Intellectuals and the Left in France since 1968 (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1987), pp. 
108-114. 
10 Hazareesingh, p. 5. 
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intellectuals and artists who were prone to feel more sympathy for Vaclav Havel's, Andrzej 

WaJda's or Andrey Tarkovsky's difficulties with their respective governments than for the 
Communist leadership. II 

For some commentators, the collapse of the Soviet Union and the demise of Eastern 

popular democracies should have been the last nail in the PCF's coffin. In 1993 Bell and 
Criddle considered that the Party's decline 'may have reached a point at which it was 

irreversible', though they are careful to underscore that 'the impact of the Communist Party, 

whether of its enduring presence or of its very decline, upon the rest of French political life, 

could still not be ignored. '12 Their caution was justified. Six years later, in spite of the 

downfall of European and Soviet Communism, and poor national electoral results, three 

Communist ministers sit in France's cabinet and the French Communist Party is one of the 

components of the 'Gauche plurielle', the French left-wing rainbow coalition composed of 

the PS, the PCF, the MDC (Mouvement des Citoyens) and the Green Party which has been 

in office since the legislative elections of May 1997. This 'recovery' can be seen as a concrete 

result of the evolution of the PCF. 13 Under the leadership of its new National Secretary, 

Robert Hue, the PCF has engaged in an extensive and comprehensive rethinking of its 

position, its aim and raison d'etre. 14 Still in its early days, this era, which Hue has called the 

6 mutation era', is characterised by its openness towards the outside world. 15 Thus, the 1170 

delegates of the PCF's 29th Congress could, for the first time ever, participate in a public 

discussion with non Party-members. Among the external participants were well-know 

11 L'Homme a la rose is a song written by the late French singer Barbara as a tribute to Franqois Mitterrand. 
12 D. S. Bell and Byron Criddle, The French Communist Party in the Fifth Republic (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1994), p. 4. 
13 This recovery has not been translated into electoral terms, but can be seen in satisfaction polls. While Hue 
has a much better public image than Marchais, the public is quite taken by the Communist ministers in 
particular Marie-George Buffet, in charge of Youth and Sports. 
14 After the PCF's 29th Congress, the term Central Committee was replaced with National Committee, and 
S ecretary- General with National Secretary. While it may seem a point of detail, it is nevertheless 
symptomatic of the PCF's mutation era. By forsaking the replacing Central with National, the Party is trying 
to shake off the very negative image of the Leninist concept of 'Centralisme democratique'. Democratic 
centralism refers to the organisation and structure of the PCF since its coming to existence. Its democracy 
defficiency is analysed in Bell and Criddle, pp. 6-30. By adopting the term National, the PCF reasserts its 
French credentials, a move made all the more urgent by the collapse of Eastern European Communism. The 
reception of Claude Berri's Germinal in 1993 will be examined in this light in next chapter. 
15 See Robert Hue, Communisme: la mutation (Paris: Stock, 1995), 11 jaut qu'on se parle (Paris: Stock, 
1997), Communisme: un nouveau projet (Paris: Stock, 1999). 
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intellectuals, such as Julia Kristeva, the anthropologist and sociologist Emmanuel Todd, the 

architect and urbanist Roland Castro, Stephane Roz6s, director of political studies at the CSA 

(Centre des Statistiques de lAudio-visuel), as well as Francine de Lagorce, president of 

the charity organisation 'ATD-Quart-Monde'. 16 In June 1999, the decidedly 

'Euroconstructive' Communist list for the European elections, Touge L'Europe' - 'let's 

get moving Europe' - epitomised the Party's new direction. Not only was the list put 

forward by the Party more Euro-friendly, it also showed the PCF at its most pluralist ever. 

The 87-candidate list was based on a double parity principle: equal number of men and 

women, equal number of Party members and non-Party members. 17 Of all French political 

parties, the PCF has always put forward the higher number of female candidates at any 

elections, therefore the gender parity was not such a surprising gesture, especially since the 

debate about imposing parity has been an on-going discussion in French society in the past 

number of years. On the contrary, the communist/non-communist parity came as the concrete 

expression of the Party leadership's encleavour to put its money where its mouth is. A 

noticeable example of the transformation of the Party was the presence on its list of Maurice 

Kriegel -Valrimont, a Resistance hero who had been expelled from the Party in 1961 under 

the accusation of being a traitor. 18 Jorge Semprun's support for the list may also be seen as a 

sign of detente. 19 Although the PCF had opened up its list in the 1994 European elections, 

the proportion of non-members was limited. In 1999, the 50150 per cent ratio proved much 

16 Claude Marchand, 'Nuit courte pour une journ6e bien remplie', L'HumanW, 21 December 1996, p. 3. The 
front page reads 'Le communisme du XXIe si&cle en d6bat'. 
17 L'Humanitg, 'La liste qui secoue le cocotier', 15 March 1999, pp. I and 3-6. 
18 On the Party's new attitude towards ex-members who left for political reasons or were expelled, see Jean- 
Paul Pierrot, 'Maurice Krielgel-Valrimont: au nom de I'unit6 de pens6e"', L'Humanitg, 24 June 1997; 
Bernard Frederick, 'Robert Hue A Georges Guinguoin: "Nous mesurons le tort qui vous aW fait"', ibid, 13 
February 1998; Pascal Virot, 'Les exlus du PCF refusent la main tendue de Hue', Pascal Virot, interview with 
Marc Lazar, '11 ne s'agit pas d'une repentance', 'La disgrAce du camarade Kriegel-Valrimont', Jacques Amalric, 
'M6thode CouC, Gilbert Laval, interview with Claude Llabres, 'Retourrier au PCF? Je suis mieux dehors', 
Libgration, 30 november 1998, pp. 2-4; Daniel Sibony, 'Le PCF ou le ravalement des exclus', ibid., 8 
January 1999; Jean-Marie Argel6s, Bernard Gibaud, Georges Heckli, Jean Massoni and Louis R6gulier, 'Pour 

que le PCF 6volue', ibid., 12 January 1999 (the latter left the Party in 1979). 
19 Jorge Semprun who had been a member of the Spanish Communist Party has been very critical of 
Communism from the 1960s onwards. This is illustrated by his participation in the writing of Resnais's 
1967 La Guerre estfinie and Costa-Gavras's 1969 L'Aveu for instance. 
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more problematic. 20 On the one hand many Party activists did not know what was happening 

and saw the move as the proof that the leadership was pushing innovation a bit too far. On 

the other, the Communist list was regarded as a bric-a-brac list showing that the PCF had lost 

all sense of direction and was unable to find its own place coming to the next Millennlum- 

The reactions to the new phase in the evolution of the PCF have differed greatly within the 

Party. The 'Bouge L'Europe' list fared poorly in the elections with only 6.7 per cent of the 

votes. 21 This disappointing result has rekindled the debate within the PCF. The most 

conservative elements, who had greeted the mutation with some reluctance voiced their 

concern. Those who have supported it wholeheartedly right from the start - and often 

before - saw this process of modernisation as the only way forward for the Party. 22 

Echoing the changes which have taken place in the PCF, the CGT as well has opened up 

and shaken off its image as a Cold War trade union. Louis Viannet, its last leader was 

instrumental in triggering the evolution of the union. 23 But, Bernard Thibault, its young new 

leader, exemplifies the new era. 24 One of Thibault's first decisions was to re-apply for the 

CGT to become part of the European Trade Union Confederation (ETCU). 25 Until then, the 

CGT had been affiliated to the Communist-controlled World Federation of Trade Union 

(WTUF). The successful application of the CGT to the ETCU constitutes both the end of the 

Cold War situation for European unions and the new attitude of the trade union towards 

Europe, on a par with the Communist new 'Euroconstructive' stance. 26 

20 For a very negative view on the PCF's list, see tric Lecerf, 'Nouveaux amis du PCF, voici votre 
cavalier', Libgration, 22 March 1999, p. 6. 
21 France's results of the June 1999 European elections: total votes: 18 765 259; valid votes: 17 652 684, 
43.9%; abstentions: 21 136 521,53.2%. Results: PCF: 1 196 310,6.7%; PS-MRG-MDC: 3 873 901, 
21.9%; LO-LCR: 914 680,5.1 %; Verts: 1 715 550,9.7%; UDF: 1 638 680,9.28%; RPR-DL: 2 263 476, 
12.8%; Pasqua/Villiers: 2 304 285,13%; FN Le Pen: 1 005 225,5.6%; MN M6gret: 578 774,3.2%; CNPT: 
1 195 760,6.7%. 
22 See L'Humanite, 25 June 1999,29 June 1999 and following issues. 
23 See Christophe Forcari et Herv6 Nathan, interview with Louis Viannet, 'Louis Viannet: ce qui a fait 
changer la CGT', Lib&ation, 6 November 1998, pp. 24-25, and Christophe Forcari, 'Langue de sous-bois', 
Lib&ation, 24 December 1998, last page. Significantly, in Autumn 1993, the CGT weekly, V. 0. La Vie 

ouvriere changed its title to L'Hebdo de 1'actualitg sociale, Vie Ouvriere (n' 2561,27 September- 3 
October 1993 and 2562/1 1-7 October 1993). 
24 The transformation did not go so far as to appointing a non-Communist as leader of the CGT. Thibault 
joined the PCF in 1986. See Herv6 Nathan, 'Le m6cano de la centrale', Libgration, Tuesday 16 March 1999, 
last page and Herv6 Nathan, 'Thibault dans le texte', Libgration, 5 February 1999, p. 24. 
25 'La fin de la guerre froide syndicale', L'Humanitg, n' 16979,18 March 1999, p. 8. 
26 See Thomas Lemahieu, 'Bernard Thibault: "Mon premier congr6s de la CES"', L'Humanitg, 3 July 1999. 
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Moreover, in view of these changes, intellectuals and artists seem to be showing a 

renewed sympathy towards the PCF. 27 The Party's European list illustrated this renewed 

popularity with the presence of a number of artists and intellectuals. 28 While discreet in terms 

of number, the film sector was represented mainly by Aline Pailler's second candidature (9th 

on the list), Jean-Claude Petit (79th), who is known above all for his film scores and by 

Mitterrand's most popular brother-in-law, director and actor Roger Hanin who chaired the 

support committee (comitj de parrainage). 29 In the previous 1994 elections, Aline Pailler, a 

non-Party member who was second on the list, was elected to the European Parliament 

where she became extremely active on film and audiovisual issues. Her work as an MEP, 

which will be studied in more detail below, has illustrated the evolution of the Communist 

discourse on French cinema of the last fifteen years. The PCF's transformation has been felt 

in terms of its policy on cultural matters, although in a less dramatic way. Indeed, it is the 

aim of this chapter to show that the Party's recovery in terms of its image towards 

intellectuals and artists goes back further than Hue's election and owes a lot to its continuous 

active involvement in successive battles for the defence of Culture. Through a survey of the 

campaigns the Party has been participating in over the last fifteen years, both the permanence 

and the shift of the Party's discourse on film and the audiovisual sector as a whole will be 

analysed. Thus the expression 'national culture' has taken a somewhat less nationalistic 

meaning in the 1990s. Similarly, it could be argued that the Party's new, more positive, 

stance on the European Community was heralded by the realisation of the European 

dimension of the French film industry. In addition, the new community of mind between the 

27 An illustration of this phenomenon is the composition of the association set up in support of the Party's 
daily which ran into deep financial difficulties. Among others, the actress Ariane Ascaride, the Jeannette of 
Guediguian's independent hit Marius et Jeannette, Jean-Claude Brisseau, Philippe Caub6re, Robert 
Guediguian, Andr6 S. Labarthe, G6rard Mordillat, Aline Pailler, Jean-Claude Petit, Jacques Rozier, G6rard 
Oury and Bertrand Tavernier, are all members of 'Les Amis de L'Humanitg'. See Ariane Ascaride, 'Clin d'oeil 
du matin', L'Humanitg, n' 16976,15 March 1999, p. 10; G6rard Mordillat, 'L'abr6viation', ibid., n' 16974, 
12 March 1999, p. 12; Aline Pailler, ibid., n' 16971,9 March 1999, p. 14; Philippe Caub6re, ibid., n' 
16972,10 March 1999; Armand Gatti, ibid., n' 16970,8 March 1999, p. 12. 
28 Among the candidates were Genevi6ve Fraisse, philosopher; Aline Pailler, journalist; Stanislas Nordey, 
director; Bernard Lubat, musician; Michel Belletante, stage director; Andr6 Benedetto, author and actor; Jean- 
Claude Petit, composer and conductor; Anne Delb6e, stage director and writer and Jean Vautrin, writer. 
29 Many people were contacted. G6rard Mordillat, Ariane Ascaride, C6dric Klapish, Nanni Moretti, all 
declined the offer to join the list, see 'Histoire secr6te de la liste Hue-Fraisse', L'Humanitg Hebdo, 20-21 
March 1999, pp. 20-27. 
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Communist film personnel, the Federation A Spectacle and the Communist critics, in 

relation to the current situation of French cinema will be examined. More importantly, the 

form which the PCF 5s commitment to the defence of French cinema has taken will be 

discussed as it has highlighted the extent and the limits of its engagement as well as society 5s 

perception of this involvement and of the Party as a whole, raising the question of the future 

role of the PCF itself. A clarification needs to be made at this point. Although there are still 

many differences between the media, the increasing role of television in all industrial aspects 

of cinema (production, distribution, exploitation), as well as the development of new 

communication channels cannot be denied. Consequently, 'film' and 'audiovisual' will be 

used as interchangeable terms from now on. 

7.2. From 1981 to the First Etats Generaux de la Culture 

Within six years of Mitterrand's first election as French president, the PCF, which had 

lost most of its appeal for the great majority of France's cultural world, was able to claim, 

although indirectly, the support of six thousand show-business artists at a public meeting for 

the defence of French culture. In a manner which is reminiscent of the battle against the 

Blum-Byrnes agreements, the PCF and the French film personnel came together once more 

as the result of a common fear and a common denunciation of the likely negative 

consequences of international commercial decisions for the audiovisual sector, decisions 

originally taken by a Socialist government, with the PCF back in opposition. 

While the PCF was in government between 1981 and 1984, the PCF remained rather 

discreet in its attitude towards government policy for the audiovisual sector. As Minister for 

Culture of Pierre Maurois's government, Jack Lang gradually raised his budget, doubling it 

from 0.47 per cent to 0.75 per cent the first year, without reaching the one percent figure 

promised during the electoral campaign, and increasing the expenditure on cinema and the 

audiovisual from 35.2 to 120 million francs. 30 Moreover the strong and very public anti- 

30 David L. Looseley, The Politics of Fun (London: Berg Pubishers, 1995), pp. 80-81. It is only in 1992 

under Pierre Beregovoy's government, that the one per cent will be reached, bid, P- 163. Jack Lana would be 
11 
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American stance taken by Lang at the beginning of his mandate was probably welcomed by 

the PCF. 31 That said, the PCF's trust towards Lang must have been somewhat less than 

blind if one is to judge by Jack Ralite's comment on Lang a year before they both sat around 

the same cabinet table: '[Lang]'s contempt for the Communists is only matched by his 

contempt for intellectuals, whom he reduces to the narrow circle of Parisian intelligentsia. 132 

Obviously there was no love lost between the government's two Jacks. Another crisis 

affecting French cinema and controversial Socialist decisions affecting the French audiovisual 

sector (known in France as the PAR Paysage Audiovisuel Franqais) would soon allow the 

PCF to become once again the defender of the French film world. 

For the first four years of Lang's Ministry for Culture, French cinema managed to retain 

its audience. From 1969 to 1984 figures remain willy-nilly stable; there was even a 

considerable improvement in 1981.33 But in 1985, figures started to drop dramatically. 34 

Since it never rains but it pours, closure of cinemas around the country and a steep decrease 

in investment by distributors added to French cinema's misery, which also witnessed the 

American domination of its market increase in large proportion. 35 Finally, production figures 

went down the same road as audience figures, in 1981,186 100 %-French -produced films 

were made and only 72 in 1992, although if one includes coproductions the drop is 

marginally less abrupt with 231 in 1981 against 155 films ten years later. It is no surprise 

therefore that when the PCF, and Jack Ralite, its leading spokesperson on cultural matters, 

embarked on a new campaign for the defence of the French audiovisual sector, they found a 

sympathetic ear among this sector's personnel, especially in view of their well-establi shed 

tradition of protest and their readiness to rally and fight back. From the year 1985 to the 

the Minister for Culture of each Left-wing government under Mitterrand's two terms of office (Maurois I and 
2, Fabius, Rocard, Cresson, Beregovoy). 
31 Ibid, pp. 71-93. 
32 Jack Ralite, 'Pas de Yalta culturel', in Parti communiste franqais, Les Intellectuels, la Culture et la 
Wvolution (Paris tditions sociales, 1980), pp. 264-271. 
33 1969: 182.1,1980: 174.8,1981: 189.2,1984: 190.8, in Encyclopedia of European Cinema, ed. by 
Ginette Vincendeau, (London: Cassell/BFI, 1996), pp. 466-467. 
34 1985: 172.2,1986: 163.4,1987: 136.7,1988: 124.7,1989: 120.9,1990: 121.8,1991: 117,1992: 
115.9, ibid, P. 467. 
35 The French share went down from 49.5 per cent in 1981, to 44.3 per cent in 1985 and 30 per cent in 1991, 
in Looseley, p. 198. 
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present day, the PCF's renewed campaign in favour of the defence of the national 

audiovisual sector and the industry workforce's own engagement have taken place hand in 
hand. 

Both Forbes and Looseley have underlined the contradictions of the Socialists' policy on 

the audiovisual sector. 36 After having sworn their attachment to the defence of public service 

and French production, within two years the Socialists set up a private subscription TV 

channel Canal Plus in 1984 and two Hertzian channels La Cinq, and TV6 in 1986. Although 

these measures were aimed at boasting indigenous production, the Socialists' decision to 

open the French television network to private interests was a godsend to the PCF insofar as it 

rekindled the Communist traditional activism on audiovisual matters. 37 This was not 

difficult. In the late 1970s, of all political parties, the PCF was still recognised as the one 

which kept the closer eye on the sector. 38 No sooner had the decision to set up private 

stations been taken, L'Humanite raised the issue of the protection of France's national 

industry in terms which had been used in the previous decades: it was once more 'a question 

of life and death'. 39 The French Communist daily duly covered the mass meeting of artists 

and audiovisual professionals of 9 December 1985.40 Of course, that Silvio Berlusconi was 

among the leaders of the consortium which won La Cinq did nothing to appease the PCF's 

concern. To put it in a nutshell, Berlusconi had murdered Italian cinema by taking over Italian 

TV and smothering it with cheap productions, many of which were of American or non- 

European origins. 41 

36 See French Cultural Studies, ed. by Jill Forbes and Michael Kelly (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1995), pp. 232-35 and 258-63. For a more detailed account of Lang's audiovisual policy, see Looseley, pp. 
197-211. 
37 French Cultural Studies, p. 234. 
38 See for instance, Te cin6ma apr6s le 19 mars', Cinýma de France, n' 22, February 1978; Cinýma de 
France mentions in 1978, that the PCF was the most precise in defining the reforms it advocates, more 
precise than any other party, 'Les partis politiques face a sept questions cl6s', Le Film jranýais, n' 1715,10 
March 1978, pp. 10- 11; Jack Ralite, 'Quatorze propositions du Parti communiste', CinýmAction, 13 (Winter 
1981), 69-71, Georges Marchais, 'A I'heure des satellites, la responsabilit6 publique n'a pas A s'6vanouir', Le 
Film francais, n' 1854,17 April 198 1, pp. 4-5 & 12. 
39 L'Humanitj, II December 1985, p. 26. 
40 Ta cr6ation se rebiffe, d6bat ce soir a la Mutualit6', L'Humanit6,9 December 1985; 'Mutualit6 Contre le 
coup de force du gouvernement qui veut imposer au pays la chaine priv6e Seydoux-Berlusconi', ibid., 10 
December 1985, pp. I and 28, which reads 'the devastation is not inevitable'. 
41 Figures are eloquent, Italian film audience figures: 1970: 525 million, 1980: 241.9,1985: 123.1,1992: 
83.6, in Vincendeau, pp. 466-467. As for production the drop is less dramatic in terms of quantity, but 
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The anti-Socialist argument, reminiscent of the anti-Blum crusade, would often flare up in 

subsequent years. 42 In the short term, soon after the right-wing electoral victory in 1986, 

Franqois Leotard, Minister for Culture in Jacques Chirac's cohabitation government, 

announced the privatisation of French TV's first public channel, TFI. Nevertheless, as 

Looseley underlines, 'apart from the privatising of TFI, the new government declined to 

dismantle the Socialists' earlier achievements, for the simple reason that in the main they 

were already liberal. 143 The stronger presence of the private sector in the PAF and the 

difficulties of the film industry led to the largest protest movement in the film trade, and the 

cultural world at large, since the Blum-Byrnes agreements. 44 In 1986, the Communist mayor 

of Aubervilliers, Jack Ralite, launched an appeal for the protection of French culture against 

private interests and set up the Etats generaux de la culture (Estates General of Culture, 

EGCu). 45 After a first meeting in February 1987 and within ten months, the EGCu were able 

to gather 6000 people for the ratification of the EGCu's Declaration and Bill of Cultural 

Rights on 16 November 1987 which had been adopted on 17 June 1987 by 1500 people. 46 

Born out of the audiovisual personnel's indignation at the privatisation of TF1 and the 

creation of La Cinq, the Declaration of Cultural Rights listed a number of principles which 

should govern a nation's relationship to its Culture. 47 Its philosophy first and foremost was 

significant in terms of quality: one would be hard put to give the titles of ten Italian masterpieces from the 
1980s, whereas there were scores in previous decades. 
42 For instance in Lucien Marest, 'Pour que vive le cin6ma', L'HumanW, 24 June 1995, p. 3. Another 
example is the regular reference to Anatole Dauman in articles on 'cultural exception' and independant cinema. 
Anatole Dauman was a very influential producer who severely attacked French audiovisual policy under 
Mitterrand, accusing the Socialists of having betrayed the film sector and Jack Lang of 'hatching a plot in 
spite of his anti-American posturing', in 'Sauver le film franqais et europ6en', personal document (courtesy of 
Claude Michel), Dauman would criticise the multiplex, Hollywood film empire and its French emissaries 
such as Luc Besson's The Fifth Element , advocating instead a pluralist film production, see Anatole 
Dauman, 'Histoire d'une colonisation', Le Monde, 19 April 1996, p. 12; Lettre a Madame Catherine 
Trautmann, 9 June 1997. Dauman is quoted by Christophe Adriani, 'Pour le cin6ma franqais et le cin6ma en 
France', La Pensýe, n' 29, pp. 95-107. See appendice 12, pp. 382-83. 
43 Looseley, p. 203. 
44 The protest against Langlois' dismissal was more a political protest than an economic one, and May '68 
protest was not limited to cultural circles. 
45 In order to avoid confusion with the EGC (the May '68 Estates General of Cinema), I will refer to the 
Estates General of Culture as EGCu) 
46 Looseley, p. 207. 
47 Zod Lin and Jean-Pierre Uonardini, 'L'Od6on vibrant pour des ttats g6n6raux de la culture offensifs', 
L'Humanitg, 19 June 1996, pp. 16-17; see Jack Ralite (Etats g6n6raux de la culture), La Culture franqaise se 
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the complete separation of culture from the economic world: 'A people who lets the business 

world dominate its imaginative cultural life condemns itself to freedoms which are 

precarious'. 48 In order for a nation to have a strong imaginative cultural life, the State must 

look after and cater for the country's creative freedom and its pluralism: 'We claim that no 

nation attached to its cultural values can revive its past or shape its future without the constant 

discoveries of artistic creation without the freedom to engage in confrontation, without the 

willingness to make of them the common good of the artists and their people. To the grey 

uniformity of commercial ambitions, we oppose a rainbow of sensitivity and intelligence and 

a multi-faceted opening of culture to the people of the whole world. 149 The EGCu's Bill of 

Cultural Rights, which is not designed for the sole benefit of audiovisual production, but also 

for the fields of theatre, dance, music, song, circus, plastic arts, graphism, architecture and 

photography, can and must arouse a public and national sense of responsibility 

towards culture', which would be 'a new concept in Europe'. 50 The EGCu's set of 

principles and demands still constitute the core of the current French Communist stance on 

cultural and film matters. The EGCu celebrated their tenth anniversary in 1997 and are very 

much alive today. Indeed many of the ideas which were voiced in 1987 have gained 

momentum and are regularly heard at present, not least the fundamental opposition to the 

principles of economic liberalism which presides over the Declaration of Cultural Rights. I 

shall look at the evolution of the EGCu, the way they have influenced the struggle of the 

French film industry in the past ten years. While this section will confirm the PCF's concern 

at the well-being and future of the French film trade as well as reveal a significant evolution 

of the Party's viewpoint, it will also call into question the PCF's place in, and influence on, 

the national film sector. 

porte bien a conditon qu'on la sauve (Paris 
and 149-161. 
48 See appendice 10, pp. 374-76. 
49 Ibid., pp. 374-76. 
50 Ibid., pp. 374-76. 

Messidortditions sociales, 1987), pp. 15-16,45-61,109-128 
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7.3. Down With Economic Liberalism! 

Since 1987, there have been plenty of opportunities for the EGCu and their followers to 

express their fear at the possible harmful effect of a liberal economy on the French film 

industry. 51 The globalisation process which has dominated the world economy for a number 

of years has led to many international negotiations, both among European nations and among 

world nations at large. In view of the previous battles fought by the French film industry, 

one could expect an acute alertness on the film professionals' part towards these negotiations. 

As shall be examined now, the mobilisation of the film personnel was as effective as ever 

during the 1993 GATT negotiations and the 1998 MAI negotiations. Moreover the European 

Union framework has become more and more central to the discussions on film-related 

matters. 

7.3.1. The French, the Film Professionals, the EGCu and GATT 

European film policy and the Mevision sansfrontieres directive in particular turned out 

to be the first major cause of protest led by the EGCu. Following the signing of the Single 

European Act, the Tilevision sansfrontieres directive was an attempt to establish a 60 per 

cent quota of European productions on all member-states' TV channels. This protective 

measure, which was supported by the French government was emptied of any substance 

when, due to American pressure, the directive did not make the quota mandatory, but simply 

to be enforced 'whenever possible'. This (Socialist) government back-down triggered a wave 

of protest from the EGCu, which, alongside the Comite d'action pour 1'Europe et du 

cinema et de la television organised a protest rally in Strasbourg on 21 May 1989.52 

Following the Wlevision sans frontieres' fiasco, the EGCu and the film industry were on 

their guard. In addition both the French government, and President Franqois Mitterrand were 

also anxious to wash away the humiliation of having had to give in to the Americans. The 

51 The term 'liberal' will be used here in its economic sense, not its Left-wing political one. 
52 Looseley, pp. 207-08. 
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Uruguay Round of negotiations on trade in services (the final stage of the GATT talks) 

would soon give an opportunity for all to flex their muscles. 

Most accounts of these commercial talks underscore the part played by the French and 

highlight the allegedly united political front they showed in order to achieve their goal, i. e. 

the recognition of 'cultural exception' (Vexception culturelle). 53 "'Cultural exception' was 

the idea that films and audiovisual material - because of their "cultural specificity" to a 

particular nation - should not be governed by the same terms applied to foodstuffs, 

minerals, cars, etc. 154 After a long stand-off, the negotiators eventually agreed to disagree 

and excluded film and audiovisual material from the final agreement. While it is true that at 

face value the French film sector and the French political sphere seem to have enjoyed a rare 

harmony, a closer look reveals a different, less ecumenical picture which most commentators 

failed to see. 

An article written for La Pensee by Communist Christophe Adriani before the talks ended 

offers an instance of the difference of perspectives over the GATT issue. Adriani gives two 

chronologies of the 'cultural exception' saga. The first one begins on II March 1993 with 

Jack Valenti declaring that 'culture will not be excluded from the revision of the GATT', 

mentions Socialist Jack Lang's and RPR Jacques Toubon's community of mind on the 

subject in Venice on 6 October, and ends on 18 October with Prime Minister Edouard 

Balladur consulting with different film professionals. The second chronology lists the 

53 'When, for example, French (and European) directors fought to be excluded from the GATT agreement on 
the grounds that film is a cultural product rather than an industrial one, they received almost unanimous 
support from across the French political spectrum', Wendy Everett, 'Framing the fingerprints: a brief survey 
of European film', in European Identity in Cinema, ed. by Wendy Everett (Exeter: Intellect Books, 1996), p. 
18; 'The domestic experience of the 1980s undoubtedly lies behind the French government's unswerving 
promotion of European film production and inspired its successful demand that audio-visual products should 
not be included in the GATT free trade agreements concluded in 1993', French Cultural Studies, pp. 234-35; 
France was a prime mover in the promotion of what is known as the "European audio-visual space", in the 
creation of development funds for film production within the European Community, in insisting on the 
establishment of quotas for the screening of E. C. -generated material on television, and in insuring that "audio- 
visual products" were exempted from the GATT round of free-trade agreements in 1993', ibid., pp. 260-61. 
Subsequently, in 1993, debate about such "protectionism" became international again as the GATT 
negotiations brought further conflict with the US over France's insistence on treating culture as an exception 
where free trade is concerned. Lang's successor Jacques Toubon and Prime Minister Balladur now took up the 
torch of his resistance to American market domination in the closing stages of the seven-year long "Uruguay 
round", which finally had to be concluded without an agreement on the audiovisual issue being reached', 
Looseley, p. 206. 
54 Encyclopedia of European Cinema, p. 133. 
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successive initiatives taken by Ralite and the EGCu to alert and rally the film and audiovisual 

personnel against the danger of the GATT. It begins on 25 July 1992 with Ralite urging his 

listeners to be vigilant towards the GATT, and ends on a meeting organised by the EGCu 

outside the Pompidou Centre on 27 November 1993. Between these two dates, a number of 

demonstrations, film trade-unionists' meetings with Ministers, and other marks of 

mobilisation such as open letters and petitions, took place. 55 Clearly, Adriani opposes the 

EGCu's, the film personnel's and the PCFs campaign for the 'cultural exception' to the 

government's attitude. Indeed there were two contradictory standpoints regarding 'cultural 

exception'. The exclusion of film and audiovisual material from a global trade agreement was 

in perfect accordance with the Declaration of Cultural Rights. It was therefore logically 

supported by the EGCu and the PCF. Could a right-wing government, whose audiovisual 

policy had led to the creation of the EGCu, defend 'cultural exception' on the same ground? 

It could not, and more importantly it did not. The government fought the battle on economic, 

not cultural grounds. As far as they were concerned, the Americans read 'cultural exception' 

as a protectionist measure dressed up in a cultural cloak: 'The European Union, our most 

important market, is leaving American cinema no hope... Money is what really mattered, and 

with what cupidity! 156 An assessment of the GATT talks by the United Nations also 

underscores the economic dimension of the audiovisual issue, placing it within the wider 

framework of the rapidly changing global telecommunications market. 57 It acknowledges 

France's particular position in Europe in terms of film subsidies. 58 Moreover, recognising 

both the dominant place of the United States and its appetite regarding the European market, 

55 Christophe Adriani, 'Pour le cin6ma franqais et le cin6ma en France', La Pens&, n' 29, pp. 104-05. 
56 Armand Mattelard, Hollywood and the World, la longue histoire de 1 "'exception culturelle", personal 
document, p. 16 (courtesy Ginette Vincendeau). 
57 See appendix , pp. 377-81. 
58 'The specific trade barriers most at issue were film subsidies and television quotas. Film production 
subsidies, which are nearly ubiquitous, have existed for decades and vary from country to country. France has 
the most substantial programme, levying an 11 per cent duty on box office sales which is funneled directly 
into film production support overseen by a national commission. (Revenues are also obtained by special taxes 
on video sales and rentals. ) This system is widely credited with maintaining the viability of the French film 
industry, the most robust in Europe, which produces some 150 films annually, indeed, a larger number of 
films per capita than the United States. ' The Outcome of the Uruguay Round: An Initial Assessment. 
Supporting Papers to the Trade and Development Report, 1994 (New York: United Nations, 1994), Box 16, 
pp. 162-64, see appendice 11, pp. 377-38 L 
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the report recognises the difficulties which countries are faced with regarding the strength of 

the Americans in terms of new information technologies: 'the revenues generated by new 

entertainment services could become a kind of general tax to finance the construction of a 

wholly new industrial infrastructure. Under the circumstances, it is easy to understand why 

no country would wish to surrender control of this sector to foreign competition without at 

least having a better perception of what role it might play in the more general economic 

future. 1 59 

Once more, the conflicting facets of cinema are brought into play. The EGCu welcomed 

4cultural exception', because by endorsing its views on the specificity of culture, and by 

protecting the systems of aid in place in Europe, which as Michel Ciment explained, an 

American interpretation of GATT could decide illegal, it echoed the ideas present in its 

Declaration of Cultural Rights. 60 Yet the view that the French government was so active 

because it wanted to preserve measures such as the duty on box office sales which 'is used to 

subsidise innovative films, art-house cinemas, independent distributor, film festivals, film 

schools and East European and African production' was not shared by all in France. 61 

Interestingly, the first who voiced their concern at the apparent political community of mind 

over 6cultural exception' come from a far left background. Thus Jean-Louis Comolli warned 

of 'the danger of a polarisation against Hollywood which would deter many from seeing that 

the problem is not one of nations but quintessentially an economic one. The French industry 

is itself divided between Hollywood-like producers and more independently-minded 

59 'The United States dominates world trade in audiovisual services, as far as media products such as films, 
television programmes and video productions are concerned, with an estimated 40 per cent of the market. 
However, the fastest growing market is the European Community, which has been estimated at ECU 23 
billion and is expected to double by the year 2000. [ ... ] An export cartel, Motion Picture Export Association 
of America (MPEAA), comprising 20th Century Fox, Columbia Tristar, Disney (Buena Vista), Paramount, 
Warner Bros., MCA Universal, Orion and MGM/UA is now present in 50 countries of the world. These firms 
also control the distribution of their films and aim at doing away with intermediaries in foreign markets. 
Importing countries have to face up to the market power of the MPEAA', ibid. On American audiovisual 
lobbying, see Yves Mamou, 'Sous la pression des Etats-Unis, la Commission europeenne pourrait abolir la 
directive sur les quotas de diffusion', Le Monde, 29 December 1994; Yves Mamou, ' Washington fuit les 

enjeux culturels', Le Monde, 16 June 1995; Emmanuel Schwartzenberg, 'La victoire provisoire de Brittan', 
Le Figaro, 10 January 1995; P de G, 'Martin Bangemann plaide pour un abandon des quotas'; Les Lýchos, I 
February 1995; Yves Mourni, 'Menace sur les quotas audiovisuels', Le Monde, 19 June 1996 (courtesy 
Claude Michel). 
60 Michel Ciment, quoted in Encyclopedia of European Cinema, p. 133. 
61 See for instance, Encyclopedia of European Cinema, p. 133. 
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producers. ' For Comolli, 'to wage this struggle with nationally-based arguments is a rear- 

guard battle., 62 The director Marcel Hanoun shared the same view: 

'Cultural exception' is a smoke screen. It is only a commercial struggle to deten-nine 
who will ultimately control the industry. It has nothing to do with film culture, film 
independence or the will to innovate and search for new forms. The vociferous 
advocates of cultural exception cannot tolerate otherness, or difference here in France 
on their home ground. A tacit mafia-like complicity unites producers, distributors, 
advertisers and the media in order to silence anyone who does not enter the mould of a 
populist mediacracy... The "crusaders" of cultural exception have a spectacular ability 
to call attention to an almost mythical image of a "faraway evil enemy", even though 
they are themselves its keenest admirers and most incorrigible imitators. 63 

In Serge Toubiana 5s words, 'Culture no longer seems to be a factor of ideological division in 

view of Chirac's or Jospin's agreement on the defence of 'cultural exception'. The 

government is locked into the defence of quotas and the denunciation of American 

hegemony. 64 Also in Cahiers du cinema, Pierre Hodgson echoed Comolli and Hanoun's 

argument that the fight for independence was not only an international one but very much a 

national one too. Hodgson gives two examples of French film professionals expressing 

views which would run contrary to the defence of an independent cinema. Toscan du 

Plantier, director of Unifrance - the office which promotes French cinema abroad, declared 

in an interview with Le Figaro (26 December 1994) that the self-proclaimed power of the 

artist was disproportionate. 65 During a press conference on 25 January 1995, Dominique 

Wallon, director of the CNC, assessed that the future of film was above all an industrial 

one. 66 For Hodgson: 'What the government wants therefore is a return to the tradition de 

qualite', which in Cahiers's jargon, means the production of well-made big-budget and 

ultimately 'harmless' films and the marginalisation of the auteur/independent film sector, 

62 Jean-Claude Keutsch, 'Interview with Jean-Louis Comolli: "Le cin6ma franqais fait aussi des morts"', 
L'Hebdo de VactualW sociale, Vie Ouvriýre, n' 2562/1, pp. 44-46. 
63 Marcel Hanoun in Libýration 6 March 1995, quoted in Mattelard, p. 13. 
64 Serge Toubiana, 'En panne de cin6ma', Cahiers du cWma, n' 491, May 1995, pp. 56-57. See Lionel 
Jospin, 'Gagner la bataille culturelle', Libgration, 4 April 1995, p. 4. Toubiana underlines that Chirac's 

cultural slogan during his presidential campaign, 'Culture for everyone' (Culture pour tous) was similar to the 
PCF's at Argenteuil in 1966. 
65 Pierre Hodgson, 'Pleurnicherie pour le cin6ma franqais', Cahiers du cinýma, n' 489, April 1995, pp. 44- 
45. 
66 Ibid. 
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deemed not profitable enough. 67 Hodgson compares the government stance on the film 

industry with its attitude to other sectors, such as the French airline Air France, questioning 

the State's effectiveness regarding the welfare of the industry as it seems to be dealing with 

the issue according to political criteria which go back thirty or fifty years'. 68 While Hodgson 

does not take for granted the validity of public intervention on the film industry, Toubiana 

argues that the State should rethink the relationship between independent low-budget 

production and mainstream industrial production as well as start thinking about the issue with 

the broader European picture in mind. 69 

This discussion highlights the conflicting points of view regarding 'cultural exception9. 

The PCF support's for the EGCu was unflinching throughout the GATT talks, and continued 

when the Mevision sansfrontieres directive was being revised. There is little doubt though 

that the Communist position has also been determined by economic considerations. Lucien 

Marest, a Communist leader who keeps a close eye on audiovisual issues, compares the 

government's position on the film industry with its position regarding companies such as 

Bull and France Telecom, which, Marest argues, the government wants to sell off. The PCF 

questions both the sincerity of the government's pro-'cultural exception' stance and the belief 

of "European technocrats"', which resembles the American view, that regulations on 

audiovisual matters are now illusory and obsolete in view of the technological inevitability of 

multimedia'. 70 Instead, Marest contends, 'France and Europe have the means and the ability 

to both develop their audiovisual production and to invest massively in software production. 

67 Hodgson, pp. 44-47. Toscan du Plantier's views were echoed among certain critics, such as Le Monde's 
Jacques Siclier who criticised the 'megalomaniac' auteurs and advocated a reduction in the number of French 
films, see Anne Andreu, 'Interview with Jacques Siclier: "Le cindma n'a plus rien ý inventer"', L'tvMement 
du jeudi, 8 November 1990, and Alfred Eibel, 'Interview with Jacques Siclier: "Les m6galos n'apportent rien 
au cin6ma"', Le Quotidien de Paris, 13 November 1991. A similar criticism of the alleged negative economic 
consequences of auteur policy can be found in David Puttnam, The Undeclared War. The Struggle for 
Control of the World's Film Industry (London: HarperCollins, 1997), in particular in the chapter ... Films are 
made for one or maybe two people"', pp. 291-303. 
68 Hodgson, pp. 44-47. 
69 Toubiana, p. 57. 
70 Lucien Marest, Ta droite et 1'exception culturelle', L'Humanitg, 4 January 1995, p. 18. Marest quotes 
Yves Thibault de Silguy, Balladur's adviser and European commissionner, who declared that 'the government 
did not know how to stop the film professionals' protest movement' and that 'the battle was a lost cause'. 
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French and European authorities ought to face American and Japanese competition by 

resisting economic liberalism and rampant industry privatisation. 171 

7.3.2. LAMI (Multilateral Agreement on Investment, MAI): No Surrender! 

While the European dimension of the cause is underlined, France's economic and 

ideological independence remains central to the PCF's argument. This issue came back with a 

vengeance only five years after the GATT talks. The prospect of an international agreement 

endangering French and European audiovisual industries was raising its ugly head again. 

Once more it was Ralite who, at a meeting of the Estates General of Culture, first alerted the 

film sector to the dangers likely to be incurred if this new international arrangement ever came 

into effect. 

On 17 June 1996, the EGCu gathered in the Od6on Theatre. In his speech, the main theme 

of which was summed up by the motto 'we are not complaining, we are lodging a 

complaint', Ralite evoked the shortcomings of the government and of Europe in terms of 

their audiovisual policies, the disastrous cultural policies of National Front-run towns and 

increasing American domination. In addition, he mentioned that discussions on an 

international agreement on investments (Multilateral Agreement on Investments) were taking 

place within the framework of the OECD. This agreement, he claimed, would endanger the 

4cultural exception' won during the GATT talks. 72 This warning was not immediately 

followed by a protest movement. It is only in December 1997, that the campaign against MAI 

really took off. The PCF wholeheartedly participated in the protest movement, its leader 

calling on the Prime Minister not to sign the Agreement. 73 L'Humanite was indeed the only 

French daily to report the different initiatives of the anti-MAI lobby on a regular basis. 74 For 

71 Ibid 
72 Zod Lin and Jean-Pierre L6onardini, 'L'Od6on vibrant pour des ttats g6n6raux de la culture offensifs', 
L'Humanitý, 19 June 1996, pp. 16-17. 
73 Robert Hue, 'Letter to the Prime Minister', L'Humanitg, 12 February 1998. 
74 Dominique Widemann, 'Aides A la production et droit d'auteur en ligne de mire', L'HumanW, 22 October 
1997, P. 21; Dominique Bari, 'Les mauvais coups de I'AMF, ibid., 5 December 1997; ibid. 13 December 
1997; Michel Muller, 'March6s financiers sans fronti6res', ibid., 15 D6cembre 1997; Lionel Alion and Pierre 
Levy, 'Report on a round table', ibid.; Michel Muller, 'Interview with Lori Wallach: "AMI: attention, trait6 
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the PCF, the MAI epitomised the evils of globalisation. Discussed in secret since January 

1995 by the twenty-nine wealthiest nations in the World, the agreement would guarantee free 

investment in every part of the world as well as give precedence to investors over national 

governments, therefore 'giving the investors all the rights and leave national governments 

with all the responsibilities'. 75 The great danger of course is the fact that this freedom of 

capital circulation would undermine the sovereignty and decision-making powers of 
individual States and their democratic institutions. For the EGCu, and the French audiovisual 

professionals, the MAI would almost inevitably mean the end of all protective systems of aid 

in place in Europe. These would be made useless as they would be opened to everyone. 76 

Bertrand Tavernier explained in simple words what would happen if the MAI were to be 

implemented: 'If, for example, the French gave aid to an African film director, Steven 

Spielberg could say: "You gave money to a Malian director, so you have to give me money 

too,,. 177 Moreover the droits d'auteur risked being replaced by the American 'copyright' 

system. The stage director Andre Benedetto explains very clearly the difference between the 

two: 'Copyright is a bit like owning a painting. You buy it and it's yours forever. The droits 

d'auteur (the author's proprietorial rights) work according to a very different principle. From 

dangereux! "', ibid., 2 February 1998; Michel Muller, 'AMI: le gouvernement interpell6', ibid., 3 February 
1998; Michel Muller, 'Interview with Nuti Albala: "Cet AMI intime des multinationales"', ibid., 9 February 
1998; 'Jack Lang d6nonce FAMF, ibid., 10 February 1998, p. 16; Pierre Zarka: 'La World Company', ibid., 
12 February 1998; 'Cet AMI qui vous veut du mal', ibid.; Jean Roy, 'Lev6e de boucliers massive contre 
I'AMI', ibid.; Pierre Barbancey, 'Interview with Jean-Pierre Page: "L'AMI ne s'attaque pas qu'A 1'exception 
culturelle"', ibid., 16 February 1998, p. 10; Jean-Pierre L6onardini, UAMI avec qui on ne sait trop sur quel 
pied danser', ibid.; Jean-Pierre L6onardini, 'Hier a l'Od6on: un ministre, la culture et le reste qui p6se tr6s 
lourd', ibid., 17 February 1998, p. 3; Jean-Paul Monferran, 'Interview with Antoine Casanova: "L'odieux 
nouvel esprit des lois"', ibid., 17 February 1998, p. 5; tmilie Rive, 'Interview with Agn6s Bertrand 
(Secretary-general of Ecoropa and delegate general of the Observatory of Globalization): "Les assembl6es 
seraient d6pouill6es de leurs pr6rogatives"', ibid., 19 February 1998, p. 13; Pierre Levy, 'Interview with Jordi 
Ribo (member of the executive board of the Workers Committee of Catalogna: "L'AMI, comme 1'euro contre 
les populations"', Ibid., 19 February 1998, p. 13; 'Semaine nationale et internationale d'action contre I'AMF, 
Ibid., 21 September 1998; 'Semaine d'action et initiatives', ibid., 23 September 1998; 'Face A I'AMI, un 
forum d6mocratique', ibid., 23 September 1998; C6cile Besson, 'L'Am6rique du Nord, laboratoire de I'AMI', 
ibid., 8 October 1998. Significantly Lib&ation's coverage of the anti-AMI campaign was somewhat limited. 
The first significant article by Jacqueline Coignard bore the ironic title 'Le retour de la grande m6chante 
mondialisation', Libgration, 12 February 1998, pp. 20-21. It made the main news four days later with 
Jacqueline Coignard and P. S., Uaccord lib6ral sur l'investissement est mal parti', ibid., 16 February 1998, 
pp. 2-4. Has this got to do with Libgration's rather liberal financial godfathers? 
75 Platform of ATTAC, International Movement for Democratic Control of Financial Markets and their 
Institutions, 11-12 December, 1998, see appendice 13, pp. 384-86. 
76 'Quand le cin6ma alerte sur un danger de civilisation', L'Humanitg, 5 February 1998. 
77 Peter Lennon, 'A man of action', (Guardian News Services), The Irish Times, 31 July 1999, weekend 
supplement, p. 5. 
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the outset the notion of droits d'auteur contains an idea of national wealth which copyright 

can never do. For seventy years after the author's death the legal claimants are entitled to 

royalties. The work then falls into the public domain. 78 

Very soon, the battle against the MAI reached the same proportions as the one for 'cultural 

exception' of which it was in fact, and in every respect, the continuation. By February 1998, 

the French film sector was fully involved in the campaign. 79 During the 1998 Nuit des 

Cesars, the French Academy Awards, the MAI negotiations were publicly condemned by 

Brigitte Fossey, Maurice Bernard, Robert Guediguian and Pierre Tchernia, an interesting 

combination of generations, expertise and styles, which was also symptomatic of the extent 

of the trade's mobilisation. 80 Yet, in spite of its similarities with the previous protest 

movement, the campaign against the MAI was very different indeed. Taking place for the 

most part under a Rainbow coalition left-wing government, the battle against the MAI was 

fought along anti-liberal lines. Many non-Communist organisations joined in the campaign 

which very quickly reached the international stage. The US-based association Public Citizen 

Global Watch animated by the American lawyer Lori M. Wallach, along with the San 

Francisco/Malaysian-based Third World International Network Forum on Globalisation led 

by Martin Khor became very engaged in the campaign. In France, L'Observatoire de la 

mondialisation was also very active and organised a meeting in the National Assembly on 4 

December 1997 at which Jack Lang, Jack Ralite, and Green deputy Noý. l Mamere were 

present. 81 Le Monde diplomatique became another fervent campaigner against the MAI. 82 

78 Andr6 Benedetto, 'M6mento de campagne', L'Humanitg, 31 May 1999. 
79 'Le cin6ma contre I'AMF, L'Humanitý, 4 February 1998; Didier Rochet, 'Interview with Jack Ralite: 
"Dans le monde de la culture, l'inqui6tude grandit"', L'Humanitg Hebdo, n' 12,5-11 February 1998, p. 50; 
Dominique Cabrera (director), 'La notion de citoyennet6 priv6e de sens', ibid., 12 February 1998; Michelle 
Levieux, 'Catherine Deneuve parle d'or', ibid., 20 February 1998, p. 21; Jean-Jacques Mitterrand, 'Apr6s le 
GATT, I'AMI... et ensuite? ', Zgro de conduite, n' 29, First semester 1998, pp. 2-3; 'Pour en finir avec 
I'AMF, La Lettre de la SRF, n' 61, September 1998, p. 2; 
80 Jean Roy, 'Et le gagnant est... On connaft la chanson', L'HumanW, 2 March 1998. 
81 L' Observatoire de la mondialisation published a small book on the MAI in September 1998, Lutnlýre 

sur VAMI: le test de Dracula, Observatoire de la mondialisation (Paris: L'Esprit frappeur, n" 31,1998). The 
book was advertised in L'HumanW, 'Le test de Dracula', 23 September 1998. 
82 See Lori M. Wallach, 'tlabor6 au sein de l'0CDE A l'insu des citoyens, le nouveau manifeste du 

capitalisme mondial', Le Monde diplomatique, n' 527, February 1998, p. 22; Jack Ralite, 'Vers un droit 
d'auteur sans auteurs', ibid., March 1998, n' 528, p. 5; Jean-Paul Monferran, interview with Bernard Cassen, 
director of Le Monde diploinatique, 'Il ne faut pas d'AMI du tout', L'HutnanW, 17 February 1998, p. 5; 
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The campaign had a strong left-wing flavour. In comparison with the movement for 'cultural 

exception' which was confined to the audiovisual sector, this one had much wider political 

and social implications allowing the PCF to turn it into a public hobby horse. When Jospin 

announced that France would not attend the talks which were to resume in October 1998.83 

L'Humanite's headlines of 15 October 1998 read 'A fine victory' and for Robert Hue, the 

Prime Minister's decision to leave the talks was 'one of the major ones ever taken by the 

gauche plurielle'. 84 Liberation spoke of Jospin's decision as a way to preserve his political 

majority. 85 Contrary to their attitude during the GATT talks, right-wing politicians stayed 

very discreet during the MAI discussion. It was only after the decision to take France out of 

the talks, that some ventured an opinion. While President Chirac did not make public whether 

or not he agreed with his Prime Minister's decision, Patrick Devedjian (RPR) declared that 

Europe was following its own way and had its own conception of culture', but ultra-Liberal 

Alain Madelin (Force Liberale) regretted that the decision had been taken to please the 

Greens and the Communists. 86 The anti-liberal French Left can be sure to keep a close eye 

on future international commercial talks, thanks to the network of associations which have 

come together in the aftermath of the MAI talks. 87 Only a few days after France withdrew 

from the talks an international meeting against the MAI took place at the Cartoucherie de 

Vincennes, with among others, Lory M. Wallach, Martin Kohr and Jack Ralite. 88 In 

December 1998, the platform of the international movement ATTAC (International movement 

for democratic control of financial markets and their institutions) was adopted. Although not 

founded by the PCF, but following an article by Le Monde diplomatique's Ignatio 

Ramonet, ATTAC echoes very closely the PCF's view on globalisation: 'Financial 

globalization increases economic insecurity and social inequalities. It bypasses and 

83 'Lionel Jospin: pas d'abandon de souverainet6 A des int6r8ts priv6s', L'Humanitg, 15 October 1998. 
84 Michel Mullet, 'AMI: le gouvernement a dit non', ibid; Charles Silvestre: Wous avez dit mondialisme', 
ibid. 
85 The Greens were also very hostile to the MAI, Jack Lang had condemned the MAI (L'HumanW, 10 
February 1998) and Minister for Culture Catherine Trautman had expressed her concern (ibid., 17 February 
1998). Pascal Rich6, 'Jospin: Adieu VAMI, salut les copains', Libýration, 15 October 1998, p. 22. 
86 Ibid. 
87 Ironically, there is a kind of competition between these different associations, the EGCu and the PCF as to 
who first brought MAI to attention. 
88 Jodl Lumien, 'Sommet citoyen international contre I'AMI', L'HumanW, 19 October 1998. 
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undermines popular decision-making, democratic institutions, and sovereign states 

responsible for the general interest. In their place, it substitutes a purely speculative logic that 

expresses nothing more than the interests of multinational corporations and financial markets 

[ ... ] At the same time the USA as well as the European Commission continue their free trade 

crusade, pushing for the creation of new zones of deregulation at the continental or 

intercontinental level (the PET project between Europe and North America, the extension of 

NAFTA into Latin America, etc. )'. 89 Significantly the ATTAC website is also accessible 

through the PCF's. 

7.3.3. After MAI, from BLIC to BLOC: Long live Independent Cinema! 

While the left-wing rainbow coalition rejoiced at the government's decision, the French 

film personnel was also relieved. ARP, Betty Blue's director Jean-Jacques Beinex, EGCu's 

Jack Ralite, and UPF's Clara Meriaux-Delbarre, all expressed their satisfaction, with the 

latter stressing that their campaign had gone beyond the mere defence of the film sector's 

interest but was a philosophical one about the role and place of the citizens in one's 

country. 90 But the film industry did not oppose a united front against the MAI. A few 

months before it ended, the battle against MAI had provoked a split within the Bureau de 

liaison des industries cinematographiques (BLIC), an umbrella trade organisation which 

regroups a variety of film industry's unions and bodies. In March 1998, The UPF left BLIC 

because it refused to condemn MAI. 91 In the aftermath of the 1998 Cannes Film Festival, the 

'Bureau de liaison des organisations A cinema' (BLOC) was set up to defend the interests 

of the independent film sector: 'the battle against the MAI has been the basis for a new 

alliance of the independent sectWs organisations'. 92 The BLOC's mission is to guarantee 

89 See appendice 13, pp. 384-86. 
90 L'HumanW, 15 October 1998. 
91 Ange-Dominique Bouzet, 'Querelle entre les ennemis de I'AMF, Libýration, 7&8 March 1998, p. 33. 
92 'tditorial', La Lettre de la SRF, n' 62, October 1998, p. 1. The different branches of the industry are 
represented: SRF, Soci6t6 des R6alisateurs de Films; UPF, Union des Producteurs de Films, ACID; Agence 
pour le Cin6ma Ind6pendant dans sa Diffusion; SDI, Syndicat des Distributeurs Ind6pendants; AFCAE: 
Association Franqaise des Cin6mas d'Art et Essai; SNTR: Syndicat National des Techniciens et Walisateurs; 
SNA, Syndicat National des Acteurs. 
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cinema's freedom of creation, independence and diversity. 93 A major aspect of the BLOC's 

viewpoint is that 'the creation of a strong industrial sector is not enough to ensure the vitality 

of the film industry, nor is it enough to fulfil the audiovisual sector's requirement for 

filMS. 194 

Obviously, the PCF was bound to welcome an organisation which both advocates an 

extensive pluralist film production and condemns industrial concentration in a situation where 

'the big American majors are now safely rooted in the French film market thanks to their 

agreements with large financial groups (Twentieth Century Fox with UGC, which belongs to 

the Compagnie Generale des Eaux and Walt Disney; Buena Vista with Gaumont which 

belongs to the Seydoux group'. 95 

The BLOC's charter and the EGCu's Declaration of Cultural Rights share many views, 

although the BLOC does not put its demands directly to the French authorities, but simply 

asked to be recognised as the representative of the independent sector. 96 That the PCF should 

embrace the cause of independent cinema is not in itself a surprise. Since the Liberation, the 

Party has often expressed its belief that a high production level is essential to the good health 

of the film industry. 97 This in itself does not mean the defence of independent cinema. But 

from the late 1960s, the fact that film professionals who uphold the view that French cinema 

ought to reduce its film production, often blame auteur cinema into the bargain did not go 

unnoticed by the Communists. 98 In the early 1970s, film producer Jean-Charles Edeline, 

who wished for 'films which would not fall into a kind of intellectual and backward-looking 

93 BLOC document, p. 2. (courtesy of Claude Michel). See appendice 14, pp. 387-391. 
94 Ibid., p. 4. 
95 Jean-Max Causse and Jean-Marie Rodon/Cin6mas Action: La Fete des cinýmas indýpendants... jusqu', i 
quand?, leaflet. 
96 BLOC document, p. 5. At an international level, the advocates of 'cultural exception' were not always 
welcomed. During a conference on European cinema organised by the British Screen Advisory Council 
(BSAC) in Birmingham in April 1998, Claude Miller, Bertrand Tavernier, Robert Gu6diguian were crossed off 
the list of delegates put forward by the French authorities, while Rupert Murdoch and Hollywood 
representatives were admitted to the conference, in Ange-Dominique Bouzet, T'Europe audiovisuelle au 
travail', Libýration, 6 April 1998, p. 39. 
97 See chapters 1,3 & 5, or Serge R6my, 'Concentration financi6re et baisse de la production', L'HumanW, 
25 May 1995, p. 17. 
98 Nicolas Seydoux (Pr9sident de la Fýdgration des Distributeurs de Films, [BLIC]) claimed that many 
films do not have their place not only in his own cinema theatres, but in any other theatre, in 'Trente... et un 
an', La Lettre de la SRF, n' 66, May 1999, p. 1. 
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esotericism which is ostensibly avant-garde but which is in fact cut off from a popular art and 

which has no regard whatsoever for the public' was criticised by Communist film 

directors. 99 As seen above, Edeline's view was not uncommon in the early 1990s and would 

probably be shared by some today. Reduction of production and condemnation of 
independent cinema seem to have been going hand in hand. Obviously this could only benefit 

large French film companies, such as Gaumont and Pathe, and lead many independent film 

personnel to unemployment, be they producers, technicians, or artists. Over the past twenty 

years, the need to preserve an independent sector had been regularly acknowledged by 

Communist commentators and leaders. Thus in 1979, Cervoni argued that Rohmer's 

Perceval le Gallois was an example of the sort of film which 'must continue to exist'. 
Mentioning that the shooting of the film was marred by difficult working conditions, Cervoni 

called for a film policy which would insure that such films are made: 'French cinema must 

not be reduced to a choice between vulgar commercial commodities and makeshift marginal 

films'. 100 In 1981, Marchais advocated more public support to the independent film sector 

'which is not sufficiently provided for given that it is an essential element of pluralism of film 

production'. 101 When in December the PROCIREP withdrew its grant to ACID (Agence du 

Cinema Independant pour sa Diffusion), a directors-led association whose aim is to 

promote the broadcasting of independent films, L'Humanite expressed its concern. 102 This 

was followed by numerous articles and interviews related to the independent film sector. 103 

99 Collectif de cin6astes communistes, Cingma: Culture ou Profit (Paris: La Nouvelle Critique, 1976), note 
7, P. 11. 
100 Albert Cervoni, Uitin6raire de Perceval et celui dtfic Rohmer', France Nouvelle, n' 1735,12 
February 1979, pp. 42-43. 
101 Georges Marchais, 'A Pheure des satellites, la responsabilit6 publique n'a pas a s'6vanouir', Le Film 

franVais, n' 1854,17 April 1981, pp. 4-5. 
102 'Les r6alisateurs d6fendent FACID. La PROCIREP vient de supprimer la subvention de 300 000 francs', 
L'HumanW, 19 December 1995. 
103 Gilles Le Morvan, "Tive l'ind6pendance", 18 villes de Seine- Saint-Denis r6it6rent l'op6ration "Vive le 
cin6ma franqais"', L'HumanW Dimanche, 1995; Te cin6ma ind6pendant a besoin de votre soutien', 
L'HumanW, 27 April 1996; Michel Guilloux, Te R6publique des ind6pendants se manifeste ce soir', ibid., 6 
May 1996, p. 21; 'A la rencontre des ind6pendants au cin6ma Max Linder le 16 juin', ibid., 25 May 1996, p. 
16; Charles Sylvestre, 'Interview with Serge Le P6ron: "Les ind6pendants sont une c16 du cin6ma franqais"', 
ibid., I June 1996, p. 17; 'Projection en avant-premiere de Walk the Walk, de Robert Kramer. D6bat: Les 
ind6pendants ont-ils gagn6 un nouveau publicT, avec FACID et la SRF, ibid., 6 June 1996, p. 28, Michel 
Guilloux, 'Interview with Roger Diamantis (director of legendary Parisian art-house cinema Saint Andr6-des- 
Arts): "'Des salles sans spectateurs"', ibid., 8 June 1996, p. 16; Jean Roy and Michel Guilloux, 'Interview 
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Since then and to the present day, the defence of independent cinema has been at the top of 

the Communist film agenda. 

While the PCF had acknowledged the importance of a strong independent sector for many 

years already, the FMýration A Spectacle proved slower in its rallying to the independent 

film cause. It is therefore quite remarkable that the film technicians union joined the BLOC. A 

small, yet telling, example of the change in the relationship of the trade union movement and 

the independent film sector is the involvement in film of the Caisse Centrale des Activites 

Sociales (CCAS), the works council of the French electricity and gas workers, one of the 

biggest in France (EDF-GDF has a workforce of 6000). The CCAS has released under the 

aegis of the SRF, and with the ACID and the AFCAE, a film card to be used in independent 

cinemas. 104 More recently the CCAS has been supporting African cinema. 105 

The defence of independent cinema and small-scale productions has permeated every 

avenue of the PCF's involvement in the film sector. The Party and the FMeration A 

Spectacle which have always kept a close eye on the social battles of the film industry's 

workforce, have given regular accounts of the latest and on-going acute social issue 

concerning the film industry. 106 The reappraisal of the calculation of unemployment benefit 

with Antoine de Clermont-Tonnerre (independent producer ): "On va vers une pensee unique du cin6ma"', 
'Interview with Jean-Claude Guiguet (director): "Le cin6ma, part de la vie communautaire"', 'Interview with 
Claudetric Poiroux (cinema-owner): 'Texploitant, meilleur alli6 du r6alisateur"', ibid., 15 June 1996, p. 15; 
Michel Guilloux and Jean-Pierre L6onardini, Te cin6ma se renouvelle dans ses marges', ibid., 17 June 1996, 
pp. 20-21; 'Oti en 8tes-vous avec l'ind6pendance' (interviews with Jean-Paul Civeyrac, who directed Ni d'kve 
ni d'Adam and the producer Christine Van de Putte), ibid., 7 May 1997, p. 25; '0ý1 en etes-vous avec 
l'ind6pendance? ' (interview with Jacques Atlan, producer and distributor of art et essai films), ibid., 8 May 
1997, p. 17. 
104 Michele Soulignac, 'Quand les 6lectriciens se branchent sur le cin6ma ind6pendant', La Lettre de la SRF, 
n' 62, October 1998, p. 6. 
105 Didier Ad6s and Dominique Dambert, 'Interview with Pascal Lazare, vice-President of CCAS', in 
'Entreprises: y a-t-il une vie apr6s le march6', Rue des Entrepreneurs, France Inter, 14 August 1999, repeat 
of 1 May 1999. 
106 Michel Guilloux, 'Les intermittents s'offrent un spectacle', L'HumanW, 12 December 1996, p. 25; 
Franqois Lancelot, 'Intermittents: quatre mois de sursis', ibid., 20 December 1996, p. 24; Franqois Lancelot, 
'Les intermittents toujours mobilis6s', ibid., 23 January 1997, p. 24; 'Actions sans intermittence, sur les 
professionnels du spectacle', ibid., I February 1997, p. 17; Zod Lin, 'Les intermittents ne cedent pas', ibid., 5 
February 1997, p. 20; 'Intermittents: op6ration p6age gratuit', ibid., 8 February 1997; 'Usars 97', ibid., 10 
February 1997, p. 22; Michel Guilloux, 'Ils cr6vent Ncran pour vivre', Zod Lin, 'Intermittents: tenir pour 
que le spectacle continue! ', Zod Lin, 'Toute la profession est partie prenante de ce conflit', 'Historique des 
actions', 'Des ch6meurs a plein temps', 'Ce qu'a dit Mireille Rivat aux Victoires de la musique', ibid., 12 
February 1997; 'Les intermittents 16vent le camp a la Cit6 de la musique', ibid., 15 February 1997, p. 16; 
Jean-Pierre Uonardini, 'Les syndicats ont aujourd'hui le rapport du m6diateur", ibid., 17 February 1997, p. 2 1; 
'Intermittents premiere rencontre syndicats/patronat', ibid., 21 February 1997, p. 22; Jean Roy, 'Et L'emploi 
dans tous qa', ibid., 8 March 1999, p. 17. 'Intermittents : les coordinations se r6unissent', ibid., 15 April 
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for the 'intennittents A spectacle', the contract workers of the entertainment industry, has 

sparked off an important movement protest among the intermittents, with the support of an 

important section of the film sector, not least the CGT, which is still by far the largest trade 

union in the film industry. 107 The Federation A Spectacle was the only union which 

refused to sign the agreement on unemployment benefit with the MEEDEF, the employers' 

union. Since 1967, under appendices 2 and 8 to the ASSEDIC scheme, film contract workers 

are granted unemployment benefit according to the fixed going professional rate 

independently of the amount they earned during their previous employment. For instance, a 

film editor who worked on a small-scale production and was paid under the going rate, 

would have nevertheless received unemployment benefit calculated on that going rate, 

whereas under a normal ASSEDIC scheme, his/her benefit would have been paid according 

to the amount actually earned. Under the advertised new scheme, film contract workers 

would no longer enjoy the benefits of appendices 2 and 8.108 While for an outside observer, 

the existing system appears almost indecently advantageous, for the opponents of the 

changes its abandonment would force many out of the industry. On the one hand, for film 

personnel who are less paid when they participate in low-budget productions, experimental 

works or first films, the new unemployment scheme would inevitably mean a reduction of 

their income. On the other, well-paid film personnel, such as a renowned director of 

photography for instance, would continue to enjoy high unemployment benefit. This would 

eventually lead to a two-tier system: a film industry aristocracy (which in many ways already 

exists) and a film industry lumpenproletariat. 

1997; 'Les intermittents du spectacle gagnent 21 mois de r6pit', ibid., 17 April 1997. By comparison, 
Libgration, which also covered the film c ontract- workers' industrial dispute extensively, opened its pages to 
the employers' viewpoint, see Ren6 Solis, 'Les intermittents mobilis6s A plein temps", Libgration, 11 
December 1996, p. 30; Annick Peigne-Giuly, 'Intermittents, une n6cessit6 patronale', ibid., 20 February 
1997, P. 36; Renaud Lecadre & Annick Peigne-Giuly, interview with Jean Gandois, 'Je ne suis pas un 
chasseur d'intermittents', ibid., 18 April 1997, p. 29; Franqois Devinat, 'Les intermittents a la rue', ibid., 18 
February 1999, p. 33; Franqois Devinat, 'Les intermittents protestent en continu', ibid., 13-14 March 1999, 
p. 35. 
107 'We reject the 20 January agreement on film contract workers which endangers the resistance of French 
cinema', 'Principe de solidarit6', Libýration, 2 March 1999, p. 5; 'P6tition: les cin6astes ne ch6ment pas', 
L'Humanitg, 4 March 1999. 
108 The ASSEDIC (Association pour Vemploi dans Vindustrie et le commerce) is the organization which 
manages unemployment contributions and payments in France. 
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This possible drift was criticised by the PCF which saw it as imperilling the film 

industry's future: 'The agreement on unemployment benefits jeopardises the principle of 

equality, and would be detrimental to those who start in the trade, take new initiatives, those 

who take risks. The less well-off of us will be poorer, the better-off will get richer. Fewer 

films but with bigger budgets, fewer technicians but better paid. What future for French 

cinema? '109 Through its deputies and its leadership, the PCF has publicly raised the question 

of the film contract workers in the National Assembly. 110 Insisting on the benefits of the 

current system, Communist MP Daniel Paul underlined, in a written question to the Nfinister 

for Employment and Solidarity (Martine Aubry), that the application of the 21 January 1999 

agreement would seriously curtail the production of first films. III Similarly, Communist NEP 

George Hage mentions the difficulty small production companies would face in order to 

produce first-time auteurs if the system underwent the advertised changes. 112 Once again the 

considerable size of the industry's mobilisation against the reform of unemployment benefit 

has led the government to postpone the agreement reached on 20 January 1999 and confirm 

the renewal of the current system for the year 1999.113 Thirty years before, auteur cinema 

and the film industry's workforce's welfare were seen by the FjWration du Spectacle in 

oxymoronic terms. 114 Today, the welfare of auteur cinema is considered as the guarantee of 

the welfare of the film sector as a whole. 

Two other aspects of the French film industry which are a cause of public protest also 

relate to the independent sector versus French majors sector dichotomy. The development of 

mutliplexes in France is linked to the concentration taking place in the film industry. For the 

BLOC, 'the large French film groups, Gaumont and Pathe would be happy with many fewer 

films than are currently produced. All they need is enough films to feed the multiplexes they 

109 Michel Guilloux, 'Double menace sur les films ind6pendants', L'HumanW, 24 April 1999. 
110 'Cin6astes et techniciens en lutte rencontrent le PCF, LHumanitg, 11 March 1999, p. 24. 
111 PCF's internet site, 15 March 1999. 
112 'Intervention de George Hage, d6put6 du Nord, Vice-pr6sident de la Commission des Affaires Etrang6res', 
9 March 1999; PCFs Internet site, 15 March 1999. 
113 'Lionel Jospin veut p6renniser le statut des intermittents', L'Humanitg, 17 April 1999. 
114 See Henri Back's point of view, chapter 5, p. 205. 
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are opening throughout the country. " 15 This view is shared by the PCF which has 

repeatedly voiced its opposition to the multiplex. 116 The other issue concerns Canal Plus. 

'French cinema rallies for and against Canal Plus', this title of an article by Michel Guilloux 

illustrates the state of anxiety of French film personnel. On the one hand it is worried by talks 

of a rapprochement between Canal Plus and Rupert Murdoch's BSkyB. For many in the 

trade Rupert Murdoch epitornises the dangers of a liberal audiovisual world, as Silvio 

Berlusconi had done a few years before. An agreement between the two TV companies could 

only exacerbate the industry's social problems and might result in redundancies. 117 It could 

also affect Canal Plus's input into French film production. For the SRF and ARP a merger 

with B SkyB would be incompatible with a policy of pluralism in film production. 118 

Canal Plus has indeed become an essential player in French film production, investing 

about 800 million francs per year in French cinema. In 1997, Canal Plus participated in the 

financing of 134 French films, or French-initiated films, which represents 84 per cent of the 

year's production. This is why, while expressing their concern at the station's international 

policy, '140 directors came to the rescue of Canal Plus', following a case lost by the 

subscription Channel to TPS (Tilevision par Satellite). 119 Since 19 December 1998, the 

Conseil de la Concurrence, the controlling body which supervises market competition, has 

condemned Canal Plus for abuse of a privileged position (abus de position dominante). 120 

115 Jean-Henri Roger, 'Ce qui est dit est dit', La Lettre de la SRF, n' 66, May 1999, p. 4. 
11() Jean-Pierre L6onardini, 'Utopia contre Multiplex', L'Humanitg, 22 July 1994, p. 17; 'Les cin6mas d'art 

et Essai contre les multiplexes', ibid., 30 August 1994, p. 19; 'Cent ans de cin6ma et demain... ', Bruno 
Vincens, 'La guerre du cin6ma', ibid., 23 February 1995, p. 16; L'Humanitg Dimanche, n' 273,8-14 June 
1995, pp. 30-37; Michel Guilloux, 'Le cin6ma pieds dans I'eau A Paris', L'Humanitg, 20 January 1997, p. 
24; Michel Guilloux, 'R6actions au projet de multiplexe Gaumont-Aquaboulevard', ibid., 23 January 1997, p. 
24; 'Multiplexes: un premier recul A Paris', ibid., 18 April 1997; Jean-Pierre L6onardini, 'Le cin6ma con 
m6rite', ibid., 30 December 1998. See also, 'Un Rex tu6 par un multiplex', Libýration, February 1997; 
Anatole Dauman, 'Lettre ii Madame Catherine Trautmann, Ministre de la Culture', 9 June 1997; Hugues 
Baudoin, Jean-Michel Frodon, '1998: I'ann6e am6ricaine', Le Monde, 30 d6cembre 1998. See appendice 12, 

pp. 382-83. 
117 Jean Roy, 'Et L'emploi dans tous qa', L'HumanW, Monday 8 March 1999, p. 17. 
118 SRF and ARP's declaration about the negotiations between the two private stations, in Michel Guilloux, 
'Le cindma franqais se mobilise pour et contre Canal Plus', L'HumanW, 3 March 1999, p. 19. 
119 TPS, presided by tric Le Lay, is composed of TFI, France T616vision, M6 and France Telecom. Ange- 
Dominique Bouzet, '140 cin6astes au secours de Canal Plus', Libgration, 20-21 February 1999, p. 26. On 15 
June Canal Plus lost its appeal against the decision, Erwan Higuinen, Cahiers du cingma, n' 537, July- 
August 1999, p. 14. 
120 Ange-Dominique Bouzet, '140 cin6astes au secours de Canal Plus', Libgration, 20-21 February 1999, p. 
26. 
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At stake is the chronology of a film's successive releases. Regulations are in place as to the 

lapse of time which must separate the release of a film in cinemas, on video, on pay TV 

stations, and regular TV channels. A lapse of time must be preserved between each release so 

that each different 'medium' has enough time to derive a profit from it. Until then Canal Plus 

enjoyed exclusive rights on certain pre-purchased films in return for its considerable 

contribution to the industry. It could therefore show films sooner than the other French 

stations. An agreement signed between the BLIC, ARP and TPS on 15 March 1999, would 

allow TPS to show some films three months before Canal Plus and, at a lower cost, show 

the film a second time directly in competition with Canal Plus. Given that at the present time 

TPS's involvement in French and European cinema is only between 75 and 220 million 

francs, i. e. much less than its competitor, the independent sector is worried that Canal Plus 

might not continue its involvement in film production if it cannot benefit from it. 121 A small 

point needs to be made here regarding the ARP. As an association of directors-producers, it 

has supported the 'cultural exception', participated in the anti-MAI campaign and often 

expressed views on a par with the EGCu's or even the Communists': 'When we stop waging 

war to Hollywood, we will have lost the war. When I say we, I mean the Europeans, the 

independents, ARP, the SRF... 1122 But financially speaking, some of its members can be 

extremely powerful, more powerful than anybody in the BLOC. 123 The interests it represents 

are not necessarily similar to the BLOC's, as their signing with TPS illustrates. 124 

On 15 April a new agreement between the BLOC and Canal Plus was signed. Its aim is to 

secure the continued involvement of Canal Plus in French cinema, in particular regarding 

121 Michel Guilloux, 'Double menace sur les films ind6pendants', L'Humanitg, 24 April 1999. 
122 Guilloux, 'Interview with Claude Miller (president of ARP): "Le vrai cin6ma d6range"', L'Humanitg, 27 
October 1997, p. 21. See also Guilloux, 'Interview with Claude Miller: "Arr8tons de confondre les tuyaux 
avec ce qui y circule"', ibid., 26 October 1998. 
123 Before Claude Miller, Claude Berri, Jean-Jacques Beinex and Claude Lelouch also held the position of 
president. 
124 Since 1990, ARP organises the 'Rencontres Cin6matographiques de Beaune'. Film professionals, 
politicians and film specialists meet and discuss the future of French and European cinema. People as different 
as Jack Valenti, Marcel Bluwal or Bertrand Tavernier have attended these meetings. Both Jack Ralite and Aline 
Pailler have attended the Rencontres cin6matographiques de Beaune (See for instance, Ange-Dominique 
Bouzet, 'Beaune, le cin6ma sous de bons auspices', Libýration, 31 October 1995, p. 36, or Michel Guilloux, 
'Les David du cin6ma', L'Huinanitg, 27 October 1997, pp. 20-21). The fact that such a variety of 
participants, representing a wide range of opinions and interests, have been present is emblematic of ARR 
which is definitely not as political as the BLOC. The proceedings of these meetings are published every year. 
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low-budget films. The fact that the issue is far from being resolved is symptomatic of both 

the divisions and the fragility of the French film industry today as well as the international 

dimension of the debate. Guilloux's question: 'Will French cinema be reduced to two 

professional umbrella organisations, themselves associated with two audiovisual groupsT 

can be answered in the affirmative. 125 It also shows that 'in spite of a large production and a 

steady increase in spectatorship, French cinema remains a fragile industry, likely to suffer 

from the global market and its ultraliberalism. '126 The welfare of the independent sector 

depends on a TV network whose majority shareholder is Vivendi, one of France's largest 

multinationals. In view of the activities in the global market, its future in the long term 

remains unsure. Ironically, as a supporter of independent cinema, the PCF has become 

supportive of its worst enemy, albeit unwillingly. 127 

In 1999 Claude Zidi's Asterix et Obelix contre Cesar has proven a telling example of 

both the situation of French cinema today and the Communist position regarding film at the 

turn of the century. On the one hand, a significant part of the Parisian press considered that 

Asterix and Obelix contre Cesar might be a solution to counter the increasing impact of 

Hollywood cinema on France's film economy-128 On the other the Communists, and the 

independent sector, held the view that Asterix should not be defended on those grounds. 129 

Even the fact that Berri hired 1500 extras and gave work to many film workers and 

technicians for twenty-four weeks was insufficient for the PCF. 130 Given the huge number 

of screens it mobilised on its opening week it had the same effect on the other French films 

125 Guilloux, 'Double menace sur les films ind6pendants', L'HumanW, 24 April 1999. 
126 Jean-Pierre Jeancolas, 'Blic, Bloc et dr6les de bouquets', Positif, n' 460, June 1999, p. 2. 
127 Michel Guilloux, 'Le cin6ma franqais se mobilise pour et contre Canal Plus'; L'Humanitg, 3 March 
1999, P. 19; Michel Guilloux, 'A bon regardeur salut', ibid., 6 March 1999, p. 25; 'tchanges mutuels pour 
Vivendi et Path6', ibid., 8 June 1999; 'La bataille des chaines payantes en Europe', ibid., 10 June 1999; 
Christophe Auxerre, 'Veni, Vidi, Vivendi', ibid., 12 June 1999; 'BSkyB: Rupert Murdoch succede A J6r6me 
Seydoux', ibid., 17 June 1999. See also Jean-Henri Roger, 'Ce qui est dit est dit', La Lettre de la SRF, n' 66, 
May 1999, p. 4. 
128 See Ange-Dominique Bouzet: 'The French film sector hopes that the superproduction will help the film 
industry to recover its market chare after last year's Titanic's onslaught', 'AWrix et Obýlix, la guerre des 

salles', Libýration, 3 February 1999, p. 2, and Yann Tobin, Ueuro-pudding est-il soluble dans la potion 
magique? ', Positif, n' 458, April 1999, p. 2. 
129 Didier Rochet, 'Alea Jacta est ou le coup du menhir', L'Humanitg Hebdo, 28 January-3 February 1999, 

p. 49. 
130 It must be said that Berri does not have a good reputation among film extras. Those who were recruited 
for Gerininal were paid below the union rate. See appendice n' 22, pp. 401-1 L 
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released the same week as a big Hollywood blockbuster. If in the short term and considering 

merely the commercial perspective, it does compete favourably w1th American 

superproductions, in the long term, Zidi's magic potion might prove rather poisonous and 
independent French production could be smothered by the overweight of Obelix. 131 

7.4. The PCF and Film: the Transformation 

In 1998, and for the first time ever, the leader of the PCF came to visit the Cannes Film 

Festival. Hue visited the Fýderation du Spectacle where he met with Rene Vautier, Michel 

Gauthrin and Jean Voirin, visited the marquee of the CCAS, watched Gilles Bourdos's 

Disparus, attended the Cheminots cinephiles's Rail d'Or award ceremony, and had lunch 

with the ARP, surrounded by Claude Miller, Annie Miller (producer), Pascal Rogard 

(specialist in international audiovisual negotiations), the directors Gerard Krawczyk and 

Jacques Fansten, Aline Pailler, Claude Michel, her parliamentary assistant, Jack Ralite et 

Claudine Joseph from the EGCu, Bernard Vasseur and Fabienne Pourre, both Communist 

officials. 132 This visit of the PCF's National Secretary illustrates the changes which have 

taken place regarding the PCF and the policy it advocates for film. In April 1999, Senator 

Jack Ralite proposed a law regarding the audiovisual sector or PAR While it reasserts most 

of the principles present in the Declaration of Cultural Rights, in particular the importance of 

the public sector to counteract and balance the liberal sector, it stresses the European 

dimension of the audiovisual issue. Article 11 recommends that within five years I per cent 

of the different European countries' industrial investments be made on audiovisual and 

software programmes. It also advocates the creation of different European funds aimed at an 

increase in the broadcasting and the production of European programmes (a quota of 10 

percent of European production other than the one of the broadcasting country). 133 In other 

131 Michel Guilloux, 'Une potion magique pour doper le cin6ma gaulois', L'HumanW, 3 February 1999, p. 
20. 
132 Michel Guilloux, 'Robert Hue: La vraie f8te du cin6ma', L'Humanitg, 23 May 1998. 
133 Jack Ralite, 'Proposition de loi relative a I'audiovisuel', S6nat, n' 316, April, 1999. See appendice 2 1, p. 
400. 
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words, the strong public service which the PCF has always defended must now reach the 

whole of Europe. While such a view may appear particularly utopian in a predominantly 

liberal and anti -S tate-control Europe, it is above all symptomatic of the PCF's new stance 

towards Europe. 

Twenty years before, Marchais considered that the problems of French cinema had to be 

dealt with in Paris, and expressed his amazement that Mitterrand's cultural adviser (Jack 

Lang? ) should call on Simone Veil, president of the European Parliament, to tackle the issue 

of French cinema, and proposed the creation of a "European film school"'. 134 Ralite himself 

argued that 'control of the French film policy ought to be based in France and not in Bonn or 

Brussels'. 135 Europe was still seen as a forum dedicated to American interests. According to 

Gerard Vaugeois, in the forthcoming European structure, films would have to conform to a 

single model, would be "emasculated" (sic) and American producers would take control of 

the industry, a set of assumptions based on the declarations of a number of European film 

officials who clearly put the blame for the inadequate level of European film exports on the 

films made in Europe. 136 'Eurocinema', as advocated by large film companies and western 

governments, would increase the number of superproductions which, Vaugeois indicates, 

would be devoid of any quality since they would be 'coming from nowhere', and would 

induce a diminution in the number of auteur films which are 'necessarily from 

somewhere'. 137 Vaugeois's position is interesting because although it reasserts the 

Communist view that the development of European cinema and the furthering of American 

interests are intertwined, it also equates the notion of auteur cinema with that of national 

134 Georges Marchais, 'A I'lieure des satellites, la responsabilit6 publique n'a pas A s'6vanouir', Le Film 
franqais, n' 1854,17 April 1981, pp. 4-5. The main Communist slogan at the time was: 'Made in France' 
(Produirefranqais), and Marchais applied it to every single field: ... Made in France" goes for culture as well', 
in 'Le combat pour la culture', L'Espoir au prýsent (Paris: tditions Sociales, 1980), pp. 158-159. 
135 Jack Ralite, 'Quatorze propositions du Parti communiste', CinýmAction, 13 (Winter 1981), 69-71 
136 Such as Augustin Girard, for whom 'Cultural industries are more and more transnational and their 
transational products cover cultural and linguistic are which are now too small to allow national productions', 
or Dimitri Balachoff, president of the European Film Industries Committee, for whom the films produced in 
Europe are not the right ones since they fare insignificantly in terms of exportation, G6rard Vaugeois, 
'L'Eurocindma contre la France', France Nouvelle, n' 1752,9-15 June 1979, pp. 40-41. See also Andr6 
Gisselbrecht, 'L'anglo-am6ricain, langue d'Europe', France Nouvelle, n' 1755,30 June-6 July 1979, pp. 29- 

31. 
137 Jack Ralite quoted in G6rard Vaugeois, 'L'Eurocin6ma contre la France', France Nouvelle, 9-15 June 

1979, pp. 40-41. 
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production. The PCF was to remain extremely anti-European for many years. 138 Indeed it is 

only in the first months of 1999 that it has changed its position over Europe. But regardinza, 

the film industry, the Communist change towards Europe had already happened a few years 
before, not least thanks to the work of Aline Pailler. 139 A TV journalist by trade, Pailler was 

elected on the Communist European list in 1994. She was one of the first concrete 

illustrations of the changes which were taking place since Hue took over as Party leader. 

Although not a Party-member herself, she was seventh in the list headed by Francis Wurtz, 

and was therefore guaranteed election. Pailler saw the issue of cinema as a European one. 

Cultural issues, such as cinema and the audiovisual sector as a whole, were not officially 

recognised at a European level until the 1992 Maastricht Treaty. 140 She became an 

impassioned advocate of 'cultural exception', fighting to give it some substance at the 

European level but lamenting the fact that European Ws did not see Culture as a priontised 

item on their agendas. 141 Film and audiovisual issues figure prominently in Regards 

d'Europe, a publication in which she detailed her activities in the European Parliament. For 

instance, in the second issue, she interviewed Michelle Soulignac of the SRF who announces 

the creation of BLOC, while Claude Michel related Hue's visit to Cannes, and the latter's 

meeting with the independent film sector. 142 Between the 1994 European elections and June 

1999, the Communist discourse on Europe and film echoed Pailler's European involvement. 

In 1997, Pierre Courcelles underlined that 'the struggle for the defence of cinema which was 

once limited to the French context could no longer be fought at a national level, but had to 

138 See for instance Bell and Criddle, p. 119. 
139 See appendices 16-19, pp. 393-96. 
140 See Aline Pailler, 'Quelle politique culturelle en EuropeT, Regards d'Europe, n' 2, June-July 1998, p. 
(courtesy of Claude Michel), see appendice 20, pp. 397-399. For Article 128 of the Maastricht Treaty, see 
appendice 15, p. 392. 
141 For instance, there was an insufficient number of MEPs present to validate the vote on the revision of the 
Tý1&isions sans frontiýres directive which would have made it more effective. See 'La Majorit6 West pas 
suffisante', Luciana Castellina (President of the Culture Commission of the European Parliament) Press 
release, in 'A propos de la directive "T616vision sans frontieres"', a 14-page document on the directive 
(courtesy of Claude Michel), or Jean Quatremer, 'tchec de I'audiovisuel europ6en', Libgration, 14 November 
1996, p. 36. 
142 Claude Michel, 'A c6t6 de la s6lection officielle, Cannes, c'est aussi qa', p. 2, and Aline Pailler, 
interview with Mich6le Soulignac, Regards d'Europe, n' 2, June-July 1998, p. 3. 
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take place at the level of Europe. '143 Yet he regretted that the fight for the 'cultural 

exemption' did not arouse the interest of France's fourteen European partners. In the 1999 

Cannes Film Festival, the 'Bouge I'Europe' list went to Cannes to speak mostly about the 

European film industry. Jack Ralite quoted the mayor of Venice who declared: 'pluralism 

could become very negative if each element does not show any hospitality towards the 

others' and Genevieve Fraisse called for a 'cosmopolitan' Europe, a loaded adjective in the 

French Communist context. 144 Following the poor Communist electoral results, a National 

Committee took place at the PCF's headquarters, Place du Colonel Fabien. In his 

contribution, Ralite's underlined the new stance over Europe: 

For the first time, the PCF with its 'Bouge 1'Europe' list adopted a Euroconstructive 
approach. Europe was the central issue in the election. This is new as at the beginning 
of January at the Versailles meeting on the ratification of the Amsterdam Treaty we 
could still have been considered as Eurosceptics. Some comrades, including myself, 
abstained from voting, not because we were forsaking our deep-rooted stand against 
economic liberalism. But rather because we wanted to take Europe into account as a 
new public arena in which to fight and to build the elements of a new project. 145 

Yet, while the PCF was acknowledging the limit of a film policy confined to the national 

territory, Aline Pailler, who had been so instrumental in putting audiovisual matters on the 

European map, lost her seat in the European Parliament. European cinema has lost one of its 

strongest and most active advocates. 146 

On the eve of the twenty-first century, the PCF seems to have chosen its camp and 

wholeheartedly supports independent cinema. The denunciation of heavyweight 

superproductions is no longer limited to Hollywood films but now also applies to French 

blockbusters. While in the late 1960s, popular comedies were defended on the grounds that 

they were after all necessary light entertainment and a way to counteract the increasing 

143 Pierre Courcelles, Te Ile Forum du cinema europ6en a Strasbourg', Regards, October 1997. 
144 Philippe J&6me, 'Bouge la culture en Europe! ', L'HumanW, 17 May 1999, p. 24. See Chapters 1, pp. 
76-77 and 2, p. I 10. 
145 Jack Ralite, L'Humanitg, 29 June 1999. 
146 Ange-Dominiquye Bouzet, 'Aline Pailler, championne de Faudiovisuel', Libgration, 31 October 1995. 
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domination of American productions, in 1999, successful comedies have become the butt of 
Communist criticism because they are seen as garrotting low-budget films. Jean-Pierre 

Leonardini underscores the fact that the 1998 French comedy hits, Le Dither de cons, Les 
Visiteurs 2 and Taxi, did not prevent French cinema from losing ground against Hollywood: 

big laughs are not French cinema's panacea. He also criticises Marc Tessier's call for the 

production of wide-ranging popular films, comedies or big historical films which would be 

able to compete with films like Titanic. For the Communist critic this would mean playing 

on the adversary's ground and would be ultimately detrimental to the creative energy of 
French cinema. 'Would ten guerilla film-makers not be able to beat megaproductions blown 

out like a souffle? '147 The community of mind between the PCF and BLOC highlights this 

commitment to supporting of independent production as can be witnessed in an article 

celebrating the thirty-first anniversary of the Quinzaine des Realisateurs published in La 

Lettre de la SRF. 148 The following text could have been written by a Communist journalist 

today: 

Set up in May 1998, the BLOC regroups two thirds of the film industry's creative 
force: technicians, distributors, actors, auteurs, directors, producers. If the existence of 
the BLOC needed justification, the Quinzaine would be just that. These two weeks 
show that everywhere around the world, there is a strong desire to make movies, that 
everywhere in the world, people make films in order to dream, surprise, confront 
cultures and ways of looking at the world. The diversity of points of view makes up 
the richness of cinema all over the world as it makes up the richness of French cinema. 
Once more French cinema is seen as one of the most dynamic in the world. 
Notwithstanding those who complain that it is subsided, we all know that it is not by 
chance that it has acquired such a status, but thanks to an intelligently devised support 
system and that we should make this system available to others, and in particular to 
foreign directors. It is precisely this variety and the system of aid which the BLOC 
wants to preserve and promote in France and in Europe. And if some think that it is a 
rear-guard battle, let them look at the declaration of Nicolas Seydoux, who claims that 
many films do not find a place not only in his own cinema theatres, but in any other 
theatre. 149 

For the PCF the diversity of French cinema is the result of the production system 

established in France thanks to the mobilisation of the film trade over the last fifty years. It Is 

147 Jean-Pierre Uonardini, Te cin6ma con m6rite', L'Humanitg, 30 December 1998. 
148 The Quinzaine refers to the Cannes Film Festival's Quinzaine des Rgalisateurs, set up by the SRF in 
1969. 
149 'Trente... et un an, La Lettre de la SRF, n' 66, May 1999, p. I- 
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the envy of, and should be a model for, the rest of the world's film industries, bar 

Hollywood. Above all, in its own eyes, it vindicates the PCF's continuous involvement in 

the defence of French cinema. In the final chapter of this study, I shall examine how French 

Communist criticism and the overall Communist film policy came together at last. 
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Chapter 8: Present Day: Critical Reception 

The previous chapter has shown that, in the last number of years, the PCF has been the 

champion of French independent cinema, advocating measures allowing this sector to resist 

not only Hollywood's global strategy but also France's own partisans of economic liberalism 

within the film industry. As this study has sougth to establish, the Communist support for 

independent cinema is the result of a long history. Resistance to independent production 

among film professionals was long-lived and has only recently been overcome, as evidenced 

by the Fjdýration A Spectacle supporting the BLOC. The present chapter will show that 

the defence of independent cinema at an industrial level has been matched by an extremely 

positive Communist critical reception of the independent sector. This study has shown that in 

terms of film criticism the recognition of the value, richness, and importance of independent 

cinema is not the result of a recent turn on the part of critics. Since the New Wave, and even 

before, during the dogmatic period of the Cold War, a number of Communist cntics showed 

a marked interest for some independent or auteur productions. I From the early 1960s to the 

mid-1990s, there existed a dichotomy between the positions adopted by Communists within 

the film trade and those supported by many Communist critics. For instance the debate on 

independent or auteur cinema in the aftermath of May '68 showed the existence of such 

division. 2 In 1999 the PCF's critical defence of independent cinema is apparent through both 

a more circumspect attitude towards French big-budget productions even when the latter 

draw heavily from the French cultural patrimony, and repeated marks of appreclation for 

independent films, in particular when these draw their subject-matter from 'the real'. I shall 

be looking first at the critical reception of France's big productions. Then I shall examine the 

reception of independent cinema. Finally and by way of conclusion, I shall question the role 

and importance of the PCF at the turn of the century, at a time when many directors are 

1 See chapter 4. Sadoul, like many Cahiers's critics, supported Robert Bresson or Jacques Tat,. 
2 See chapter 6. 
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becoming more politically involved through both their films or the positions they take within 
French society at large. 

1. Comedies, Swashbucklers and a Few Years in Provence 

In the 1990s, notwithstanding American blockbusters, French comedies and period films 

have been the most successful films at the French box-office, with for instance Les Visiteurs 

(1993) combining both genres. As far as comedies are concerned, Communist critics seem to 

have grown impatient with French big-budget comedies. Jean-Pierre Uonardini could not be 

clearer when he entitled his article 'Le cinema con merite', which phonetically translates as 

'The films we deserve' but in fact reads 'Stupid films are thriving'. 3 Leonardini criticised 

Francis Veber's Le Dl^ner de cons, Poire's Les Visiteurs 2 and Gerard Pires's Taxi for 

relying too much on heavy Gallic humour. Significantly in 1999 Leonardini was not rebuked 

for his putting down of three films which have proved extremely popular with the French 

public, unlike Cervoni thirty years earlier for his negative review of La Grande Vadrouille. 4 

Alongside big-budget comedies, Luc Besson has repeatedly been highly successful in terms 

of audience figures, if not in critical terms. A survivor of the 1980s 'cin6ma du look', Luc 

Besson has decided in the 1990s to 'go global' - his three latest films were shot in English 

(Leon, 1994; The Fifth Element, 1997; Jeanne dArc, 1999), the two most recent with 

American stars - by mimicking Hollywood narrative format, style and special effects, a 

strategy which was bound to attract Communist criticism. It certainly did that: while 

opposing big-budget The Fifth Element to films which make people think, Leonardini also 

criticised Nikita and Leon for being exact copies of Terminator. 5 In 1999 films which 

choose an American-style marketing strategy or expensive Gallic comedies are not welcomed 

3 Jean-Pierre L6onardini, Te cin6ma con m6rite', L'HumanW, 30 December 1998. 
4 See chapter 6, pp. 226-23 1. 
5 'Les films oU' Von pense et les films oý Von dýpense% Jean Roy, 'Lucky Luc Goes to America', 
L'HutnanW, 8 May 1997. Recently, Fabrice Lanfranchi preferred Steven Spielberg's Jurrassic Park (1993) to 
Besson's Le Grand Bleu (1988): 'at least Spielberg makes cinema and knows how to tell a story', bid., 16 
February 1999. 
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by the Communist critics. What has been their attitude to the other popular genre of the 

1990s: hefitage cinema? 

1.1. Heritage cinema 

Heritage cinema has also been a successful genre in France over the last fifteen years. 

Claude Berri's extremely popular screen adaptations of Marcel Pagnol's Provenqal tales, 

Jean de Florette (1986) and Manon des Sources (1986) have opened the way to a number 

of films using 'canonical sources from the national literature': Zola in Claude Berri's 

Germinal (1993), Hugo in Claude Lelouch's Les Miserables (1995), Rostand in Jean-Paul 

Rappeneau's Cyrano de Bergerac (1990), Giono in Rappeneau's Le Hussard sur le toit 

(1995), and Balzac: in Yves Angelo's Le Colonel Chabert (1994). 6 The PCFs insistence on 

the importance of the nation's cultural patrimony has been a regular feature of this study. One 

would expect that the popularity of these period films was good news for a Party which has 

always defended the idea of '(national) culture for all'. On the whole the Communist critics's 

reception of these productions has been sympathetic rather than enthusiastic. L'Humanite's 

critic celebrates in Jean de Florette the 'revival of a type of spectacular cinema which is both 

popular and of a high quality, in the narrative tradition'. 7 But according to La Vie ouvriere's 

critic, Claude Berri's Jean de Florette is 'a well-made film, which the public will enjoy', 

but he wams his readers not to look for a masterpiece, and for Marseilles-born En-ffle Breton, 

6 what is missing in the film is Pagnol's particular brand of fantasy'. 8 The second film is even 

more lukewarmly received: 'Berri is no Pagnol' and Manon des Sources 'is no longer a tale, 

Berri mixes Pagnol with Zola'. 9 Claude Lelouch's Les Miserables is 'spectacular cinema 

6 See Encyclopedia of European Cinema, ed. by Ginette Vincendeau (London: BFI/Cassell, 1995), p. 204. 
7 Claude Sartirano, 'Jean De Florette', L'Humanitg Dimanche, n' 71,29 August 1986. 
8 J. -C. K., 'Jean de Florette', La Vie ouvriere, n' 2193,8 September 1986; tmile Breton, 'Conter 
Florette', R9volution, n' 339,29 August 1986, p. 31. Significantly Breton insists that Berri's 
superproduction may prevent some independent films from getting the attention and success they deserve: 
'[Jean de Florettel should not make one forget about G6rard Frot-Coutaz's Beau temps mais orageux en fin de 
journge and Benoit Jacquot's Corps et biens. 
9 Breton, 'Bis', Wvolution, n' 351,21 November 1986; Sartirano, 'Manon des Sources', L'HumanW 
Dimanche, n' 83,21 November 1986; Jean Roy, Te temps de Pexpiation', L'Humanitý, ibid. 
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which does not proclude emotion'. 10 Jean-Paul Rappeneau's Cyrano de Bergerac receives a 

better treatment: 'Cyrano de Bergerac is one of the best swashbuckler films ever made in 

France'. II 

One may actually wonder whether Communist critics are not holding back their criticisms. 

For instance they seem at times to stretch the modem social or political reading which can be 

made of some of these films. Thus Le Colonel Chabert becomes 'a denunciation of the evils 

of capitalist society', and Patrice Leconte's Ridicule, 'smart and full of brilliance', is also 

portraying the turpitude of the ruling class. 12 On the contrary, 4no one can seriously say 

anything against [Jean-Paul Rappeneau's Le Hussard sur le toit] which is romantic, full of 

emotion, with a fair share of spectacular scenes, but which may be lacking in substance'. 13 

Similarly, if Beaumarchais, Vinsolent is a pleasing spectacle, there is little in the film which 

relates to today's social and political issues'. 14 For Michel Guilloux, Edouard Molinaro's 

'heavyweight' superproduction 'might not have been the best vehicle for a film portraying the 

founder of the 'droit d'auteur', in effect pointing to a fundamental characteristic of French 

cinema, i. e. the perceived incompatibility of auteur cinema with big-budget cinema, or 

spectacular productions. 15 Yet for Rappeneau, the spectacular must remain part of French 

cinema and not be left solely to the Americans, citing as precedents Came's Les Enfants du 

paradis, Ophuls's Lola Montes, and Renoir's French Cancan. 16 

10 Guilloux, Te plaisir de tourner', L'Humanitg, 22 March 1995, p. 20; Guilloux, 'Les Misgrables, pour 
Claude Lelouch, c'est d'abord un souvenir d'enfance', ibid; Le Morvan, 'Les Misdrables du XXe si6cle', 
L'Humanitg Dimanche, n' 262,23-29 March 1995, pp. 26-27. 
11 Le Morvan, 'Les vers du nez', L'Humanitg, 28 March 1990; Marcel Martin, 'Histoire de nez', Rgvolution, 

n' 526,30 March 1990, p. 47. 
12 Jean Roy, 'Quand Balzac est bien trait6', L'Humanitg, 21 September 1994, pp. 22-23; Pierre Barbancey, 
'Interviews with Fabrice Luchini (Derville), Fanny Ardant (la comtesse Ferraud), and Yves Angelo, 
L'Humanitg, ibid; Guilloux, 'Patrice Leconte dans le grand zoo de Versailles', L'Humanitg, 9 May 1996, pp. 
3-4; Guilloux, Te la politique comme rapport de farces', ibid., p. 4; Le Morvan, 'Quand le ridicule tue 
vraiment', L'Humanitg Dimanche, n' 321,9-15 May 1996, p. 62; Le Morvan, 'Interview with Judith 
Godreche', ibid., pp. 60-62. 
13 Le Morvan, 'A pied, a cheval et en toiture', L'Humanitg Dimanche, n' 288,21-27 September 1995, p. 
62. 
14 Le Morvan, 'Beaumarchais, le libertin', L'Humanitg Dimanche, n' 314,21-27 March 1996, p. 78. 
15 Guilloux, 'Les d6cors sont de Bordeaux et les images dtpinal', L'Humanitg, 23 March 1996, p. 17. 
16 Guilloux, Interview with Jean-Paul Rappeneau, 'La chevauch6e fantastique de Jean-Paul Rappeneau sur les 
terres de Giono', L'Humanitg, 15 September 1994, p. 11. 
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This nostalgia for the Saturday night popular spectacular is also present in Gilles Le 

Morvan's review of Bertrand Tavernier's La Fille de dArtagnan: 'There is no need to look 

at the film from a socio-political perspective [ ... ] The film was not made for the edification of 

the masses, but simply to entertain them. It is a treat. '17 At times this nostalgia for quality 

popular cinema is coupled with a feeling of despondency. In a somehow depressed tone, 

Guilloux only hopes that these heritage films (those based on popular classics) might 'make 

one want to read or impede American penetration a little... ' (my emphasis). 18 Similarly, 

Philippe de Broca 5s Le Bossu does not fully satisfy L'Humanite's Jean Roy, although he 

describes it as 'a good show'. Interestingly the critic links the film to the Tradition de 

qualite of the 1950s: 

Once upon a time in the 1950s, films were made that their critics ironically labelled 
(qualitefranqaise'. These films were made with great actors, established technicians, 
excellent script-writers who were not ashamed to look into our literary patrimony and 
aimed at giving, in all modesty, the Saturday night spectator a bit of pleasure. The 
quality of these films could not be denied but these films also showed that their 
directors did not take any risk. This is why their academicism was denounced by 
Cahiers's young Turks such as Franqois Truffaut. Ironically, Philippe de Broca, who 
started his career as Truffaut's and Chabrol's assistant belongs to their generation. He 
made his first film in 1959 and in 1961 hired Jean-Paul Belmondo who was a typical 
New Wave actor. Today de Broca is considered as the most authentic heir of a 
generation which comprised Maurice Cloche, Jean Delannoy, Christian-Jaque or Yves 
Allegret, but of which he was never a member. More damaging for them than the smart 
critics, television has taken over this type of productions. TV fictions have replaced the 
Saturday film at your next door cinema [ ... ] The exceptions to the rules are the well 
advertised big-budget productions such as Cyrano de Bergerac, Le Hussard sur le 
toit, Le Colonel Chabert, Germinal, Jean de Florette or Manon des sources. Thus 
Le Bossu has been shot in French with our best actors and our best technicians. It is a 
state-of-the-art production, which should satisfy customers both in France and in the 
world at large [ ... ] Why should we complain about it? Pangloss asked. Why should we 
simply accept it? Zadig replied. 19 

17 Le Morvan, 'Tous pour une', L'Humanitý Dimanche, n' 232,25-31 August 1994, p. 58. 
18 Guilloux, 'Vue cavaliere sur la Provence de Giono', L'HumanW, 20 September 1995, p. 18; G6raldine 
Valda, 'Juliette Binoche face A Pauline', ibid; 'Peter Kirkpatrick, 'Catherine Dupire a peint le tournage sur le 
vif', ibid, pp. 18-19. 
19 Roy, 'Nous irons tous a Lagardere', L'HumanW, 3 December 1997, p. 19; Serge R6my, 'Tout I'art de fire 
comme un bossu', L'HumanW Hebdo, n' 3,20-26 November 1997, p. 48; Claude Baudry, 'Interview with 
Pierre Carliez: "Lagard6re vient a vous", ibid., n' 7,1-7 January 1998, p. 51. Significantly when a figure of 
French cinema from another era passes away, it is often Samuel Lachize who is called to write the 
Communist obituaries. Thus Gilles Grangier is praised for 'having made films where there is no ratiocination 
on philosophy, metaphysics or the state of the world. Popular films are the films which bring people into 
cinemas and make them leave with a beaming smile', Samuel Lachize, 'Gilles Grangier: un cin6aste 
44 populaire"', L'HumanW, 30 April 1996, p. 21. 
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8.1.2. The Particular Case of Claude Berri's GerminaJ20 

The Communist critics' dissatisfaction with these highly produced heritage films coincides 

with a further move towards independent cinema which has occurred in the last five years. In 

this context, the reception of Claude Berri's Genninal in 1993 was one of the last examples 

where the critics' discourse was in contradiction with the accolade the PCF as a whole gave 

to the film and thus may be seen as a turning point in the relationship between the critics and 

their Party. 

None of the Communist critics praised Genninal to the skies. Leonardini considered that 

the film was 'too laboured', lacked 'the necessary pathos', and that while the details were 

well done, the film as a whole did not deliver the 'symphonic unison' he expected. 21 Le 

Morvan criticised both the film's casting and Berri's direction of actors while being even 

more critical of the film's dialogues which he found akin to an 'outdated langue de bois'. 22 

In Revolution Luce Vigo regretted that the contemporaneity of the film was due only to 

Zola's words rather than Berri's own contribution. 23 In spite of these rather lukewarm 

reviews, the coverage the Communist press devoted to the film was impressive. While 

Leonardini's article was only one column long, L'Humanite of 29 September 1993 devoted 

five pages to the film and Luce Vigo had the surprise to find her disappointed review entitled 

'Germinal is Wonderful'. This dichotomic reception is not altogether surprising since Zola's 

Genninal holds a particular place in the French Communist 'ideal library'. Yet the reception 

given to Berri's adaptation differs from previous ones. While the reception of Yves Allegret's 

Genninal thirty years earlier was not unlike Berri's, it was left solely to the film critics. Thus 

Marcel Martin, twenty years before Luce Vigo, praised the writer more than the director. But 

the 1963 adaptation did not provoke such an avalanche of articles around the film. On the 

20 For a more detailed detailed analysis of the French Communist reception of Berri's Germinal, see Laurent 
Marie, Ta nostalgie est toujours ce qu'elle 6tait, la r6ception communiste de Germinal de Claude Berri', 
Excavatio, 11 (1997), 154-159, reproduced in appendice 22, pp. 401-411. 
21 1-6onardini, L'Humanitý, 29 September 1993. 
22 Le Morvan, L'HumanW Dimanche, 23 September 1993. 
23 Luce Vigo, R9volution, n' 710,7 October 1993. 
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contrary, Lachize praised the film-maker for having respected the spirit of Zola without 
drawing arbitrary parallels with the contemporary situation e - All'gret himself claimed to have 

shown the past not the present. At the time Allegret's film was released the French miners 
had just gone through their last long industrial dispute. Nevertheless the miners still belonged 

to the working-class 'aristocracy'. To draw too heavily on a parallel between Zola's miners' 
fate and theirs might have evoked unpleasant sordid images. Less than twenty years 

separated the Bataille de la Production, Thorez's speech at Waziers and, above all, the 

nationalisation of the mine industry (17 May 1946) and the vote of the statut des mineurs 
which instituted the miners' free accommodation and free heating (14 June 1946) from 

Allegret's Germinal. The French miners were still benefiting from the reforms which the 

PCF - almost single-handedly according to the Party's mythology - implemented. To 

force a Zolaesque reading on the film would have meant belittling the Party's achievements 

on the miners' behalf. For the same reasons, Germinal is not mentioned either in the papers 

which marked the release of Daquin's Le Point A jour: the miners were no longer the 

uncouth, unpolitical beings driven by violent passions depicted by Zola, they had become the 

proud and industrious saviours of the nation. When Le Point du jour or 1963 Germinal 

were released both the working class and the PCF were significant social and political forces. 

The situation had changed dramatically when Berri's Germinal came out. Having just 

suffered its heaviest defeat since June 1968, the French Left was in disarray with the peuple 

de gauche still in shock. Claude Berri himself played on this to launch his film. Most of the 

film's main actors discovered and publicised that they had working-class ancestors, many of 

them miners. Berri insisted on the parallel between the conditions of the miners in 1993 and a 

century earlier. The PCF himself stressed this aspect as well. The extras, of whom many 

were miners who had lost their job when the pits closed, are compared to Zola's characters. 

Communist journalists reporting from the film's shooting location found in the people they 

met 'the same dignity and the same painful condition' than at the time of Zola, with the 

president of the Nord-Pas-de-Calais CGT section 'winning over his listeners at once, like 
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Lantier'. It suffices to look at the situation of the PCF in 1993 to understand the motives 
behind these comments. 

Genninal came out at a time when the PCF was at an all-time low. In 1993, its share of 

the French electoral vote was only 6.4 per cent, while the Party was facing competition with 

the extreme right in many of its traditional working-class bastionS. 24 Moreover as 

Communism in Eastern Europe collapsed, so did the PCF's points of orientation. French 

Communists found refuge in nostalgia. As Jacqueline Nacache explained: 'the awareness of 

loss and the aspiration for a lost ideal, which is part and parcel of nostalgia, are inseparable 

from utopia and regret for an harmonious world'. 25 These terms define precisely the French 

Communists' state of mind in 1993. Berri's adaptation of Zola's working-class novel was 

therefore highly symbolic for the PCF and deserved to be defended in spite of the film's 

shortcomings as pinpointed by the Party's critics. Written thirty years before the Bolshevik 

revolution, Genninal and its revolutionary message not only justified past struggles but also 

the existence of the PCF in the 1990s. Its reception was an act of purification. As the articles 

surrounding its release emphasised the contemporary echoes of the film's depiction of social 

inequalities, the PCF was able to both obliterate the stigma of deposed foreign models and 

reassert its anchorage in France's national history. 

24 See Roger Martelli, '1993 : un r6sultat communiste en demi-teinte', Soci&ýfranqaise, 46, Spring 1993. 
25 Jacqueline Nacache, T'hommage et la nostalgie', in Pour un cingma comparg, ed- by Jacques Aumont 
(Paris : Cin6matheque franqaise, 1996), pp. 299-317. 
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8.2. The PCF as champion of independent production 

In the second half of the 1990s, the PCF's disinclination to back French big-budget 

productions, ranging from lukewarm support to open dislike, even when these were 

adaptations of popular French classics, evolved alongside a renewed and more fervent 

support for French independent productions. Before looking at the critical reception of this 

production, it will be useful to portray the relationship between the Communist and French 

independent cinema in the last ten years. 

8.2.1. French Independent Cinema and the Communist Press in the 1990s 

The PCF's critical defence of independent cinema has been a regular feature of the work 

of French Communist critics for a long time. In France Nouvelle for instance during the late 

1970s, the place devoted to film was necessarily limited as the journal was not a film journal, 

but a Communist weekly. In charge of the cinema section, Albert Cervoni selected only films 

which he wanted to promote. Most of these belonged to the category of French independent 

or auteur cinema or non-Hollywood international production. Cervoni showed a strong 

attachment to the independent sector of French film production, often reviewing it extremely 

positively. 26 As an example, Cervoni praised Jean-Claude Guiguet's Les Belles Manieres 

for proving the existence of a young French auteur cinema, while two weeks later he 

complained that this young French cinema was absent from the 'Semaine de la critique' in 

Cannes. 27 Cervoni's defence of auteur cinema in France echoed the positions in favour of 

public support for the independent sector taken by Ralite or Marchais as seen in the previous 

chapter. 28 

26 Cervoni regrets that Alain Cavalier does not make more films, see 'Martin et Lea', n' 1734,5 February 
1979'. Other independent French films reviewed include Charles Nem6s' Les Wros n'ont pas froid aux 
oreilles, no 1730,7 January 1979; Un Balcon en foret by Michel Mitrani, n' 1738,5 March 1979; Rohmer's 
Perceval le Gallois, n' 1735,12 February 1979. 
27 Cervoni, 'A propos de deux films franqais', France Nouvelle, n' 1746,28 April-4 May 1979, pp. 42-43; 
Cervoni, Ta Semaine de la critique: un absent de marque, dira-t-on: le jeune cin6ma franqais', 12-18 May 
1979, pp. 40-41. 
28 See chapter 7, p. 289. 
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The interest in international film production other than Hollywood cinema has always 

been favoured by French Communist critics. Georges Sadoul's encyclopaedic knowledge of 

world cinema may be regarded as the source of such an interest, coupled with the political 

will to report on the difficulties of developing countries' national productions in spite of 

'American imperialism'. In the wake of Sadoul, Cervoni kept a close interest in African, 

South-American or Asian productions until he ended his career as a critic in the late 1970s. 29 

Since then and up to the present day, Breton has often devoted his weekly articles for 

L'Humanite or his monthly papers for Regards to less well-known directors and films from 

the five continents. 30 

Nevertheless the majority of the films covered in the Communist press came from France. 

This has been evidenced by a study made by Michel Gomez for ARP and the CNC which 

clearly indicates the Communist preference for French cinema. 31 The study examined the 

press coverage of all films released in France between 31 August 1994 and 29 March 1995. 

While L'Humanite covered 37 per cent of first releases, 55 per cent of these were French 

films, 17 per cent American films and 42 per cent from the rest of the world. 32 L'Humanite 

Dimanche covered 33 per cent of first releases, 33 per cent of these were French films, 27 

per cent American films and 42 per cent from the rest of the world. 33 From these figures the 

authors of this study drew the conclusion that L'Humanite's coverage of film was rather 

poor. Yet they also stated that the Communist daily was giving priority to articles (78 per 

cent) rather than short reviews (19 per cent) and interviews (11 per cent). 34 Although rather 

short, most articles were largely positive (63 per cent) while the short reviews often negative 

29 See for instance France Nouvelle, whose film pages were directed by Cervoni, first quarter 1979: Claude 
Gaignaire, 'Vus de Carthage, les cin6mas africains et arabes', n' 1729,1 January 1979, pp. 25-27, Cervoni, 
Te Budapest A Uh6ran% n' 1731,14 January 1979, pp. 43-44; Frank Cassenti, 'Viva el presidente de 
Miguel Littin', n' 1741,26 March 1979, p. 41. 
30 See 'Gros plan', Breton's regular section in L'HumanW, and 'Collages' in Regards. 
31 Michel Gomez and Sylvie Monin, Presse et Cingma (Paris: UARP & le CNC, January 1996). See 
appendice 23, pp. 412-413. 
32 By comparison, Le Figaro covered 80 per cent of first releases, including 80 % French, 82 % American 
and 75 % rest of the world; Libýration, 86 %, including respectively 89 %, 83 % and 85 %, Gomez, pp. 47 
& 97. See appendix, p. 
33 By comparison, Le Nouvel Observateur, covered 91 per cent of first releases, including 94 % French, 90 
American and 90% rest of the world; L'tvenement du Jeudi, 42 %, including respectively , 39 %, 44 % and 
45 %, Gomez, pp. 48 & 98. See appendix , p. 
34 Gomez, p. 125. 
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(36 per cent) or neutral (64 per cent). The articles reviewing French films were 

overwhelmingly positive (82 per cent) while only a minority of American films were so 

reviewed (10 per cent). Films from the rest of the world enjoy a treatment similar to French 

films albeit marginally less positive (67 per cent). 35 L'Humanite Dimanche favours short 

reviews to long ones and while devoting significantly less coverage to American films is 

more even in qualitative terms. Moreover it was the only outlet to favour mostly films from 

the rest of the world. 36 

The conclusions the authors drew from their survey raise a number of questions. The 

conclusion that the Communist press film coverage, in particular that of L'Humanite, is 

inadequate does not seem to take into account that it is not a daily paper like any other. It is 

the only one among the national papers under scrutiny which is affiliated to a political party. 

Its readership is significantly less than say Le Figaro, Le Monde, Le Parisien Libere or 

Liberation. Compared to the latter which is on average 45-page long, L'Humanite is only 

about 25-page long. Its film section is therefore likely to be shorter than that of other papers. 

Consequently its preference for articles over brief reviews indicates an editorial selection and 

therefore a critical point of view. This warranted a closer analysis than that offered by Gomez 

and Monin's useful but ultimately inadequate report. In addition the three categories under 

which the reviews were classified - positive, neutral, negative - did not fully embrace the 

subtleties and innuendos of the critics' judgments. Finally the study did not differentiate 

between mainstream and independent productions. The reception of heritage films would 

undoubtedly have been deemed positive by the report's authors, whereas, as I have shown, 

the reviews they received in the Communist press were less than ecstatic. By contrast, a 

study of the Communist reception of French independent cinema would have shown a more 

consistently positive attitude on the critics' part. This reception which will be examined 

presently also underlines the changes which occurred within the Communist press. 

35 Ibid., pp. 125-126. 
36 Ibid., pp. 155-156. 
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Until the 1990s, independent productions tended to be covered in the Communist journals 

which targeted the more highly educated section of the PCF's readership (Les Lettres 

franqaises, La Nouvelle Critique among others). 37 In the short-lived reissue of Les Lettres 

franqaises (1989-1993) relaunched by Jean Ristat, the film section directed by Emile Breton 

dealt exclusively with independent and auteur cinema: for instance its pilot issue, published 

as a supplement to Digraphe, set the standard with an article on Straub and Huillet's La 

Mort d'Empedocle (1987). 38 At the beginning of the 1990s, Jean Ristat's Les Lettres 

franqaises may have been too avant-garde and daring for the Party's liking - it released an 

illustrated issue on pornography and it gave hospitality to the gay publication Le Gai-pied - 

and did not get the financial support necessary for its continuation. Following Revolution 

(1981-1995) which had replaced both La Nouvelle Critique and France Nouvelle, the PCF 

has brought out a new monthly, Regards, in March 1995, which takes its name from a pre- 

war Communist journal. In the past a dichotomy between popular cinema and auteur cinema 

could be detected in the selection of films reviewed in the respective journals' film sections. 

Nowadays this difference is far less marked. There is no clash between L'Humanite and 

Regards in terms of the choice of films their respective critics support. Obviously the fact 

that, like Breton, critics write in both outlets is not irrelevant to this new state of affairs. 

37 See chapter 6. 
38 'Straub et Huillet reviennent sur Holderlin et Empedocle', Les Lettres francaises, n' 1, Suppl6ment A 
Digraphe, n' 50, December 1989. See for instance See also Jean-Daniel Pollet, in Les Lettresfranqaises, n' 
2, March 1990 p. 11; Jean-Pierre Touati, 'Entretien avec Manoel de Oliveira', Dominique PaYni on Straub and 
Huillet, Breton on Turkish cinema and Liffli Akad, Les Lettresfranqaises, n' 1, July 1990; Luce Vigo, 'Des 

pierres dans la fiction' on Palestinian cinema, Breton on Kazakh cinema, ibid., n' 2, October 1990; Karel 
Reisz in ibid., n4, December 1990; an article in the film section of the fifth issue, incidentally entitled 'Le 
Minotaure', thus recalling the post-war L'Iýcran franqais , wonders why the special issue of Cahiers du 

cingina on Godard does not contain anything on the director's militant period, n' 5, January 1991; Serge 
Daney in 'Guerre et Paix', n' hors-s6rie, p. 21; an article praising Serge Daney in n' 8 April 1991, Bernard 
Eisenschitz on the Festival of J6rusalem and Vigo on Philippe Garrel, n' 12, September 1991; Godard, in n' 
19, April 1992, pp. 17-24. 
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8.2.2. The 'Real' at Last 

Since the beginning of the 1990s, independent films marked a return towards the 

depiction of the 'real' (le reel) contrasting with the 'glossy Eighties', epitomised by Annaud, 

Besson, and Beineix. The consequences on the underprivileged of the economic, political 

and social crisis which has been affecting France in the last fifteen years has become a 

common backdrop for the 1990s' filmic narratives. From the wave of 'banlieue' films to the 

social outcasts depicted by Manuel Poirier, Robert Guediguian. or the Dardenne brothers, 

from the 'personal documentaries' of Herve Le Roux and Denis Gheerbrant to the 

'documented fictions' of Laetitia Masson and Sandrine Veysset, the French - and Belgian 

- 'social' films of the 1990s have not only received critical appreciation, in many instances 

they also met with public recognition. Many commentators have noted both this resurgence 

of a cinema which is rooted in the real world and its remarkable public success. 39 

It almost goes without saying that the new relationship between French cinema and 'the 

real' was warmly welcomed by the Communist critics. Their call for a cinema which would 

tackle contemporary issues by dealing with people's 'real lives', has been a recurrent feature 

of their critical discourse since the Liberation and seems to have been answered in the last 

decade. This was what they found missing in the New Wave filMS. 40 The post-May '68 

period was marked by a split between n-fflitant cinema, auteur cinema and mainstream political 

thrillers. 41 In the last few years, and for the first time to such an extent, many auteur films 

marry the personal and the political, in a cinema which is 'both in the first person and 

39 See Claude-Marie Tr6mois, Les Enfants de la libertg. Le jeune cingma franqais des annges 90 (Paris: 
Seuil, 1997); Jean-Pierre Jeancolas, 'Une bobine d'avance. Du cin6ma et de la politique en f6vrier 1997', 
Positif, n' 434, April 1997, pp. 56-58; Julien Husson, 'tloge du djeune cin6ma franqais', La Lettre du 

cWma, n' 3, Autumn 1997, pp. 4-23; Michel Marie, ed., Le Jeune CWma franqais (Paris: Nathan, 1998); 
Tangui Perron, 'Vie, mort et renouveau du cin6ma politique', in 'Cin6ma engag6. Cin6ma enrag6', L'Homme 

et la sociW, 127-128 (Paris: L'Harmattan, 1998/1-2), pp. 7-14; Jeancolas, 'Requalifier le politique', Positif, 

n' 455, January 1999, pp. 46-48; tmile Breton, 'Tours et d6tours du cin6ma franqais', Commune, n' 13, 
Vent6se 207 (February 1999), pp. 9-12; Jeancolas, 'Un cin6ma de la responsabilit6: esquisse de cartographie 
du cin6ma franqais vivant en 1998', Australian Journal of French Studies, Vol. XXXVI, 1 (January-April 
1999), pp. 12-25. 
40 See chapter 4, pp. 167-68. 
41 See chapter 6. 
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connected to "the real"'. 42 This is true of both documentaries such as Herve Le Roux's 

Reprise (1997) and Claire Simon's Couite que couite (1995) and fiction films such as Jean- 

Franqois Richet's Ma 6-T va Crack-er (1997) or Dominique Cabrera's Nadia et les 

hippopotames (1999). 

Thus the wave of 'banlieue' films, among which Mathieu Kassovitz's La Haine is 

probably the best-known outside France, received positive reviews. 43 The fact that the PCF 

has long been a significant political presence in the banlieue of Paris and other large French 

cities is obviously linked to this reception. Jean-Franqois Richet's films with their explicit 

references to class struggle and Marxism were particular welcomed in the Communist 

press. 44 

Auteurs who, while setting their films in different regions of France, nevertheless tackle 

economic and social issues have also been extensively covered in the Communist press. For 

Guilloux, Laetitia Masson's En avoir (ou pas) (1996) represented 'the new cinema we like 

to see'. 45 Manuel Poirier's humanist auteur cinema, as illustrated by Western (1997), is 

considered 'intelligent and funny'. 46 The critics appreciate the combination of social reality 

and fable which characterises many of these films, Sandrine Veysset's Y aura-t-il de la 

neige a NoW being a case in point. For the PCF, this young French cinema is the filmic 

42 Ginette Vincendeau, 'Back to the Blackboard", Sight and Sound, n' 7, July 1999, p. 15. 
43 La Haine (1995): Serge R6my, 'Banlieue haute tension', L'Humanitg, 29 May 1995, p. 20; Michel 
Levieux, 'Interview with Mathieu Kassovitz: "Le noir et blanc draine plus de rdalisme"', ibid; Le Morvan, 
'Interview with Mathieu Kassovitz: "Regarde les jeunes tomber"', L'HumanW Dimanche, n' 270,18-24 May 
1995, pp. 60-61. ktat des lieux (1995): Guilloux, Teux lascars qui en veulent', L'Humanitg, 14 June 1995; 
Nicolas Duffour, 'Un antidote A La Haine', L'HumanW Hebdo, n' 8,8-14- January 1998, p. 57. Bye-Bye 
(1995): Edmond Gilles, 'Karim Dridi: amour, respect, dignitd et responsabilit6', L'Humanitg, 14 September 
1995, P. 24; Gilles Smajda, Te Panier, miroir d'un Marseille encore populaire', ibid, pp. 24-25; R6my, 'Une 
vie a soi', L'Humanitg Dimanche, n' 285,31 August-6 September 1995, p. 61. Ma 6T va crack-er (1997): 
R6my, 'Impasse du d6sespoir', L'Humanitg Dimanche, n' 381,15-21 May 1997, p. 56; Barbancey, Ta cit6 
qui tire plus vite que son ombre', L'HumanW, 17 May 1997, p. 18; Guilloux, 'Interview with Jean-Franqois 
Richet: "Qu'ils r6coltent ce qu'ils sement"', ibid., 2 July 1997, p. 20; Guilloux, 'Les damn6s de l'art6re', 
ibid., p. 21. See also Vigo, 'Ce cin6ma qui habite la banlieue', Regards, September 1995. 
44 On Jean-Franqois Richet, see Christine Masson, 'Entretien avec Jean-Franqois Richet', in Le Jeune 
Cingmafranqais, ed. by Michel Marie (Paris: Nathan, 1998), pp. 112-115. 
45 Guilloux, 'Un homme et une femme (frangaise) sans chabadabada', L'HumanW, 10 January 1996, p. 22. 
46 'Paco et Nino vont en auto', L'HumanW Dimanche, n' 374,15-21 May 1997, pp. 74-75; Roy, 'Il 6tait 

une fois en Bretagne', L'Humanitg, 10 May 1997, p. 20; Guilloux: 'De Futople en pays bigouden', 
L'HuinanW, 27 August 1997, p. 17; Manuel Poirier: Tai envie de parler des gens qui veulent vivre', ibid; 
Le Morvan, Te cin6aste des rencontres', L'Humanitg Dimanche, n' 389,28 August-3 September 1997, p. 
76. 
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illustration of the citizens' society (Va societe citoyenne') the Party advocates: 'It is not 

because it is the easy option that I associate Poirier, Dumont and Ferreira-Barbosa, but in 

order to show that a new cinema citoyen is emerging'. 47 

In this respect, given that Robert Guediguian's films epitomise this 'cinema citoyen' and 

in view of the director's own personal history of political involvement, it comes as no 

surprise that Guediguian's films have received particular attention in the PCF's press. In 

1996, Robert Guediguian's A la vie, a la mort was granted the 'Prix Paul-Vaillant- 

Couturier', a French Communist award. For Pierre Zarka, director of L'Humanite, the film 

had its place in the great tradition of French cinema, with characters who never obey a pre- 

established scheme. 48 When the film had been released a few months earlier, Le Morvan, for 

whom it was 'an indispensable' film, had complained that 'the dictatorship of the media 

ignored the filM1.49 While A la vie, a la mort brought critical praise to Guediguian, his next 

film, Marius et Jeannette, brought him popular fame and success and further Communist 

accolade - the film had a preview screening for the 'Amis de L'Huma'. 50 While one may 

find the film 'ideologically nostalgic and riaYve', as Michael Temple does, it is also possible 

to see it as a truthful illustration of many French left-wingers' current state-of-mind. 51 The 

community the film portrays corresponds quite closely to a particular section of the 'gauche 

plurielle', that which is denouncing most forcefully the effects of economic globalisation, 

symbolised at the beginning of the film by the inflatable globe drifting towards L'Estaque, 

the Marseille district where all Guediguian's films are set. Every single character of the film 

47 Ludivine Garnaud, 'R6veil du cin6ma franqais', Regards, n' 27, September 1997; Guilloux, 'Le cin6ma 
citoyen', L'Humanitg, 2 January 1998, pp. 16-17. 
48 Claude Lecomte, 'Robert Gu6diguian, un cin6aste avec Marseille au cceur', L'Humanitg, 19 March 1996, 

p. 17. 
49 Guilloux, 'Marseille nourrit de belles illusions', L'Humanitg, II October 1995, p. 22; Breton, 'La morale 
de la strip-teaseuse', ibid.; Le Morvan, 'A la rencontre de la vie', L'HumanW Dimanche, n' 291,12-18 
October 1995, p. 62; 
50 R6my, 'Le temps de Parnour', L'HumanW Dimanche, n' 374,15-21 May 1997, pp. 72-73; Guilloux, 
'Gu6diguian sur le corde sensible', L'Humanitg, 9 May 1997, p. 19; Magali Jauffret, 'Sur le plateau de 
Marius et Jeannette', ibid., pp. 19-20; Jauffret, 'Robert et Ariane', L'Humanitg, 17 November 1997; R6my, 
'Gu6diguian, le cin6ma en famille', L'Humanitg Hebdo, n' 1,20-26 November 1997, pp. 66-67; R6my, 'Si 
Marseille m'6tait cont6e', ibid., p. 68; Guilloux, 'Interview with Robert Gu6diguian: "Un lutteur qui a 
retrouv6 le sourire"', L'Humanitg, 20 November 1997, pp. 24-25; Jean-Claude Izzo, 'Marius et Jeannette, de 
Gu6diguian: tous les r&ves du monde', ibid., p. 25. 
51 Michael Temple, 'Marius et Jeannette', Sight and Sound, n' 12, December 1997, p. 46. 
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is in one way or another a victim of economic liberalism which strikes them out of the blue: 

Jeannette (Ariane Ascaride) wonders when, where and by whom the decision to close down 

the cement factory where her father worked and died was taken, adding that 'we can't do 

anything'. Even M. Ebrard (Pierre Barderet), who as the supermarket manager fires 

Jeannette, is later seen as a female underwear salesman and ends up as a waiter: globalisation 

only benefits the very powerful. Moreover the community of mind among those opposing 

capitalist liberalism, as seen in the previous chapter, is conveyed by the love-story between 

Caroline (Pascale Roberts) who reads LHumanite and Justin (Jacques Boudet) who reads 

Le Monde diplomatique; both papers, the spectator easily pictures, ending up on each side 

of Caroline's bed. In a way which recalls Tavernier's anti-American subtext in L'Appat 

(1995), Guediguian's Marius et Jeannette is a filmic representation of the point of view of 

the opponents of globalisation. 52 

While Communist critics were particularly pleased with the return of the 'real' and social 

motifs in young French cinema, they did not limit their applause to films which deliberately 

lean towards subject-matters so rooted in the real. Their defence of independent cinema 

encompasses most young directors. Noemie Lvovski, Arnaud Desplechin, Laurence 

Ferreira-Barbosa, Mathieu Amalric, to name but a few among the young generation of 

directors who do not tackle social issues specifically, have been welcomed in the Communist 

press but with less enthusiasm than those who deal with 'the real'. Indeed Jean Roy seems to 

have grown tired of the portraying of a certain Parisian intelligentsia. His review of Pascal 

Bonitzer's Rien sur Robert (1999) is reminiscent of some of the criticisms directed at the 

New Wave directors forty years earlier. 53 Roy describes the films of Chistian Vincent, Eric 

Rochant, Cedric Khan, Bruno Podalydes, Olivier Assayas or Judith Cahen as peopled by 

'forever undecisive, half-heartedly angst-ridden left-bank readers of Deleuze and the directors 

as 'too indulgent with their characters who do not deserve such leniency'. 54 It is difficult to 

52 See chapter 7, pp. 283-87. More surprising was the comparison between Titanic and Gu6diguian or 
Poirier's films made by Didier Rochet on the ground that they all tell the story of the same revolts, play the 
card of individual singularity, personal tales and resist the existing order, Rochet, 'Silence, on coule', 
L'HumanW Hebdo, n' 12,5-11 February 1998, p. 47. 
53 See chapter 4. 
54 Jean Roy, 'Plus souvent petit que grand', L'Humanite, 19 February 1999. 
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make absolute judgements about the Comirnunist reception of independent films. Thus in the 

first half of 1999 Catherine Breillat's controversial Romance (1999) and Jean-Claude 

Biette's Trois ponts et une riviere were both highly praised in L'Humanite and RegardS. 55 

In the 1990s the position of Communist critics regarding independent cinema has been 

based on economic, thematic and aesthetic criteria. Breton summed it up in February 1999. 

Breton first refutes the sempiternal moan about the French versus Hollywood/David and 

Goliath scheme, stressing that 'all Titanics are not necessarily American'. Some French 

films reached the million spectators figure while 'some very fine American films' did not fare 

well in spite of their qualities. This means, the Communist critic explains, that there are two 

types of films, the aim of which increasingly differ: 'Some films, targeting their audience's 

expectations manage to do so through either mind-blowing special effects or facile scenarios 

and populist acting. The other films are those which are made by directors who wish to say 

something or to share something (pleasure, emotions) with a spectator they did not know. ' 

Breton opposes films as commercial products 'born out of extensive market research' and 

films 'born out of desire': love of money against love of cinema. 56 

The fact that the young generation, whatever the relationship of their films to the 'real', 

has also shown itself prepared to get politically involved is certainly a major factor in the 

positive Communist reception. Indeed it is this essential aspect of the relationship between 

French cinema, French society and the PCF today which I shall now address by way of 

conclusion to the final part of this study. 

55 Frank Cormerais, 'Le sexe mis A nu', Regards, April 1999; Xavier Delrieu, 'Entretien avec Catherine 
Breillat', ibid., May 1999; Guilloux, 'Rencontre autour de Romance', L'HumanW, 12 April 1999; Guilloux, 
'Une romance singuli6re', ibid., 14 April 1999; '26 centim6tres par seconde', ibid., 17 April 1999; Guilloux, 
'Un cin6aste a hauteur d'homme', ibid., 10 April 1999; Didier Rochet, 'Jean-Claude Biette, cin6aste de 
Pann6e', ibid., 25 May 1999. 
56 tmile Breton, 'Tours et d6tours du cin6ma franqais', Commune, n' 13, Vent6se 207 (February 1999), pp. 
9-12. 
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8.3. The PCF and French Cinema on the Eve of a New Millennium: 'We are 

all Rosettas' but not all Rosettas are Communists. 

The Communist defence of independent cinema in critical terms matches its defence in 

economic and industrial terms. The blending of these two facets was further evidenced at the 

1999 Cannes Film Festival. The Communist critics resolutely supported the choice of the 

jury, presided by David Cronenberg. The controversial decision to reward two auteur films 

deeply rooted in the real - the Palme d'or given to Luc and Jean-Pierre Dardenne's 

Rosetta, the Grand Prix to Bruno Dumont's L'Humanite, the Prix d'interpretation 

fiminine to Emilie Dequenne for Rosetta and Sandrine Caneele for L'Humanite and the 

Prix d'interpretation masculine to Emmanuel Schotte also in Dumont's film - was less 

than welcomed by the critics as a whole whereas the Communist critics wrote that the jury 

had welcomed 'a type of social realism in which a subject-matter based on social revolt was 

matched by a consonant independent form'. 57 Moreover as Cannes was taking place in the 

rnidst of the campaign for the European elections, Claude Cabanes, L'Humanite's editor-in- 

chief, emphatically underscored the political reading which the Party made of Rosetta: 'I 

vote Robert Hue, I vote Rosetta'. 58 Four months later, when the film was commercially 

released, after a(n) (in)famous French pneumatic company announced that it was laying off 

6000 workers while advertising huge profits in the same breath, Cabanes wrote: 'We are all 

Rosettas'. 59 This seems to indicate a complete harmony between French independent cinema 

and the PCF. Many such films are enthusiastically supported by the Party's critics and the 

film policy the PCF advocates echoes almost word for word that of the organisations 

representing the independent sector. At first sight, it would appear that the PCF's current 

stance should both restore its prestige in France's cultural circles and serve as a basis for a 

renewed influence on France's cultural affairs. A closer examination reveals a less optimistic 

57 Roy, 'Retour sur un palmar6s', L'HumanW, 25 May 1999. 
58 Claude Cabanes, L'Humanitg, 29 May 1999. 
59 Cabanes, L'Humanug, 29 September 1999. Soon after this became the advertising slogan for the film, see 
appendice 24, p. 414. 
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perspective for the PCF and indeed leads to questioning its place and role within French 

culture at the dawn of a new millennium. 

8.3.1. A Working-Class Party? 

At a time when French auteurs tackle social issues and anchor their films in the real, 

choosing their heroes in the working class and the underprivileged, it is ironic - and 

profoundly disturbing for the Party - to see the PCF losing its popular grassroot's vote. 

During the discussions which took place at the National Committee meeting of the PCF 

following the Party's disappointing results in the European elections, Communist leaders 

faced the grim truth about their electorate. Alain Bocquet remarked: 'We have a serious 

problem on our hands regarding the working-class vote with 8 per cent of the workers voting 

for the PCF, 16 per cent for the PS and 18 per cent for the FN, while 7 per cent of 

employees voted Communist and 25 per cent voted Socialist. 160 These figures, which show 

that the PCF can no longer claim to be the sole representative of the working class amply 

confirmed a poll about and for L'Humanite Hebdo in 1998. This poll gave the following 

results: L'Humanite Hebdo is read only by 8.2 per cent workers (employees, 17.7 per cent; 

teachers, 11.6 per cent; technicians and lower-end executives, 20 per cent; professionals, 

top-end executives, 7 per cent). 61 In other words if for the PCF 'we are all Rosettas', not all 

Rosettas are or vote Communist. 

The new configuration of the PCF's membership and electorate which these figures 

indicate show the evolution of the Communist critical reception of French cinema under a 

new light. The dichotomy between auteur cinema and mainstream cinema which existed in 

the 1960s and 1970s was borne out of the Party's wide social-economic appeal: ranging from 

the working class to the 'intellectuels engages', from La Grande Vadrouille to Othon. In 

the 1990s, both the socio-economic composition of the Party's support and its critics' 

positions seem to be more homogeneous. In recent years a number of observers have raised 

60 Alain Bocquet, 'Discussion 3', L'HumanW, 29 June 1999. 
61 'L'Humanitg Hebdo tient son pari', L'HumanW Hebdo, n' 34,9-15 July 1998, p. 18. 
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the issue of the apparent divorce between the critics and the public. 62 Paradoxically, the 

Communist press seems to have reduced the gap which existed in the past between some of 

its critics' positions and those of its readership. Their critical choices correspond to the 

PCFs positions in terms of auteur cinema and mainstream cinema, or between auteur cinema 

and producer cinema, to use Daniel Toscan du Plantier 5s phrase. 63 The Communist critics 

did not get involved in the acrimonious debate about the so-called elitism and unfairness 
displayed by Liberation, Cahiers A cinema, Le Monde or Les Inrockuptibles towards 

some French directors, including Claude Sautet, Claude Miller and Claude Berri. Yet in 

1991, during the polemic between Berri and Liberation's film critic Serge Daney, Les 

Lettresfranqaises praised the latter for the quality of its critiCiSM. 64 There is no doubt that in 

the 1990s the increased critical support the PCF gives to independent and auteur cinema is 

seen by the Party as the illustration of a criticism which is touch with what is happening in 

the film world, economically, politically and aesthetically, thus answering Bertolucci's call 

for critics who would accompany the changes which are taking place in cinema, as they did 

in the 1970s. 65 

The previous chapter has examined the role played by Jack Ralite's Etats Generaux de la 

Culture in the mobilisation of the film trade for the 'cultural exception' and against the MAI. 

In the last fifteen years Ralite, a member of the PCF's national Committee, has not only been 

the spokesman of the PCF on cultural matters, he seems to have become quite literally the 

embodiment of the PCFs cultural policy with the 'Declaration of Cultural Rights' as his/its 

programme of intentions. Of all French papers, L'Humanite is the only one to report 

regularly on the activities of the EGCu. 66 While the PCF makes clear that the EGCu and its 

62 See Alain Riou, 'Du z6ro A l'infini', Le Nouvel Observateur, 16 July 1992; Michel Chion, 'Le d6tail qui 
tue la critique de cin6ma', Libýration, 22 April 1994, p. 7; Florence Mendel, 'Critique-public: le grand 
divorceT, L'Express, 31 January 1996; Laurent Neumann, 'Critique-public, divorce aux torts partag6s', 
L'tvMement du jeudi, 29 August-5 September 1996, pp. 84-89. 
63 Quoted in Neumann, p. 88. 
64 'Trublion', Les Lettres franqaises, n' 8, April 199 1, p. 19. 
65 R6my, 'Le cin6aste, le cin6phile, et le critique', L'HumanW, 14 May 1997, p. 24. 
66 See for instance Jean-Pierre L6onardini, 'Un Tour de France en douze 6tapes', L'HumanW, 2 October 
1996, p. 2 1; L6onardini, 'Le Tour de France commence A Saint-Priest', ibid., II October 1996, p. 2 1; Jean 
Roy, 'Tour de France : 6tape A Aubervilliers', ibid., 14 October 1996, p. 21; Roy, 'A Brest, c'6tait du 
tonnerre', ibid., 28 November 1996, p. 21; Guilloux, 'Le retour de France des Ifttats g6n6raux', ibid., 4 
February 1997, p. 21. 
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own views closely match, the EGCu never emphasise this political companionship. Of all 

accounts Jack Ralite never stresses the closeness of his two commitments, as a Communist 

and as founder of the EGCu. The success the EGCu have met with within the French art and 

entertainment sectors seems to rely precisely on their independence from the Party, which in 

turn has given them their federating strength. Indeed the fact that as a 'renovator' in the late 

1980s, Jack Ralite was himself asserting his independence from the Party's leadership also 

played a role in the appeal of the EGCu. In 1998 the EGCu published a small booklet to mark 

their tenth anniversary. Out of the seventy-two contributions from numerous French 

intellectuals and artists, including a majority of non-Communists, the word Communist only 

appears once and as an adjective qualifying the word 'crimes'. 67 Rufus, a French actor, 

wonders whether it is the same Communists, whose crimes are compared to those of the 

Nazis, who are also committed to the EGCU. 68 The PCF has acted as the transmission belt of 

the EGCu without fully benefiting from it in terms of prestige and influence in the French 

film world. This disconnection illustrates the current position of the PCF and may be seen as 

an illustration of the difficulties the Party has been experiencing in the late 1990s, difficulties 

which have been further underscored by L'appel des 66 

67 Mireille Abadie, actress; Robert Abirached, academic; Francis Niqui, stage director; Pierre Ascaride, stage 
director; Liliane Atlan, writer; Micheline and Lucien Attoun, stage directors; Jean-Paul Bachollet, night-time 
reveller; Guy B6art, singer; Luc B6raud, film director; Francine Berg6, actress; Charles Berling, actor; Jean 
Bertho, film director; Jeanine Bertrand, film director; Didier Bezace, stage director; Jacques Blanc, stage 
director; Dominique Borg, costume designer; Jean-Claude Carri6re, writer and script-writer; Denise Chalem, 
actress; Daniel Cling, actor; Yves Clot, philosopher; Dominique Collignon Maurin, actor; Berang6re Dautin, 
actress; Pierre Decazes, actor; Pierre-Henry Deleau, director of FIPA; Richerd Demarcy, auteur and director; 
Evelyne Dress, actress; Marie Dubois, actress; Serge Rousseau, actor; Pierre Dumayet, writer; Maurice 
Fallevic, film director; Alain Frangon, stage and theatre director; Ren6 Gachet, director of DRAC Ile-de- 
France; Gabriel Garran, dstage and theatre director; Nedim Gfirsel, writer; Gis6le Halimi, writer; Robert 
Hossein, actor, stage and film director; Jacques Krier, film director; Daniel Lefort, trade-unionist; Eduardo 
Manet, writer; Jean-Pierre Marchand, film director; Jean-Charles Mass6ra, writer and art critic; Jean 
Matthyssens, ex-president of the Beaumarchais Foundation; Mado Laurin, actress; Jean-Louis M6chali, 

musician; Pierre Meige, singer; Jean-Pierre Miquel, actor and stage director; Pius Ngandu Nkashama, writer; 
Stanislas Nordey, stage and theatre director, Nous travaillons ensemble, graphic designers; Jean-Claude Petit, 

composer; Michel Piccoli, actor; Claude Pi6plu, actor; Roger Planchon, stage anbd theatre director; Micheline 
Presle, actress; Melly and Paul Puaux, directors of the Maison Jean Vilar; Maud Rayer, actress; Franqois 
Regnault, philosopher and writer; Serge Regourd, college professor; Anne-Marie Reynaud, choreographer; 
Jean-Yves Rochex, university lecturer; Jacques Rouffio, film director; Rufus, actor; Bruno Tackels, 

philosopher; Arlette Uphany and Pierre Meyrand, stage director, actress and actor; Henri Tisot, actor; Philippe 
Torreton, actor; Henri Vart, producer; Jacques Vigoureux, film director; Vania Vilers, actor; Jean-Pierre 
Vincent, stage and theatre director, Il n'y a d'anniversaire que pour ce qui vit (Les ttats g6n6raux de la 

culture, 1998). 
68 Rufus, *Coco... copains', Il n'y a d'anniversaire que pour ce qui vit, p. 20. 
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8.3.2. The PCF, 'VAppel des 66' and France's Cine I 'astes Citoyens: the Pif 

syndrome 

In February 1997, sixty-six film directors, who for the most part belonged to the new 
generation of auteurs, signed a petition opposing the Juppe' right-wing government policy on 
immigration. The then Minister for Home Affairs Jean-Louis Debre had put forward a 
repressive law to combat illegal immigration by which French citizens were obliged to report 
on illegal immigrants by declaring to the authorities the dates of arrival and departure of any 

non-European citizens they would have welcomed privately. Thus on 4 February 1997 

Jacqueline Delcombe was condemned for having lodged a citizen from Zaire. 69 A week later, 

66 French directors issued the following statement: 

We, French directors, declare 
We are all guilty, each one of us, of having recently lodged foreigners in 

breach of the regulations. We have not denounced our foreign friends to the authorities. We will continue lodging them without reporting them to the authorities, befriending 
and working with colleagues and friends without checking their identities. 

Following the court decision of 4 February 1997, which found Madame 
Jacqueline Delcombe, 'guilty' of having lodged a friend from Zaire who was in breach 
of the regulations, and following the principle that the law is the same for every citizen, 
we asked to be judged as well. 

Finally we call on our fellow citizens to disobey the law in order not to comply with 
inhuman laws. 

We refuse to see our liberties being infringed in this way. 70 

This manifesto appealing for 'civil disobedience' marked the official entry of French directors 

into French politics. Almost forty years earlier, VAppel des 121, which originated from the 

69 E. F., 'Jacqueline: jug6e pour Wlit d'arnitiC, L'Humanitg, 4 February 1997. 
70 The sixty-six signatories are: Olivier Assayas, Jacques Audiard, Mathieu Amalric, Pascale Bailly, tric 
Barbier, Xavier Beauvois, Lucas Belvaux, Laurent B&6gui, Diane Bertrand, Christophe Blanc, Pascal 
Bonitzer, Laurent Bouhnik, Catherine Breillat, Judith Cahen, Marc Caro, Patrice Ch6reau, Jean-Paul Civeyrac, 
Alain Corneau, Catherine Corsini, Claire Denis, Arnaud Desplechin, Claire Devers, Karim Dridi, Dani6le 
Dubroux, Martine Dugowson, Philippe Faucon, Pascale Ferran, Laurence Ferreira- B arbosa, Sophie Filli6res, 
Anne Fontaine, Thomas Gilou, Robert Gu6diguian, Henri Herr6, Bojena Horackova, C6dric Khan, Mathieu 
Kassovitz, Jacques K6badian, C6dric Klapisch, Jan Kounen, Jeanne Labrune, Pascal L6gitimus, Serge Le 
P6ron, Philippe Lioret, No6mie Lvosky, Jacques Maillot, Tonie Marshall, Agn6s Merlet, Claude Miller, 
G6rard Mordillat, Gaspar No6, Agn6s Obadia, Nicolas Philibert, Manuel Poirier, Bruno Podalyd6s, Alain 
Robbak, Jean-Henri Roger, Jean-Michel Roux, Pierre Salvadori, Claire Simon, Michel Spinoza, Bertrand 
Tavernier, Tran Anh Hung, Marie Vermillard, Marion Vernoux, Sandrine Veysset and Yolande Zauberman, 'll 
faut d6sob6ir a des lois inhumaines', L'Humanitý, 12 February 1997. 
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initiative of French left-wing literary figures, was signed by only a handful of directors. 71 In 

the post-68 era, French directors engaged in politics through their films but hardly ever 

ventured out of the film world into society at large. The novelty of the 1997 manifesto rested 

precisely on a new type of engagement. The young directors who signed it put forward their 

position as citizens, who happened to be directors, explicitly marking the difference between 

their professional and personal personas. 72 Through their manifesto, they became social and 

political actors, thus acknowledging that their films alone might no longer constitute an 

adequate and sufficient means to engage efficiently with the world. 73 

While the manifesto questioned the relationship between the young French auteurs and 

left-wing political parties, it should also be examined in the wider context of the new 

configuration of the French Left. Since the beginning of the 1990s, there has been a 

multiplication of organisations which, while being on the Left, have refused to be linked with 

political parties. This 'mouvement social', ranging from associations for the unemployed to 

support groups for immigrants in breach of regulations has become a feature of the French 

socio-political landscape. It partly stemmed from a disillusionment with traditional political 

parties, not least the French Communist Party. Thus many directors who spoke in the name 

of the manifesto underlined that their initiative came out of the perception that no one else was 

ready to take it. Bertrand Tavernier talked about this intrusion of directors in French politics: 

'I am a film-maker, not a politician. As film makers we should not be doing this job. We are 

not paid to do it, we are not elected to do it. In the past artists became angry about certain 

issues. But this is different, people are beginning to count on us to do this job. 174 Similarly, 

speaking in the name of the BLOC, Robert Guediguian, Jean-Henri Roger and Nicolas 

Philibert declared: 'We soon understood that politicians no longer believed in politics. So, 

71 See chapter 4, p. 161. 
72 See Ginette Vincendeau, 'Black to the Blackboard', Sight and Sound, n' 7, July 1999, pp. 12-15. 
Vincendeau explains how Tavernier's 1990s films should be looked at in the context of the growing body of 
work by younger French directors who address the current 'fracture sociale', the social rift between the haves 

and the have-nots produced by advanced capitalism', p. 13. 
73 On I'Appel des 66, see also Jean-Pierre Jeancolas, 'Une bobine d'avance, du cin6ma et de la politique en 
f6vrier 1997', Positif, n' 434, April 1997, pp. 56-58 and 'Un cin6ma de la responsabilit6: esquisse de 

cartographie du cin6ma franqais vivant en 1998', Australian Journal of French Studies, Vol. XXXVI, 1 
(January-April 1999), pp. 12-25 (16-17). 
74 In Peter Lennon, 'A Man of Action', The Irish Times, 31 July 1999, Weekend Supplement, p. 5. 
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who would get involved in politics, if we don't? 175 In this light, VAppel des 66 illustrated 

not only the French directors' solidarity with immigrants, who, as 6exclus', are also victims 

of the 'fracture sociale' but also a 'fracture politique', i. e. a political rift between left-winc, 

political parties and left-wing citizens. 

While the PCF supported the directors' manifesto, the directors questioned the current 

efficiency of the Party. 76 Answering Zo6 Lin who mentioned to him that the PCF and anti- 

racist organisations were also fighting the Pasqua-Debre laws, Cedric Klapisch noted that it 

took four days for Robert Hue to express his sympathy with the manifesto and bluntly 

underlined how he saw the PCFs current position: 'When I say that this law is inhuman 

because it considers that a foreigner is not a human being, I say something simple that 

everyone can understand. But it does not come out as strong when a Communist says it 

because he has not got the credibility that I have - which is a serious issue - because of 

Stalinism. 177 Echoing Klapisch, the actor Philippe Caubere questioned the very existence of 

the PCF at the turn of the century: 'Let us not hide the truth: the Communist idea in the 20th 

century has been a dreadful failure, for millions of people the Communist dream turned into a 

nightmare. So since I am writing in a Communist paper - and if this text is published - the 

only questions I can ask its readers is "How do you remain Communist? " and "How can 

yOU? 1"78 For Guediguian, making films was a way to remain politically active. He made his 

first film, Dernier Ete (1980), after leaving the pCIP. 79 

The uneasy situation of the PCF in 1999 - as both a party of government and a party 

which claims to represent the interest of the have-nots - was illustrated recently by the 

75 'Moral A trois', La Lettre de la SRF, n' 63, December 1998, p. 3. 
76 See Guilloux, 'Ces cin6astes qui ne veulent pas devenir des auxiliaires de police', L'Humanitg, 13 
February 1997; 'Sans-papiers et cin6astes: une r6action de Patrick Braouezec', ibid.; Guilloux, 'Questions ý 
Aline Pailler', ibid.; Jean-Pierre L6onardini, 'Dignit6 civique', ibid., 14 February 1997; 'Apr6s les cin6astes, 
161 6crivains appellent a la d6sob6issance civile', ibid.; Guilloux, 'Ils d6sob6issent ý une loi inique: la jeune 

vague du cin6ma en fait de nouvelles', ibid., 15 February 1997, pp. 4-5; Claude Marchand, Ta vague de 

contestations du projet Debr6 sera dans les rues de Paris samedi', 19 February 1997, p. 3; Lin, 'Interview with 
G6rard Mordillat: "Nous irons A la manif ", ibid., p. 4; Pierre Agudo, Ta puissance du souffle de voix 
plurielles contre le projet Debr6', ibid., 21 February 1997, p. 3. 
77 Zoe Lin, 'Interview with C6dric Klapisch: "Nous n'ob6irons pas A une loi inhumaine"', L'Humanitg, 21 
February 1997, pp. 4-5. 
78 Philippe Caub6re, 'Comment pouvez-vous 8tre encore communisteT, L'Humanitg, 10 March, pp. 12-13. 
79 Vigo, 'Entretien avec Robert Gu6diguian', Regards, November 1997. 
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Communist reception of Tavernier's latest film. (7a commence aujourd'hui (1999) is set in a 

deprived town in Northern France and describes the difficulties experienced on a daily basis 

by a primary school headmaster and his colleagues in dealing with econorni call y-i mpai red 

pupils and parents. Among the authorities Daniel (Philippe Torreton) fights with is the 

Communist mayor (L'Humanite can be seen on his desk). The very positive reception given 

to the film by the Communist press is characteristic of the current ambivalent Communist 

stance: happy and proud to be in government and frustrated because it cannot dellver the 

goods. 80 

Klapisch's and Caubere's statements as well as Tavernier's film are illustrations of the 

difficulties the PCF is experiencing at the end of 1990s. No longer the main rallying point, 

the PCF has become just one organisation among many; yet one which is carrying a specific 

national and international history. As it prepares for its first 21st century Congress, the PCF 

is working very hard to remain relevant in the new millennium. On 16 October 1999 it 

organised a large and successful demonstration against economic liberalism and 

unemployment which nevertheless did not receive the support of all the organisations 

involved in the movement against the 'fracture sociale'. On 22 October, the Amis de 

L'Humanite organised a meeting between directors (Robert Guediguian, Gerard Mordillat, 

Gerard Guerin, Cedric Klapisch, Pascal Thomas, Marion Vernoux) and farmers (including 

Jose Bove), both sectors engaged in the battle against the consequences of globalisation. 81 

80 Roy, 'The school of the Republic', L'Humanitg, 12 March 1999, pp. 17-18. 
81 See 'Rencontre Paysans-cin6astes au Larzac, L'Humanitg, 6 October 1999; G6rard Gu6rin, G6rard 

Mordillat, Robert Gu6didguian, ibid., 16 October 1999; Charles Sylvestre, 'Des cin6astes qui n'en d6mordent 

pas', ibid., 20 October 1999; Guilloux, 'De Fun de nos envoy6s sp6ciaux au Larzac', Jean-Henri Roger and 
Pascal Thomas, ibid., 25 Ocotber 1999. Jos6 Bov6 spent three weeks in prison for attacking a McDonald 

restaurant in Millau (Aveyron) in Summer 1999. He was a guest star at the 1999 Fete de I'Humanit6. 
Previous meetings between film profressionals and trade unionists had taken place under the aegis of the Anzis 

de 1'Humanitg, see Lin and Dominique Widemann, 'Cin6astes et syndicalistes au m6me g6n6rique', 
L'Humanitg, 30 April 1997, pp. 24-25; the personalities present included Arnaud Desplechin, Pascale Ferran, 

Robert Gu6diguian, Tonie Marshall, Marion Vernoux, Jacques Audiard, Serge Le P6ron, Claire Simon, Judith 

Cahen, Jacques Henri-Roger, Ren6 Vautier, Bernard Lubat, Ernest Pignon-Ernest, Christophe Adriani 

(responsible for the PCF film commission), Bernard Thibault (CGT railworkers union), Manuel De Almeida 

(CGT Renault Cl6on), Bruno Dalberto (CFDT railworkers union). L'Humanitg of 22 April 1997 advertised 

the meeting and mentioned that a meeting had taken place on I May 1996 between the leaders of the 

railworkers strike, artists, intellectuals and journalists. 
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The ultimate bitter-sweet irony of the relationship between the PCF and French cinema in 

the 1990s rests on the discrepancy between the PCF's relentless involvement in film matters 

and the representation of French Communists in French cinema. As French cinema is 

answering the PCFs long-standing call for a cinema anchored in the 'real' and the PCFs 

vision of cinema is coming on a par with the vision shared by the young generation of 

auteurs, the PCF itself is represented by these directors in a nostalgic fashion. Thus, the 

Communist characters the young directors have recently been portraying are often parents 

(Rochant's Un Monde sans pitie (1989), Masson's En avoir (ou pas) (1995). In La 

Haine, when Kassovitz inserts a brief reference to Pif and Hercule, two heroes of the 

eponymous comics published by the PCF between 1945 and the 1980s, it is as a reference to 

the bygone 'trouble-free' era when the PCF almost single-handedly ruled the 'red belt' of 

Paris. 82 In Marius et Jeannette, Caroline is a middle-aged Communist who refers several 

times to her imprisonment in German camps during World War 2 and also praises Cuba and 

the USSR, which once again links the PCF to its past rather than to its current situation or 

activity. While Jean-Jacques Zilbermann's Tout le monde n'a pas eu la chance d'avoir des 

parents communistes (1994) and Mordillat's Vive la Sociale (1984) rely almost exclusively 

on nostalgia, Rochant and Jeanne Balibar recall the Fete de L'Humanite as belonging to a 

former period of their lives. 83 

For the foreseeable future, The PCF may have to sustain this phenomenon and come to 

terms with the fact that, in spite of its transformation and democratisation, for many of the 

young auteurs, as for a majority of French people, their representation of the PCF is tinted by 

the Party's past history rather than its actual state, although film professionals acknowledge 

its continuous and keen support. To be seen as a relevant party for the 21st century is the 

PCF's main challenge in the French film world as well as in France at large. 

82 First published as a clandestine Resistance journal, Vaillant le journal de Pif became Pif-gadget. in March 

1969; its average circulation was between 600 000 and 700 000. 
83 Guilloux, tric Rochant se pose des questions sur la politique', L'HumanW, 5 November 1997. 
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Conclusion 
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In La Projection nationale, Jean-Michel Frodon wonders why the French 

Communist Party did not venture into film production in spite of its influence in the film 

industry. I The close examination of the relationship between French cinema and the 

French Communist Party which has been carried out in this dissertation does in fact 

provide an answer to Frodon's question. Throughout the second half of the twentieth 

century the PCF has shown a sustained interest in the welfare of French cinema. Yet the 

Party has not left its own particular mark on the considerable film production of the 

period (about 5000 films), nor has it been at any time in the position of turning French 

films into instruments of propaganda. After examining the links between the PCF and 

French cinema, it seems clear that not only was the Party unable to do so, but in addition 

it does not seem that this was ever its intention. 

With regard to film policy, the PCF was never in a position to decide on the 

organisation, structure and future of French cinema. The only period when the PCF was 

partly in control of the industry was in the few months which followed the liberation of 

Paris, but in spite of extensive popular and electoral support, the PCF had to share power 

with other parties and very early lost the initiative in matters relating to French cinema as 

well as to the rest of the country's affairs. The Cold War, which banned the PCF's 

access to government for many years, established the oppositional role of the Party. 

From then on, the PCF would criticise the film policy followed by successive Fourth and 

Fifth Republic governments, put forward its own proposals and advocate a series of 

measures calling for the protection of the French film industry. Indeed the PCF has been 

the most outspoken of all French political parties with regard to cinema, and was backed 

up by the powerful FMýration du Spectacle CGT, with which it has had close links 

since the formation of the trade union. 

Keeping a close watch on the situation of the film industry, the PCF has always been 

at the forefront of the initiatives taken by the film trade in order to protect its interests 

when the film sector was deemed in danger, a regular occurrence over the period under 

scrutiny. For French Communists, the mobilisation in 1993 of France's film 

professionals in favour of 'cultural exception' - or 'cultural diversity', as it is 

1 Jean-Michel Frodon, La Projection nationale (Paris: 1998), pp. 99-100. 
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commonly referred to since Autumn 1999 - is merely the latest illustration of the 

combative spirit which the trade has been showing, with the backing of the PCF, since 

the Liberation. 2 According to the Communists, if French cinema has been able to retain 

such a high profile in spite of unrelenting international competition and numerous home- 

based crises, it is thanks to its capacity to protest, react and organise itself when need 

arises. Thus according to the PCF, the battle against the Blum-Byrnes agreements 

marked the realisation by the industry that it had fought and argued, as it would have to 

again and again with the State if it wanted to obtain protective measures. 3 

The last fifty years therefore can be looked at in two ways. On the one hand, the film 

trade is seen as having had to struggle tirelessly for every improvement of its situation. 

This is a view shared, and promoted, by French Communists. On the other, a series of 

governmental initiatives to protect the industry have shown the French State's constant 

awareness of the importance of its film industry and production. Thus, as has been 

shown in the first chapter, for the PCF, the creation of the CNC is the direct result of the 

trade's mobilisation, whereas for other historians, it is the mark of the French state's 

caring attitude towards its national film production. 4 The latter approach has been put 

forward by historians who, while rejecting the importance of the battle against the Blum- 

Byrnes agreements, have criticised the PCF's propagandistic and ideological motives, or 

minimised its involvement in the ongoing debate on the situation and future of French 

filM. 5 

There is little doubt that the PCF's interest in film matters had a propagandistic 

dimension. 6 Its numerous campaigns for the defence of French cinema were always 

2 See tmile Breton, 'Tours et d6tours du cin6ma franqais', Commune, n' 13, Vent6se 207 (February 
1999), pp. 9-12. 
3A point of view confirmed as early as June 1946 by Louis Daquin who explained that the agreements 
offered the advantage of uniting members of the film industry and gave them for the first time the 
opportunity to be heard by a member of the government, in 'Le quota. M. Uon Blum explique les 
accords franco-am6ricains', La Cinýmatographiejranqaise, n' 1163,29 June 1946, pp. 5-6. 
4 Philippe d'Hugues's opinion lies somewhere in the middle: he considers for instance that the loi d'aide 

temporaire was the government's solution to seize the issue from a dangerous Communist hold. See 
Philippe d'Hugues, L'Envahisseur am&icain - Hollywood contre Billancourt (Lausanne: Favre, 1999), 

p. 62. 
5 See chapter 1, pp. 64-66. See also Jeancolas, 'From the Blum-Byrne Agreements to the GATT affair', 
in Hollywood and Europe, ed. by Geoffrey Nowell-Smith and Stephen Ricci (London: BFI, 1998): 'The 

mobilisation for the defence of French cinema, which reached its peak in the last years of the 1940s, was, 
therefore, more a political than an economic or artistic matter', p. 52. For his part, d'Hugues does not 
mention Jack Ralite or Aline Pailler on the chapters dealing with the 1990s. 
6 See for instance the Peace Movement campaign, chapter 1, pp. 69-70. 
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accompanied by attacks on governments and denunciations of the capitalist system. Two 

issues arise from this. Firstly, whether the film sector would be better off now if it had 

not always reacted so promptly when it felt necessary to do so, to a large extent 

spearheaded by the Communists or not, and secondly whether the PCF benefited 

politically from this involvement in French film issues. 

It is difficult to give a definite answer to the first question. But I hope to have shown 

that the PCF had a key role in the mobilisation of the film profession. The reaction to the 

Blum-Byrnes agreements as well as the reaction to the Cinematheque affair or against 

MAI showed the public authorities the strength of the French film industry. The 

organisational skills of the FMýration A Spectacle were an asset to the trade. That a 

political party was ready to relay most of the claims of the film trade's workforce was not 

to be scorned. In other words, it seems that the French film sector benefited from the 

PCFs and its related trade-union's involvement in its affairs insofar as they helped to 

create and maintain among film professionals a sense of unity and common purpose 

which may have fluctuated with time but which has proved very effective right up to the 

very last days of the twentieth century. 7 

It seems somehow easier to give a straight answer to the second question. The PCF 

does not seem to have been able to capitalise politically and ideologically on its popularity 

within the film industry. Explanations for this deficiency can be drawn from the 

examination of the French Communist critical reception of French cinema since the 

Second World War. It has taken the PCF most of the period investigated to come to a 

united position on French cinema. Only in the late 1990s has the Party shown an 

homogeneous viewpoint in unison with the majority of French film auteurs. The way the 

PCF's position on the concept of auteur evolved over the second half of the century is 

crucial to understanding why so few film directors have echoed the Communist 

viewpoint in their films. Thus from the late 1940s to the late 1950s, the PCF advocated 

New Realism as a French version of Socialist Realism, privileging content over form and 

asking artists and intellectuals to apply Vesprit de parti to their work. Denying cultural 

creators their freedom, the PCF alienated many film directors. The PCF's defence of the 

7 See for instance, the fiasco of the WTO's meeting in Seattle in November 1999. 
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film industry was welcome, but only a very small number of French directors followed 

the PCF consistently during these Stalinist years. At stake was the absolute impossibility 

of reconciling the principles of Socialist Realism with the notion of auteur. This is one 

obvious reason explaining why the PCF did not become a big film producer in the 1950s. 

French directors were well aware of the dangers posed by Zhdanovism. Even fellow- 

travellers like Gremillon stuck to their personal auteurist credo. Although the Party was 

defending Zhdanovism in theory, and in spite of the lack of appeal of New Realism to the 

great majority of French directors, the PCF ended up defending the bulk of French film 

production between 1945 and 1958. The PCF never pilloried a French film for not 

applying the strict rules of New Realism. Had they wanted to, the Communists would 

have had to pillory most of the film production between 1947 and 1958. Instead, 

practising a kind of French Communist McCarthyism, they picked on a few auteurs as 

scapegoats, looking for their so-called 'anti-French activities', which ranged from 

formalism to homosexuality. In fact ideological denunciations were in their great majority 

targeted at Hollywood cinema, which represented for the PCF an ideological and an 

economic enemy. By stressing the American threat, the PCF was able to defend French 

cinema because it was French. The discourse on the defence of national culture 

inaugurated by Aragon before the Second World War regained momentum after the 

Liberation since, according to the PCF rhetoric, foreign powers - fascist Germany, 

capitalist USA - successively aimed to bring France under their control and the 

country's cultural production and heritage had to defended against American 'capitalist 

imperialism' and French cultural production had now to be defended against American 

t capitalist imperialism'. The defence of French film as part of France's national culture 

became central to the PCF's stance on cinema. 

Both the implicit acknowledgement of the failure of Socialist Realism and the 

emergence of the New Wave led to a change in the critics' discourse. The globally 

positive reception of the young generation of film directors and their innovative films 

allowed Sadoul and an equally new generation of film critics to throw away the heavy 

corset of dogmatism and embrace formalism as an essential feature of the filmic art-form. 

Yet this new critical position triggered a hostile reaction from Communist film 
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professionals for whom the New Wave endangered the gains obtained in the previous 

years. The reception of the New Wave exemplified the contradictions and difficulties of 

the Communist position. While its opponents claimed that the New Wave endangered the 

welfare of the film industry and therefore the renown of French cinema, its advocates 

praised it as a national film trend, setting the new directors firmly within France's 

national culture. Thus some Communists were accusing the new auteurs of damaging the 

prestige of French cinema while others considered that they were advancing France's 

cultural heritage. This dichotomous Communist position - critics on one side, film 

professionals on another - might have fluctuated with time but remained a reality until 

the n-ýid-1990s. Communist critics were not only criticised from within the Party, they 

also faced criticism from the left of the Party. For the critics who considered the New 

Wave a reactionary movement, the PCF's critical discourse simply moved from Stalinism 

to right-wingism. For these, who mostly belonged to Positif s editorial team, French 

Communist critics had never defined or followed a truly Marxist position, but instead had 

become bogged down in their national discourse to the detriment of their original 

materialist ideology. 8 During the New Wave, few of the new directors were close to the 

PCF. Those who were more politically engaged, mostly as a result of their opposition to 

the Algerian war, held the PCF in poor esteem. This was both a consequence of 

disillusionment with the Eastern Communist model following the revelations of the 

'Khrushchev report' and the invasion of Hungary in 1956, and a reaction to the Party's 

stance on the Algerian question. Although the Communist critics supported the New 

Wave, hardly any films between 1958 and 1963 echoed the PCF's stance during the 

period. 

Ironically, the recognition of the concept of auteur, implicit in the conclusions of the 

Argenteuil Central Committee, coincided with the first denunciations of auteurism as a 

bourgeois concept by critics inspired by Marxist principles. In the aftermath of May '68 

politics made its explicit entry into French cinema, be it mainstream, marginal or militant, 

and the ideology of film became a key issue in the theoretical arena. The different trends 

of Marxism all participated in an often obscure debate, trying to determine what would 

8 See Jean Domarchi, Te fer dans la plaie', Cahiers A cin6ma, n' 63, October 1956, pp. 18-28. 
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constitute a truly materialist film practice. Outflanked on its left, the PCF became the butt 

of far left criticism, for which the Party had lost its Marxist-Leninist credentials. While 

Communist critics tried to repel these attacks, they also had to struggle within the Party 

against an 'economist vision of the filmic art-form'. 9 The national factor continued to 

weigh heavily on the Communist discourse regarding French film. The few Communist 

auteurs and the critics involved in contemporary theoretical debate complained about the 

lack of understanding from Communist film personnel. 

It is only towards the end of the 1990s that Communist film personnel and Communist 

critics together fully embraced auteur cinema in both economic and aesthetic terms, 

speaking in one voice in defence of independent cinema. But in that later period too, it 

would be difficult to say that the PCF drew any benefit from the defence of auteurs. The 

views defended by Jack Ralite and his Etats Generaux de la Culture - which in fact 

became the PCF's cultural policy by default - foreshadowed the views advocated by 

most during the GATT and the MAI negotiations. First they were expressed at a time 

when the PCF was experiencing a serious decline in popularity and influence. Then, 

from the mid-1990s, they were echoed by so many similar opinions, mostly but not 

exclusively from the French Left, that the PCF's own stance was somewhat lost in a 

broadly-based anti -globali sation chorus. Moreover, as the PCF pledged to support 

French auteurs, the latter considered the Party more as a thing of the past than as an 

organisation to which they felt very close or which could be relevant for their future. 

Independence has become the key word in the French Communist discourse on film. 

Independence with regard to the film industry and the world economy, independence of 

the critics with regard to international production and - this is a novelty - with regard 

to national production. The emphasis is no longer on the value of French cinema because 

it is French, but because it is diverse, iconoclastic and independent. Until the early 

1990s, the concept of French cinema was fiercely and often aggressively defended, Its 

superiority over other European productions, not to mention Hollywood, considered 

undeniable. In the last months of 1999, the very definition of a French cinema was 

questioned by Communist critics: 'If "cinema" as such can be defined, it is more difficult 

9 tmile Breton, Interview of 30 July 1998, Paris. 
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to define "French cinema". This is because French cinema - and this must be read as a 

positive sign in creative terms - is far too varied to be categorised under a single national 
label, not to say a nationalist one. '10 This declaration was part of the Communist reaction 

to the controversy which opposed a number of French directors to a number of critics in 

the last months of 1999. First accused by director Patrice Leconte, some French critics 

were blamed for deliberately attacking French cinema and for betraying their function by 

employing unethical methods. Although not accused themselves of such malpractice, 

Communist critics defended their peers wholeheartedly, refusing the directors' proposal 

of adopting a different and more positive attitude towards French cinema as a principle. II 

This reaction was a far cry from Louis Daquin's denunciations of the critics in the 

1950s. 12 

This dramatic change in the discourse of the PCF on French cinema cannot be looked 

at in isolation. Independence is a concept of enormous importance to the PCF itself as 

much as for the perception one has of the PCF. Between 1944 and 1999, only twice can 

the PCF be said to have been in a position of relative independence: in the two and a half 

years which followed the Liberation and since the collapse of European Communism. 

Between these two periods, the links between the PCF and the Soviet-controlled 

international Communist movement were constant if of varying degrees of closeness. 

Between the second half of 1947 and the demise of the USSR in 1991, the PCF was both 

pursuing its national agenda and 'on the whole' voicing its support of the Soviet big 

brother. The PCF's nationalist and anti-European stance must be seen therefore in the 

light of the Party's international connections. The defence of France's national culture 

and independence was intimately linked to the PCF's dependence on international 

communism; it was part and parcel of the Cold War rhetoric in its initial as well as its 

subsequent phases. The sternly anti-European dimension of the PCF for most of the 

10 Guilloux & Roy, 'Les cin6astes de I'ARP tournent la page', L'Humanitg, 10 December 1999. 
11 See also Guilloux, 'Critique et cin6ma: I'air du soupqon', L'Humanitg, 13 November 1999; Roy, 
'Manifestement mal A 1'aise', ibid., 26 November 1999; Guilloux, 'Pour un vrai d6bat cin6astes et 
critiques', ibid., 8 December 1999; 'Le manifeste des r6alisateurs en colere: "Nous, cin6astes... "', 
Libgration, 25 November 1999, pp. 33-36; 'Nous aussi, cin6astes... ', Libgration, 4-5 December 1999. 
This controversy is not the first one of its kind, see Pierre Coublanc, 'Au moment oit le cin6ma franqais 
cherche a reconqu6rir son public, la critique vide les salles', France-Film -International, n' 1, January- 
February 1960, pp. I&4; 'Un ancien critique de cin6ma devenu producteur accus6 de vouloir faire pendre 
les critiques! ', France - Film -International, n' 4, August 1960, pp. 1&4. 
12 See chapter 2, p. 113. 
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period investigated cannot be understood solely in reference to its specific national agenda 
but must also be seen in relation to the division of Europe into two antagonistic 
ideological blocks. Western Europe was seen as pro-American, and only the defence of 

national independence figured prominently on the Communist agenda. The PCF's 

emphasis on the welfare of France's industries - Produire franVais - was dependent 

on this international cleft, and applied to film as to other industrial sectors. 
It is as if in the 1990s the PCF found in the situation of independent cinema a parallel 

to its own situation. At every level of the industry - production, distribution, exhibition 

- the independent film sector is fighting against international companies which are, 

according to its views, promoting industrial concentration and hence jeopardising 

cinema's freedom of creation, independence and diversity. In the eyes of the Party, the 

marginalised position of independent French production echoed its own marginalisation 

on the political scene. No longer the leading party of the anti-capitalist movement at the 

end of the century, the PCF has shown an interest in the far left, with which it now has 

contacts, discovered the value of Europe, and experienced a kind of new-born 

internationalism in view of the global movement against economic liberalism. At the 

beginning of the 1980s, the collapse of Communism led to a world in which everyone 

seemed to take for granted that Capitalism would rule the planet single-handedly and 

unchecked. Yet at the end of the 1990s the world seemed to react against this single-lane 

future. The PCF is now only one voice among many in the anti-economic liberalism or 

anti-American hegemony chorus. It would be difficult to find a member of the PCF who 

would disagree with Jodlle Farchy when she writes: 'American cultural hegemony is 

nothing other than a reflection of the USA's geopolitical, economic and military 

hegemony. Cultural liberalism is nothing other than a reflection of the economic 

liberalism which reigns over every single sector of activity. It is the very principle of 

these developments which either must be accepted or fought against in the building of a 

cultural and political Europe which would be an alternative to the American model. A 

hypothetical "exception" defended in isolated and corporatist manner by the artistic milieu 

alone can only fail in the long term. '13 it seems nevertheless that the Party's campaigns 

13 Joälle Farchy, La fin de l'exception culturelle? (Paris: CNRS Üditions, 1999), pp. 241-42. 
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for the defence of independent cinema, both national and international, have played a part 

in the PCF's realisation of the limits of an overly narrow national viewpoint. 

Since 1945, the PCF has certainly played its part in the preservation of French cinema 

and has in fact every reason to be pleased with the film policy it has defended. In the 

aftermath of the Liberation, the Party's calls for the nationalisation of the film industry 

were short-lived and had hardly any chance of being answered. But the rest of the 

proposals supported by the Communist Party and organisations close to it met with a 

better fate. When one looks at the PCF's involvement in film from this perspective, the 

conclusion one might draw is that the PCF was extremely successful insofar as its 

recommendations for the reorganisation and future of French cinema have actually been 

put into effect. In the very early days of the Liberation the CLCF 'expressed a wish for 

the State to show more concern for the cinema', and its members were 'ready to place the 

future of French cinema in the hands of the government and the professionals'. 14 One 

simply needs to look at the list of measures advocated by the CLCF in October 1944 and 

compare it to the current organisation of French cinema to see that a majority of them 

have since been implemented. 15 The CNC is the inter-professional film board the CLCF 

called for, the professional cards are still in place in spite of several debates surrounding 

them. 16 The question of intellectual ownership remains a vexed issue in the context of 

globalisation and in view of the development of new technologies. 17 The FEMIS is a 

distinguished and world-renowned film school. In spite of a troubled existence, thanks to 

the State, the Cinemathequefranýaise continues to be one of the most revered centres of 

French and international film culture. 18 The different systems of financial aid have 

allowed French film production to remain at a high level. 19 The role of Unifrance is to 

promote French cinema abroad and can therefore be seen as the propaganda office for 

French cinema which the CLCF wished to see set up and funded by the State, and film 

professionals sit on the Censorship Board. The implementation of these measures and 

proposals did not occur at once but the situation of French cinema in 2000 - both 

14 See chapter 1, p. 39. 
15 Ibid. 
16 See chapter 5, pp. 178-85 & 207. 
17 See chapter 7, pp. 284-85. 
18 See chapter 5, pp. 190-95. 
19 See chapters 1,3,5 & 7. 
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healthy and fragile - owes much to them. 20 The PCF has been closely involved in that 

unique blend of state involvement in film matters and professional resilience in the face of 

foreign competition which has defined French cinema for most of the period examined 
here. 21 

Although the dogmatic excesses of Communist criticism during the Cold War ended 

early with the recognition of the New Wave auteurs, they had a profound and lasting 

effect on perceptions of Communist criticism. Georges Sadoul's renown originated 

mostly in his seminal work as a film historian rather than critic. Indeed the fact that even 

someone as knowledgeable and respected as Georges Sadoul went down the Stalinist 

road is a measure of the strength of the Party's ideological power over its members at the 

time. In the 1960s and 1970s film critics were often ahead of the Party as a whole in 

matters concerning the independent sector or the notion of auteur. They were also 

sometimes at odds with the Party's own readership, in particular in relation to mainstream 

entertainment cinema, although this remark applies to non-Communist critics as well. The 

post-May '68 period constitutes the high point of the Communist critics' involvement in 

the critical reflection which took place among Marxist film writers, with La Nouvelle 

Critique making a considerable contribution to the debate. 

In critical terms as well, the PCF has reason to be pleased with late-1990s French 

cinema. A number of films have finally answered the critics' calls for films which would 

be popular, socially aware and rooted in the life of ordinary citizens. 22 In the 1950s such 

preference was marked by Zhdanovism, anti-auteurism and anti-formalism. In the late 

1990s, it went hand in hand with the defence of independent auteurs. In effect, had the 

PCF been in a position to produce films in the late 1990s, the films it would have 

financed would probably resemble many of the current production. A number of 

independent films, including Marion, Rosetta, and Marius et Jeannette, echoed very 

20 Following 1998's disappointing results, market share figures for French films have gone back over 
the 30 per cent threshold in 1999 but are still below those of 1997. Overall viewing figures are down 
from 1998 with 155 400 000 spectators - 1998 was the year of Titanic's massive hit -, but up from 
1997 by 4.3 percent, in 'Bilan "tr6s honorable" pour le cin6ma frangais', Liberation, 7 January 2000. 
21 French cinema has somewhat turned into a model of resistance for other foreign industries - see Maja 
Zoltowska, 'Le cin6ma polonais d6clare la guerre a Hollywood', Liberation, 21 December 1999, p. 45. 
22 See Guilloux & Roy, 'Les cin6astes de FARP tournent la page', L'Humanitg, 10 December 1999. 
See for instance Laurent Cantet's Ressources humaines, released in January 2000. 
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closely the views expressed by the PCF during the same period. 23 Indeed the way 

Communist characters have been portrayed in French films over the period examined in 

this dissertation would constitute a logical and worthwhile future field of research. 

Yet looking at the declarations of independent directors or at the way they portrayed 
Communist characters in their films, one is struck by the fact that, in their minds, the 

PCF does not seem fully relevant to the late twentieth century or the early twenty-first. 

While the PCF is now independent from the influence of failed foreign models, it has so 

far failed to shake off its own past. The Party's dogmatism and langue de bois - 

characteristic of most of the period - has left an indelible mark on the PCF. Robert Hue 

acknowledged this in relation to Eastern Communism when he stated in June 1999 that 

one of the issues the PCF still found difficult to deal with was its past in the shadow of 

Eastern Communism: 'I consider that we have not fully appreciated the extent of the 

marks left by the assimilation of our Communist project with what happened in Eastern 

Europe in the name of Communism over many years. 124 The PCF leader should 

probably also include in the causes of uneasiness with the Party - in particular among 

cultural producers and intellectuals - the PCF's positions with regard to a number of 

national issues over the second half of the twentieth century, such as the Algerian War, 

May '68 or foreign immigration in the 1980s. Respected for its support of the film 

industry and of film personnel, the PCF was not and will never be able to translate its 

popularity within the French film world onto a wider political and ideological level 

because of this troubled national and international past. 

Unlike its Italian counterpart, the PCF cannot rely on a Nanni Moretti to record on film 

the Party's transformation and the numerous questions, debates, and heated discussions 

to which this transformation has given rise. 25 Whether such a record might document 

either the disappearance of the PCF as we have known it for almost a hundred years or its 

transformation into a new organisation remains an open question for the new century. 

While no one can bet on the existence of the French Communist Party in 2050, the 

23 See for instance Laurent Cantet's Ressources humaines, released in January 2000. 
24 Robert Hue, 'Intervention au Comit6 national, 14 June 1999', L'Humanitg, 29 June 1999. 
25 See tmile Breton, 'La Chose et les hommes', L'HumanW, 6 October 1999. The first congress of the 
PCF in the 21 st century takes place in March and will be marked by the discussion between the advocates 
of change and the 'traditionalists'. 
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French film industry, unlike the Italian one, seems somehow more assured of its future. 

There is a strong likelihood that, whatever happens, French film will feature the PCF in 

one form or another for many years to come. In view of the Party's involvement in 

French cinema over the last fifty years, it would only be fair to grant the PCF this 

'fictional afterlife'. 
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Appendice I 
Letter for Jean Drdville, French film director. 
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Cher Monsieur, 

Veuillez excuser cette reponse succincte et hative, mais je pars en voyage! Par ailleurs je 
crains n'avoir pas grandchose a vous dire qui puisse enrichir votre enquete. 

Incontestablement, le parti communiste a ete le plus actif defenseur du cindma franqais a 
cette epoque. A la chambre des Deputes, une seule voix plaidait des mesures de sauvegarde, 
celle du deput6 Grenier. L'association France-URSS, de son c6te, tentait le rapprochement. 
J'ai moi-meme tourne un film (Normandie-Niemen) qui a ete la premiere co-production avec 
I'URSS. Le Syndicat des Techniciens, sous la presidence de Louis Daquin, qui ne cachait 
pas son appartenance au Parti Communiste, prenait une part active a la defense du personnel 
cinernatographique aupres des Producteurs. Parallelement, mais sans appartenance politique, 
la Societe des Auteurs Dramatiques avait une commission "L'association des Auteurs de 

Films", dissoute depuis, et qui a poursuivi les memes buts sous le sigle SRF (Soci6t6 des 

Realisateurs de Films) menait un combat virulent pour que soient reconnus les droits des 

auteurs. Sans ces combats, les auteurs de films seraient aujourd'hui des salaries au service du 

producteur comme aux Etats-Unis seul auteur du film! Les grands realisateurs americains 

arrivent maintenant a employer nos methodes pour une plus grande independance de creation. 
Encore une fois, excusez ces "pattes de mouches" et croyez, cher Monsieur, a mes 

sentiments les plus cordiaux. 
Jean Dreville 

See introduction, p. 23. 
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Appendice 2 
Utter from Jean Delannoy, French film director 

36. rue de la Fýdýration 
75015 PARIS 

Monsieur Laureni: Marie 
3 Belleville Avenue 
Rathgar 
Dublin 6 
Irlande 

Paris. le 1. d6cembre t995 

Monsieur. 

J'ai bien requ votre lettre du 22 novembre. Je ne vois pas trýs bien la raison d'un doctorat 
bas6 sur "Ies relations entre le P. C. F. et le Cin6ma franqais depuis la Lib6ration". 
A part les revendications salariales des Communistes d travers la CGT qu'lls Contr6lent et 
qui continuent, dramatiquement. d d6sorganiser la France aujourd'hui, je ne sais pas cres 
bien ce qui peut ressembler d une d6fense du cin6ma frangais. 
11 ya peu de r6alisateurs franqais qui soient reSEes communistes apr&s la Lib6ration et. 
surtout aprýs [a chute du Communisme dans les pays de I'Est. 
Par contre, pendant [a guerre et l'occupation allemande. les communistes sont entr6s dans la 
R6sistance. accul6s d I'Mroisme. comme l'ont 6td les juifs qui n'avaient pas 6t6 d6pori6s. 
Mol. qui ne suis ni Juif. ni communiste, J'ai connu beaucoup d'entre eux. au sein du 
"Comitý de lib6ration du Cin6ma" (Louis Daquin, Jean Gr6millon... ). 
J'en ai mýme connus qui ont 6t6 engages par ia Soci6td Allemande, "La Continentale", en 
cachant leur apparteriance au PCF et. en reniant leur origine juive. 11 faut bien manger. 
le ne peux donc vous dtre d'aucune utilite, mais je suis curieux de connaitre votre these. 

Avec mes sentiments les meffleurs. 

P. S.: Connaissez-vous ce passage des "Souvenirs p*evr'sonnels" de Victor Hugo ( 1848-185 U? 
"Le Terrorisme et le Communisme combin6s et se pr6tant un mutuel appul, ne sont autre 
chose que I'antique attentat contre les personnes et contre les propri6t6s. Quand on plonge 
ýu Plus profond des choses. on descend mýrne au-deld de Marat et du Nre Duchesne et il se 
trouve que le Communisme s'appeile Cariouche et que le Terrorisme s'appelle 
MandrttQ! 

See introduction, p. 23 and chapter 1, p. 68. 
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Appendice 3 
Utter from Michel Piccoll, French actor and director 
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A Laurent Marie Pans 27 D6cembre 1995 

Malgre I'accord entre Staline et ffitler avant la guerre le commun'sme fut pour beaucoup le 

camp des liberateurs. 
L'Armee Rouge luttait avec les Allies contre la dictature nazie. 
Fallait-il s'allier a la dictature communiste pour lutter contre une autre dictature? Mon 

pren-ýier film fut Le Point A jour de Louis Daquin membre du parti communiste. Ce fut un 
A 

echec (un peu censure officiellement, et aujourd'hui un film "histonque" de par son sujet et 
de par son realisateur. 

Nous avions des ideologies. 
II ne, faut pas le renier. 
La politique est une ideologie. 
L'Art est une ideologie. 
Les id6ologies sont folles. 
Sans ideologie nous etouffons 
De 1945 a 1994 nous y croyions. 
A suivre. Sincerement a vous 

NUchel Piccoli 
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Appendice 4 
Petition signed by film technicians and film workers om 26 June 1952, 

on the shooting of 11 est minuit Docteur Schweitzer 
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protestant cont" lo fait quo la diAL on 
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accords franc o, --axi ric &Ins so ddroule aotuelleatent mans I& 
. participation dos, repz%dsent&nts qualifida profeasionnels. 
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4 accords franoo-andri0ains prothgent la cin6aa frangaim, at 
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See chapter 1, p. 69. 
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Appendice 5 
Raymond Le Bourre Reveals Communist Influence in French Film Industry 

Air-Terre-Mer, (2) n' 10, March 1952. 

Raymond Le Bourre Reveals Communist 
Influence in 

T 
tiE Le Bourre ease which 
was reported on the front 

page ot the French dail 
' N' 

newspapers for several days ex- 
ceeds in importance the domain 
of the cinema. 

On January 24, Ra3miond Le 
Bourre, Genexal SecreLary of the 
French Federation or the Theater, 
Cinema, etc. (Force Ou,. Ti6re) was 
relieved or his ftinctions as stib- 
director of Lhe National Center of 
Cinematography, which he had 
held since January 19W, by Mr. 
Fourr6-Cormeray, director or the 
same center. 

The opponents of Le Bourre lost 
no time in sLatinq that this -%vas 
purely an internal question. Let 
us see if this is true. 

As soon as he was nominated to 
the post from which lie has just 
been removed, Le Rourre was; op- 
posed to commitnistic in(errerenm 
He frankly denounced the suspi- 
cious actions of Mr. Fourr46-Gor- 
nieray, the big boss of the Frenr-h 
cinenia, %%hn. it is curious Io note, 
lis surrounded by notorious Sta- 
lialls. 

With great courage, Le Bourre 
made a public statement as fol- 
lows : 

c Air. Michel Foxirr6-Cormcray 
has never ceased to pl3y dici game 
of (lie communisLs. For a period 
or your years lie nhindoned some 
of his hiqliest privile(les in favor 
of 11r. Clatide Jacqer, 'sub-director 

or Ilie Nationni Center, ex-coloncl 
Alieliclin or (lie F. T. P. of Ilritta- 
ny, %%lio x%as such a danqcrous 
communist militant that a. minis- 
ter, Air. Alarcellin, lind to relic%e 
iiim or his functions in January 
1950 as also his deputy, Air. Bloch- 
Delahaic, 1%llo wns re'sponsible for 
(lie cell in the Gth arrondissenient 
of Paris. 

" DurinI Iliese four years of 
administrii 

I 
ive diriatorship. Air. 

Jaeger eliminated from the pro- disedon all uon-communist cle- 
nienis. lie clenned lip his deparl- 
ments ind rnewirnged the a pro- litariarization 9 of doubtful ro- dticers lirovided Uioy agreel to 
en, gage Stalinian workers. 

,g Since then we have seen that 
Air. Fourrd-Cormcray was incapa- 
ble of taking sanctions against the 

the French 
ririn of Prneinex. a broadcasting 
company of Soviet films of Eu 
rope, nianaqcd by the sanic Jae- 
qcr. Still better, this firm is per- 
fectly at liberty to produce a film 
embodying communistic agitatiorl 
which is to be shox%m in countries 
of the French Union. In addition 
to this, it obtains from Air. In- 
grand, High-CommLssary of Tou- 
risrn, officiýl orders for the pro- 
duction of touristic propaganda 
films ! 

e Air. Fmirr6-Cornicray has also 
shown fnvor towards the intitflec- 
tuals inclined towards the com- 
niunist doctrines, inrluding t lie 
Instihite of Advanced Cinema(o- 
qraph Studies and the French Fe- 
deration of Cinenia-Clubs to whorn 
a minister, ' Air. Iacoste, in virtue 
of a decree siqned orn September 
21st 1919, hand ed over the eirienia 
clubs and the associations con- 
nected with the educative cinema- 
togr2ph productions !* 

The above explaIns the whole 
attitude of Raymond Le Bourre 
and whr he was dismissed from 
his posi without any reason being 
flivell. 

It is worth noting that (lie revo- 
cation of Le Bourre took place 
jtist before a parliamentary com- 
mission was to undertake inveiti- 
gitions at (lie National Center, 
whereas this commission- had- 
expressed the desire that no chnn- 
qcs should be madc in the ndnii- 
nistration of lite cinema until it 
had come to a decision. 

In Ile(tinf y Lc Bmirre dismissed 
from his official post, the Stali- 
nians thought they ivere gettim .1 rid of a formidable accuser. - 

They were entirely ruistaken. 
The removal of Le. Bourre has 

jncrea-sed the number of his adlic- 
rents 1hroughout the entire coun- 
trv. The large newspapers insis- 
lei that the voice of free syndica- 
lism be heard in this affair. At 
(lie sanic (inic the intrigues of the 
communist party within the frame- 
i% ork of the French cinema 
i%cre rc%calcd to the public eve. 
The Lc Bourre case, as alreidy 
mentioned, has strete. hed beyond 
the aarrow sphere in which efforts 
were made to conrine it. and has 
become the c. xpression of free syn- 

Film Industry 
dicalism against S(alininn oppres- 
sion. 

The ostracism of which Le 
Rourrc was the object has consi- 
dcrably strengthened tile links 
which bind free sN-ndica(cs t0qe- 
dier. ResoluLions condcnininq he 
decision (aken have been voted by 
Departemental Unions (especiallv 
in Lhe Paris district and the depar- 
tements of Bow-hes-citi-Rh6ne. 
e(c ... 

), 1) V. i anotas federations 
(textiles, por1q, docks, c(c ... 

), by 
the Inter-Fedcral Coninfl(Ice of 
Cit-il Servants and Postmen and 
bv (lie National Syndicate of Jour- 
nalists. Finally, the s)-ndicalisL 
cartel of (lie Cinematoqraph In- 
dustry (Which includes the Force 
Ouvri6re, the C. F. T. C, and the 
autonomous companies) made a 
public announcement i%hich Ica- 
ves no room for ambiguity and 
which reads as follows: The 
colonization of the French cinema. 
encouraged for five venrs by a 
high functionary who. if he has 
an .y sense of ýonor left, should 
resign immediatel. y. - 

CerLainly, Mr. Fourr6-Cormcra 
' 
N. 

is still at the head oT (lie National 
Center of die French Cinema- Rut 
tic is at the end of his reiqn. 
Consciously or unconsciousiv, Sla- 
lin's accomplice %%ill henceforth be 
at the mercy of the sli( 

. 
1hest inci- 

denL The free si-ndicates have an 
eye on lifin and though 

. 
the Le 

Bourre case may appear to he 
over as far as 6e administrnti,, c 
side is concerned. (his is hv no 
means (lie case is regards the syn- 
dicates and Ifte ! lovernment. As 
the syndicalist cartel of the cinenin 
ind tistry has sl II ed -c Neither 
stiflinq no rottenness %%-iU triumph 
over t lie (rce syndcalstsr. 

The conclusions of (lie Parlia- 
inentary Commission of investign- 
tion %%ill be tuade known Avitlootit 
delay. Whatever they may be. 
the real problem can no lonqer be 
eluded. The existence of a 
powerfuil Suilininn machinerv 
within tile framework of (lie 
French cinerna haLs been publiclý 
proved and the men who have 
lent their auLliority to Soviet 
influence are conAemned. The 
free syndicates vrill continue their 
clenaing-up process mitil all dan- 
qcrous elements are eliminated. 

See chapter 1, p. 73. 
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Appendice 6 
La r6ception critique de l'Amour d'uneftmme I 

Le 9 decembre 1953, sous les auspices du Cine-Club Brestois, le "Select" prdsente en 

premiere mondiale I'Amour d'une femme, le nouveau film de Jean Grerrullon. devant un 

public compose de notables locaux, d1liens d'Ouessant et de cinephiles bretonS2. Lors de la 

rencontre qui fait suite a la projection, qui fut accueillie avec chaleur et fiert6, A Guillou, 

president du Cine-Club, demande au realisateur ce qu'il pense de Faction des cine-clubs. 
Jean Gremillon explique qu'iI les approuve entre autre parce que "le Cine-Club permet de 

revoir d'excellents films quelque peu tombes dans Foubli'13. Par cette declaration 

premonitoire e cineaste bayeusain scelle le destin du film. En effet, une distnbution 

inadequate et une reception critique rrütigee ne faciliteront en rien la carriere commerciale du 

film, qui ne devra sa tres discrete notoriete qu'a I'action episodique des cine-clubs et des 

cinemas d'art et essai. 

Ltý echec public de 1'Amour d'unefemme, le prestige de son auteur, que chacun s'accorde 

a placer au tout premier rang du cinema franqais, et Foriginalite de son theme soulevent la. 

question de sa reception critique. Quelle fut l"accueil de la grande presse generaliste et 

cinernatographique, "a tendance cinephile" ? Au vu des prises de position de Jean Gremillon, 

disceme-t-on une ligne de partage politique dans Pappreciation de l'Amour d'une femme 

Enfin, la dimension f6ministe de ce long metrage suscita-t-elle reactions et debats dans la 

presse f6minine ? Avant de repondre a ces multiples questions, il serait sans doute utile en 

premier lieu de se rememorer et I'histoire et le theme de 1Amour d'unefemme, pour ensuite 

preciser les conditions de sa sortie. 

Laissons 'a son interprete principale, le soin de rappeler la premiere et a son createur, le 

second. NEcheline Presle resume ainsi Fintrigue : 'Ty suis, une fernme-medecin entierement 

absorbee par son metier. Un jeune ingenieur italien (interPrete par Massimo Girotti), vient a 

1 See chapter 2, pp. 117-121. This article was published in 1895, revue d'histoire A cinýma, hors-sdrie 
Jean Gr6millon (October 1997), 83-99. 
2 Voir les coupures de la presse locale in Archives Gr6millon, JG 22 (011), Bibliotheque de I'Arsenal. 
3 Brest-Matin, II d6cembre 195 3. 
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Ouessant pour installer une sirene. Nous nous rencontrons, nous nous almons, mais 

finalement, je renonce a cet amour pour me consacrer a mes malades, car pour << lui >>, une 

epouse doit limiter sa vie exclusivement a son foyer et 'a ses enfants sans autre perspective". 4. 

Jean Grenullon insiste sur ce theme emancipateur des les premiers jets du scenario : "La 

femme d'aujourd'hul doit travailler. Puisque ce fait social est devenu a peu pres in6luctable, 

le principal souci d'une jeune fille est d'aborder la vie avec le metier qu'elle a choisi. Elle 

prend ainsi dans la societe une place qu'elle dispute souvent 'a Fhomme. Mais cette r6ussite 

materielle lui assure--t-elle I equilibre et le bonheur qu'elle avait trouves jusqu'lei dans ses 

seuls roles d'epouse et de mere ? C'est le probleme que Mahe Prieur tente de resoudre'15. 

Apres une presentation corporative au "Marignan" le 16 mars 1954, le film ne sort en 

exclusivite le 28 avril 1954 que dans une seule salle, le "Studio de I'Etoile - Cinema 

d'essai", oU' il reste a I'affiche durant quatre semaines seulement, pour etre remplace par la 

Passion de Jeanne d'arc et un Chien andalou. Le film demenage au Montparnasse-Pathe, 

puis les semaines, suivantes dans deux, huit, puis neuf salles, pour finir dans deux cinemas 

avant de dispara^itre des ecrans parisiens le 7 juillet, apres dix semaines d'exploitation6. 

Boucle depuis le mois de juillet precedent (le tournage eut lieu du 23 mai au 12 juillet), l'une 

des 36 coproductions franc o-italiennes de I'annee 1953 aura donc attendu, apres ses 

"premieres mondiales bretonnes-7 et une presentation au Festival de Sao Paulo en f6vrier 

1954, pres de dix mois une exclusivite parisienne au rabais. Nul doute que cette distribution 

tronquee, veritable sabotage commercial8, nuit aux chances de succes du film. Fut elle 

mentionnee par la presse de 1'epoque ? 

4 Heures Claires, n' 104, mars 1954. 
5 R6sumd du film, 6 janvier 1953, in Fonds Cr6dit National, CN 617, BIFI. 
6 Le Figaro, les 5,12,19,26 mai, 2,9,16,23,30 juin et 7 juillet 1954. 
7A Brest le 9 d6cembre et Landemeau, au "Family-Cin6ma", le lerjanvier 1954, in Archives Jean Gr6millon, 

JG 22 (008), Bibliotheque de I'Arsenal. 
8 Le dossier du Crddit National CN 617 mentionne que la distribution du film est auý mains des Films 

Richebd. Dans son autobiographie (Au dehi de 1'9cran, 70 ans de cingma. Monte Carlo : Editions Pastorelli, 

1977, pp. 167-174), Roger Richebd fait dtat de ses d6m8l6s avec Louis Daquin et Christian-Jaque a la 

Liberation. Son anticommunisme "franqais" s'y rdv6le tr6s clairement. Connaissant I'activit6 de Jean 

Grdmillon durant cette pdriode, aurait-on IA l'une des explications de cette distribution assasstne ? Au vu de 

cette rancune tenace, c'est une piste... 
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Rares sont les critiques qui evoquent les difficultes de distribution auxquelles le film dolt 

faire face ou celles que son realisateur affronte depuis quelques ann6es. Ceux qui se charzc, )ent 
de rappeler ces entraves a la carnere du realisateur se rangent plutot a gauche et comptent 

souvent parmi les defenseurs du cinema franqais au sein des multiples comit6s qui fleurissent 

depuis 1946. Andre Bazin, regrettant que le talent de Jean Gremillon 'Wait que trop peu 

l'occasion de se manifester", designe expressement dans Telerama, le boycott de 

Pexploitation cinematographique qui condamne le film "a ne meme pas counr sa chance pres 

d'un public dont les propri6taires de tiroirs-caisses ont decrete a priori << qu'il n'aimerait pas 

cela >>"10. Meme point de vue avance de maniere plus explicite par Rodolphe-Maurice Arlaud 

dans Combat, pour qui Gremillon est "la plus grande injustice de notre temps"I I- II reproche 

aux salles qui refusent de programmer 1Amour d'une femme, leur manque de discernement 

tout comme leur incapacite a reconna^itre 'Tintelligence seche et pure" de son crdateur, lui 

pref6rant aussi bien les "Ded Rysel, les ceuvres completes de M. Rode, ou le pin-up boy 

Mariano". En ne reconnaissant pas le caractere proforldement populaire du cinema de 

Gremillon, en confondant celui-ci avec "une recherche de laboratoire qui. n'interesse que 

quelques esthetes abscons", ces distributeurs obtus jettent "Gremillon a la rue, comme les 

clients de I'abbe Pierre", recueilli par le seul "Cinema d'Essai, qui avait devance Fabb6 Pierre 

dans la creation d'un Centre pour films clochards". Jean Rochereau, critique a la Croix, 

suggere, sans s'y attarder, qu'une censure politique pourrait avoir entrave la carriere de Jean 

Gremillon12. Comme F'on pouvait s'y attendre, I'aile communiste de la critique n'hesite pas, 

guerre froide oblige, a nommer 1'ennemi. Apres avoir rappele la carriere du realisateur, 

Georges Sadoul s'en prend a Leon Blum qui "en immolant [le cinema franqais] aux interets 

americains" et "en sacrifiant ainsi une part de Findependance nationale" devient en quelque 
13 

sorte responsable du silence force dont fut victime le metteur en scene de Lumiere d'ete . 

Plus surprenant, Sadoul omet de mentionner les difficultes de distribution de I'Amour d'une 

9 Le Parisien libgri, 30 avril 1954. 
10 Tilgrama, 9 juin 1954. 
11 Combat, 4 mai 1954. 
12 La Croix, 14 mai 1954. 
13 Les Lettres franqaises, 6 mai 1954. 
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femme. Son camarade Armand Monj IIiie 'o ne les oublie pas mais les impute a 'Thostilit' de 

certains MIlieux de distribution cinematographiques". Selon le critique, qui compare le film a 

quelques films sovietiques r6cents (le Medecin du village, le Destin de Marina), cette 
hostilite provient de ce que l'Amour d'une femme montre "ce qui s'oppose, dans notre 

regime, aee ý I'mancipation reelle de la femme et la conqu^te de son bonheur", soulignant ainsi 

&41'opposition entre notre societe et la societe sovietique" 14. Cest la un exemple frappant, et 

emblematique, des exces de la critique communiste franqaise pendant sa penode stalinienne. 

Pourtant, dans son outrance, le journaliste de I'Humanite reussit a definir, tres exactement 

comme nous allons le voir, la dominante de la reception critique du film, ou', selon ses 

propres mots, 'T on affecte de considerer comme vieillot et depasse le probleme de I, egalite 

de la femme, ou l'on reproche au film certains exces de realisme pour ne reconna^itre que sa 

poesie. " 

Peu nombreux sont les critiques qui soutiennent franchement et passionnement le film. 

Georges Sadoul, qui ajoute aux ref6rences sovietiques, celle Berenice de Racine, fidele en 

cela au discours communiste sur la perennite de l'art national, juge que ce sont Ia noblesse et 

la simplicite" qui dominent ce "tres beau film, plein de sensibilite et de passion" ou' se pose la 

question "d'une veritable egalite clans la vie et clans les droits entre I'homme et la femme". 

Bernard Chardere exprime toute son admiration lors d'un entretien avec Jean Grenifflon 

precedant la sortie parisienne du film, mais publie posterieurement a celle-ci, dans le n' 10 de 

Positif : "Pour mon compte, 1'Amour d'une femme m'appara^it comme une ceuvre 

parfaitement reussie, jamais ennuyeuse"15. Dans France- Observateur, Jacques Doniol- 

Valcroze avoue sa partialite puisqu'il confesse une amitie "fidele et precieuse" au 

realisateur16. Soulignant que "le probleme de la femme et de son metier n'a. guere ete aborde 

A 1'ecran", il trouve le film "beau et rude, authentique et probe", concluant "qu'on ne peut 

rien faire de bon qui ne soit d'abord temoignage profond, sourdement passionne, constat 

14 L'Humanitg, 10 mal 1954. 
15 Positif, n' 10, pp. 57-59. 
16 France- Observateur, 29 avril 1954. En octobre 1953, A la suite d'une projection apparernment privde, le 

critique avait deJA fait part de ces m8mes impressions a son ami metteur en sc6ne, in Archives Gr6mlllon, JG 
22 (014), Biblioth6que de I'Arsenal. 
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d'un temps et d'un etat d'ame, delivrance d'une obsession". Apres avoir fait le 

rapprochement entre les deux premiers roles ferninins du Ciel est el vous et de 1'Amour 

d'une femme, Simone Dubreuilh, de Liberation, Pune des rares fernmes critiques a 
1'epoque, se montre elle aussi enthousiaste pour "ce grand film franqais si riche de qualit6s 

qu'on oublie les quelques faiblesses de son developpernent", dans lequel Mane Prieur est 
44une femme tres bien. Une de ces innombrables fernmes [ ... I dont la vie privee a moins 
Timportance que le metier" 17. Le tres enthousiaste Saint Blanquat, officiant a Wforme, "le 

grand hebdomadaire protestant Tinformation generale", considere que le film est "hors 

concours, loin de tout" mais 4'secret et peut-etre difficile"18. Andre Bazin defend le film 

malgre quelques faiblesses de details. S'iI Watteint pas son public, ce que laisse entrevoir le 

fondateur des Cahiers A cinema, c'est que "le public n'aime guere qu'on melange 

Pintelligence et le goU^t de la simplicite aux bons sentiments"19.11 defend egalement 

I'aventure morale depeinte dans le film ; le choix de I'herofne 'West peut-etre pas plus 

sophistique que celui des heros de Comeille, mais il West pas plus ridicule ni moins vrai que 

l'existence de ce paysage et la vie quotidienne de ces pecheurs et de ces ouviiers". 

Ainsi les critiques reellement favorables au film se comptent-elles sur les doigts de la 

main. Mises a part celles-ci, la presse dans sa, grande majorite reserve un accueil mitige a 

I'Amour d'une femme. Dorninent, nuances d'un journal a Fautre, les "en depit de" et les 

44 malgre". Jean-Jose Richer dans les Cahiers du cinema parvient a la fois a apprecier chez 

Gremillon "une sensibilite A cwur assez rare pour qu'on la distingue nettement de cette 

sensibilite intellectuelle qui est monnaie courante chez les professionnels de I'art et de 

1'esprit", et a s'en moquer legerement : "La conception de Famour dans ce film est un 

exemple [de candeur innee] frappant : en filigrane transparalt une naYvete, une inexperience a 

I'egard de ce sentiment a la fois confondante et touchante qui arnene I'auteur a rater. assez 

regulierement les scenes qui l'inspirent". Si Gremillon ne reussit pas selon lui a fusionner la 

passion et le proble'me professionnel pour atteindre au "tragique pur", il deceme neanmoins 

17 Libgration, 4 mai 1954. 
18 Rgforme, 8 mai 1954. 
19 T91grama, 9 juin 1954. 
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au cineaste Gremillon le titre d'auteur: "Peu d'hommes de cindma ntroduisent ce I 'ger recul, e 

cette distance entre les personnages, entre les choses, entre 1'ecran et le spectateur, qui 
A menagent entre chacun de ces elements une espe'ce de respiration intime"20. Franqois Truffaut 

dans Arts juge severement le film : "En d6pit de tout cela - on retrouve dans le film "le 

pessimisme et la noirceur un peu faciles de bien des films franqais actuels" et son style est 
"tres avant-guerre". Ses reproches sont adress Ae es au metteur en sc'ne : "I'Amour d'une 

femme est une entreprise probe et honnete, aucunement inf6rieure aux meilleurs films de son 

auteur"21. Par-dela les avis sur le film, les quatre points de vue des collaborateurs des 

Cahiers du cinema cites jusqu'ici (Bazin, Doniol-Valcroze, Richer, Truffaut) sont 

symptornatiques des diffdrents courants qui traversaient la redaction de la revue. Truffaut 

poursuit sa denonciation de la << qualite franqaise >>, Richer defend vaille que vaille la notion 

d'auteur, Doniol-Valcroze et Bazin, demontrent un attachement a la notion de sujet. 

Le doublage de Massimo Girotti fait Funanimite contre lui22. S'iI gate le plaisir du critique 

du Canard enchathe : "Quand s'apercevra-t-on que cette solution bakarde ne fait que gacher 

des films qui avaient tout pour e'tre excellents ? 1123, il n'empeche ni Simone Dubreuilh, ni 

Jacques Doniol-Valcroze, qui le trouvent tout a fait inadequat, d'apprecier le film. Ce dernier 

se demande d'ailleurs s'il n'aurait pas ete possible que Facteur dise son texte en franqais. 

Jean Gremillon repond a toutes ces critiques dans Fentretien deja cite: "Massimo Girotti 

savait suffisamment le franqais pour ne pas etre double s'il avait pu venir se perfectionner 

quelques semaines : or, 11 est descendu du train une heure et demie avant le debut du 

tournage-24. Comment en vouloir 'a un metteur en scene qui a vu son travail brime depuis 

pres de sept ans d'accepter les contraintes de la coproduction ? Ce ne fut certainement pas de 

gaiete de cceur que nombre de cineastes franqais prestigieux durent se plier a ce systý=25. 

20 les Cahiers A cingma, n' 35, mai 1954. 
21 Arts, 28 avril 1954. 
22 Y compris Micheline Presle, in 1'Arriýre-tnimoire. Paris : Flammarion, 1994, p. 138. 
23 Le Canard enchafni, 5 mai 1954. 
24 positif OP. Cit. 
25 Pour preuve, la cr6ation du << Comitd R )ý peu de temps avant le Festival de Cannes 1954. Voir Ado 

Kyrou, 'Images d'un festival: Cannes 1954', Positif, n' 10, pp. 75-81 et Mumaniti, 8 avril 1954. 
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La sequence medicale, durant Iaquelle Marie Prieur soigne une hernie dont est victime un 

gardien de phare, souleve quant a elle, quelques haut-le-cceur pour le moins 

disproportionnes. Jean Rochereau la trouve "indigne" du metteur en scene. C'est un 

"tripotage de visceres" qui choque Jean de Baroncelli autant que Jean Dutourd, critique a 

Carrefour, hebdomadaire qui se veut celui de "Fintelligence franqaise pour atteindre une 

client6le au pouvoir d'achat eleve"26, qui ne comprend pas que Gremillon puisse "se 

complaire a filmer de telles horreurs"27. Le critique du Figaro, Louis Chauvet, voudrait, lui, 

qu'on lui de'montre. "une fois pour toutes les rapports qui peuvent bien exister entre I'art 

d'exprimer des sentiments et I'art de charcuter les corps"28. Chez certains critiques, cette 

accumulation de notes negatives trahit un accueil sans conviction, pour d'autres, elle 

confiri-ne un desaveu plus franc, a defaut d'etre toujours bien argumente. 

Cependant une constante se degage au sein de la critique : on admire le talent de cineaste 

de Gremillon mais l'on conteste ses dons de scenariste. Pour Jean Rochereau, le film 

apporte, "a peu pres a parts egales, deception et contentement", alors que Jean Nery pour 

Franc-Tireur considere quant a lui que Jean Gremillon "a reussi un film dont son renom sort 

grandi, malgre des embu^ches dues a la coproduction, au doublage et aux faiblesses de 

scenario"29. Cest le plus souvent le poete du cinema que l'on loue. Ainsi Jean de Baroncelli, 

critique au Monde, pour qui "ce film a moitie manque a un << charme >> qu'e bien des ouvrages 

plus reussis n'ont pas. C'est peut-etre que I'aile de la Poesie I'a effleure30. La poesie de 

paysages bretons 11'emportant sur les peripeties d'un scenario qui ne le satisfait point, Claude 

Mauriac, du Figaro liWraire, considere cependant que Gremillon "apporte une nouvelle 

preuve d'un talent qui ne ressemble a aucun autre"31. 

C'est majoritairement au seln de la presse de droite que les critiques se montrent les plus 

implacables. Sans doute Vengagement politique de Gremillon peut-11 expliquer en partie la 

26 Annuaire de la presse 1954, p. 328. 
27 Carrefour, 12 mai 1954. 
28 Le Figaro, 5 mai 1954. 
29 Franc-Tireur, 1 juin 1954. 
30 Le Monde, 6 mai 1954. 
31 Le Figaro littýraire, 1 mai 1954. 
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virulence de Chauvet ou de Dutourd. Le premier n'y voit 44qu'un rdcit larmoyant, parfois 
lugubre, coupe d'insuffisantes eclaircies", tandis que le second s'en prend a "I'esth6tisme, le 

fleau de I'art, ou plutot depravation de la foriction creatrice" dans 1equel serait tombd 
Gremillon, qui dedaigne "Ies Wes originales ou fortes, les caracteres vrais, la psychologie, 
les personnages nouveaux". Et s'il reconna^it a GrerTfflIon "son grand respect du cinema, son 

profond amour de la beaute plastique, son lyrisme sincere", cela ne Pempeche pas de 

terminer sur une note dont la misogynie eclate plus fortement encore au vu du sujet de 

I'Amour d'une femme : "Qu'on me pardonne, ce film de M. Grdmillon, avec son histoire 

stupide et ses images superbes, me fait penser a une fille tres jolie mais completement ldiote. 

Ce West pas ces sortes de filles que Von epouse". Ancien admirateur du metteur en scene, - 
"Gremillon est un artiste [et] les artistes dignes de ce nom ont le goU^t de la verite-32 -, 
Franqois Vinneuil se demande dix annees plus tard clans Dimanche-matin, 'Til n'y a pas 

chez [le cineaste] une incapacite fonciere au, recit filme", tout en reconnaissant que la Bretagne 

et la mer derneurent des sujets ou' la camera de Gremillon fait merveille33. Claude Brule dans 

Paris-Presse declare lui avoir "attendu en vain, tout au long de c6 nouveau film de 

Gremillon, la moindre preuve de talent"34. G. Martain dans Rivarol, publication d'extreme- 

droite, donne du film une lecture ideologique, deliberement anti-ldqueM - "M6decin et 

instituteur, main dans la main, vont donc conduire les habitants de Flile vers des lendemains 

I, qui chantent" - et va meme jusqu a rejeter ce sur quoi la critique dans son ensemble 

sI accorde : la beaute et la poesie de la Bretagne telles que Gremillon les revele dans son film: 

"Jamais He Wavait ete aussi malmenee", et ce dans un compte rendu ou' la mauvaise foi 

1'emporte sur le minimum d'objectivite requise : "Gremillon est insensible a I'ame des objets, 

et des hommes... il ne saisit pas les rapports qui existent entre eux... il n'a aucune tendresse 

pour les fruits de la terre, qu'ils solent sains ou gates"36. 

32 Ä propos du Ciel est ä vous, Je suis partout, 11 f6vrier 1954. 
33 Dimanche matin, 16 mai 1954. 
34 Paris-Presse, 5 mai 1954. 
35 Alors que La Centrale Catholique du cindma ne voit dans le film rien de tres rdprihensible. Centrale 

Catholique, les Fiches du Cingma, n' 1766-1-54. 
36 Rivarol, 6 mai 1954. 
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Cette derniere diatribe et la critique << anti-esthetique )) de Jean Dutourd exceptees, iI est 

clair que la mise en relief des qualites visuelles de 1'Amour d'une femme, de sa poesle, de 

son inspiration par laquelle on surtout hommage a un Gremillon du passe, cache la d6ception 

ressentie devant le scenario. Cest sur lui qui portent tous les reproches. Un jeune 
hebdornadaire, 1'Express, se montre particulierement cinglant envers la maniere dont 

Phistoire est abordee. Ne voyant dans le film qu'un "ragoU^t de poncifs", son cntique regrette 

que le probleme de la place des femmes dans la societe, pourtant "tres aigu", y soit tralte "si 

sommairement et surtout si platement"37. ' Eternel debat du fond et de la forme. Celui-la 

satisfait des critiques situes a gauche (Doniol-Valcroze, Simone Dubreuilh, Georges Sadoul, 

Andrd Bazin), qui Wont pas manque de mettre en ava nt I'aspect social et f6ministe du sujet, 

en soulignant la rarete du theme au sein du cinema franqaiS38. Celle-ci provoque les foudres 

des jeunes modernistes qui veulent "faire decoller la France"39, ou de jeunes critiques 

appelant au renouveau. Melodrame pour les uns, tragedie f6ministe pour les autres, 

64melodrame f6ministe" pour Truffaut, 1Amour d'une femme merite que l'on s'arrete sur sa 

A reception au sein de la presse f6minine. 

Rodolphe -Maurice Arlaud reproche a Jean Gremillon de s'etre "abaisse au niveau des 

lectrices de Confidences ou quelque autre Cwur a ccour ou. Nous deux". 11 aurait ete bien 

inspire de feuilleter cette << presse du cceur >> car il y aurait vu que le message social et 

f6ministe de Gremillon se situe 'a l'oppose de l'ideologie vehiculee par ces revues et celle de 

leur lectorat. Dans le numero de Confidences precedant la sortie parisienne de 1Amour d'une 

femme, on peut lire sous la rubrique "Probleme humain" une lettre (authentique ?) dans 

laquelle un certain Charles L. demande aux lecteurs et lectrices du magazine leur opinion sur 

la question suivante : Renee, son epouse, "au derneurant charmante et aimante", desire 

37 L'Express, 8 mai 1954. 
38 Nous n'avons pas la place ici d'6voquer pr6cisdment le Point du jour de Louis Daquin, dont l'un des sous- 

r6cits est aussi d'un f6minisme tres avancd. 11 concerne un jeune couple de mineurs dont la jeune femme, 

Marie, affirme sa volont6 de continuer A travailler une fois mari6e A Georges : "Je ne me marie pas pour 

m'enfermer A la maison". Bien sCr, le jeune homme se montre d'abord tr6s r6ticent - "Et si on a des gosses 
?"A la diff6rence de I'Amour d'une femme, le fianc6 finit par comprendre et accepter les arguments de sa 
future dpouse, en tirant m6me, r6alisme socialiste oblige, une certaine fiert6. Voir le Point dujour, 1'Avant- 

scýne-cinima, n' 205,1 avril 1978, pp. 20-22,32,49 et le scdnario de 1'Amour d'une femme, fonds Crddit 

National, CN 1352, pp. 671-672. 
39 Francolse Giroud, Sije mens, Paris : tditions Stock, 1972, p. 138. 
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travailler, ce que lui 66 ne saurait envisager Tun bon cell". 11 explique qu'll gaIgne 

suffisamment sa vie, que sa femme perdrait la notion de Pargent (sic), et, qu'enfin, 11 est 

choque et ne comprend pas pourquoi elle se plaint d'etre lasse des travaux m6nagers 

puisqu'apres tout, n est-ce pas deja bien Tavoir, comme Renee, un apres-n-tidi par semaine 

pour elle toute seule ? 1140 Neuf semaines plus tard, Confidences publie les reponses au man 

mecontent . La plupart Tentre elles donnent tort a Renee L. dont la place est "au foyer a 

s'occuper de ses deux enfants 11 
, et si le magazine offre Pun des deux abonnements gratuits a 

un lecteur qui encourage Renee dans son projet, celui-ci explique que "apres une joum6e 

passee a faire ce qui l'interesserait, [elle] serait heureuse de retrouver son interieur, ses 

enfants et surtout son mari, avec qui elle pourra discuter des choses vues et entendues"41 Oe 

souligne). 

11 est facile d'imaginer quelle fin ces lectrices et lecteurs auraient pref6ree si Jean 

Gremillon leur avait propose de choisir. De fait, la presse f6minine dans son ensemble ne 

slenthousiasme pas pour la decision de Marie Prieur. Le magazine Elle considere que 

I'histoire n'est guere "attachante" tout en mettant en doute le realisme meme de la d6cision de 

son herdfne : "Si vous croyez qu'une femme est capable de sacrifier son bonheur personnel et 

un mariage d'amour a une vocation desinteressee, allez voir 1Amour d'une femme"42. Ni 

Femmes d'aujourd'hui ni le Nouveau F9mina, qui comprend pourtant une rubrique 

cinema43, ne mentionnent le film. Enfin Marie-France invite ses lectrices a voir le film parce 

que "Jean Gremillon est un grand metteur en scene" et non pour les qualites emancipatrices 

de 1Amour d'unefemme, qui ne serait sans son auteur qu'un "melodrame ennuyeUX"44. 

A l'instar de 1'ensemble de la presse communiste, les revues et journaux controles par le 

PCF et destines, A un lectorat f6minin revendiquent leur diff6rence. Les trois titres concernes, 

Heures Claires, Femmes franqaises et Filles de France se veulent la seule alternative << 

40 Confidences, n' 338, ddp6t 16gal Biblioth6que Nationale, 24 avril 1954. 
41 Confidences, n' 349, d6p6t 16gal Biblioth6que Nationale, 12 juillet 1954. 
42 Elle, n" 441,24 mai 1954. 
43 Voir par exemple la double page de Roger Nimier contre "Ies cindastes ignares qui ont transformd les salles 
de cindma en salle de classe", le Nouveau F9mina, mai 1954. 
44 Marie-France, n' 493,24 mai 1954. 
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saine >> face a une presse f6minine, qui de Elle a Nous Deux, se volt qualifi6e de << 
bourgeoise >>45. Chacun d'entre eux consacre un article a 1'Amour d'une femme. Femmes 

franqaises, ouvertement politique46, aborde plus que les deux autres les problemes de 

societe. La grande campagne du moment defend et promeut chaque semaine I'accouchement 

sans douleUr47. Raconte en detail par Jeannette Coutant, L'Amour d'une femme est defendu 

sans exces : "Marie est la femme : la beaute, le charme, la douceur 
,p energle, l'intelligence. 

une femme qui est digne d'inspirer un grand amour [ ... ] L'Amour d'une femme est un film 

qui a de multiples et solides qualites. Un tres bon film. Nous vous conseillons d'aller le 

voir". Heures Claires, plus << grand public >> tout en conservant une ligne politique claire, 

consacre sa couverture a Micheline Presle, dont elle publie un entretien avec Marinette Javet, 

"Chez Micheline Presle, femme d'interieur", oU' celle-ci annonce la sortie de son demier film. 

Cest pourtant dans le role traditionnel de la femme au foyer que la journaliste nous presente 

la comedienne. Nous faisant visiter son nouvel appartement, elle souligne "qu'en bonne 

femme d'interieur, I'actrice a d'abord songe a installer sa cuisine, la chambre a coucher de sa 

petite fille et sa chambre a coucher", puis apres avoir rappele que Micheline Presle sait tricoter 

et faire la cuisine, elle s'emerveille que cette jeune femme "trouve le temps d etre femme 

d'int6rieur, mere de famille et grande actrice"48. Le magazine Filles de France, destine aux 

jeunes fernmes, indique sous la plume tres didactique de Lucette Thomazo ce qu'il faut 

penser de 1'Amour d'une femme, a savoir "que le metier de Marie ne devrait pas etre un 

obstacle 'a leur amour, mais, au contraire, leur metier respectif devrait les rapprocher et 

donner un attrait encore plus grand a leur amour"49. La presse f6minine d'obedience 

communiste reserve au film un accueil positif mais sans passion. 

45 Voir A ce sujet Rende Rousseau, Les Fenimes rouges. Paris: tditions Albin Michel, 1983, en particulier 

pp. 192-217. 
46 On y trouve r6guli6rement des articles pour la paix en Indochine ou contre la C. E. D. (Communautt 
Europ6enne de Ddfense). 
47 "La Femme, v6ritables cr6atrices de la vie" in Femmes franqaises, n' 492,8 mai 1954. L'accouchement 

sans douleur deviendra en avnl 195 7 le th6me du Cas du Dr Laurent de Jean-Paul Le Chanois . 
48 Heures Claires, n' 104, mars 1954. 
49 Filles de France, n* 276, juin 1954. 
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Cette reception met en relief les limites de la politique communiste, que ce solt envers les 

fernmes ou la culture. Si, comme le rappelle Gisele MoreaU50' le PCF considere les fernmes 

cornme des travailleuses exploitees et des citoyennes aý part entiere5l, il Wadmet pas, au 
milieu des annees cinquante, le combat f6ministe en tant que tel. 11 suffit de citer ce compte 
rendu d'une reunion d'une journee detudes sur le travail du parti parmi les femmes sous 
I egide du Comite f6deral de la Seine pour s'en convaincre : "La qualite de la discussion a ete 
tout particulierement soulignee par notre direction f6derale. Les fernmes communistes ne 

sont, en effet, pas venues poser les problemes qu'elles voulaient debattre d'un point de vue 
f6ministe, comme cela a pu se produire quelquefois. Elles ne sont pas venues se plaindre << 
des carnarades hon-imes qui ne comprennent pas >>. Elles sont venues en communistes dont la 

tache particuliere est de rassembler, d'unir toutes les fernmes dans la lutte pour sauver la 

paix, afin d'assurer a leurs petits une vie meilleure"52. Les fernmes sont encore largement 

instrumental i sees dans les luttes du parti. L'autonornie de leurs revendications West pas 

encore reconnue. Monique Paris, du Bureau f6deral de la Metallurgie CGT, se demande, par 

exemple, si toutes les organisations du syndicat pro-communiste defendent "comme il le 

faudrait, c'est-a-dire pied a pied, le droit au travail pour les fernmes la ou' il est mis en cause 

actuellement', 53. Construit sur le conflit de deux individus, sur la decision d'une femme, le 

film ne correspond pas aux discours communistes en vigueur, qui ne peuVent l9utiliser a leur 

propres fins. Comme le declarait le cineaste, le film "West pas une these, ni une plaidoirie : 

c9est simplement I lexpos6 d'un cas". L'absence d'une dimension demonstrative (le film ne 

prouve rien, ne denonce nen) empeche de transformer 1Amour d'une femme, ou' les deux 

heros sont medecin et ingdnieur, en un cheval de bataille id6ologique, comme nous, le rappelle 

la tentative peu concluante dArmand Monjo citee plus haut. Aussi le journal Femmes 

50 Gis6le Moreau, Libres et igales. Paris : Mess idortdi tions sociales, 1982. 
II En 1954, le taux de salarisation de la population active f6minine est de 59 %, 4 700 000 fernmes 
travaillent et les deux tiers des fernmes de vingt ans ont un emploi (la m6me proportion qu'en 1968). 11 Wen 
est pas de m8me pour les fernmes mandes et surtout pour celles qui ont des enfants, in Gis6le Moreau, op. cit. 
52 Compte rendu decette r6union du 28 f6vrier 1954 rassemblant 1238 ddlegu6s parmi lesquelles 1102 
fernmes, signe Lucienne Mazelin, in France Nouvelle, n' 437,30 avril 1954. L'hebdomadaire du Comltd 
Central consacre pratiquement chaque sernaine une page aux fernmes "dans les luttes" et dans leur activitd au 
sein du parti. 
53 Le Peuple, n' 457,15 mai 1954. Par ailleurs, la Revue des travailleuses CGT ne fait pas non plus 
mention du film alors qu'elle annonce la sortie du Bli en herbe, d'Avant le diluge et de Monsieur Ripois. 
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franqaises pref6re-t-il consacrer plusieurs pages au Destin de Marina, film sovidtique de 
Gregoire AlexandroV54, qui lui permettent de vanter les merites du regime sovietique55. Une 

intervention de Jeannette Vermeersch au Comite Central du PCF en mai 1955, un an apres la 

sortie du film, se revele a cet egard fort interessante. Dans son discours, la dingeante 

communiste reclame une utilisation plus accrue du cinema 'a des fins de propagande et plus 

specialement de films franqais. Alors qu'elle cite en exemple I'Amour d'unefemme dont elle 
A 

ecorche le titre tout en enro^lant Gremillon au sein du parti, Maurice Thorez intervient pour 

critiquer le manque de ferveur des communistes, "qui Wont pas soutenu le filMI1561? Ces 

propos trahissent a la fois Faveu de Pe e 'chec populaire d'un art id'ologique tel que le 

defendaient les communistes depuis le tournant jdanovien de la guerre froide57 et le souhait 

de sortir d'un isolement que le PCF s'est en partie lui-meme impose. En effet, Jeannette 

Vermeersch n'exige pas des films oU' doit regner Fesprit de parti, mais souhaite simplement 

des films "qui fassent chaud au cceur" et qui permettent "de parler un peu [aux gens]". En 

1954, Fengagement de son realisateur - Gremillon peut etre considere comme un 

compagnon de route - et le theme social, exaltant la noblesse d'un travail pris 'a cceur, 

demeuraient des gages insuffisants pour que IAmour d'une femme obtienne un soutien fort 

54 Ce film, clans lequel une kolkhozienne, abandonn6e par son mari, s'accomplit clans le travail et dans ses 
recherches pour augmenter le rendement A I'hectare de la culture des betteraves et leur teneur en sucre, ne fut 
pourtant montrd qu'au Festival de Cannes et A une soiree organisde par France-U. R. S. S. le 21 avril 1954. 
55 "La Destinge de Marina est beaucoup un film de fernmes, mais qui ne s'adresse pas 1 elles seules. Car, 
montrer sur un ton familier comment le sexe << faible >> 6gale et souvent surpasse le sexe << fort )>, c'est d6crire 
un phdnom6ne bien plus gdndral : la mdtamorphose que connaissent, de nos jours, la campagne et toute la 
soci6t6 en U. R. S. S. ", Georges Sadoul, Femmes franqaises, 19 avnl 1954. 
56,, [ ... I Le cindma, est-ce que nous pouvons l'utiliser davantage ? Moi, je crois que nous pouvons l'utiliser 
davantage. Nous avons des machines, des... des appareils, nous avons des films [Maurice Thorez, derri6re : 'de 
beaux films'], [ ... I nous avons m8me quelques films franqais. Il faut d'ailleurs regretter en passant que les 
cin6astes franqais, sous pr6texte de d6fendre notre cindma, soient aujourd'hui tombds dans la copie servile des 
films policiers americains. Parce qu'ils avaient dorind quelques bons films qui peuvent 8tre employ6s. Ils 
avaient donn6 des films... bon, par exemple, comme Un Amour de femme, je crois, c'est Maurice qui m'en 
parlait r6cernment, oýi il y avait un conflit sentimental entre un homme et une femme et oa la femme lutte 
pour son m6tier, un beau m6tier, celui de m6decin, de soigner, elle soigne les marins en mer, etc., enfin c'est 
un film humain, positif, [Maurice Thorez intervient derri6re : 'C'est un film ?? ], et c'est un communiste qui 
I'a fait, [M. Thorez : que la bourgeoisie a fait tomber, qui a 6t6 un insucces et nos camarades eux m8mes ne 
l'ont pas soutenu. S' ils I'avaient projetd dans les r6unions de fernmes ... I[... ] Nous avons comme qa pas mal 
de films qui peuvent nous permettre de rassembler les gens, de leur donner un bon film, un bon film qui fait 
chaud au cceur et en m8me temps leur parle un peu ( ... ] On utilise pas suffisarnment l'image". Intervention de 
Jeannette Vermeersch au Comit6 Central du PCF des II et 12 mai 1955 a Aubervilliers", Parti Communiste 
Franqais, [cote IAV/4645], Archives D6partementales de la Seine-Saint-Denis. 
57 Voir Laurent Casanova, ResponsabilW de Vintellectuel communiste Paris: Editions de la Nouvelle 
Critique, 1949. 
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de Porganisation communiste. Le caractere intimiste du film, son isolement marin, sa fin 

melancolique, ne pouvaient satisfaire les exigences du realisme socialiste auquel le PCF 

souscrivait alors. 

Rejet d'une bonne partie de la presse de droite, eloges discrets et parfois ambigus dans 

lesquels les bonnes notes vont plutot au r6alisateur en tant que figure prestigieuse du cinema 

franqais qu'au film lui-meme, soutien sincere mais sans passion, et surtout sans 

consequence, de la presse de gauche et de la presse communiste, accueil discret et sans 

enthousiasme de la presse fdminine, c'est une reception mi-figue mi-raisin qu'offre la presse 
dans son ensemble58. Comme nous allons le voir maintenant, le film dut son salut - m8me 

tres relatif - aux cine-clubs. 

Les chiffres d'exploitation restent difficiles a evaluer. IAmour d'une femme n'ayant pas 

ete repertorie dans le Film Franqais du fait de son passage au Studio de I'Etoile, il faut s'en 

remettre aux informations glandes clans les dossiers du Credit National. Ainsi une lettre datee 

de janvier 1955, adressee 'a Monsieur le President du Comite d'Attribution des Avances, fait 

etat d'une recette qui s'ele've entre les mois de mars et decembre a 38.877.318 francs et 

suggere que sur deux ans, celle-ci pourrait atteindre le chiffre de 100.000.000 de francS59. 

Ces estimations, mises en parallele avec la recette de la premiere semaine d'exploitation du 

film Ali-Baba et les quarante voleurs de Jacques Becker (avec Femandel) - semaine du 

22/24 au 28/30 decembre 1954 : entrees : 106.608, recettes : 34.963.51()60 -, foumissent 

1, ý 

une bonne indication de I'ampleur de I echec public et commercial du film. 

L'Amour d'une femme sernble d'ailleurs disparailtre rapidernent de la mernoire non 

seulement du public, mais aussi des critiques, y compris ceux qui I'avaient soutenu a sa 

sortie. Lors d'une table ronde organisee par la revue Cinema 55 pour faire le bilan de I'annee 

1954, reunissant Jean de Baroncelli, Georges Charensol, Jacques Doniol-Valcroze, Jean 

IA Nery et Georges Sadoul, aucun des critiques ne mentionne Jean Gremillon ou I echec de son 

58 11 faudrait, pour 8tre complet, dvoquer la presse m6dicale, qui ignore le film. En effet, on aurait pu 
s'attendre a ce que le mensuel l'budiant nzýdecin fasse le compte-rendu du film pulsqu'll en avalt publi6 un 

pour la sortie du Gugrisseur d'Yves Ciampi le mois pr6c6dent, n'76, avril 1954. 
59 Fonds Cr6dit National, CN 1030, BIFI. 
60 Le Film franqais, n' 550,7 janvier 1955 
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dernier long metrage. Baroncelli souligne qu'Astruc, Bresson, Faurez, Plerre Pr6vert, Tat', 

Nicole Vedres n'ont pas r6alis6 de films durant Fann6e ecoul6e mais il omet de citer 

Gremillon, qui lui non plus n'a rien toume. Uoubli du metteur en scene normand apparait 

d'autant plus flagrant que la discussion souleve, pour les mettre en accusation, la question 

des coproductions, des superproductions ainsi que de la censure61. 

1955 sera n6anmoins I'ann6e Gr6millon, malgre les deboires de I'Amour d'une femme, 

grace a une toumde de quarante conf6rences de Gre'millon sur le rdalisateur Robert Flaherty 

clans les cine-clubs de Fhexagone62. Plusieurs bulletins cinephiles regionaux evoclueront la 

.I. I 
camere du cineaste a I'occasion de son passage dans leur ville, tel le Cine'-Club Brestois, qui, 

rappelant avoir ete le premier a presenter et soutenir le film, ne comprend pas son echec qu'il 

met finalement sur le compte "d'un public abreuve de << navets >>. Comme Fesclave de la 

drogue, il finit par reclamer ce qui Vernpoisonne : les uns se pament devant les acrobaties 

gratuites d'un esthete de la camera, les autres viennent absorber regulierement leur dose de 

A 

reverie de bazar du samedi soir"63. En 1957, le film entamera sa carriere au programme des 

cine-clubs franqais. Il est a I'affiche aussi bien a Toulouse et Marseille qu'a Tours et 

64 Boulogne-sur-Mer , OU son theme central continue d'alimenter les debats. 11 n'appara^it 

cependant ni dans les listes de Vincent Pinel en 196465, ni dans celles de Jacques Chevalier 

en 198066.11 faudra attendre trente ans - le 6 f6vrier 1987 - pour que la television daigne 

le presenter... au Cine-Club d'Antenne 267. 

LIA echec de l'Amour d'une femme porta, dit-on, le dernier coup a la carriere de Jean 

Gremillon. Cependant si l'on considere que la deception fut proportionnelle aux espoirs 

engendr6s par le film, celle-cl n'atteignit peut-etre pas son auteur autant que l'on se l'imagine, 

61 Cinima 55, n' 3, janvier 1955. 
62 Cingma 56, n' 9, fdvrier 1956. Le texte de ces confdrences paraitra dans le n' 10 de Cin6ma 56, mar. s-avnl 
1956. 
63 Cing-Club, Bulletin du Cin6-Club Brestois, n' 2,10 f6vrier 1955, in Archives Grdmillon, JG 51 (035), 

Bibliotheque de I'Arsenai. 
64 Voir Archives Gr6millon, JG 22 (011), Biblioth6que de I'Arsenal. 
65 Vincent Pinel, Introduction au ciný-club. Paris : Editions ouvrieres, 1964. 
66 Jacques Chevalier, Cing-club et action Mucative, collection dossiers et documentation, n" 6, Paris 

C. N. D. P., 1980. 
67 Jacques Sicher, Le Cinenza franqals - 1. de La Bata, lle du rail ti La Chinoise, 1945-1968. Paris 

Ramsay Cin6ma, 1990, p. 5 1. 
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ou, plus exactement, Vinsucces du film se contenta de confirmer, en les aggravant, les D 

desillusions que Jean Gremillon portalt en lui depuis plusieurs annees. Le metteur en scýne se 

montrait particulierement lucide a la fois sur le monde du cinema et sur ses propres ceuvres. 

Tres conscient et tres insatisfait de Forganisation bassement mercantile de la production, 11 

jugeatt tout aussi severement les m6thodes de distribution : "Que dire enfin d'un mode de 

diffusion de cet art qui ruine tout ce qui en lui residait de possibilites riches et diverses de 

culture"', s'indignait-il en decembre 1947, lors d'une conference au Lycee Montaigne, 

intitulee "La liberte d'expression au cinema et les contraintes economiques"68. D'autre part, 

Pentretien avec: Bernard Chardere nous devoile un Gremillon deja resigne quant aux chances 

de succes de son film. 11 avoue en effet que son film "West pas tres << attractif >>", ajoutant que 

"peut-etre du fait de son depouillement pousse a 1'extreme, 11 West pas tres commercial". Le 

cineaste parvient tant bien que mal a conclure sur une fragile note d'optirnisme : "Pourtant, il 

me semble qu'il devrait retenir l'attention". Heureux d'avoir pu faire aboutir un projet qui lui 

tenait a cceur69, Gremillon realisa son dernier long metrage en artiste conscient que, comme il 

le declarait lui-meme, "la liberte des auteurs de films n'existe pas, mais seulement leur 

responsabilite"70 

68 Archives Gr6millon, JG 51 (018), Biblioth6que de I'Arsenal. 
69 GrdmIllon mentionne a plusleurs reprises 1'6criture d'un roman qui lui permettrait d6toffer la psychologie 
des personnages du film. Ce projet littdraire ne vit jamais le jour. 
70 linage et son, n' 79, f6vrier 1955. 
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Appendice 7 

Mise au Point 

LE CERCLE CHARLES-CHEZEAU 
(Suits) 

jon honniteti scrupuleuie eiaierit doubliev dune 
jaine curiotati, dune intelligence cOntinuellemens 
i I*af/üt, d*un dijir conigant de comprendre, de ja 
perlectionner ei de cootfronter jej &dies avee cellei 
dei aulrei. 

Jfaij l*ensemble de cej quali'Lis ne j*exer4; aient 
p(u cfune /a4; on anarchique : ellei 3*appuyaient tur 
une connaimance opprolondie de la mithode dana. 
Iyie marxiiie que Charlei avoit ju acquirir. 

Z 

Vidial qui ani-ait noire camarade. l'idial com. 
muniste. I'amenail i considirer ton metier, le cinima, 
cruee un jirieux, une hauteur de vue et uit jens 
des responjabilif6 quo jusjilie pleinemens l'impor. 
tance do cet art dons la vie naiionale. 11 jug' com. 
mandait de lutter pour quo noire pays puisse con. 
server libremens la maitrise de ce merveilleux moyen 
d'expression. 

Charles Chizeau n'a jamaii oublii qua le combat 
pour le cinima tranývij ne'peut itre victorieuiemeni 
meni que grdce ii runiti active de tous ceux qui 
/ont lei filmi /ran; ais el au concours agiijaw, jur- 
tout dons Lei p4iriodes critiques. de fous lei specia- 
teurs qui ne veulent pas voir dijparaisre un cinima 
national et indipendant, capable do donner des 
cruvres enrichisianies. timoignages do la culture 
Iram7ai-Se. 

Vidial de Charles Chizeau lui commandaij cratta. 
cher une grande importance i tout ce qui il, 6e 
1*homme ef de luffer contre tout cc qui to pervertit. 
Noire camarade dinonquit dons I* cinime comme 
dans lei autres domaines tout cc qui jimo la haine. 
la uiolence. le mipris et to dise3poir, et il dilendoil 
tout ce qug enrichil le corur et 1'espris des hommes. 

a 

Cest avec le diiir de reiter lideles i ion iouvenir 
qua certains crentre nous. amis de Charles Chizeau. 

animis du mime idial es adeptes comma lui de la 

mithade cranalyse iciensifique qu'e-st le marxisme. 
avow jugi utile do crier un cercle ois noui pour- 
rions itudier entre nout. es avec tous ceux de , as 
camarades de ta prolession qui le voudraient. foui 
les problimes qui peumns sollicifer 1"infirit ties 
ciniastes. en tang qu'hommes de metier ei plus ii-- 
plement en tons qu'liamines. 

Le Cercle organiiere des confirences, des dibali. 

gles projections. ois pourrons avoir lieu des dticus- 

sions prolitables ii fous. 
Le bulletin dons nous vous prisentons ici le pre- 

mier numiro se propose d*ifre It relies de ren. 

semble de ces aclivilis. Cette il reprendra 
notammens quelques conclusions d'un exposi-dibas 
qua nous arons organisi il ya quelques semaines sur 
to Afarchi commun du cinime. 

Nos dibuts inns modeites : maLi nous esperoni 
qrse. flans /a priviession. on ei4imera quo le besoin 

trune telle PUbliCatiOR . 18 14iSdil jentar. 

LE CERCLE Cll. %IILES-CIIEZEAU. 

Adrosser 1, correspondance ý 
MISE AU POINT, 140. Bd Saint Germain, Paris. 6' 

tA ISE 

AU 

P(: )INT 

BULLETIN DU CIRCLE CHARLES-CHEZEAU 
JUIN 1957 

, 
A. 

LE CERCLE CHARLES-CHEZEAU 
OTRE devoir. en publianj cc premier bulletin. 

ess do renicigner nos lecteurs jur cc qis*esg 
to Cercle Charles-Chizeau. 3ur lea buts qu*il se 

propose, sur I* noon quo nous avons choiji do lui 
donner. 

Paurquoi Charles Chizeau ? 
Iyotrw propos West pas ici de nous itendre sur les 

mirites do notre cher et resretti camarode. L4 pirs. 
part do ceux qui liront ces lignes l'ong connu et i1i 

ORS pu las appricier. 
Iyous voulotts simplemens priciser cc 9u*il repri. 

jente pour nous. 

Travailleur du Jilin. Charles Chizeau. apait ssa 

acquirir les vaites coomaiijances qui lui permireng 
de Joire jaca awee compitence et efficaciti aux lourdes 

charges que lui avaiens coniiiies 1ensembl* de jes 

ramerades otavriers. acieurs. techniciens. 
Les qualifis humaimej Jondameniales do Chart&* 

Chizeau. son divouement. soot cvurage, ja jealillesse. 

(Suite au verso) 

See chapter 3, pp. 126-127. 
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MALGRE DES DIFFICULTES 

LE CINEMA FRANýAIS EST BIEN 
REELLES 

VIVANT 
. L, C,,,,, e politique n'existe pas et Clauzot bluff* lorsqu*J dig qu*om ne lut a pas 

laissi laire un filin sur la guerre dlndochine- a 

a La liberti d'expresjion eit toicle pour un grand mettew en scine. - 
c Sit y avois une crija du cinima, cc jerais une crise dhomme et nost una crije 

de suiec. - P 
- f_ _;.. _. __ -. � -- I, _____. F ___ - - AIM - F--I- 

Cc sont Iii quelques-unes des perles que I'hebdomadaire Arts- 

Spectacles a outrageusement italies dams un numiro spicial sur 
le cininia franqais, p" en mai ii l'occa3ion du Festival de 

Cannes. Le critique quit les, cultive n'a pas craint d'intituler 

zoo article dt Le cinima 
Iranqais creve sous les fausses ligendes n. 

rel 

LA CENSURZ UNE FAUSSE LEGENDE? 

Cc triste paradoze est lanei, comme par hasard, i 112eure o, ý 

it importe i certains de tuer dans I'ccuf les protestations contre 
Jes nouvelles entrayes qu'apportersit it I& criation cinimatogra- 
phique le Nfarchi commun. Celui-ci tenterait de corseter I& pro- 

4luction de films dans des directives a europiennes D et a eurafri- 
cainess, dont il n'est pas difficile de citer pile-mile quel(lues-unes : 

Ne pas choquer M. Adenauer; no pas /crire de peine au gini- 

ral Speidel. iviter touts scine rappelang [a Gestapo et les martyrs 

, V4ir- ass Vatican: I'Algirie. c'rst la al * 
u u France et I'Europe c'est C uraIriqWi, v ve le monde libre es 

" commission -ac-carthYste des activilis anti4miricaines, ii bair 
lei a/freux espions rouges, i bas Is s(wialisme matirialije; rive 
/a religion iprist dordre moral, i bas let othies, rive Don 
ra? nillo, i bits Peppone; vive Marie-Antoinette. i bcLs la Rivo. 
1,, Iion trancaise, rive Sissi el rempereur FranCois-loseph d'Au. 
triche. i bas is Commune el les Communards; montrer de bons 
patrons el non des ouvriers en grive pour leurs salaires; cacher 

(( Bataille du rail nouvelle version)) 
Sur trois colonnes de sa premiire pace, le Monde, 

dati du 7 juin demier. nous exposait les kripities 
(nous citons textueLlement son Litre) d'une tc bataille 
du rail, nouvelle version a. 

L'inoubliable is BaWlIe du Rail n cle Reni CI& 
ment. i I& Cloire de la lUsistance fr-Ancaise, mon- 
trait la lutte de notre peuple Pour paralyser les 
liaisons ferrovialres cle I'ax? nic occuPante. 

Dans la a bataLUe du mil. nouvelle versionn. ce 
sont les partisans algiriens qui coupent La voie 
ferrie reliant Ain-Setra iL Colomb-1kchar. 

Et c'est I*armoie tran; aise qui est charrie de 
difencire I& ligne contre fez partisans. 

Singuller changement de situation. par rapport 
aux scknes du fLInL Quand done le couvernernent 
fmnqais fem-C-11 cesser cette guer-re si douloureuse ? 
Quand acceptem-t-il de nigocier en prenant en 
coluidiration les aspirations nationales du peuple 
alOrien ? 

Its scand4les de la finance it des guerres coloni", r9mler Its 
dacsylos ipoujaM Its millLardaires. Its mannequins ipaujang Ali 
Khan. Its gangsters, lei flics, Its misrailletzeý. Its pipis. les 
Yankees dibarrassant le Far-West d*s Peaux-Rouges; vivo Is 
bonne Compagnie du Canal de Suez. vive Its ginireuies compa- 
gnies de pitrole. vivo Rockfeller. rive Krupp. rive Its plaisir3 
virils, do la guerre es Its adjudantj au grand carur, rive Ies 
Marines et 14 Ligion itrangire; vive to ctnima-oubli. le cinims- 
opium. i bas Its films qui incitent it rillichir. etc. 

r4 

UNE IMPOSTURE 

Alors qu'on pourrait citer de nombreux exemples de censures. 
il est difficile, de tolirer l'imposture qui consiste i rejeter sur 
les ciniastes franqaij, sur leur absence de talent et leur incapaciti. 
le nombre insuffisant de. films traitapt les sujets fondamentaux 
de I'heure prisente - et en particulier le grand drame, souvent 
exaltant. passionnant, des hommes ipris de vie et de bonheur 
en lutte avee les circonstances hostiles d'un monde oij le capi- 
talistne pourrit, mihne lorsqu'il parait, qi et U, se renforcer. 

T. 

UN CINESIA DIGNE DE NOTRE CULTURE 

Cest i I'honneur de ciniastes de bien des pays du monde 
(y compris des Etats-Unis oij un Nf2c. Carthy est l'objet de funi- 

railles nationsles, y compris de I'Espagne de Franco) que de nous 
donner. mal. --ri 

les censures, des (euvres souvent vivifiantes et 
bclles. 

Et c*est I'lionneur des professionnels qui font le cinima franqaii 

que de continuer, malgri les 
--ervitudes 

d'un art domini par le 

commerce, Is rinance et les retos de I*ordre ita6li, ii exprimer 
dans quelques belles rialisations les idies et les sentiments qui, 
depuis des siicles, font la grandeur de In culture frantaite. 

-; p 

RAYONNEMENT DU CINE. NIA FRANýAIS 

Aussi ne nous est-il pas indiffirent que ce sait en France 

qu'aient iti rialisoi ricernment Les sorciires do Solem. J'apris 
Is pike d'Arthur Miller. ct Celui qui doit mourir. incticur en 
scine Jules Dassin. De tout notre ctrur, nous soutenons Ics Ami- 

ricains qui combattent le inae. -carthysme. 
Nous sommes accucillanti aux hommes et aux murres da, tous 

les pays quand ils nous aident i renforcer le prestige ; inircux 
du cinime fronqais. 

Cclui-ci ne crive pas sous de f2U1SeS li; endes. 11 vit et d 

r3yonne grice i des autcurs sensibles i 12 presence et au souticn 
d'un peuple - notre peuple - ipris. dcpuis des siicles, de Is 
dinonciation des injustices, de progris et de la marche confiante 
vers un 2vcnir i Is mesure de Mornme. 

------- 'vu, I In 
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Appendice 8 

Ciný-Libertý 

N* 2 MARS 1959 

Swpplimont ev n' 615 

do I'ETINCELLE 

OE BOULOGNE 

50, ru* Cafmot, SO 

BOULOGNE- 
BILLANCOURT 

: 
"1 I' 

REDIGIE 

ET EDITE PAR LES 

COMMUNISTES 

DU CINEMA 

UAIDE DEVIENT " LE FAIT DU PRINCE" 
un vaste mouvement. L'Assemblýe nction-ale, alertee ;a 

1948 
- les t( comites de defense du cinma u (constituýS Vopinton publique. sollicitee par de nombreuses delýgatiort-., 

par les auteurs, les ouvriers, les techniciens, les produc- saisissait le Gouvernement et vota: t enfin la lot du Fond teurs et les artistes unis avec les spectatcurs) avaient crýd de devetoppement du Cinema, dite (f 101 d'aide *. 
Aujourd'hui. nantis de la constitu. 

tion gaulliste, les professiorinels du 
Cindma decouvrent amerement que la 
situation est toute autre. Apres des 
mois de fausses nouvelles, de tergi- 

V4a4 auez qudque 
c&Lö£ ä cigdaxet 

V ous avex eu. d'abord, i DECLA- 
RER VOS REVENUS. 
: 'Mals, sl La crise do Cinema con- 

Untse. si La loi du fonds de d6velop- 
pensent me prend pm... uz nouveau 
diveloppernent, sl It Marclse commun 
dans lequel on nous; a WE entrer an 
now de I'Europe, continue a redmIre 
l'importa. nce quanclLacive du CInkma 
(ranCals, I'an prochain, voui n'2uzcz 
plus gra-nd chose I DECLARER- 

En attendant. V0Qs DECLkREZ 
qu*om, vous a promiz I& PA_1X to 
ALGERIE, que IA guerre redouble. 
qu'on paxle d'aucmenter encore lei 
effeccLfs millWres. 

Vous DECLA. REZ que les prix de 
gras et de det. &U ont antment-A. que 
le bUteack. le Wt. It cbasbon. lei 
transports, lei loyers, Its P. T. T., les 
hApitanx, Vests, Its c1gazertes s'acht- 
tent plus cher... 

Vous DECLAAEZ que Its . petlU 
supportent I& plus grosse partle des 
- sacrifices . demaadis. 

Vans DECLARJEZ que 4 Its hommes 
nouveaux - conanuent 4'appuquer em 
les &CCrivant Its mithades d'autre- 
fois, et qu'U ne m1dC pjLs de chancer 
leg chevaux sl IA d1rectlon prise est 
mauvxlse. 

Toutex ces DECLARATIONS ne sont, 
pas grattalies... Nous diroms meme 
qu'eUes vous co4teut cher. - 

b(&Ij ces DECLARATIONS ne son( 
pis uniquement pLatanlques : 

Les 2 et IS Mars. vocis aye% I'occ2- 
sion de DECLARER au, Gouvernement 
ce que vous pensez de Ital I Foccaslon 
des 4tectloms mumicipales 

Voter pour les casididats: du Gou- 
Ternement (U. N. R. - Lndipendimts - 
On camocifiki de toutes itiquettes) ce 
strait avxUser La poUtlqme actutUe et 
PaCCraver. 

DECL_&REZ votre opposiclon rkso- 
lot en voL&nt le A Mars pour Les cxn- 
dldatB commajalsteiL 

MA. RTIN. 

versations. de bruits contradictoires 
qui ont provcqu6 I'ajournement de 
nombre-uses productions et, le plus 
important ch6mage que Finclustrie 
cinematog-raphique ait, jamais connu 
(532 techniciens inscrits), le Gouveme- 
ment, sortant enfin du mysOýre dans 
lequel il aime & se complaire, semble 
su. r le point de prendre sa. d6cision. 

11 declare la loi d'aide paralis- 
cale. A ce titre, eUe ne depend plus 
du Ugislatif (c'est-k-dire ce qui reste 
de I'Assembl6e), n'a pas besoin d'kre 
renouvelte paLr une nouveUe loi ou 
ordonnance, mais par un simple d&. 
cret nunLstAriel. ' (Tout ce qui est 
(( para * est du ressort du seul Gou- 
vernernent !) 

Un d6cret prolongeralt notre loi 
d'aide pour six moLs. c'est-6, dire jus- 
qu'au I" juillet 1960. Et dans les trois 
moLs bL venix un nouveau d6cret, Issu 
de la seule autoritt miriistýrielle, ias- 
tituerait un nouveau r6g-ime., Les 
(( Princes qui nous gouvernent, con- 
sulteraient n6a=oiiis certain Cgn- 
seLl Sup4rieur du Cinitma, )) qui fut 
nonun6 voici plusietLrs anndes par 
M. Louvel, et daigneraient recevoLr. 
s6parernent, les repr6sentants des 
orgarusations prof essionnelles. VoilA6 
jusqu'oU va la d6mocratie sous la cons- 
titution gaulliste. 

MaLs devant la menace, la profe-- 
sion a retrouve le chem. Ln de l'uiuori 
le 23 janvier, aux Studios de Boulogne 
la conference de presse organisee pa, 
le Comite de chömeurs g-roupaat 13501 
techzüciens, ouvners. artistes, produc 
Leurs. 

Travailleurs incertains du CinAm. 
franr�ý. chömeurs d'aujourdhui e 
de demain, il nous faut comprencin 
les causes de nos dLfßcultes, analyse: 
la crise qui nous fr-appe: constquence: 
du marchL6 co-rnun, resultat de L 
concentration capitaliste qw cherchý 
ä d6truire la production et la distri 
bution independantes. 

nnous faudza former un large Co 
mith de diAfense, lutter comme les IJ 
cencies de Fives-Lille, les m6taüos di 
Morane-Saulnier, les mineurs du Bon 
nage, tous victimes du M&rche com 
mun. 

A ceux qW n'ont que la x grandeur ) 
ä la bouche et qw rious l; kill- at dac-c 
le besoLn. il nous appaxttf-nt de repom 
dre que : la grandeur du Cinema fran 
r , ais nous l'avons faite tous easambie 
que nous la dL&fendrons nou-s-mernes 
et qu'une fois de plus nous l'unpo 
serons. 

Plus que jamais reste vrai l'adage 
Aide-toi... le a Prince j, t'aiders 

Les Communistes ont-ils eu le tort d'avoir raison 1 
EN 

son Eemps moos avions dicionck It 
dxnCer du Maxche com-ma pout Veco- 

moccut cc ViAd6pendance de Lz Frxact. 

Voyoms &cUourd'hat pourquol motre - lot 
d*alde . me set& prolonge%e que de 6 mols 
A ciLust do Ittarchi cownsuis--- 

Nocze . lot d'alde * (qui servalt un. pen 1 

contreb-1--cer 1'effet disastrewc dej taxes et 
LtnpdLi qtu accabtent It CLnema frxnCals) 

preleve ' smr VexplolLaclon 4es Mins FRAN- 
CAIS et ETRANGERS des fonds qul somL 
rever-ses exclasiverment i LA PRODUCTION 
FFLA NC A-I S E. 

Ume tcue op*ricion, est malheareasement 

conLrjure xmx enCilemeaLs prtz par mas Coa- 

ýern. xnu quAnd Us cnc sIczs6 It TraltA de 

Rome qul Lnstltue uL commianatith Econo 

CnIque Europkenne (. Ntzzcbt commcum) 

Les Allemanda, nos . p4rLeux1res -. Won 

pas cisez etLx un systtme tqulvLltnt I noCr 
lot 4'alde (leurs taxes s4at de 1Z %. cOcLr 

plus de 11 % poiLr Its n6cres). 

nj prodtent donc du . Rtglement .d 
MarcAt comLmmA pour tordre It COG J% M 

voislis dangerecLx. 

Premi4tre consAquence du Maicht co--CL 

vur It Cinkma fr&nCAls : ecopecher It tenon 

vellement normal cc actendu de IA lot d'&Jdo 

Ne jetAms pas It inaAcbe aprks La coC064 

LuCt4as esuernble poaz On Lm4nagement 
4 

L, IOL # 

LORJL4, D4 

See chapter 3, p. 136. 
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Cinema Furopeen 

Cinema des Trusts 
N' 3- Avril 1959 ( Ridige, editi et payi par les Communistes du Cinema ) 

I 

CONTRE LE CINEMA FE- AL 
M ONSIEUR MALRAUX esi donc pov( is sup 

pression de I*Automaoc-ie du Fonds d-z 
Diveloppement et son remplacement par un! 
prime a 'a Qu&lite, a(tribuee 4 certains films 
d, ts 4 Films de Qýahte . 

Qui decrdc(a de Is qualite 
Qvels se(ont les cr. ceres de cushte I 
Telles sont lei deux qvestsons qui vienrient a 

I esprit... D'autres Suivent, natutellement : 
Quo noul Protegers de I'arbitrai(e 7 
Comment empkhert-(-on Its nev, iablei tra 

rKs ? 

UNE VICTOIRE 
ilectlons municipales prouvent LeSque 

It Parit Commuziste a re-] 
trouvk son audience dans le paý -: ý 
gain de inunicipalites. Cxin de pou, 
centage, galn de voix : un mal. lion de 
Viveu mime de Guy 'Mallet. 

De nouveau i'union, des forces di-ý 
mocraLiques Virnorce en France. C*eSE 
12 ciractifistique essencleUe de cetce 
consultation qui montre aussi la can- I 
fiance crolssance des electeurs en la 
ges*Uon murucipalc des communiSECS. 
Les mer. Lsungts. les commenLaires 
aCressifs de Lz Radio et de la Tile- I 
viuon Wont pu empicher. la ou Its 
hi"tes de Front populaire etaient cons- 
lauets. 75 a 95 % des electeurs socia- 
Ustes Wenireindre les consignes de 
divislon venues Wen haut it de join- 
dre Iturs , oix a ceUes des commu- 
rustes. Souvent mime. aux voLx socia- 
listes %oat Venus s'ajouter ccUes d'zu- 
tres ilecteurs dimocriLts de I'U. F D.. 
de I'U. G. S. et mime du partl radical. 

Lars de sa conlirence de presse. de 
GauUe a voolu ruer ces falts -- mol. 
dit-ll, -Jc ne me mile absollament p&A 
de La caujoncture ilectorale ( rLres 
Clans [a sa. LLe). cc qat ne m'empeche 
pas de lir JuCer .. quel mcgris ' queUe 
arrocaAce I. QuAnE j moi, i-t-U ajoQ- 
Q, je an'tE. Lis tena dans une tot. &IC 
irupartl&Utk (1! 1). Dans ces condlUons 
U Wtst pas etonnailt qu'un cerwa 
nombre d'itecteurs soient retournes a 
la - rubrtque - qu'Us friquentiLlent 
habituellement .. 

Nata. Cc West I'linpartlaUtt du chef 
de I'Et4t qui a fait Voter Coramu. 
MIZU, C'est au contrallre sa POUCIQUC 
QW a amen* let ilectdars I sancuon- 
her 1*&cU*a dU convernement- CC Wat 
les cliesures economlques zu ditrimeot 
dt t6utts Its classes LAborteu"s et au 
profit du Crand cjLpiW. c*evt I'absence 
de toute solution en Algerte. que let 
iltctturs Oat commence a condamner 
skvkremenL 

SI I& CiA. Lse ouvritre trouve le che- 
MiA dc $*a utUtt, %A I'alliance ntje 
WuLes Its vtcclmes de I& polluque 
riactla-li, e Se re&llse, M. de Gam. Ue 
devriL dis4r=Als &U-cher plus dAm- 
POrtLace Ct de re rpec cIccQuU 
. 1ppeLle la . toule . ijectofjLle. 

11 semole Que dons I entourage de M Mal 
ra-x on ýevdle faire du ncuf a tout prix. Enco(e 
13udra,, -, l qv on novs demontrit les --ces du 
F-: )nds de Soutien, tell qu .1 fut pratique au 
(our% ce% dix dernoiret annees 

UAUTOMATICITE, 
GARANTIE DE LA RENTABILITE 

Tous les professionnels sont d'accord pour 
armehorer le fonctionnement du Fonds et Is 

, rý-arnoon des fecettes. 
Mais taw-il pour autant abandonner le prin- 

c-pe de base : I'Awornaticiti 7 
On me rappellefs lamais trop que le Fonds 

a ete cree pour compenser I injustice fiscale qui 
penalise I*indwstrie du Film, pour atteriver !e 
ceseclud, bre provoclue sur le marchiii interieur 
par Is concurrence amificatime et pour recluire 
les contradictions d'une industrie qvi est buss, 
vn Art 

Jusqv a ce lour, Is fentabilith de Is Produc- 

t ,. on fram;; aise etsit 4vtornatiquement gafantie 
tant b, en clue mal - grice aux quatre rr., I- 
I-ards dv Fonds de Sjutien (ce qui (epresentat, 
25 ". environ de I'amortisserment de. Is Fro- 
d, ýction frami; sise). Vouloi( supprimer Tsutoms- 

t, c,: 6 av binitifice d'vne prime i Is qual-te, 
c est creer les conditions propres a l4toutiement 

clý C. rivria Fran5ass, a Is diminution progress, vw 
dv mombre dss films produits. 

LA QUANTITE, 
CONDITION DIE LA QUALITE 

'. a Production franaise osCille entre 120 a 

40 F. Ims par an_ Bien st5r, tows me sont Pat de 

ýýjahle egale; ma, s C-rice i ces 120 ou 140 

rims, mous sornmes a peu pre$ surs de compter 

a 20 production% oe quaUtt. 

is quantite 
- 
n'est pas une garantie de 14 

, z-iihte, elle en est cependant une condition. 
Ce nest d'silleurs res une lo: propre su 
C -e-s. elle se verifte clans tovs lei domaines 

-e Is creation - Edition. Peintvre, Th4itre... 

" eý s6r, on petit se demander si le systeme 
s( ýel n en<ou(age pas I& rnikdiocritii. Les succes 
--oooes depv, s dix ans par Its filens franýais 

: aýs ; e% dil"14rents festivals lerriblent prou%, er 
(0,, us. te 

-I on constate depwit deux an% une baissa, 

e 'a civaliti, elle t'explique precisilirnent par 

,% d-If<wItks kononiquits do Is Production 

-ems(ographique frani; aite et awssi, helas I 

; &, e renforcernent des contreintes imposkes 

s- ((eaieurs a tous les 4khelons de Is Pro- 

!, M0,, de Is D. stnbut, on et de I'Explo-tation 

LA LIBERTE, 
AUTRE CONDITION DIE LA QUALITE 

Le maint-en du sysierne acivel de Fonds :. 
OiveloPperrent me d3it pas et(e notte vn, c-. 
ambition Les C, nea%tes trani; &, % tont trop c-li 
C'ents aulourd hu, de; consequences r, ef6i: - 
d un abandon progressif de leur hoe(ie d-- 

pression 4L avto<ensure 6 est devenve r- 
a peu ur rellexe Ne serait<e p4% It Ce ferne, 

lavage cle ceýeavx . don( on a tant parle 
ý& pasi-te n est pit une solution : le reýe 

de I& prodvct. or% ndependinte amencaine, %- 
svcces supres de notre publ-c est vn sef-e- 

, liverttisement L evolution dv public ftant; & 

ses exigenices. do-ent novi fa-re ! flecr' 

L echec: de certain% flms malgre lews vedef! e 

et I# reputation de leurs auteurs. A est Pas 
fait du hasard. 

.( 
Des rilmi qvi autaient ce- 

nernent eu I& prime a la qualite I) 

Non, Is i, Quai-te wn est point du pouvc 
d'un mintstre. auss, 4 feal v ioit-il envers 
Cinema Nous I arracncroni dans la meiufe 
nows saurons arracher lei conditions d un C-0 

ma I-bfe. c est a-dire reellement dernocrst, Que 

Les Armes 
Impuissantes 
Q UE Z'qst-ol psiss cats tormaine an Alg- 

riq ? R. *m do nowi 11 ya0. com- chaque *@mains do 600 A 900 marts. Chaq- 

tormsime depooss 4 ams at demo -1 tombs 'c- 

log ballos franjaites entre 600 at $00 Al9* 

rions. C'est Is g. *, re, dirsit-ovs. Et pw. s q., 

ce sont doe Algerians ... 
S ;I lembe. 1 600 1 60 

Franjass par lour. &lots now% move alivortoor 

contre cotle gwarre. nows protestations avoc 

dorniiift olinorg. s- 
Non, move no lemmas pas d'accord... Ow 

saient Ffamisse ow Algiri*ns, cot morts no, 

important inormiment- News no sammos p. 

d'accord avoc cotto 9"fre. Novo, c*ost-A-al-, 

Its 63 % do Franizise quo, i Is clyostion c 

I'loittitwit Fronjais d'OPini*n PubAialwo :. C 

PARLE EN CE MOMENT D'UNE NEGOCIATIO 

SUR VALGERIE AVIC ILE F L-N., ETES-VOL 

POUR OU CONTRE CETTE NEGOCIATION 

ant ripendu OUI. 

63 1/@ dos Frania. s ýoultnt quo Van pe. 

un awtrqr longage gwo coluo do% futile, drs bell- 

at doe tang v*rsA. Cos mosirle imoottles, ce sar 

r4ponalw. cot chances gLcholin. a"if swffit c 

po. jv*. # d'. n "ost pout qua. lout cola " 

( S-te paqe A ALGIRIE S9 ) 
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PARTI COMMUNISTE FRANCAIS Appendice 9 

Le Clap 

le clop 

CELLULE DU CI NEMA 

CrNEJfA ET POLITrQUE 

Les membres de /a ceilule Cl- 
n4ma du Parti Communisre Franqais - 
realisoteurS, opýroreurs, cadreurs, de- 
CorateurS, monteurs, ingenteurs du son, 
scripts, assistants, fopissiers, pein- 
tres, projectionnistes, etc ...... . sont 
heureux de vous presenter le premier 
num4ro de ce journal. 

Son r6le est de folre connortre 
directement cux technic., ens, aux tra- 
vailleurs du films, aux createurs, nos 
appreciations des ev6nements politi- 
ques nctionaux et internationaux, nos 
opinions concerncnt les probi6mes pro- 
pres 0 notre metier. 0 

Nous pensons d'ailleurs qu'll 
est diffictle de separer ces deux as- 
pects. 

L'attitude d'un gouvemement, 
d'un 4tat, envers un secteur industriel 
est toulours /tee 6 Corientation typt- 
que donn4e 6 1'6conomie natlonale 
dans son ensemble. De meme, leur at- 
tl'ftjde envers les problýmes de cr6o- 
tion est toul . ours /14e aux id6es domi- 
nantes de. la classe sociale repr4sen- 
tie en priortt6 dons cet etat, dons ce 
gouvemement. 

Du l'our oÜ le gouvernement 
gautliste promulgua des lois anti-Iai*- 
ques permettant de subventioýner CE- 
cole Libre, le chemin logique etat .t tra- 
ce qui devatt conduire un ministre de 
Vinformation d interdire ýýLa Religt- 
euse,. 

Irls IL 

�- 
� 

I. e cl-itique criLique 

11 n'esc pas facile d'esquisser son au- 
to-porcratc. surrouc torsqu'Ll s'agic j'un auto 
portrait ideai, lorsqu'tl s'. agLc moLns de jire le 
critique qu I on crotc 6cre que le c, -. cLque qu'on 
voudraic essayer d'&rre. Mýme SL 1'e ne peux 
ri squer LCI qu , une d6finicion oblizacotrernent 
personneile du critique communisce que ceux 
qui me connaissenc ne s econnenc Jonc pas de 
cratcs de divergence. de non-ressemblance a- 
vec le modýle trac, 6.11 esc rare d'ý, re ce que 
['on voudrair ýtre. I 

Le cricLque communiste ne peur Que 
se dLff&encier (cc qui ne %-euc pas jiýe obh- 
gatotremenc s'opposer de fa(; on ancaizomste) 
par rapporc aux aucres criciques. non-commu- 
nLsres. H ne peut que se diff6rencier, ei pas 

I _T 
Albert CERVONI. critique de cin6ma I 
ýt France-Nouvelle, expose ici ses 
principes. 

seulemenc par les options POILELques qu'il 
prcnd sur les films et dans [a vie. mais se dLf 
býrencler aussi par [a concepcion qu'it se faic 
de [a culture, Son objecciviciý eile-mýme, SL 
indispensable qu'elle soic, ne sauraic lul suf- 
fire. Ecre pour les films ancl-fascisces, con- 
cre les films fascisces est - st l'on s'arr&ce - 
[i - un peu crop facile. 11 fauc savoir aussi. 
le center au moins, d6chiffrer l. 'Information 

que peuc apporcer un NIM , de droice, ). It fauc 

ausSL d6passer un sociologisme kroic qui, 
dans ce domaine a souvenC consisc6 1 )usci- 
fler le suiet, ,1 

le privil6gier au d6trimenc Je 
[a forme encendue au sens r6el, celui d'une 

m6chode formelle conduLsanc au concenu d6ft- 

n, ELf de l'oeuvre. En France plus parctcull&e- 
ment oii le cin6ma immidiatement politique 

See chapter 6, pp. 221-23. 
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Si pormt nous il en est qui ne 
se sentaient pas concernes par /es lots 
anti -lai'ques et voyatent mal que Ces- 
prit retrograde enfantant ces lots s 'e'- 
tendrait oussi aux domaines de /a pen- 
see et de Vart, i Is se trompatent. 

Dis que /e pouvoir gaulliste 
s overa, de notre point de vue, expri I- 
mer le pouvoir des monopoles, /e che- 
min logique 4tait trov4 d'une poittique 
6conomique devant satisfaire avant 
tout les app ett ts monopoli stes. . 

C'4st 
pourquoi t. I transforme les petites et 
moyennes entreprises ind6pendantes 
en entreprises d6pendantes,. sous-trat- 
tontes ; i/ n4glige, sacrifie, ou brode 
des secteurs industriels ne parcissant 
pas, ou niveau des monopoles et du ca- 
pitalisme d'itat, sources d'un profit 
maximum : constructions novoles, mi- 
nes, cin4ma, et, 6 fortiori, i/ s'op 
pose aux revendications des ouvriers, 
des employ4s. 

Si parm, nous, II en est qui cru- 
rent qu'un ministre cultive pouvai .t pro- 
mouvoir une po/itique culturelle origi- 
nale, dynamique, souhattie, ou sein 
d'un gouvernement dinspiration mono- 
pofiste, ils se trompaient. 'Car il n'est 
pas dons /a nature des rýonopolistes 
de se pr6occuper du coeuA. et de /'es- 
prit des hommes, de travailler 6 leur 
4panouissement par Vart et /a culture. 
De leur point de vue, les * hommes ne 
sont que des producteurs d'obj*et (en 
leur raflant une plus-value au passage) 
et des consommateurs de ces obj*ets 
(en leur raflant une imposition ou pas- 
sage). Et st Parr et /a culture conti- 
nuent leur perp4tuel renouveilement, 
c0 est qu'il est dons /a nature des hom- 
mes de rechercher entre eux des points 
de contact de plus en plus profonds, 
d'aspirer 6 un enrichiss, ýment mutuel, 
Mais on peut dire que dons son mouve- 
ment essentiel, It., capital se d4sint4- 

. resse des phinomines de /a pens6e 
criatrice, qu'il ne live pas /e moindre 
guichet pour les aider. En fat t, 0 pres - 
sent Wils lui sont g6n6rolement hos- 
tiles, ou le deviendront, - puisqu'lls 
sont exprimis en dehors de so compe- 
tence directe. 

Mais comme #I faut bien faire 
que/que chose dons ce sens, /e mints- 
t4re gouiliste de /a cu/ture exa/te les 
oeuvres du posse - ce qui est 6 fat re - 

Iv Critiqtle Cj-jtjquv 

cs( rarissirne, ( -La ýuerrc csc finie,. . Jolt ma, - 
ou , Le Fort du Fou. - ne sonc que des excc; -- 
tions qui confirment la reg: le ), plus genýrale- 
merit dans nos soctýc6s de caricalisme avan- 
ce o6 cant d 'ariýres, d'asperLtes sociales ow 

u leurS arr%irent: es escomp, ýes- 
Le critique communisce se devra dc 

recrouver une I, gne dc critique pol, (lque d 
propos de films dont le profit pokcique cc me- 
me social risque de ne pas ýcrc net. - 

IC C-01- 
que [a MARX est cl'un g. and apput. c'esi lui 

M 
Ilumanisme et mystification. 

M 

qui a 6cric comment le capicalisme sactsfai- 
sait cerces certains besoins culcurels du pu- 
blic mats en fabricanc ausst to grossiireti de 
ces besoins. Un ftlm repondaric i la grossti- 
reC6 des besOLns fabriqu6s par la soct6riE ca- 
picatiste est donc une pýi: ce aussi prob 

, 
ante 

dans le dossier d'accusac-ion de-ict bourglýol- 
sle qu'un film ouverremertr r6actionnaire sur 
le plan POLICLque. Pour des fiLns au concraire 
plus qu"estimables dans teur principe, notre 
exigence crICLque ne doic pas pencher aux con- 
cessions. Prenons un exemple aigu : celul de 
Godard, je crots pour ina. parc que [e N16priso 
est un chef-d'oeuvre sur I'aljiýnacjon de [a 
culture sur ['argent, le crois que , Alphaville, 
est 6L la fols une confession d'LMporrance sur 
I'angoisse de cerrains Incellecruels devant un 
processus, actuei de deshumanisation clans 
les soci&6s capitaiisces avanciýes, devant 
I'aggravacion ii accendre de ce processus si 
['on n'y prend pas garde ec un NIM confus 
qui 61ýve cecce anzoisse A une dimension m4i- 
caphysique rejOLenanc [a mi6caphysique , scten- 
LISce* de Jlanete,,. les mythes MýSEIhCaECWS 
qui onc engenclrý [a notion de (socliti indus- 
trielleto (le renVOLe 1 la lecture de mon aini, 
I'64conomisce Barjonec) et non de soci6t6 cc- 
pitaliste ou socialiste i Uige LnduscrLCI, aro- 
mique, cyberwitique. Le macin des magICLens 
rechnocraces passe auýsi par cecre Alphavil- 
le oCi Von d6piche un envoye special du Fi- 

garo - Pravda,,. 
Touce acquisition formeile esc biinifi- 

que. Le talent: esc cou)ours b46n6fique. Wme 
dans une oeuvre contestable LI apporce quel- 
que chose, 11 concredic juscemenE - s'il est un 
calenc auchentique. pas une simple coquetterte 
formalisce - ce qu'il fauc contester. Le crave- 
ling esc affaire de morale. a dic Godard. Dans 

mklascultn-Fýmintn- le crois qu'tl iui a fallu 
beaucoup de talent. c'esc-a-dire de lucijit6 

et d'incelligence pour montrer un jeune ou- 
vrier communisce un peu rabacheur de (on 
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Ic cr it i(itiv ci-i ti (I tw 
pour enonccr jes verices g6neraies arprise.. -, 
mais convainQu C( convaincant a Jecrtre, 

,, -ins un nuilernent schemarique Jcsci- 

nC i s., cc! l., ii(:. la nocion de , revoluclon., ap- 
: jhquee au ý, rc)cc-. Ssus de 

' 
projuccion. Li ciircc- 

cion Xaclcu--ý, C-1 lus-ý' attairc tic moraic Po- 
II cl quc - 

Rcsic a at)or, ýt:. - ics rapports ju crici- 
quc i,. c: c !. i creacton. Faut-il rreciser 1'6vt- 
jence qui vcur que Iv :. -ictque. s'll nc lut sut- 
fIrP. Is J, etre mondain. Joic se preoccuper de 
s-. ivot. - comment la sicu. 1-ion economique, poir 
nque Ju dCrermme 1.1 creacion ý I(N II 

, toir cn iýcrr; r io rubi,,: le rl. us [arze posst- 
ble ' Lcý, sruc-, urcs clzirahsces de la produc 
, ion. Je ;. l Jistribucion. - i ýc 1'exploicarion. les 
mucanons connues par : es differencs sccccurs 
comilclonne-ir Ju cln6ma. soni at- 
faires ýCnera.. Le cricique loic 1, --s 
connal'cre ec les taire connaýcre. dýc meme que 
sans ýr. -c un 7rariclen _e Li cechnique ii joir 
s'mrc. -cssei- d ccrtaines donnees cechniques 
c, aux persrecives ou elles ouvreic pour 
ia. -. gissement du reý: tscre escherique. 

Les c. -iciques c. -iciquent les films jes 
createurs cc ies crtý_-eurs cric1quenc voion- 
tiers les critiques qui , es criciquenc - Mqýftons 
nous ies uns cc les lucres de la dýmaizogte 
selon iaqueiic jans les jeux camps on a par- 
iois cen,; ance d contester [a critique indivi- 
du. iiis6e. personricile -celie Ju critique sur 
le tli: n. cei! e ju crcaceu: sur ie c7irique) en 
invoquant une critique publique, massive tie 
ni. isses ýui ne sI exprimenc pas explicitemenc 
en ta mactere. Mais. pour conciure, le vou- 
arais criciquer le terme meme Oe cr6aceurs, 
Touc ie monde cr6e : I'aureur (r6aiisaceur ou 
le scenarisce ý. 'le critique (qui cr(ýe un rap- 
oorc encre i'obiet: crý6 par le ý, cr6aceurý, cc le 
ýpecraccur (qui cree sa culture en agissant 
comme consommaceur et qui 61cve une deman- 

(le acissaric sur la cr6acion artistique) metcre 
ces diverses creations en hierarchic me pa- 
raic relever d'un viel humanisme bourgeois 
qui reserve la criation au domaine kcreraire 
cc arcistique, qui s6pare [a culture du cravall, 
les -Intellecruels., cc les aucres. La critique 
ý. ommunisce est peui: -ýcre [a seule a pouvoir 
iuue. - un -61c j'avanc-garde en ýe do iaine, 1-i 
scule d pouvoir prendre conscience de la com- 
munaui: 6 ý'efforrs cc d'Lnt(irýcs des praciciens 
du cinema. des critiques, du public cenanc le 
cinýma pour un faL( cuicurel, public qu'll noui 
ap 

, parcienc ensemble d'6iargir. A faire prendre 
conscience de nocre UNITE. 

Albert CERVONI 

£7* 
U"tW, 4, Mto" 464m 

citi 

stes "M-ý-- -- -t- -Alk -p m Iwiß 01ýc; qo 

Ca 

Notre C(xnite Central, organe col iec- 
tif de direction du Parti Communiste 
Francais. s'est reuni it Argenteuil au 
mois de Mars pour discuter de problý- 
mes ideologiques et philosophiques et 
de politique culturelle. 

Le hut de cette rýunion ý apprnt'nn- 
dir et mettre plus concretemeni en pra- 
t tque nos dýC istons du X% 1 leine Co ng l* ýs 
de Mai 1964. 

Les cin6astes savent comment la po- 
litique et, la philosophie inEer%jennent, 
dans ieur travail. 

I, a politique" Le notivoir de Be Gaoil- 
le 5 la tete de_ I'Etat des monopoles 
lour en donne rcgulitýremcnL la preuve 
Qu'est-ce Qu'un Parti qui vise i la 
plus profonde democratic peut proposer, 
i la fois pour ren%ei*set* ce pouvuir e( 
permettre une %ericable vie artistiquel 
re IIe est la question que s'est p ose 
Ie Comi t6 Cen trai. 

La philosophie'' Un d6bat trýs ouvert 
existe entre p! ii1osophes et en particu- 
lier entre les philosophes communistes, 
sur la notion dhumanisme. Que le Comi- 
t6 Central montre comment le marxisme 
Pqt mat6riellement I'humanisme de notre 
temps, parce que le marxisme se f onde 
sitr Pexamen scientifique des problý-mes 
sociaux. c'est i dire des destins hu- 
mains, est d'une importance qu'il est 
i peine besoin de souligner pour le ci- 
nýma don( la vncation arti%rioiip Pt 12 
vocation de masse est essentiellement 
humaniste. 

Mais ce qui a marque- ces dibats du Co 

mit6 central. Cest k la, fois leur - lar- 
geur. leur sir6nit6 dans la, risolution 
qui les termine. Le tout grIce i une, pr6- 
paration qui est le Lait de la vie de 
tout le parti depuis le dernier Congris. 

Par exemple le Comiti Central avait 
fait pric6der sa riunion d'une discussim 
de trois jours avec les philosophes com- 
munistes. Par exemple le Ctmaiti Central. 
tout en redressant certaines erreurs n'a 
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Appendice 10 

'Declaration of Cultural Rights' 

Assembled at the General Meeting of Culture on June 17th 1987, we, artists and creators 
from all fields, pledge our unshakeable attachment to our art and to the culture of our 
country, appeal to our people and to the people, artists and creators of the whole world. 

A people who lets the business world dominate its imaginative cultural life condemns itself to 
precarious liberties. A process such as this has existed in France for years ; the fact that it is 

going from strength to strencth makes us fear the worst. 

The encouragement necessary for contemporary creation, both the outward and invard signs 
of the wealth of a nation, too often plays second fiddle to the demand of profitability which 
public and private cultural industries seek through the never-ending merchandising of culture. 
At the same time, the effort made by the State to preserve and develop original culture is 
weakening and following the same path. The waste of talents and inventions, the consequent 
lowering of the status of artists and interpreters add each year to the rate of unemployment 
which is affecting every artistic profession like to many others. 

What is happening in the cinema and the theatre, on the television and the radio, in the fields 

of dance, music, songs and the circus, as regards plastic arts, graphism, architecture and 
photography, proves that it is not a question of talents - they are alive and well - but more 
a desire obstinately adhered to: to separate human beings into two unequal groups: on the one 
hand a small number whose control over property and power would endow it with artistic 
authority and on the other hand an immense multitude of consumers doomed to accepting 
standardized products which for the mostpart have come from abroad and are faceless and 
soulless. They would be the cultural hostages of surveys and audience numbers beyond 

which nothing would be pen-nitted. In such a world, artists would be hangers-on. 

Against this frightening inversion of values between money and culture, against the cynicism 
of the decision-makers, whoever they are, we are calling for a worldwide ethical awakening 
of the arts. 

We claim that no nation attached to its cultural values can revive its past or shape its future 

without the constant discoveries of artistic creation without the liberty of confrontation, 
without the willingness to make of them the common good of the artists and their people. 
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To the grey uniformity of commercial ambitions, we oppose a rainbow of sensitivity and 
intelligence and a multi-faceted opening of culture to the people of the whole world. 

For months now, we have been exchanging our fears and indignation, our hopes and 
convictions in the biggest meeting of artists that France has seen for decades and we think 
this, in itself, is a remarkable feat. 

Today, knowing that nothing is ineluctable, we feel the time has come to voice loudly and 
clearly the most indefeasible demands of the artistic world. 

These demands are called boldness of creation, obligation of production, burst of pluralism, 

willingness for national mastery, asset of a widespread public, need for international 
cooperation. 

Boldness of creation 

firstly, because in the beginning is the creator. The dealers come next - when they come. To 

reduce a work of art to the level of a product means to destroy it. Thus, for both the artist and 
the public, works of art must take precedence over money in order to free imagination from 
financial considerations. 

Obligation of production 

secondly, because obligation is a release from a free market which is too often oppressive. 
National obligation of production for public and private radio and television broadcasting 

companies ; obligation to give part of their resources to new works of art for phonogram and 

publishing firms, obligation to order and produce contemporary creation for subsidized 
firms. 

Burst of pluralism 

at the same time because nothing exists which is not pluralist. Pluralism of culture in the 

space and time of a nation, pluralism of the arts all of which should be of equal standing, 

pluralism of aesthetics and techniques, of tastes and colours. Pluralism which does not aim to 
divide but rather to decompartmentalize so that each can be himself in leaming about others. 

Willingness for national mastery 
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too and particularly of broadcasting and distribution ; for what would pluralism of creation 
mean if there was a monopoly of distribution independent from multinationals such as the 
State is a condition of equal opportunities for works of art to reach their public. 

Asset of a widespread public, need for international cooperation 

as well, to communicate with and to encourage. For a long time, decentralisation has 

expressed this French artistic tradition of the constitution of a wide circle of "connoisseurs" 
This real diimension of the liberty of artists must now, more than ever, be conquered 

Need for international cooperation 

finally and particularly European, since the cultural identity of France which is of the utmost 
importance to us, is, like any other identity, all the richer because it cuts across the most 
varied heritages. But in order to mix, it must first exist and it is this right to the life of our 
cultural personality that would be threatened in a European cultural dimension where financial 

participation had the upper hand. 

All this can and must arouse a public and national sense of responsibility towards 

culture, a new concept in Europe. A public and national sense of responsibility which would 
enable one to take culture out of the hands of the business world, to respond to the new 

challenge of outrageous segregation, to go beyond desire and pleasure, knowledge and 

goodwill in a society less and less anonymous. A public and national sense of responsibility 
which requires means and consequently demands the financial support of the State as well as 

contributions from cultural industries. We suggest it calls for the generalisation of support 
funds which would come from public credit and private profit and give priority to 

contemporary creation. These are, for us, the ardent demands of culture, in unison with the 

aspirations of our people and of people the world over. 

DECLARATION OF CULTURAL RIGHTS 
(adopted by the "ETATS GENERAUX DE LA CULTURE"') on June 17th 1987 in Theatre of 
Paris and proclaimed on November 16th 1987 by 6000 persons in , zENITIT" in Paris). 

See chapter 7, p. 276. 
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Appendice II 
AUDIOVISUAL SERVICES 

In the final stage of the Uruguay Round negotiations on trade in services, a stand-off 
developed on audiovisual services between the European Communities and the United 
States. This had its origins in the rise of commercial television broadcasting in Europe. In a 
process which initially began as a result of court rulings in Italy, during the 1980s 
government television monopolies were dissolved across Western Europe, commercial 
broadcast licences were granted and government broadcast entities were wholly or partially 
privatized in country after country. By 1990, the number of television channels available in 
EC countries had increased from 36 to 125, the obvious consequence being an explosion in 
the number of hours of broadcast time to be filled. Also, commercial operators were now 
free to bid competitively around the world for programme material, whereas government 
broadcasters had previously fixed - at modest levels - the prices they were willing to pay for 

purchased programming. That the United States, with the world's most highly developed 

commercial film and television industries, was in the best position to benefit from these 
developments was a foregone conclusion. The United States dominates world trade in 

audiovisual services, as far as media products such as films, television programmes and 
video productions are concerned, with an estimated 40 per cent of the market. However, the 
fastest growing market is the European Community, which has been estimated at ECU 23 
billion and is expected to double by the year 2000. In 1992, United States exports of film 

and tape rentals, television programmes and recordings of live entertainment to the EC 

amounted to some $ 3.6 billion against EC exports to the United States market of about $ 

290 rnillion. 71 

This situationis perceived in Europe as an "invasion" of United States programming, owing 

to the sudden and unprecedented increase in demand unmatched by local productive capacity 

to fill it. Whereas the rising demand for programming in Europe has produced a significant 
increase in the importation of foreign (mainly United States) products, a similar rise in 

programming demand in the United States has not resulted in any increase in imports. In 

1991, the United States' products accounted for almost 80 per cent of cinema screenings in 

the EC and for over half of all dramas and comedies broadcast on television whereas the 

percentage of foreign films on American television and theatre screens remains at an 

exceptionally low level (less than 2 per cent), although Latin American and Asian suppliers 

are beginning to make inroads. 

71 OMSYC and MATE reports. Estimates based on figures of the 100 largest companies in the world. Rate: 
I ECU = US$ 1.298238. 
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The specific trade barriers most at issue were film subsidies and television quotas. Film 
production subsidies, which are nearly ubiquitous, have existed for decades and vary from 
country to country. France has the most substantial programme, levying an II per cent duty 
on box office sales which is funneled directly into film production support overseen by a 
national commission. (Revenues are also obtained by special taxes on video sales and 
rentals. ) This system is widely credited with maintaining the viability of the French film 
industry, the most robust in Europe, which produces some 150 films annually, indeed, a 
larger number of films per capita than the United States. 

In the final stages of the Uruguay Round negotiations in the autumn of 1993, it might have 
been thought that the status quo was proving relatively satisfactory to all parties. Film 
subsidies allowed European producers to assure the survival of artistically serious and 
culturally particular film-making. Television quotas were adopted EC-wide by a Community 
directive in September 1989 on "television without frontiers", which recommended a 
minimum of 50 per cent programming "of European origin" on all channels. Individual 

countries are permitted to adopt more stringent and specific standards. The EC quota system 
is voluntary and reportedly has never been enforced, as imported non-European 
programming has not risen above 30 per cent. Consequently, the quota system did not affect 
the current demand for United States television programming. The concern of the United 
States industry would appear to be for the future. The 1989 EC directive regarding television 
quotas was probably more alarming to that industry as a foretaste of communal action than 
for the particular strictures it laid down. In 1990, MEDIA (Measures to Encourage the 
Development of the Industry of Audiovisual production) was established in the existing EC 

countries plus Austria and Switzerland. MEDIA has established a venture capital fund (Media 
Venture) to help finance the production and distribution of high budget commercial films and 
television series,. the European Film Distribution Office (EFDO) to sponsor worldwide 
distribution of European films, and a number of other divisions devoted to dubbing and 
subtitling (BABEL), script development (SCRIPT), and animation (CARTOON) among 
other endeavours. MEDIA was created to break out of the "cottage industry"' syndrome in 

European filmmaking and build a commercial rival to the Hollywood model. It is realized that 

this is only conceivable on a Community-wide scale, not at the level of a single European 

State. 

The audiovisual service sector is a fast growing economic activity benefiting from the rising 
demand for entertainment. Annual growth rates of around 10 per cent in real terms have been 

sustained even in the recent recessionary climate. Demand has been fuelled by technical 

progress, deregulation and privatization and increased leisure time. At the world level, the 

software side of the audiovisual industry had an estimated value of roughly ECU 120 billion 
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in 1992. The power, scope and diversity of the new media technologies and regulatory 
transformation are providing a rapidly expanding choice of supply modes that is affecting the 
growth and development of the audiovisual industry. The new technologies provide stability 
in quality, multiplication of transmission possibilities, reduction of costs and creation of 
market overlap. Regulators are struggling to keep pace with these new media technologies 
and the multi-media alliances between telephony, broadcasting, computing and publishing. 
They are faced, in particular, with issues such as treatment of regulated monopolies, 
transition to open competition, ensuring a universal service, promoting the interests of 
domestic film and television programme industries, and tracking the transmission of 
audiovisual productions when no physical support is needed for such cross-border services. 

Television technology is moving towards vastly increased channel capacity ("bandwidth"), 
interactive (or "switched") transmission networks, and new programme options such as 
video-on-demand and a vast array of "transaction" services such as home shopping, home 
banking, and so on. This emerging "information highway" Will evolve gradually over time 
and incorporate a complex of delivery technologies such as satellites, fiber optic cables and 
advanced wireless devices. It is sometimes said that new technologies like digital broadcast 
satellite (DBS) transmission will "erase" national or even Community-wide boundaries and 
render quotas and other trade and regulatory obstacles obsolete. However, it is far from clear 
that this is true. As the number of channels and programme offerings expands, the market 
becomes more fragmented and it becomes increasingly necessary to supplement advertising 
revenues with subscriptions, pay-per-view and other fees. Even satellite system operators 
need a substantial on-the-ground presence (which may be provided by a third party) to 

establish service, do billing and collect fees. These activities will be just as subject to 

governmental oversight as any other terrestial enterprise. 

The control of distribution channels is of particular importance in the audiovisual sector. 
Many film and media producing companies are part of groups vertically integrated into the 
distribution and exhibition of films in cinemas. Close control over the sequence in which 
films are released, both geographically and temporally, among the media allows producers to 

maximize the earnings on their films. Access to distribution channels is made difficult for 

independent competitors, through various techniques. For instance, large distributors are in a 

position to decide which cinemas have the right to show a film first, and often impose 'block 

booking' which obliges the exhibitor to take and exhibit a given series of films (a practice 

prohibited on antitrust grounds in the United-States). Control of distribution is also 

fundamental to maximize downstream revenue from video sales and television broadcast 

lights. An export cartel, Motion Picture Export Association of America (MPEAA), 

comprising 20th Century Fox, Columbia Tristar, Disney (Buena Vista), Paramount, Warner 
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Bros., MCA Universal, Orion and MGM/UA is now present in 50 countnes of the world. 
These firms also control the distribution of their films and aim at doing away with 
intermediaries in foreign markets. 72 Importing countries have to face up to the market power 
of the MPEAA. By maintaining a highly effective joint marketing and distribution system in 
Western Europe, helped by control of a large number of cinemas, fewer than a dozen United 
States distributors take 80 per cent of the box office receipts in the EC, whereas the 
remaining 20 per cent is supplied by over 1,000 European distributors. For film makers, the 
cinema phase in the lifecycle of a feature film is important not in itself but because it 
determines, the returns during the rest of the film's exploitation cycle in the form of 
videocassettes, pay-TV, video-on-demand and, . finally broadcasting in the open. Hence, the 
all-out promotion campaigns of powerful feature film makers to get their products rapidly 
and widely accepted at the cinema-launching phase. 

A new world of strategic alliances, of co-production and co-financing of films, television 
programmes, electronic information and games, of joint shareholding in satellite launches 

and cable/telephony networks, distribution and even audience measurement, has come into 
being. Media conglomerates and small niche players in telecommunications, film and cable 
are teaming up with others in different parts of the world to meet the rising and diversifying 
demands of viewers. 73 

As a result of the emergence of the new information technologies the stakes may he higher 

than the image of television shows and motion pictures would immediately suggest. The 

national mandate for the 'information infrastructure' as set forth by the United States 

Administration envisions these technologies as supporting and directly stimulating a large 

part of the industrial, scientific and commercial enterprise of the next few decades. Scientific 

research, medical diagnosis, industrial planning and development, financial services of all 

types, professional consulting, 'telecommuting' - these and many more activities that add 

up to a large proportion of the total economic activity of a modem nation - are projected as 

taking place 'over the network. ' Entertainment programming is only a part of the whole, but 

72 Financial and creative links between Hollywood studios and European and Japanese firms have been 
increasing. MCA and Columbi a/Tri star are owned by Matsushita and Sony, respectively. United States 

companies are established in Europe both in production of films and television programmes (United Artist 
European Holding, owned by TCD and in distribution (United International Pictures (UEP). incorporated in the 
Netherlands, is a joint venture between MGMIUA, Paramount and MCA Universal for film distribution all 

over the world except North America). The reverse is more rare but, for instance, Credit Lyonnais owns the 
Hollywood studio MGM/UA; and Philips has substantial interests in United States audiovisual firms. 
73 Production of audiovisual services resembles manufacturing in the sense that it ends with a physical 

product composed of labour and capital inputs. Practically all the costs incurred-in making the product accrue 
in turning out the first copy of the film, video or broadcast. Additional copies can be made inexpensively. 
These production characteristics explain the search for control of the distribution of the product notably 

through ownership of distribution networks. Such control allows distributors/exhibitors to favour their own 

products, thus limiting the choice of products available to buyers. 
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it is widely seen by government and industrial planners as the one that can best and most 
immediately help to finance the development of the expensive infrastructure needed to 
support the whole system. In other words, the revenues generated by new entertainment 
services could become a kind of general tax to finance the construction of a wholly new 
industrial infrastructure. Under the circumstances, it is easy to understand why no country 
would wish to surrender control of this sector to foreign competition without at least having a 
better perception of what role it might play in the more general economic future. 

Source: The Outcome of the Uruguay Round: An Initial Assessment. Supporting Papers to 

the Trade and Development Report, 1994, Box 16, United Nations, New York, 1994, pp. 
162-164. 

See chapter 7, p. 279. 
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Appendice 12 
Letter from French producer Anatole Dauman to NEnister for Culture Catherine Trautmann 

M2d2me Catherine Tr2utmann 
WnLstre de 1.2 Culture 
3, rue de Valois 
IS003 PARIS 

A Paxis, le 9 )uln 1997 

Mad&= ic Nunisat, 

Votre volonth =, ates foLs riaffim& de d6fendrt i'Eumpe contre Pernpre hoilywoodien vous 
dcstinait na=tlltmenc A poutsuiyrt ce combu dont I*issuc est aussi vitale pow ýt public qUC 
pour les prof=Ionneis du spectacke. le n-c fificite donc zout pa=ufibrtrrxnt de votre 
nonunatLon i ta tae du NU=16tt de la Cult=. 

Vous mavez fait L'honneur de m'£mu= - dunnt plus d'une heum - dans ma Utezise d'un 

cinäm pliaiel pour lequel je lutte #mnx= - en Frame et ýä 1 *itranpr - depuis de nonibmums 

annees. Je suis d'autaru plus heurcux dc vom affivtc au sein du Souverncmcni de Uonei 

Jospin que celui-ci a pL-r*- son action sous le signe de la momtite publique. de l'impariaUt6 et 
dt lintErtt gtntr&L Jc ncdoutz pas clans = nouvcitcs cvnditions quc les spcctýururs dr- cin, ='ra 

pourrm enfin accdder Ä la plus gmnde diversüd de filins possibte. 

Dcj*i, Mada= le MmLstm, vous &v= WE s&voir - c'est cc que dit ca tout cas La pre-sse - que 

vous avez 6' V intention de riagir "I 1'6v=turAIe cl&ision positive coactmant It mul, 10c= de 

I'AquaboulevarcL Ccae rtýacuon = d'auxant plus n&esswc que nous savons aujourd'hui que 

les =141-cxcs ont enc= aggavd I& sicuawc du cindnu curopd= et docic franýxa. la re-ff'Onl6c 

de la frtquent2tton bin6ficignc. prcsque exclilsivernm au cin6m hollywoodien- k tiEM 

d'CXCMPLc. Citons Ics staUstiquts de Vobscryatoice de Strasbourg cordacrtcS i la GfaOdc- 

Bmagne : 90% des specutcurs rr-conquis Srfice it la constructLon des multiplexes (soit unc 

cenmine de milljoas en cinq aas) ont coniribud zu scul succts des filnu aaldnc, ýns (Cf J'OI Peut 

dim que leur p= de n=h6 refli-6ic larSetnerd. dans nos pays. l1exporwLen du ch6rnaP de- 

VindusUie holly woodienne) - 
Ainst, me Ics argun-sents =rcannics des ddfcnscurs des multiplexes sont 

d6finitivemcnt , a-aLay6s. 

rue Pomerru - 775016 PariS 

See chapter 7, pp. 274 & 293. 
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De surcrott ct com= )c Ic ,; oui, ens (Icpuls l'ongine. ia mullipilca(lon dc-S (J; dn% un n*me 
-ndrai( impose cap(tal(sztquctMrA unC programmat' '01 "'131 kkllfOgine- que possibie donc. 
kollywoodienne ou conforme I cc modtle (1, c Cnqutitrtc Elimetu). 

Le oombat po-ur La (ibeft de citsilo" "-4 4 pturnitsme cst Ix ftrm -1 taus Ics niveaux, dc la 
produc(LOn i (a distribution el 6 1'exporution. Si noU3 cn dowicrns. -Nicolil's SEYDOUX, patron 

, jc GAUt*IONT. cst venu Ic conCirmer lorsqu'il s'est cxpnrný sur I'amendernent Saint-Elfier 
,, Cette Joi, ait-ii sans ambages, est une carmstraphe". Pour Gaunmnt ou pouf jes spectateurs de 

cin6ina 

Votre d&ision va donc susr-itv un. grand espair -, grand espoir, a'abor%L d'y vair its *nusscs 
d'une riviswn dcs dEtcuabLes Lois Catignon quL ont autorm Ics wul&urs des marcms de 
11ý= k Etm en m! xne temps i [a t&e des plus puismts irwrinwnts dc communication. 
4'iatdgriti exip cn effet qu'd soit aus fin h cen dangtreuse confusion des Zenrr-s -. grand 

espoir. igalcn-cru, de voir enfin !a renaissance du cinima cump&n. dom franýais. CetEe 

rtnaissance ne sallrait passer par des masum de car=tm ternporaim ou de naturc aftificielle 

comme de nouvelles misades pour de nouveaux quotas ou la rmse en place de p(ttcndus 
" Codes de boanes coriduites, " dont Its effta sont aussi pexvcrs -a distance - que I& flusse 

bome id6e de la rGWtjlpticadon des 6craas. 

1A rtflexion quc fai pu conduire avec I'aide de gmds experts ausst quafifiks que Monsieur 

I"ues Flaud. &ncir-n Dircc=w du CNC cx Wnsicur ie pcefesscur Domique Brault, 2L Permis 

de suggdra unc rtforme que nmn &mi. le regretvO. ConseWcr d'gtlt Bordaz a fini de r6dLpr. peu 

avant sa disparition, sous La fomie d'un prx: ým de - proposirion dc loi que vous Youd= b= 

Lmuycr ci-aprts. Son adoption pemiettrait de fadre un grind pas pour Ix dhfczscde notm ciriiina 

=rcip6en certes, au plus grand d6inma dc I& pensix tmaiimim m dc scs ScrVitcurs. =kIs &U 

prorit de nos co=toyens. 

JC vous prie. LM&dan-b-, de bien voulow recevoir l'expressicm de rres hommcges Ics Plus 

rt'spectueux- 

Aamic Daua= 

PS - L, - Wonde du 30 Fnat 1997 soutigne sous ta pturm dc iran-Ntich, 1 Früdon qu'en rtl)e 

g£n&-alt . "' Uargent europeen con( bue au Anancernent d'Holly%v0(>d -ý n 

19, rue Pornereu - 75016 P2rU 
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Appendice 13 
Platform of ATTAC 

Financial globalization increases economic insecurity and social inequalities. It bypasses and 
undermines popular decision-making, democratic institutions, and sovereign states 
responsible for the general interest. In their place, it substitutes a purely speculative logic that 
expresses nothing more than the interests of multinational corporations and financial markets. 

In the name of a transformation of the world depicted as a natural law, citizens and their 
representatives find their decision-making power contested. Such a humiliating proof of 
impotence encourages the growth of anti-democratic parties. It is urgent to. block this process 
by creating new instruments of regulation and control, at the national, European, and 
international levels. Experience clearly show that governments will not do so without 
encouragement. Taking up the double challenge of social implosion and political desperation 
thus requires a dramatic increase in civic activism. 

The total freedom of capital circulation, the existence of tax havens, and the explosion of the 
volume of speculative transactions have forced governments into a frantic race to win the 
favor of big investors. Every day, one hundred billion dollars pass through the currency 
markets in search of instant profits, with no relation to the state of production or to trade in 

goods and services. The consequences of this state of affairs are the permanent increase of 
income on capital at the expense of labor, a pervasive economic insecurity, and the growth of 
poverty. 

The social conseqences of these developments are even more severe for dependent countries 

that are directly affected by the financial crisis and are subjected to the dictates of the IW's 

adjustment plans. Debt service requires governments to lower social service budgets to a 

minimum and condemn societies to underdevelopment. Interest rates much higher than in the 

countries of the North contribute to the destruction of national producers; uncontrolled 

privatization and denationalization develop in the search for the resources demanded by 

investors. 

Everywhere social rights are called into question. Where there are public retirement systems, 

workers are asked to replace them by a pension fund mechanism that subjects their own 

employers to the sole imperatives of immediate profitability, extends the sphere of influence 

of finance, and persuades citizens of the obsolescence of institutions of solidarity between 

nations, peoples, and generations. Deregulation affects the labor market as a whole, and the 
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results include degradation of working conditions, the growth of workplace insecurity and 
unemployment, and the dismantling of systems of social protection. 

Using economic development and job creation as a pretext, the major powers have not given 
up plans for a Multilateral Agreement on Investments (MAI) which would give the investors 
all the rights and leave national governments with all the responsibilities. Under the pressure 
of public opinion and mobilization of activists, they had to abandon plans to negotiate this 
agreement in the framework of the OECD, but discussions will resume in the framework of 
the World Trade Organization. At the same time the USA as well as the European 
Commission continue their free trade crusade, pushing for the creation of new zones of 
deregulation at the continental or intercontinental level (the PET project between Europe and 
North America, the extension of NAFTA into Latin America, etc. ) 

There is still time to put the brakes on most of these machines for creating inequalities 
between North and South as well as in the heart of the developed countries themselves. Too 

often, the argument of inevitability is reinforced by censorship of information about 
alternatives. Thus international financial institutions and the major media (whose owners are 
often beneficiaries of globalization) have been silent about the proposal of the American 

economist and Nobel Laureate James Tobin, to tax speculative transactions on currency 

markets. Even at the particularly low rate of 0.1 %, the Tobin Tax would bring in close to 
$100 billion every year. Collected for the most part by industrialized countries, where the 

principal financial markets are located, this money could be used to help struggle against 
inequalities, to promote education and public health in poor countries, and for food security 

and sustainable development. Such a measure fits with a clearly antispeculative perspective. 
It would sustain a logic of resistance, restore maneuvering room to citizens and national 

governments, and, most of all, would mean that political, rather than financial considerations 

are returning to the fore. 

To this end, signatories propose to participate or to cooperate with the international 

movement ATTAC to debate, produce and disseminate information, and act together, in their 

respective countries as well as on the continental and international levels. This joint actions 

have the following goals: 

to hamper international speculation; 
to tax income on capital; 
to penalize tax havens; 
to prevent the generalization of pension funds; 

to promote transparency in investments in dependant countries; 
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* to establish a legal framework for banking and financial operations, in order not to penalize 
further consumers and citizens; the employees of banking institutions can play an important 
role in overseeing these operations; 

to support the demand for the general annulment of the public debt of dependent countries, 
and the use of the resources thus freed in behalf of populations and sustainable development, 
which many call paying off the "social and ecological debt. 

More generally, the goals are: 
* to reconquer space lost by democracy to the sphere of finance, to oppose any new 
abandonment o national sovereignty on the pretext of the "rights" of investors and merchants, 
* to create democratic space at the global level. 

It is simply a question of taking back, together, the future of our world. 

Platform of the international movement ATTAC - International movement for democratic 

control of financial markets and their institutions -, adopted at the international meeting of 
11-12 December, 1998. 

See chapter 7, pp. 284-87. 
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Appendice 14 
BLOC 

LE BLOC 

Bur"u dc Ualson des Organiumfone du Cinörna 

aut 

Las rdeaatours, l« auleurs, [es producteur: s, les distributeurs, 
los artistes-Interprätes, los exploitants lnd6pandante, los 
technicions. 
OU01 ? 
Falre ablacm pour dftndre lea incidpendanta do touts la cha; na 
do la crdatlon cindmatographique. 

Comment ? 
Iniber cl6bats et rtfkWona, formler clas pmpcmftions, odenter ta 
paRtique cin6matogr*Nque. 

Pourquoi ? 
Parce qua 1'existence doun p6le ind6pendant fort est la 
condtion du renouvelliament des talients at do la pdrennO du 
cindma. 

See chapter 7, p. 288. 
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LE BLOC 

Burtau e Uatten ckm Orguttatlone du Cin6rna 

Le pluraisme de la cr6gon eM la owchon du renouvommerg 
et de la pdrennitä du eindm. 

Plus quo jamais, parce quo Ws mutaftme de notre sectw sont 
rapides et bnitaKt, co pWahrne doft kre gareM et repLicd au 
cwur du cinörneL 

A cote fln, (a criaon dndmatograpNque se regroups 5ous la 
bannibre du BLOC, Bureau do Liaison des Organisations du 
Cindma. 

La rnission du BLOC est de garantir la libQrtö ailistique, 
l'ind4perfdwco et la diversitä du cindma. 
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LE BLOC 

Crder un p6le Ind6pendent fort 
L'audiovisual connah depuis coo dernidres anndes une prolonde mutMion qui 60 maWd8Ji$G par I'aMvdo maasive de grands groupas industriois at finan6ors dans ce qui fut l'indusirie de I'audiovisual, et deviant I'IndustNe de la commu. nication. 

La prdsence do ces nouveaux opdrateurs se traduit par la 
mukipkaton des canaux do dIffusion. Elie se traduft dgalement 
petr une augmentaton do ia frOquentation an salles. 

Elie ne gdnOre pa3 pour aulant un volume do production dquivWent. 

On assists ainsi i une sduation pamdoxale ou' I'augmentadon 
I Is m6caniq %fw I%N cle la demands de filmq do cindma se heurte A 

Vincapacitd SYVAff wiý r0pandr-9airceffe demand . 
Si cette situation perdure, la multiplication des canaux do 
diffusion qui devrad 6tre on pdncipe synonyme de concurrence 
at do transparence, signiftera standardsation ot di"rition des 
ceuvres do efdation au profit de produits. C'est Vavenir du 
cindma qui est menacd. 

Le cJndma est une industrie, c'est aussi une cuhure, une 
icieMftö qui repose sur las c»uvres des cräatours. 
C'est pourquoi la cnkdton d'un pdio industdel fort ne auffit pas ä 
assurer la vitagtä de rindusttie du cindrn; aL Pas plus cP'6116 1143 
Suffit 4 Subvomir aux besoine en films de lInclustrie 
audiovisuelle. 

La concentraton wit un traft dominant de notre doonomie. Efle 
dolt Otre encadrte car c'eat I'Ind6pendance des opOrateurs 
cindmalographiques qui eat tragile et menacde. 

Assurer la vitaift du cin4rna. comma r6pondre AA demande 
do fi4rs, suppose Vexieence d'un pole Ind6pendarit tort pour 
tOUtQG 183 COMPOSaM3 CIS Id charne cindmatographique. 
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Garantir In libertö d'expresslon artistique, l'inddpendance cle la roduetion et da lik distrIbutIon, la p1uWit6 cie 
ff 

t6 cle 'explcftaWn 
Un tel pdie dait offdr les Wndftlons fondmenWes de la crda- tion cindmatograph4» : libertö d'expreuýon aMsbque, indd. 
pondt*mce de la pmduction et de la cdstdbubon, pturaht6 de 1, ex. 

Ubertd d'expression atsdqua : c'est la condftion du ranouvaý famant des taWms, ce qW fad fa fome et la p4rannftd do ia 
crdeon. Sans silo, c'est Ja source m6me du cindma qui 68 tartt. 

IndOpendance do W productan : c'W la garantle do la diversU 
at dis ta dchesse do la crdatlon. C'est aussi la garantio d'uns 
production suffisante on nombre pour rdpondre aux besoins 
cmissants de films. La pluraUlO do la production dod tandre 
vets l'objectff d'un diMmloppoment masaif do la pmducWn. 

Irld4pendance do la c2stribution : la concentration clans 4-oft- 
tour cts la cRaMbution ext We quo cefle-ci no r6pond plus At sa 
mission do diffusion des films auprk des pubfics du cindma. La 
distribution W aujourd'hul fe mallion fiftfe do I'Industdo du 
cindma. 

Pluraktd do Vexnloýcn : c'est la gamntle dune diffusion Men- 
due at diverstfi& do tous lea flims do cin6ma. Si'l'ex*itadon 
est aujourdhul an plains crolsumce ot se didge do tauto-dvi- 
dance vers lea 200 millions d'entnks par an, la pluraldd do la 
programmation est quam A silo monacdo. 

Ubert6 d'expmWon aMstiques lnd#NndamW do [a production 
at cis la c0stribution, plurakd do 1'exploitation font at feront 
l'originaldd, la dicheaw st (a vitaUtd do$ eindmas frangals et 
ouropOons. 

La mission du BLOC ast do promouvoir et do faire respecter 
cgs Pfincipas. 

Le BLOC se propose Won Atre le reprdsemant auprOs des 
pouvairs pubffm, des instudons at des opdrateurs du sadour. 

Le EILOC est ouvgrt i tWas las organisatons reprdsentant l« 
actiiurs lnddpendants du cinima. 
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Fonctionnoment du BLOC 

1- Le BLOC regroups fee organisMions reprosentatives de la 
crdaton cindmatographique. 

2- Le BLW est le garant de l'inddpendance de la crdabon ciridtnatagraphique aupräs des POuVoirs pubrics, des organis- mes et inMutions dU seeaur. 

3- Los propositions du BLOC sant d6finies consensuoilement. 
4- Chaque organfutan membre du BLOC conserve son auto- 
nomie d'action at d'expmesion. 

5- Le BLOC so r6unft sur convocation des coprdsidents aussi 
SOUVOnt quG n6ces"re et au moins une fois per mois. 

6- Le BLOC est coprdsidd par un rWsateur et wn producteur. 
Leur mandat est d'un an, non r9nouvelable. 

7- Le BLOC ast compoed des reprdsentants do chaque 
organlsation membre, ainsi quo des deux coprdsidents. 
Chaque organisation membre d6signe un reprdsontant qui est 
n6cemirement un pmfessionnal actif. 

8- Le secr6tariat g6n6ral du BLOC est as, =6 par les d6ftuds 
g6ndrales de la SRF et do MPF. Le sAge du BLOC est sitU4 A 
IOUPFt IS rue de Vienne 75008 Paris. 

La 15juin IM 
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Appendice 15 

Treaty of Maastricht, 1992 

Article 128 

1. The Community shall contribute to the flowering of the cultures of the Member States, 
ing their national and regional while respecti diversity and at the same time bringing the 

common cultural heritage to the fore. 

2. Action by the Community shall be aimed at encouraging cooperation between Member 
States and, if necessary, supporting and supplementing their action in the following areas: 

- improvement of the knowledge and dissemination of the culture and history of the 
European peoples; 

- Conservation and safeguarding of cultural heritage of European significance; 

- non-commercial cultural exchanges; 

- artistic and literary creation, including the audiovisual sector. 

3. The Community and the Member States shall foster cooperation with third countries and 
the competent international organizations in the sphere of culture, in particular the Council of 
Europe. 

4. The Community shall take cultural aspects into account in its action under other provisions 

of this Treaty. 

5. In order to contribute to the achievement of the objectives referred to in this Article, the 

Council: 

- acting in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 189b and after consulting 

the Committee of the Regions, shall adopt incentive measures, excluding any harmonization 

of the laws and regulations of the Member States. The Council shall unanimously throughout 

the procedures referred to in Article 189b. 

- acting unanimously on a proposal from the Commission, shall adopt recommendation. 

Council of the European Communities, Commission of the European Communities, Official 
Publications, Treaty of Maastricht, 1992, p. 48. 

See chapters 5, p. 180 & 7. p. 298. 
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Victoire de la culwm contre le marchd 

VICTOIRE DE LA (.. ULTURE CONTRE LE MARCHE 

DkIaration de Aline Pailler 
porre parole clu groupe conf6d&al GUEINGL 

L'examen de la directive "T. 616vision sans Frontic5res" canstituait an 
enjeu de civilLsarion. A Itions-nous par notre vote prendre la responsabilLt6 
de dire au monde que nous abandonnions notre culture, nos images. nos 
Iiistoires- peut-L3tre un jour notre Histoire- nos mythes ? La r6ponse ust 
claire : en adoptant d une large majoritL5 les amendements de sa 
commission culture, le Parlement europeen s est prononc6 pour la 
promotion des oeuvres europ6ennes et L'obligation. des quotas minimum de 
diffusion dans les Etats membres sans clause 6chappatoire, pour 
1', 61argissement du champ d'application de la directive en y incluant les 
nouveaux services, (notamment la vid6o d la demandel, pour la limitation 
de la publicitL5 et du t616 achat. 

Par ce vote, auquel le groupe conf6d&al GUEINGL a -targement 
c-ontribu6, le ParLement europ6en a exprimL5 sa. volont6 de promouvoir la 
culture europ6enne, de d6fendre son pluraLtsme contre l'uniformLsation 
clans le respect de nos identit6s culturelles. 

Ce vo te co ns ti tue un 65chec po ur I es majo rs d'Ho 11 y wood qui occupe nt 
d6jd 80% des Programmes t, 61,6vis, 6s en Europe et ont un exc6dent 
commercial de prds de 6'milltards d'8cus avec L'Union europ6enne- Le 
flarlement europ6en s'oppose aux d6localisations et renforce tes moyens 
juridiques d'appLication et de contr6le de la directive dans les Etats 
membres. 

C'est une victoire contre la marchandEsation de la culture. Une 
L'iCtoire de I "intelligence, une victoire de Momme contre le rnarchL5. 

Avec ce vote, qui rc5pond aux exigences des artistes et crd5ateurs, le 
Parlement europ6en a adress6 un signalfort et clair au Conseil qui dolt 

revoir son compromis trc5s insuffisant et dangereux du, '210 riouembre 1995 

en reprenant les amendements vot6s en premi&e lecture. 

Strasbourg, le l4f6urier 1996 

See chapter 7, p. 298. 
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D6clarabon de Madame Aline Pailler 

D ECLA RA TION DE MA DAME. 4 L INE PA IL L ER 

0f &ision Sans Frotztiires" : La culture sacriflie au iyiarcliý. 

Li, cotaeii culture du 11 juin / 996 a conchi im accord sur la directive "Tý/ei istoti Sol, s F, -nittieres" 

T, ýoprends avec dýreption ei iitqijiýitidi, que le gouvementetafranýals accepie saus r(, sen-t-3 
e)jficielles im compronns mitunnan qui certes, permet wie deuxienie lecture au Parlemem 
E- iropýeýt dans le cadre de la ca-dýcision, ntais retionce, maýgre le vote Iargemew 
iii�? lori'Iaire du Parlement europýett du 13fivrier, ä l'ohlt. zatiott stricie de dt itstoit or, 

Entre autres inquietudes. l'abaitdott dune rýglementation fondýe sur les lots dit pat-% 
recepfeur. ce qm perinet a des chtziiies de sfiLstaller daiis un Pavs de dolit Iii 
i-ýzleiiietit(itioij est_füible potir arroser toits les autres pcýv. i. 
Eiýliii. les nouveaux services (comnie la vidýo a Ici demande) sow ý�rcliis du chamt) 
(1'47pplic-atioýt de la türective. 

Alyrýs loutes les dMorations dit Ministre Philippe DOUSTE-SLAZY dalU ce processits aL, 
revisiott de la directive "TS. F " depuis 2 ans. ort pouvait esperer une posmoit plus o/felisn c 
ef phisftme du gouvernement franqais. II pouvait sappit. ver sur le vote A Parlemem 
Europeen (mec att minimunt. des rýserves clairemeniformulees comme Pa kut I'llohe ote 
eticore une abstentiott 6 Pintage de taposition beige. hetlýntque et irlandaise. 

Nv pon-oij pas cramdre dans cette reculade que la culture sou maýgre les dýclurotiomv. ý. i 
Inotman, dechange de compromis stir d'aurres dossters coinnumaufaires d'actualife ' 

Que reste-i-il de l'exception czilhirelle *', ' 
bes luties tý mener avec les professiolltiels ei les cagvens ajusi que des engences a Vegard de 

iios gouvemenzents afin que la deimenie lecturf, au Parlement Europ. en pitis la procedurt, il-, 
, coliciliatioti aient quelques chances daboittir er a un reý? forreipieýit de la (-reatioit ei de ia 

1-1? jfiisivit des producitons azidiovisitelles et citiettiatggrophiqzies europeeitties. 

Aline PAILLER 
Dipurie Europienne 

Membre de la commission culture, 
oiducation. jeunesse, nsidia. sport 

Vice- Prisidente de Pintergroupe cinima 

See chapter 7, p. 298. 
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Television sans frontiere - La culture a genoux face au march6 
Strasbourg le 12 novembre 1996. 

TELEVISION SANS FRONTIERE: 
LA CULTURE A GENOUX FACE AU MARCHE. 

, claration de Aline Pailler apres le vote di arlement eurooý 
A cause du m6canisme de codecision pr6vu par le Trait6 de Maastricht, la majont& 

simple ne suffit pas en deuxi&me lecture pour arnender la position du Conseil. Cest Wnsl 
qu'avec 291 voLx contre 170,15 abstentions et 150 deputes absents, le Parlerneut Europeen 
n'a pas pu 6viter la clause &happatoire ý Fobligation des quotas dc diff-usion "chaque fois que 
Cest r6alisable" ainsi que les oeuvres de plateau comptabilis6es dans les quotas. 

La Parlement europ&n a ýgalernent refus6 Finclusion des nouveaux services (tels la 
video i la demande) dans le champ d'application de la directive ainsi que les mesures de 
sauvegarde propos6es par notre groupe et soutenues par 29 autres d6put6s contre les 
d6localisations qui permettent aux groupes audioVisuels "'pirates"' de s'Ulstaller dans les pays 
les moMS r6glement6s pour arroser les pays limitrophes sans respecter les quotas ou les rýgles 
r6gissant la publicltd ou la protection des mineurs. 

Sur cette clause antid6localisation, Ic Parlernent Europ6en prend. le contre- pied de sa 
preini6re lecture en refusant de s'engager clairement pour ta promotion des oeuvres 
europiennes et s'est sourrus i la loi du march6. 

N'est-ce pas aujourd'hui la, victoire par difaut de ceux qui ont r6pondu- aux attentes et 
aux d6sirs clairement exprim6s par Jack VALENTI et Pindustric HoUywoodienne? A cc btre, 
les chaines commerciales de type "'Beflusconien"' peuvent dire "merci" au puissant lobby 
Hollywoodien! 

Notre groupe est d6cide i pourswvre son action avec les artistes, les crdateurs, les 

professionnels de I'audiovisuel et leurs organisations contre la. marchandisation de la cultme, 
pow, la promotion du pluralisme culturel en Europe. 

Au-deli des professionnels, cela conceme tous les citoyens d"Europe :ci 'est une question 
de civilisation. Malheureusementý le Conscli, la Con=ission et la majont6 du Parlement 
Eurcipien sont rest6s sourds i ces enjeux! 

Que la cWturc passe aprýs les enjeux 6conomiques, cc n'est pas nouve= mals cctte fois- 

cl, les cons6quenccs en serout plus graves pour sa production car nOus somynes dans la 

PmPec6ve de la nusc en place des autoroutes dc Vinformation et des grandes manoeuvTes du 

multim6dia qui scront au centre des futures n6gociations O. M. C (ex G. A. T. T). 

See chapter 7, p. 298. 
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PA RLEM E-N'T ELR0PE FEN' Appendice 19 

IIIFEý La majont6 West pas suffisante 

ýEýýTE ký PARLEWOT 

Communiquä de presse 
de La präsidente de la Commission de la Culture 
Luciana Castellina 

LA MAJORITE WEST PAS SUFFISANTE. 

La grande majorit6 des d6put6s prdsents dans 1'h6micycle (plus 
de 120 voix de diff6rence) a vot6 en faveur des amendements A la 
position commune adoptdes par les Conseil des Ministres pour la 
rdvision de, la directive TV sans frontiAres propos6-s par la 
Commission de la. Culture du Parlement Europden (et largement 
partag6s par la Commission exdcutive). 

Le mecanisme antid6mocratique pr6vu par le Trait6 de Maastricht, 
qui entre en oeuvre quand il s'agit de textes ldgislatifs, et qui 
est pourtant appe16 "co-d6cision", aA nouveau empdch6 que 
l'orientation majoritaire du Parlement Europden se traduise dans 
les actes. 
En ef f et les amendements, pour Atre adoptds, doivent obtenir la 
majoritd absolue non pas des d6put6s pr6sents mais de ceux qui 
ont le droit de voter, un pourcentage qui -en consid6rant la 
Proportion normale des absents-, ne peut 6tre obtenu que pour les 
arguments "incolores" et "indolores". 

Ce n'est, pas le cas de la directive TVSF pour laquelle se sont 
mobilisds les puissants lobby's qui op4rent dans le domaine des 
tdldcommunications; les propridtaires de chalnes commerciales, 
(qui pr6f6rent acheter A bas prix des programmes de fiction 
amdricains plut6t que dans la production europdenne); et les 
it majors" de Hollywood (le d6ficit de nos dchanges audiovisuels 
avec les EU est, d6j& de 6,2 millards de dollars). 
Toutes de forces qui ne se pr6occuppent pas de garantir A la 

culture europ6enne les, conditions de sa survie sur un marchd 
global qui ne prdserve, aucune diversit6 et ne r6compense que les 

productions qui participent d'un oligopole mondial. 

Malgrd les efforts pour atteindre des compromis au sein de la 

Commission de la Culture, qui avaient. donnd des r6sultats 
Positifs en son sein, le vote d'aujourd'hui a fait pr6valoir la 

Position d'une minorit6 qui a impriM6 un coup d'arr6t A la lutte 

Pour faire vivre 1'ldentit6 de 1'Eurcpe, sa m6moire, ses images, 

sans lesquels elle risque de perdre sa raison d'ý! tre- 

See chapter 7, p. 298. 
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Appendice 20 
Regard d'Europe 

If 
urop, dd Eu 

"Pour irre heuremx i1fal't simplementY voir clair 
Et lutter sans difaut " (Paul Eluard) 

2juin-juillet 1998 

EDITORIAL 

IN 
o ;7 

SOMMAIRE 

P. 1 Edito 
P. 2,3 soci6t6 
P. 4,5 Culture 

P. 6 i9 Droits Humains 
P. 10ji Econoraie 
P. 12 Intemationýl 

Le N* 2 de REGARD D'EUROPE ne devait faire que quaEre pages 
(comme le premier ). Eh blen. ce sera i nouveau un hult pages! * En 
effet, conErairemenE aux propos de I'ancien ministre des affaires 
europýennes du gouvemement Juppý, Michel Barnier ( France- Inter le 
6 juillet 1998 ), un ýlu europýen, %a" sert i que1que chose, "qa" 
pr6pare et "qa" vote le budget, "qa" participe ý la construction 
europýenne m6me si c'est pour lui donner un autre sens que celui du 
lib6ralisme, "qa" parcourt I'Europe ec les rýgions de France (pas 
seutement [a sienne ! ), justement parce qu'll est 1'ýlu de toute la 
France. Je suis donc satisfaite que Lionel Jospin ait renonc& i son 
projet de r6gionatisation du scrutin europýen : nous 6viterons ainsi le 
clienE61isme, v6ritable ennemi Tun projeE europ6en. 
MainEenant, it faut travailler les questions de fond pos6es par la 

consErixtion europýenne : 

-monnaie unique eE ses effeEs 

-construction d'une Europe sociale 

-institutions d6mocratiques 

-Erait6 d'Amsterdam 

-ýlargissement 
Ces questions sont cruciales, urgentes et ne sonE simples pour aucun 
des partis. Mais, si elles faisaient l'objet d'un d6bat national ec 

europ6en, Uenjeu des 6lections de juin 1999 n'6chapperait pas aux 

citoyens eE 'Les motiverait sans nut doute. 

Huit pages, re sera donc encore insuffisant pour rýpondre A Jacques 

Delors; (ancien pr6sident de la Commission) qu'il ya plus inE6ressant 

pour les 6lecteurs; que sa trouvaille d'axer toute la campagne des 

europýennes sur le choix du futur pr6sident de [a Commission : une 
"finale" entre F. Gonzales et un chr6tien- d6mocrate ! 

Je veux bien croire qu'une telle indigence ne sert en fait qu'i masquer 
les v6ritables enjeux qui sonE aussi de v6ntables d6fis pour les douze 

gouvememenis i direction ou participation socialiste ou social- 
d6mocrate de I'Union Europ6enne. 

Et si I'on pariaiE ensemble sur l'intelligence et le courage pollEiquel 

Aline PAILLER. 

*A u moment de lamiseen page, cenest plus huit pages mais douze ! 

I 
See chapter 7, p. 298. 
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CULTURJý; -j 
QUELLE POLITIQUE CULTURELLE E. N EUROPE ? 

L, a culture e! aic absente en tant que polinque communawaire jusqu'au Traite de Mazisir I chi. Cela 
n empýchait pas la Commission de traiEer les procluIES culEurels cOmme des marchandises dans le 
cadre du marzh, ý unique et de leur appliquer les rýgles de la concurTence. L'aruCle 128 du Traý[ý de 
Nfaastricht a ouver-t limidement la porie d*une politique culturelle en respectant la complementame des politique5 na[ionales et de la politique europýenne : "La Communaute contribue 'a 
1'ýpanou; 'sslarnent des cultures des Etats membres dans ie respect de leur d' versitý nationale eE 
r6gionale. couc eq mettant en ývidence I'h&itage culturel commun". La voie etaiE ouverie a des 
actions dans le domaine culturel, -, malgrý les efforts du Parlement europýen (je peux ('mo*gner de e I= 
la volonte majoruaire exprimýe d la commission de la culture), les crýdits communautaires 
consacrýs d ia culture sont restýs v8 faibles avec 0,03 % du budget total . La Commission semble aujourd'hul clýcicl6e d donner un coup de pouce d cette polilique culturelle 
en proposanE un výruable programme-cadre communautaire dot6 d'un budget de 167 millions 
Tkus, pour la p6riode 2000-200-4. Pour que cette op6ration ne solt pas de la poudre aux yeux. il 
faUE obtenir des engagements sur le financement et lancer une large consultation des professionnels 
parallýlemem au d6bat qui sera mený au ParlemenE europ6en. Cette consultation devrait permettre 
de dýfinir les actions a mettre en oeuvre en ýViEant le saupoudrage client6liste. En rriýme temps, la 
mise en oeuvre de ce programme-cadre 4evrait ýtre compl6t6e par l'int6gra[lon d'un volet culturel 
dans les autres polinques europeennes comme 1'6ducation, la poltEique sociale, I'am6nagement du 
territoire. 

A c6t6 de la sýlection off icielle, des stars et de la mont6e des marches du 
Palais des festivals, Cannes c'est aussi p! 

-Un jury de cheminots sp6cialement 
invit6 pour voir les films de la "Semaine 
de la critique" et, au final, remettant leur 
r6compense " le rail Tor". 

-30 rUrns de ciniastes al&iens ( dont le 
formidable la moitiý du ciel d'Allah" de 
Djamila Sahraoui ) invit6s par la CCAS 
d'EDF-GDF dans le cadre d'un vaste 
programme "Solidaires d'une rive d 
I'autre" sur le port de Cannes, lieu 
Texpositions, de d6bats, de concerts, 
jusqu'i un d6filý de mannequins 
alg6riennes i la barbe des "barbus"! 

- une projection d'images d 1'6tat brut 
toum6es par Bertrand Tavernier sur les 

gr6vistes de la faim contre la "double 

peine" d Lyon. sur le lieu de rencontre de 
la quinzaine des r6alisateurs A l'iniEiative 
de la SRF ( Soci6t& des Rýalisateurs de 
Films) et de I'ACID (Agence pour le 
Cinýma Ind6pendant dans sa Diffusion) 

-Robert Hue dijeunant avec Cýdric 
Klap; -, zh et Jean-Henri Roczer, co- 
pr6sidents de la SRF, autour d'une 
r6flexion sur I'avenir du cin6ma 
ind6pendant et sur la question de 
Fimmigration et des r6gularisations qui 0 
taraude les cin6astes au point Tavoir 

occup6 une grande panie du d6jeuner. 

-la, trentiirne idition de la quinzaine des 

rýalisateurs. 
-les films soutenus par I'ACID prýsentýs 

au cin6ma "Ies Arcades" et au "Studio 13" 

dont "Tune, brousse A t'autre" de Jacques 

K6badian qui relate I'histoire de Dodo 

Wagu6, "sans-papters" de I'6glise Saint- 

Bemard, retoumant rendre visite is, a 
famille au MaIL apr8 avoir obtenu des 

"papiers" (sortie en salle le 2 septembre). 

-la. remise du Prix de lajeunesse a un 
film choisi par un jury de Jeunes 

cjnýphiles invit6s par le m*n*st&re de la 

jeunesse et des sports. 
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ýenýr 
NlicWe SOULIGNAC, clýlý(2, uee a, ale de la SRF (Societý des 
Rýalisateurs de Films) a bien voulu rýpondre d quelques questions 

C UL TURE 

A. P. J'ail 'impressi . on qu't*l 
,va eu peu de d6bars aurour du cinema lors de ceire iIe 

rIe 17 'd'rion duy s val de Cannes 

M. S. Cannes n*a jamais ký propice au ciýba[, rnýme s'iI ya deux ans [a creation de 
MDIC (Union Des lndýpendants du Cin6ma) avaiE 6E6 l'occaston d'une large rýflexlon sur 
I'avenir du cin6ma en France eE en Europe. C'est quand rnýme d Cannes cette annee qu . on a 
avanc6 dans [a constitution du BLOC (Bureau de Liaison des Organisations du Cinýma) 
qrdce aux contacts entre la SRF et l'UPF (Union des Producteurs de Films). 

A. P. Comment est venue Vidje du BLOC ? 

M. S. Essentiellement de [a volont6 de recomposition des organisations profess lonnel les 
repr6sentant les Ind6pendants du cin6ma, face a la concentration croissante du secieur 
autour de quelques groupes. La SRF et lUPF mais aussi le SFA (Syndicat Franqais des 0 
Acteurs) eE sGrement bient6t le SNTR (Syndicat National des Techniciens ei R6alisaEeurs) 
et le SDI (Syndicat des Distributeurs Ind6pendants), FAFCAE (Association Franqalse des 
Cin6mas dArt et Essai) onE d6cid6 de renforcer leurs liens . 

Le BLOC consticue un ouill 
pour la d6fense des ind6pendants de toute la chaine de cr6ation c in6mato graph ique qui doit 
devenir op&ationnel dans lps semaines d venir. 

A. P. Y aurait-il "'pgril dans la demeure " pour le cingma franýais alors que les entrýes en 
salle et le nombre defilms produits ont augmenti ? 

M. S. Certains signes sont en effet encourageants. Cependant, nous avons besoin de 
davantage de films encore, autour de 200 films par an, pour que 1'expression artistique dans 

sa pleine diversit6 puisse exister mais aussi pour r6pondre d la demande croissante de films 
Uavýnement des grands groupes privil6giant des logiques financl&res tend A faire baisser le 

nombre de guichets, donc A rýduire !e degr6 de libert6 des cin6astes. Les producteurs 
ind6pendants eux-m6mes ont plus de difficultýs i monter leurs films . 

A. P. On a pour-rant Vimpression que tout est mis en oeuvre aujourdhul' pour consticuer 

tin p6le indusaýelfbn ? 

M. S. On semble vouloir m6nager nos champions nationaux europ6ens face A Hollywood: 

mais West-ce pas un jeu de dupes quand on sait que ces groupes ont tendance d produire un 

cinýma, pdle copie de l'original hollywoodien . Nos cin6astes sont pourtant capables du 

meilleur dans une autre 6criture, un autre rythme, d'autres couleurs . De Plus, les groupes se 

servent des films comme de simples produits d'appel permettant d'engranger des Profits sur 
des produits d6riv6s : ['art et la culture n'ont plus rien i voir U dedans 
St l'on veut 6VIEer une standardisation des films. it faudra encadrer la concentration ; [a 

VlEalitý du cinýrna passe par ['existence d'un p6le ind6pendant fort pour touces les 

cOmposantes de la chaine cinýma[ographique. 
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Appendice 21 

Jack Ralite 

Article II 

POUR UNE POLITIQUE EUROPtENNE 
DE LA PRODUCTION ET DE LA DIFFUSION 

La France prend II initiative de proposer une politique Indusnielle 
europ6enne Tinvestissements pour la production de programmes 
audiovisuels et logiciels dont le montant doit atteindre dans un d6lai de 
5 ans, I% du PIB consolid6 des pays membres de I'Uruon europeenne. 

Cette politique participe au soutten de II innovation, de la cr6ation 
et de la recherche dans les secteurs de la commurucation audiovisuelle 
publique et pnvee. 

La France propose que 10 % de la prograrnmation des chaines 
europ6ennes soit r6serve ý des programmes europ6ens autres que celul du 
pays diffuseur. 

La France est aII initiative de n6grociations permettant la mise en 
place d'un fonds de garanties europeen pour la cr6ation audiovisuelle. 

La. France est aII initiative de n6gociations afin de permet-tre la. 

creation d'un fonds de soutien ý 1'exportation et ý la distribution de 

programmes audiovisuels europeens en Europe et dans le monde et 
notarnment en direction des pays de I'Europe Centrale et des pays en 
vole de d6veloppement. 

Les cooperations audiovisuelles nationales et europýennes seront 

renforcýes en direction des pays de l'Europe Centrale, de l'Europe de 

l'Est et de Vensernble des pays en voie de developpernent. 

See chapter 7, p. 297. 
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Appendice 22 
La nostalgie est toujours ce qu'elle dtait, 

'74 la reception communiste de Germinal de Claude BeM 

L'ampleur que prit la. sortie de Germinal, le 29 septembre 1993, ne fut pas le fruit du 

hasard. A film exceptionnel - adaptation d'un classique populaire de la litt6rature franqaise, 

dotee d'une distribution prestigieuse, et du plus gros budget cinematographique franqais 

jusqu. 'alors (160 m=illions de francs) -, reception exceptionnelle. Sans parler de la t6l6vision. 

Pensemble de la. grande presse franqaise, quotidienne et hebdomadaire, lui consacre une 

couverture mediatique impressionnante (Le Nouvel Observateur, 7 pages; Týlerama, 6; Le 

Figaro Magazine, Le Monde, 5 pages; Le Point, L'Express, La Croix, 4), ceci faisant 

suite a une premiere vague deja tres fournie a I'automne 1992, qui faisait etat des PeriPeties 

du tournage. 

Le Parti communiste franqais, par l'intermediaire de son quotidien d'information 

L'Humanite, preta sa voix a ce deluge redactionnel - et promotionnel apres avoir 

accueilli, deux semaines auparavant, II equipe du film sur la scene centrale de la << Fete de 

L'Humanite >>. Je m'attacherai ici a analyser la sPecificite de la reception communiste, dans 

ce qu'elle contient de problematique, de contradictoire, mais aussi de symptornatique du 

malaise ressenti par ce parti face a une societe franqaise en mutation. 11 me faudra pour cela 

inscrire cette reception dans sa dimension historique, en la comparant a des prises de position 

pr6cedentes du PCF, que ce soit face a Zola, a des adaptations anterieures de Germinal au 

cinema ou de films traitant de l'univers de la mine. 

A Finstar d'une grande partie de la presse franýaise, la reception communiste est duelle. 

IýI D'un cote, I evenement Germinal, de Fautre, le film. Que ce soit dans L'Humanite, 

L'Humanite-dimanche ou Revolution, les trois principaux journaux communistes, c'est 

II evenementiel qui dorraine tres largement. On evoque "I'etonnant echo de Germinal un siecle 

74 This article was published in Excavatio, 11 (1997), 154-159. See chapter 8, pp. 307-309. 
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apre'S, 175, preuve ' l'appui, insiste le quotidien communiste, pI a uisqu'un sondage publid ä la 

sortie du film vient, confirmer que "6 1% des ouvriers et 54% des Franqais esti ment que <( les 

choses Wont pas change en profondeur >> en un sie'cle". La sinceritd et la bonne foi du 

realisateur et des premiers roles reqoivent tour a tour les eloges des journallstes. Tirant ses 
informations du livre de Pierre Assouline76, le critique Jean-Pierre Uonardini s'empresse de 

citer les bons 6tats de service gdnealogiques de Berri, Depardieu, Renaud et Nfiou Nfiou, qui 

tous sont issus d'un milieu ouvrier, minier, communiste, ou' "il n'y avait pas de la viande 

tous les jours". Hommage est ensuite rendu aux figurants, anciens mineurs que "la phase 

aigud de la crise sociale moderne" a reduits au chomage, et qui s'identifient totalement, nous 

dit-on, aux personnages zoliens. Ces figurants sont ceux-la meme que Franqoise Colpin, 

joumaliste a Revolution, a rencontres lors de ses visites en pays minier: "Ces hommes qui 

etaient de la trempe de ceux qui menerent pendant 56 jours la gr've d'Anzin, dans Iaquelle e 

Zola a puise les elements documentaires de cette fresque du concret". Elle a d'ailleurs 

retrouve dans le film "la perennite de la douleur" et "la dignite" qui font corps a cette region. 

Les reserves, somme toute assez ridicules, exprimees par un grand patron du Nord, qui 

craint que Germinal ne donne de la r6gion une mauvaise image de marque, deviennent la 

preuve de "Fetrange retour de manivelle dialectique" provoque par le film. Je pourrals 

multiplier a l'infini ces exemples d'arguments laudatifs dont on aura remarque qu'aucun ne 

prend en compte Germinal pour ce qu'il est, c'est-a-dire un (tres) long metrage de cin6ma. 

De fait, si l'on regarde de plus pres les nombreuses pages consacrees a 1'ev6nement 

Germinal, on s'aperqoIt que la critique cinematographique y tient une place des plus 

restreintes, noyee qu'elle est dans la. deferlante promotionnelle. Sur les cinq pages de 

L'Humanitg du 29 septembre couvrant sa sortie, la critique du film proprement dite occupe 

en tout et pour tout une colonne. Le reste decrit les gens du Nord qui "avaient les larmes aux 

75 L'Humanitg, 29 septembre 1993.1 
1 76 11 ya d'ailleurs lieu de s'6tonner que le jourrialiste communiste approuve le livre dAssouline, tant celu*-c* 

y manifeste plus des talents d'agent promotionnel que de vdritable journaliste. Pour preuve, les deux exemples 

suivants : Berri y est compard au metteur en sc6ne de La Bete humaine : "Son Germinal est placd sous le 

signe de Jean Renoir", et Assouhne se r6jouit presque de 1'6chec du film minier dtric Barbier, Le Brasier, 

6chec que Berri semble lui-m8me avoir souhaitd. Bel exemple de solidarit6 cindmatographique fort peu (< 

germinalesque >>. Pierre Assouline, Germinal ou Vaventure d'unfilm, Paris : Fayard, 1993,394 p. 
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yeux" lors de la premi6re a Lille, promeut le livre de Cavanna, Les Enfants de Gemuinal ou 
encore reproduit une interview de Marcel Barrois, pr6sident du syndicat CGT des nuneurs du 
Nord-Pas-de-Calais, qui, "tel Lantier de Zola, sdduit d'emblde". Wme cas de figure a 
L'HumanW-dimanche ou', apr6s une enquete de trois pages intitul6e "Impressions 

d'aujourd'hui sur le pays de Gernunal" et deux pages Tentretien avec Claude Berri, le texte 
de Gilles Le Morvan n'occupe qu'une seule et unique colonne. La teneur de ces critiques 

explique peut-etre cette portion congrue. En effet, mi I ise a part Franqoise Colpin, les 

jugements portes envers le film s'averent pour le moins ambivalents. Leonardini trouve que 

"Germinal sent un peu le labeur", qu'on n'y atteint pas a 'Tindi spen sable pathos, a la 

sublime emphase emportant tout sur son passage", que les, scenes de foule "exhalent toujours 

une odeur de mise en place", que "chaque detail s'avere parlantil, mais que "Funisson 

symphonique se fait attendre". Ce West visiblement pas 1'enthousiasme. Dans leur insistance 

sur Pexactitude des d6cors, la conformite des lieux et gestes, on sent bien que ni Gilles Le 

Morvan, ni Luce Vigo dans Revolution Wont ete reellement conquis par le film. Le premier 

se montre d'une part assez dur envers le choix et la direction des acteurs et actrices, d'autre 

part franchement severe envers les dialogues qui ne sont que "paroles desuetes ou' pointe la 

langue de boiS1177. Le critique communiste denonce ainsi le caractere mortif6re de la nouvelle 

adaptation de Germinal qui contribue a ranger le monde ouvrier dans les tiroirs de 

I'histoire". De faqon apparernment contradictoire, Luce Vigo formule en fait les m8me 

r6ticences quand elle regrette que "Claude Berri ne doive la modemite de son propos qu'a la 

reprise, mot pour mot, des phrases de Zola-78. 

Reception dichotornique donc au sein de la presse communiste. Les reticences cinephiles 

disparaissent derriere 1'entreprise mytho-glorificatrice dont font l'objet la mine et les mineurs 

et a laquelle participe pleinement le Parti communiste. Le film West pas un chef d'ceuvre, loin 

de la, mais c'est pratiquement un devoir de Paller voir. 

77 L'Humanitg-ditnanche, 23 septembre 1993. 
78 Rgvolution, n' 710,7 octobre 1993. Luce Vigo eut la surprise de voir ce compte rendu, oCI filtre une 

C, 
d6ception certaine, coiff6 d'un trýs gros bandeau vertical I'ntI'tul6 "Vive Germinar', et publ, 6 en quatri6me page 

face a une grande photo du film. 
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La comparaison avec Fadaptation r6alis6e par Yves A116gret en 1963 va nous aider d 

mettre en lumiere les enjeux sous-jacents a la r6ception communiste du Genninal de Claude 

Bem. 

11 appara^it tres vIte qu'en termes cin6matogaphlques I'accuell du film d'All6gret ne fut pas 

si diff6rent. Certains des reproches faits au Genninal de Bem font 6cho a ceux souleves par 

cette adaptation du roman. Cependant, au lieu d'etre perdus dans la masse promotionnelle, 

ces reproches sont le corps meme de la reception, celle-ci 6tant laiss6e aux seuls soins des 

critiques cinernatographiques et litteraires. Dans les Lettres franqaises, Armand Lanoux 

estime que s'ils n'ont pas trahi l'ideologie, le realisateur et son scenafiste, 'Charles Spaak, ont 

cependant trahi le roman. C'est avec: des accents de colere qu'il s'en prend a cette bluette 

miniere, cette carcasse vide ou' deux des personnages principaux, le Voreux et la foule, 

disparaiit pour Fun, apparailt simplement "maigrelette, anecdotique, chetive" pour Fautre. 

Regrettant un nouveau Potemkine, le film lui semble indigne de 'Tentrde de la guerre sociale 

dans la litterature mondiale"79. Dans le m8me num6ro, Marcel Martin se montre lui aussi 

assez tiede : "il manque la grandeur et la flamme... il manque aussi le miracle d'une crdation 

artistique originale ... dit il. Et s'il ressent une emotion, "c'est grace a Zola plus qu'au 

realisateur... ". L'ecrivain et le roman sont beaucoup plus presents dans 1'evaluation du film 

d'Allegret. Ce qui diff6re egalement le plus avec la nouvelle adaptation, clest le lien dtabli 

entre le film et la realite contemporaine de sa sortie. Si Marcel Martin effectue ce rapport au 

pr6sent80, on lui reconnailtra cependant un souci d'objectivite : "Cent ans apres les 

evenements qu'iI met en scene, le roman garde une douloureuse actualite : non plus tellernent 

en France (voire ! ), mais en bien des endroits du monde et pas tellement loin de nos 

frontieres 
... 1181. Dans L'Humanite, Samuel Lachize se f6licite qu'un cineaste s'attache au 

rnilieu ouvrier, theme effectivement rare dans le cinema franqais de cette p6node82, et si, ý 

79 Armand Lanoux, "Germinal ou le nouveau Maitre des Forges', Les Lettres franqaises, 26 septembre-2 

octobre 1963, pp. I& 14. 
on; 'I d6clare, au contraire que 80 A la grande diffdrence de Claude Berri, Yves A116gret r6fute cette interpr6tati I 

le film est plut6t un t6moignage sur le passd, in L'Humanitg, 19 septembre 1963. 
81 Marcel Martin, 'Germinal, honorable illustration', Les Lettresfranqaises, 26 septembre-2 octobre 1963, 

p. 14. 
82 Le film fera l'objet d'une projection pnv6e rdservde aux cadres de la CGT, syndicat proche du PCF- Ceux- 

IIrI ci rendront hommage au rdalisateur : ainsi, Henri Krasucki, futur secrdtaire g6n6ral de la CGT qui emercie le 
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Vinstar de Marcel Martin, il manifeste une g8ne devant la froideur et l'absence de souffle 
epique du film, fl en sait gr6 a son metteur en scene d'avoir "presque surmont6 toutes (les 

embu^ches] et conserve intact Fesprit de Zola sans se livrer a des paralleles arbitraires aý'ec 
I'actualite contemporaine"83. 

Comment comprendre une telle divergence d'attitude par rapport aux parallýles 6tablis 01 

avec I'actualite contemporaine ? Un aperqu des prises de position du PCF face au roman et 

son auteur ainsi que de la polltique du PCF envers les mineurs depuls la Llbdration nous 
foumira des elements de r6ponse a cette interrogation. 

On peut en effet faire remonter aux anndes 1945-1947, le commencement d'une vdntable 

mythologie communiste de la mine. Premier partl de France en 1946, l'influence du PCF se 
fait sentir dans tout le pays. Le 21 juillet 1945, Maurice Thorez, Secr6taire gdneral du Parti et 

membre du gouvernement, s'adresse aux rrüneurs de Waziers en ces terrnes : 'Trodulre, faire 

du charbon, c'est la forme la plus elevee de votre devoir de classe, de votre devoir de 

Franqais''. La << Bataille de la production >> est lancee84. Le mineur, secouriste de la patne, et 

par la merne heros national, doit etre pret a tous les saciffices. Les discours de responsables 

communistes ou. syndicaux de II epoque il en fallut de nombreux pour galvaniser des 

ouvriers pour lesquels le fruit de leurs efforts se fait douloureusement attendre 

mentionnent rarement Germinal. De plus, I'ceuvre de Zola n'est pas citee dans les cntiques 

communistes du film du cin6aste militant Louis Daquin, Le Point dujour, realise en 1948 et 

sorti en 194985. Cette absence, qui peut surprendre de prime abord, s'explique assez 

logiquement au. vu de ]a situation contemporaine. Passes la nationalisation des Houilleres de 

ilm, << quelque chose de bien pour les cindaste au nom de l'organisation syndicale pour avoir fait avec ce fi 
travailleurs o, in L'Humanitý, II octobre 1963. 
83 L'Humanitg, 21 octobre 1963. 
84 Sur toute cette p6riode, voir en particuller : Evelyne Desbois, Yves Jeanneau, Bruno Matt6i, La Foi des 

charbonniers : les mineurs dans la bataille du charbon 1945-1947. Paris : Editions de la Maison des sciences 
de I'homme, 1986. Les auteurs questionnent le r6le de la CGT et du PCF, accusds de s'8tre empards de la 

m6moire des mineurs.. D'apr&s eux, le statut du mineur et la national isation, par exemple, n'affranchirent pas 
les mineurs mais garantirent pl Wt Ia perpýtuation de leur d6pendance A 1'6gard de 1'entreprise (p. 18 1)., D'autre 

part, les auteurs citent l'un des rares auteurs. mineur lul-m8me, A s'8tre insurge contre cette imagene a << sens 

unique >>, il s'agit de Constant Malva, qui fut a I'dpoque tr&s critique du film de Louis Daquin (PP. 77-79). 
85 Ce film que l'on cite souvent cornme le seul film rdaliste-socialiste franqais est un hommage A la solidantd 
des mineurs et A leur travail (le jeune de la famille qui ne voulait pas <( descendre )) finit par aller au fond avec: 
fiertd). 
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France et le vote du statut du mineUr86, mesures dont s'enorgue'llit le PCF, 11 seralt mak enu 
de faire rdf6rence aux conditions mis6rables que connutjad's la mine et que d6crivit Zola. En 
1947, les mineurs ne sont plus ces 8tres frustes, sournis aý de brutales passions, politiquernent 

analphabetes, mais des ouvriers fiers, industrieux, les sauveurs de la nation. Rappeler leurs 

conditions de vie ante II lutte 'rieures, cela signifierait surtout oublier les acquis conquis de haute 

par les mineurs et leur organisation, c'est-a-dire le PCF qui recueille, ne l'oublions pas prýs 

de 25% des suffrages de la nation87. D'ailleurs toute entreprise qui ne confirme pas l'image 

pieuse et positive de l'ouvrier travailleur et honn6te est syst6matiquement d6nonc6e par le 

PCF comme propagande anticommuniste. Citons pour exemple les d6m6l6s de Marcel 

Pagliero avec la CGT et le Parti communiste en 1949 au sujet de son film, Un Homme 

marche dans la ville88. Ce rapport au travail, empreint de stakhanovisme, se retrouve dans 

l'ouvrage de Jean Freville, Zola, semeur d'orages, ou' 1'ecrivain vante en Zola, "le 

glorificateur du travail". Le parti conna^it alors sa grande periode jdanovienne, celle du 

A 89. C* realisme socialiste, la lecture que donne Freville de Zola en est petrie aricaturons ce qui 

se pre'sentait d6ja' sous des traits caricaturaux : I'Histoire a un sens, cellfi du progre's. Gra^ce 

au socialisme, les nuneurs nageront dans le bonheur et le grisou ne sera plus mortel. 

La force politique du PCF90, son implantation au sein d'un milieu ouvrier tres puissant91 

expliquent egalement la reception du Germinal d'Yves Allegret. La encore, par trop insister 

sur un eventuel parallele entre les conditions de 1963, annee du dernier mouvement de masse 

de la corporation, et celles d6crites par Zola, s'avererait contre-productif. L'heure n'est pas 

encore a la nostalgie. Le nombre d'ouvriers en France n'atteindra son apogee qu'en 1975 

(8.5 millions), annee de la publication de l'ouvrage d'Andre Marc Vial, Germinal et le o 

86 La nationalisation fut vot6e le 17 mai 1946, Le statut des mineurs, qui institue le droit au logement et au 

chauffage gratuit, le 14juin de la Wme annde. 
87 A Poccasion du 27e Congr6s du PCF, L'Humanitg publie un encart sp6cial dans lequel, entre autres, 

plusieurs r6gions de France sont pr6sent6es. Par exemple, Le Martinet, village c6venol du bassin min ier 

al6sien, ou' "Ies mineurs se sont imm6diatement identifids A ce tout jeune parti et, en septembre 192 1, pour 
leurs premi&es 6lections, ils lui confient les r6nes de la municipalit6", in L'Humanitg, 18 d6cembre 1990. 

88 Tournd au Havre, Un Homme marche dans la ville, situ6 dans le milieu ouvrier, abordait les probl6mes de 

I'alcoolisme et de la violence domestique. Une campagne de protestations contre le film fut orchestrde par la 

CGT et le PCF, et joua un r6le important dans I'dchec commercial du film. 
89 Jean Fr6ville, Zola serneur d'orages, Paris Iditions sociales, in- 16,1952, pp. 71-72. 

90 21,8% des suffrages exprim6s aux dlections l6gislatives de 1962. 
91 Les ouvriers comptent pour deux tiers des salari6s franqais en 1966. 
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socialisme >> de Zola , Ou' I'analyse se veut plus complete, plus mesur6e et plus objective que 
92 

e celle des annees cinquante - 
Pourtant, trois ans plus tard, parait la pr'face d'Andr6 Wurmser 

a 1'edition de Germinal dingee par Henri NEtterand93, qui semble marquer un retour A 1'espnt 

des discours anterieurs. Dans ce texte, Andrd Wurmser met I'accent sur le Zola joumaliste 

qu'il juge plus digne d'eloges que le Zola romancier: "Ce que rapporte Zola plaide pour les 

mineurs; ne les condamne que ce qu'il invente 11) 
. Et si c'est, au regard de la lutte des classes, 

"le seul roman fondamentalement vrai, un roman sans precedent, et sans successeur", il 

designe neanmoins des heritiers au livre de Zola : les admirables nouvelles d'Andr6 Stil, ou 

Les Communistes de Louis Aragon94 pour la simple raison que les basses classes, que 

Germinal avait fait entrer dans le roman, disparailtront de la litterature franqaise avec son 

auteur pour ne reapparai Itre que dans ces ouvrages. Argument qu'il reprend de son article, 

"Les Marxistes, Balzac et Zola", paru dans les Cahiers naturalistes en 196495. Pour le 

moins abusive, cette filiation entre le Zola de Germinal et des auteurs alors au comble de leur 

penode stalinienne Wen demontre pas moins Fendurance d'une vision platement dogmatique 

10 de I ecrivain. Premier roman de la lutte des classes, de la denonciation du capitalisme, aux 

yeux du PCF, ce roman en quelque sorte appartient aux communistes franqais puisque ce 

sont eux, les seuls veritables defenseurs de la classe ouvriere. 

Cest dans cette vision restreinte, restrictive du roman ainsi que dans son appropriation 

abusive que l'on trouvera. egalement l'origine de la reception de I'adaptation du film de Berri. 

Seulement voila, ce nouveau Germinal envahit les ecrans alors que le Parti communiste 

franqais connaft l'une des phases les plus difficiles de ses soixante-dix annees d'existence96. 

Le PCF affronte une crise existentielle majeure. D'une part il a perdu, en 1'espace d'une 

generation une grande part de son electorat, passant de 21,6% des suffrages en 1963 a 6,4% 

92 Andrd Marc Vial, Germinal et le < socialisine v de Zola, Paris : tditions sociales, 1975. 

93 Andr6 Wurmser, "pr6face", Germinal, Ed. Henri Mitterrand, Paris : Gallimard, pp. 9-46. Andri Wurmser 

fut critique litt6raire aux Lettres franqaises de 1947 11972 et, ý partir de 1954,6ditorialiste 1 L'Humanfti. 

94 Ibid. pp. 15-16. 
95 Andr6 Wurmser, "Les Marxistes, Balzac et Zola", Cahiers naturalistes, nO 28,1964. pp. 137-148. 

96 "Le PCF reste dans les basses eaux de son influence dlectorale qui font du pourcentage obtenu en mars 

1993 (6,4 % des inscrits) Pun des deux plus mauvais scores de toute son h1stoire 6lectorale 16g, slat, ve", in 

Roger Martelli, " 1993 : un r6sultat communiste en demi-teinte", Socliti franqaise, n' 46, Printemps 1993, 

pp. 2-9. 
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trente ans plus tard. D'autre part, son assise ouv nere se voit concurrenc6e par 1'extr6me- 
droite dans nombre de ses bastions traditionnels. Enfin, et plus profond6ment. I'Europe 

communiste ayant implose, c'est tout un syste' e me de r'f6rences qui s'est dcroul6, la terre s'est 
refermee sur ces modeles que l'on jugeait il n'y a pas si longtemps "globalement posit' '. En iI fs, 

proie a I'amertume, face au vide, les communistes franqais (re)decouvrent la nostalgie. Yest- 
il pas alors de meilleur messager AN ce sentiment que le cindma, surtout quand celui-cl 
s'attache a la transcription d'un texte que l'on dit fondateur ? Dans une conf6rence sur le film 
de Scorcese New York New York, Jacqueline Nacache rappelle que "le sentiment 

nostalgique, en tant que conscience de la perte et aspiration a retrouver un ide e 'al 'gard, est 
indissociablement lie a l'utopie, au regret d'un monde harmonieux parce qulentier, preserv6 
de toute fracture"97. Iddal. egare, utopie, regret d'un monde han-nonieux, autant de termes qui 
font echo aux illusions anciennes ou definissent precisement I'dtat d'esprit des communistes 

en 1993. On se rend compte alors de ce que I'adaptation cinematographique de Germinal, 

quels que soient ses qualites ou ses defauts, portait en elle de symbolique pour les 

communistes franqais. Bien su^r, Germinal et son message revolutionnaire justifient les 

combats passes mais plus encore, ils justifient la survie, 1'existence meme du PCF en 1993. 

Cet accueil de la fiction socialiste originelle, ecrite trente avant la Revolution bolchevlque, 11 

faut le voir comme acte purificateur, comme volonte inconsciente de renaissance. Ce retour 

sur un ecrivain franýais d'avant le bolchevisme permet au PCF, en forýant les echos 

contemporains, Vobliteration des modeles etrangers dechus, tout en soulignant le caractere 

national de son passe. 

Ainsi la reception communiste du film de Claude Berri s'explique-t-elle par des raisons 

intemes. La. raison de parti I'a emporte. Sans cela, comment comprendre que cet accueil se 

d6marque aussi peu de la presse autrefois qualifiee de << bourgeoise o? Comment expliquer la 

defense d'un film dont on sait que les figurants furent payes en dessous des tarifs syndicaux 

? Comment expliquer qu'un maigre entrefilet annonqait dans L'Humanite que Germinal 

inaugurerait, en presence du r6alisateur et du ministre de la Culture, Jacques Toubon, le 

97 Jacqueline Nacache, "L'hommage et la nostalgie", in Jacques Aumont (ed. ), Pour un cinima compari, 
Paris : Cindmath6que franqalse, 1996, pp. 299-317. 
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supercomplexe de Thais dans le Val-de-Mame, alors que Von savait pertinemment que ces 
nouvelles salles entraiineraient la disparition de celles des centre-villes, pourtant seules 

garantes d'une distribution pluraliste ? 

11 ne faut pas sous-estimer non plus la dimension industrielle, 6conomique, de la r6ceptlon 

communiste de Germinal. Tres implique clans le debat qui agitait les milieux artistiques 

autour du Gatt, le PCF est tres actif dans la campagne pour 1'exception culturelle europeenne. 
De par I'ampleur de sa production et 1'etendue (previsible) de son succes, Germt . nal 

represente aux yeux des cornmunistes franqais une reponse aý I'hegemonie am6ricaine dans le 

domaine des superproductions. C'est bien, comme le souligne Le Figar698, d'un duel entre 

les deux mastodontes americain et franqais qu'il s'agit : Jurassic Park et Germinal. 

L'adaptation d'un classique de la litt'rature fr e anqaise tenant la dragee haute au dernier 

Spielberg, il Wen faut pas plus pour contenter les avocats de 1'exception culturelle". 

Les contradictions de la reception communiste de Germinal en marquent aussi les limites. 

Ce West pas Germinal qui peut concurrencer le cinema americainlOO, ce ne sont pas les 

grandes reconstitutions historiques, tirees du patrimoine national, qui eveillent les futurs 

talents. On repondra, evidernment que le, film connut un enorme succes public. Est-ce pour 

cela signe d'une prise de conscience politique, comme l'on voudrait nous le faire croire ? 

Devant, un tel battage publicitaire, le doute est permis. Comme 1'ecn't Marc Vernet, 

'Tinstitution cinematographique ne peut pas etre uniquement conque comme une usine a 

re^ves ; c'est egalement une machine a eteindre les r8ves"101, aussi est-il possible de 

considerer Germinal comme une sorte de, << pantheonisation >> d'une classe ouvriere qui 

98 "La plus lourde production franqaise (160 millions de francs). [ ... I 
Germinal gagne son pari et totalise 

aujourd'hui 5 500 000 spectateurs. Jurassic Park, 6 300 000 (sortie le 20 octobre)", Le Figaro, 29 d6cembre 

1993. 
99 D'autres marquent leurs r6ticences, tels les Cahiers du cingma : "Quels films nous propose-t-on pour 

lutter contre le farneux imp6rialisme de I'Oncle Sam ? Au hasard, Germinal de Claude Berri qui cumule ici les 

fonctions de r6alisateur et de producteur... [ ... ] Contentons-nous de constater que c'est un 6pisode de plus dans 

la restauration d'un cin6ma un peu compass6 et parfaitement illustratif au cceur duquel le r6alisateur-producteur 
tend a remplacer les probl6mes de mise en sc6ne par des questions d'intendances Cahiers du cinima, no 

472, octobre 1993. 
100 C'est le Cinquiýme ýIgment de Luc Besson. 
101 Marc Vernet, Figures de Vabsence, Paris : Cahiers du cin6ma, 1990, p. 7. 
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n'existe plus telle quelleI02' une sorte de "funerailles nationales de l'ouvner mythique". scion 
1'expression de Rene BalletI03- Evitons toute meprise. Il West pas question d'abonder dans 
le sens d'un Louis Pauwels qui declare "ne voir aucun rapport structurel" entre la soci6t6 de 
Geminal et la sienne, et affirme que le niveau de vie d'un couple de s nucards est largement 

superieur a celle d'un rentier moyen sous Napoleon III, comparaison auss, stupide que 
revoltante104. La France de 1993 subit une crise econon-tique grave, dont les effets se font 

durement sentir chez les plus demunis, c'est comme 1'ecrit souvent L'Humanite, une France 

de 1'exclusion, de la fracture sociale, du chomage et de la precante. Simplement, le choix 

cornmemoratif et le style grandiloquent de Claude Berri n'apparaissent nullement comme les 

meilleurs vecteurs d'un sursaut, d'une nouvelle conscience, et surtout, ne peuvent pas 

atteindre un public jeune. Germinal de Berri, c'est le voyage scolaire au muse 'e de la Mine. 

Cette derniere adaptation de Germinal, qui dut decevoir les attentes d'un Henri Mitterand, qui 

esperait que le film saurait saisir et transposer la demesure d'une ceuvre epique, fantastique, 

lyrique, folleIO5, ne constitue pas, en 1993, la traduction cinematographique d'un marxisme 

vivant. Yest-ce pas Andre Wurmser lui-meme qui ecrivait trente auparavant que "le realisme 

est un rapport entre une realite mouvante et son observateur, qui n'est pas moins mobile, qui 

change avec le monde qu'il transforme", tirant de ceci la conclusion que cette perpetuelle 

variation implique Pinvention perpetuelle d'expressions nouvelles106 I? 

Ces formes nouvelles existent. 11 faut se tourner vers des premiers films, ou des films de 

jeunes realisateurs qui parlent d'une realite contemporaine, sans sensiblerie ni nostalgie 

102 Voir I'article de Michel Verret, "Classe ouvriere, mouvement ouvrier. Oti va le mouvement oi uvrier 
franqais ? ", Communisme, n' 28,1990, pp. 40-48 : R6gression massive de la classe ouvri6re : de 8,5 millions 
d'ouvriers en 1975 a7 aujourd'hul, dont 6 seulement occup6s. Une d6concentration non mois massive : dans 
l'ordre productif (apr6s les centres miniers et textiles, les concentrations siddrurgiques, mdtallurgiques, 
m6caniques, portuaires, volent en dclat) ; dans l'ordre rdsidentiel (A la d6sertification productive et active, des 

r6gions ouvri6res traditionnelles : Nord-Pas-de-Calais, Lorraine, bordures navales, s'ajoute sur tout le 
territoire, le transfert continu des populations ouvri6res de I'habitat collectif concentr6 A I'habitat individuel 
dispersd) ; dans lordre culturel (d la dispersion productive et r6sidentielle, correspond la dispariton de tout un 
monde ouvrier associatif. 
103 Rend Ballet, "Prdsence ouvri&e dans les arts et la littdrature de I'apr6s-guerre", in Claude Willard (ed. ), La 

I France Ouvriere. Tome 3: De 1968 d nos jours, Paris : Les tditions de I'Atelier/Les Editions ouvrieres, 
1995, p. 25. 
104 Louis Pauwels, Le Figaro-magazine, 16 octobre 1993. 
105 Le Quotidien de Paris, 28 septembre 1993. Ddcu, 11 le sera effectivement; voir Henri Mitterand, Zola, la 

viriti en marche, Paris: D6couvertes Gallimard, 1995, p. 72. 
106 Andrd Wurmser, "Les Marxistes, Balzac et Zola", Cahiers naturalistes, nO 28,1964, p. 139. 
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d'avant-hiers qui chantent, mais avec beaucoup de subtilitd, d'opiniätretd et d'espoir dans 
I'avenir. Citons En avoir ou pas de Lxtitia Masson, La Promesse des freres Dardenne, 

Marion de Manuel poirier, parmi d'autres. Surtout, si Pon cherche la trace de Germinal dans 

le cinema franqais d'aujourd'hui, c'est La Vie de Jesus qu'il faut absolument voir. Ce 

premier film de Bruno Dumont recele en lui la violence et la puissance de I' ceuvre de Zola. 

Du concours de pinsons a I'aveuglant soleil, de I'amour animal au crime gratuit, on y 

d6couvre le pays minier tel qu'iI apparailt sept ans apres la fermeture du dernier pUItSIO7. Les 

germinations esperees ont laisse place a une friche industrielle et, ce qui est plus grave, une 

humanite en ffiche. Ce n'est plus Germinal, c'est Nivose sous un soleil de plomb. 

En conclusion, la reception dithyrambique du film de Claude Berri par le Parti 

Communiste Franqais tient plus 'a ses difficultes a envisager son avenir apres les coups de 

grisou nationaux et internationaux subis durant la decennie. Malgre la nostalgie revendiquee 

face a ce retour a la source que represente Germinal, la sortie du film correspond pourtant a 

un tournant dans I'histoire conternporaine du PCF. Une sernaine apres la sortie du film, 

Georges Marchais annonce qu'iI ne se representera pas au poste de Secretaire general, apres 

avoir tenu les, renes du parti pendant pres de vingt-deux ans. De son cote, au meme moment, 

I'hebdornadaire de la CGT, V. 0. -La Vie Ouvriere change de norn pour devenir L'HEBDO de 

Vactualite sociale-la Vie Ouvriýre-CGT, le premier numero sous ce nouveau titre contient 

justement les temoignages de figurants ayant participe au tournage de Germinal108. 

CoYncidences heureuses, dira-t-on, mais neanmoins symptornatiques de la fin d'une epoque. 

Iý De I ecriture du roman a l'imagerie pieuse et hero*fque des ouvriers celebree par Berri, la 

boucle semble bouclee. Le Parti communiste frangais doit maintenant faire la preuve qu'iI a 

change, mue, comme dirait plutot Robert Hue, son nouveau Secretaire national. En attendant 

des preuves de cette mutation annoncee a grand bruit, remarquons simplement la resistance 

etonnante de ce parti qui siege aujourd'hui au gouvernement, quatre ans apres la sortie de 

Germinal. 

107 21 d6cembre 1990 : arr8t du dernier puits, le 9 d'Oignies. "La Terre se referme ä Oignies" titre 

L'Humanite ce m8me jour. 
108 Le changement de titre a lieu entre les num6ros 2561 du 27 septenibre au 3 octobre 1993 et 2562/1 du l er 

au 7 octobre 1993. 
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Appendice 24 
Nous sommes tous des Rosetta 

ous sommes tous de 

David Cronenberg 
Dominique Blanc / Doris 08rrie I Jeff Goldblum / Barbara Mendricks / HOIIY Hunt*r / Goorg* N 

Maurimlo Hichottl I Yasmina Roza / Andr6 T6chlnA 

\A&Zeop 

Albert Algoud France inter I Ann* Andreu Le Monde de 1'8duca(ion / Mario-Claud* Arbsudi* Le Forn Ffanq&s / Claud* Baign6res Le Fogaro 
/ Thomas Bauder Le Journal du ctnefna / Henri 846har Vogue / 80MArd B4noliol Les Cahws ou cinerna I Eva Bettan France Inter / Agathe 
Blanchard France Inter / V6ronlque Olin Panorama du n*decin / Fran4poise Bon4& France Irue(l Olivier Bonnard Le t*X"au Cndrrka / Fr*d, 6ric 
Bonnaud Les Infockup(ibles / Michel Boulut Charue Hebm: )o / Joan-Jacques Bourdin RTL / Patrick Boyer France Inlo / Emmanuel Burdeau 

Les Cwvers Ou Ctnen%a I Claudo, Cabannots L: Hurr%wme / Thierry Choze Sjudlo Magazine / Pascal* Clark France inter / C1411a Cohen Les carberS 

du cm*rna I Franqo&s Cohoridy Le Progr6s / Michel C-ohon-Solal RTL / Mario Colmant France Inter f Annie C4)pp*nTLO- Les Ectios I Antoine 

Cormory France 21 Sylvia, Coulomb France inter / Alawse. -So-phiot Courtinos La OrKtuo6rir's / On~ Cras Europe I/ Sophio Dacbort Le Fwrn 

F(smCa'S / Olivier Do Bruyn Le Point / Alb"c: De, Gourviilo RFl / Christian Dedadelson TF i/ Thiorry D*n%aW&re ATL / Alexandre Dovolso 

NUIle Part Adleufs / JOAA-Piorns Dufreigno L'F-x4xess / Jacquos Duplouy La Montagne / V6roniquo Dupont Nurnulfo / Ruth Elkrtoff TF If Joan. 

Michel Frodon Le Monde / Isabelle Giordano Le Journal du cenen%a / Christian Gonzales Figato Madarne / Fronqols Gorin TeleraIrna / Michel 

GUilkwx 1-Hurnaruld / J*ark-Luc Hoes France inter / Christopho Hondelatte France Inter f Paul& Jacques France iniet I Jean-Pierre 

-10ancolas Le Nouveau PoMrs / Mstio-jo Jouan France 2/ Sorge Kaganski Les InroCkupUbleS / J04in-PiGM0 Lacomme, Le Journal du Ovrrýbmne 

1PhlllPPQ LAIIOUChO LaVbixduNofc1 I Joarw-Marc LALannoMax/Marino Uuvdrot TeWarna/. 14r6ma, Larcher LOS C&hWSduCjnerna/Cl&udo 

Los BU%an TeWasna / Marie-Franqo1se, Laclbris Le Pow% / G&&l Leforestior La Onqtxbrira / GArord Lefort France inter / Florence Leroy France 

k* / Philipp* Lavass, *w TF1 / Joan-CA&#. bdo Lolsaau T6; 4irarna I Jacques Mondaftaur" Le Monde I Claud* Martino La Marsew6ww I 

Frisagolso, Maupln Le Figwo / Salim Menis Radio libertare / Pascal M"goau Le NoLr4W Observat" / Hie-61,86 M0nd0lY 8FM I Yves 

MOntmayour Pars-Prerno6re / Juios-"sar MurscAoie Metropolis / J,,, -M... Hadaud LCI 1'ýllchel psirnlArl Ego / Philippe Pournlor CO-4 

Live / Didior Piliron Liberation / Philipp* Plazzo Aden / 13*rwiard Pivot France 2/ Patrick Poiw , rArvor TFi / Elizabeth Quin France Sow / 

06minique Rabourdin Mdoopoks / 0liwj4w Ralchman Ci* Live / Michel Robichori Studio Magazine / Laur"t Rlga4A*t Liberation I Mario- 

Elisabeth Rouchy Le Nouveau Cinema / Joan Roy Ll+jrrande / Philippe Roy4w La Croix / JoAn-Jale"s Rue Cw*fOrn / 011vior SAgurot 

LA: i6ration I Louis Skarveki Libefat-on I Fr. &d*cic ThAotiald La Vie / 141061 Tin- La Tribune / Daniel Toscon du Plantleor F*9&0 "OO&Z""41 I 

Serge TOUblana Les Cahows Ou Cwterria / Marf"o6lio Tranchant Le Figarci / Claudo-Marlo I-r6mols Esprit / Richard Tripault France 31 

Ariono Valadid V1010 / P114111c" Vavjsss4K" Le Parisian / Philipp* Vocchi Niulle Pon Adet-gs / Marc voinchot Rance Culture / LA4, went Weil K46 

Vous avez tous, passionnement, pris le parti de Rosetta. 
Du fond du cceur, merci. 

See chapter 8, p. 319. 
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